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STRATEGY,

PREDAT~ON,

AND ANTITRUST ANALYSIS: AN INTRODUCTION

Steven C. Salopl

."',.- . ---.
The mainstream of industrial organization economics has begun
to deal explicitly with dynamic interdependencies among oligopo~
listic sellers.

Traditional analysis focused on oligopolistic

interaction at a single moment of time among sellers who ignored
the responses of rivals.

Sellers are now more often 'viewed as

sophisticated business strategists who take into .account rivals'
likely responses when evaluating alternative courses of-' action and
who formulate tactics contingent on the dynamics of competitive
forces in the marketplace.

Economists' increased sophistication

is reflected in their greater reliance' on dynamic models developed
by mathematical game theorists and the greater attention paid to
the logical consistency of their analysis.

1 Visiting Professor of Economics and Law, Georgetown University
Law Center, and Associate Director of Special Projects at the FTC
at the time of the conference. I would like to thank Richard
Craswe1l, Frank Easterbrook~ Mark Fratrik, Judith Gelman, David
Scheffman, Robert Pitofsky, and Torn Sullivan for helpful comments
and conversations. I have also benefited from reading Oliver
Williamson's interesting papers, "Wage Rates as a Barrier to
Entry: The Pennington Case," 82 Q. J. Econ. 85 (1968) and
"Antitrust Enforcement: Where It's Been, Where It's Going,"
University of Pennsylvania discussion paper (May 1981), as well as
James V. Delong's "The Role, If Any, of Economics in Antitrust
Enforcement," Southwestern Law Review (forthcoming).

·~.

This new "strategic" approach has important implications for
antitrust because it is more sophisticated and complete.

For

example, in contrast to the old "structuralist" approach of Bain 2
and his follower.s, detailed modeling of oligopoly conduct changes
the focus of antitrust rules.

Under strategic analysis, the

existence of barriers to entry is viewed as a necessary, but not
• r., . ---.

sufficient, first step to finding competitive injury.

Once this

structural "first tier" is passed, "second tier" analysis of the
competitive and welfare implications of ·the questioned conduct
must be undertaken. 3

On the other hand, the existence of pro-

competitive "efficiencies" is not conside'red a sufficient
, defense 4 but rather must be balanced against any co.mpetitive
harms uncovered.
rules.

Thus, this new approach is hostile to Eer se

At the same time, economists are beginning to understand

the demands of the Rule of Reason--that it be "focused on the
challenged restt~int's impact' on competitive conditions. "5
Development of simple tests based on observable conduct is rising
toward the top of many industrial economists' agendas.

2

J. Bain, Industrial Organization (1959).

3 This division into two tiers is developed in P. Joskow and
A. Klevorick, "A Framework for Analyzing Predatory Pricing
Pol icy , II 89 Ya 1 e L. J. 213 (19 7 9) •

4 Cf. R. Posner, "The Next Step in the Antitrust Treatment of
Restricted Dlstribution: Per Se Legality," 48 U. Chi. L. Rev. 6
(1980).

5
435

National Society of Professional Engineers v. United States,
U.S. 688.
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The new approach permits analysis of some issues that were
too complex or too subtle to be handled with Ie"s5 sophlsticated·
tools.

As this volume illustrates, economists are now developing

a framework to evaluate strategies involving firms which interact
in multiple markets.

Study of the "institutional" structure of

the marketplace is also beginning, thus permitting a finer understanding of possible "plus" factors thA't "mTght improve oligopo-.
lists' chances of successful consciously parallel conduct.
It is important that antitrust enforcement agencies keep
abreast of the latest developments in economic analysis.
of the likely importance of this new

s~rategic

Because

analysis, the

Bureaus of Economics and Competition jointly sponsored a staff
seminar on these new developments.
June 5 and 6, 1980.

The conference was held on

The primary purposes of the conference were

(1) to report to staff attorneys and economists on the "strategic"
approach, (2) to provide academic researchers with an opportunity
to hear practicing litigators react to their work, and (3) to
facilitate further research, both at academic institutions and at
the FTC, into the theory and practical application of strategic
antitrust analysis.
This volume contains the proceedings of that conference plus
some added contributions included for completeness.
::;.:

The seven

papers presented at the conference provide the background and
theory underlying strategic antitrust analysis, applications of
that analysis to some specific antitrust problems, and some new

-3-

tools to carry out the analysis, as well as discussion and
commentary on the theoretical and practical impl'ications of the
approach.

These papers were prepared by some of the leading

researchers in their respective specialties.

Commentary was

provided by a diverse group of legal and economic researchers and
practitioners. 6
•

~• . •

-#-

OVERVIEW
The volume is organized into four main,sections: Background
and Overview, Applications to Antitrust Analysis, New Tools for
Strategic Analysis, and Roundtable Discussion.

In the first

section, the paper by A. Michael Spence places the concepts of
entry deterrence and predation into the larger context of
strategic marketplace competition.

Earlier research by Spence on

entry,deterrence represents an important focal point for strategic
analysis~7

In the paper presented at the conference, he provides

a useful map of the field, . including the relationship of research
into

predat~ry

practices to experience curve analysis and inter-

national competition.

He also emphasizes the limitations of

antitrust in regulating strategic competition.

The commentaries

by William Comanor and Wesley Liebeler nicely complement Spence's
analysis.

To Comanor, Spence 1 s analysis "lends credence" to the

6 Richard Craswell's commentary was prepared after the conference. The comments given at the conference by Bruce Owen and
Robert Reich were not prepared for publication.
7 A. M. Spence, "Entry, Investment and Oligopolistic Pricing," 8
Bell J. Econ. 534 (1977).
-4-
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much discussed and sometimes maligned Alcoa decision.

To

Liebeler, the analys{s implies the market "is not doing'badly on·
its own.

n

The paper by James Hurwitz, William Kovacic, Thomas Sheehan,
and Robert Lande supplies some basic legal background by discussing the recent predation cases, the approaches of different courts
to them and the standards of conduct
defined.

tha~a~e

beginning to be

George Hay provides a parallel review of the academic

debate over predatory pricing.

Hay also raises the provocative

point that entry by less eff icient rivals may be procompeti tive •.
However, he does not propose a specific standard to incorporate
this complication into the law.
The next section of the volume applies the

g~neral

of strategic behavior· to specific antitrust problems.

theories
Richard

Gilbert analyzes preemptive patenting and other conduct centered
on strategic

p~tent

accumulation.

In addition, he surveys both

the theoretical and the empirical literature to gauge the effect
.of preemptive patenting on economic efficiency and on monopoly
power.

Gilbert concludes that because identification of exclu-

sionary patenting strategies is difficult, a conservative enforcement approach is appropriate.

Commentary on Gilbert's paper is

provided by Richard Craswe1l and F. M. Scherer.

Craswel1 genera-·

lizes Gilbert's analysis to mergers with rivals and acquisitions
of scarce resources such as mineral deposits.

Craswe11 also

discusses the conceptual relationship between preemption and

-5-

traditional predatory pricing theory.

Scherer takes exception to

Gilbert's application of the theoretical paradigm to more complex
marketplace structures involving multiple, possibly complementary
patents.

Scherer also offers a brief defense of the FTC's Xerox

settlement.
The paper by Janusz Ordover and Robert Willig begins by
discussing a general standard for judging"-p~~dation.

To do so,

they first provide an analysis of the relationship between
irreversible investments and entry barriers.

In a sense, their

standard is an extension of Areeda and Turner's standard to more
complex, strategic conduct.

The authors go on.to apply their

analysis to some antitrust issues involving product innovation,
including the production of components incompatible with a new
entrant's equipment.

They formulate a number of tests for ascer-

taining whether' an innovation, or the R. & D. leading to an
innovation, should be prohibited.

Among their most provocative

insights is the observation that it may be predatory to set high
prices for products complementary to the entrant's brands.
Commentary on this paper is provided by Frank Easterbrook and
David Scheffman.

Both discussants question the ec6nomic validity

of Ordover and Willig's general standard because the authors
neither base it on nor relate it to economic welfare and because
it is too broad to satisfy the requirements of a focused rule of
reason.

The commentators also raise some issues regarding the

application of the general standard to product innovation.

-6-
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Section III supplies two tools new to the study of strategic
interaction--industry histories and laboratory experiments.
Michael Porter draws on both his economics and his business-school
expertise in applying the industry-history approach to antitrust
analysis.

An industry history is a careful reconstruction of the

dynamics of strategic interaction among established rivals and
potential entrants.

Porter discusses a·variety of strategic

concepts, including the product portfolio, the experience curve,and strategic heterogeneity.8
with a brief

~ase

He illustrates the industry method

study of the disposable-diaper industry.

The-·

case study, as well as the general discussion, focuses on tacit
collusion as well as entry deterrence.

This unified treatment

illustrates the common strategic foundation of these two areas.
The commentaries by Robert Stoner and Lawrence Sullivan elaborate
on Porter's implicit conduct standards and the general relationship of business strategy studies to antitrust economics.
The paper by Charles Plott surveys the use of laboratory
experiments as a tool for analyzing strategic interaction in
oligopoly markets.

Analysis of experimental markets can sometimes

demonstrate the ways in which industrial market structures and
marketplace institutions influence strategic interaction and the

.'.)'

8 Two excellent complements to Porter's analysis are E. Morrison,
"An Introduction to Four Business Strategy Models," and R.
Craswell, "Antitrust Policy Issues Raised by Some Business
Strategy Models," Policy Planning Issue Papers, Office of Policy
Planning, Federal Trade Commission (l980).
-7-

prices resulting from that interaction.

Two of Plott's most

exciting results go to-·the heart of current antitrust controversies.

First, in the absence of communication among sellers,

auction-type

bi~ding

markets achieve highly competitive outcomes

with as few as four sellers.

Second, .industrywide adoption of

contractual provisions such as advance notification of price
increases and buyer protection clauses can. .-have the effect of
increasing market prices.

This is a provocative paper, since it

suggests that use of experimental analysis coule complement traditional investigations in some antitrust cases, especially those
involving facilitating practices.

Experimental market analysis

might be used in litigation to raise presumptions and suggest
quantitative comparisons, as well as to provide a formidable tool
for economic research into the institutional structure and
behavior of oligopoly markets.

Vernon Smith's and John Kirkwood's

comments assess a number of the implications of the experimental
approach for antitrust enforcement and its potential for providing
credible evidence in antitrust cases.
The fourth section of the volume contains the edited transcript of the roundtable discussion that closed the conference.
Chaired by Robert Pitofsky, the roundtable included as participants Josh Greenberg, Paul Joskow, Alvin Klevorick, and Don
Turner, as well as the previously mentioned Frank Easterbrook,
George Hay, and Janusz Ordover.

The roundtable format permitted a

less technical discussion of some of the policy issues raised by

-8-

the conference papers and the predatory pricing debate conducted
here and elsewhere.
Finally, the Commission's Du Pont decision has been included
in the volume as an appendix.

Although Du Pont was not decided

-before the conferenc-e, the complaint supplied a natural

back~rop

for·a number of the authors and commentators. In addition, the
..-. -.-.
economic sophistication with which it approaches the rule of
.~

reason represents a contribution to the debate.
THE ISSUES
To place the strategic approach and the papers included in
this volume into sharper focus, it is useful to introduce in
detail some of the issues raised at the cQnference.
of this essay carries out that task.
here.

The remainder

Not every pOint is covered

Instead, the discussion focuses on a few main areas--the

significance of uncertainty and information imperfections in
strategic analysis, nonprice conduct over time, and predatory
conduct in a mult-imarket setting.

The latter analysis charac-

terizes a wide class of cases as input market predation.

The~e

issues are taken up in turn.
Any modern discussion of predatory conduct must begin with
Areeda and Turner's seminal article. 9

Few scholarly works have

had so much influence on such a diverse group of researchers and

9 P. Areeda and D. Turner, "Predatory Pricing and Related
Practices Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act," 88 Harv. L. Rev.
697 (1975), hereafter referred to as Areeda and Turner.
-9-

practitioners in so short a time.

More than any other article, it

has led courts to begin taking an economic view of predation,
ei ther by actually adop.ting the rule or by using it as a starting
point.

Indeed, the progress the courts have made in the past 6

years in increasing their own economic sophistication has been
dramat.ic. lO

The Areeda and Turner article has also been a strong

source of stimulation for economists, .sp~wni~g a variety of
commentary and further research.

As Don Turner observed in the

roundtable discussion, the article "brought the economists out of
the woods. ,,11

Although all the economists contributing to the'

debate take some exception ei ther to Aree,da and Turner's static,
nonstrategic mode of analysis or to the policy recommendations
drawn from that analysis, all have benefited from the path they
have provided.
Areeda and Turner rely on economic authorities that view
"classical" predatory pricing. with considerable skepticism.
Economist commentators such as John McGee and Lester Telser, and
subsequent legal commentators such as Robert Bork l2 have argued

j

10 For a recent example, see Judge Kaufman's decision in
Northeastern Telephone Co. v. American Telephone and Telegraph,'
published in ATRR No. 1017 (June 4, 1981) at F 1.
11

Roundtable, p. 632.

12 McGee, "Predatory Price Cutting: The Standard Oil (N.J.)
Case," 1 J. Law & Econ. 137 (1958): L. Telser, "Cutthroat
Competition and the Long Purse," 9 J. Law & Econ. 259 (1966): R.
Bork, The Antitrust Paradox (1980) at 149-79. For the most recent
and mos t complete vers ion of this argument, see F. Easterbrook,
"Predatory Strategies and Counterstrategies, " 48 U. Chi. L. Rev.
263 (1981).
-10-

that except perhaps

~in

the unusual case in which an incumbent

predator has superior access to financial resources (a "deeperpocket"), an incumbent cannot use below-cost pricing to permanently and profitably drive out of the industry an entrant who is
equally efficient, sophisticated, and strong-willed.

A sophisti-

cated entrant realizes that the predator's losses from below-cost
pricing must exceed its own, as long as~·the entrant's market share
is smaller and the entrant is equally eff icient in every way.

_By

borrowing from an equally strong-willed and sophisticated banker,
the entrant can finance its smaller losses until the predator-.
finally accommodates its entry.13

Faced with the realization that

the entrant is committed to full-scale entry and that such a
commitment is less costly to the entrant than predation is to
itself, a rational incumbent would indeed let up.

Having lost

considerable sums in its futile attempt to stem entry, the incumbent would regret ever having attempted to dislodge the entrant
with below-cost prices.

Once burned, it would not risk the

exercise in the future, nor would any other incumbent who understood the power of an entrant's sophisticated resolve.

By this

13 The entrant's losses, which depend on the quantity it sells.,
could be further reduced if the entrant decreases its production.
The ability of the entrant to minimize its losses in this way
depends on whether it can maintain an effective commitment to the
industry even by producing little or no output, but not scrapping
its sunk costs. As Ordover and Willig point out in their paper,
rigorous analysis of this issue requires a distinction between an
entrant with industry-specific capital and one without that
capital. See Ordover-Willig, p. 305.
-11-
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argument, under the assumed circumstances, pure price predation
wi thou t more is self.~deterring in na ture.

Because it should thus

be rare, this theory lends support to policy arguments favoring
adoption of a conservative rule, one that errs in favor of the
defendant rather than the plaintiff.
The commentary critical of the Areeda and Turner rule is
volumi·nous. 14

Fundamental cri tic isms hay.Jf. been levied against

their single-market, static analysis of a phenomenon that can also
be dynamic and involve multiple markets.

Because most of these

criticisms are thoroughly discussed by George Hay and others in
this volume and throughout the literature,15 it is not necessary
to recite the full litany here.

Instead, this discussion centers

on three particular issues that have received less attention.
First, the McGee-Telser-Bork theory is based on an assumption
that both the plaintiff-entrant and other potential entrants are
perfectly informed about their profit prospects and the degree of
competition or tacit collusion that will occur after entry~

In

the absence of such perfect information, the logical consistency
of their theory breaks down.

As discussed below, in a world with

uncertainty and imperfect information, price predation can become

14 For a recent list, see Joskow-Klevorick, note 3 supra. Many
of the important articles are reported in 10 Journal of Reprints
for Antitrust Law and Economics (1980).
15 O. E. Williamson, "Predatory Pricing: A Strategic and Welfare
Analysis," 87 Yale L. J. 284 (1977) and R. Posner, Antitrust Law:
An Economic Perspective (1976) ,at 184-96 are good examples.

-12-
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~

a rational strategy even for an incumbent with no efficiency or
financiai advantages over the entrant.

Thus, on·e cannot conclu.-de

that price predation must be rare, purely as a matter of logic.
Second, both the McGee-Telser-Bork theory discussed above and
the specific cost-based rules of Areeda and Turner apply only to
pure. predatory pricing in the horizontal product markets in whichthe rivals compete.

Predatory

strategi~s'tnat

use nonprice

instruments, such as advertising, capacity, refusals to deal, and
innovation, are not analyzed independently in the article, but aremerely appended to the analysis of price predation in the prqduct
market. 16
Finally, many nonprice strategies bring other markets into
the analysis.

Many of these markets are or can be characterized

as input markets.

For example, R. & D. is an input into producing

new products; advertising is an input into generating new customers.

Predat·ory use of vertically directed practices, such as

refusals to deal, discriminatory pricing of inputs,

tie-ins,

exclusive dealing, and other arrangements that might increase
competitors' costs of dealer-provided inputs are additional
examples.

The applications of the Areeda-Turner (or any other)

strict cost-based rule to such practices are not entirely clear.
Instead, analysis suggests that nonprice methods in general, and'
, .,

....

~

16 P. Areeda and D. Turner, Antitrust Law (1978), hereafter
referred to as the Treatise.
The Treatise does provide a
somewhat independent analysis.
However, the conclusions remain
much the same.
See, for example, the discussion at § 728-29.
-13-

input markets in particular, are often more cost-effective and
more likely to succeed than is simple price predation.
Imperfect Information and Predatory Pricing in the Product Market 17

~: ~~.

Even absent any threat of below-cost pricing, new entrants
generally face considerable uncertainty about their eventual
success in the marketplace.

Retailer and consumer acceptance of
. 1Jtt".' .

-.-.

its product, its elasticity of demand, its cost of producing and
distributing the product, the incumbent's costs and its likely
response to entry, are all at least somewhat uncertain to the
entrant.

Therefore, the new entrant is often unsure whether it is

"equally efficient" or not.

This uncertainty translates into the

risk of earning a subnormal return on sunk costs, due either to
continuing subnormal profits (if the entrant survives) or one-time
capital losses (in the event of exit).

Entrants may diminish these

risks by engaging in market research and by delaying la·rge and
irreversible res·ource commitments until better information is
obtained through experience or testing.

However, the entrant can

never entirely eliminate this risk; some uncertainty always

Aspects of the theory in this section are analyzed in S. Salop,
"Strategic Entry Deterrence," 69 Am. Econ. Rev. 335 (1979); R.
Reynolds and R. Masson, "Predation: The Noisy Pricing Strategy,"
Economic Policy Office, U.S. Department of Justice (1980); P.
Milgrom and J. Roberts, "Equilibrium Limit Pricing Doesn't Limit
Entry, n J. L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Northwestern
University (1979); D. Kreps and R. Wilson, "On the Chain-Store
Paradox and Predation: Reputation for Toughness," IMSSS Technical
Report No. 317, Stanford University (1980); and S. Salop and C.
Shapiro, "A Guide to Test Market Predation," unpublished manuscript
(1980). For a critique, see Easterbrook, supra note 12, beginning
at p. 286.
17

-14-
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remains.

In contrast, the McGee-Telser-Bork theory assumes that

entrants face no uncertainty at all.
Taking these uncertainties into account changes the analysis
dramatically.

As the analysis below demonstrates, when entrants

are imperfectly informed about their relative efficiency, the
strong logical conclusion that predation threats are
does not hold.

"incr~diblen

-

Instead, the analysis r~;~~~~cts the logic of

predatory pricing, and hence, the credibility of threats to predate.

Thus, arguments favoring conservative legal tests for

predatory pricing cannot rest on the issue of logical consistency
alone.
This conclusion is reached by analyzing the following simple
hypothetical in detail, using the logic of strategic analysis.
Suppose that a new entrant, having" read Bork, discounts completely
the possibility of the incumbent irrationally attempting predatory
pricing.

On the other hand 1 suppose that the entrant faces some

uncertainty about its relative efficiency.

Under these circum-

stances, as a matter ot"logic, the entrant would quite rationally
take the incumbent's response to its entry and its own resulting
position as indicators of its relative efficiency or net advantage vis-a-vis the incumbent.

For example, because lower-cost

competitors generally charge lower prices, on average, then a low
price would naturally lead the entrant to increase its expectation
that the incumbent had low costs.

Thus, according to the level of

its own costs, the entrant might rationally infer from a low-price

-15-

response that it is at a cost disadvantage relative to the incurnbent.

Given this pe.:rceived disadvantage, the el1trant rntght

thereby choose to exit and forego expenditures on additional
irreversible entry costs and the prospect of subnormal profits in
the future.
Other examples are similar.

For instance, the entrant gener-

ally faces demand-side uncertainty as we.lJ., -.for which it might use
market share as a success indicator.

~

If the incumbent steps up or

simply alters its advertising and other promotional efforts while
the entrant is testing, the entrant may take a low market share as
a negative signal of its long-term prospects, rather than as an
effect of the change in promotional expenditures.
Following this logic a step further, an incumbent who understands this implica-tion of the entrant's incomplete information
has an incentive to bluff by lowering his product price or otherwise reducing the entrant's self-image.

Because eritrants who

believe the McGee-Telser-Bork theory fully discount this possibility, they can be successfully bluffed by strategically minded
incumbents.

Thus, the theory fails by internal contradiction.

Predatory pricing is at least occasionally a rational strategy.
The logic of the strategic process cannot stop here, of
course.

In the cost case, for example, once the entrant realizes

bluffs are rational, it will discount somewhat the information
content of the low price.

But it will not ignore the low price

completely, for a nonpredatory, low-cost incumbent would also

-16-
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charge a low price.

~Thus,

as long as some

entra~ts

are- unable

~o

distinguish perfectly between bluffs and hard-nosed competition by
more efficient incumbents, they can sometimes be bluffed into
exiting or delaying full-scale entry until learning more.

More

generally, as long as an entrant believes the incumbent may have
an advantage, attempting predation migh1; •.J)~_.a successful strategy.
for an equally efficient incumbent.

Nor does the incumbent

necessarily perceive its strategy as one of bluff; it might merely
compress this entire logical process down to a simple but correct
belief that if it cuts its price, an entrant may choose to exit.
A crucial requirement for this type' of successful predation
is that the entrant be significantly uncertain about its eventual
success. 18
exit.

A confident entrant cannot be bluffed.

It will not

Rather it will act like the "Bork" entrant and simply bear

the short-run l<?sses due to the "preda tory" price either until the
incumbent accommodates it or until it concludes that its assumptions were incorrect.

In cases in which the entrant is certain

enough of its low costs that a successful bluff is impossible, but
where the incumbent erroneously believes the entrant can be forced,

18 In this context, "significantly uncertain" means that the
entrant perceives some significant possibility that· its full-scale
entry would yield a subnormal profit rate, even in the absence of
the type of strategic pricing being discussed here.
-17-

out, consumers not only gain in the short run from the low,
C'

"preda tory n pr ice, tiu t en try occu rs anyway.19
Just as the entrant is unsure about the incumbent, the incumbent may be uncertain about the entrant.

Because this uncertainty

means that the incumbent expects some bluffs to fail, the incumbent must lower its expectations of its strategy accordingly.
~'

This risk also opens the possibility fo';"an-entrant to devise its
own strategies of deception and bluff.

However, there are two

reasons why the incumbent's uncertainty and entrants' counterstrategies are not likely to eliminate the incumbent's net advantage.
First, the incumbent is likely to have a natural information
advantage over the new entrant, simply from' its longer experience
in the industry or the product segment.

With respect to relative

costs of production and distribution, even if the incumbent knows
no more about the entrant's ,costs than the entrant knows about the
incumbent's, the incumbent likely faces less uncertainty about its
own costs than does the entrant about its own costs, since one is
actual and the other is potential.

Similarly, the incumbent knows

more about market demand characteristics, such as elasticities and

19 Although consumers clearly gain from the lower prices inherent
in such failed predation, a complete welfare analysis will also
take into account that future entrants' expectations of short-run
losses (until the incumbent lets up) represent additional costs of
entry that will lower, on average, the amount of entry into the
industry. This resulting deterrence is a variant of the predatory
"reputation" effect discussed by Posner, note 15 supra, and Hay,
pp_ 107-54 infra. It is clearly difficult to measure, however.
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consumer

preferences~

By disrupting the entrant's

tes~

markets

and thus delaying the rate at which the entrant learns, this
information advantage may be maintained or even increased. 20

In

addition, in that consumers learn product quality information
through continued experience with a brand, the incumbent gains a
second information advantage: the incumbent's
....... . ---. brand is familiar,
whe~eas the ~ntrant's is unknown. 2l
-

Second, even ignoring information issues, the incumbent
generally has a natural strategic advantage in making binding
commitments.

This is true even if the firms are otherwise equally

situated with respect to product quality and costs.

As discussed

in all the papers, this strategic advantage arises (paradoxically)
from the incumbent's having greater irreversible costs committed
to the market,

While it is logically possible that this advantage

does nbt exist in particular circumstances 22 and while

20 Possible disruption techniques include confusingly similar
"advertising campaigns and/or fighting brands, well-timed couponing
and other promotions, and similar techniques that add "noise" to
the "read" of the test market. See H. Niles and M. Siegel,
"Fighting it Out in Test Markets," Dun's Review (June 1979) at
69-71. These disruption techniques raise costs by delaying the
learning process when the entrant is aware of the incumbent's
efforts. If, in addition, the entrant is unaware of the disruption and is thus fooled by the results of its tests, it may underestimate the gains from entry or adopt a less efficient entry
strategy.
21 Richard Schmalensee, "Product Differentiation Advantages of
Pioneering Brands," Working Paper, Alfred P. Sloan School of
Management (August 1980). See also Borden, for an application of
these issues.
22 For example, even an experienced ice-cream vendor on the beach
is unlikely to have a significant advantage over a new entrant.
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sophisticated entrants can sometimes equalize or even reverse this
advantage by their efforts,23 the usual case is one of the
incumbent's advantage.
Because the incumbent is already established in the industry,
it has likely already sunk industry-specific, irreversible costs
by the time an (equally efficient) entrant comes upon the scene.
The incumbent's natural willingness to p;~t~~t the returns
accruing from this irreversible investment represents a "credible"
threat.

This can be expressed in a number of ways, depending on

the particular institutional structure of the industry and the
possible outcomes of entry competition.

,For example, in a case in

which. the incumbent and the entrant were to engage in a bidding
competition for monopoly rights in the industry, the entrant would
surely bid less than the incumbent, because it would have to bear
these irreversible setup costs in order to become established. 24
Alt;ernatively, "as Gilbert demonstrates, in a case in which
successful entry would lead to a duopoly of the entrant and the
incumbent, an equally efficient entrant generally gains less from
successful entry than the incumbent loses from that entry.25

23

The

See Easterbrook, note 12 supra.

24 This assumes that the incumbent is unable to sell its
industry-specific costs to the entrant at full value.
25 The per period gain to the equally efficient entrant is its
one-half . share of the duopoly joint profits, while the per-period
loss to the incumbent is the monopoly profit less its one-half
share of the duopoly joint profits. Simple arithmetic shows the
incumbent's loss is higher as long as monopoly profits exceed duopoly joint profits--that is, as long as tacit collusion is
imperfect.
-20-

general

hypothesis-~that

the protection of

its~monopoly

position

is worth more to the incumbent than eliminating that position is
worth to an equally efficient entrant--is explored with respect to
product preemption, R. & D., and patent preemption in Gilbert's
paper and with respect to mergers in Craswell' s comment on th,at
paper.

.11-'--';"

•

---.

In his paper, Spence emphasizes that the incumbent can sometimes magnify this strategic advantage.

By virtue of its ability·

to precommi t before the entrant can, the incumbent can purpose_-,
fully adopt a position before entry (a precommitment) where its
"self-interested reaction to a potential entrant is destructive to
the entrant. ,,26

Knowing that the incumbent has an incentive to

react in this way', the entrant may be deterred or driven out of
the industry,

As discussed in this volume by Gilbert and else-

where by Rich~rd Schmalensee,27 marketing a new product first can
give strategic benefits far exceeding the gain to consumers from
having a desired product sooner.

Indeed, as demonstrated by

Spence's earlier work,28 these precommitment strategies may be
profitable even if they involve the incumbent's sacrificing some

26

Spence, p. 53 infra.

27 R. Schmalensee, note 21 supra. For empirical applications of
the pioneering-brand hypothesis, see R. Bond and D. Lean, Sales,
Promotion, and Product Differentiation in Two Prescription Drug
Markets (Federal Trade Commission, 1977) and I. Whitten, Brand
Performance in the Cigarette Industry and the Advantage of Early
Entry, 1913-73 (Federal Trade Commission, 1979).
28

Spence, note 7 supra; Williamson, note 15
-21-
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efficiency.

Of course, in that efficiency is sacrificed for aQ

unprotected goal, social welfare is produced.
In principle at least, the incumbent can also exploit its
precommitment advantage in the pricing area.

It might commit

itself to an "irrational" price in order to avoid the McGeeTelser-Bork dilemma.

However, this sort of binding commitment is
• r-.- . _.. -.

generally difficult, because price normally remains under the
ongoing control of the firm.

Instead, the commitment advantage

probably occurs primarily through nonprice instruments such as
product preemption, input contracts, R. & D., capacity, advertising, and other inputs into the competitive process.
Nonprice Predation and Cost-Based Rules
Product price is only one of a number of competitive instruments.

Firms also compete for customers on the basis of nonprice

attributes such as product design, pre- and post-sale services,
and delivery speed.

Contractual provisions, such as two-tier

pricing systems, tie-ins, and exclusive dealing, may have important competitive implications in some cases;29 yet their effects
are more complex than those of simple price-setting.

Still other

economic variables which are neither purchased nor valued directly
by consumers may have important strategic ramifications.

For

example, a firm's scale economies, capital intensity, R. & D.
program, and control over inputs into its competitors' production
.'

29

In addition to their efficiency effects, of course.
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processes may not directly affect consumer choice in the marketplace, but they will still generally affect the speed of entry,
future prices, and product mix in the industry.

Therefore, it

should not be surprising if variables other than prices were sometimes used in predatory strategies.

Indeed, most of the recent

cases surveyed by the Hurwitz et ale paper concern allegations, of

..-. ---.

.~

some form of nonprice predation.
In their law-journal article, Areeda and Turner placed little
emphasis on nonprice predation.

Their analysis of the area is

firmly based on the foundation of their work on predatory product
pricing. 30

Nonprice variables are incloded in the analysis only

through their effect on the incumbent's cost. 31

As mentioned

earlier, in their Treatise Areeda and Turner do not alter the
flavor of their earlier proposals.

Where they do deviate from the

cost-based rule, it is generally to propose that conduct be permissible.

Bork also

analy~es

nonprice predation, concluding for

the most part that the most cost-effective methods are "predatory
litigation" against the entrant, and other regu,latory and judicial
mischief. 32

30 Areeda and Turner, p. 719 (predatory investment), pp. 728-30
(predatory spending), and pp. 730-32 (excessive product
variation) •
31 Areeda and Turner, p. 720.
("If the additional promotional
costs raise the firm's average variable costs above its price,
then the promotional spending is predatory.")
See also note 16
supra.
32

Bork, supra note 12, at 155-60.
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Of course, if analysis of pricing theories CQul,d be easily
extended to nonprice strategies, additional independent study of
nonprice strategies would be unnecessary.

However, by virtually

t- :

all e90nomic indications, it appears that further analysis is
needed.

While a thorough analysis taking into account competitive

.""...

benefits, judicial economy, and the possibility of judicial error
_.-.

might result in a final policy recommendation of a purely costbased standard or even per

~

legality in some circumstances, that

judgment cannot reasonably be made before the relevant analysis
has been carried out. 33
The papers given at the conference focus mainly on the nonprice area.

Spence's paper discusses capacity preemption and

technology positioning.

Gilbert's analysis concerns strategic

use of research and development efforts for patent preemption and
accumulation while Ordover and Willig examine exclusionary techniques involving physical- tie-ins and new product introductions.
Porter surveys a variety of nonprice strategies, including
advertising, "blocking" brands, and control over raw materials.
Although his focus is on tacit coordination rather than predation,
Plott discusses the role of marketplace institutions such as
information flows and contractual restraints in affecting
strategic interaction.

The general conclusion of these papers is

33 Indeed, Ordover and Willig demonstrate the favorable
properties of a pure cost-based rule for one very special case
in the product innovation area. Ordover and Willig, pp. 313-20
infra.
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a

that in many cases, Qonprice strategic interaction differs fundamentally from price interaction.

Similarly, nonprice predation

differs dramatically from simple pricing below cost.

Thus, in

these nonprice cases, exclusive reliance on cost-based rules may
result in judicial error.
There are two major reasons why cost-based rules do not
always work well.

The first reason, already discussed, is that

the incumbent often has a precommitment advantage over an equally
efficient entrant.

The possibilities for making binding pre-

commitments to deter- entry or induce exit are far greater with
nonprice variables than with product price.
Input Market Predation 34
There isa second reason why cost-based standards do not
directly appl¥ to nonprice predatory strategies.

Many forms of

predation are directed away from the output market, although
product market prices are ultimately affected. 35

Input markets

can be a strategic arena when the rivals compete in the input market as well as the output market.

For example, by gaining control

over a natural resource or accumulating patents, an integrated

34 This section draws heavily on research I am pursuing with D.
Scheffman.
35 This type of predation can occur in any number of situations
in which the predator operates in multiple markets. Bork, supra
note 12, at 156-59, develops a somewhat related theory in the
context of a "deep pocket" predator disrupting an entrant's downstream distribution patterns, whereas this section focuses on the
example of upstream input markets •

•
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incumbent can sometimes deprive an entrant of access ·to the most
efficient technologies, thereby requiring the entrant to use a
more costly production process.

Placing the entrant at such a

cost disadvantage may induce it to exit from the (downstream)
product market, may deter its entry into that market, or may
simply cause it to reduce his market share.

In either event, the
tffi
. ,'·
'{{:::-

horizontal market power of the

incumbeI'l~ ·m~iy

be effectively

increased, permitting it to raise the price of the product to consumers.

Thus, although the preda tory strategy is "vertical II in

method, it is "horizontal" in effect.
Other, possibly predatory conduct

~y

be characterized in

terms of its impact on entrants' input costs for producing the
competing product.

For example, consider the computer example

studied by Ordover and Willig.

If a dominant firm were to produce

an inexpensive mainframe computer incompatible with an entrant's
peripheral equ.ipment, it could in effect raise the entrant's cost
of producing desirable computer systems, if no good substitute
mainframes were available to the entrant.

In this case, the

mainframe can be viewed as an input into the production of a
system.

Thus, the relevant horizontal market is computer systems,

and the predatory conduct exploits the vertical relationship

-26-

between the competitors. 36

Other complementary products can also

be viewed as inputs in this way.

Similarly, Spence points out"

that advertising and other sales activities can be viewed as
inputs into the process of producing revenue. 37
Predatory input market strategies differ fundamentally from
class.ical price predation in the product market.

First, in

some cases, input market strategies tha'tt· rcfise the entrant's cos ts
are more cost-effective to the predator, in the sense that they.
entail relatively smaller short-run cost to the incumbent than to
the entrant.

As Bork points out, "rivals can be killed or dis- .

ciplined if the predator is able to inflict disporportionately
large costs on his victim.,,38

In contrast, in the short run,

price predation is more costly to the dominant firm than to the
entrant, due to the former's larger market share.

Second, whereas

price predation in the product market has the immediate effect of
raising consumer welfare a~ a result of the lower price, cost

36 By viewing a complementary product as an input into a "downstream" product, it is not surprising that "upward repricing"
would be predatory. Ordover and Willig, p. 291 infra. Similarly,
by requiring the purchase of its own pair of complements instead.
of allowing the purchase of one component, the effective cost to
purchasers of a system that includes the entrant's complementary
component may be raised.
37

Spence, p. 73 infra.

38 Bork, su~ra note 12, at 148. Bork seems to have a "deep
pocket" verSlon of this multimarket analysis in mind.
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increases generally raise the price of the product sold to consumers. 39

These price increases must then be balanced against any

efficiencies the cost increases might entail.

Third, as will be

discussed below, the market-power, profit-sacrifice, and exitinducing requirements are somewhat different for input market predation.

Because cost increases and price decreases have such

contrasting direct effects on both the
firms and economic welfare,

re~~ti~e

positions of the

these differences cannot be captured'

by the simple extension of cost-based rules to cases of input
market predation.

The symmetric effect on the incumbent's pricei"

cost margin is the only datum ·of interest in a strict cost-based
standard.

Put another way, cost-based rules cannot, by defini-

tion, distinguish between product price decreases and input cost
increases.
As a result,
rule can

it is difficult to see how a strict cost-based

comple~ely

summarize conduct such as strategic control

over patents, natural resources and other scarce inputs, refusals
to deal, and "setting restrictive purchase terms (e.g., tie-ins) or
discriminatory high prices for inputs used by (potential) entrants
or established competitors.

Yet under some circumstances, these

strategies can have a predatory effect by raising the rivals'

39 In the short run at least, price cuts raise economic
efficiency as long as price exceeds short-run marginal cost.
Of
course, consumer welfare rises with price cuts regardless of their
depth, the losses being incurred by the firm's stockholders.
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costs, thereby squeez ing their price/cost margins. 40
bent's costs mayor may not rise by as much.

-The incl!m-

Indeed, these

strategies may only be costly to the incumbent in that it foregoes
the opportunity to obtain additional short-run profits from sales
of these inputs to its competitors or other, noncompeting
purchasers.
A variety of other strategies have direct effects on the
entrant's input costs.

For example, an industrywide union con-

tract that promises higher wages raises disproportionately the
costs of the more labor-intensive firms in the industry.4l

Thus,

where entrants or smaller rivals genera'lly employ more laborintensive production techniques than does the dominant firm, it
might be in the latter's interest to conspire with the union to
raise the inQustrywide wage.
'would rise by

~ess

Because the dominant firm's costs

than its rivals' on a per unit basis, it would

open up a cost advantage or increase an existing one. 42

In either

case, because an oligopolist's profits generally depend more
heavily on its costs relative to its rivals' than on its absolute

40 Only if the particular input is a variable factor of production will marginal cost increase.
If the input is a fixed factor,
the Areeda-Turner rule only comes into play in that average costs·
are used as a proxy for mar.ginal costs.
That is, the proxy gives
a better prediction.
41 This example was originally analyzed by
(1968), note 1 supra.

o.

E. Williamson

42 Of course, it might alternatively decrease its cost
disadvantage.
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€ ..:
level of costs, this cost advantage may translate into increased
profits. 43

It should be noted that actual exit ~need not occur in

this case for the strategy to be profitable; established rivals
can also be disadvantaged. 44

However, disadvantaged potential

entrants might also be deterred and marginal rivals be induced to
exi t ..
~

r.- . -"-.

In the areas of vertical mergers and vertical restraints as
well, an integrated firm can sometimes profitably disadvantage its
un integrated downstream rivals.

If it has market power in the

common input market, the dominant firm can raise rivals' (or
potential entrants') input costs by charging them a high price or
withholding the scarce input altogether. 45

If rivals must pay a

higher price for equivalent inputs, they will be placed at a cost
disadvantage in the downstream output market, even though they may
have an equally efficient underlying technology.
this

strategy"~he

If it attempts

dominant firm suffers only to the extent that

it sacrifices short-run profits.

When the damage inflicted on

43 For a case in which increased industry-average costs
translates into higher industry profits, see the discussion in
note 64 infra.
44

This is taken up in more detail below, pp. 35-36.

45 Of course, if the entrant can purchase a perfectly substitutable input at an identical price, the strategy would neither
disadvantage the entrant nor benefit the dominant firm. But this
is precisely because the dominant firm would have no market power
in the input market under such circumstances. For an exposition
of some aspects of market power measurement, see W. Landes and R.
Posner, "Market Power in Antitrust Cases," 94 Harv. L. Rev. 937
(1981) •
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rivals exceeds the 9hort-run damage inflicted on

itsel~,

the

dominant firm gains a net advantage from the strategy.46
Using somewhat different jargon, Ordover-Willig and Gilbert
apply this type of strategic analysis--the former to the type of
product innovation and physical tie-in issues arising in the
telephone and computer cases and the latter to issues of patent
........- . ---.
47
preemption and patent accumulation.
Test market disruption can
also be seen as a possible case of input market predation.

By

disrupting an entrant's test market, the incumbent may raise the
entrant's cost of test marketing.

In that testing is a necessary

input into the efficient distribution and promotion of a new
product, the dominant firm can place a cost disadvantage on its
rival, if a successful disruption strategy is inexpensive relative
to the damage it inflicts.

Easterbrook provides the purest

example of input market predation--dynamiting competitors'
factories. 48 .

46 The integrated firm would find this multimarket strategy
unnecessary for extracting profits from its downstream competitors
only in the limiting case in which (1) downstream producers use
its product in fixed (not variable) proportions with other
factors and (2) it enjoys a perfect monopoly upstream. Although
he at least recognized the commonplace nature of the variableproportions case, Bork treats this strategy as a rare one.
See
Bork, supra note 12, at 229-30. For a further discussion, see
F. M. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic
Performance, 2d ed. (1980), p. 302.
47 For an illuminating discussion of blocking patents, see
Scherer, supra note 46, at 451-52.
48 Easterbrook reports this was alleged but not proved in Empire
Gas.
See Easterbrook, supra note 12, at 316, fn. 120.
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Other

applicati~ns

of this sort of

strateg~c

analysis to

cases in the areas of vertical mergers and acquisitions, RobinsonPatman Act,49 and even vertical restraints are possible. 50
According to the. particular case, the degree of complexity and
subtlety· of the most profitable strategy will vary.
every case has the common element that

~~e.

However,

increased costs

inflicted on the entrant translate into a benefit to the incumbent, against which the incumbent balances its direct costs borne
or profits sacrificed from the strategy.5l

In each case, the

vertical relationship of the rivals affects their relative abilities to compete horizontally in an appropriate product market.
Because of the emphasis on the ultimate horizontal effects,
this class of cases is consistent with the recent desirable trend
towards a more, liberal attitude towards purely vertical
restraints,

par~icularly

in industries that are competitive at

49 On the other hand, as Plott's experiments show, a rule
that prevents selective discounts, as with the Robinson-Patman Act
or most-favored-nation clauses, can have the effect of raising
prices in oligopolistic industries by introducing rigidity and
aiding conscious parallelism.
50 For example, see Bork, supra note 12, at 156-59, for a somewhat different flavor to the analysis.
51 The reader,will find Gilbert's numerical examples helpful in
cutting through the complexities of the incumbent's benefit/cost
calculation. Ordover and Willigstylized example of WINC and WAC
is also illuminating. Gilbert, pp. 207-12 infra and OrdoverWillig, pp. 299-301, pp. 334-39 infra.
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both levels.

In the analysis here, horizontal market power is

necessary, at least at one level of competition;52
The conclusion that dominant firms can sometimes disadvantage horizontal competitors by vertical or quasi-vertical
strategies, even while staying well within the various cost-based
standards, is not a novel one.

F. M. Scherer's basic text out-

lines a number of vertical theories, 53 ~ts-do Areeda and Turner's'
Treatise 54 and Robert Bork's The Antitrust Paradox. 55

What is

significant about the latest analysis is that a framework for
devis ing quantitative, "second tier" tests to infer the existen-ce
of these predatory strategies is now

be~oming

apparent.

Moreover,

as will be discussed below, additional strides have been made in
extending the analysis.

First, it will be argued that input

market predation may be successful even if the incumbent's costs
rise by as much as do the entrant's, given that large-scale entry

52 A notable exception to this would be the case of a perfectly
-competitive downstream firm petitioning the Government to create a
regulation that disadvantages its actual and potential rivals.
For a related point, see Bork, supra note 12, at 347-49. However,
it is also significant that market power upstream (where the
rivals do not compete with the predator) may be sufficient, even
if the .predatory downstream divis ion had no static market power.
53 Scherer, supra note 46, at 304-30 (vertical squeezes) and
pp. 451-52 (patent accumulation).
54
§

Areeda and Turner, note 16 supra.
1202.

See,

§

778,

§

1008,

55 R. Bork, supra note 12, at 156-59 and 229-30. Bork agrees
that the strategies are redundant only in the case in which the
dominant firm has "perfect" monopoly power or where special
technical conditions are present.
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is necessary for equal efficiency.

Second, input market predation

may be successful against established rivals

as~well

as new

entrants, since success does not require that actual exit be
induced.

Third, a short-run sacrifice of profits in the expecta-

tion of long-run gains is not necessary.

Instead, the increased

profits can be collected at the same time the additional costs are
being borne.

Fourth, as mentioned earli&r,-'-even failed attempts -

to predate may lower consumer and social welfare, in contrast to.
the increases in consumer welfare that come from failed price
predation.

.~.

We turn now to these issues.

Input market predation may still be successful even if the
dominant firm's costs rise by as much as (or even more than) the
entrant's, if large-scale entry is necessary for optimal efficiency.

As an example, consider an entrant just marginally

willing to enter the industry.

Assuming that scale economies

would require that entry occur on a large scale for equal efficiency, the entrant will not use the current "monopoly" price in
its expected profit calculations, but rather the lower, more
competitive price it expects to prevail after entry.56

That

entry lowers prices is, of course, one of the cons.umer benefits
from competition.

Assuming this hypothetical entrant was

initially just at the margin with regard to entry, even a small
cost increase may deter it, unless it expects the postentry price

56 See Hay, pp. 179-89 infra, for a more detailed analysis of
th is point.
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to also rise sufficiently as a result of concomitant increases in
the incumbent's costs from the input strategy;57
On the other hand, the gains to the incumbent from deterring
even such a "marginal" entrant may be substantial.

It counts as a

gain the lost profits it would have suffered had entry not been
forestalled.

This includes the market share -it would lose plus -

the losses from the lower price that
entail.

entry-

competition would

These gains may well exceed its cost of the strategy,-

even if the incumbent suffers a larger direct cost increase than
does the potential entrant.
Moreover, if the entrant were just marginal or less efficient
than the incumbent, this does not imply that the losses to consumers from such strategies are necessarily small.

Consumers lose

not only the opportunity to purchase the product at the lower,
more competitive price.

They also lose longer-run benefits of

innovation induced by competition in the marketplace. 58

Indeed,

in some limiting cases the incumbent's entire net gain may be
eliminated, in that it spends (almost) its entire monopoly profit

57 Of course, the incumbent will only be prone to raise the price
if its marginal costs rise. In Spence's original example, fixed
costs rose and marginal costs remained constant or fell. Spence,
note 7 supra.
58 For a similar point, see R. Posner, "The Social Costs of
Monopoly and Regulation," 83 J. Pol. Econ. 807 (1975).
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protecting its position. 59

As pointed out earlier,60 Bork has

developed a similar theory of input predation.

Surprisingly,

perhaps, he does not carry the theory forward to this logical
extension--that input predation may be successful even if the
incumbent's costs rise as much as do the entrant's.

To Bork, "the

sine ,qua non of predation • • • is the ability to impose greater
costs upon one's victim than upon onese"if' ~.- .••• ,,61

His differ-

ent conclusion may be due either to his emphasis on deep-pocket
predation or to a disregard for the large-scale-entry case
discussed here.
Even if an input strategy raises the incumbent's own costs by
as much as it raises the entrant's, the conduct need not violate
the Areeda-Turner standard.

The "practical" version of the

Areeda-Turner rule compares the price after entry to the
incumbent's average variable cost.

Of course, deterrence or

predation can only be succes.sful if the expected price after entry
is exceeded by the entrant's average total cost.

On the other

hand, given that entry is deterred or exit is induced, the
incumbent earns profits according to the difference between the
price absent entry and the incumbent's average total cost.

Equal

59 Using a similar analysis, Hay discusses the competitive
benefits of entrants less efficient than the incumbent. See Hay,
pp. 157-62 infra.
60

Note 31 supra.

61

Bork, supra note 12, at 334.
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efficiency does not save the standard.
tion lowers

prices,~

Instead, because competi-

the incumbent may continue to earn prof i

t~

even if an equally efficient large-scale entrant is deterred.
However, in most cases the incumbent does not need to use a
strategy that causes it to suffer an equal or greater cost than
the entrant.

Through strategic planning analysis,

can often invent tactics that will

..

disctgY~Xltage

the incumbent

the entrant more.

Porter's paper on the industry-history approach to antitrust
investigations discusses ways in which such strategies can be
discovered and analyzed. 62

Both Porter and Spence caution that

prohibitions on some classes of exclusionary conduct may induce
other, less efficient forms.
Although the discussion of input market strategies in the
papers in this volume focuses on cases 'in which entry is deterred
or exit is i,nduced, a dominant firm can sometimes use input market
strategies to. disadvantage established rivals as well, even
without inducing exit or deterring entry.

Analysis of this case

also points out how simple tests of input market predation can be
formulated.

To be successful, it is necessary for rivals' costs

to be increased disproportionately.

If increases in input costs

squeeze the rivals' price/marginal-cost margins by more than they
squeeze the dominant firm's,

then the rivals will be induced to

cut back production at the going output prices.

Thus,

the

dominant firm can either increase its output or allow the price to

62

See also M. Porter, Competitive Strategies (1981).
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rise. 63

Either way, to the extent that it gains a cost advantage,

its profits rise. 64 -'By gathering evidence on ri~vals' relative
costs, the effect of the input market strategy on relative and
absolute costs, and the demand elasticities in the product market,
this type of predation can thus be inferred from observable
marketplace performance data.

Of course, the exact formulations

of the tests will depend on the structur.e. of- the markets at issueand the details of the questioned practices.

However, each of

these tests shares the common framework of comparing the relative
cost increases to rivals and analyzing the effects of the
questioned strategy on market performance indices.

Thus both

profitability and welfare tests can be designed.
The illustr·ative example also points up another fundemental
difference between input market predation and output price predation.

Input predators need not sacrifice short-run profits for

63 The exact short-run profitability of this sort of strategy
depends upon the relative marginal and average costs of the
dominant firm and rivals and the elasticities of demand and supply
in the marketplace.
64 In fact, in cases where the dominant firm's costs are driven
up by the same amount as rivals', joint prof its in the industry
may rise, with the benefit shared among all suppliers. This Gould
occur as follows: If the additional marginal costs borne by the
firms in the industry are treated no differently than any other
cost increases, they will act to push up prices in the downstream
product market accordingly. ·This is the horizontal effect. The
marginal cost-induced price increase may well exceed the original
average cost increases, at least in the short run. In the longer
run, the price increases will not be permanent unless the industry
is protected by entry barriers or entrants are similarly burdened
with the higher costs. This "cost/push" coordination may occur,
of course, from Government regulations or industrywide
agreements.
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long-run gains.

As this last case illustrates, the gains can be

collected at the same time that the (smaller) sacrifices are
borne.

If so, the two effects may still be conceptually distin-

guished, though not temporally separated. 65
Welfare analysis of attempts to monopolize using input market
strategies is also different from price predation in the product
market.

Unlike a price cut, whose

dir~~t,_.~hort-run

effect is to

raise consumer welfare, the direct effect of input market predation is to raise costs, and thus to lower welfare.

Therefore, in

contrast to unsuccessful attempts at product price predation, if
an attempt at input predation fails to induce exit, economic
welfare may nonetheless be reduced if consumers do not obtain
sufficient benefits from the cost-increasing expenditures.

Of

course, in that it succeeds, prices increase in the product market
as a result of both the cost increases and the resulting increase
in the dominant firm's market share.
Despite the possibility for welfare losses from input predation, input pricing strategies should not be prohibited per see
In many cases, input market strategies yield important consumer
benefits which more than offset both the increased costs and any
loss of future competition.

For instance, when a dominant firm

responds to an entrant's introduction of a new product by increasing its own advertising expenditures, the entrant's costs of entry

65 The Ordover-Willig proposal is conservative in this regard~ it
appears to require an actual temporal profit sacrifice. See
Ordover-Willig, p. 245 infra.
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may ·rise.

Yet such expendi tures are not necessarily undesirable

on balance.

Consumers may benefit from the increased

inherent in these expenditures. 66

~nformition

Similarly, the consumer bene-

fits from product innovation are obvious and must be given sufficient weight.

The greater the direct benefits to consumers, the

larger must be the direct costs and probable losses in future

. ...

competition to justify prohibition of marketplace conduct. As
_.some of the examples provided by Ordover and Willig indicate, it
~

is often difficult to discover whether input predation is being
attempted.

Similar efficiency defenses can be made for most

questioned strategies.
For both these reasons, a careful balancing approach is
necessary.67

The old "structuralist" approach is 9learly defi-

cient in this regard.

While it noted the possibility of success-

ful predation from input-based strategies, it did not require
economic proof of competitive injury to support broad prohibitions
against certain types of conduct.

Moreover, it did not restrict

these prohibitions to industries satisfying appropriate "first

66 For a recent exposition of some of the consumer benefits of
improved consumer information, see H. Beales, R. Craswell, and S.
Salop, "The Efficient Regulation of Consumer Information," J. Law
& Econ. (October 1981).
67 Although they recognize some of these arguments, Areeda and
Turner believe that given the difficulty of measuring consumer
benefits, no benefit/cost balancing test should be attempted for
many cases.
Instead, the cost-based standard should be used
exclusively, or the conduct should be legal per ~~.
See
Areeda-Turner, note 16 ~upra.
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tier" market-power or entry-barrier tests.

Offsetting competitive

benefits of the con'duct were given short weight.

In contrast,the

strategic approach and many courts now require the questioned
conduct to satisfy competitive-injury tests, the industry to
satisfy structural tests, and any offsetting efficiencies to be
car~fully

reckoned into the rule of reason •

.

,......-

.

-.-.

CONCLUSIONS
It should be clear from even this lengthy intr?ductory discussion that the development of the strategic approach to antitrust remains incomplete.

The scope of potentially predatory

strategies must be explored.

Additional tests must be developed

to infer the existence or likelihood of predation relative to the
efficiency-enhancing impact of questioned practices.

The error

and welfare properties of these tests should be analyzed in more
detail.

Issues of judicial economy and the capability of litiga-

tion to discover the true 'facts must clearly be taken into account
in this interdisciplinary analysis.

As with all .. economic theory,

cross-sectional studies to create empirical benchmarks would be
helpful.

The theoretical results would surely benefit from

further analysis, to generalize some results and prune back
others.

As in other areas in which economists become involved

with the legal process, theoretical provocativeness will often
yield to a practical conservatism.
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In spite of these caveats, however, a strong start has been
made.

Neither blind structuralism nor tautological efficiencies

analysis is sufficient for designing economically rational
antitrust policy.

It is hoped this volume will contribute to the

further development of the middle road •

• r.- . _.-.
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OVERVIEW

COMPETITION, ENTRY, AND ANTITRUST POLICY

.
A. Mlchael
Spence *

I. Introduction

.....
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.
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My purpose in writing this paper and in speaking today is to
explore the relevance and applicability of the American antitrust
laws to various aspects of the competitive processes.

As

economists, lawyers, and business people, we have come to understand these processes in different ways.

It therefore seems to me

useful from time to time to try to discuss the nature of competitive interaction in terms that help to reduce the dissimilarity of
perspect ives •.
The antitrust laws (as written and interpreted through cases)
are, broadly speaking, the principal regulatory instrument with
respect to competitive interaction at the industry level in the

*

Professor of Economics, Harvard University.
I am grateful to
the'Federal Trade Commission for providing the opportunity to
reflect on these problems and to the participants in the FTC
Conference for their comments.
I am particularly indebted to
Bruce Owen and to Steven Salop for many insights and observations
on an earlier draft.
Finally, I want to thank the lawyers at the
FTC for their interest and their patience with an economist's
attempt to understand the relevant features of the antitrust
laws.

United States. l

One can ask several basic questions with respect

to the regulation of .. competitive interaction
ture.

and~

industry

~.:

struc~

They concern the range of circumstances to which the law is

applicable and the welfare consequences (and by that I mean the
performance of industries and markets) of the application of the
law in those areas where it· has jurisdiction.

I should like to

make clear at the outset what aspects of.,.pnt.itrust law and policy _

ft·

are the focus of attention here.
To this observer, the antitrust laws have their clearest and
least ambiguous application to explicitly cooperative behavioranq
to merger on a scale that is functionally equivalent to complete
cooperation.

Generally they prohibit it.

They make explicit

agreements, or conspiracies with respect to price and other variables, illegal.

They prevent horizontal mergers that create

unnecessary reductions in numbers of competitors, and they prevent
trusts.

Although the imaginative observer can always locate

exceptions, by and large this seems to me to be the least controversial aspect o·f antitrust regulation. 2

By that I mean that the

1 There are other regulatory bodies and activities. But they
focus either on particular industries or sectors, or on problems
like the environment. There is also foreign trade policy, which
has a significant influence on competition and industry structure.
in the United States. Because of its importance, I shall comment
more extensively on its relation to.antitrust policy later in
the paper.
2 There are examples of U.S. industries that have been adversely
affected by foreign competition, where the problem can be
traced, in part, to an inefficiently fragmented structure in the
U. S. industry. Such cases are not common; in those cases,
antitrust policy is not reasonably regarded as the source of the
structural problem.
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welfare consequences of these prohibitions (assuming that their
enforcement has had a deterrent effect--and it

~seems

to me that it

clearly has) are generally desirable.
There are at least two broad areas in which the applicability
of our antitrust law has a considerably more ambiguous applicability •. One concerns formally noncooperative behavior that gives
rise to cooperative-like results, usuaITy' -rn concentrated indus-tries.

While it is tempting to digress into a discussion of this

type of competitive interaction and to the regulatory alternatives
for dealing with it,

I

will not so digress (at least not for'

long), for it is not the subject in which
ested today.

I

am primarily inter-

Suffice it to say that there has been a great deal

written about the subject. 3

At the level of policy, there are

at least two schools of thought.

One school takes the view that

regulating conduct is doomed either to failure or. to inconsistency
and that the only effective relief is structural.

Structural

relief, of course, runs squarely into the problem of efficiency
and the related question of what initially created the level of
concentration actually observed.

These questions are not always

addressed properly in the policy debate.

Another school of

thought takes the view that certain practices (open competitive
policies by

trade associations, "most-favored-nation" clauses in

contracts being examples) make avoidance of profit-reducing

3 Much of the relevant part of economic theory has focused on
oligopolistic interaction in mature industries.
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competition easier, and that these facilitating practices should
be banned or circumscribed. 4
This brings me to the second ambiguous area and the third
broad area of antitrust policy--the "monopoly" problem.

The

~'-

monopoly problem is the central focus of most of what I have to
say today.

In referring to the "monopoly" problem, I mean to

. ...

include not only monopoly in the sense of a single seller, but
~

-.-.

also high concentration, large amounts of market power, and rates
of return above risk-adjusted costs of capital.

I do not want to

tackle the monopoly problem directly; that is, I do not want to
begin with what the law either is or ought to be.

Rather, I

should like to discuss what we know and (perhaps equally important) what we do not know about competitive activit,ies and processes, especially the dynamic aspects of competitive interaction,
because I believe that an understanding of these processes will

4 I do have one observation concerning this broad area. There is
a subset of industries that have real problems with price competit ion (in the sense economis ts me an it). They are indu s tr ies
where, because of demand fluctuations, lumpy additions to capacity, and 'capital intensiveness, marginal costs are below average
costs. Under these conditions, competition would bid prices down
to the level of marginal costs--not all the time, but often enough
to create problems. Such industries find ways of preventing
prices from being bid down below average costs to marginal costs.
I have seen a number of cases in which devices that facilitate the
avoidance of the bidding process have been attacked as collusive.
Such cases are ·sometimes brought without consideration being given
to industry's rate-of-return figures. Such cases strike me as
expensive; and in some cases, futile. But the main point I want
to make about them is that they should not be brought without some
analysis of what the Government would like the firms in the
relevant industry to do in lieu of what is being proscribed in the
bringing of the case.
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and should

influenc~

our thinking about public policy in this

broad area.
I have in mind, under the heading of "competitive activities
and processes," a number of specific topics.

They include entry

and entry deterrence, investments and other activities that con-

...

strain the opportunities of one's actual or potential rivals, the
,~

intertemporal aspects of competition, and the structural features
of industries that are influential in determining competitive
strategies and industry evolution.

I will try to summarize and

interpret some of the writing on these subjects and to identify
areas in which relatively little is known.

My reasons for sub-

jecting you (and many of you are primarily interested in antitrust
policy and not the evolution of microeconomic analysis) to such an
enquiry are twofold.

First, it seems to me essential to the

development of a consistent and effective policy with respect to
monopoly concentration and 'market power to have some insight into
I

the ways in which individual firms and groups of firms acquire and
maintain positions of market power.

The problem with examining

these questions in the context of particular antitrust suits at
the time they are brought is that one is often looking for items
on a list of "bad" or "unacceptable" competitive practices.

At

the very least, this tends to divert attention from the structural
and strategic origins of the market power.
The second reason for delving into the processes whereby market power is acquired is that the performance of an industry or
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market is in part determined by the evolution of its products and
structure, and not just by the competitive structure of the mature
industry.

Indeed, in some industries the technology and its

evolution produce persistent changes in structure, so that their
structure and performance when they eventually mature and
stabilize is not the central issue from a welfare standpoint.
The remainder of the paper is divi"a-ecf'1nto four sections.

-In

section II, I discuss entry and entry deterrence and then try to
assess how antitrust policy is likely to affect entry-deterring
behavior and market performance.

The underlying models are

essentially static in a sense that will, be clear (I hope) in the
discussion.

The longest section is the third.

It focuses on the

dynamic aspects of strategic investment and competitive interaction.

Much of it consists of a discussion of the ways in which a

number of structural features of markets influence intertemporal
competition.

"The fourth sectior. deals with foreign competition,

in a somewhat abbreviated fashion.

Logically it might have been

included in section III, but because of its importance and some
special considerations that are relevant, it rates a separate
section.

In the fifth and last section, I have tried to reflect

on the implications of the foregoing for antitrust policy.

Those

who are looking for or expecting a comprehensive policy proposal
will be disappointed.

But I think there remain some useful

propositions to help guide prosecutors in selecting cases, if not
courts in deciding them.
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One further comment is in order.

I refer repeatedly to wel-

fare and market performance in what follows.

Whenever these terms

occur, they stand for the sum of the benefits to consumers and to
producers in a market.

Producer benefits are profits.

Sometimes

it is necessary to add up benefits over time, and that is done by
taking a present value using some suitable discount rate.

.

~.-

.

Thus,

---.

for my purposes, market performance is measured by the discounted
present value of the benefits to consumers and/or producers. 5
II.

Entry Deterrence
Any firm or group of firms that is able to maintain a posi-

tion of market power and high profitability over an extended
period of time must have some form of protection from the expansion of potential or actual competitors.

That protection (if it

exists at all). consists of a combination of structural features of
an industry (economies of scale, for example), and activities (of
the firm[s] seeking protection), that deter the expansion of
rivals.

The activities and the structure interact

~o

create the

barriers and to produce profitable operations.

5 As a number of observers have pointed out, performance in this
sense is arguably not the only objective of antitrust policy. An I
agree. Some would argue that no firm can be deprived of its market
by inappropriate means without due process of law, regardless of
whether or not the market is more efficient without that firm.
Therefore, let me simply acknowledge at the outset that improving
market performance in the sense defined above is not the sole
objective of policy, and that there are other purposes that may
override in particular cases.
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When economists use the term "structure," they mean two
different things.

Sometimes the term refers

to~exogendus

charac-

teristics of an industry such as the technology, the production
function, or the demand.

At other times it refers to concentra-

tion, which is the result of a combination of the decisions of
firms and of exogenous structure.
considerable confusion.

Naturally, this produces·

To avoid some of·it, I shall refer to

technology and the like as "exogenous structure,

n

meaning that

it is not the result of the behavior of firms or their customers.
The antitrust laws cannot do much about underlying exogenous
structure.

They must, therefore, operate either on conduct (so

as to alter the incentives for erecting entry barriers), or on the
endogenous aspects of structure (like high concentration).

The

question naturally arises then as to what kinds of conduct are to
be deemed acceptable or unacceptable, and in what

circumstan~es.

To answer this sort of question, one probably wants to
acquire some familiarity' with how entry deterrence is managed in a
variety of contexts.

It would be foolhardy of me to attempt to

offer generalizations that are intended to be without exception.
Industries and markets are far too complex and varied to permit
that.

But there are some tendencies and some propositions that I

believe withstand both theoretical probing and exposure to evidence from case histories reasonably. well.

My intention is to

discuss some of these propositions which I believe characterize
the competitive structure of many industries, and then to reflect
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on the kinds of

poli~cies

that would make sense in light of the,

underlying economics.
The first proposition is that the deterrence of entry or
expansion has at least two logically quite distinct parts.

One

consists of the actions that will be taken (or potential entrants
antic'ipatewill be taken) if entry

occu.t;..~;,

refer to established firms and entrants.

_._ (Henceforth I shall _
The reader should inter-

pret "entrants" broadly to include firms that are expanding or
changing their strategies as well as those that are actually
comers to an industry.)

ne~.

The second class of actions are those

that are taken prior to entry.

These actions of established firms

are designed to influence their own incentives with respect to
their reactions to· entrants.
perceptions
actions.

o~

Therefore they also influence the

potential entrants about the likelihood of those

The moves made prior to entry can be thought of as

positioning.

The actions in response to entry might be referred

to as reactions.
Positioning and reacting are distinct types of activity.
they are strategically related.

But

Positioning affects the incen-

tives of the established firms with respect to reactions.

To the

extent that these effects are accurately perceived, positioning
will influence· the profit calculations of potential entrants.

The

trick in entry deterrence is to find a positioning strategy that is
(a) not too costly and (b) creates the incentive for the established firm to react to the entrant in a way that is destructive
to the latter.

The established firm(s) want to position themselves
-53-

in such a way that their self-interested reaction to a potential
entrant is damaging to the entrant's profitability without being
self-destructive.

Or, to put the matter another way, if the

established firm does not create a situation in which selfinterest makes the entrant unprofitable, then entry will be
deterred only if the potential entrant can be otherwise convinced,
notwithstanding the economic incentives;·that the established
firm will act so as to make ·the return to the entrant's
ment unacceptably low.

invest~

Credibly conveying the intent to destroy--

when after the fact of entry it is demonstrably not in the
established firm's interest--is not on+y difficult, it is legally
hazardous, because it exposes the established firm to the charge
of predatory behavior.
A simple example of positioning would be the construction of
production capacity by the established firm sufficient that upon
entry, ordinarY

f:·.

competitiv~

prices and output would ensure that

the entrant was unprofitable. 6

The capacity can be thought of as

an investment by the established firms.

Part of the return to

6 This issue and other related issues are discussed more fully in
A. M. Spence, "Entry, Capacity, Investment and Oligopolistic Pricing," 8 Bell J. Econ. 534 (Autumn 1977): A. M. Spence, "Investmen't
Strategy and Growth in a New Market, II 10 Bell J. Econ. 1 (Spring
1979): A. Dixit, "A Model of Duopoly Suggesting a Theory of Entry
Barriers," 10 Bell J. Econ. 20 (Spring 1979): E. C. Prescott and
M. Ursscher, "Sequential Location Among Firms with Foresight,"
8 Bell J. Econ. 378 (Autumn 1977); S. C. Salop, "Monopolistic
Competition with Outside Goods," 10 Bell J. Econ. 141 (Spring
1979); R. Schmalensee, "Entry Deterrence in the Ready-to-Eat
Breakfast Cereal Industry," 9 Bell J. Econ. 305 (Autumn 1978).
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that investment

cons~_sts

the event of entry.

This sort of investment occurs commonly in

manufacturing sectors.
potential entrant.

of profits that would have been lost in

It need not be undertaken only to deter a

The capacity may be intended to reduce the

return to capacity expansion by other firms already in the industry.

And the phenomenon is not confined......to
manufacturing.
. -"-.

One

-

can observe expansion-deterring investment in retailing,- for
example, where a firm may "overstore" a geographic area to limit
the expansion of rivals.
The rate of return to this kind of investment depends upon a
number of factors.

Usually an important' one is economies of

scale, or a structural feature that is functionally similar.
Scale economies can be found in marketing as well as production.
In many

situa~ions

generated

decli~e

the costs of advertising per dollar of revenues
with share of market.

Thus the entry- or

expansion-deterring investment may be in advertising rather than
production capacity or retail outlets.

Or the investment may

consist of a combination of these variables.

There are many

variants of the same theme.
A second factor that affects the entry-deterring investment
decision at the positioning stage is the aggressiveness with which
the established firm competes with the entrant or the expanding
firm.

For the firm there is a tradeoff between prior investment

and aggressive competition after entry, in deterring entry or
expansion.

The extent of the prior investment affects the need
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for being aggressive ex post.

It also affects the credibility of
"

the threat to the entrant.

This is especially true in markets

where the investment is largely irreversible so that the established firm does not have the option of changing its mind.

Con-

versely, aggressive reactions postentry reduce the need for
inyestment at the positioning stage •

. ...
~

Much of the policy embodied in the corpus of the antitrust
laws deals with the entry problem by defining what will (from a
legal standpoint) be regarded as excessively aggressive or "predatory" competitive behavior, or what I am calling reactions to
entrants or expanding firms.

Such policies should not be evalua-

ted in a vacuum but rather in terms of the incentive effects they
are likely to have.

Increasing the stringency of the standards

for predatory or unfair competition can have different impacts in
different market situations.

In some cases it will tip the

balance against the strategy of entry deterrence.

But in others,

it will cause firms to increase the magnitude of their prior
investments.

It does this by altering the tradeoff referred to

above between the positioning investment and the reaction to entry
or expansion, after the event.

To the extent that prohibitions

against predatory behavior constrain firms' reactions to entrant.s,
the prohibitions will increase the incentive for firms to make
prior investments that reduce the need for aggressive reactions to
deter entry.
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As a result of these two possibilities, the welfare effects
of increasing the stringency of the definition of~ predatory beha~ior are far from unambiguous.

I suspect the majority view used

to be (and probably still is) that more entry is better than less,
and that the hoped-for effect of stringent standards would be
exactly that--more entry.

It is not my intention to deny that

.

~.-

. - .. -.

there are instances in which this view is correct.

But it is far

from being well established empirically that this is the normal
case.

It is probably true that a majority of economists would

assent to the proposition that most concentrated U.S. industries
are more concentrated than necessary to be efficient.

Although I

have considerable doubts and uncertainties about this proposition,
let us accept it for the moment.

Even if it is true, there

remains the possibility that the primary effect of changes in
policy directed toward predatory conduct would be to alter prior
investment behavior rather than to produce more entry.

Then one

needs to ask· whether those effects are ones that on balance
improve or diminish market performance.
Even in the simplest cases, the answer is--it depends.

I

used the example of capacity as an entry-deterring prior investment earlier.

The effect of constraining an established firm with

respect to pricing or expansion of output in that case is to cause
the established firm to increase its capacity.
capacity fully, the welfare effect is positive.

If it uses the
But it may not.

And in real market situations where demand is growing, uncertain,
or fluctuating, and investments are lumpy., it is not easy to
-57-

impose the desired outcome or to devise standards of conduct that
induce it.

When

th~

prior investment is in

adv~rtising

or

ret~il

capacity, the effects on market performance are even less clear.
My instinct as an economist is to study industries on a caseby-case basis, applying and adapting models as appropriate.

~~

For

those of us who do this kind of work, the differences among industries sometimes seem more important or • interesting
than the
r--.- • ---.
similarities.

And thus we are uncomfortable with general rules.

That, of course, is not very useful to courts or litigators, who
require some general priciples or rules on which to hear and

a~g~e

cases.
There has been a considerable debate about appropriate standards for identifying predatory behavior recently. 7
that any consensus has emerged from that debate.
most widely

a~cepted

below average c.ost.

I am not sure
Probably the

standard is the one that prevents pricing
I shall express some reservations about this
~'.:.

rule in the next section on the dynamic aspects of competitive
interaction.

Its virtues are that it is simple and that there is

a reasonable possibility of detecting violations through examination of

~igures

on rates of return.

The principal alternative is

7 See, for example, P. Areeda and D. Turner, "Predatory Pricing
and Related Practices Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, II
88 Harv. L. Rev. 679 (1975): M. Scherer, "Predatory Pricing and
the Sherman Act," 89 Harv. L. Rev. 869 (1976): O. E. Williamson,
"Predatory Pricing: A Strategic and Welfare Analysis," 87 Yale
L. J. 284 (1977): P. L. Joskow and A. K. Klevorick, "A Framework
for Analyzing Predatory Pricing Policy," 89 Yale L. J. 213 (1979).
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a marginal-cost rule.

A marginal-cost rule is not only based on a

quantity that is ditficult to measure; it is also a less stringent
standard in a declining-cost technology.

If average costs fall

with output, marginal costs are below average costs.
But the point I wish to emphasize is that whatever standard
you find most reasonable, a great deal of effective entry deterrence would pass the test rather eas ily ...... There are exceptions. .
The WEO campaign of price cutting in food retailing in the early
1970's by A&P probably violated an average-cost standard.

Cer-

tainly the stock market reacted strongly and quickly to the low-rates of return of A&P and its competitors.
But in many industries, the barriers to entry and the
barriers to

e~ansion

are the result of the competitive strategies

adopted by the major firms, including high rates of investment in
advertising and new product introductions.

An example might be

the ready-to-e.a-t cereal market, which is involved in an ongoing
FTC antitrust case.

It is not clear that prohibitions against

predatory responses to potential entrants would have any material
effect on the performance of this type of industry.
Since there are problems with operating on the incentives to
deter entry entirely by regulating conduct undertaken in response
to entry, one might reasonably ask about regulating the prior
investment behavior. There is some precedent for this approach.
In the Alcoa case, it was argued that it may not be acceptable for
a monopoly to build capacity sufficient to meet a growing demand,
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thereby effectively preempting potential competition.

In the

FTC's ti tanium dioxide case, the Commiss ion' s lawyers argued tha't
Du Pont's capacity expansion program had the effect of preempting
the competition and of creating a dominant-firm industry structure
and that that was unacceptable in that market context.
While these approaches seem to me to have some merit, I shall
argue shortly that there are no known, unambiguously beneficial,
simple rules that can be applied to investments prior to entry
or expansion.

Once again, that negative conclusion is of little

use to courts.

But at. least, focusing on the entry-deterring

investment process in particular

ca~es

does seem to me to be an

investigatory strategy that is more likely to capture the
economically important "aspects of competitive interaction and
market performance.

Since investment behavior is best discussed

in an explicitly intertemporal setting, I am going to interrupt
the discussion of policy to turn to the dynamic aspects of
competitive interaction.
III. Industry Dynamics and Strategic Behavior
The preceding discussion of entry deterrence was couched in
static terms.

It is implicitly assumed that entry deterrence has

two phases: one of them--the positioning phase--logically precedes
the other.
the market.

It assumes the established firms are already there in
Such an approach is conceptually useful for analyzing

mature industries.
questions.

But it leaves unanswered several important

For example, there is no explanation of who the
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established firms are and how they acquired positions of market
power.

An important question in an antitrust case is whether

market power was acquired by legitimate means or not.

The problem

of regulating or influencing the evolution of industry structure
before it becomes a problem is not therefore easily discussed with
a static model.

Moreover, the underdeveloped area of evaluating

and measuring the intertemporal efficiency of a market gets set
aside altogether.
My aim in this section is to describe some of what is known
about the evolution of industries and about strategic interaction
in the dynamic sense.

And then, with that as background, we can

reflect on policy options and the desirability or undesirability
of regulating,investment behavior.

I should say in advance that

the state of economic theory is not particularly advanced in the
area of intertemporal competition.
For the purposes of the ensuing discussions, it will be useful to imagine an industry that is new and growing, or one that is
in disequilibrium because of a major technical advance.

An indus-

try is in disequilibrium if firms are making investments that
cause the structure of the industry to change.

If one were trying

to predict how such an industry were going to evolve, and whethe.r
it would evolve into a dominant-firm structure as in computers, a
concentrated oligopoly as in autos, or a relatively competitive
and unconcentrated industry like semiconductors, what would be the
structural features of the industry that one would study?

Or, to

put the matter differently, what are the structural features that
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influence the strategic choices that firms make and the consequent
evolution of an industry's structure?
A.

The Magnitude of the Required Investment
The magnitude of the investment required to participate in

the market efficiently is a factor that tends to create concentration .in several ways.

It limits the market to firms whose finan..;

cial and managerial resources are sufficient to achieve the requisite scale.

To the extent that there is uncertainty about the .

potential size or the rate of growth of the market, the need to
make substantial investments to be efficient or cost-competitive"
increases the riskiness.

While

investo~s

in securities can diver-

sify the risks away to a large extent, firms and managers can
diversify only to a limited extent.
two-edged sword.

Uncertainty, however, is a

While it interacts with scale effects to

increase the risk and hence deter the entry of the small or the
risk-averse, it" may also blunt the incentive for firms to attempt
to move quickly and first into dominant positions.

Calculations

in the context of specific examples suggest that concentration
may be

a

U-shaped function of demand uncertainty.

That is, the

least and most risky markets tend to produce investment behavior
that gives rise to the highest levels of concentration.

These

calculations are far from definitive, and more work is required to
.~

understand the interaction of demand uncertainty and scale economies in influencing the dynamic equilibrium.

But they are sugges-

tive of the importance of uncertainty in conditioning the evolution of industry structure.
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B.

Differential Costs of Expansion in a Market
Firms can differ in the investment required to

market, depending on their starting points.
with an example.

e~and

in a

Let me illustrate

General Foods and General Mills probably have

lower distribution costs than Kellogg in the cereal market,

. ...

because they distribute other products through the same retail
~

outlets.

-.-.

Kellogg has a compensating advantage in the form of

large market shares on a brand-by-brand basis and overall.

Share

in this context creates lower advertising costs per dollar of
revenues.

A logical potential entrant to the market is Procter &

Gamble, which has a marginal distribution cost advantage similar
to that enjoyed by GF and GM.
In extreme cases, the initial asymmetries can create rather
pronounced concentration.

IBM's customer base in the business

sector in the tabulating machine market, and the expertise that
went with it, gave it a significant cost-investment advantage in
the early 1950's in computing equipment.

That advantage rapidly

(within 3 years) turned into a dominant market share in the
business segment of the computer market.
One could go on with examples, but the point would be the
same.

Diversification and history create asymmetries among firms

with respect to their strategic opportunities, which, when
exploited, can give rise to high concentration and to initial or
early positions of market power.

There remains of course the

question of whether and under what circumstances these initial
positions can be maintained.
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c.

Reversibility of Investment
One significant factor in deciding the latter question con-

cerns the extent to which the investments are reversible or not.
Generally, irreversibility creates more permanence and higher
concentration.

Not only by increasing the exit costs but also by

credibly committing the firm to defend its investment, it reduces
• r., . _.-.

the anticipated returns to potential rivals.
irreversibility is a two-edged sword.

As with uncertainty,

It protects the firm with

the market power position, but in the context of uncertainty, it
increases the risk of the initial investment and hence may blunt
the incentive to tty to acquire a large, relative share or to
monopolize a segment of the market.
D.

Uncertainty
I have adverted to uncertainty at several points without

formally announcing it.

It is clearly an important influence on

industty evolution.

As we have seen, the influence of uncertainty

is somewhat complex.

It is further complicated by the fact that

it tends to be resolved over time.

This gives rise to a number of

interesting possibilities in the evolution of an industry.

It is

not uncommon (for example) that a market is initially developed by
small and medium-sized firms; and then when it begins to acceler-.
ate in growth, the market is entered by larger firms, which then
grow very rapidly.

At the end of that phase, there is often a

period of near-excess capacity and pressure on margins.
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Why might this pattern be observed?

One explanation is that

large and small firms differ in the rates at which they can grow,
because of differences in organization and in managerial and
financial resources.

Large firms exploit that advantage by wait-

-ing until some of the uncertainty about the market's potential is
res0lved.

Thus the fact of uncertainty and the speed with which

it is resolved as the industry develop; °c-~n affect the timing and
magnitude of the investments by entrants.

An industry that

evolves in the way I just described may become an oligopoly in its
mature phase.

But is not likely to evolve into a dominant-firm

structure or a near-monopoly.
E.

The Learning Curve
Closely akin to scale economies is the learning curve or ex-

perience curve.

On the cost side, the learning curve depicts the

relationship between unit costs ar.d accumulated production to
date.

Generally it is a declining function.

varies from industry to industry.

The rate of decline

In some industries the rates of

decline are quite dramatic, on the order of 15 percent every time
accumulated volume doubles.

While the data required to estimate

learning curves accurately have not generally been available to
researchers, the emphasis on them by firms in some industries and
by certain consulting firms is sufficiently widespread that it
oJ,',;;

seems to me safe to include them on a list of potentially important structural features of an industry.
The competitive implications of the learning effect are
interesting.

As with scale economies, there is a premium (in the
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strategic sense) to early entry, rapid growth, and large relative
share of market--all -'of these for the obvious reason that these
things, in conjunction with the learning effect, confer cost
advantages.

The cost advantages in percentage (as opposed to

absolute)' terms mayor may not diminish over time.

But even if

they do, the relevant time horizon may be so long as to be largely
• ...... •

irrelevant.

_It_.

The observations concerning the importance of share and of
the head start do not tell us much, by themselves, about the competitive process, the evolution of the industry, or its performance in the absence of regulation or constraint.

So let me turn

to these issues.
When there is a learning curve, the marginal cost of additional output is not the current unit cost.

Rather it is the

current unit cost minus the present value of the reduction in all
future costs which results from the fact that additional output at
a particular time will loWer unit costs at all future dates.

This

means that any firm, even a monopoly, will price more aggressively
than it would in the absence of the learning effect.
prices can be below unit costs, at least initially.

Indeed, the
It is easy to

see that such behavior would be difficult to distinguish from, and
could be confused with, predatory pricing.

It is this fact, among

others, that causes me to be concerned about average cost standards for predatory pricing--at least in relatively new and growing markets.
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I have done some calculations of dynamic equilibria in models
wi th learning effects in order to determi ne, in a rough way, "what
the impact on competition of this aspect of industry structure
might be. 8

Some of the conclusions, which should be regarded as

tentative at this stage, are the following.
powerful sources of entry barriers.

Learning curves are

With substantial learning.-

effects, it is not uncommon for the eq~iiibrium number of firms to

•

be three or four.

Entry barriers are greatest when the learning

curve is neither very steep (rapid learning) nor very flat (slow
learning), but rather somewhere in the middle.
ately rapid learning that creates
among

firms-~and

th~

It is the moder-

largest cost differentials

hence the greatest entry barriers.

From the s.tandpoint of market performance, there is clearly a
tradeoff between competitiveness (as measured by the number of
firms) and price/cost margins on the one hand, and technical
efficiency ·on the other.· A single firm would be most efficient-that is, could produce at the least cost but would price monopolistically.

If there are many firms, the price/cost margins are

more nearly optimal, given the cost, but the costs are higher than
need be, because the learning is diss ipated a·cross competi tors.
My calculations to date suggest that entry ceases in the neighborhood of the point where competition and cost efficiency are
:.'~;):,

optimally traded off.

That is to say, at the point where further

8 A. M. Spence, "The Learning Curve and Competition," Harvard
Institute of Economic Research, Discussion Paper No. 766 (June
1980).
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entry is. unprofitable, the benefits of an additional firm from
more price competiti:'on about equal the cost increases resulting
from dividing the cumulated industry output among more firms.

I

emphasize that this observation is not a logical deduction from a
model but rather a generalization from calculated equilibria for
numerous cases.

The cases are distinguished by having widely dif-

ferent values for the important parameters·, -'like the elasticity of
the learning curve with respect to volume, the elasticity and
growth of demand, and so forth.
A monopoly performs very poorly relative to two or more
firms.

The greatest improvement in

the move from one to two firms.

mark~t

performance comes from

Of course, the two firms have to

compete (i.e., behave noncooperatively) for the benefits to be
realized.
A second observation concerns the case where the learning
effects spillover to some extent from one firm to the next.

One

can think of this as a case where the unit costs of an individual
firm depend on both -its own accumulated output and the accumulated
output of the industry.

The relative importance of these two

variables in driving unit costs down is a reflection of the extent
to which the individual firm 1 s production experience is or is not
transmitted to other firms.

My tentative observations concerning

the impact of this kind of structural externality are based on the
kind of calculations referred to above.

Industry learning effects

appear to reduce the aggressiveness of the output decision, to
reduce the entry barriers, and to improve market performance.
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I

the face of it, these effects are not surprising.
however,'will develop the sneaking suspicion

tha~

Economists,
there'is a

potential market failure here, because some of the benefits of a
firm's output decision are not appropriated by that firm.

This

might lead one to suspect that output would be too small.

That

line of reasoning, however, ignores the social benefit of
increased competition.

In fact, it is

with industry learning effects.

tf'lfe---th~t

profits are lowe-r

But the impact of the transfer of

the learning effects is to permit more competition for any level
of industry cost reduction.
sumers.
ance.

That benefit tends to accrue to con-

And the net effect is an improvement in market performThere is more that could be said about the learning effect,

but dwelling further on it in a survey such as this is probably
not the best use of the available space.
F.

Demand-Side Structure
Let me turn then to the demand side of markets.

have concentrated primarily on investments and costs.

Thus far I
But the

demand side deserves (although it has not yet received) equal
prominence.

Indeed, a ,survey of U.S. industries in 1980 would, I

think, tend to confirm one of Professor Barn's conclusions in his
remarkable work on entry barriers; namely, that entry barriers
based on product differentiation are generally the most potent
sources of above-average rates of return.
There are many aspects of demand structure that can influence
concentration and market power.

There are, for example, a variety

of kinds of effects that are analogous to the learning curve.
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In

fact, in markets where the products are complex and/or new, there
is exactly a buyer learning effect.

Thus the demand for the

product of an individual firm can depend upon the accumulated
~:

purchasing experience of consumers with that firm's products.

The

experience reduces the uncertainty associated with the characteristics and uses of the products, relative to those of rivals.

The

competitive implications of this sort ofro;bUy-er learning are very .
similar to those found in the context of cost-reducing experience.
Indeed, one can, in certain circumstances, formulate the problem
in such a way that the models are formally equivalent.

Since 'tne

effects are so similar, it is not necessary to repeat the conclusions we drew earlier.
The buyer learning effect is magnified if consumers invest in
the product or its use.

A well-known example is the computer

industry, where there is not only consumer learning but also consumer investmen.t' in software that is largely equipment specific.
The fact that it is equipment specific is, of course, a matter of
strategy and not an act of God.

When the buyer invests in the use

of the product, the effect is to reduce the relative attractiveness of the products of rivals.

Formally, this apsect of struc-

ture can be captured by allowing demand to depend on accumulated
sales, and it magnifies the accumulated volume effect.
As in the case of cost-side learning, some of the demand-side
learning may be an industry effect.

Or, to put it another way,

experience with one firm's product can have a positive influence
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not only on that firm's product, but also on those of rivals.

And

as in the cost case, this aspect of structure tends to reduce' ,
entry barriers and concentration for exactly the same reasons.
There are other reasons why demand may depend on accumulated
volume other than learning.

If the product is durable, there can

be a .negative effect of accumulated volume associated with satura.;..
tion of the market.

The durability eff·ect-·causes a damping of· the

rate of growth of demand as the industry matures.

Once again

there is a premium on rapid growth and early entry, particularly
if the effect is combined with either scale economies or learning
on the production side.
G.

Advertising
The subject that is most discussed in the context of demand-

side structure and market power is advertising.

The technology

of advertising is such that the expenditures required to reach
consumers with ·messages tend to be relatively fixed with respect
to sales in units or market share.

This has led analysts to con-

clude that there is a rather strong element of economies of scale
in advertising that may explain the empirically well-established
positive correlation between advertising intensity and profitability.

It is also recognized, however, that "scale economies" is

not exactly the right concept.

Advertising, after all, operates

on the demand and hence influences unit sales.

It seems somewhat

peculiar, therefore, to take the latter as fixed in explaining why
advertising results in share of market cost advantages.
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There is a relatively straightforward way of avoiding this
theoretical box.

On~

can think of a firm as using resources to

produce a product and then using more resources to sell it.

Or,

more usefully, one can think of it as using resources to generate
revenues: some of those resources are used in creating a production to sell; other resources go into selling it.

If you take the

latter view, then advertising and sellir.l9 ·a-etivi ties are inputs t-o
a process that generates revenues.

That production function often

exhibits economies of scale; hence, there are potential entry
barriers associated with it.
H.

Interdependencies Between Supply and Demand
There are some additional elements of structure that re-

searchers have observed in case studies of particular industries,
which I should like to comment on briefly.

One of them concerns

a relation between supply-side concentration and demand growth.
It is not hard to find examples of industries in which buyers
are reluctant to become dependent upon one or a small number of
firms because of the loss of bargaining power. Where possible,
buyers will avoid buying from concentrated industries, and that
acts as a negative entry barrier in the industry.

The buyers may

actually favor (and, to some extent, protect) the new entrant.
This feature is easy to observe in the high fructose market
that developed in the 1970' s as a substitute for sugar.
",:

A second phenomenon concerns the investment by factors of
production in the technology of a particular firm's products.
has been argued that part of IBM's market power sterns from the
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fact that with a large share, most people who are trained in programming and software development are trained ~on IBM 'equipmentand systems.

A buyer who wants to hire programmers will, there-

fore, find a larger and better developed market if he purchases
the equipment of the dominant firm.
wou~d

Formally, this phenomenon

have the features of the demand-side learning effect.

The

demand would increase with accumula tell"vo!ume •
I.

Product Development Costs and Economies of Scale
Let me finally describe what I believe to be an increasingly

important aspect of industry structure.

In some industries; - "

product development costs represent a substantial fraction of
total cost, as a result of the opportunities for developing new
products or reducing costs.

Sometimes high development costs

result from rapidly changing demand.

The latter can be induced

by changes in prices elsewhere in the economy or by other factors.
The computer- "industry is one in which product development costs
have historically figured prominently.

And it appears to be

increasingly characteristic of the automobile industry, where
petroleum prices and some regulatory activity have pushed up the
product development costs and the rate of product change.
Product development costs are largely fixed costs.

Their

impact on average costs is therefore smaller, the larger the sales
volume over which those costs can be amortized.

Industries with

these characteristics will exhibit a strong tendency to become
highly concentrated, and the dominant-firm structure is cornmon.
While more work needs to be done on the question of what
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kinds of equilibrium market structures are likely to emerge under
these conditions, my conjecture (if you will permit me one) is
that symmetric equilibria in terms of market share are unstable.
~.:

That does not mean that the end result is a monoply (in the literal as distinct from the legal sense).

While the cost functions

may ap'pear to have the characteristics of a natural monopoly, it
is by now well knCMn that driving smalle'r"coTnpetitors out of
business in a dynamic setting is not always, or even usually, a

.

good investment for the large firm.
I mention this aspect of industry structure in part because- t
believe that there is an important subse1;: of American industries
that will find that the fixed costs of staying in business are a
rising fraction of total costs.
are

diverse~

The forces causing the changes

they include rapid changes in technology (especially

in the semiconductor arid integrated circuit industries), rapid
changes in relat'ive prices in sectors like energy, and the advent
of significant foreign competition in many sectors.

In the not-

too-distant future,'many of the affected markets will become
antitrust concerns.

It is probably useful to begin now to think

about what the best policy responses might be.
In the course of the evolution of an industry, firms make
investment decisions based on calculations of the returns to the
investments.
sense.

The decisions are interactive in the game-theory

Part of the process of developing a coherent investment

strategy is the calculation of the moves that are likely to be
made by rivals, because those moves will affect one's rate of
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return.

The most likely investment decisions of one's rivals are

not independent of one's own investment decisions.

And therefore

part of the return to most investments consists of the deterrent
effect it will or may have on one's rivals' investment behavior.
The point I want to make is simply that most strategic investments
are .entry- or expansion-deterring.

That is not their only objec_-

tive, but it is almost always part of ·t:he-·-calculation of the
return.

It is difficult at best--and, quite conceivably,

logi~

ally impossible--to distinguish between entry-deterring investment
and other kinds of investment.
A combination of structure, timing, and past history will
create strategic opportunities which firms will exploit by committing resources to the point where the marginal returns equal the
perceived costs of capital.

Part of the marginal return will con-

sist of the 'damping effect of the investment on the extent
of rivals' e.xpansion.
ponent.

Many investments have this preemptive com-

Its importance varies from industry to industry with the

structural characteristics I adverted to earlier.

In a dynamic

context, entry or expansion deterrence is an integral and ordinary
part of the competitive process; it is not something that can be
isolated as unusual or abnormal and then eliminated by regulation.
Nor does taking into account the deterrent effects of one's own'
'~",>'

inves tment behavior invol ve pecul iar bus iness planning or practice.

On the contrary, ignoring these effects would seem to

businesspeople to be unusual in the extreme.
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IV.

International Competition
I adverted to foreign competition in a previous

out dwelling on it.

~ection

with-

For several reasons, it deserves a prominent

place in a general discussion of competition policy.
expose you to a long discussion of the subject, but

I
I

will not

do want to

make some observations that might influence the way in which
fore.ign competition is viewed in an antitrust context •
• ......._ •

-/1'-.

Foreign competition is not ignored in antitrust proceedings.
For example, it is a legitimate counterclaim to a charge of monopolization that there is competition from non-U.S. firms and from
imports.

But there is still a strong tendency to treat the U.S.

market as the relevant market and to regard foreign competition as
a minor qualification.
markets in which the
Foreign

In fact, there is a growi.ng number of

relevan~

compet~tors

market is the worldwide market.

are potentially a powerful competitive

force, because they can and do sell into the large U.S. market at
s~mething

approximating marginal cost.

This is particularly true

of competition emanating from relatively protected, and large,
domestic markets like that in Japan.

The costs associated with

product development, learning, and the like, are recovered in the
domestic market, while the costs of exports are treated as incremental.

The domestic. market may be protected to ensure that

cost reductions achieved through serving the domestic market are
not diluted by imports.

Historically, such a strategy at the

national level was necessary to be competitive by U.S. standards.
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Even without the aid of a protected domestic market, a firm that
can achieve a large

~share

of market worldwide can

affo~d high~r_

product development costs, which result eventually in competitive
advantages.
This paper is not the place to attempt a lengthy explanation
of the internationalization of many domestic markets.

But

certainly the trend has been created by a combination of forces •

.... .
-

Tariff and other trade barriers have been negotiated downward.
and providThe relative size of non-U.S. markets has been growing
.
ing arenas where foreign competitors can expand to become costcompetitive.

And the economies that were severely damaged by the

Second World War are bu ilding back to more normal levels of
activity, investment, and consumption.

All this .is creating a

situation in which U.S. firms and industries face increasingly
powerful

com~etitors

who have large bases in non-U.S. markets and

who often operate in cooperation with their respective governments.
From an antitrust standpoint, increasingly effective foreign
competition presents some interesting problems and possibilities.
From a strategic standpoint, U.S. policy should be devoted in part
to ensuring that non-U.S. markets are not effectively blocked to
U.S. corporations at the same time as U.S. markets are relatively
open.
.

~t:

A failure to pursue such policies will ultimately result in

...

an erosion of the competitive positions of U.S. industries.

For

competition policy, foreign competition represents an interesting
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alternative to operating directly or indirectly on domestic
industry structure.

Exposing a domestic industry to

f~reign

competition and reducing the domestic industry's concentration are
alternative ways of aChieving competitive outcomes.

In fact, we

ought to use a combination of foreign competition and domestic
structure to achieve the desired competitive outcomes.

Foreign

competition, I should say, is regulated by tariff and nontariff
•

.,.._

•

_It_

barriers.
I am currently involved in some research that focuses on the
tradeoffs involved in optimally exploiting antitrust and trade
policy.

Let me briefly try to provide the flavor of the problem.

If, for structural reasons of the type discussed earlier, there
are efficiencies associated with high concentration, some of the
. benefits of concentration can be obtained without having the kinds
of pricing problems that would normally occur in a closed economy,
by matching increases in concentration with tariff reductions.
Such a policy nas two effects: it will increase the competitiveness of U.S. firms in non-U.S. markets, and it may reduce tariff
revenues.

Both these factors need to be taken into account.

To implement coordinated policies in the trade and antitrust
areas, we need to become more knowledgeable than we currently are
about the answers to a number of questions.

For example, hCM does

the optimal combination of trade and concentration vary with the
size of the domestic market relative to the worldwide market?
is it affected by the comparative advantage or disadvantage of
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domestic and foreign firms in terms of costs (and by costs I mean
cost functions: actual costs are endogenous and~responsive to "
policy), the concentration of the nondomestic part of the supply
side of the market, the policies and strategies pursued by other
countries, the magnitude of economies of scale, learning effects,
and product development opportunities and costs?
These are hard questions to
impossible.

answer,~but

certainly not

And I believe they are important enought to invite

the attention of academics and policymakers in the relevant areas
of microeconomic regulation, including especially antitrust.

v.

Antitrust Policy
The time has corne to try to say something about what all this

means for antitrust policy in the monopoly area, broadly defined.
Let me preface these remarks by saying that I do not regard myself
as an antitrust expert.

These thoughts are at best a basis for

discussion, and certainly not well-worked-out policy proposals.
My first observation is this.

To the extent that one's

objective is the improvement of market performance as conventionally measured by the present value of the net surplus, then it is
not at all clear that preventing market power from developing
~even

if one could) would be desirable.

In industries where the

structural basis for market power is a scale economy or a learning
effect, relatively efficient market structures may entail having
powerful firms or groups of firms.
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A second observation is that the structural environment of

,~;
'~

industries that evolve toward monopolies, near-monopolies, or
concentrated oligopolies,

is often such that behavior that is

normally considered to be predatory is not required for the concentrated outcome to occur.

It seems to me unreasonable to expect

firms to calculate the returns to their strategic investments in
abstr·action from what their rivals are expected to do.

And what

rivals will do depends on precisely those investments.

These

mutually recognized interdependencies are factors in the investment decisions of firms.
dynamic sense.

The result is an equilibrium in the

Dynamic equilibria often result in market power

positions and the dominance of market segments by individual
firms, for structural reasons discussed in the previous two
sections.
On the other hand, while market power is the natural result
of strategy and structure, I can think of a few industries that
require a monopoly structure to be efficient markets as large as
those in the United States.

(I would not say the same thing about

smaller countries, whose problems in this area seem to me rather
different from ours.)

Hence, there is some merit in looking for

ways of preventing unnecessarily high levels of concentration,
ways that do not place arbitrary restrictions on the private
sector and that run minimal risks of impairing market performance
and the competitive position of the U.S. industry in world
markets.

The extent to which this is possible will almost surely
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depend upon the structural characteristics of industries and hence
will vary from one industry to the next.
A third observation would be the following.

Attempting to

prevent monopoly power by looking for predatory or unfair conduct
whenever and wherever monopoly power develops, strikes me as a
costly and ineffective policy strategy.

Standards for predation--

suff iciently stringent to prevent monopoiY··power in all cases
would be considerably more stringent than those we have now.

And

they would run the risk of constraining firms in ways that are
counterproductive and arbi trary.

r want to make it clear th-at. -r

am not arguing against the existence 0+ enforcement of laws prohibiting predatory behavior.

The point is rather that this will

not and should not serve effectively as the main weapon in the
arsenal for dealing with the market power and related performance
problems.
There is a related point that deserves comment.

Neoclassical

price theory notwithstanding, there is a partial conflict of
objectives between business and the public sector.

There are

instances in which the formulation and implementation of
strategies by businesses that are in every sense effective and
normal business practice, result in market outcomes that are not
ideal from the broader perspective of overall market performance.
There is a widely accepted myth that the pursuit of profit by
"legi tima te" means will always result in the righ t resul ts.

Not

only is it not true, unless one defines "legitimate" in such a
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way as to make it a tautology; acceptance of it biases the process
of changing the

ma~ket

outcome toward a

search~for

what must be

there according to the theory, namely, some kind of unacceptable
conduct.
In saying there is partial conflict of objectives, I do not·
mean to imply that all instances in which the conflict surfaces
should be regulated.
disease.

Sometimes the cu:ce. -is-· worse than the

Indeed, the policy problem is to know or to learn what

if any market processes are regulatable at reasonable cost and low
risk, and by what means.

It is hard to start thinking about this

problem if one believes that except in a few unusual regulated
sectors, the problem does not exist.
One way to· deal with these problems is to define activities
which result in the acquisition of a monopoly position in a market
as

unacceptab~e.

That is a logically coherent position, but it

amounts to prohibiting monopoly.

In particular, the distinction

:£:

between legitimate and illegitimate means of acquiring monopoly
power would essentially disappear.

There is, however, a differ-

ence between operating directly on structure and operating on
conduct at the level of remedies.

Preventing monopoly by conduct

restrictions may involve the plaintiff in guessing what combinations of activities would, if excluded, have prevented the evolution toward monopoly.

When the basis for the monopoly power is

largely structural, that game can be frustrating and ineffective.
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I do not want to convey the impression that I believe there
are no instances in which monopoly power is acquired by
cally illegitimate means.

economi~

On the contrary, examples of predatory

conduct do exist, and the law as I understand it is adequate to
deal with them.
But the study of strategic investment behavior, intertemporalindustry evolution, and the underlying stru·c"Eural determinants of both of these--theoretically, and in the context of case studies-suggests to me, and I hope to others, that there is and will
continue to be a significant subset of industries that do not
lend themselves to this approach to

regul~ting

market power.

And

I would therefore conclude that we ought either to find alternative ways to regulate, or not regulate at all.
Because structurally based monopoly problems usually stem
from some scale· economies (broadly def ined to include dernand-s ide
phenomena and dynamic effects, like learning) that are large in
relation to the size of some market or market segment, I find the
idea of actively using foreign competition as a regulatory device
attractive.

Considerable expertise is required to do this,

because the tradeoffs between efficiency, competitiveness, and the
benefits of foreign profits and domestic tariff revenues are
complicated, to say the least.
factors.

And there are other complicating

At the moment, trade and competition policy are imple-

mented by different organizations operating relatively independently.

That would have to change.
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In addition, the problem of

negotiating general reductions in trade barriers,' while at the
same time employ ing-, potential foreign competitLon as a'regulatory
instrument at the industry level, should prove challenging to the
best minds we have.

But in spite of theae problems, I believe

that there is a subset of U.S. industries where controlled import
competition is a more sensible and effective regulatory device
than deconcentration, constraints on investment behavior, or other
remedies that would fall within the scope of domestic competition
policy.
Obviously, foreign competition is not a short- or

medium~r-un

solution to market-power problems in all afflicted industries.
There is, for example, a collection of oligopolistic consumer
goods industries in the United States that have persistently
achieved high rates of return with no obvious concomitant risks
that might justify the observed returns.

These industries have

been a source of concern to antitrust agencies for some time.
Many such industries have little or no foreign competition, essentially because the market expertise required to compete tends to
be country-specific.

Some of the attempts to deal with market-

power problems in these industries within the framework of. existing law seem (to this outside observer) to have involved excessively creative applications of the law, to the point where the
whole process looks like a cos tly and somewhat indi rect .form of
rate-of-return regulation.

Once again, it appears to me that our

regulatory approach through antitrust has been ineffective because
of the apparent need to claim that the market power stems from
-84-
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abnormal business

b~havior,

when it may in fact be the result of

normal dynamic competitive interaction and underlying structure.
It is perhaps useful" to note that other countries deal with
the monopoly problem in somewhat different ways.

The British

Monopolies Commission, for example, appears to be able to intervene'rather more directly in industries that are identified as
• r.- .

having some sort of performance problem.

I hasten to add that I

am not an expert on the Monopolies Commission, but my impression
is that the legal context in which its decisions are made and
reviewed is somewhat more flexible than our antitrust law.
In certain industries, the entry barriers may result from
practices that one would not want to argue are per se illegitimate, but which are in the context of a particular industry rather
powerful entry-excluding devices.

Some of the examples I have in

mind involve exclusive dealerships, with possible examples being
the automobile industry (historically) and hearing aids.
sure there are others.

I am

It seems to me that it ought to be possi-

ble to devise a regulatory mechanism that permits the Government
to disallow such practices in particular cases, after a suitable
investigation into the costs and risks of taking that action,
without having to argue either that the practices are the result
of collusion or that they are unacceptable in all cases. 9

9 Exclusive dealerships, in fact, may be an area in which the law
has been applied flexibly and with some sensitivity to the structural differences among markets.
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To an

economis~,

the problem with the antitrust law in the
"

monopoly area is not so much what it contains as what it does not
contain.

It correctly identifies and prohibits classes of actions

that are both outside the range of normal competitive business
behavior and likely to result in poor market performance.

Where

it is less effective is in dealing with the existence of market
....... . ---.
power whose origins do not fit the above description. One might
-

argue that the law was never intended to apply to the latter
cases.

But if that is true, then I think it would be hard to

defend some of the monopolization cases brought in the past 10 to
15 years.

The arguments in a number of. cases with which I am

familiar have an air of economic unreality that is associated with
the need to make .the arguments fit the facts of the case to a
model that does not apply.

The cases I have 'in mind are ones in

which there is little or no dispute about the presence of market
power, notwithstanding endless debates about the definition of the
relevant markets.
In reviewing some of the forces and strategic considerations
that influence the evolution of industries' structures, I hope to
have created the impression of a rich variety of possibilities and
outcomes.

This is entertaining for academics who enjoy trying to

untangle the web of interacting influences.
... ~.,.

And it is of course

all too easy to apply that knowledge critically to the activities
of those who try to modify and enforce the rules within which the
economy will operate.

There will always be some tension between

the general rule and its application to the particular case.
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Nevertheless, I believe that recent research provides some
help, and future research will provide considerably more help in
understanding the process of industry's structural evolution.
More to the point from a policy point of view, it provides some
.categories and some structural phenomena with which to classify
indu£tries into groups.

Groups of industries will differ by the
• r--.- . -"-.

sources of the market power of the firms that have it.

And they

will therefore also differ in the ways in which they will respond
to policy intervention.

It is the last fact that is most relevant

from a policy standpoint.
The ability to group industries on the basis of their structural similarities and hence the sources of the market power ought
to provide a useful input to the process of selecting and screening cases, and to the formulation of policy at that level.

It

does not provide simple answers concerning what rules or standards
to apply in judicial proceedings.

My own view is that the state

of our understanding of both dynamic strategy and intertemporal
market performance is currently insufficient to justify confident·
conclusions with respect to rules and standards.

But I do think

that it is better to admit ignorance than to defend rules based on
incomplete static models of industries.
The only conclusions about which I am sure is that the
effectiveness of the antitrust process in the United States, insofar as it regulates monopolies and market power, will be subs tantially affected for the foreseeable future by the sophistication
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that can be brought to bear in the analysis and selection of cases
and by the imagina_tion that is exercised in f fnding alternati've
ways of achieving the objective of improving market performance •

• r., . _.-.
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COMMENTS ON "COMPETITION, ENTRY, AND ANTITRUST"

William S. Comanor*

There are fashions in economics,
endeavor.

as" in'-other

areas of

Once-accepted doctrine is rejected in favor of a "new

learning," which then becomes widely accepted.

And the process

repeats itself.
This process is a traditional mode of intellectual development in any area of learning.

But antitrust analysis is not

merely a subject of academic endeavor but has major implications
for policymaking.

The replacing of new learning for old influ-

ences court decisions and affects the development of antitrust
law to the ext-ent that current decisions reflect discussion of
these issues.
One of the more important areas of "new learning" in antitrust is the primary focus of this seminar: the implications for
antitrust policy of the strategic behavior of private firms.
What this term includes is a wider range of firm conduct than had
earlier been considered.

*

It extends beyond the limits set by

Professor of Economics, University of California at Santa
Barbara. When this comment was written, the author was director
of the Bureau of Economics of the Federal Trade Commission.

collusive and independent firm behavior.
sions of business

~onduct

While previous discus-

were limited to one or the other of

these two approaches, the concept of strategic firm conduct
represents something broader.
Exactly what it represents, however, is still subject to
"debate.

Does it simply indicate the recognition of mutual inter-

dependence, that firms account for the• r.,expected
conduct of their
.- _.-.
rivals, or is it something else?

'~~

Whatever the appropriate defini-

tion, this term surely includes the recent literature on predatory conduct as well as the related discussion of entry deterrence
and limit pricing.

In this regard, I would commend the useful

guide to much of this literature by George Hay.l
A most interesting facet of the new literature dealing with
strategic behavior concerns our changing view of landmark antitrust cases.

Specifically, I refer to one of of the more inter-

esting cases of the postwar period: the Alcoa decision of
1945. 2
When this decision was handed down, it was heralded as the
"new Sherman Act," or the "new Section II."

It was viewed as

representing a new law on monopolization which imposed stringent
responsibilities on firms with market power.

Henceforth, it was

suggested, there would be increased emphasis on structural
factors.

We .believed, then, that firm behavior followed directly

1 See George A. Hay, "A Confused Lawyer's Guide to the
Predatory Pricing Literature," this volume.
2

United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 1948 F.2d 416, 1945.
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from the underlying structure of the market, so that the latter
represented most of what was required.

We had confidence in 'our

knowledge of the direct impact of market structure on both competition and industry performance.

For this reason, there was

less emphasis on "intent" and more on the economic consequences
of market structure in particular industries.

Indeed, "intent"

was dismissed with the classic line tnat -i'no monopolist monopo...;
lizes unconscious of what he is doing."
However it was heralded when it appeared, this decision has
been subject to considerable questioning more recently.

What-had

been new wa9 now rejected, and the mildest term applied to this
once pathbreaking decision was "troublesome. ,,3

The conduct

complained of was largely the expansion of industrial capacity
ahead of demand.
behavior?

But was not this simply prudent and foresighted

And what could be wrong with it?

Was not Alcoa behav-

ing as an innovative competitor: keeping prices down, stimulating demand, and preparing to meet that demand?

Commentators

suggested that this behavior reflected the search for increased
efficiency rather than efforts designed to promote monopoly
power.
But if that view represented the "new learning," as it was
termed by its proponents, there may neM be a "new new learning"--

3 Donald I. Baker, "The FTC's Use of Alcoa, DuPont Cases Put
More Businesses in Jeopardy," The National Law Journal, Monday,
April 23, 1979.
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which, as Professor Richard Nelson of Yale once remarked, looks
rather much like the old.
Professor Spence's paper is a good introduction to this
newest view of firm behavior.

His point is that, inevitably,

firms behave strategically in making investment decisions.

This

process is generally part of their investment calculations, so
_.-.
that "part of the returns to most investments consist of the
,~,;-.

deterrence effect it will or may have on one's rival's investment'
behavior. ,,4
In this setting, Spence provides new support for the Alcoa
decision.

At the least, his analysis lends credence to the

discussion of Alcoa's market behavior in Judge Hand's decisIon.
Spence suggests that we obtain different analytical results and
different interpretations of firm behavior when strategic considerations are taken into account than when they are not.
they

~

And

ignorea in much of the so-called "new learning."

I agree that there is much promise in this new approach in
terms of a greater understanding of firm behavior.
a~alytical

But there are

problems as well in that if anything, this new

approach explains too much.

It is too inclusive.

Indeed Spence

suggests that "it is difficult at best, and quite conceivably
logically impossible to distinguish between entry-deterring
investment and other kinds of investment."

If all investment is

4 A. Michael Spence, "Competition, Entry, and Antitrust," this
volume, p. 75.
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at least partly strategic and we cannot

dist~nguish

,that

pa~t.

from the rest, what good is it for antitrust purposes?
But is this right?
is relevant here?

Isn't there an issue of "intent" which

Our concern then might be with action taken

specifically to exclude rivals or to predate.
if we take this position, we have
oly policy stood 35 years ago.

..

com~... f.\.!ll

Note, however, that

circle to where monop.

There are differences, to be sure,

but our analysis returns to the question of "intent" as before.
If we have greater understanding of firm conduct which might
lead to the achievement of monopoly power, we seem to have less
confidence in our ability to do anything about it.

I was struck

by two points made at the end of Professor Spence's paper.

-The

first is that market power may well accrue to firms in equilibrium.

But. he also observes that attempting to prevent monopoly

power simply. by looking for predatory or unfair conduct represents
a costly and largely ineffective policy approach.

There is the

suggestion that such conduct may simply be too pervasive to limit.
Just as the antitrust laws have been unable to preclude tacit
collusion despite their apparent impact on monopoly power, other
forms of strategic behavior may likewise be ignored.
may simply be so implicit in accepted norms of

This conduct

busin~ss

conduct

that it cannot be readily eliminated by governmental decree.
Furthermore, even if other antitrust remedies are imposed,
the question must be raised as to what messages are being sent to
business firms with regard to what conduct is permitted and what
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conduct is not.

We must be conscious of such signals; and here

they are unclear.
Professor Spence's paper raises a number of challenging
questions.

The answers are few, but it does point the way to

increased attention to a new set of concerns.

The paper in this

volume by Hurwitz and Kovacic has more practical considerations
• r." . _.-.

in mind.

It looks for answers to issues concerning predatory

conduct in the pattern of judicial decisions.

They have suggested

that liability generally requires both the presence of
anticompetitive intent and a prospective effect,which was more
likely to cripple the other firm than to, outperform it.

Fair

enough, but do these two elements not frequently g.o hand in hand,
as suggested by Professor Spence?

And then what?

Do we look for

the predominant effect, or the absence of one effect, or what?
particular, what is the role played by the question of "intent"?
At this point, we cannot draw many conclusions as to the
implications for antitrust analysis of strategic behavior.
Although this conduct

may

be so pervasive in business behavior

that it cannot be banned, it must be taken into account as we
examine and appraise market behavior generally.
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COMMENT ON "COMPETITION, ENTRY, AND ANTITRUST"

W. J. L iebeler*

. ...
~

-"-.

It is hard to find fault with an analysis that starts with
the proposition that antitrust laws are likely to be most productive when applied to cartels and to mergers leading to monopoly or
near-monopoly levels.

I would be inclined to stop there, but if

we ·were to adopt such a sensible approach, there would be little
justification for this conference or for most of the antitrust
enforcement activities of our host.
Nor is

~t

easy to quibble with a paper that finds impractical

any standards for controlling predatory practices other than an
average cost standard and which goes on to point out that such a
standard would probably have rendered the faltering A&P's principal comeback attempt illegal, while at the same time legitimizing
a great deal of activity that Professor Spence, at least, believes
to be entry-deterring.
I also find congenial the idea that the greatest improvement
.~

in market performance comes with the move from one to two firms.
I share also Professor Spence's concern with the question of how

* Professor of Law, UCLA.

individual firms of groups of firms acquire al}d maint'ain posit'ions
of market power, which leads directly to his consideration of
uncertainty, scale economies, and learning curves.

Most ref,resh-

ing are his explicit recognition of the tradeoff between
,"competitiveness" and productive efficiency, and his tentative
conclus ion that entry ceases "in the

n.~.Jghborhood

of the point

where competition and cost efficiency are optimally traded off •. "
He says:
• • • at the point where further entry is
unprofitable, the benefits of an additional
firm from more price competition about equal
the cost increases resulting, from dividing
the cumulated industry output among more
firms.
The fact that this conclusion "is not a logical deduction from a
model, but rather a generalization from calculated equilibria for
numerous case's" is noteworthy for at least two reasons.

First, it

introduces at.least one fact into the predatory behavior debate,
and second, it suggests that entry into this new academic
industry has far surpassed this generally optimal level that
Professor Spence finds in the markets he has studied.

If we are

searching for market failure related to predation, we are, I
believe, looking in the wrong place.

The editors of the Yale Law,

Journal and those that provide them with their inputs are not
doing as well as other sectors of the market.
I was somewhat concerned, at first reading, to note that
Professor Spence seemed to think that the Alcoa and the Du Pont-
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titanium dioxide complaint l approaches to regulating pr~or investment behavior seemed to have some merit.

After finishing the

paper, however, it seems that his true view is that while they may
have some merit, they do not have much.

I hope that we take to

he-art his warning that more rigorous predatory pricing rules may

. ...

not induce more entry--assuming that to be a desirable result--but
~

-.-.

may only alter investment decisions, and that it is basically
impossible to regulate that activity with even remote likelihood
of success.
Professor Spence's recognition that entry or expansion
deterrence "is an integral and ordinary part of the competitive
process" and "not something that can be isolated as unusual or
abnormal and then eliminated by regulation," coupled with his
empirical findings that in those areas he has studied, entry
apparently occurs up to approximately optimal levels, suggests
that the market is alive and' doing quite well.

While that might

not argue well for increased budgets for the FTC, it should give
us some satisfaction to be led to conclude that while the world
may not be the best of all possible ones, it is not doing badly on
its own.
His discussion of antitrust policy does not support increased,
attention to "predatory" behavior.

It is not clear to Professor

Spence, as it is not to me, that "preventing market power from

1 The Commission dismissed this complaint in October 1980. E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co., 3 Trade Reg. Rep. #21,770 (FTC Oct. 20,
1980) .
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developing (even if one could) would be desirable."

This, of

course, has obvious implications outside the predatory pricing
area as well.

Nor is it clear that predatory pricing has much if

anything to do with monopoly or concentrated oligopoly.

In

addition, "attempting to prevent monopoly power by looking for
predatory or unfair conduct whenever monopoly power develops"
\[:

strikes Professor Spence as a "costly and O(neffective policy
strategy ...
His conclusion, that sometimes the cure is worse than the
disease, seems to have been reached without extensive firstharid
experience with the FTC.

While that may, make the conclusion less

offensive to our hosts, I am willing to surmise that if he had had
anything like my experience as director of the Office of Policy
Planning and Evaluation of that institution, he would have
expressed his conclusion in more universal terms.

His conclusion,

that we ought either to find alternative ways to regulate or not
regulate at all, is one with which I agree completely.
I must admit to some difficulty with Professor Spence's views
of the relationship between tariffs and antitrust policy.

I would

have thought that we should generally oppose tariff restrictions,
unless they were needed to protect domestic firms from foreign
competition that does not bear costs, such as those associated
with domestic environmental protection regulation, for example.
If tariffs are an appropriate subject of antitrust concern, it
should, in my view, be along the lines of the antitrust division's
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campaign--more recently endorsed and taken up by the FTC--against
ill-advised government regulation.
All in all, however, I generally agree with Professor
Spence's remarks.

I suspect, however, that his rather dim view of

the likely efficacy of attempting to regulate predatory pricing or
other "strategic" behavior will not be so warmly endorsed by our
hosts.

....... . ---.
-
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CURRENT LEGAL STANDARDS OF PREDATION
James D. Hurwitz
William E. Kovacic
Thomas A. Sheehan III
Robert H. Lande*

I.

Introduction
There is a subs tantial gap between ·1!he-·-recent 1 i terature

analyzing predation--especially the economic literature--and the.
attempts of courts to identify and redress such conduct.
is hardly surprising.

This

A consensus has yet to emerge within the-·

legal or economic communities as to what, in theory, should
constitute predation.

Moreover, courts must temper theoretical

economic concerns with evidentiary, procedural, and jurisprudential considerations.

Indeed, one may reasonably ask how well even

an accepted economic definition of predation could be applied in
the courtroom .e·nvironment of incomplete facts, disputed interpretations, unsettled theory, and limited economic expertise.

*

Mr. Hurwitz, Mr. Kovacic, and Mr. Lande are attorneys in the
Bureau of Competition of the Federal Trade Commission. Mr.
Sheehan, formerly with the Bureau of Competition, is now in private practice with Moyle, Jones & Flanigan, P.A., West Palm Beach,
Florida. The views in this paper are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Bureau of Competition,
the Commission, or any individual Commissioner. The authors would
like to thank John B. Kirkwood and Steven C. Salop for their many
useful suggestions contributing to the preparation of this paper.
A revised, substantially expanded version of this paper, covering
developments through June 1981, appears as Hurwitz, Kovacic, and
Lande, "Judicial Analysis of Predation: The Emerging Trends," 34
Vande L. Rev. (Jan. 1982).

This paper examines what has been occurring in the courts. It
has two purposes.

The first is to describe the current state

of the law regarding predation and significant trends that are
developing.

The second is to explore the considerations that

courts--and therefore economists and others--must weigh in evaluating the legal utility of rules that may ,be sound as a matter of
economic theory.

. ...

Toward these ends, we first review the legal
~

-.~.

context into which any economic analysis of predation must fit,
emphasizing in particular the evolving legal standards for predatory pricing, innovation, and promotion.

We then analyze how

courts have applied these legal standards, such as they are, in
three particularly instructive cases:
American Distilling Co.;l

Janich Bros., Inc. v.

Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak

Co.~2 and Transamerica" Computer Co. v. International Business
Machines Corp.3

Finally, we examine certain patt~rns we found in

32 recent predation cases.

This examination includes a box score

summary of how -the cases came out--who won, in what kinds of
cases, and at what procedural stage--plus some analysis of the

1 570 F.2d 848 (9th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 439
(1978) •

u.s.

829

603 F.2d 263 (2d Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 100 S. Ct. 1061
(1980) •

2

3 481 F. SUppa 965 (N.D. Cal. 1979), appeal docketed, No. 80-4048
( 9 th C i r. J an • 31, 19 80) •
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judicial and administrative considerations underlying those
ou tcome s • 4

II.

Legal Context
Antitrust law tries to control predation principally through

application of Section 2 of the Sherman Act, which prohibits,
inter alia, monopolization and attempts
to monopolize. 5
......- . -*-.

As tradi-

tionally formulated, "monopolization" requires the existence of
monopoly power plus some conduct indicating "the willful acquisition or maintenance of that power, as distinguished·from growth or
development as a consequence of a superior product, business
acumen, or historic accident. ,,6

Traditionally stated, an attempt

to monopolize under section 2 requires:

4 For our survey we included cases through September 1980, in
which pricing, innovation, or promotion were central elements of
the plaintiff's predation claims. A detailed explanation of the
methods we used to select cases for study is contained in the
appendix. The box score summary, in chart form, also appears in
the appendix. The statistics upon which this paper relies are
based upon the status of the investigated cases as of September
1980.
5 15 U.S.C. § 2 (1976). Predation is sometimes alleged in price
discrimination and merger cases, brought under §§ 2 and 3 of the
Robinson-Patman Act and § 7 of the Clayton Act, respectively. 15
U.S.C. §§ 13, 18 (1976).
6 United States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 570-71 (1966).
Some authorities have suggested that the conduct element is not
clearly mandated by the statutory history, language, or purposes
of section 2. 3 P. Areeda & D. Turner, Antitrust Law ~623a (1978)
[hereinafter cited as Areeda-Turner Treatise]. See also, Berkey,
603 F.2d at 298 n. 57: Report to the President and the Attorney
General of the National Commission For the Review of Antitrust
Laws and Procedures 151-63 (1979) [hereinafter cited as NCRALP
Report] •
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1.

The specific intent to control prices or destroy
competition;

2.

Predato;y or anticompetitive conduct directed toward
the end; and

3.

A dangerous probability of success. 7

.~.

To receive damages for either offense, the plaintiff must show not
only that it individually suffered measurable harm from the
defendant's anticompetitive conduct, but also that the injury was
of a type which the antitrust laws were de§icji'ied to prevent. 8
The definition of each of the elements of the monopolization
and attempt to monopolize offenses is a matter of controversy and
is in flux.

This is important because the particular definitions-·

adopted for the various companion elements of these offenses
appear to have a large bearing on how a court defines and interprets the anticompetitive-conduct element.

Additionally, one

might suspect from reading the cases that courts may sometimes
define the requisite elements of liability and damages with

7 Swift & Co. v. United states, 196 U.S. 375, 396 (1905).
also NCRALP Report, supra note 6 at 144-49.

See

8 Brunswick Corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat, Inc., 429 u.s. 477
(1977). Writing for a unanimous Court, Justice Marshall stated:
Plaintiffs must prove antitrust injury, which is to say
injury of the type the antitrust laws were intended to
prevent and that flows from that which makes defendants' acts
unlawful. The injury should reflect the anticompetitive
effect either of the violation or of anticompetitive acts
made possible by the violation.
Id. at 489. For a recent application of this standard, see
Purex-Corp. v. Procter & Gamble Co., 596 F.2d 881 (9th Cir.
1979) •
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greater stringency because a successful private plaintiff's
damages are trebl~d.9
A second important legal context for analyzing predation is
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which authorizes
the Commission to challenge "unfair methods of competition. ,,10
As interpreted by the courts, this authority permits the FTC to
challenge not only violations of the "letter" of the Sherman Act,
.~,;-.

-.-.

but also incipient violations of the "spirit" of that Act. ll
Unlike Section 2 of the Sherman Act, Section 5 is available only
for public enforcement.

Of course, private plaintiffs may intro-

duce proven Section 5 violations as evidence in their Section 2
suits, but this, without more, would establish a basis for a
treble damage award only where the Section

5

violations also con-

stituted violations of the "letter" of the Sherman (or Clayton)
Act. 12

9 Clay ton Act § 4, 15 U~ S • C. § 15 (1976). See, ~,
Transamerica, supra note 3, at 1007-08; Berkey, supra note 2, at
288-89. See also SMC Corp. v. Xerox Corp., 463 F. Supp. "983 (D.
Conn. 1978); ILC Peripherals Leasing Corp. (Memorex) v. IBM Corp.,
4 58 F. S u pp • 4 2 3 (N. D. Cal. 1 9 78) •
1015 U.S.C. § 45 (1976).

FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 405 U.S. 233, 244 (1972); FTC.
v. Brown Shoe Co., 384 U.S. 316, 320-22 (1966); see Averitt, "The
Meaning of 'Unfair Methods of Competition' In Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act," 21 B.C. L. Rev. 227 (1980).
11

In discussing and analyzing the current standards of predation below, however, we concentrate on Section 2, because most of
the recent litigation has occurred under that provision, albeit
sometimes in combination with Clayton Act, Robinson-Patman Act, or
F.T.C. Act claims.
12

-': .. ~~.
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III.

Current Standards
A.

Pricing.

Professors Areeda and Turner touched

~ff

the

current r'ound of predatory pricing commentary by their proposal in
1975 that prices at or above marginal cost should be conclusively
presumed lawful and that prices below marginal cost should be conclusively presumed unlawful. 13
of

ave~age

Areeda and Turner suggest the use

variable cost as a surrogate for
marginal cost in most
, ..... _It_.

cases, because marginal cost is so difficult to calculate.
and Turner make three significant exceptions, however.

Areeda

First,

they would permit pricing below average variable cost, although
above marginal cost, in times of slack demand or excess capacity.14

Second, they would allow pricing below marginal cost if

still above average total cost.

Such situations would arise when

excess demand pushed, output beyond the level where average costs
are minimized. 1S

And third, Areeda and Turner would permit

13 If Predatory Pricing and Related Practices Under Section 2 of
the Sherman Act, If 88 Harv.' L. Rev. 697 (197S) [hereinafter cited
as Predatory Pricing]. See also Areeda-Turner Treatise, supra
note 6, at 1111 710-22. See note 14 infra and accompanying text for
three exceptions. An excellent collection of much of the modern
predation literature can be found in "Predatory Conduct and
Empirical Studies in Collusion," 10 J. of Reprints for Antitrust
L. & Econ. 1 (1980).
14 See William Inglis & Sons Baking Co. v. ITT Cont. Baking Co.,
461 F. Supp. 410, 418-19 (N.D. Cal. 1978), appeal docketed. No.
78-3604 (9th eire Dec. 11, 1978), for a case allegedly presenting
this situation. By contrast, Transamerica, from the same district
and also on appeal, would not permit pricing below average variable cost and would place the threshold of suspicion at average
total cost.
15

Areeda-Turner Treatise, supra note 6 at
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71Sb2.

temporary promotional pricing below average variable cost when not
employed by a monopolist.
The Supreme Court's most recent expression regarding appropriate cost-based measures for predatory pricing was in its 1967
decision in Utah Pie Co. v. Continental Baking Co.16
appe~rs

This opinion

to accept at one point that pricing below average total

cost may be predatory.17

Notwithstandi~g -the High Court's

comment, the less restrictive Areeda-Turner proposal has become
the foundation of or point of departure for predatory pricing
analysis in the lower courts. 18

Significan~ly, however, judges

did not adopt this test without qualification.

Initially, courts

in the Fifth and Ninth Circuits accepted the Areeda-Turner test
for markets with low" entry barriers.

Yet even these early cases

fashioned an exception to the rule's strict application where

16

386 U. S. "685" ( 1967) •

17 The Supreme Court treats "below cost" -pricing as predatory and
defines "below cost" to be "less than • • • direct cost plus an
allocation for overhead." 386 U.S. at 698. The High Court does
not provide any elaboration on how much and what kinds of overhead
costs are to be allocated, nor on the legal significance (mere
evidence? presumptive threshold of illegality?) of the standard.
18 o. Hommel Co. v. Ferro Corp., 472 F. Supp. 793 (W.O. Pa. 1979)
is the only case in this survey which applied Utah Pie as
controlling precedent. Cf.,~, International Air Indus. Inc.
v. American Excelsior Co., 517 F.2d 714 (5th Cir. 1975), cert.
denied, 424 U.S. 943 (1976) {distinguishing Utah Pie}. Most
cases, however, ignore Utah Pie.
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entry barriers are high. 19

More recently, courts have moved

toward considering still further tempering factors.
Circuit, Pacific E'ngineering

&

Sand

&

Production Co. "of Nevada v.

Kerr~

In the Seventh Circuit, Chillicothe

'Gravel Co. v. Martin Marietta Corp. strongly echoes the

desirability of considering "other factors. ,,21
the Ninth C ircu it, three new wrinkles

Meanwhile, back in

°have'-' appeared.

The dis trict

court in ILC Peripherals Leasing Corp. (Memorex) v. International
Business Machines Corp. proposes a defense for firms which,
regardless of their costs, set prices to meet the prices charged
by rivals. 22

The court of appeals in California Computer

Products, Inc. (CalComp) v. International Business Machines Corp.
endorses the Areeda-Turner standard on the facts before it but
suggests that in other circumstances, limit pricing might be

19 International Air Indus. Inc. v. American Excelsior Co., 517
F.2d 714 (5th,Cir. 1975), c~rt. denied, 424 U.S. 943 (1976):
Hanson v. Shell Oil Co., 541 F.2d 1352 (9th Cir.), cert. denied,
429 U.S. 1074 (1977): Janich Bros. v. American Distilling. While
neither Hanson nor Janich explicitly set forth the high-entrybarriers exception, they relied heavily on Int'l Air, which did.
The courts have not described the precise nature of this highentry-barriers exception.
20

551 F.2d 790 (10th Cir.), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 879 (1977).

21 615 F.2d 427, 432 (7th Cir. 1980). The court does not spell
out what these other factors are, however.
22 458 F. Supp. 423, 433 (N.D. Cal. 1978), appeals docketed, Nos.
78-3050 & 78-3236 (9th Cir. Sept. 12 & Oct. 6, 1978). Areeda and
Turner explicitly reject this approach. Areeda-Turner Treatise
,r 71 7 •
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In the Tenth

McGee Corp. expresses the need to evaluate market structure and
long-range considerations. 20

7','
\;,v

~;\:

objectionable, and that a firm's pricing above marginal cost may
be predatory because of "other aspects of its conduct. "23
rec~ntly,

Most

the district court in Transamerica distinguishes Ninth

Circuit precedent and moves the threshold of suspicion in most
situations from average variable cost to average total cost.
Finally, the Federal Trade Commission also has substantially
·,.1:.

endorsed an average-total-cost test in In re Borden (ReaLemon) .24
The Western District of Pennsylvania
achieve this same result in

has~·r·el1ed

on Utah Pie to

o. Hommel Co. v. Ferro Corp.25

Overall, we perceive no broadly accepted legal standard for
predatory pricing.

In future cases, courts may, for example,

treat average variable cost as a

reb~tta~ly

.(1)

presumptive threshold

of il.legali ty, (2) adopt pricing below average total cost as the
critical measure of predation, (3) use rule-of-reason analysis for
pricing between average variable and average total cost, or (4)
'~~

abandon all presumptive cost-based approaches in favor of a ruleof-reason analysis.

The newest generation of predatory pricing

cases suggests, however, that courts are, for the most part,
willing to trade the sureness that the strict Areeda-Turner

23

613 F. 2d 727, 74 3 (9 th C i r • 19 7 9) •

24 92 F.T.C. 669 (1978), appeal docketed, No. 79-3028 (6th eire
Jan. 10, 1979'). This case is notable for its three separate
opinions discussing, inter alia, advantages and disadvantages of
various predatory pricing tests •
.'

25

472 F. Supp. 793 (W.D. Pa. 1979).
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approach purports to offer for a somewhat more complex analysis,
including evaluation of entry barriers. 26
B.

Innovation.

Economic controversies notwithstanding,

among courts that have faced the issue, there is little doubt that
a firm which is dominant in one market can alter the design of its
dominant. product to give it a competitive edge in satellite
marke.ts for necessarily compatible goods.

..... .

Whether, and when, such

design changes should be characterized as predatory has been a
central issue in most of the reported cases against IBM, as well
as in Berkey's case against Kodak. 27

An important related

question, for both liability and remedy issues, has been whether
or not the innovating firm has an enforceable duty to predisclose
its anticipated design changes to its competitors.
Despite the perceived competitive dangers, courts have been
extremely cautious in this area; indeed, design changes-especially those that improve products--have been virtually
immune from successful challenge.

The Berkey court perhaps says

it most clearly: "Because • • • a monopolist is permitted, and

26 The most widely accepted departure from the Areeda-Turner
standard has been the expressed willingness of courts to apply
cost tests other than average variable or marginal cost, where
entry barriers are high. See pp. 62-64 ~upra and pp. 92-95 infra.
Generally, however, these expressions of departure are dicta, for
although several opinions have contained a high-entry-barriers
qualification, only one--the Federal Trade Commission's Borden
decision--contained a finding that entry barriers were high in
the case before it.
27 See,~, Berkey, supra note 2, at 280-89; Memorex, supra
note 9, at 436-37.
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indeed encouraged, to compete aggressively on the merits, any
success that it may

through 'the

~chieve

proces~

of invention

~nd

innova t ion' is clearly tolera ted by the anti trust laws. ,,28
The court explained further that it would be difficult, if
not impossible, to devise an effective predisclosure rule that
would give business managers adequate guidance and protect their
incentives to innova tee 29

The courts i.l'}'/l'e.lex Corp.,!.. v.

International Business Machines Corp.,30 Memorex, CalComp, and
Transamerica achieved similar, if not identical, outcomes. 3l
This issue is not completely closed, however.

Each court

addressing the matter did seem to perceive a difference between
(I) product improvements and (2) design change for the pure and
simple purpose of predation.

The question is whether this differ-

ence, recognized in theory, can be applied in practice.

28

No court

Berkey, 603. F.2d at 281 (citation omitted) •

29 In dissenting from the Supreme Court's denial of certiorari,
Justice Rehnquist, joined by Justice Powell, took a dim view of
suggestions that monopolists may have a duty to predisclose new
product introductions, regardless of whether the new product in
question was developed by the monopolist acting alone or as part
of a joint venture. Berkey, 100 S. Ct. at 1061-62. See note 6251
infra.
30 510 F.2d 894 (10th Cir. 1975), cert. dismissed, 423 U.S. 802
(1975), reversing Eer curiam, 342 F. Supp. 200 (N.D. Okla. 1973).
31 While Berkey did not purport to create a blanket antitrust
immunity for new product introductions, it held that "it is not
the product introduction itself, but some associated conduct, that
supplies the violation." 603 F.2d at 286 n. 30. For a case
involving alleged predatory accumulation of patents, see SCM Corp.
v. Xerox Corp., 463 F. Supp. 983 (D. Conn. 1978), appeal docketed,
No. 79-7017 (2d Cir. Jan. 8, 1979).
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has been especially eager to technically evaluate relative product
quality or to second-guess consumer preference.

The Memorex court

felt that innovation should be immune from challenge as long as
there· exists a good-faith engineering dispute as to whether the
design change had a legitimate purpose. 32

Transamerica applied a

more generous standard of review but ultimately required that a
product change have virtually no redeeming qualities before it
could be condemned. 33

Even under th is st&'hod-a-'td, Judge Schnacke

did find that IBM had in one clear instan·ce predatorily degraded,
its product.

He held that this would have constituted rnonopoliz-

ing conduct under Section 2, except that IBM lacked the requisite·
monopoly power.

As discussed,below, Judge Schnacke also concluded

that IBM's conduct was not sufficiently pernicious, without more,
to constitute an attempt to monopolize.

Berkey, also discussed

in greater detail below, provides the only other relatively recent
finding of predation in a context of product development and

32 458 F. Supp at 439. Berkey suggests that one measure of
"improvement" may be found in consumer acceptance of the product.
See note 63 infra.
33 The Transamerica court was faced, inter alia, with evaluating
a change instituted primarily to hurt competition but which demonstrated some technical advantages over its predecessor and caused
only negligible harm to rivals. Finding competitive effect more
important than a defendant's intent, particularly in the circumstances before it, the Court nonetheless declared IBM's predatorily inspired act to be lawful. 481 F. Supp. at 1005. See
pp. 84-86 infra.
Both Mernorex and Transamerica are now on appeal before the
Ninth Circuit. Unless, of course, the cases are settled, one or
both of these matters may provide the Supreme Court with an opportunity to discuss predation standards for pricing and product
development.
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introduction.

There the court of appeals affirmed a $1 million

award for Berkey on the ground that Kodak had violated Section -1
of the Sherman Act by extracting agreements from Sylvania and
General Electric that the two firms would keep secret new flashcubes they were developing in separate joint ventures with
Kodak. 34

Even this finding is not without a cloud, however, as

Justices Rehnquist and Powell sharply

que~tioned

its wisdom in -

their dissent from the Supreme Court's denial of certiorari. 35 _
Thus, in our opinion, the current case law leaves dominant firms
relatively free to do as they wish when acting alone in the

34 603 F.2d at 299-305. The court of appeals refused to accept
Kodak 1 s argument that the joint venture disclosure claim was no
different from Berkey's attack upon Kodak's disclosure practices
for its own cameras and film. Judge Kaufman wrote that "[t]here
is a vast difference • • • between actions legal when taken by -a
single firm and those permitted for two or more companies acting
in concert."· Id. at 301. He added that n[w]here a participant 1 s
market share is-Iarge, • • • we believe joint development projects have sufficient anticompetitive potential to invite
i nq u i ry • • .- ." I d •
The court ruled that joint development agreements between a
monopolist and firms in complementary markets were not per ~~ § 1
violations. Among the considerations Judge Kaufman found important in evaluating the challenged agreements' reasonableness
were the following:

35

1)

Kodak 1 s dominance in cameras had given it leverage which
it could use to control the terms of the flashcube's
disclosure (Id. at 302 n. 67);

2)

Kodak's technological contributions to the development
projects were "arguably minimal" (Id. at 304);

3)

The agreements' effect was to keep a "desirable innovation" off the market for an unnecessarily long time
"solely to suit Kodak's convenience" (Id. at 302).

100 S. Ct. at 1061-1062.

See note 62 infra.
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product change area.
relatively slim

At the moment, the only danger--and it is a

one-~is

of liability for a product change with no

claim to be an improvement but made with demonstrably predatory
intent.

c.
cases.

Promotion.

There have been few predatory promotion

One reason appears to be that the nature and variety of

promotional activity make analysis very .difficult.
r.· . -.-.

Some forms of

promotion--promotional discounts, for example--greatly resemble
price cuts, perhaps even enough to be analyzed under predatory
pricing standards.

The success of other forms of promotion,

however--such as television advertising, for example--may be relatively more dependent on their content than on their cost to the
promoter.

The t·iming and geographical location of· promotional

campaigns--and pricing campaigns as well--may have strategic
impact unrelat~d to the dollar cost of those campaigns. 36

Purely

cost-based measures of predation, therefore, may not accurately
assess such strategic effects. 37

36 Some authorities suggest that nonprice forms of competition
may be even more effective than pricing as an instrument of
predation. See,~, Salop and Porter, in this volume; Hurwitz,
Kovacic, and Lande, "Judicial Analysis of Predation: The Emerging
Trends," 34 Vande L. Rev. (Jan. 1982).
37 While Areeda and Turner recognized in their original article
that advertising may be predatorily increased in response to
entry, they acknowledged that they were "not wholly satisfied"
with their solution, which treated only extraordinary promotional
expenses (e.g., where especially heavy promotion is timed to new
entry) as part of average variable cost. Areeda and Turner,
"Predatory Pricing," supra note 13, at 729. More recently, their
Treatise appears to take the additional step of treating all--not
(footnote continued)
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While the

case~

traditionally seem to accept that promotion

may be used to erect or fortify barriers to entry,38 the

deci~ions

have not as yet developed any legal standard for addressing the
question of predatory promotion, even by monopolists.

The most

recent case to hold that a dominant firm may have violated the
Sherman Act by engaging in various nonprice activities is
Hunt-Wesson Foods, Inc. v. Ragu Foods,

'~~c-~-39

In that case, Hunt

was a new entrant into the spaghetti sauce market, offering a novel
"Extra Thick and Zesty" product.

Hunt alleged that Ragu, the domi-

nant firm, violated the Sherman Act by:

(1) granting price reduc-

tions in Hunt's test-market areas; (2) announcing plans to market
its own "Extra Thick and Zesty" product shortly before Hunt was
scheduled to begin its national promotion; (3) appropriating the
phrase "thick and zesty," thus impeding consumer identification of

(footnote continues)
just extraordinary--promotional expenses as part of average
variable cost.
3P. Areeda and D. Turner, Treatise, supra note 6,
at ~72l, 721a. See also In re Borden (ReaLemon), 92 F.T.C. 669
(1978); Morning Pioneer, Inc. v. Bismark Tribune Co., 493 F.d 383,
386 (8th eir.), cert. denied, 419 u.S. 836 (1974); Buffalo CourierExpress, Inc. v. Buffalo Evening News, Inc., 601 F.2d 48 (2d Cir.
1979) •
See,~, American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S.
(1946); Mt. Lebanon Motors, Inc. v. Chrysler Corp., 238
F. Supp. 453 (W.D. Pa. 1968), aff'd per curiam, 417 F.2d 622 (3d
Cir. 1969); Rea v. Ford Motor Co., 497 F.2d 577 (3d Cir. 1974) •
See also F.T-:C: v. Procter & Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568, 600-01
(Harlan, J., concurring); Bailey's Bakery, Ltd. v. Continental
Baking Co., 235 F. Supp. 705 (D. Hawaii 1969), cert. denied, 393
u.S. 1086(1969).

38

781,~7

.,.-

39

627 F.2d 919 (9th Cir. 1980).
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•

that phrase with Hunt's product; (4) copying a figure used in each
of Hunt's advertising layouts (a spoon pouring sauce over spaghettil for use in a Ragu national advertisement; .and (5) labeling the
Ragu sauce to conceal that it was actually thickened by starch,
rather t~an by long simmering. 40

Thus, Ragu allegedly attempted

to predate against Hunt-Wesson both in its pricing and in the
• r.- . _.-

timing and content of its promotional activities.
The district court held that Ragu's nonpricing activity did
not constitute a Sherman Act violation.

The Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit disagreed, phrasing the issue and its holding as
follows:
[T]he question presented here is whether any market could
exist, consistent 'with the allegations of Hunt's
complaint, in.which Ragu's non-price-related activities
could have contributed to an anticompetitive effect.
Assuming the existence of some market power, Ragu's
conduct c'ould have made Hunt's entry into the market
more difficult and costly, to the detriment of
competiti~n generally.41
The appellate court then-remanded the case to the district court
for a determination on the merits of the nonprice predation
claims. 42
The conclusions to be drawn from the predatory advertising
and promotional decisions are mixed. 43

40

Id. at 923.

41

Id. at 927.

42

Id. at 929.

First, pure advertising or

43 Buffalo Evening News, supra note 37, and Lormar, Inc. v.
Kroger Co., 1979-1 Trade Cas. ~62,498 (S.D. Ohio 1979) are the
other major predatory promotion cases included in this survey.
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promotion cases are rare.

Because of this, it is reI'atively"

simple for counsel to distinguish legal support for predatory
advertising claims by emphasizing the nonpromotional aspects of
the cited cases.

Second, many of the courts discuss advertising

or promot ion as a secondary issue or an afterthough t.

These dis--

cuss ions, therefore, tend to lack the' f'or-c-e and depth of analys-is
that is found in the treatment of other issues.

Third, the

decisions tend to place an even higher burden of persuasion on the
plaintiff in predatory advertising or promotion cases than in-pure
predatory pricing cases.

This result has probably occurred

because courts have such a difficult time distinguishing between
competitive and predatory behavior in this area.

While the

distinction is hard to draw in pure predatory pricing cases
(despite the availability of cost-based, bright-line standards),
it is even harder to draw when promotional and other nonpricing
factors are added to the calculus.
In sum, the predatory advertising and promotion cases
generally recognize, albeit in dicta, that nonpricing activity
can be an instrument of unlawful predation.

Indeed, no decision

suggests that advertising or promotion cannot or should not be
declared predatory in the proper circumstances.

The general test,

however, to the extent one exists, remains quite tolerant of a
'"::\

business' selection of competitive strategy.

As stated in Berkey,

"[a] monopolist is not forbidden to publicize its product unless
the extent of this activity is so unwarranted by competitive
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exigencies as to constitute an entry barrier.,,44

Beyond this,

however, for more settled standards, one must look outside the
province of antitrust to the various private and public regulatory
programs.

IV •. Three Cases Examined
• #>'-'.- •

-"-.

As the discussion above demonstrates, the legal standards for
predatory pricing, innovation, and promotion have undergone
significant change in the past 5 years.

An examination of three

recent, influential cases illustrates how courts are applying
these evolving standards in practice.

,These cases are as

follows:
A)

Janich Bros., Inc. v. American Distilling Co., a

1977 Ninth Circuit decision involving an alleged attempt to monop-

olize the distribution of half-gallon bottles of gin and vodka in
C,alifornia by· predatory pricing;
B)

Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., a 1979

Second Circuit decision involving alleged attempted monopolization
of the 'amateur-camera, film, and photofinishing markets by various
predatory practices connected with product deveI'opmenti 45 and

44

603 F.2d at 287.

Berkey claimed that Kodak had violated § 2 of the Sherman Act
by (1) using its monopoly in film to improve its position in the
amateur-camera and photofinishing-service markets, and (2) using
its monopoly in film and color paper to extract supracompetitive
prices for both of these goods. In addition, Berkey alleged that
Kodak had violated§ 1 by conspiring with f1ashlamp manufacturers
(footnote continued)
45
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C)

Transamerica Computer Co. v. IBM Corp., a 1979

district court decision involving alleged attempted monopolization
and monopolization of the markets for two computer peripheral
devices by predatory pricing and predatory product changes.
A.

Janich

. In Janich, the Ninth Circuit, per Judge Wallace, closely fol-

.....-.. .. ---.
-

lowed the Areeda-Turner rule by requiring Janich to show that
American Distilling had priced below its average variable cost.-46
Significantly, however, the rigor with which the court applied the
Areeda-Turner test appears to have been greatly influenced by the
amount and quality of evidence Janich marshaled to prove each of
the three major requirements of the attempt offense: intent, dangerous probability, and conduct.
Janich relied essentially upon the disputed pricing strategy
to establish all three elements.

Although Janich had sought to

introduce direct testimony. to show American Distilling's predatory
intent, Judge Wallace rejected this offer of proof as inadmissible

(footnote continues)
to unlawfully limit the disclosure of a new flashcube.
See note
30 ~upra. A brief, useful discussion of Berkey's claims is
contained in a student note, "Antitrust Scrutiny of Monopolists'
Innovations: Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co.," 93 !!~
L. Rev. 408 (1979).
46 Judge Wallace states that price below average variable cost
"ordinarily" is the standard, without specifying what extraordinary conditions would justify a deviation.
570 F.2d at 857.
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hearsay.47

The weakness of Janich's own evidence, therefor~, left

the pricing behavior as the sole basis from which the court might
infer intent. 48

~.'

0-

...

~--

One gathers from the opinion that Janich did not try to build
a case around entry conditions and their long-run effects--an
omiss ion one rarely sees in la ter cases.
."-';' •

Perhaps as a consequ,ence

€ '

_It_.

of this, Judge Wallace touched only briefly upon market structure
considerations. 49

He noted, however, that proof of market power

47 Judge Wallace did not express reluctance to receive admissible
direct testimony or other "subjective" evidence to discern intent.
In general, the judiciary's willingness in certain circumstances
to review "subjective" evidence of a defendant's state of mind may
stem from the regularity with which judges--especially trial
judges--must 'analyze such proof to discern intent in many types of
civil and criminal cases. See Utah Pie, supra note 14, at 696-97
n. 12.
48 In addition to its Sherman Act claim, Janich alleged violations of the Robinson-Patman price discrimination prohibitions
and, in turn" asked the court to treat this conduct as evidence of
intent. At "trial, the jury found for American Distilling on these
claims. Judge Wallace upheld this finding on appeal, and therefore declined to use the purported instances of discrimination as
proof of intent.
49 For example, the oplnlon contains no discussion of entry
barriers. Judge Wallace relies in part upon Int'l Air Indus. Inc.
v. American Excelsior Co., which explicitly posited an entrybarriers exception, 517 F.2d at 724-75, and Hanson, which mentioned, without endorsing, the possibility of using entry-barrier
analysis to temper use of an average-variable- or marginal-cost
test. 541 F.2d at 1358 n. 5. This, coupled with the statement
that pricing above average variable cost "ordinarily" does not
create Section 2 liability, suggests that Janich itself leaves the
door open for plaintiffs to establish an entry-barriers qualification. Several later district court opinions from the Ninth
Circuit have interpreted Janich and Hanson as establishing, or at
least allowing, an entry-barriers exception. See,~, Memorex
458 F. Supp. 423, at 431-32; Transamerica 481 F. Supp. at 988-89.
Cf. Murphy Tugboat v. Crowley, 454 F. Supp. 847, 853-54, & n. 8
(footnote continued)
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can expand the
standard. 50

range~of

conduct that satisfies the attempt

Thus, it appears that the court chose a tougher

conduct liability standard in part because plaintiff failed to
show a market structure conducive to successful predation. 5l
Similarly, the court's summary rejection of long-run welfare
analysis as a tool for assessing the legality of a pricing
strategy may be explained in part by the nature of the evidence
before the court.

Judge Wallace embraces the Areeda-Turner view

that long-run consequences are "intrinsically speculative and
indeterminate" and thus unsuited for judicial study.52

Yet, on

the whole, the opinion does not necessar-ily say that analysis of
long-run consequences is always inappropriate.

Rather--and this

appears to be the underlying economic rationale of the case--when

(footnote continues)
(N.D. Cal. 1978), appeal docketed, No. 79-4266 (9th Cir. May 2,
1979) (interpreting Janich to require pricing below marginal cost
and high entry barriers).
50 570 F.2d at 854 n. 4. Such proof would serve to demonstrate
the "dangerous probability" that a course of conduct would result
in monopoly power.
51 Plaintiff also did not persuade Judge Wallace that half-gallon
containers of gin and vodka were the proper market in which to
analyze American Distilling's pricing policy. The court found
that the full line of container sizes was the appropriate market
here, although it said a single size, if shown to be sufficiently
significant, could constitute a market by itself. 570 F.2d at
856.
52 570 F.2d at 857 n. 9. Unlike Areeda and Turner, who state
their assumptions for this position, Judge Wallace does not
specify why the nature of the judicial role makes the prediction
and evaluation of these consequences inappropriate.
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pricing conduct, bereft of independent proof of intent or likely
market power, provides the exclusive ground for inferring ant"icompetitive effects, there is little basis for making sensible
long-run predictions, and liability ought to be found only where
the conduct in question is likely to have an immediate and
significant anticompetitive effect.

This rationale may explain

why the court adhered closely to the A'reed'a-Turner rule, which'
focuses so strongly upon short-run welfare effects. 53

In

contrast, later opinions acknowledge the difficulty of making
accurate long-run predictions but seem more willing to try where
plaintiffs give the court more to work with.
B.

Berkey

The Second Circuit's Berkey opinion is especially important
for its treatment of dominant-firm product innovation. 54

The

court prefaces its review of specific liability standards by
discussing at. length the chief aims of the antitrust laws. 55
Judge Kaufman points ou't that although monopoly power was
Congress' central concern in passing the Sherman Act, judicial

53 This analysis draws upon Judge Schnacke's interpretation of
Janich in Transamerica, 481 F. Supp. at 988-89, and the
Areeda-Turner Treatise, supra note 6, at '1 820.
54
The court of appeals overturned all but a small portion of an
$87 million judgment won by 'Berkey at trial. 603 F.2d at 309-10.
See text accompanying note 34 supra.

603 F.2d at 271-76. But cf. Berkey, 100 S. Ct. at 1061-63
(dissenting opinion of Justices Rehnquist and Powell, stating that
some of the propositions enunciated by Judge Kaufman appeared
"little less than bizarre") •
55
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decisions have virtually always held that Congress did not make
the mere possession of monopoly power an offens~.

Instead, he '

writes, the courts have perceived a legislative mandate that
liability be found only where anticompetitive conduct creating or
maintaining the power is proved. 56

This mandate may be explained,

in his view, only by Congressional recognition that it is
important to preserve incentives for grO\Oth-·-through competitive
behavior and innovation, and to ensure fair treatment of firms'
that have become dominant by such means. 57
Because Judge Kaufman, therefore, regards the preservation-of
competitive incentives as an important antitrust policy objective,
he declares that "any success that (the monopolist) may achieve
through 'the process of invention and innovation' is clearly
tolerated by the antitrust laws. ,,58

Accordingly, the court

rejected Berkey's principal claims that Kodak had a duty to disclose its own product design changes before their commercial
introduction. 59

Berkey had argued that such "predisclosure" was

necessary to afford firms competing with Kodak in satellite

56

603 F.2d at 273-75.

57

603 F.2d at 274.

58 603 F.2d at 281. See also ide at 301: "We have stated that
we respect innovation,-and-we-have construed § 2 of the [Sherman]
Act to avoid an interpretation that would stifle it."
59 603 F.2d at 281, 285. The court, however, viewed Berkey's
disclosure argument more favorably where products developed in
the course of a joint venture were the issued. See pp. 9-10 and
note 34 supra.
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markets for compatible goods an adequate opportunity to redesign
production and other facilities.

The court, however, feared that

a disclosure obligation would enable the rivals of an innovative,
dominant firm to free-ride on the coattails of that dominant
firm's research and development efforts, consequently diminishing
its incentives to innovate. 60
The court did not premise its concluston-·-entirely on the
importance of preserving incentives to compete.

Equally important-

to the court was the administrative difficulty of "discerning
workable guidelines" for courts and businesses to follow in deter..;.mining when predisclosure would be, on balance, procompetitive. 61
Although some passages of the opinion imply that failure to
predisclose innovations might be a matter of antitrust concern in
some circumstances,62 the court felt unable to proceed much

60 603 F.2d at 281-83. The court writes: "If a firm that has
engaged in the risks and expenses of research and development were
required in all circumstances to share with its rivals the
benefits of those endeavors, this incentive would likely be
vitiated." Id. at 281.
61

603 F.2d at 282.

62 603 F. 2d at 281-82.
("Wi thholding from others advance knowledge of one's new product • • • ordinarily constitutes valid
competitive conduct." [Emphasis added.]) Two members of the
Supreme Court apparently believe that failure to predisclose does
not constitute an antitrust violation under any circumstances.
Justice Rehnquist (with Justice Powell joining) later observed:
"If the Sherman Act requires predisclosure by one competitor to
another before a new product can be marketed, I think that the
raised eyebrows resulting from such a holding should come from
this Court, and not from extrapolations by other Federal courts of
the decisions of this Court interpreting the Sherman Act." 100
S. Ct. at 1062.
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further without the benefit of sensible, administrable tests.

One

suspects, therefore, that the courts might welcome such tests--if
they could be developed.
The importance of administrable tests also was evident in
another aspect of the Berkey opinion.

Judge Kaufman's analysis

inpicates that product improvements, not changes per se, are
immune from antitrust attack.

r"·· ..

---.

A crucial--and, it seems,

dispositive--factor for Judge Kaufman in determining whether a
product is an improvement is the good's success in the market. 63
But beyond the market test, the court shrinks from independently
evaluating the product's technical me,rits.

This seems largely

because the judges are uncertain about how to balance a product's
good qualities against its anticompetitive qualities without a
market test.

63
To the B~rkey court, .success need not be universal~ it is
sufficient that a meaningful number of all users found that the
product fulfilled their needs. Judge Kaufman states:
A product that commends itself to many users
because superior in certain respects may be
rendered unsatisfactory to others by flaws
they consider fatal • •

[1)n such circumstances no one can determine
with any reasonable assurance whether one
product is "superior" to another. Preference
is a matter of individual taste. The only
question that can be answered is whether there
is sufficient demand for a particular product
to make its production worthwhile, and the
response, so long as the free choice of consumers is preserved, can only be inferred
from the reaction of the market.
603 F.2d at 286-87.
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Berkey failed in large measure to show that Kodak's behavior
caused it cognizable injury.

The court apparently accepted the

theo·retical validity of some of Berkey's leverage arguments-stating, for example, that Kodak may have abused its dominance in
film and cameras by limiting its new Kodacolor II film to a camera
format Kodak alone produced.

Nonetheless, the court observed that

Berkey had not submi tted proof that the 'pra-ctice had caused the
firm to lose camera sales. 64

In this regard the Berkey opinion is

representative of a more general phenomenon: by holding that the
plaintiff failed to prove that the challenged practices actually·
caused it measurable harm, courts

occasi~nally

have made otherwise

difficult and controversial decisions on liability less likely to
affect the ultimate outcome of the case. 65

c.

Transamerica

Transamerica is one of several cases that have dealt with
challenges to IBM's pricing .and product development strategies
and found these strategies to be lawful.

64

Transamerica provides an

603 F.2d at 288-89.

65 See Transamerica, 481 F. Supp. at 1007-08 and n. 109. This is
not to say that courts generally have treated damages correctly or
incorrectly, but only that such holdings tend to insulate the
results from reversal on appeal by rendering harmless any errors
made with respect to the legal standards for liability.
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interesting contrast with Janich and indicates, we suspect, the
type of analysis one might expect in future ptedatio~ cases. 66 The first noteworthy feature of Transamerica is the court's
market-definition/market-power analysis, which presents the most
extensive consideration of economic issues in any of the cases we
rev~ewed.

Perhaps most significantly, the court formulates a

general definition of entry barriers

and

-then proceeds to evaluate

the height of entry barriers in the pertinent markets.

For the

future, it appears virtually certain that plaintiffs who challenge
a dominant firm's behavior will submit proof of entry conditions,
either to qualify for the judicially created entry-barrier exception to the Areeda-Turner rule or as part of a rule-of-reason
analysis.

If, as in Transamerica, courts assess entry conditions

as part of the traditional first step in analyzing monopoly power,
then they can most likely apply the insights from that inquiry to
examine the long-run effects of a pricing strategy with only a
modest additional administrative burden. 67

66 The court and the parties used an interesting procedural
device at trial. Before either side presented its evidence, the
parties stipulated that the case would be submitted to the court
for decision, should the jury fail to agree upon a verdict •. After
the trial, which lasted 7 months, the jury were deadlocked on all
the issues.' Judge Schnacke, therefore, proceeded to decide the·
case. 481 Supp. at 974. See also Memorex, 458 F. Supp. at
444-49.
--67 In an attempt case, a court could likewise apply insights from
its evaluation of the "dangerous probability of success"-especially a consideration of market power and entry barriers--to
its analysis of conduct.
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Second, Judge Schnacke's opinion presents one of several
unmistakable departures from the Areeda-Turner-average-variablecost rule. 68

Like Areeda and Turner, Judge Schnacke immunizes

pricing above average total cost and condemns pricing below average variable cost; however, he describes as a "defendant's
paradise,,69 and a "potent weapon in the hands of a monopolist,,70 a
\~

rule which, like the Areeda-Turner rule:· "g-i-ves a blanket sanction
to prices between average total and average variable cost.

For-

that range, Judge Schnacke adopts a "rule of reason" approach,
principally on the ground that by pricing within this range, 'a
monopolist can exclude equally (or even, more) efficient firms if
it has an especially "deep pocket" or other exploitable strategic
advantages.
Closely related to the court's pricing analysis is its
treatment of "Transamerica's challenge to IBM's accounting procedures.

Transamerica asked the court to reallocate certain of

IBM's expenses, with the effect of raising IBM's cost figures for
some peripheral equipment. 71

Judge Schnacke thoroughly reviewed

plaintiff's arguments but made no bold ventures with the issues-accounting matters about which expert witnesses for both sides

68

See text accompanying notes 19-25

~upra.

69 481 F. Supp. at 995 (quoting Williamson, "Predatory Pricing: A
Strategic Welfare Analysis," 87 Yale L. J. 284, 305 (1977)).
70

481 F. Supp. at 992.

71

481 F. Supp. at 998-1001.
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vigorously disagreed.

The court relied heavily upon the consis-

tency of IBM's accounting methods over time to

r~ject

Transamerica's claims that IBM's books and profit projections
understated its costs. 72

In addition, Judge Schnacke noted that

traditional accounting practices seldom collect marginal cost data
in a form that makes the determination of marginal cost easy.73
Although Judge Schnacke ultimately left I-l!oM·'S- accounts untouched,
the court and the parties appear to have devoted a significant
amount of time to these issues. 74

In general, challenges to

accounting methods may provide a focus for litigation efforts and'
a source of protraction in future cases.
In evaluating Transamerica's product development claims,
Judge Schnacke said he would treat as predatory only those product
changes whose sole purpose and effect is exclusionary.75

Under

this approach, the court did not condemn even predatorily rnotivated product changes if those changes appear to be improvements.
Judge Schnacke adopted this strict view for the same reasons that

72

481 F. Supp. at 998-1001.

73

481 F. Supp. at 993-94.

74 Accounting questions provided the subject matter for a
substantial portion of an earlier opinion in this case as well.
See In re IBM Peripheral EDP Devices Antitrust Litigation, 459 F.
Supp. 626 (N.D. Cal. 1978). See also CalComp, 613 F.2d at 740
n. 19.
75 481 F. Supp. at 1002-03. In Berkey, Judge Kaufman intimates
that a dominant firm's purposeful efforts to create technological
incompatibilities with its products may warrant scrutiny. 603
F.2d at 283.
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moved Judge Kaufman to proceed with extreme caution in Berkey: he
wanted to reward and

~reserve

IBM's

technologica~

genius and

appeared to doubt both that courts possessed the analytical tools
to carry the inquiry further and that intent should play an
important role in this area. 76
The

~ransamerica

court did identify one instance in which IBM

clearly had degraded the capaci ty and

qu~,!~ty.

of a component

solely to render its central processing units incompatible with
its rivals' peripheral equipment.

The court, however, shrank from

finding either attempt or monopolization liability for IBM on the
basis of this act.

Had IBM been a monopolist--which it was not,

in the court's view--the conduct would have constituted monopolization. 77

But this same conduct was not suf~iciently predatory

to create attempt liability, presumably because the court did not
believe that th,is conduct, wi thou t more, created a dangerous probability of monopqly.

The court buttressed its ultimate conclusion

with a finding that Transamerica had failed to prove damages for
any of its claims. 78

Again, this illustrates the manner in which

the entire spectrum of litigation issues (including damages and

76 481 F. Supp. at 1003. As suggested in note 75 supra, the
Berkey opinion does refer to circumstances in which intent might
be more important.
77

481 F. Supp. at 1010.

78

481 F. Supp. at 1007 n. 109.
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remedy) operates to determine a defendant's ultimate risk under a
liability standard.

v.

Patterns
This review of Janich, Berkey, and Transamerica reveals many

of the issues that arise when economically inspired legal
standards are brough t to bear upon coinPie·x situations characterized by disputed facts, unsettled theory, and conflicting .
equities.

A return to the broad picture is useful now, however,

to investigate important patterns in the outcomes and in the - .
judicial reasoning of a wider spectrum of recent predation cases.
In these patterns, we suggest, economists may discover the
administrative and jurisprudential issues that beyond facts and
theory, also move courts and influence how economic proposals are
transformed into legal rules.

Specifically, this analysis

suggests three broad considerations that help in evaluating the
desirability of a proposed legal standard that appears sound in
terms of pure economic theory.

These are: (1) the frequency with

which the truly objectionable conduct may be expected to occur;
(2) the likelihood that the conduct described by the proposed rule
will have significant anticompetitive or procompetitive effects in
particular instances; and (3) the abilities of business managers
and courts to understand and sensitively apply any resulting legal
standard without excessive uncertainty or expense. 79

In the

79 See Kirkwood, "Comments on Emerging Antitrust Issues Affecting
the Conduct of Dominant Firms," 49 Antitrust L. J. (forthcoming).
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following sections, we discuss these considerations and some of
the more detailed issues each subsumes.
(A)

Freguency.

predation occurs.

There is no consensus on how frequently

This disagreement is due in part (although not

completely) to the controversies among courts and scholars as to
what in theory should constitute predation.

Still, despite the

uncertainties, the frequency issue is illtl>ortant, for it helps
guide policy assessments of whether we should ignore predation, treat it summarily, provide "bright-line" rules of conduct, or
subject each alleged instance to the fullest scrutiny.

Addition-

ally, an indication of how often predation is judicially found to
have occurred may give insights regarding the impact of current
legal standards 'governing liability and relief.
The most inviting starting point for examining this issue is
with the stati.stics of recent predation cases, the, "box score ... 80
Of the 32 predation cases covered in this survey, 7 have yet to
reach an initial decision on the merits at the trial stage.

The

opinions in those c,ases turn mainly on questions of procedure

80 The analysis in this paper has been updated as of June 1981,
and the analysis expanded by Hurwitz, Kovacic, and Lande, in
"Judicial Analysis of Predation: The Emerging Trends," 34 Vande L.
Rev. '(Jan. 1982). Of the 51 cases reviewed there, plaintiffs won
4 and lost 34, although some of these cases, including all 4
plaintiff's victories, are on appeal; 8 had yet to reach an
initial decision on the merits (opinions on procedural issues were
relevant to the survey, however), and 5 others, all defendant's
victories, were reversed on appeal, remanded, and still await
disposition on the merits. As a general matter, the trends and
patterns discussed in this paper persisted as of June 1981.
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but also deal in varying degrees with predation standards.
other cases were

rev~rsed

disposition on the merits.

Two

on appeal, remanded, and still await
Of the 23

remaining~cases,

plaintiff's

won 2 and lost 21. 81
One cannot draw definitive conclusions from these numbers, of
course, because the figures cannot account for the number or
quality of cases that were settled, or unnecessarily pursued, or
not brought at all.

It is difficult to"---ci{scern, moreover, whether

or how the numbers reflect the impact of prior cases 82 or the
effects of changing economic and social conditions.
Underlying their proposed predation test, Areeda and Tu,rner
have an explicit assumption that predation is "highly unlikely."S3
Overall, the figures alone serve neither to confirm nor to

Sl Both of the plaintiffs' victories--Borden and MCI
Communications Corp. v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 969 Antitrust &
Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) A-3 (N.D. Ill. June.19, 19S0), appeal
docketed, No. SO-2l7l (7th Cir. 19S0)--are now on appeal. Among
the 32 cases we examined, 13 were decisions on the me'rits, for
which no further proceedings or appeals were possible. Defendants
won all of these cases. The appendix gives the numbers in greater
detail, identifies the cases placed in each category, and provides
important qualifications regarding how certain cases have been
classified.

.','--:

82 Prior cases may have influenced the size and composition of
the current array of predation cases. Indeed, plaintiffs may well
have been encouraged to file suit by the Supreme Court's 1967 Utah
Pie decision: by Control Data's lucrative settlement (including
attorney's fees) of its monopolization suit against IBM in 1972;
and by the huge district court awards of damages to Telex and
Berkey (both later reversed). We cannot measure precisely, of
course, the impact of such encouragement on the quality of cases
brough t.
83

Areeda-Turner Treatise, supra note 6, at
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7llc.

contradict this.

Clearly, there seems to be more than an inci-

dental perception that predation is occurring

but~

an equally

strong pattern in the outcomes favoring defendants, suggesting
that true predation has not occurred.

This inference is

strengthened by the absence of significant entry barriers in most
of the cases considered. 84

On the other hand, by contrast with

the current
rarity of plaintiffs' victories,
.
....... . ~~ofessor Koller
-

found that in cases prior to 1971, the plaintiff prevailed in 45
cases, while the defendants won only 28. 85

This suggests that the

current cases reviewed have been somewhat more meritorious than
their outcomes indicate, and/or that the Areeda-Turner formulation
may have made the law's application far tougher for those who
perceive themselves to be injured by predation. 86

84 The presence of four factually similar cases against IBM may
inflate the numbe~s of defendants' victories somewhat, although of
four different courts each had the opportunity to apply its own
analysis. The four.cases, which contain a mixture of pricing and
product-development issues, are Transamerica, CalComp, Telex, and
I.L.C. (Memorex). To these one might add a fifth case, Greyhound
Computer Corp. v. IBM, 559 F.2d 488 (9th Cir. 1977), cert. denied,
434 u.s. 1040 (1978), which we classify as a pricing case.
85 Koller, "The Myth of Predatory Pricing: An Empirical Study,"
4 Antitrust L. & Econ. Rev. 105, 110-11 (Summer 1971).
Altogether, Koller examined 123 predation cases. Defendants won
28, private plaintiffs won 12, the Justice Department won 8, the
FTC prevailed in 25, another 32 resulted in consent decrees, and
18 were decided on procedural issues.
86 This conclusion should be restricted to private plaintiffs.
Only 2 of the 32 cases we reviewed were brought by the Government,
making this sample too small to draw any conclusions. In fact,
this private-plaintiff/Governrnent-plaintiff breakdown should serve
to qualify somewhat any conclusions about the impact of the
Areeda-Turner test on general liability standards, for courts in
(footnote continued)
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Firm conclusions remain elusive.
recent predation

ca~es

While the sheer volume of

may tend to detract

fro~

the

Areeda-Turn~r

view that true predation is rare, defendants clearly have enjoyed
overwhelming success in that litigation.

On individual analysis,

the facts of most plaintiff's cases seem quite thin by current
standards: entry barriers have been almost uniformly low, independent evidence of the defendant's anticompetitive intent has
sometimes been lacking,87 and·, in some cases, defendant's price~
have not even been below his average total costs. 88

While a pos-

sible explanation for these weak cases is that true, demonstrable
predation does not occur, a less dramatic conclusion would be that
by the time these cases were decided, the "rules of the game" had
been changed by theoretical economic and le.gal developments.
Regardless, it is

~lear

that if predation does indeed exist, it is

a more complex and less clear-cut phenomenon than these plaintiffs
would have liked to believe.
unabated.

The academic debates continue

For the present, therefore, the spate of scholarly

(footnote continued)
pr'ivate cases may have been reluctant to subject a defendant to
treble damages or may have perceived only a weak causal link
between the defendant's conduct and the plaintiff's alleged
injury.
87 See,~, Hanson, note 19 ~upra; Janich, note 1 supra:
Buffalo Courier-Express, note 37 supra; Lormar, note 43 supra.
88 See,~, Americana Industries, Inc. v. Wometco de Puerto
Rico, Inc., 556 F.2d 625 (1st eire 625); Transamerica, note 3
supra; chillicothe, note 21 supra.
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commentary which criticizes the Areeda-Turner position and
emphasizes the strateg3.c aspects of predation suggests that the
possibilities of sophisticated predatory conduct should not yet be
ignored. 89
B.

Competitive dangers.

In assessing the competitive

dangers of predation, courts are wary of the potential dangers to
competition from judicial attempts to limit. p-r-edation. 90

Courts

display, for example, substantial deference for innovators and for
firms that have developed their industries. 9l

Judges express

reluctance to risk inhibiting a dominant firm's operations, unle.ss.
both the need for such action and the method for accomplishing it
are clear.

The opinions are at best mixed in their attitudes

89 See, inter alia, Hay, "A Confused Lawyer's Guide to the
Predatory Pricing Literature" (1980), this volume, and Joskow and
Klevorick, "A Framework for Analyzing Predatory Pricing Policy,"
89 Yale L. J. 213 (1979). Because most of the cases we reviewed
were filed before publication of the 1975 Areeda-Turner article,
one would need to monitor reported opinions for several more years
to assess more fully how judicial acceptance and qualification of
the Areeda-Turner rule has affected the litigation and decision of
predation cases. The possibility should not be overlooked, of
course, that none of the current or prior legal tests of predation
adequately distinguish economic predation from competition that
enhances long-run consumer welfare. If this is so, then no ratio
of plaintiff's victories to defendant's victories would shed light
on the actual frequency of predation.
90

See,

~,

Hanson., 541 F.2d at 1358-59.

91

See,

~,

Transamerica, 481 F. Supp. at 982.
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toward providing entrants with some measure of special protection,
temporary or

othe~ise,

even in situations

wh~re

the

~ominan~

firm's behavior clearly is calculated more to frustrate smaller
rivals than to benefit consumers.

Indeed, the cases suggest that

competitively unsuccessful plaintiffs may bear an extra, unspoken
burden of demonstrating that they are not just blaming others for
their own failings.

.....-..- .

-"-.

Notwithstanding these important factors, courts have
broadened their analysis of alleged predation beyond price/cost
relationships.

Most prominent among the additional

dimension~.

of

-competition that courts are considering are entry barriers and
the strategic implications of a dominant firm's conduct.

Courts

seem to believe, with economists, that the competitive dangers of
a dominant firm"s response to entry are low if the barriers to
entry are law.

We do not know precisely how courts will treat

cases involving high entry barriers, for they have not yet found
them to be so.92

It may reasonably be presumed, however, that

92 In Borden, the Federal Trade Commission found that Borden's
ReaLemon trademark was so well established and highly promoted in
the face of entry that it did constitute a barrier to entry. 92
F.T.C. at 791.
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courts do perceive a greater competitive threat in such situations
than do Areeda and Turner, for Areeda and

Turner~intended

their,

rule to apply regardless 'of the heigh t of market barricades,
whereas courts consistently have emphasized this factor. 93
In addition to examining entry barriers, courts have also
recognized strategic considerations.

They have not tried to

analyze them in any formal fashion, as eCQnomists of late have
been doing.

Nonetheless, as Berkey and Transamerica reveal,

courts believe that interrelationships among markets can provide a
strategic lever, particularly where a monopolistic supplier in ,one
market is a competitor in another.

At least one court notes that

a firm's reputation as a predator, whether true or false, may
effectively deter competition by equally efficient potential
rivals. 94

Overall, the strategic implications of business conduct

93 Areeda-Turner Treatise, supra note 6 at ~ 714c. It is interesting to note that the judicial opinions we studied reflect
little of the controversy that exists in the economist's world
regarding the nature and existence of entry barriers.
94 Transamerica, 481 F. Supp. at 989-90. Additionally, in an
earlier but analogous perception of strategic impact, the Supreme
Court in 1967 suggested that mergers may raise entry barriers
simply by their effect on market structure: "[T] he substitution
of the powerful acquiring firm [Procter & Gamble] for the smaller,
but already dominant, firm [Clorox] may substantially reduce the
competitive structure of the industry by raising entry barriers
and by dissuading the smaller firms from aggressively competing • • • • " FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568, 578
(1967) •
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appear ripe for further judicial consideration, although courts
still need usable methods for systematically analyzing and
evaluating the intricacies of competitive relationships.

c.

Administrability.

Assuming predation occurs more than

rarely and in some circumstances presents a significant competitive danger, courts must decide what, if anything, to do about
The ideal, of course, is a rule or

stan'd~rcr'sufficiently

it~

sensitive

to distinguish between economically desirable and undesirable
conduct, yet is sufficiently clear and simple for courts and
business managers to apply accurately.
cases reveal a clear tension between

Given these goals, the-'

"b~ight-line"

approaches and

a fuller, "rule of reason" analysis.
In the courts, the prevailing trend appears to be toward the
"rule of reason" approach. 95

One promised virtue of the Areeda-

Turner test--simplicity--has been somewhat elusive in the courtroom.

Whereas Areeda and Turner have discouraged analysis of

95 As noted previously, the stringency of the definition chosen
for one of the various legal elements of liability or damages
appears to have a large bearing on the definitions adopted for the
other elements. As one of the trends we have observed in the
cases, this tendency to balance may well be related to, and
perhaps contribute toward, the movement of courts away from
bright-line standards for predatory pricing. It also may be one
factor that has allowed the courts to remain responsive--as indeed
they have--to the current flurry of scholarly analysis.
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entry barriers and long-run considerations, courts have nonetheless undertaken the
second.

~irst

and thereby opened the door t9 the

Although Areeda and Turner suggest that average variable

cost may be computed without undue difficulty, courts may find
that litigators, concentrating their substantial efforts on this
critical issue, will increasingly seek to fully discover and restruct'ure in court the defendant's complete cost accounts.

More-

• r.· . -"-.

over, courts typically have been willing to extend their analyses
beyond price/cost relationships to consider non-cost-based
evidence of the defendant's intent and arguments about the
strategic implications of the defendant's conduct.

Thus, courts

seem to find a somewhat more complicated 'approach--an approach
more in line with most economists' proposals--to be both
administrable and consistent with their own sense of where the
greatest dangers lie.
Notwithstanding the above, certainly no opinion has yet
adopted an unbounded "rule of reason" approach.

The Berkey court,

for example, was concerned that placing some nonspecific duty upon
Kodak to predisclose its new product introductions would not give
Kodak adequate guidance regarding the exact nature and extent of
product changes governed, the extent of the information that had
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to be supplied, or the time requirements for supplying that information. 96

Similarly, while a firm may find it difficult to deter-

mine exactly when its price dips below average variable cost, a
standard that includes other factors as well could be even more
difficult for firms to follow. 97
predic~

In essence, if businesses cannot

the application of predation rules to their activities,

either their incentives to compete vigorowsly will be chilled
through self-restraint, or their rewards for hard competition will
be jeopardized by the risk of litigation.

96 Berkey, 603 F.2d at 282-83. As discussed above, the court of
appeals did go so far as to condemn Kodak for preventing a joint'
venture from disclosing the nature of the flashlamp upon which
they were working, a view Justices Rehnquist and Powell later
criticized. See note 62 supra.
97 See,~, Schmalensee, "On the Use of Economic Models in
Antitrust: The ReaLemon Case," 127 U. Pa. L. Rev. 9~4, 1028-29
(1979) (comments on Scherer's proposed multiple-factor analysis of
predatory pricing). We note that courts have not yet attempted to
apply proposals suggesting restriction of a dominant firm's output'
in the face of new entry. Such an approach is outlined by
Williamson, in "Predatory Pricing: A Strategic and Welfare
Analysis," 87 Yale L. J. 284 (1977). Nor have courts attempted to
prevent dominant firms from making nonpermanent price reductions
in the face of entry, as suggested by Baumol, in "Quasi-Permanence
of Price Reduction: A Policy for Prevention of Predatory
Pricing," 89 Yale L. J. 1 (1979).
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The tension is not gone.

There are still relatively clear,

almost per se, protections for innovation.

By contrast,' no specifi-

cally formulated test for predatory promotion has yet gained
currency, and rule-of-reason analysis therefore prevails.

In the

middle, judicial treatment of pricing has been moving somewhat
toward a hybrid solution, with conclusive presumptions against
pricing below marginal cost and in favor of pricing above average
total cost, and a "rule of reason" analysis in between.

The

hybrid approach has a certain appeal, for it reduces the range of
situations that

req~ire

complicated analysis, yet allows fuller

analysis in borderline cases. 98

As economists and others expand

our knowledge of competitive relationships and activities, one
hopes we will be able to limit the range of uncertainty still
further, singling out more precisely the cases presenting the
greatest danger to competition and consumer welfare.

98 See Joskow and Klevorick, "A Framework for Analyz ing Predatory
Pricing Policy," note 89 supra.
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APPENDIX
A.

Note on Methodology

The statistical summary of recent predation cases included in
this appendix focuses upon the three categories of activity that
commentators widely regard as the most significant and appropriate'
subjects for analysis: pricing, innovation, and promotion.

These·

types. of conduct have occupied the overwtfeltning share of modern
scholarly commentary on the subject of predation.

Complicating.

this selection process was the broad variety of business practices
~hich

reported opinions have treated, at least for analytical.

p~rposes,

as potentially predatory.

While not promising to be

exhaustive, therefore, the survey seeks to catalogue and categorize most reported opinions since 1975 in which 'pricing, innovation, or promotion were major ingredients of the plaintiff's monopolization,

att~mpt-to-monopolize,

Applying

~he

or price-discrimination claims.

selection criterion described above, we examined

but excluded cases in which judges or litigants have characterized
as predatory several other forms of behavior.

Chief among these

types of conduct are:
Exclusive Dealing Arrangements. See,~,
Fleer Corp. v. Topps Chewing Gum, Inc.,
1980-1 Trade Cases ~ 63,420 (E.D. Pa.
1980) •
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Refusals to Deal. See,~, Almeda Mall,
Inc. v. Houston Lighting & Power Co., 615
F.2d 343 (5th Cir. 1980); Alladin Oil Co.
v. Texaco, Inc., 603 F.2d 1107 (5th~Cir.
1979); Byars v. Bluff City News Co., 609
F.2d 843 (6th Cir. 1979); Pacific Coast
Agricultural Export Ass'n v. Sunkist
Growers, Inc., 526 F.2d 1196 (9th eire
1975), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 959 (1976);
United States v. CBS, Inc., 459 F. Supp. 832
( C •D. Ca 1. 19 78) •
Shifting From A System of Dua1- to SelfDistribution. See,~, PhO'tovest Corp. v.
Fotomat Corp., 606 F.2d 704 (7th Cir.
1979), cert. denied, 100 S. Ct. 1278 (1980);
Knutson v. The Daily Review, Inc., 548 F.2d
795 (9th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 433 u.s.
910 (1977); Coleman Motor Co. v. Chrysler
Corp., 525 F.2d 1338 (3d. Cir. 1975).
Tying Arrangements and Full-Line Forcing.
See, ~, SmithKline Corp. v. Eli Lilly &
Co., 575 F.2d 1056 (3d Cir.), cert. denied,
439 U.S. 838 (1978); Sargent-Welch
Scientific ,Co. v. Ventron Corp." 567 F.2d
701 (7th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 439 U.S.
822 (1978).
Vertical Price Squeezes. See,~, City of
Mishawaka v. American Electric Power Co.',
616 .F .2~ 976 (7th Cir. 1980), petition for
cert. flIed, 49 U.S.L.W. 3054 (U.S. June 27,
1980) (No. 79-3054); Columbia Metal Culvert
Co., Inc. v. Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
Corp., 579 F.2d 20 (3d Cir.), cert. denied,
439 U.S. 876 (1978).
Vexatious Litigation. See,~, LektroVend Corp. v. Vendo Co., 1980-2 Trade
Cas. " 63,444 (N.D. Ill. 1980).
In addition, we excluded cases in which the plaintiff has alleged
pricing, innovation, or promotion-based predation, but the court's
opinions have not yet addressed the merits of those claims or the
standard for assessing them.

See, for example, Zenith Radio Corp.
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v. Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., 1980-2 Trade Cas.
(E.D.

~

63,288

Pa. 1980).
The appendix itself has three parts in addition to this meth-

odo1ogical note.

The first is a list, by judicial circuit,

of the cases included in our statistical analysis.

The second is

a chart that classifies the opinions according to the type of
. _.-.
predation alleged, the procedural stage at which the court
,~.-

rendered its decision, and the outcome.

This chart should be read

in conjunction with the "Explanatory Notes" describing our classifications for cases that did not fit precisely into one category
or another.

The final section is a "box score" table that

numerically summarizes that data presented in the classification
chart. 99

99 The authors wish to thank Peter Koenig for his assistance in
preparing the classification chart.
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B. POST-AREEDA-TURNER PREDATION CASES
1st C ircu it
A.

Americana Industries, Inc. v. Wometco de Puerto Rico,
Inc., 556 F.2d 625 (1st Cir. 1977).

2-d Circuit
B.

Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman K9Q~~ Co., 603 F.2d 263 (2d
Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 100 S. Ct. 1061 (1980).

C.

Brager & Co., Inc. v. Leumi Securities Corp., 84 F.R.D.
220 (S.D.N.Y. 1979).

D.

Buffalo Courier-Express, Inc. v. Buffalo Evening News,
Inc., 601 F.2d 48 (2d Cir. 197~).

E.

SCM Cdrp. v. Xerox Corp., 463 F. Supp. 983 (D. Conn.
1978), aEpeal docketed, No. 79-7017 (2d Cir. Jan. 8,
1979). See also 599 F.2d 32 (2d Cir. 1979) and 474 F.
Supp. 58g-rD. Conn. 1979).

~

3d Circuit
~:

F.

O. Hommel Co. v. Ferro Corp., 472 F. Supp. 793 (W.D. Pa.
1979) •

G.

Outboard Marine Corp. v. Pezetel, 461 F. Supp. 384 (D.
Del. 1978). See also 474 F. Supp. 168 (D. Del. 1979).

H.

Structure Probe, Inc. v. Franklin Institute, 450 F. Supp.
1272 (E.D. Pa. 1978).

I.

Weber v. Wynne, 431 F. Supp. 1048 (D. N.J. 1977).

5th Circuit
J.

International Air Industries, Inc. v. American Excelsior
Co., 517 F.2d 714 (5th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 424 U.S.
943 (1976).
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6th. Circuit
K.

Lormar, Inc. v. Kroger Co., 1979-1 Trade Cas.
(S.D. Ohio 1979).

~

62,498'

7th Circuit

L.

Chillicothe Sand & Gravel Co. v. Martin Marietta Corp.,
615 F.2d 427 (7th Cir. 1980).

M.

MCI Communications Corp. v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 969
Antitrust and Trade Reg. Rep. A~3 (N.D. Ill. June 19,
1980), appeal docketed, No. 80-2171 (7th Cir. 1980). See
also 462 F. Supp. 1072 (N.D. Ill. 1978).

8th Circuit
N.
O.

Inter City Oil Co. v. Murphy Oil Corp., 1976-1 Trade Cas.
6 0 , 94 8 (0 • Min n • 19 7 6) •

'1

United States v. Empire Gas Corp., 537 F.2d 296 (8th
Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 112 (1976) •.

9th C ircu it

P.

California Computer Products, Inc. (CalComp) v. IBM Corp.,
613 F. 2d 727 (9 th C i r. 1979).

Q.

Foremost International Tours, Inc. v. Qantas Airways,
Ltd., 478 F. Supp. 589 (D. Hawaii 1979), appeal docketed,
No. 79-4764 (9th Cir. Nov. 2, 1979).

R.

General Communications Engineering, Inc. v. Motorola
Communications & Electronics, Inc., 421 F. Supp. 274 (N.D.
Cal. 1976).

S.

Greyhound Computer Corp. v. IBM Corp., 559 F.2d 488 (9th
Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1040 (1978).

T.

Handguards, Inc. v. Ethicon, Inc., 601 F.2d 986 (9th
Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 100 S. Ct. 688 (1980).

U.

Hanson v. Shell Oil Co., 541 F.2d 1352 (9th Cir.), cert.
denied, 425 U.S. 959 (1976).

v.

Hunt-Wesson Foods, Inc. v. Ragu Foods, Inc., 627 F.2d 919
( 9 th C i r • 1 9 8 0) •
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W.

ILC Peripherals Leasing Corp. (Memorex) v. IBM Corp., 458
F. Supp. 423 (N.D. Cal. 1978), appeal docketed, Nos.
78-3050 & 78~3236 (9th Cir. Sept. 12 & Oct. 6, 1978).

x.

Janich Bros., Inc. v. American Distilling Co., 570 F.2d
8 4 8 (9 th C i r • 19 7 7), c e r t. d en i ed, 4 39 U. S. 8 29 (19 7 8) •

Y.

~::

Murphy Tugboat Co. v. Crowley, 467 F. Supp. 841 (N.D.
Cal. 1979), appeal docketed, No. 79-4266 (9th Cir. May 2,
1979). See also 454 F. Supp. 847 (N.D. Cal. 1978).

Z •. Purex Corp. v. Procter & Gamble Co., 596 F.2d 881 (9th
Cir. 1979).
or• . _.-.
AA. Robert's Waikiki U-Drive, Inc. v. Budget Rent-A-Car
Systems, Inc., 491 F. Supp. 1199 (D. Hawaii 1980).
BB. Transamerica Computer Co. v. IBM Corp., 481 F. Supp. 965
(N.D. Cal. 1979), appeal docketed, No. 80-4048 (9th Cir.-·
Jan. 31, 1980). See also 459 F. Supp. 626 (N.D. Cal.
1978).
--CC. William Inglis & Sons Baking Co. v. ITT Continental Baking
Co., 461 F. Supp. 410 (N~D. Cal. 1978), appeal docketed,
No. 78-3604 (9th Cir. Dec. 11, 1978).
10th C i rcu i t
DO. Pacific Engineering & Production Co. of Nevada v. KerrMcGee Corp., 551 F.2d 790 (10th eir.), cert. denied, 434
U.S. 971 (1977).
EE. Telex Corp. v. IBM Corp., 510 F.2d 894 (10th Cir.), cert.
dismissed, 423 U.S. 802 (1975).

F.T.C. Cases
FF. In re Borden, Inc., 92 F.T.C. 669 (1978), appeal docketed,
No. 79- 3028 (6 th C i r. J an • 10, 19 79) •
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C.

BOX SCORE--CLASSIFICATION OF REPORTED OPINIONS*
pricing
Cases

1.

b.

c.

By defendant's
pretrial motions

D won,

R9,A,AA9,G5

By defendant's
trial or posttrial motions

D won

L,U,X,y4,CC 4

P won
D woil

J

E3,4

P won
D won

FF4,8
H,I,08,Q4,DD 12

Bl ,BB 4 ,13,14,EE l3 ,14

p13,14,W4 ,13,l4

Final decisions on
the merits
i.
ii.

Jury Verdict
Nonjury
Verdict

M4

.i

Nonfinal Dispositions
a.

b.

c.

•

Plaintiff survived
defendant's pretrial
motions

C,F,slO,14

Defendant defeated
plaintiff's motion for
temporary or preliminary
injunctive relief

K6,N7

Appeal reversed and
remanded Trial Court's
decision for

P
D

*

Promotion
Cases

Dispositions on the Merits
(including pending appeals)
a.

2.

Innovation
Cases

Zll

V

D2

T

Notes clarifying our classification of certain cases may be found on pp. 46-47.

C.

BOX SCORE--CLASSIFICATION OF REPORTED OPINIONS
~

(Continued)
EXPLANATORY NOTES

As a general matter, we have used the categories "plaintiff
won" and "defendant won" to indicate which side substantially
............ - .-.
prevailed on the central predation issues before the court. The
following are notes that clarify our classification of cases that
might have been placed in more than one category.
1.

We have treated Berkey as a nonjury verdict
for the defendant because the court of appeals
reversed, without remand, the,principal
predation-based verdict for plaintiff. Several
lesser predation issues were remanded for
further consideration at trial and are outstanding as of this writing.

2.

The court of appeals reversed the trial court's
grant of a preliminary injunction to plaintiff.

3.

Plaintiff here attacked Xerox's accumulation of
patents and refusal to grant licenses. The
jury rejected certain of SCM's predation
claims, and the trial judge ruled that the
plaintiff could not recover any damages. The
court's ruling on damages is now on appeal to
the Second Circuit.

4.

Currently on appeal.

5.

The trial court granted defendant's motion for
summary judgment as to plaintiff's predatory
pricing" claims. The trial is proceeding on
defendant's alleged use of territorial restrictions.

6.

Plaintiff's complaint alleged predatory promotion in addition to predatory pricing. The
trial court here denied Lormar's motion for a
temporary restraining order.
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7.

The trial court denied plaintiff's motion for a
preliminary injunction. At the same time, the
court aleo denied defendant's motion_for
summary judgment on plaintiff's pricing claims.

8.

Government suit.

9.

The trial court granted defendant's motion for
summary judgment on plaintiff's federal antitrust claims •

. 10.

The court of appeals reversed and remanded the
district court's entry of a ~ire~ted verdict
for defendant.

11.

Plaintiff also alleged predatory promotion.

12.

The court of appeals reversed, without remand,
the trial court's judgment for plaintiff.

13.

Also involved important predatory pricing
allega t ions.

14.

Litigation involving IBM as a defendant.
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D.

BOX SCORE--NUMERICAL SUMMARY
Pricing
Cases

1.

b.

c.

By defendant's
pretrial motions

D won

4

By defendant's
trial or posttrial
motions

D won

5

2

7

P won
D won

1
1

1

1
2

P won
D won

1
5

3

1
8

No. of
Cases

6

1

Jury Verdict
Nonjury
Verdict

Nonfinal Dispositions

b.

c.

2
21

6

4

Final decisions on
the merits

i i.

a.

Total
Cases

2
15

i.

2.

Promotion
Cases

P won
D won

Dispositions on the Merits
(including pending appeals)
a.

Innovation
Cases

.!

2

9

Plaintiff survived
defendant's pretrial
motions

3

1

4

Defendant defeated
plaintiff's motion for
temporary or preliminary
injunctive relief

2

1

3

Appeal reversed and
remanded Trial Court's
decisions for

P
D

1

1

1
1

A CONFUSED LAWYER'S GUIDE TO THE PREDATORY PRICING LITERATURE

George A. Hay*

The recent wave of economic Ii tera.~}1~~L on predatory pricing~
has caused an acute problem for lawyers and judges who lack extensive training in economics.

The literature is at times quite

technical; more important is the rate at which policy

conclusi~~s

from parts of this literature have been appearing in judicial
opinions, not only from trial and appeliate court judges but

*

Professor of Law and Economics, Cornell University. B.S. 1963,
LeMoyne College; Ph. D. 1969, Northwestern University. The author
is greatly indebted to Robert J. Reynolds for his many helpful
comments on an earlier draft of this paper, and to the American
Enterprise Institute for fi~ancial support.
1 See Areeda and Turner, "Predatory Pricing and Related Practices
Under Section 2 of the Sherman A.ct," 88 Harv. L. Rev. 697 (1975)
[hereinafter cited as Areeda and Turner l]~ Areeda and Turner,
"Scherer on Predatory Prices: A Reply," 89 Harv. L. Rev. 891
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Areeda and Turner 2]: Scherer,
"Predatory Pricing and the Sherman Act: A Comment," 89 Harv. L.
Rev. 369 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Scherer 1]: Scherer, "Some
Last Words on Predatory Pricing," 89 Harv. L. Rev. 901 (1976)·
[hereinafter cited as Scherer 2]; R. Posner, Antitrust Law: An
Economic Perspective (1976)~ Williamson, "Predatory Pricing: A
Strategic and Welfare Analysjs," 87 Yale L. J. 284 (1977). For
restatement and modest modification of the Areeda and Turner
position, see their Antitrust Law, vol. III, pp. 148-93. For a
more detailed treatment of the link between the economic literature and the emerging legal doctrine, see Brodley and Hay,
"Predatory Pricing: Competing Economic Theories and the Evolution
of Legal Standards, "66 Cornell L. Rev. 738 (1981).

administrative law judges and regulatory commissions as well. 2
This "development is ra~her astonishing, given the compleKity of
much of this literature.

It is also somewhat alarming, since the

flood of writing does not appear to have produced any consensus
among scholars on which of several theories or policy recommendations is most appropriate.
This paper offers an explanation and .r--..
a - .commentary
on much of
-"-.
the recent literature involving predatory pricing.

The purpose of

the paper is less to determine the single "best" judicial approach
to dealing with allegations of predatory pricing than to focus
---subsequent discussion by highlighting the major issues that are
involved and by isolating the important differences among the
approaches taken by various authors.
A point that will be stressed in the discussion is the importance of distinguishing between models of predatory behavior on
the one hand and rules to govern predatory behavior on the other.
Some writers on the subject

may

reach differing policy conclusions

simply because of differences in the models they employ.

For

example, models to be discussed will differ in assumptions about

2 See International Air Indus., Inc. v. American Excelsior Co.,
F.2d 714 (5th Cir. 1975); Hanson v. Shell Oil Co., 514 F.2d
1352 (9th Cir. 1976); Janich Bros., Inc. v. American Distilling
Co., 570 F.2d 348 (9th Cir. 1977); Pacific Eng'r. v. Kerr
McGee 551 F.2d 790 (10th Cir. 1977); In re Borden 891 ATTR E-l
(FTC 1978); Transamerica Computer Company v. International
Business Machines Corporation, 936 Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep.
(BNA), (N.D. Cal. October 18,1979), Chillicothe Sand & Gravel
Company v. Martin Marietta Corporation, 949 Antitrust & Trade
Reg. Rep. (BNA), (7th eire 1980).
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the ease of entry,
predatory threat,

~he

shape of cost curves,

the credibility of a

the scale needed to enter efficiently, and the

extent of strategic behavior, i.e., reacting to a specific legal
standard by adjusting certain aspects of the firm so as to achieve
the desired effect without violating the standard. 3
. However, even where the models' of predation are reasonably
similar, the policy conclusion may differ because of differences
in the factors that are considered in deriving an optimal rule.

A

major issue here will be the fact that any rule will be employed
in an environment of less than full information on the part of
prosecutors, courts, and firms that are, potentially subject to the
rules. 4

This means that enforcement errors of various kinds may

occur, and an optimal rule will reflect a concern with the costs
associated with these errors. 5
The flow of the paper is as follows.

I first discuss a very

simple model bf predation, .which I label the classical model, and
consider the various analytic arguments that have been raised in

3 For example, if a rule prohibits pricing below variable costs,
firms may use a technology that has high fixed and low variable
costs specifically for the purpose of achieving a predatory effect
without having prices violate the variable cost rule.
These
issues are treated in much greater depth below.
4 For a discussion of how firms might react to a less than precise rule against predation, see Alan Beckenstein and Landis
Gabel, "Predation Rules: An Economic and Behavioral Analysis,"
presented at the December 1979 meetings of the American Economic
Association.
5 This factor is emphasized in the recent paper by Joskow and
Klevorick, "A Framework for Analyzing Predatory Pricing Policy,"
89 Yale L. J. 213 (1979).
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the context of that model (including, for example, whether predation is ever a rational strategy for a dominant firm).

I turn

then to the controversial paper by Areeda and Turner, which, in
the context of a more formal version of the classical model,
focuses on the factors that should be considered in fashioning an
"optimal" rule to govern predation.

Finally, with the Areeda and
.,....,.- . ---.
Turner policy considerations firmly in mind, I consider criticism
and extensions of the Areeda and Turner version of the classical
model, focusing particularly on the possibility of large-scale
entry with its implications for limit pricing (Scherer) and
strategic behavior (Williamson).
I.

The Classical Model
The early writings on predation were not greatly concerned

with a precise definition or model of predation.

However, the

concept impli"cit in most writings is that of a dominant firm
pricing below cost for the purpose of eliminating a rival. 6

The

major thrust of those writings was to express skepticism that
predatory pricing would ever be a rational strategy for a dominant
firm.

Thus it would not be attempted, or, if attempted, it would

not succeed.

Either way, predation did not seem to be a serious

pol icy problem.

6 McGee, in the most widely cited article on the subject,
implicitly defines predatory pricing as pricing below cost.
"Assume that in another market there are several competitors, all
of whom Standard wants to get out of the way. Standard cuts price
below cost." McGee, "Predatory Price Cutting: The Standard Oil
(N.J.) Case," 1 J. Law & Econ. 137 (1958). See also Elzinga,
"Predatory Pricing: The Case of the Gunpowder Trust," 13 J. Law &
Econ. 233 (1970).
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This

skeptici~m

about the profit potential in predation was
~

based on two observations.

First, given the dominant firm's

larger volume of production, it would lose more money during the
period of predation than would an equally efficient victim. 7

At

the very least, this condition would require that the monopolist
have a substantially deeper pocket than the victim. Even in that
....... ---.
situation, the victim, realizing that the predator was losing
substantially more money than itself, would need only to locate a
wealthy "parent" to help it ride out the storm.

Given the long-

run profit potential in sharing such a concentrated market, 'it was
believed that such a firm would not be. difficult to find.

There-

fore, since the threat of predation by the monopolist was not
"credible," he might as well resign himself to sharing the
market. 8
Second, even if the predation did succeed in eliminating the
victim, it would not be profitable unless the monopolist could
then recoup his temporary losses by charging a supercompetitive
price for some period of time.

But this situation requires that

there be barriers to entry; and if one firm could enter, there is

'c-'-

7 There was a suggestion that this problem could be exacerbated
by the victim's choosing to shut down during the period of the
price cut, forcing the predator to serve the entire maket at a
loss, and then reappearing when the monopolist attempted to raise
price. See McGee, p. 140.
8 Of course, in McGee's analysis, merger was the preferred
option. But under present antimerger law, such mergers would not
be possible in most circumstances.
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a strong likelihood that others would be poised to do

~o

as 'well

once the prices were raised back to supercompetitive levels.
Moreover, since the victim's assets are physically intact, they
would presumably be available to be put back into action at the
first opportunity, either by the victim or by a firm to whom the

. ....

assets had been sold.

,.....

"-.

There are several obvious responses that can be addressed to
this suggestion that predation would not be likely to be a rational
strategy for a dominant firm. 9

The first has to do with the

demonstration value of predatory pricing for a firm that anticipates other prospective entrants over time, or that operates in
several geographic markets and anticipates the prospect of entry
in those markets if successful entry is observed in the current
one.

It can be argued that it pays a firm to absorb losses even

beyond what it could ever expect to recoup in the market at hand,
if by doing so-this firm wil.! establish a credible threat to
pursue the same policy in any market in which an entrant appears.
If the threat is truly credible, it need not be exercised beyond
the first time, since future would-be entrants will elect not to
challenge the monopolist, figuring that it is a hopeless cause.
To make this model work requires only good information (i.e., the
story" of the predation in the first market has to be communicated
to the future would-be entrants), and some nontrivial costs of

9 The more fundamental criticisms of the classical model are discussed below.
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entry and exit (so that unsuccessful entry attempts are not
cos tless) •
Hence Posner, for example, writes:
If, however, a firm operates in number of
markets and faces actual or potential competitors each of whom is limited to one of its
markets, it may find it worthwhile to expend
considerable resources on crushing a single
competitor in order to develop a reputation
(for willingness to use predatory pricing)
that may enable the firm to excT6de·-·other
potential competitors without any additional
below-cost selling. Stated otherwise, the
costs incurred by the firm in using predatory
pricing in one market may generate greater
deterrence benefits in other markets • • • •
My conclusion is that predatory
pricing cannot be dismissed as ~nev~tably an
irrational practice. lO
A second response involves the assumption implicit in the
classical model that a rule prohibiting below-cost pricing by a
dominant firm

i~

sufficient to catch all instances of socially

undes irable preda,tion. ll

In particular we accept, for purposes of

discussion, the assumption that if the dominant firm does not
price below its own costs, no equally efficient rival will be
eliminated, but question whether the elimination of a less
efficient rival cannot have an anticompetitive effect. 12

10

See Posner, supra note 1, at 186.

11 Here we are addressing the rule itself, not the inevitable
fact that some below-cost pricing will go undetected.
12 Yarney has addressed this point as well. Yarney, "Predatory
Price Cutting: Notes and Comments," 15 J. Law & Econ. 129 (1972).
Note that if the entrant is less efficient, the argument that the
dominant' firm must incur large losses to eliminate a rival is
significantly weakened.
Hence, even without the demonstration
effect, predation may be a rational strategy.
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Consider the case depicted in figure 1.

The entrant has

costs, labeled MC e , that are below the monopoly price (Pm) but
greater than the costs of the dominant firm (MC m).13

We assume

for the moment that the entrant is more or less unique; i.e., if
this entrant is eliminated, there will not be another one for some
time,14 and that the monopolist knows this.
Upon entry, the price is assumed

t~~.b~_.9riven

level at which the entrant breaks even. lS

to Pc' the

The monopolist, given

our predatory pricing rule, can lower price below Pc' so long as
he does not go below his own costs.

The entrant, foreseeing the

prospect of indefinite losses, withdraws, permitting the monopolist to raise price back to Pm and hold it there indefinitely.
Assuming events unfold as related, it· seems clear that if
measured by theecoriomic effect, the behavior of the monopolist
has been

undesi~able,

pricing as

class~cally

even though it has not involved predatory
defined.

Consumers suffer the deadweight

loss in the amount of the .triangle ABC and the transfer of

13 We will need to introduce nontrivial setup costs to impose
some penalty for unsuccessful entry. These costs need not give
rise to any significant scale economies, however, and for convenience of exposition, we can draw all cost curves as flat. This
assumption is specifically relaxed in the next section.
14 This could be either due to some barriers to entry--e.g.,
know-how, which only this entrant is positioned to overcorne--or
through the disincentive for another attempt at entry, once the
monopolist has established the threat to eliminate anyone foolish
enough to try.
15

Obviously, this is a somewhat optimistic assumption.
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Figure 1
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,~
'~<'

revenues to the monop.?list in the amount of the rectangl,e ABDE.

,
.

A

partial offset to the deadweight loss ABC stems from the fact that
the monopolist is more efficient; that is, there is a waste of
society's resources (of the cost difference between the two firms)
for every item that is produced by the entrant instead of the
monopolist.

However, by making appropriate assump.tions about the

.

,.,.....-

.

-"-.

share of the market that would be captured by the entrant at Pc'
it is easy to ensure that there remains a net deadweight 10ss.16
Based on this admittedly simplified example, we conclude that
predation can have an undesirable economic effect even where the
victim is less efficient.

Hence, even a perfectly enforced rule

that proh ibi ts prices from going below the cos ts of, the preda tor
may not eliminate all possible instances of undesirable predation. 17
The literature seems curiously silent on this point and
maintains a rather solid antipathy towards the less efficient

16 For an illustration of this calculation in a somewhat different context, see Williamson, "Efficiencies as an Antitrust Defense
Revisited," 125 U. Pa. L. Rev. 69'9 (1977).
17 The di lemma becomes even more acu te when we introduce concepts
such as learning by doing or the experience curve, with their
implications that the new entrant is almost inevitably "less efficient" at the early stages. As he accumulates more experience,
however, his costs fall, until' at some point (hopefully) he is as
efficient as (or more so than) the original monopolist. Yet, if
the dominant firm can create sufficient short-run losses, the
entrant's financial support may evaporate.
The reason for this loss of support is that the financers
cannot be sure that their "infant" will move down the textbook
curve. Given this uncertainty, they may be unwilling to underwrite large short-term losses.
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entrant.

Posner, for example, argues that "a seller may want to

weaken or destroy a competitor, but if the only

rnetho~

used is

underselling him by virtue of having lower costs there is no
rational antitiust objection to the seller's conduct. "18

Simi-

larly, Areeda and Turner conclude that "the low price at or above
average cost is competition on the merits and excludes only less
efficient rivals~"19

..-. -"-.
As indicated in our discussion, it is difficult to find
.~

analytic support for these conclusions.

Hence, on analytic

grounds it appears that predatory pricing as depicted in the
classical model cannot be dismissed as an irrational or harmless
tactic, and, moreover, that a rule prohibiting below-cost pricing

18

Posner, supra note 1, at 188.

19 Areeda and Turner, supra note 1, at 706. There are two exceptions to the statement that pricing that fails to go below the
dominant firm's costs is assumed in the literature to be procompetitive. Yamey focuses on the use of predation to induce a smaller
rival to enter into a tacit or explicit conspiracy and concludes
that:
The only special feature of price cutting
below cost is that • • • the firm is
'losing money.' But nothing either in McGee's
original analysis or in subsequent elaborations depends on this feature.
Insofar as the aggressor's pricing
behavior may have the desired effect this will
stern from the rival's assessment of the
aggressor's determination to frustrate its
expectations.
(Yamey, supra note 12, at 133,
134.)
Scherer, in an exchange growing out of the original Areeda and
Turner article, explicitly recognizes the possibility of a longrun gain from preserving an inefficient competitor in the short
run.
(Scherer, supra note 1, at 885-87.)
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by a dominant firm will not catch or deter all instances of anticompetitive

pricecu~ting.

It remains to be seen, however,

whether in light of the administrative considerations mentioned at
the outset a rule prohibiting predatory pricing is desirable, and,
if so, whether the optimal rule will protect the less efficient

II.

Areeda-Turner and The Search for

an·~ptlmal

Rule

In their influential art~cle,20 Phillip Areeda and Donald
Turner explicitly consider the issue of an optimal rule to govern
predatory pricing.

The element that complicates the problem is

the fact that in implementing any propose,d rule, prosecu tors and
courts will be operating with something less than full information
(concerning, for example, a firm's costs, its financial reserves,
and barriers to reentry or subsequent new entry).

Hence, no rule

will ever be enforced perfectly, because even well-intentioned
enforcers will lack the knowledge to make unerring distinctions
among situations that appear to be similar.
there will be enforcement mistakes.

Thu~,

with any rule,

'Moreover, there is

uncertainty too, on the part of firms that are potentially subject to the rules, regarding what prosecutors and courts will do.
This means that in an effort to avoid running afoul of the law,
they may eschew actions which are not in fact predatory and which
may be procompetitive in nature.

20

Areeda and Turner, supra note 1.
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The impact of these factors is that with any given rule
against predation,

~o

types of "errors" can result.

With no rule

at all, or a relatively "loose" rule against predation, there is
the risk that some instances of undesirable predation will go
unprosecuted.

(This would be called an Error of Omission or Type

II Error in statistical terminology.)
the persistence of ,monopolies and the

This situation results in
k.~Q_Qf

deadweight loss from

resource misallocation usually associated with monopoly pricing. 2l
The risks of this kind of error can be reduced by making the
rule against predation tighter (e.g., by prohibiting any price
reduction by a monopolist).

However, an overly strict rule will

also have costs associated with it,

viz~,

desirable behavior will be prosecuted or

the risk that genuinely
deterred~

(The error of

mistakenly stopping desirable behavior is called an Error of
Commission or. Type I error.)

In general, the result of tightening

the rule to reduce Type II error is to increase the expected loss
from Type I error.

An optimal rule would reflect the impact of

these conflicting forces as well as other elements, such as pure
administrative costs, associated with any particular choice of
rule. 22

21 For a discussion of the economist's concept of deadweight
loss, see Posner, supra note 1, at 6-14.
22 Actually, for any given proposed rule there is a subsidiary
optimization problem relating to the optimal amount of administrative expense to incur in enforcing the rule.
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Areeda and Turner undertake to address these administrative
concerns in the context of a formal model of predation that is
somewhat more complex that the simple model incorporated in
figure 1.

In particular, they relax the assumption of constant

unit costs and employ a nonlinear U-shaped cost function.
di'agram is presented in figure 2 below.
cation" is that with nonlinear cost

The key

The mos t obvious compli-

funct~S?~~,-

the marginal costs, _

average variable costs, and average total costs are no longer
equivalent; hence, it is incumbent on the proponent of such cost
functions to be precise about the cost standard that is to be
applied in testing for predation.
The cost curves in figure 2 are replicated in figure 3, with
two differences.

First, the average variable cost 'curve is

omitted for clarity·of exposition.

The various price/cost combi-

nations discussed in Areeda and Turner employ only marginal costs
and 'average (total) costs. 23

Second, two alternative demand

curves are imposed on thediagram--the first (0101) representing
relatively strong demand and the second (D2 D2), relatively low
demana. 24

23 Elsewhere in the paper they suggest that average variable
costs could be used as a proxy for marginal costs. As one can see
by comparing the two diagrams, the proxy may not be a very good
subs ti tute.
24 Since the aim of the price rule is to eliminate the smaller
rival, it is appropriate to assume that any price/quantity choice
by the monopolist must be on the industry demand curve.
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''i!V., :

Consider the

~monopolist's

possible responses to a new entrant
"

~

under either of the two possible states of demand.

(Note that the

monopolist's original price is not indicated in figure 3.

We need

know oDly that it was high enough to make it attractive for the
entrant.)

Consider first the demand curve labeled 0101.

on 'three possible prices the monopolist might choose. 25
........-

.

We focus
Price Pa

-"-.

is clearly above both the monopolist's average cost for output Qa
and his marginal costs for that output.

The monopolist is not

losing money (although he may not be earning as much as he could),
and any price higher than Pa would worsen resource misallocation
in the short run.
If P a is not low enough to eliminate the entrant under the
demand conditions of DIDl' the monopolist may have to drop price
even further--say, to Pb.

Given that the monopolist is producing

output Qb' it is clear from the diagram that the price covers
average costs but is below marginal costs and results in some
resource misallocation from excess production.
If Pb is not low enough to exclude the entrant, the monopolist would find it necessary to lower price to Pc.

At the out-

put Qc associated with Pc' the price does not cover either the
monopolist's marginal costs or his average costs.

Not only does

the monopolist misallocate resources directly (by producing
output for which price is less than marginal cost), but the rival

25 Obviously, the monopolist will only go as low as is necessary
to force the entrant out of business.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Oa

Db

Dc

who is eliminated only by a price as low as Pc is more efficient
than the

monopolist'~

The situation of "slack demand" associated with D2D2 creates
the possibility of yet another Areeda and Turner combination.
This is the situation associated with Pd.

At the output Qd

associated with Pd' price is greater than marginal cost but below
average costs.

Hence, the entrant

(and~·the-

monopolist) would lose

money, and if the entrant expects the monopolist's pocket to be'
deep enough and his determination strong enough, he will presumably see the folly of remaining in the market and will drop out'This can occur even if the entrant is just as efficient as the
dominant firm. 26
All together, we "have four different possible price cost
relationships in the Areeda and Turner predatory pricing
scenarios.

These are summarized in table I below."

Table 1
Price/Cost Relationships for a Predatory Pricing
1.

Pa

Pa > MC, AC

2•

Pb

MC > Pb > AC

3.

Pc

Pc < MC, AC

4•

Pd

AC > Pd > MC

i

L

i
!
j

!

i

I

26 Clearly there can be prices analogous to Pa and Pc on the
slack demand curve D2D2. But these offer no new analytic features
and are not considered here.
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1.<'"

I~

Pc' being less than both marginal and average costs,
clearly analogous to
classical model.

~the

is

below-cost pricing of ttte simple

While there is always some risk that a rule

outlawing prices such as Pc will result in ·erroneous conviction of
desirable price cuts or will deter firms with large market shares
from engaging in desirable price cuts,
Areeda and Turner as suff iciently
'harm of such a price.

Hence,

the risk is not regarded by.

seriou~.

to .. overlook the obvious

they have no serious qualms about

urging that prices for a dominant firm that are below both average
and marginal costs be viewed as unlawful. 27
Pb and Pd have no direct analog in the simple classical
model.

Pb misallocates resources, since production is carried

beyond the poini at which price equals marginal costs.
other hand,

On the

if the demand level associated with Pb is permanent, a

smaller rival with access to the same technology as the dominant
firm (i.e., a firm that has a small-scale plant with average costs
as low as the minimum point of the dominant firm's average cost
curve) would be able to survive at Pb. 28

This situation is

clearly related to that of the less efficient entrant in the

27 When average variable cost is substituted for marginal cost,
the status of Pc is equivocal, since Pc can be above average
variable costs and hence resemble Pb.
28 The situation where a firm must have a large plant to achieve
minimum average costs is dealt with in the next section.
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classical model, and most of the same policy issues, which we
discuss below, are present. 29
Pd' since it is below the monopolist's average costs, can
eliminate even an equally efficient rival, if the rival expects
the monopolist to maintain the price for a long enough time (i.e.,
if there is a "credible" threat).

On the other hand, given the

low level of demand, there is excess capacity in the market, and
•

•.•.

~

-/1'-.

any price higher than Pd would exacerbate the short-run resource
misallocation. 30
While Areeda and Turner's permissive attitude toward these
special cases (Pb and Pd) has been criticized,3l it seems safe
to conclude that the analytics alone do not yield an unequivocal
recommendation as to their desirable legal status, .and policy considerations must be introduced.

For our purposes, however, the

policy considerations can be addressed just as conveniently with
respect to Pa , where the predatory price is above both the
mon~polist's

marginal costs and his average costs.

29 The use of average variable costs for.marginal.costs renders
Pb indistinguishable from Pa •
30 Pd may be above or below average
the use of average variable costs as
puts Pd in the same category as Pc.
variable costs, . the use of the proxy
of Pd.
31

variable costs. If below,
a proxy for marginal costs
If Pd is above average
has no effect on the status

See Scherer 1, note 1 supra, Scherer 2, note 1 supra, and
Williamson, note 1 supra.
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The analytical results for P a are entirely analogous to those
of the simple classical model; i.e., a price

can~

be above the

monopolist's costs and still be anticompetitive by excluding less
efficient entrants that might have had a procompetitive impact on
the market price.

Areeda and Turner nonetheless focus on the fact

that an equally efficient rival will not be eliminated by Pa.
They label this kind of pricing

behavior.~hy-·the

dominant firm

"competition on the merits" and argue that it not be regarded as
unlawful.
It is not entirely clear whether Areeda and Turner recognize
the possibility of an anticompetitive result stemming from the
elimination of a less efficient entrant.

However, it is clear

that even if they recognized such a possibility, they might nonetheless wish to maintain the lawful status of P a because of the
administrative· concerns which are summarized in our earlier discussion of

Typ~.I

and Type II errors.

Specifically, they are

fearful that any alternative rule will have serious consequences
in terms of deterring socially desirable pricing behavior by firms
with sizable market shares.
Several courts have adopted without reservation the Areeda
and Turner standards for illegal predation, while others have
shown some sympathy for the possibility that a price above the
monopolist's costs can result in an anticompetitive effect. 32
Their efforts to convert these concerns into rules of law have

32

See note 2 supra.
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yielded varying results, but typical is the approach taken by the
Memorex court. 33
In the Memorex case, the court rejected IBM's argument that
prices may be predatory only when they are below marginal or
average variable cost and indicated it would not rule out the
possibility of predation where prices were above marginal or
average variable cost but below the short-run profit-maximizing
• r--.- • -"-.

price and where barriers to entry were high.
ently refers to the possibility of future

g~in

The opinion frequby a dominant firm

by undercutting its current competitors (and presumably driving·
them out of business).

The court, however, found that Memorex did

not meet its burden of proof even on this looser standard for
predation.
Areeda and

Tu~ner

also discuss the possibility that the mono-

polist will elect to practice "limit pricing"; i.e., permanently
maintaining a price less than the short-run profit-maximizing
level in order "to deter entry.

They give an example in which the

monopolist's profit-maximizing price is $100 per unit, but $100
would attract entry where a $90 price would not, since average
total costs for a new entrant are $91 even at his most efficient
level of output.

(The monopolist's average total costs are

assumed to be.$80.)

Hence, the monopolist maintains his price at

$90 and entry is successfully deterred.

33

Memorex Corp. v. IBM, 458 F. Supp. 423 (N.D. Cal. 1978).
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~

.

The analytical

~argument

as to why such limit pricing should

be permitted is that the limit price gives the consumer all he
could ever hope to gain from competition (i.e., even with entry in
the Areeda and Turner example, the price would not go below
$91) .34"
There are three problems with

this.~rgument.

The first prob-

lem is that the argument overlooks (or dismisses) the

possibili~y

that allowing inefficient competitors to enter in the short run
may produce long-run benefits if those firms move down the
learning curve over time.
The second problem stems from the rich body of (highly
complex) 1 i terature de"aling with the optimal dynamic limi t pric"ing
strategy of a dominant firm. 35

The thrust of this literature is

that if there· is any serious lag to the process of entry, and if
the rate of

e~try

is affected by how high the monopolist sets his

price, then the optimal strategy for the monopolist (in our
example) maybe to set an initial price higher than $91 (and
reduce it gradually towards $91) as entrants corne in over time.
Thus while with limit pricing the consumer eventually gets the
benefit of a "competitive" price, there may still be a substantial
period during which he pays substantially more.

34 Essentially the same argument is presented in "Telex v. IBM:
Monopoly Pricing Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act~n-a4 Yale-L. J.
558 (1975).
35 This literature is nicely summarized in Scherer, Industrial
Market Structure and Economic Performance (1979), pp. 229-43.
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The third problem

i~

that if entry must occur on a large

scale to achieve reasonably efficient operation,~ an optimal
"limit" price may be well above the competitive level even when
the entrant is equally efficient.

We put this issue aside for the

moment, as it is the subject of the next section of the paper.
Our tentative conclusion is that the analytic arguments,
,~.-

..

-.-.

standing alone, are not sufficient to refrain from any legal
attack on limit pricing.

Recognizing this, Areeda and Turner 36 .

turn to two policy arguments to support their recommendations. The
first emphasizes the speculative and uncertain nature of any
possible long-run competitive gains from encouraging entrants that
are less efficient than the monopolist in the short run as compared
with the present (and certain) benefits
performance.

o~

superior competitive

The second argument relates to the administrative

problems; that is, the difficulty of corning up with an alternative
rule that produces superior'results.

This is obviously in the

spirit of the· Type I/Type II error kind of analysis suggested
above.
With respect to the policy arguments, it is important to
recall that those arguments are raised initially in the context of
Areeda and Turner's conviction that a price that passes their
"test" will exclude only less efficient rivals.

This conviction

must be reexamined, however, when the implicit assumption of

36

Areeda and Turner, supra note 1, at 705-6.
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small-scale entry gives way to the possibility that an entrant
must enter on a fairly large scale if it is not to suffer a
serious cost disadvantage.

It is this possibility which gave

rise to the extensive debate between Areeda and Turner and F. M.
Scherer, to which we now turn.
III.

Criticisms of the Areeda-Turner Model

.

~.-

A.

.

Scherer and Large-Scale Entry

When a would-be entrant is contemplating whether or not to
attempt entry, his primary concern is what his profits will be
and when he enters.

If.

Along with his own costs, this will depend on

the price that will prevail in the market' if and when he enters.
The current price itself is largely irrelevant to his calculus
unless he expects that it will remain unchanged as he enters. 37
Where entry occurs on a small scale, the assumption that
price after entry will be virtually identical to preentry price,
whi~e

not compeYling, is at least plausible.

The assumption rests

on the expectation that the monopolist will not expand output

37 Indeed, the early models of limit prlclng made precisely that
assumption. Hence, the price charged by the monopolist preentry
was the sole basis on which the prospective entrant made his
decision. This ·situation gave rise to the possibility of limit
pricing, i.e., maintaining low prices now to discourage future
entry. For a fuller description of the limit pricing model, see
Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance
(1979) at 234-36, and references cited therein.
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postentry to teach the entrant a lesson or to drive him out
altogether. 38
When entry must occur on a large scale not to incur a serious
cost disadvantage, there is a much greater likelihood that the
very fact of entry will depress prices below the preentry level.
This will fail to occur only if the dominant firm is willing to
reduce output enough to accommodate the

n~~.f~rm.

firm's output is large, this may be unlikely.

Where the new

In any event, it

would be extremely optimistic for the entrant to assume that the
market price will not be affected by entry.39
The upshot of all this is that the preentry price could be
quite profitable for the monopolist, but the price anticipated
by the entrant if he enters might be below his own costs even
where he is just as efficient (i.e., has access~to the same cost
function) as the dominant firm.

This possibility creates the

potential that by strategically choosing the preentry level of
price and output and demonstrating the resolve to maintain that

38 With small-scale entry, so long as the monopolist does not
expand output, the postentry price will not be appreciably
different from the preentry price. There is also an implicit
assumption that additional entry will not be forthcoming in
sufficient numbers to expand industry output enough to depress
price. See, for example, Sherman and Willet, "Potential Entrants
Discourage Entry," J. Pol. Econ. 75, Part 1 (August 1967).
39 The other side of the same coin is the credibility of any
threat by the monopolist to hold output at the preentry level.
This issue is discussed in greater detail below.
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ou tpu t, the domi nant~ firm can discou rage entry

~ven

by' an

equally

efficient rival without foregoing most of the short-run profits as
the simple limit pricing models suggest.
It is convenient to illustrate the large-scale entry problem
with the cost and demand functions used by Scherer in his exchange
with Areeda and Turner.

This is

depict~s;l.iJ:t

figure 4 below, which

contains the industry demand and marginal revenue curve and the
monopolist's marginal and average cost curves, appropriately
labeled.

The short-run

profit-maxim~zing

price is $17 and the

corresponding output is 100 units.
It is assumed that the entrant is equally efficient as the
monopolist in the follONing sense: he has access to a technology
(i.e., cost function) which is similar to that of the monopolist
in that there is some level of output which will yield average
(total) costs equal to $10 (the minimum of the monopolist's ATC).
The output leve) at which that occurs is not necessarily the same
output level at which the monopolist reaches his minimum average
(total) costs (i.e., 100 units).
Specifically, we will assume that the entrant's ATC bottoms
out at 80 units. 40

Hence, if the monopolist produces at his

short-run profit-maximizing output (100 units) and the entrant

40 The specific example we use here is different from Scherer's,
which focused on Areeda and Turner's average cost exception to
their marginal cost rule (Pb in our earlier discussion). Our
example shows that even if that exception were dropped, exclusion
of equally efficient firms would be feasible.
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Figure 4
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130

200

enters with an efficient plant (80 units), both firms ,would

ma~e

a

profit, since the market price at 180 units would be about $11 and
both firms would have average costs of $10.
Note that after entry the dominant firm might expand output-say, to 130 units--forcing the price (given the entrant's output of
80) below $10, at which both firms lose money.

If the dominant

firm has a deep enough pocket and can effectively threaten to
continue to absorb losses, the entrant may be driven out.

This,

however, is nothing more than our classical case of predation
dressed up with nonlinear cost curves.

Whether or not it is likely

to occur (or be effective), it is ille9al under the classical test
and, of course, under the Areeda and Turner tests as well. 41
Scherer, however, is concerned with a more subtle prospect.
Specifically"

suppose the dominant firm, anticipating the possi-

bility of entry, sets his preentry output at .130 (with a market
price of $14.90).

This prIce/output combination apparently vio-

lates neither ·the classical test nor any Areeda and Turner modification thereof.

If the entrant believes that the dominant firm

will maintain the level of output in the face of entry, he will
calculate that the market price will fall below $10 and he will
lose rnoney.42

Hence, he may decline to enter, and the dominant

41 Because at an output of 130 units, the dominant firm's average
and marginal costs both exceed the market price.
42 The entrant's output of 80 when added to the dominant firm's
output of 130 produces a price below $10.
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firm has deterred entry without engaging in predation.

(The .

deterrence is not costless to the dominant firm, since he has to
forego the short-run profit-maximizing price of $17 so long as
there is a threat of entry.

But at $14.90, he still does quite

well.)
.Thus, we have a situation where an equally efficient entrant
will apparently be deterred and where

iimO(t-

pricing does not yield

the consumer all the benefits he would get from competition.

If

this situation can realistically be expected to occur, we may have
a serious policy problem which the classical tests do not reach.
For while throughout this paper we have, pointed out that the
standard predatory pricing rules do not protect against the predation of a less efficient entrant; here we would have a case
where an equally efficient entrant is deterred from entering.
In one sense, there is nothing novel about the problem just
posed.

In our 'discussion of the demonstration effect in the

classical model, we noted that the ideal situation for a monopolist is to have an effective threat that he will predate if
entry occurs, since in this way he avoids entry without actually
having to lower prices.

Indeed, we see that often a single

episode of predation would not be profitable in its own right but
is carried out because of its impact on the expectations of future
entrants or would-be entrants in other geographic markets.

In

other situations, if he thought it might work, the monopolist
might simply announce his intention to cut prices should entry
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occur, with the idea of making the entrant believe it would be
unprof i table to enter.

~

A critique of each of these strategies, of course, is that
they cannot work in the face of laws governing predatory pricing
(assuming the prospective entrant is equally efficient), since if
the dominant firm does respond to entry by lowering prices, he
would be then pricing below costs in
tests.

violq~ion.of

the classical

Hence, the entrant will know that the dominant firm cannot

lawfully carry out the threat.

The threat, therefore, is not

"credible," and entry should not be deterred.

Does Scherer's

feared strategy differ in any significant way from the threat
mechanisms just discussed?

Specifically, is there any reason to

believe that the preentry expans ion of ou tpu t poses ·a credible
threat, where the other varieties did not?
The issue i,s whether the threat can be carried ou t wi thou t
the monopolist's violating the legal criteria for predation.

If

not, the entrant ought not· to be deterred, confident that the law
will protect him.

Specifically, if the monopolist maintains his

output at 130 units when the entrant enters with 80 units (driving
the price below $10), can the monopolist realistically be blamed
for violating the Areeda and Turner standards or any other predatory pricing rule?

Put differently, would the law require that
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the monopolist reduce output (to 120 units or less) so as to make
room for the entrant to operate profitably?43
It is difficult to give an unequivocal answer.

Areeda and

Turner seem to feel that there would exist an implicit obligation
for the monopolist to move over. 44

Some recent court opinions,

h'owever, seem to attach some weigh t to the question of who started
the p·rice cu tting. 45

It is possible that
the answer (properly or..
• r-.- . _.-.

not) may depend on the presence of documentary evidence indicating
that the preentry output was set deliberately with an eye toward
discouraging

ent~.

There is also an issue of economic credibility with respect
to the Scherer threat that is essentially the issue we discussed
in conpection with the classical model.

We indicated, in that

discussion, reasons why predation might prove to be a losing
strategy including the fact that the dominant firm would lose more
during the period of predation than the victim.

Hence, absent

certain other factors, the .ctual entrant might be skeptical that
the price war would continue if he, the intended victim, showed
some determination to call the monopolist's bluff.

Rather, he

might anticipate that the monopolist will quickly see the light

43 We have been assuming that the entrant is equally efficient in'
the sense described above. Obviously, we could also ask whether
the dominant firm must make room for a less efficient entrant.
44

Areeda and Turner 2, note 1 supra.

45 California Computer Products, Inc. v. IBM, 5 Trade Reg. Rep.
(CCH) ~ 62713 (1979). Note also that an important aspect of
McGee's discussion of the Standard Oil case was the question of
who initiated the price cutting. See McGee, supra note 6, at
154-67.
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r.:;::...

(~'

•

.

and come to a de facto understanding to share the market.

The

prospective entrant may even doubt that predation will be
attempted. 46
We have assumed, for purposes of examining the Scherer concern, that the "normal" fear of predation is not enough to deter
entry;' that is, the monopolist cannot expect to charge the short-

....

-

.. - .. -.

run profit-maximizing price and still deter entry by some sort of
implicit" threat or by various forms of "spoken" threats.

We want

to ask whether there is anything in the preentry expansion of output that makes postentry predation (by rigidly maintaining that
output in the face of below-cost prices) ,more likely and therefore
more credible as a threat.
The answer, I think, is equivocal but leans in the direction
of a more credible threat.

On the one hand, the monopolist's

plant, according to our simple description of it, is still optimally designed "to produce 100 units rather than 130.

Hence, the

monopolist will not suffer higher costs if he "backs off" to 100
onits, a level which, as we indicated, gives ample room for a new
entrant, and still leaves supernormal profits for the dominant
firm.

On the other hand, there are probably some one-time costs,

not reflected in our diagram, of moving to a higher sales level

46 The "other factors" tha"t might cause these conclusions to be
overturned involve the prospect of other entrants (either future
entrants in this market or entrants into other geographic or
related product markets) and the incentive this creates for the
dominant firm to absorb losses and thus to convey the appropriate
message.
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(getting used to a higher level of production, establishing customer contacts, etc.).

Such costs would make it at least somewhat

cheaper to remain at 130, once having already reached it, than to
expand at the time' of entry.47

Our conclusion is that there is a

"weak" degree of credibility, which could be improved if there
were s?me real disadvantage to the monopolist of going back to 100'
units after entry, occurs.

The prospect of' "de-liberately IIbuilding .

in,,48 such disadvantages is the subject of some recent literatureon predation and limit pricing and will be discussed further
below. 49
To summarize the findings of this section, it is possible
that if entry can occur economically only on a fairly large scale,
it may be possible for a monopolist to deter entry by an equally
efficient rival without appearing to violate the classical tests
for predation. " The policy problem remains of what alternative
criteria exist that, when all sources of enforcement error are
considered, give on balance better results.

47 The issue of sunk costs works both ways. The entrant might
conclude that once he had made the initial investment, the monopolist would realize that as long as the entrant was covering
variable costs, he (the entrant) would not be driven out. Hence,
the entrant would hope that the monopolist, recognizing this fait
accompli, would eschew the price war and reach an accommodation:48 The issue of building in disincentives to secret price cutting
in order to increase the stability of a scheme of tacit collusion
is discussed in Hay, "Oligopoly: Theory & Policy," unpublished
rna nu s c rip t •
49 Important recent works include Salop, "Strategic Entry
Deterrence," 69 Am. Econ. Rev. 335 (1979) and references cited
there in.
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This question is particularly acute in the present context,
because any alternative rule might force the firm to charge higher
prices in the periods preceding entry.

How then to distinguish

the low prices that are the result of a firm trying legitimately
(and procompetitively) to expand the consumer use of its product 50
from the low prices (and high output) designed to scare off an
....... . - .. -.
efficient entrant? This problem is so difficult to resolve that
-

one might well want to cling to some rather simple cost tests,
despite the knowledge that not all anticompetitive pricing conduct
can be covered.

An alternative approach was contained in the

Memorex decision, discussed earlier.

,Additional discussion about

alternatives will be deferred, however, until we have co,mpleted
our review of the criticisms of the classical theory of predation.
B.
r ..

Williamson and Strategic Positioning

In the p.revious section, we discussed a new set of problems
that may arise under the classical tests for predatory pricing (as
modified by Areeda and Turner) when the scale required for efficient entry is large enough to cause a depressing effect on the
market price.

Specifically, firms might set a preentry level of

output sufficiently large that if it was maintained after the
entry, price would fall below the entrant's (and the monopolist"s)

50 E.g., low aluminum prices as the result of an effort to
increase the substitution of aluminum for other metals. See M.
Peck, Competition in the Aluminum Industry (1961).
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costs.

Hence, if the threat by the dominant firm to maintain

output is credible, even an equally efficient eri-trant might be
deterred from entry.
We noted, however, that if the threat were actually carried
out, the dominant firm's price ex post would be below the AreedaTurner marginal cost floor.

It this would subject the dominant

firm to liability under the Sherman

Act,.~there

is serious doubt

that such a threat would be credible to the entrant, and the
strategy would not succeed.

Under such circumstances, the concern

raised by Scherer would not appear to pose a serious policy
problem.
However, in a recent paper, Oliver Williamson argues that
there is a more complex strategy available to the dominant firm
that may permit it to deter entry even where the Areeda and Turner
standard must be satisfied at all times. 51

This strategy involves

choosing plant .size and capital structure in anticipation of entry
that permit -the dominant "firm, without violating the Areeda-Turner
standard, to respond to entry
money.

~n

such a way that the entrant loses

The entrant, anticipating this unhappy result, is deterred

from making the attempt.

51

Williamson, note I supra.
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As Williamson points out:
Each"predator pricing rule gives rise to
pre-entry price, output, and investment adjustments on the part of dominant firms whose
markets are subject to encroachment. To
neglect the incentives of rules whereh¥
dominant firms make Ere-entry adaptive
responses of a strategic kind necessaril~
misses an important part of the problem. 2
"The key relationships in the Williamson model are contained

.

~.-

. -.-.

in figure 5, which depicts the industry demand curve and marginal
revenue curve and the dominant firm's long-run average cost curve.
The most important characteristic of the cost curve is that to
reach minimum optimal scale Omin' the firm must produce at a
fairly high level of output.

Q* is the unconstrained profit-

maximizing output.
The main assumptions of the Williamson model are as follows:

52

(1 )

The entrant has access to the same technology
(i~e., cost curve) as the dominant firm.

(2 )

The "entrant can enter at any scale he finds
profitable. In particular, he can enter at
less than minimum optimal scale if that alternative is most advantageous. In the Scherer
model,for reasons that were unspecified, the
entrant was required to enter at minimum
optimal scale even though a smaller scale may
have been more advantageous. 53 In this
respect, the Williamson model is more favorable
to the entrant than the Scherer model.

Williamson, supra note 1, at 293.

53 This proposition is illustrated in figure 4. If the dominant
firm maintains its output at 130 units, then the entrant, with his
shrunken version of the monopolist's cost curve, will be able to
cover costs by producing somewhere in the neighborhood of 60
units. This result comes about because the demand curve rises
more steeply than the cost curve.
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Figure 5
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OUTPUT

~

(3)

If entry actually occurs, the dominant firm
must choose an output such that postentry
price covers short-run marginal costs~{i.e.,
the Areeda-Turner criterion must be satisfied
at all times).
In this respect also, the
Williamson model is more favorable to the
entrant than the Scherer model.
There is,
however, one unstated but implicit exception
to this rule; namely, that the dominant firm
cannot be forced to reduce output if it means
he will be producing at less than minimum
optimal scale. 54
.......... -"-.

(4)

Unlike the Scherer model, where the entrant
expects the dominant firm's output to be
unchanged if he enters (a fairly pessimistic
assumption in its own right), in Williamson
the entrant expects that the dominant firm
will expand output postentry to the fullest
extent consistent with satisfying the marginal
cost standard.
In this respect, the Williamson
model is considerably less favorable to the
entrant than the Scherer model.

(5)

Unlike the Scherer model, in which the size of
the domihant firm's plant was chosen to fit
the no-entry profit-maximizing level of output" 55 in the Williamson model the plant size
is chosen strategically; that is, to permit the
firm ~o inflict losses on the entrant without
violating the Areeda and Turner rules.

With these assumptions we can turn to figure 6 to see how the
firm uses its choice of plant size strategically to discourage
entry.

Here the firm chooses to construct the plant associated

54 Otherwise the entrant could enter at any scale he saw fit,
the dominant firm would be forced to reduce output (so as to
maintain price) or withdraw entirely.

and

55 I.e., the cost curve in figure 4 should be considered to be
one of a family of short-run cost curves.
The specific cost curve
chosen was that which minimized average costs for the no-entry
level of output (100 units).
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with the short-run average and marginal cost curves depicted.
This plant is chosen because it results in the following dilemma'
for the entrant:
(a)

There is not enough room to enter at minimum
optimal" scale~ that is, if the entrant enters at
Omin' his output, when added to the output OM
of the dominant firm at minimum optimal scale
(given the plant size chosen), causes price to
fall below the entrant's average costs (and by
our nOll-explicit assumption, tHe "dominant firm
does not have to reduce output beyond Om to
make room for the entrant).

(b)

If the entrant chooses an output less than
Omin' for any output chosen the dominant firm
can, if necessary, expand output enough to cause
the postentry price to be below the entrant's
average cos ts bu t not below its, Otln short-run
marginal costs. 56

Hence, there is no output the entrant can choose that will be
profitable, and he will decline to enter.

Meanwhile, the dominant

firm, having chosen the plant size strategically with a view
towards entry, will operate it at the short-run profit-maximizing
level (given the plant

si~e),

02.

Williamson notes that the out-

put level 02 is greater than the no-entry profit-maximizing output
Q*, so the consumer gains some advantages from the precommitment

strategy employed by the dominant firm but not as much benefit as

56 For levels of output in the vicinity of Om~n' the entrant's
costs will exceed price even if the dominant flrm holds output at
Om. However, as the demand and cost curves are drawn, as the
entrant further reduces output, price increases faster than his
average costs, and at some output level they are equal. At this
point the dominant firm must begin to expand output past Om if he
wishes price to remain below the entrant's costs.
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Figure 6
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OUTPUT

he would have gained had the monopolist not behaved strategically
and had entry taken place.
The conclusion that can be drawn from the Williamson model is
that there is another situation in which the classical test (as
amended by Areeda and Turner) fails to deter undesirable predatory
(or limit) pricing by a dominant firm.

The key to this particular

model is the possibility that a firm willOatioose its plant size
with a view towards allowing it flexibility in responding to new
entry by expanding output and driving down the price, while at the
same time not violating the predatory pricing guidelines.
There are two questions that ought to, be raised with respect
to the Williamson model.

The first is whether the behavior

described by Williamson makes sense for the monopolist from a
long-run profit-maximization standpoint.

For the Williamson

threat to work probably requires that the extra-large plant be in
place at the time. 'the entrant is ready to produce.

Given the

uncertainty 'surrounding the entrant I s plans and the time needed to
co~struct

or expand one's own plant, this means that the dominant

firm might have to forego the no-entry profit-maximizing output
level more or less permanently in anticipation of possible future
entry.57

It might be the case, however, that the present

discounted value of profits would be maximized by operating from

57 Clearly this problem could be assumed away by assuming that
the dominant firm is aware of the entrant's planning and can
expand his plant in less time than it takes the entrant to build a
new one.
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an optimal-size plant and hoping that some lawful strategies will
still work to discou~age most entrants. 58

This ~dilemma' for the

monopolist is peculiar to the Williamson model, since in the
Scherer model the dominant firm need merely expand output (from
the existing optimal-size plant) when he senses that entry is
around the corner.

This is not intended as a criticism of ·the

Williamson model so much as a statement.-of --some additional condi-:tions necessary to make the model plausible.
A second question goes to the credibility of the Williamson
threat, and is similar to issues raised in connection with our
other models as well.

Put simply, if the entrant actually takes

the plunge and builds his plant, is he likely to be driven out by
the dominant firm's strategy?

The entrant has invested in fixed

plant and equipment just like the monopolist.
abandon it in' the face of low prices?

Is he likely to

While variable cost curves

do not appear.in the Williamson diagrams, from inspection it does
not appear as though the Williamson postentry price is below the
shutdown point of the entrant. 59
In addition, the dominant firm is foregoing considerable profits during the price war.

Is it possible, given the unlikelihood

that the entrant will be driven out in the short run, that the

58 This issue is discussed in Williamson, "Williamson on Predatory
Pricing II," 88 Yale L. J. 1183 (1979).
59 If the threat contained in the Williamson model is not credible, then entry deterrence might require an even larger plant, so
that if entry occurs, the entrant will lose money even if the
monopolist and the entrant cooperate postentry. See Salop, note 49
supra.
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dominant firm's optimal strategy will be to reach a live-and-Ietlive understanding with the entrant?

If so, and the entrant antic-

ipates this, he may not be deterred from entry.

Again, this

problem is not unique to the Williamson model 60 and one might not
need much risk aversion on the entrant's part to eliminate any
doubts

~bout

the efficacy of the limit pricing strategy.

Having noted that under certain assumpt"fons, including those
related to strategic behavior, the Areeda-Turner rules fail to
deter all anticompetitive predation, Williamson considers the
possibility of alternative rules.

However, his focus is not on

whether alternative rules will be more

eff~ctive'

in halting preda-

tory or limit pricing: he properly despairs of finding such a
rule that does not by itself create inefficiencies. 6l

Rather, his

primary goal is to make the firm that insists on limit pricing
provide the maximum possible consumer benefits in the preentry
world. 62
Wil1ia~son

proposes an output rule which he compares favor-

ably to the Areeda-Turner rules on efficiency grounds.

The rule

prohibits the dominant firm from increasing output beyond the

60

See pp. 159-61 infra.

61 We have described these inefficiencies as costs from Type I
Error: i.e., from prosecuting (or deterring) socially desirable
pricing.
62 Recall that in the simplest limit pricing model the monopolist
can deter an efficient entrant only by setting price at the competitive level to begin with. Of course, if the monopolist is successful in deterring entry, the preentry world lasts indefinitely.
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preentry level in response to entry.

While, as we indicated, this

does not eliminate limit pricing" it requires

th~

dominant firm;

in the course of limit pricing, to produce at a higher level in
the preentry period than it

wou~d

if it could wait for the entrant

to· make its move before increasing output.

Higher preentry output

obviously means lower price, so the consumer is better off than
under the simple no-entry profit-maximizi~ng -p'rice.

Indeed,

Williamson argues that his rule has superior efficiency properties
in the preentry period to the Areeda-Turner rules, although this
has been the subject of rather heated debate. 63
IV.

Conclusions
This paper has examined a variety of models of predatory and

limit pricing.
lying

These models have differed widely in their under-

assumpti~ns

and their behavior outcomes.

Yet, in other ways

the models have much in common, and comments made on the simplest
classical model carry forward to the most complex of models.
Specifically, we can make the following observations:
(a)

63

Predatory (or limit) pricing under certain
hypothetical conditions can be a profitable
strategy. Conditions favorable to profitable
predation include the following: situations
where the entrant, if he survives, is expected
to benefit from learning by doing but will
give up quickly in the face of a short-run
losses; situations of several geographic
markets where a threat carried out once is
believed in other markets; situations where

See Areeda and Turner, "Williamson on Predatory Pricing," 87
J. 1337 (1978) and Williamson, note 58 ~upra.

Yale~
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future entrants would be deterred after
witnessing predation against a current
entrant; and situations where an entrant
suffers severe cost penalties if he does not
enter on a large scale.
(b)

Predatory pricing can have anticompetitive
consequences. Moreover, anticompetitive consequences can ensue even where the entrant is
"less efficient" than the dominant firm •

. (c)

No simple rule appears capable of stopping all
possible instances of anticom~et!tive predatory or limit pricing.

(d)

In addition to social costs from undeterred
predation, there may be equally serious costs
if socially desirable pricing strategies are
discouraged. This discouragement can occur
ei ther because the rule governing preda tion
explicitly forbids such a pricing strategy or
because the rule is sufficiently imperfect in
administration that risk-averse firms will
eschew certain legitimate strategies out of
fear of being prosecuted.

(e)

The ideat rule will not be costless, but will
achieve a balance of the costs associated with
error; that is, error from undeterred predation
(Type II) and error from overzealous
prosecution and deterrence (Type I).

Methods of dealing with predatory pricing have fallen into
one of the following categories:
(a)

No prohibitions on pricing at all;

(b)

Cost-based rules (e_g., the Areeda-Turner
rules);

(c)

Cost-based rules with provision for exception
under certain well-defined circumstances
(e.g., the Memorex rule that might prohibit a
monopolist's price reduction, even though the
price remains above costs, where barriers to
entry are high) i
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(d)

Non-cost-based rules;
(This category includes Williamson's output ,
rule and a proposal from Baumol that requires
any price reduction by a monopolist in the
face of entry to be continued in effect even
if the entrant expires. )64

(e)

Discretion with the courts to pursue a more
or less ad hoc inquiry into the long-run
welfare implications of pricing behavior in a
specific fact situation.
(Such an inquiry might utilize internal evidence of the monopolist's interft:.-·-· This in
effect is Scherer's proposal.)

The attractiveness of one method over another will depend on
many factors.

First and foremost, however, is the decision-

maker's expectation as to the likelihood of predation in a world
of no rules.

Implicit or explicit in the writing of many of the

classical writers 65 was the view that predation would never be
profitable and would not be attempted (or if attempted, could not
succeed).

Hence, to minimize the discouragement of welfare-

improving price behavior, they would opt for no rule.

A second

major factor is the degree of confidence in the ability of the
enforcement agencies and the courts to make correct decisions in
situations where good data not always available and surrounding
circumstances are complicated.

64 See Baumol, "Quasi-Permanence of Price Reduction: A Policy for
Prevention of Predatory Pricing," 89 Yale L. J. 1 (1979).
65 And some of their descendants.
Paradox (1978).
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See R. Bork, The Antitrust

The choice among the various candidates is not easily maoe.
The vast differences between the many

distinguish~~

economists

an~

lawyers who have addressed themselves to predatory pricing is
testimony to that point.

It is hoped that further reflection and

analysis in light of the principles laid out in this paper will
help decide.
,r.· . _.-.
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"[t]he mere accumulation of patents, no matter hCM many,
is not in itself illegal."

Automatic Radio Mfg. Co. v.

Hazeltine Research, Inc., 339 U.S. 827, 834 (1950).
I.

Introduction
The Supreme Court's statement in' Automatic Radio v.

Hazeltine Research regarding the accumulation of patents is one
finding in a series of precedential decisions that define the
intersection of patent exploitation and illegal monopolization
under Section. 2 of the Sherman Act.

Although the Court left ample

room for consideration of behavior in conjunction with patent
acquisition that may be deemed in violation of the antitrust laws,
the decision recognizes the right of individuals to pursue the
rewards of the U.S. Patent Code, which may convey monopoly power

•• 1-

*

Professor of Economics at University of California at Berkeley.
This paper is based in part on joint work with David Newbery,
reported in R. J. Gilbert and D. N. G. Newbery, "Preemptive
Patenting and the Persistence of Monopoly," Am. Econ. Rev.
(forthcoming). I am grateful to Roger Blair, Robert Reynolds, and
Ingo Schmidt for helpful comments.

-<~
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in the economic sense, without regard to the number of patents
eventually accumulatec.
On several occasions the Supreme Court and lower courts
affirmed the limitations of the Automatic Radio v. Hazeltine
Research decision.
Section 2.1

Patent acquisition is not outside the scope of

As in cases not involving patents, a Section 2 viola-

tion requires evidence of exclusionary

con~lict:",

along with either"

the attainment of monopoly or specific intent to monopolize and a
dangerous probability of success. 2

To date, the exclusionary

behavior necessary for patent acquisition to violate Section 2 of - "
the Sherman Act or other antitrust laws has included examples of
the following practices.

(i)

The firm acquired one or more patents under conditions
of

fr~ud

(e.g., suppression of evidence which might

have p1.aced the patent in the public domain).3

1

L. A. Sullivan, Handbook of the Law of Antitrust (1977),

p. 507.

2 See Swift & Co. v. U.S., 196 u.s. 375, and Walker Process
Equip. Inc. v. Food MaChInery & Chemicals Corp., 382 U.S. 172.
3 See Walker Process v. Food Machinery and u.S. v. Singer Mfg.
Co., 347 U.S. 174.
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(ii)

The

firm~acquired

a patent portfolio at least in part
~

through the purchase of patents or exclusive licenses
on potentially competitive technology.4

(iii)

The firm engaged in extensive cross-licensing of
potentially competitive technology with one or more

. ...
~

---.

firms already in the industry and with restrictions on
the availability of licenses to new entrants.

Particu-

lar emphasis is on cross-licenses for nonbloCking
patents. 5

·(iv)

The firm licensed patents to potential competitors with
price,.use, or exclusive grant-back provisions designed
to extend the scope of an existing patent monopoly.6

This is a cursory review of factors contributing to Section 2
violations involving patents, and it is not my purpose to explore
the economic implications of alternative licensing arrangements. 7

4 See Kobe, Inc. v. Dempsey Pump Co., 344 U.S. 837, U.S. v.
United Shoe Machinery Corp., 347 U.S. 521.
5

~~

See U.S. v. Hartford-Empire Co., 232 U.S. 386.

6 Examples include U.S. v. United States Gypsum, 333 U.S. 364:
u.S. v. New Wrinkle, Inc., 342 U.S. 371: U.S. v. General Elec. Co.
(Lamps), 80 F. Supp. 989.
7 A detailed study of patent license arrangements is in W. S.
Bowman Jr., Patents and Antitrust Law, A Legal and Economic
Appraisal (1973).
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I shall address solely the possible anticornpetitive effects of
research and development activity and patent expl.?itation intern?l
to the firm.

The Report of the Attorney General's National

Committee mittee to Study the Antitrust Laws (1955) implies that
accumulation of patents based entirely on internal research and
development is not an exclusionary practice in violation of
Section 2.

This conclusion contrasts with
Hand's remarks in
. Judge
. -"-.
~.-

the Alcoa case, which specifically mentioned "drastic expenditures
of research and development with knowledge or intent to preempt
and dominate an industry" as a possible Section 2 offense. 8
Judge Hand's remarks are exceptional, since the records of
antitrust decisions reflect a strong support for internal research
and development as activi ty which is nonexclusionarY and honestly
industrial.

No doubt the performance of the courts has been moti-

va ted by the cl,ear objective of the patent grant, as authorized by
the Constitution" "to prorote the progress of science and useful
arts, by securing for limi ted times to authors and inventors the
exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries ... 9
While the rotivation is clear for distinguishing the act of
patenting itself from abuses of the patent grant, this paper questions the logic of the distinction.

By imposing restrictions on

the use of the patent grant, the courts have determined implicitly
a tradeoff between incentives for R. & D. and the exercise of

8

u.s. v. Aluminum Co. of America, 148 F.2d 416.

9

u.S. Constitution art. I, sec. 8.
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monopoly power.

Section II of this paper demonstrates that a

similar tradeoff between monopoly power and R. & D. incentives
exists even if all R. & D. is internal to the firm and each patent
is exercised without the use of restrictive practices.

A firm

with monopoly power as a consequence of existing patents or other
fortuitous circumstances may have more to gain than potential
rivals from research and development of competitive technologies.
Put another way, the firm can protect and maintain its monopoly
position by developing and patenting substitute technologies. The
preservation of monopoly through internal research and
development--or preemptive research and development expenditures
in the language of Judge Hand--may prove more profitable than the
purchase of exclusive licenses from potential rivals.

Further-

more, research and development may produce patents which are valuable to a competitor but are left dormant by a firm with monopoly
power.

These results emerge 'from a simplified analysis of preemp-

tive patenting, and while they depend on particular assumptions,
the results apply in more general circumstances.
The existence of an inviolable patent right is not a crucial
element of the incentive for preemptive investment.

What is

important is that the net return from invention and innovation
must be sufficiently great to compensate for the competition from
imitating firms.

Expressed in terms of an advantage to being

first, the theory of preemption also applies to activities such as
capacity investment, firm location, brand selection, and product
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differentiation, although each case presents special considerations that alter the' costs and benefits of preemptive behavior. IO
Preemption cannot be effective if the gains from being second are
not much less than the gains from being first.

Also, in the

absence of effective patent protection, preemption need not result
in the presearvation of a monopoly position in an industry.
Section III of the paper examines
tive patenting for economic efficiency.

.~e-.implications

of preemp-

I~

Successful preemption

requires that a firm patent before competitors.

Luck aside, a

preempting firm must be at least as progressive as rivals.

Non~~

theless, a progressive R. & D. strategy could adversely affect
economic efficiency if potential competitors must conduct an
active R. & D. program in order to maintain an effective competitive threat.

If preemption keeps competitors off the frontier of

technical progress, the strategy could create a barrier to entry
as competitors'. costs of product development and production lag

10 For a discussion of preemptive capacity investment, see A. M.
'Spence, "Entry, Capacity, Investment, and Oligopolistic Pricing,"
8 Bell J. Econ. 534 (Autumn 1977), and "Investment Strategy and
Growth in a New Market," 10 Bell J. Econ. 1 (Spring 1979), and R.
J. Gilbert and R. G. Harris, "Investment Decisions with Economies
of Scale and Learning," 71 Am. Econ. Rev. 172 (May 1981, no. 2).
A discussion of firm location is in B. C. Eaton, "The Theory of
Spatial Preemption: Location as a Barrier to Entry," Queens
University Discussion Paper (1976), and R. Reynolds, "Location and
Entry Deterrence," U.S. Dept. of Justice Discussion Paper (1978).
Brand selection is examined in R. Schmalensee, "Entry Deterrence
in the ...Ready-to-Eat Breakfast Cereal Industry," 9 Bell J. Econ. 1
(Autumn 1978), and for an early discussion of product differentiation, see R. F. Lanzillotti, "Multiple Products and Strategy: A
Development of Chamberlin's Theory of Products," 68 Q. J. Econ.
461 (1954). For a current discussion of issues in strategic
behavior, including preemption, see the article by Spence, infra,
pp. 1-48.
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behind the costs of

t~e

dominant firm.

As the cost gap .increasesJ

the dominant firm can reduce expenditures on R. & D. with a lower
risk of encouraging entry.
Before condemning preemptive patenting, note that a preemption strategy must begin with accelerated investment in R. & D.,
which can be relaxed only if it is successful
and if market
-"-.
.~.a-.

experience is essential to the efficiency of R. & D. and production.

If preemption is not successful, or if the success is only

transient, the net result is a progressive industry without
persistently high market concentration.
Section IV of the paper is a review 'of empirical results on
the role of patents in industrial markets.

The evidence does not

justify a broad policy designed to minimize instances of preemptive patenting by reducing the monopoly value of patents, as the
disincentive effects on R. & D. could, and very probably would far
outweigh the benefits from reduced concentration.

Nonetheless,

studies show substantial differences in technological opportunities and in the monopoly value of patents from one industry to
another.

In view of the very limited monopoly power afforded by

patents in most industries, preemptive patenting could occur in
only exceptional circumstances.

The issue of preemption as perva- .

sive behavior would involve the gains to established firms from
accelerated research and development (and other) expenditures distinct from patenting.

Section V presents two antitrust cases

involving allegations of monopolization in conjunction with
patenting.
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II.

The Strategic Use of Preemptive Patenting
A Model of Preemptive R. & D.
The incentives for preemptive patenting emerge most clearly

in a simple model.

Suppose an existing firm has a monopoly posi-

tion in the sale or manufacture of a product (labeled product 1).
I will'assume that product 1 is a well-defined
market and the
• r--." • -.-.
existing firm's share of that market is 100 percent, although much
less drastic assumptions will do.

The essential ingredient is

that the existing firm enjoy considerable monopoly power in the
market for product 1.

This monopoly may be the consequence of an

earlier patent or unique access to factors of production or distribution.
The next assumption concerns the possibility of entry into
the market whlch is currently the sole domain of the existing firm
with product 1.

I will assume that entry can take place only

through the invention and

pa~enting

of a single patentable substi-

tute for the monopolist's product, which I will label product 2.
This is admittedly a powerful assumption, and allowing more avenues of entry will alter, but not necessarily destroy, the incentives for preemptive patenting.

I will return to this question.

The possibility of patenting product 2 introduces three possible outcomes that are relevant to the analysis.
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(a)

No one p.atents product 2.

In this case

th~

existing firm continues to enjoy the quiet
life of a monopolist with product 1.

For

illustration, assign ap annual value of $100
for the profits earned by the firm when no
one patents product 2.

.

~.-

(b)

.. -.-.

A competitor patents product 2.

Assume all

potential competitors are similar, so that
there is no need to distinguish one rival
from another.

The effect of entry on the

former monopolist's profit will depend on the
characteristics of products 1 and 2, and on
the competitive practices of the rival firms.
For illustrative purposes once again, assume
entry lowers the existing firm's profits to
$70 per annum and assume the entrant firm
earns an equal amount from the sale of
product 2.

Total industry profits are $140,

which exceeds the former monopolist's profits
of $100.

The increase in industry profits

may occur because product 2 appeals to a
different market than product 1 (they are
differentated products) or because product 2
has lower production costs _than product 1,
but market prices permit the sale of both.
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(c) The monopolist patents product 2.
olist's quiet life continues, but

The monopproduc-

n~

tion opportunities are expanded to include
the possible manufacture and sale of product
2 along with product 1.

Unless the monopo-

list is managerially or technically disadvantaged relative to a

cOI1JP-~.ti-tor,

the monop-

olist can earn (at the very least) the same
net revenues as a rival firm from the sale of
product 2.

The monopolist need only repli-

cate the activities of the competitor.

This

would generate at least the $70 of annual
profits earned in case (b) from the sale of
product 2.

In addition, the monopolist can

earn $70 of annual profits from the sale of
proQuct 1 by acting in the same way as in
case (b), where entry occurs.
If the monopolist can duplicate the
activities of an entrant, the monopolist can
earn the $140 of total industry profits, as
in case (b); but this is only a lower bound.
Competition typically erodes total industry
profits.

By patenting product 2 and avoiding

competition, the monopolist has the opportunity to coordinate pricing and production
of both products, to increase total profits
above the $140 earned when entry occurs.
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Assume the monopolist can earn $150 per year
from the sale of both products.
The outcome s correspondi ng to cases (a), (b), and (c) are
summarized in table 1.

The rows correspond to products 1 and 2,

and the columns are the firms that patent the particular product_.
Each box contains two numbers; the entx;y· -in the northwest corne.r
is the profit earned by the monopolist, and the entry in the
southeast corner is the profit earned by the rival.

Thus the

lower left-hand box contains the profits earned if the monopolist
patents product 2, while the lower right-hand box contains the
profits earned if a rival patents product 2.

Note that the

difference between monopoly profits with and without product 2 is
$50, while the profit earned by a rival is $70.

This has led

Arrow to conclude that a monopolist has a lower incentive to
invent than a.potential competitor. ll

While this result is gener-

ally true, it is not relevant to the situation where entry may
occur and threaten the monopolist's market.

The relevant incen-

tive for the monopolist is the difference between the $150 earned
with product 2 and the $70 earned if a rival patents product 2, or
$80 per year.

Furthermore, the difference between the former

monopolist's profits with and without a rival always exceeds the·
profits earned by the rival when competition erodes industry
profits and the monopolist is as efficient as the rival firm.

11 K. J. Arrow, "Economic Weifare and the Allocation of
Resources to Invention," in The Rate and Direction of Inventive
Activity (1962).
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TABLE 1

Prof its"Condi tional on Market Structure
and Patent Rights

Firm

Original
Monopolist

Rival

Patent
Product 1

Product 2
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The responsiveness of inventive and innovative activity to
market forces has a long history of debate, but statistics suggest
that industrial development of new products and processes responds
to perceived profitmaking opportunities. 12

A conclusive proof of

the relation between profits and R. & D. is extremely difficult,
but case studies by Mansfield offer some support. 13

. ...
~

---.

A study of a

large electrical equipment manufacturer showed that the commitment
of funds to R. & D. projects increased with expected profitability, and in several industries projects were accelerated when
profits were sensitive to early completion.
These studies support a view that patenting and product
development will tend to occur when expected profits are higher,
and that there is a tradeoff between the cost of an R. & D. program and the timing of both patenting and product development.
Figure 1 presents an oversimplified description of this tradeoff.
The time T is the lag between the initiation of an R. & D. program
and the award of patent protection, and C is the present-value
cost of the R. & D. program.

More generally, the patent date

bears a highly uncertain relation to expenditures on R.

&

D., but

on average, the lag should decrease with greater expenditures on
R. & D.--at least for relatively short expected lags.

One might

12 The sensitivity of R. & D. to profit opportunities is discussed in detail in section IV.
13 E. Mansfield, Industrial Research and Technological
Innovation (1968).
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Total
Cost

......

o

-"-.

Time lag before
patenting

Figure 1. Relation between costs of patenting and time lag between
start of program and actual patenting.

i~-
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argue that beyond some point, additional delays only increase
total discounted costs, as the efficiency of the~ research and
development team may fall while certain overhead expenses continue
for the duration of the project.
In the absence of any barriers to entry in the performance of
resea~ch

and development, competition should result in normal eco--

nomic profits from R.

&

D. when the coses· ·of-" the research programs

are taken into account and adjustments are made for risk.

In gen-

eral, competition will lower expected profits by reducing the
probability that anyone firm will patent and by obligating firms
to spend more on R. & D. as a prerequisite to success.

A complete

analysis of this problem awaits further researCh,14 but as an
approximation, assume "competitors bid for the patent by quoting an
amount which they are prepared to spend on R. & D.

If the patent

lag is a deterministic function of expenditures, the firm that
bids the most will win the patent, and competition will insure
that the winner earns only a normal return on the R. & D. program.
Since the assumptions leave no allowance for risk, the amount
committed to R. & D. must equal the present-value profits from the
patent on product 2.

For a competitor, this is $70 per year,

discounted from the date of invention.

14 Examples of equilibrium models of R. & D. include the work of
G. C. Loury, "Market Structure and Innovation," 93 Q. J. Econ.
395 (August 1979) and P. Dasgupta and T. Stiglitz, "Uncertainty,
Industrial Structure, and the Speed of R. & D.," 11 Bell J. Econ.
1 (Spring 1980).
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Now suppose the monopolist joins in the bidding for patent
righ ts to product 2.

A.l though the patent increases monopoly prof ~

its by only $50, the opportunity cost to the monopolist of failing
to patent product 2 is $80 per year.

Therefore, the monopolist

should bid up to the present value of $80 per year, or $10 per
year more than any competitor.
The situation is illustrated in

figur~ii2

•. - The curve labeled·

~:'.

$70 is the present value of the patent to a competitor who patents _
at date

the value falls with T, as a longer invention lag

T~

means profits start at a later date.

The curve labeled $80 is tbe_.

value of the patent to the monopolist when the monopolist patents
at date T.

The date TC is the earliest patent date for which

profits to a competitor are not less than the cost of invention.
This is the date which should result from competitive bidding for
the patent.

Now" at TC, the value of the patent to the mono-

polist exceeds its cost (at TC, the cost of the patent equals its
value to a competitor, which is less than the value to the mono-

I
I

polist).

!

The monopolist can spend more than a competitor on

R. & D. and advance the patent date before TC.

The monopolist

i

I ~".

I

~

can patent as early as TO and still break even on R. & D., but in
this simple example with no uncertainty, the monopolist need only

I
I
I
t

advance the date slightly before TC (by spending slightly more on
R. & D.) in order to preempt all potential competitors.
Note that the logic of this simple example does not depend
on the particular numbers assumed.
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More generally, let nc
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represent the annual profit earned by a competitor with the
patent, ITm the total profit earned by the monopolist with both'
patents, and ITo the prof it earned by the former monopolist when a
rival firm enters the market.

Preemption is a prof i t-maximiz ing

strategy whenever ITm - ITo (the opportunity cost of not preempting)
exceeds ITc (the maximum amount the monopolist must spend to preempt rival firms).

Th is condi tion reduee·s-·-to ITm > ITo + nc '

or monopoly profits must exceed total profits with competition •.
In most circumstances this is a quite reasonable presumption.
Preemption v. Licensing
Instead of preemptive patenting, the monopolist could
purchase an exclusive license to the competitive technology, if
and when it is patented by another.

The patent acquisition

blockades entry, and the monopolist should be willing ·to pay for
exclusion.

However, the patentee should know the the patent is

more valuable- to the monopolist, and should attempt to extract
some of this value in
summarized in table 1.

r~alties.

Consider the situation

The patent is worth $70 to a potential

entrant and $80 to the monopolist.

A potential competitor could

offer the monopolist exclusive patent rights and demand up to $80
in compensation, since it is worth that much to the monopolist to
avoid entry.
,:'-,

:.,~

The possibility of selling out to the monopolist

increases rivals' incentives to invent, but it does not eliminate
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the' gains from preemption.

The patent is still worth $80 to the

monopolist and, depending on the outcome of a bargaining process,
somewhere between $70 and $80 to a rival.

If only for transaction

costs, a rival should not expect to receive the full $80 monopoly
value for the patent.

Note that if the purchase of exclusive

licenses is made illegal,15 this decreases the potential reward

. •...
,.....

- ..

~.

(in the form of royalties for exclusive licenses) to potential
competitors and hence increases the incentive for preemptive
patenting. 16
Preemption and "Sleeping Patents"
Suppressed, or "sleeping," patents are inventions that are
not put to commercial use.

Although most patents sleep because

they are economically inferior to existing technology or not worth
the development cost, the possibility that a firm or group of

174

15 The purchase of exclusive licenses is not
se illegal.
However, in u.S. v. Singer Mfg. Co., 374 u.S.
,-a3 S. Ct. 1773,
10 L. Ed. 2d 823 (1963), the Court declared purchase of an exclusive license, where a nonexclusive license would have provided
adequate protection, an "exclusionary" act contributing to a
Sherman Act Section 2 violation.
16 Of course, in the preemption case the firm produces a new
patented design, while patent acquisition is merely a transfer of
existing patented technology from one firm to another. For this
reason, preemption may be viewed with more sympathy than patent
acquisition. The distinction is quite similar to that encountered
when a firm increases its market share ~ building new capacity
versus acquisition of a competitor's capacity.
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firms with monopoly pOwer might suppress a

patent~that

a 'competi-

tor would use has been an issue of antitrust concern17 and a
driving force for compulsory licensing under several national
patent codes. 18

Whether or not patent suppression is a signifi-

cant issue will be addressed later, in section IV, but for now I
will cons ider only the incentive for patelfl;.t.ing an invention that
is not put to use.
In a world of certainty, a monopolist protected from entry
would never invest resources to produce a sleeping patent, since
the monopolist could postpone the patent date until the best
moment for innovation and reduce present discounted costs.1 9

Yet

a sleeping patent may occur as a result of preemptive patenting by
the monopolist.

As· an illustration, consider the case where

product 2 has the same production cost and the same demand characteristics as product 1, but development of the new

prod~ct

the patented design to the production stage is costly.

from

The firm

with product 1 would never produce product 2, but it could be
profitable to patent product 2 and suppress its use.

17

See Sullivan, supra note 1, at 511-12.

18 See UNCTAD, The Role of the Patent System in the Transfer of
Technology to Developing Countries (United Nations, 1975), p. 10.
19 See, e.g., P. Dasgupta, R. J. Gilbert, and J. E. Stiglitz,
"Invention and Innovation Under Alternative Market Structure: The
Case of Natural Resources," Princeton Univers i ty Work ing Paper
(1979) •
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Table 2 shows the profits from patenting the essentially
identical products 1 and 2.

The patent on product 2 clearly

cannot increase the monopolist's profits of $100 which he would
earn with only product 1.

If a rival firm patents product 2, I

assume both firms earn $40 per year, so that total profits fall
from $100 to $80.

As before, the monopolist must spend only

slightly more than $40 to preempt all rivai~," -~'nd the benefit
from preemption is the difference between a profit of $100 with
the sleeping patent and $40 if entry occurs.

Preemption is a

profitable strategy, even though the preempted patent is never
used.

Indeed, the argument for preempting and suppressing a

patent is quite strong when the patented technology is less efficient than the existing technology.

In this case, total industry

profits when a competitor uses the new technology are lower than"
monopoly profits--not only because competition lowers profits, but
also because the. use of the less efficient technology lower total
industry profits.

Multiple Patents
The preceding discussion suggests that preemptive patenting
should be more conspicuous than it is.

Several reasons could be"

advanced to explain the apparent contradiction.

Section IV

examines survey and statistical data on the role of patent protection in R. & D. programs.

In most industries, patent infringe-

ment is rarely a significant barrier to entry.

Most components,

processes, and machines can be designed in many different ways
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TABLE 2
Profits Conditional on Market Structure and Patent
Rights When Products 1 and 2 are Identical

Firm
Original
Monopolist
Patent
Product 1

Product 2
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Rival

with similar perforI1lflnce characteristics.

No two products--.for

example, toasters--may be exactly alike, but a competitor can
design his toaster to avoid infringing patents owned on another's
toaster without a serious loss of market appeal.

The process of

imitation might be called "inventing around" a patent, or perhaps
there simply may be many roads to the same destination •

.

~.-

..

---.

The consequences of extending the preceding analysis to allow
for multiple patents is obviously dramatic.

If at any moment of .

time there are many patentable versions of economically similar
products with comparable development costs, then the use of
preemptive patenting to fence in a monopoly is about as effective
as holding back a flood with a sieve.

It should be clear that the

crucial question in a preemption strategy is the degree to which
patenting can successfully impede the entry of competitors.

This

requires that existing patents be effective in preventing entry
using available technology (which may include infringing patents).
It also requires that at any moment of time existing patents leave
very Ii ttle room f"or the development of new potentially competitive techniques, either by current competitors or from research
and deve lopment in other fields. 20
The evidence presented in section IV suggests that patents
are not effective in restraining competition in most industries.

20 A more detailed discussion of preemption with multiple patents
is in R. J. Gilbert and D. N. G. Newbery, "Preemptive Patenting
and the Pers is tence of Monopoly," Am. Econ. Rev. ( forthcomi ng) •
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However, the degree of" patent protection varies, and in exceptional cases patent infringement can be a significant barrier to
entry.

In the vast majority of industries a wide range of tech-

nological alternatives in a given product area rules out preempt'ion as a 'credible strategy to maintain monopoly.2l

Although this

paper deals almost entirely with the possible -a·nticompetitive
effects of preemption in the exceptional cases where it can occur,
the cost of patenting can have important consequences for market
structure when preemption is not effective.

To the extent that

new product development is necessary to avoid infringing patents,
this raises the cost of entry.

The abundant literature on limit

pricing shows how 'entry costs are a factor in

~ermitting

a

dominant firm to impede entry while earning greater than normal
profits. 22

The ,costs of inventing around patents vary, but note

that it is not the cost of patenting that affects entry, but the
cost of developing a new design.

Even if patenting itself were a

minor expense, new product development incurs expenses that could
be avoided by using already patented designs.
Of course the product differentiation advantages from developing a new design can more than compensate for the costs of
product development.

21

Even if patent infringement were not an

See section IV infra.

22 In addition to the seminal work by J.S. Sain, Barriers to New
Competition (1956), see also A. M. Spence (1977), note 10 supra,
and A. Dixit, "The Role of Investment in Entry Deterrence," 190
The Econ. Journal 95 (March 1980).
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issue, most firms would avoid the role of follower associated with
marketing an existing design.

The possibility of patent infringe-

ment is a further encouragement for firms to differentiate their
products.
uncertainty
Various studies have shown that industrial firms conduct
R.

&

D. with a high degree of

always commercial, success. 23

confidence"~ih-·technical,

if not

Their efforts are rarely a blind

exploration into the unknown; but neither are the results of a
corporate R. & D. program known with absolute certainty.

Several-

sources of uncertainty may affect the incentives for preemptive
patenting.

The invention process, the characteristics of the

invention and the market, and the competitive strategies of
potential entrants· are all more or less uncertain.

Uncertainty in

the invention ,process means that the patent date is not a deterministic functi9n of expenditures on

R~&

D.

Uncertainty in the

characteristics of the invention and in the strategies used by
competitors after entry affects the value of a new technology
after it is patented •

•

Uncertainty in the invention process does not greatly change
the deterministic analysis of preemption, provided R. & D. expenditures are sensitive to the expected returns and the established
firm is no more averse to risk than rivals.

23

Mansfield (1968), note 13

~upra.
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With uncertainty, a

firm may not be able tq preempt competitors with probability one.
Any competitor may be lucky and win a patent.

However, a firm can

invest in R. & D. at a level sufficient to make the expected

I~

probability of success by a rival low enough to induce the rival
to invest his resources elsewhere.

If a firm invests at this

level, no rival will elect to directly compete in a patent race.

· •... _.-.
~

Firms may stumble upon patentable technologies as byproducts of
R. & D.

~n

other fields, and this indirect competition may limit

the rewards of preemptive patenting.
Uncertainty in the characteristics of inventions, the market,
and competitive strategies may lead an established firm to choose
a level. of investment in R. & D. that does not preempt entrants.
The established firms and potential entrants may differ in their
expectations of the returns from patenting.

For example, as in

table 1, entrants may expect a profit of $70 from entry, but the
monopolist may think there is~~bnly a small chance that any entrant
expects more than a profit of $50.

The monopolist would plan an

R. & D. program that preempts only entrants who have low profit
expectations, and this may fail to deter the entry of¢ more
optimistic firms.

Also, rivals could have access to private

information which affects the return from patenting and leads to
expectations that are more optimistic than those held by the
established firm.
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III.

Preemption Patenting and Economic Efficiency
The theory of preemptive patenting identifies situations

where a firm with monopoly power can preserve its monopoly through
a process of vigorous internal research and development.

Success-

ful preemption means persistently high concentration in particular
marke~s

and the potential to exercise monopoly power.

This result

provides some ground to question antitru;t·i~munity for internal
patenting; but a theory, by itself, is too weak a foundation on
which to build law.

Any substantive policy recommendation

requires a thorough investigation of both the overall impact of
preemptive patenting on economic efficiency and the empirical
evidence for actual use of preemptive strategies in industry.
This section offers some comments on the relation between preemption and economic efficiency when preemption involves either
patenting or, more generally, accelerated research and developrnent; the empiri.cal evidence is examined in section IV.
With regard to economic efficiency, preemption, by definition, requires a firm to be at least as progressive in the conduct
of research and development as any potential competitor; and given
uncertainty about the expe-ctations and capabilities of rivals, a
firm may have to invest substantially more than competitors to
assure technological success.

Accelerated research and develop-

ment would seem to be advantageous to economic progress, but this
could have a negative impact on overall economic efficiency in at
least four ways.
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(i)

The level of R. & D. under competitive conditions could
o

be sufficiently great that any

increase~incurs

costs in,

excess of economic benefits.
(ii)

The benefits of patent protection could steer research
and development in the direction of producing
inventions that are easily patented, all else equal,·

.... -.-.

.~

rather than produc ing inventions that contribu te mos t
to economic progress.
(iii)

The preempting firm may be less efficient at R. & D.
than rivals.

(iv)

Successful preemption may reduce competition in the
future by denying competitors the incentive to stay in
the R&D. race and at the frontier of technical change
in the industry.

Ward Bowman- has challenged the view that patent protection
o

could generate too much R.

&

n. 24

He points out that the monopoly

value of a particular new process or product is less than its
total contribution to economic surplus. 25

24

Therefore Bowman

Bowman (1973), note 7 supra.

25 Provided the patent grant is not used to facilitate industry
collusion, ~r to extend monopoly power by means of exclusionary
practices made possible by the patent grant. Bowman argues at
great length the feasibility of extending monopoly power by means
of the patent grant. His main concern was the effectiveness of
ties and other license rest·rictions in leveraging the monopoly
power of the licensee. I have attempted to avoid the question of
leveraging the patent monopoly through restrictive license agreements except insofar as it concerns preemptive patenting.
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concludes that equating the private value of an invention to .the
marginal cost of invention would not result in ~excessive R. & D.
expendi tures.
An optimal investment in R. & D. would equate the marginal
economic value of the R. & D. to its marginal cost, but the
mar~inal

economic (or social) value of R. & D. is not necessarily

the invention's contribution to total surplus.

Rather, it is the

increase in surplus which occurs because the product is availabre
earlier, or available at lower cost, than it would be without the
R.

&

D. expenditures.of the inventor or innovators.

Also, free

entry does not equate the private value of a patent to its
marginal cost.

This occurs at date TS in figure 2.

Free entry

should dissipate profits, so the value of the patent should be
approximately equal to its average cost.

For these reasons, the

level of investment in R. & D. under competitive conditions could
be greater or less than the socially optimal level.

In addition

(and as Bowman· recognizes), the private value of a patent may be
much more than· its social value if the patent is used as a strut
to facilitate industry collusion.
Although in theory competitive markets can be "too progressive," it would seem foolhardy to attack preemption solely because
it resulted in excessive expenditures on R. & D.

Too little is

known about the specific ways markets allocate resources to
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R. & D. in practice, and about the specific ways technical change
contribu tes to economic growth.
able on the former question.

Some empirical evIdence is avail'::"

Mansfield et ale examined the

returns from 17 representative innovations and found a median
before-tax return of 25 percent. 26

Over the same period the

average before-tax rate of return on stockholder equity of approximately 16 percent for industrial corporac16ris".27

Free entry in

the race for patents would imply approximate equality between
rates of return on patented inventions and other comparable
investments.

Taking the technological and market risk of R. & D. - "

into account, which was borne out by returns in the sample from a
negative value to more than 40 percent, the median return of 25
percent is not inconsistent with free entry producing a "normal"
return on research and development.

But then again it does not

overwhelmingly 'support the notion that industrial expenditures on
R. & D. are excessive.

Furthermore, Mansfield and his colleagues

found that in most cases the innovations produced substantial cost
savings that were not captured as profits by the innovating firms.
Adding these spillover benefits to the innovator's profits, the,

26 E. Mansfield, J. Rappaport, A. Romeo, S. Wagner, and G.
Beardsley, "Social and Private Rates of Return from Industrial
Innovations," 91 Q. J. Econ. 221 (May 1977).
27

From Statistics of Income, Corporation Income Tax Returns.
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median total return on R. & D. expenditures was 56 percent--more
than twice the private return.

Unless one can make a convincing

argument that potential inventors are very scarce, this high
social return suggests that private firms invest, if anything, too
little in research and development.
The possibility that patents distort the direction of R. & D.
has been debated for decades.

Plant

argu~a· ~hat

patents provide

incentives which draw resources away from R. & D. activities that·
do not enjoy patent protection or where patent protection is less
secure. 28

Knight argued that patents encourage "the last-step

routinizers" and not those who contribute major advancements in
knowledge and technology.29

I

shall not add to this long debate.

The relevance of distortions in the direction of R.·& D. spending
ultimately depend on the degree to which patents actually provide
significant protection from competition.

This crucial question is

examined in the next section.
The possible inefficiency mentioned in point (iii) can be
significant if firms actively pursue a preemption strategy.
Economic .efficiency requires that activities be carried out by
firms with the lowest incremental cost.

A firm attempting to

28 A. Plant, "The Economic Theory of Patents for Inventions," 1
Economica 30 (February 1934).
29

F. Knight, Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit, 8th ed. (1957).
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extend monopoly power may preempt a more efficient firm by essentially using the monopoly gains from preemption tOo subsidize the
research program.

This can be illustrated by returning to the

numbers in table I of section 2.

The value of a patent to a com-

petitor was $70 in that example, but the monopolist retained $80
of profit by preemptively patenting; that is, the monopolist had
an extra incentive of $10.

Now suppose

t.l1"e -monopolist is less

efficient than a competitor, and in particular suppose it cost the
monopolist $79 to duplicate an R. & D. program that cost a competitor only $70.

The monopolist should carry out the program

despite the higher cost, because the monopolist will earn an extra
$10 from the patent.

This result is particularly onerous for economic efficiency.
A firm could dissipate nearly all monopoly profits from preemptive
patenting on
competition.

~asteful

R. & D. and still benefit from excluding

The monopoly profits, which could be recycled into

productive activities, ate instead sacrificed in a wasteful
R. & D. program whose main effect is to exclude competition.

This

is the worst of all worlds.
The final item on the list, point (iv), is both the greatest
potential source of inefficiency associated with preemptive
research and development and the most resistant to analysis.

Pre-

emption could create barriers to entry if it is necessary to
continue an active R. & D. program in order to maintain an effective competitive threat.

This assumption is basic to the concept
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of "experience curves," which associate cost minimization with
cumulative production experience.

Here the relevant experience

curve is in the performance of research and development.

If the

costs of invention and innovation increase from lack of experience, the pressure of competition relaxes the longer a preemptive
R. & D. program is successful.

The experience curve develops into

an entry barrier, equal to the di fferencEt·lri·-product deve lopment
and production costs, and as the height of the barrier increases,·
a monopolist can reduce expenditures on R. & D. with a lower risk
of encouraging entry of competitors.
to "enjoy the quiet life."

This enables a monopolist --

Empirical studies of investment in

research and development as a function of industry concentration
suggest that a part of the quiet life may be reduced commitment to
R. & 0. 30

This is substantiated by several theoretical studies as

well. 31
One could -advance several arguments against the notion that
preemption ultimately will reduce investment in R. & D.

A pre-

emption strategy must begin with accelerated investment in

R. & D., which can be relaxed only if it is successful and if
experience is an essential component of R. & D.

If the preemption

is not successful, or if the success is only transient, the firms

30 See the survey of qualitative and quantitative evidence in
F. M. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic
Performance, 2d ed. (1980), pp. 430-38.
31 See, e.g., Arrow (1962), and Dasgupta, Gilbert, and Stiglitz
(1979), note 19 supra.
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never enjoy the opportunity to slow down and rest on their
laurels.

This would be consistent with Schumpeter's view of

"creative destruction," where monopoly prof its both encourage and
facilitate rapid technological progress. 32
The importance of, the experience curve in patenting is highly
problematical.

Important and patentable advances in one industry

may occur from research programs in other~industries, or as the
product of creative thinking by individuals not attached to
potentially competing firms.

A preemptive R. & D. program could

not stop the flow of new inventions from these diverse sources.
Examples of major breakthroughs from firms that are currently
lagging in an industry or are newcomers to the industry are
commonJ

Also, even where experience curves are crucial, the

experience is embodied by people who are highly mobile between
firms.

A firm-with significant monopoly power can pay an

essential employee more than a competitor could afford to keep the
employee from transferring company secrets, but in most firms many
workers have access. to company secrets and each could make some
profit by defecting.

The firm with monopoly power could not

afford to pay each worker the maximum amount that could be
earned by defection, so retaining all knowledge by discouraging
defection is typically not practicable.

32 J. A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, 3d
ed. (1950).
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IV.

Empirical Evidepce
The Patent Office records show that in 1974, about 104,000

applications for patents were filed in the United States and
almost 80.,000 patents were granted.

Table 3 lists the record of

patent applications and grants for the years 1955 to 1974.

Since

the patent grant extends for 17 years, a first estimate for the
• r--.- • ---.

number of patents in force in 1974 is the total number granted
from 1957 up to 1974, or approximately 1,072,000.

This figure is

an overestimate, as it includes patents that have been challenged
and overturned in cases before the Patent Office and the courts.
The Patent Board of Appeals considered 2,983 cases in fiscal year
1974 and reversed 531 patent grants. 33

Approximately 600 addi-

tional patent cases were in litigation or pending before the
courts. 34

Several of these cases involved more than one patent.

It is commonly observed that about 70 percent of patents actually
challenged in court cases are overturned.

Taking a figure of

1,000 reversals in 1974 as representative, the correction to the
number of outstanding patents is quite small (less than 2 percent), which leaves more than one million patents in force in
1974.

The number of patents actually used in commerce in 1974 is

much smaller.

Scherer reports a 54 percent utilization rate in a

33

U.S. Patent Office, ibid., table 12.

34

U.S. Patent Office, ibid., table 13.
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Table 3 1
Applications Filed and Patents

Grant~d

·Fiscal Years 1955-74 2
Year
(a)

Total Patent
Applications

Total Patent
Grants
(c)

(b)

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

29 ,77Jj .
40,694
45,102
43,676
52,482
50,607
47,492
51,343
54,287
44,400
53,245
66,586
70,310
61,851
62,238
66,730
70,686 3
83,655
67,972 4
79,878

78,710
75,733
73,783
76,956
78,363
79,331
81,171
85,265
85,046
87,836
89,234
93,391
88,508
90,663
96,821
100,573
'104,160
103,122
101,391
103,979

Patent grants include withdrawn numbers.

3

Does not include 1,300 voided numbers.

4

Does not include 1,356 voided numbers.
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.~

(d)
-0-

37.8%
53.7
61.1
56.8
67.0
63.8
58.5
60.2
63.8
50.5
59.7
71.3
79.4
68.2
64.3
66.3
67.9
81.1
67.0
76.8

1 Source: U.S. Patent Office, Commissioner of Patents Annual
Report, Fiscal Year 1974, U.S. Department of Commerce, tables 3
and 4.
2

~~

Acceptance
Rate = (c)
(b)

$""J.
cc:;;,

,

.. '.-

\*~

study of 590 U.S. patents assigned to domestic corporations. 35
Taylor and Silberston, in their study of the U.K. patent system,
estimated that somewhere between one-fifth and one-third of U.K.
patents in force are actually worked. 36
Empirical issues related to the theory of preemptive
patenting include the follow ing.

The theory-·-assumes patenting

responds to potential profitability and the timing of patenting
sens i tive to expendi tures on R.
supporting these assumptions?

& D.

i~

Is there empirical evidence

The theory also predicts that

patents may be used to prevent entry without being worked by the
patentee.

What percentage of the great bulk of patents that are

never worked actually have commercial value but are· left sleeping
to deter entry?

How important is patent protection in research

and development decisions?

What is the relationship between

patenting and industry concentration?
This section surveys. existing studies to gain some insights
into the workings and incentive effects of patent systems.
Unfortunately, the number of in-depth studies of patent incentives
is small and the data that exist are not fully adequate for a convincing test of patent incentives, particularly with regard to

35 B. Sanders, "Patterns of Commercial Exploitation of Patented
Inventions by Large and Small Corporations," Patent, Trademark,
and Co~yright Journal 51 (1964), reported in F. M. Scherer, "The
Economlc Effects of Compulsory Patent Licensing," New York
University Monograph (1977).
36 C. T. Taylor and Z. A. Silberston, The Economic Impact of
the Patent System (1973).
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dynamic effects of patent accumulation.

It is nonetheless possi-

ble to conclude that the evidence does not justify a broad policy
designed to minimize instances of preemptive patenting by reducing
the monopoly value of patents.
in-ternal.R.

&

The disincentive effects on

D. could, and very probably would, far outweigh the

benefits from reduced concentration.

Yet studies of industry
. r--.- . -"-.

research and development and patenting do show substantial differences in technological opportunities and in the value of patents
from one industry to another, and patenting could be used to
maintain monopoly power in specific (although exceptional)
circumstances.
Patenting arid Profits
The Mansfield 'case study of a large electrical equipment
manufacturer (discussed earlier) supports a causal link from the
profitability

o~

a new product or process to investment in

research and development.

Both the commitment of funds and the

timing of R. & D. expenditures were sensitive to perceived pro- .
fits.

The evidence for a causal link between perceived profit-

ability and the timing of patenting is not so clear.

Some support

for the patent-profits connection comes from the work of Jacob
Schmookler, who studied the temporal relation between patenting in
capital goods industries and investment in the industries that use
the capital goods. 37

Greater investments should increase both the

37 J. Schmookler, Invention and Economic Growth (1966).
comments in F. M. Scherer (1977), note 35 ~upra.
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See also

demand for capital goods and the profitability of new products,
which, if the theory is correct, should increase patenting.
Schmookler found that cycles in inve.stment and patenting were
correlated, and that investment tended to lead patenting, which
supports the view that patenting responds to profits.

At least

for industrial corporations, which account for most R. & D.
expendi tures, both R.

&

D. expendi tures anel" pa'tenting appear to

respond to the pull of profits. 38
Assuming patenting responds to profits, what about the
monopoly profits afforded by patents?

Taylor and Silberston

attempted to assess the value of patents by asking executives to
estimate the proportion of R. & D. expenditures dependent on
patent protection.

The results of the survey are shown in table

4; but note that the question is highly speculative and many
executives couId supply only very approximate figures. 39

The

average proportion of R. & D. expenditures dependent on patent
protection was only 8 percent for the responding companies; but
individual industry 'estimates varied widely.

Patent protection

38 In 1972, U.S. corporations with 5,000 or more employees
accounted for 89 percent of all reported expenditures on R. & D.
by manufacturing companies, while accounting for only 53 percent
of employment. Companies with 5000 or more employees do not
account for a disproportionate share of patents received, which
reflects their major role in development. See F. M. Scherer
(1980), supra note 30, at 418.
39 This table appears as table 9.2 in Taylor and Silberston
(1973), supra note 36, at 199.
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Table 41

f

Estimated Impact of Patent Protection on
R. & D. Expenditures, 1968
25 Responding Companies

r~
,~

(2)

(1 )

Industry

R. & D. Expenditure
in the United Kingdom
( fm)

R. & D. Expenditure
Dependent on
Patent Protection
(fm)

(3 )
(1) as
Proport ion .
of (2)

(% )

Chemicals:
Pharmaceu ticals

4.9

3.1

Other finished
and specialty

7.1

1.8

25

Basic

5.5

0.2

5

f

I

Mechanical Engineering:

r;": ..

"~,,

'<.~-

Plant, machinery and
equipment

3.6

0.3

7

Components and
materials

2.1

0.1

2

Electrical engineering

42.,7

negligible

Total of above

65.9

5.5

••

r~j.

~ ..'

negligible
8

.

~

'~

1

Source, table 9.2, Taylor and Silberston (1973), note 36 supra.

2 F. M. Scherer, in his conference comments on this paper, asserted that this
figure is biased upwards because new entrants comprised a high percentage of
the respondents. While special circumstances affect this figure (and the
others) in table 4, Taylor and Silberston's general views on patent protection
in pharmaceuticals are stated as follows:
"Bearing in mind that these results [in table 4] are heavily influenced by
the experience of firms whose expansion in this field has been relatively
recent and rapid, and which might therefore be expected to be more sensitive to
patent protection than others, we would guess that the answer for the entire
pharmaceutical industry in the U.K • • • • would be probably somewhat lower--but
hardly lower than, say, one-half of R. & D., etc., on pharmaceuticals • • • "
Taylor and Silberston (1973), note 36 supra.
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i.e.::
t·'

was of negligible importance in electrical engineering and had
only a minor impact (2 to 7 percent) on R. & D. spending in those
industries grouped together under mechanical engineering.

The

figures were substantially higher in the chemicals industry,
ranging from a low of 5 percent in basic chemicals to 64 percent
'in ph~rmaceuticals.40

Taylor and Silberston also investigated the

proportion of production activity depende~t· ~~ patent protection.
The pattern of responses was quite similar, ranging from 68 per-

cent in pharmaceuticals to a negligible proportion in electronic
components. 4l
In their study of the private and social returns from
industrial innovations, Mansfield et ale found that the difference
between private and social returns for the sampled innovations
did not bear a significant relation to the existence of patent
protection. 42
tion and

This suggests the relation between patent protec-

profit~bility

is

ins~gnificant,

under the assumption that

social returns are not strongly correlated with patenting (they
could be correlated, for example, through the decision to disclose
an invention in a patent application).

Factors such as the cost

of imitation and the importance of the invention did show a

40 Scherer argues that substantial increases in the cost of
certifying new drugs should decrease the importance of patent
protection in the United States. See Scherer (1977), note 35
supra.
41

Taylor and Silberston (1973), note 36 supra.

42

Mansfield et a1. (1977), supra note 26, at 237.
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significant correlation with the excess of social over private
returns from invention in the sample data set.
The clear implication of these surveys is that on average
patent protection has a minimal impact on R. & D. and production
decisions, but patent protection can be an important factor in
isolated cases.

The value of patent protection depends on the

cost of imitating inventions either by mak4ng-.-minor changes in the
patented design or by pursuing quite different technological
routes which lead to inventions that are near substitutes for the
patented article.

In those industries where patent protection has

a negligible impact, the cost of inventing around· patents is
typically small.

Taylor and Silberston found that where patents

had only a minor impact on R. & D., the cost of avoiding patent
infringements was generally small, and the cost of duplicative
R.

&

D. caused' by designing around patents was either n·ot substan-

tial or was justified because the new direction of R. & D. produced useful and sometimes unanticipated returns. 43
Ease of inventing around patents is not the only reason why
patents may not offer substantial protection from competition.

In

industries such as electronics, where product life cycles are very
short--perhaps only a few years--the product runs its economic
course before patent infringement poses a deterrent to competitors
(indeed, the product could be obsolete before the patent grant is

43

Taylor and Silberston, ide at 200.
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issued by the Patent Office).

The patent grant does offer sub-

stantial protection when the cost of imitating the patented article is high.

Scherer cites the example of Hoffmann-La Roche's

patented drugs Librium and Valium, where potential competitors
have tried at least 2,000 molecular variants in attempts to design
around the patents--with little success. 44

In contrast, inventing-

around antibiotic patents was relativelyr--easy.45
Competitors may be relatively unconcerned about patents whefl
the rigors of the market require firms to differentiate their
products and develop independent lines of expertise.

Patents pos"e

no barrier when product imitation results in an inferior market
perception or a guaranteed second place in the race for profitable
products.

Product differentiation and the accumulation of know-

how may raise barriers to competitive imitation that are quite
independent of the existence of patent protection.
Silberston's

s~rveys

Taylor and

identified the provision of know-how as

crucial to many transfers of technology.

In many cases the patent

disclosure is grossly inadequate to enable firms to copy new technology.

Their findings contradict the idealistic view of knowl-

edge as a pure public good with very low distribution costs.
many cases firms accumulate private stores of know-how whose
market value far exceeds the value of associated patents.

44

Scherer (1979), supra note 35, at 22.

45

Id.
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In

Sleeping Patents
A quick glance at the Patent Gazette reveals that 'many
patents cover discoveries that are remote from any immediate
commercial application.

For economic efficiency, most sleeping

.patents should, and do, enjoy an indefinite rest.

Since many

patents fall into this category, it is difficult to determine
whether any of them are held for purpose.

o~-·

rna intaining monopoly_

power simply by examining the Patent Gazette.

A more direct

approach is a study of experience with compulsory patent
licensing.
Several countries have patent laws that require compulsory
licensing in one form or another at "reasonable" terms if the
patentee fails to put the technology to use within a specified
time or if the patentee otherwise abuses the rights of the patent
grant.

One 'notable result of experience with compulsory licensing

provis ions

i~·

the infrequency of their use.

For example,' the

total number of patents in force in the United Kingdom at the end
of 1968 was about 224,000, of which perhaps 2/3 to 4/5 were not in
commercial use.

During the entire period 1959-1968,

on~y

57

applications for compulsory licenses were filed in the United
Kingdom and 6 were granted (see table 5).

Of these applications,

41 were for compulsory licenses for manufacture of drugs and
medicines. 46

46

The applications were under section 41 of the U.K.

Taylor and Silberston (1973), supra note 36, at 17.
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Table 51
Number of Compulsory Licenses Filed and
Granted in Selected Countries
(with Compulsory Licensing Provisions
in their Patent LaW'S)·
Number of AEE1ications
Country

Period Covered

Fi1ed a

Refused

Abandoned

Granted

DeveloEed Market
Economies
Australia

1958-1963

None

Canada

1935-1970

192

Denmark

b

7

Ireland

b

1

None
14

72

79

1

3
None

Japan

1958-1963

None

None

Netherlands

1958-1963

None

None

New Zealand

1955-1963

None

None

Norway

1.910-1963

27

Swi tzer1and

1952-1963

None

United Kingdom

1959-1968

57
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2

11

11
None
6

Table 51 (Continued)
Number of Compulsory Licenses Filed and
Granted in Selected Countries
(with Compulsory Licensing Provisions
in their Patent Law.e). -'-.
Number of Applications
Country

Period Covered

Refused

Abandoned

Granted

Developing
Countries
Cuba

1958-1963

India

b

4

Israel

b

3

None

Morocco

'1958-1963

None

None

Philippines

b

8

None

Republic of Korea

b

1

b

7

None

None
1

~.

1

Socialist Country
Poland

None

1 Source: UNCTAD, The Role of the Patent System in the Transfer of
Technology to Developing Countries (United Nations, 1975), table 13, p. 50.
a

Including applications pending at the end of the period covered.

b Precise period not specified,· but reference to "over a recent 5-year
period."
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Patents Act, which requires the Comptroller to grant compulsory
licenses for patent drugs, medicines, and foods; unless he seei
"good reasons" for not doing so.
were filed in 1963-64.

Of these 41 applications, 23

It should be noted that these licenses

typically were not for patents withheld from the market1 they were
lice~ses

profits.

to patents under production and enjoying significant
Table 5 summarizes activity fn·several countries with

provisions for compulsory licensing.

Many of the licenses filed-

and granted in table 5 are for patents already in commercial
use. 47

Even if this were ignored, the frequency of applications'

for licenses to use "sleeping" patents is

cl~arly

very low.

Also

Canada, which registers the largest number of compulsory licenses
in the sample, is atypical amongst the major industrialized
nations because about 95 percent of the 34,000 patents granted in
Canada in 1972 were to foreign nationals. 48
The

freq~ency

of applications for compulsory licenses does

not support the claim that firms sit on patents and systematically
deny them to potential competitors.

But one cannot conclude from

the low incidence of compulsory license requests that firms never

47 Of the countries listed in table 5, at least Canada, in addition to the United Kingdom, has mandatory licensing provisions for
drugs. India has used mandatory licensing for drugs since 1970.
See Scherer (1977), supra note 35, at 38.

For developed market economy countries as a whole, the average
fraction of patents to foreign nationals was 64 percent. See
UNCTAD, supra note 18, at 38.
48
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hold sleeping patents in order to prevent entry or deter competitors.

A compulsory license grant may be a very poor substitute

for a patent or a restricted license. . If a compulsory license is
~.

available to all applicants, the license provides anyone applicant with little protection to justify expenditures incurred in the
development and manufacture of the patented article.

Taylor and

Si1berston find that patent protection is·1:bout as important in
product development and manufacture as it is in research and
development decisions. 49

Also, restrictive provisions in patent

licenses are more often at the insistence of the licensee than the·
licensor. 50
sivity.

Licensees appear to place a high premium on exclu-

And finally, a compulsory license provides little protec-

tion if the remaining life of the patent is short compared to the
time required to develop the product or process to commercial
application.

This would occur if it takes several years to obtain

a compulsory license and the term of the patent is unchanged.
Scherer provided statistical support for the importance of
~xclusive

rights to inventions by correlating the utilization of

patents obtained during Government contract work with several
variables, including the presence of exclusive rights to the
patents.

He found the presence of exclusive rights had a signifi-

cant positive effect on the number of patents that were actually

49 Taylor and Silberston (1977), note 36 supra.
and 9.3.
50

Ibid. at 126.
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See tables 9.2

~.

uti1ized. 51

Furthermore, several cases were identified where the

absence of exclusive rights impeded or frustrated commercial
uti1ization. 52
While most patents in force, but unused, remain dormant
because 'they have no commercial value, evidence exists suggesting
that (at least in West Germany) some patents are held primarily to'
deny their use to others.

A study by Grt:!'fe't"mann et ale of the

German patent system found that between 15 and 32 percent of thepatents in their sampled data set were not utilized.

While these

figures are low for the United States, they are notable because - ,
the German patent system imposes (modest) fees which increase over
the life of the patent grant.

For more than half of the unused

patents, utilization had not occurred but was foreseen or hoped
for.

However, 43 percent of the unused patents were held either

to retain

exc~usive

rights to a technology whose exploitation was

delayed or to ~eny its use to competitors. 53 ,54

Clearly the

51 Scherer, (1977), supra note 35, at 79-81. Note, however,
that the regression model left most of the variance in utilization
rates unexplained.
52

Id. at 82.

53
Grefermann et a1., "Patentwesen und Technischer Fortschritt,"
in Scherer (1973), supra note 14, at 55 •

•

54 For a specific example of sleeping patents, J. S. McGee notes
that J. M. Browning sold gun'patents to firms in bundles of
several patents, and the firms would only use some of the patents
bought, while retaining rights to the remainder1 although it is
not clear that these patents were held to deny their use to
others. See J. S. McGee, "Patent Exploitation: Some Economic and
Legal Problems," 9 J. Law & Econ. 135, 145 (October 1966).
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German patent fee system did not prevent the holding of patents
whose use was delayed temporarily or indefinitelY1 retention of'
patents for this purpose appeared to be well worth the patent fees
in many instances.
Preemption and Industrial Structure
'A prediction of the preemption theory is that successful
..........

-"-.

monopolization of an industry, either through internal R. & D. or
other means, will set the stage for expenditures on R. & D. by the
dominant firm designed to limit the entry or expansion of potential competitors.

Testing the theory is very difficult.

It is

not obvious how large a market share is ,necessary before a firm
can succeed in preempting potential rivals.

It is possible that

at any moment of time several multiproduct firms in an industry
can conduct preemptive patent strategies, each of which is successful in avoiding entry into particular monopolized product
lines.

Taylor and Silberston note that firm managers in the

United Kingdom have a tendency to focus their patent activities on
areas of expertise and have a policy of "keeping off the grass"
controlled by rival firms. 55

This behavior is consistent with

preemptive patenting, but very hard to detect statistically with
aggrega ted da ta •

.

~.

55 Taylor and Silberston (1977), note 36 supra. See also the
discussion of product differentiation in Lanzillotti (1954),
note 10 supra.
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One approach is to simply survey firms and ask what factors
are important in R.!& D. decisions.

Scherer and his colleague&

asked companies to rank the importance of five factors: the
necessity of maintaining competitive leadership, the necessity of
remaining competitive, the desire for efficient production, patent
protection on inventions, and the desire to expand sales or
diversify product lines.

Most

responde~s

_ranked patent protec-

tion lowest, stressing instead the need to remain competitive or
gain competitive leadership.56

Taylor and Silberston found that

only 4 of 34 respondents considered patent protection a

decisiv~

.

criterion in deciding whether to pursue an R. & D. project for
more than 10 percent of all projects.
The low weigh t placed by respondents on paten·t protection
does not necessarily contradict the existence of preemptive
research and development.

Firms

~ho

preempt potential competitors

can reasonably view their actions as necessary to maintain competitive leadership.

Those companies who are preempted are neither

better nor worse off as a result of patent protection, and may
stress the need to gain competitive leadership in other markets.
Many statistical studies have examined the relationship
between R. & D. spending to patenting and concentration, but for
reasons mentioned earlier, most of these studies are too aggregated to test the presence or absence of preemptive patenting.

56 F. M. Scherer et a1., Patents and ·~he Corporation (1959), at
117-18.
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Still, some observations can be made.

Without resort to statisti-

cal analysis, Scherer points out that "the high concentration

in~

such fields as synthetic fibers, organic chemicals, telephone
equipment, electric lamps, and photographic equipment was built in
part upon patent and know-how barriers to entry.tlS7

In these

industries, relatively high rates of technical progress have
coincided with relatively high indices o~·market concentration.
A different picture emerges from studies correlating firm
expenditures on R. & D. and concentration across industries
grouped by similar indices of technological opportunities.
Scherer, in a study of 56 industries, found a nega tive correlation
between the employment of scientists and engineers and industry
concentration for the ·markets with the greatest technological
opportunities.

The correlation was +0.30 for the moderately

progressive group and +0.47 among the "traditional" products
industries with the lowest average investment in R. & n.58
A closer examination of these results is necessary before
any conclusions ca-n be made relevant to preemptive R.

&

D.

How-

ever, the correlation between R. & D. spending and concentration,
and its dependence on technological opportunities is consistent
with the preemption theory.

Preemption is not likely to be a

viable strategy in markets where the technology is so fertile that-

57

F. M. Scherer (1980), supra note 30, at 435.

58

Id.
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firms can easily leapfrog one another by pursuing independent
R. & D. paths.

Preemption is viable only when a £irm can fence '

in a·research area, either by virtue of a basic patent or because
opportunities are limited.
One implication of the preemption theory is .the lack of a
clear ceteris paribus relationship between industry concentration
and intensity of research and

development~·

Successful preemption

requires a firm to be at least as progressive as rivals.

If

conditions facilitate preemption, a firm that is dominant in a
particular market or submarket may record an impressive record of- .
technological progress.

Preemption concerns should not motivate

an accelerated research and development program if product development by rival firms is easy.

At the other extreme, a firm that

has a substantial fead over potential rivals may feel sufficiently
insulated from. competition to ignore new technological opportunities or throttle. back on existing research and development.

The

preemption theory implies that studies of the market-structure/
research-and-development connection should attempt to include, in
addition to measures of technological opportunities, measures of
or proxies for the presence of dominant firms, the change in
market structure over time (related to recent success or failure
of entry and firm growth), the costs of imitative product development, and advantages from technological leadership, such as
persistent learning economies.
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v.

Preemption and Case

~aw

How might the theory of preemption apply in specific antitrust actions alleging monopolizing behavior?

One approach is to

review particular antitrust monopolization decisions involving
patenting or other potentially preemptive behavior, but this
encounters difficulty.

The conventional legal view has regarded

patenting internal to the firm as honestly 'Ind~-strial behavior; so
little evidence is available pertaining to internal R. & D. as
exclusionary conduct.

In addition, case records give only a

glimpse of actual events.

Yet perhaps the most important observa-- .

tion in the two cases discussed in this section pertains to the
way the cases were litigated rather than to the specific events.
Although the possibility of exclusionary R. & D. and patenting was
an important issue in each case, both decisions addressed the
legality of acts with less obvious implications for market structure and performance.

Exclus i.onary R.

&

D. and patenting were

largely ignored as the central issue of monopolizing behavior.
Kobe, Inc. v. Dempsey Pump Co. (198 F.2d 416 [1952])
The case of Kobe v. Dempsey Pump comes close to a consideration of patenting as an unduly exclusionary strategy.

The plain-

tiff (Kobe) sued the defendant (Dempsey Pump Co.) for infringing
patents on the design of hydraulic pumps for pumping oil from
wells.

The defense was patent misuse, and a counterclaim was

filed alleging monopolization.

The court found that the
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defendant did infringe, but ruled patent misuse and monopolization
by plaintiff and awarded damages to defendant based upon the
financial impact of the infringement suit.
The court in its decision placed considerable emphasis on
Kobe's aggressive method of patent enforcement.

Kobe did not

examine the Dempsey pump for specific patent infringement; but the company president stated,
• • • he thought Dempsey was infringing because he did
not think that anyone could build a pump without
infringing on the Kobe structure or patents held by
1"t • 59
Kobe brought the infringement suit against Dempsey and later notified major purchasers that Kobe was contesting the legality of the
Dempsey pump.

This notice appeared to have a significant negative

impact on Dempsey's sales.
rect.

Meanwhile, Kobe turned out to be cor-

The Dempsey pump infringed four patents owned by Kobe and

one patent for which Kobe was exclusive licensee, although all but
the patent held as licensee were judged invalid.
The court clearly found the nature of patent acquisition
contributory to a violation of the Sherman Act, Sections 1 and 2.
The court reviewed the history of the formation of the Kobe
Corporation, which is summarized in figure 3.

Five inventors in

the 1920's played major roles in the design of hydraulic oil well
pumps.

Three CCrum, Humphrey, Scott) joined their patents under

what eventually became the Rodless Pump Company, which enjoyed a

59

198 F.2d at 421.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the Kobe Corporation
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short and modest financial success.

A fourth, Gage, assigned his

patents to the Alta Vista Company, which also had a small success.
Coberly was about to begin production but was concerned about
infringing on others' patents.

He approached the Rodless Company

and worked out an agreement to pool patents.

They created the

Roko Corporation, whose sole function was to pool patents, grant
licenses, and acquire other patents rela·£·ing-to hydraulic pumps.
The pool was not open to other competitors.

The only manufactur--

ing license was granted to Old Kobe, with Coberly as its
president.

In 1934,

~oko

acquired the Gage patents and either·

patent rights or exclusive licenses on the Alta Vista hydraulic
pump technology, and was then free of any known competition or
patent infringement on hydraulic oil pumps.
Many of the agreements negotiated with the Roko Corporation
required patentees to assign to Roko the patent rights or exclusive licenses on any inventions relating to hydraulic pumps that
may be acquired over a future time period of 10 or more years.
From 1933 to 1945, Roko and Old Kobe acquired more than 70 patents
from inventors in and out of their own organizations.
Coberly pump was produced during this period.

Only the

In return for

patent rights, some agreements called for royalities from the
proceeds of all pumps sold, which allowed the holding company to
buyout potential competitors and retain control over which pumps
should be manufactured and sold.

In 1944, Roko and Old Kobe were

reorganized to form the Kobe Corporation, and in 1948, the first
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competitive threat

eme~ged,

with the introduction of the Dempsey ,

pump.
The court was well aware of the exclusionary aspects of the
Kobe-Roko agreements but placed considerable weight on the nature
of the infringement proceedings initiated by Kobe.

Perhaps this

.

was necessary, given that the plaintiff was claiming
patent
. -"-.
~.-

infringement, or perhaps this was the optimal strategy to justify
the court's monopolization decision.

While more information would

be desirable, the record suggests behavior by plaintiff that is
consistent with preemptive patenting, and the theory suggests that
a monopolization case based on preemption can have a logical
justification.

SCM Corp. v. Xerox Corp. (463 F. Supp. 983 [1978])

I shall comment only briefly on this case, which was anything but brief; the trial consumed 14 months and the trial transcript totals 46,802 pages.

The plaintiff (SCM Corp.) alleged

that defendant (Xerox Corp.), acting unilaterally and in concert
with other companies, excluded plaintiff from the field of plainpaper copying.

The jury found the defendant in violation of

Sections land 2 of the Sherman Act and Section 7 of the Clayton
Act with respect to one of the plaintiff's several exclusion
claims.
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Although patent misuse was an issue in SCM v. Xerox as it.
~

was in Kobe v. Dempsey Pump, the court opinions had little
similarity.

Infringement was not an issue, although in pretrial

pleadings Xerox alleged infringement by SCM--but this was severed
from the trial.

The heart of SCM's case was based on refusals by

Xerox of SCM's requests to license plain-paper-copying patents,
which SCM alleged were part of a design
plain-paper-copying market.

to 'e-;Cclude

SCM from the

The jury's findings were influenced

by the license refusals; but more decisive was evidence describing
a 1956 agreement between Xerox Corp. and the Battelle Memorial
Institute (which initially developed the xerography process under
license from 'the inventor, Chester Carlson),

where~

Battelle

assigned its xerography patents to Xerox and gave Xerox the right
to all future xerography patents and technology, in return for
55,000 shares of Xerox stock and an obligation by Xerox to support
research at

Batt~lle

in an amount of at least $25,000 per year.

One could question the legal and economic significance of the
1959 Xerox-Battelle agreement.

Battelle was not in direct compe-

tition with Xerox, and as an inventor-developer had no obligation
to encourage competition

~

technology to other firms.

licensing patented xerography
Judge Newman, in his decision, seemed

to agree, stating:
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The "Progress of Science and Useful Arts" is • • • aided
by enabling a company, prior to the time it has developed a marketable product and thereby acquired any
market power, to acquire patents from others, especially
from non-competitor research entities. 60
Judge Newman's comments cast doubt on the harmful effects of
a mere acquisition of exclusive patent rights from a noncompetitor1 and there is little else in the SCM v. Xerox decision to
support exclusionary behavior with regard·~l6 -patents. 61
Judge Newman did raise the issue to the jury of monopolization by means of internal patenting as well as patent acquisition.
The jury was told that once a company had acquired
monopoly power, it could not thereafter acquire lawful
patent power if it obtained new patents on its own
inventions primarily for the purpose'of blocking the
development and marketing of competitive products rather
than primarily to protect its own products from being
imitated or blocked by others. 62
'
This instruction to the jury raises the issue of preemptive
patenting, and'Judge Newman notes that while there is no case law
authority for ~his standard,63 he considers it a reasonable
accommodation between the policies of the patent and antitrust

60

463 F. Supp. at 1013.

61 The court interrogated the jury, directly asking them to list
or describe whatever patent-related exclusionary conduct of Xerox
was a proximate cause of SCM's not entering into plain-paper
copying in 1969. To this question, the jury answered only, "1956
Battelle agreement." (463 F. Supp. at 1010.)
62

463 F. Supp. at 1007.

63 Kobe v. Dempsey Pump might have provided a case law standard,
but the decision was confused with the legality of Kobe's
aggressive patent enforcement policy.
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laws.

Noting the risk of possible inhibition of R. & D. as a

consequence of this standard, he says:
It would seem a fair question whether assigning that
risk to a company wi th monopoly power is a reasonable
cost to avoid the substantial market control that would
ensue if a company with monopoly power were free to
continue its dominant position by patenting, for blocking purposes, alternative methods of competition. 64
The jury eliminated this issue from the case by finding that
• #>'-. .-

•

_ .. ~.

SCM had not proved that Xerox, after it had monopoly power,
obtained any patents primarily for the purpose of blocking the
development and marketing of competitive products.

Yet this was

not an issue actively debated by complaint counsel, and we can
speculate whether a greater awareness of preemptive patenting in
the courts might have altered the direction of this case.

64

463 F. Supp. at 1007.
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VI.

Concluding Observations
Actual identification of preemptive patenting is exceedingly

difficult.

When a firm succeeds in patenting before others, it is

likely the firm is simply more efficient than potential competitors, or that the firm simply had more optimistic expectations of
future market conditions, which motivated large expenditures on
R. & D. and productive capacity.

In

an~~~ase

to reject these explanations as hypotheses.

it may be impossible
One might be able to

present evidence relating to the relative efficiency of firms'
R.

& D.

operations when firms actively compete in the same marke_t.,

but when one firm has succeeded in patenting before others,
potential competitors may not have an R. & D. record long enough
to permit an efficiency comparison.
The difficulty in pinpointing preemptive activity does not
make the theory useless in antitrust proceedings.
theory

demons~rates

The preemption

that predatory or other overtly e·xclusionary

activities are not necessary for a firm to maintain monopoly
power.

What policy actions are appropriate in the event that pre-

emption could be identified is yet another matter, as the economic
welfare "might be better served" because the actual welfare
impacts of preemption depend on specific market circumstances,
such as the extent of learning economies and the possibilities for·
innovations from research programs in other industries (see
section III).
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Given the difficulties of identifying preemptive patenting
and assessing its economic consequences, I propose that 'antitrust
actions alleging preemptive patenting should meet several stringent conditions.

First, the market in question must have general

characteristics which are favorable to preemptive patenting.

If

not, preemption should not be considered as a strategy that could
be used with success by a dominant firm •. ~Seeond, judgment of an"
antitrust violation, should require evidence of exclusionary
behavior in addition to preemptive patenting.

This is simply an

admission that preemption is so difficult to verify that it cannot
alone serve to define a zone of exclusionary conduct in violation
of antitrust laws.
Any case alleging preemptive patenting should "evidence market
characteristics favorable to preemption.

Recalling the discus-

sions of the theory of and empirical evidence for preemptive
patenting, the tavorable conditions include the following.
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(i) Patents must offer the potential of significant monopoly
power.

Patents must be sufficiently broad to fence in' a

significant market, and inventing around patents must be
difficult.

Also, the costs of patent enforcement must

be low enough to make it feasible to monitor potential
competitors for infringements of patents. 65
........-

. -.-.

(ii) Patenting must be responsive to expenditures on research
and development.

This is necessary to assure that a

firm can exclude competitors by stepping up expenditures
on R.

&

D.

(iii) Patenting must be localized to the industry in which
preemption is alleged to occur.

If inventions

frequently occur as joint products of R. & D. in
unrelated markets, preemptive patenting is virtually
imp~s·sible,

since the R.

&

D. activities of

noncompetitors provide a means for potential entry.

65 As discussed in connection with the case of Kobe v. Dempsey
Pump, the resources which a firm allocates to patent enforcement
could be a useful signal for preemptive patenting.
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(iv) The technologies that might provide potential substitutes
for products or processes controlled by a dominant firm
must be patentable.

The essence of preemptive patenting

is the extension of monopoly by patenting potential
substitutes.

The substitutes must have the effect of

potentially reducing (but not eliminating) monopoly
r-. ~- •

- ,. - .

prof its, and ·they must be paten'table to allow for
exclusion of competitors.

Preemptive patenting can be rejected if an industry does not·
exhibit all of the above characteristics.

The discussion in

section IV suggests that these conditions are highly restrictive
and preemptive patenting could occur in only exceptional cases.
Of course, we have argued that preemption can take other forms
including accelerated expenditures on research and development
without regard. to patent protection, or other activities such as
capacity expansion, brand and product selection, or resource
acquisition.

However, each presents different implications for

economic efficiency and market structure.
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COMMENTS ON "PATENTS, SLEEPING PATENTS, AND

ENT~Y

DETERRENCE"

Richard Craswell*

• "Ia- •

-"-.

The task Professor Gilbert sets for himself is to analyze the
possible anticompetitive effects of a firm's internal patenting
activity.

In the course of doing so, however, he develops a model

whose implications extend far beyond the acquisition of patents
through internal research and

development~

Indeed, the major

interest of Professor Gilbert's model (to this writer, at least)
is not in the speci"fic policy recommendations he derives for dealing with patent cases, but rather in the light he casts on
theories of preemption and predation in general.

In the field of

predation, where heat rather "than light has often been a dominant
characteristic, Professor Gilbert's paper comes as a welcome addi~ion

to the literature.
The paper's basic model is relatively easy to summarize.

An

incumbent firm has a patent monopoly in one market, but there is a
potential for inventing around the patent and developing a patentable substitute product.

*

If a rival firm makes that invention

The author is an attorney for the Office of Policy Planning,
Federal Trade Commission. The views expressed are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Federal
Trade Commission or any individual Commissioner.

first and patents the substitute, the two firms will split the
market evenly, as the products are assumed to be perfect substitutes.

However, it is also assumed that the two firms will not be

able to coordinate their prices perfectly, so that each firm will
end up earning half of an amount that is something less than the
full monopoly profits.

If the incumbent makes the invention first

and gets the patent, though, the incumbeno("·wfll still hold an
undisturbed monopoly and will, of course, earn the full monopoly
profits.
Acquiring the patent, then, would raise an entrant's profits- .
from zero to less than half of the monopoly profits, but would
raise the incumbent's profits from less than half of the monopoly
profits (the amount earned if the entrant gets the patent) to the
full monopoly profits.

As the latter figure will always exceed

the former, the patent will be worth more to the incumbent than to
any entrant, and. the incumbent should be willing to spend more
tha~ would-b~

entrants in· order to acquire the patent.

Assuming

any form of direct relationship between the amount spent on
R. & D. and the likelihood of making the invention first, the
incumbent will end up with the patent more often than not, and his
monopoly will be maintained.

In fact, the incumbent will usually

end up with the patent even if he is less efficient at R. & D.
than are his rivals, so long as his inefficiency does not completely negate the advantage due to his larger expenditure on
R. & D.
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This model presents a stylized view of the innovation process, of course, but most of the simplifying assumptions are not'
vital to the model's results.

For example, in many industries it

may be that an innovator's advantages do not depend on patent protection at all but instead depend on some combination of trade
secret protection, the time lag required for competitors to dupli-cate the invention, and the greater consufuer-'acceptance earned by'
the first firm to market a new product. l

However, the source of-

this advantage is largely irrelevant to the Gilbert model, whose
only real

re~uirement

is that some such advantage exist.

as the first firm to develop an

inventio~

As long

is assured that the in-

vention will not be copied for at least some period of time, then
being first will mean continued monopoly profits to the incumbent
and much smaller profits to an entrant.

Under these conditions,

the incumbent will still have an incentive to outspend an equally
efficient entrant on R. & D•.
An interesting aspect of the model is that its applicability
is not limited to patents, or even to·preemption.

The analysis is

in many ways similar to that used to explain mergers to monopoly,
and also has similarities to some theories of strategic (non-deeppocket) predation.

Though the policy implications of this

1 See, e.g., R. Schmalensee, "Product Differentiation Advantages
of Pioneering Brands," MIT Working Paper #1140-80 (August 1980);
R. Bond and D. Lean, Sales, Promotion and Product Differentiation
in Two Prescription Drug Markets, FTC Bureau of Economics Staff
Report (1977).
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generalized model are far from clear, it unquestionably adds to
our theoretical understanding of preemption and predation.

This

can most easily be seen by first relating the Gilbert model to
traditional merger analysis, and then moving on to consider other
forms of preemption and predation.
The advantage of starting with mergers is that the analysis
is much more straigh tforward.

Hardly

an~ne-.would

disagree wi th

the proposition (as qualified below) that competitors can reduce
competition and generate monopoly profits if enough of them merge
into a single entity.

If Firms A and B have patented the only two

economical methods of producing widgets, for example, then their
merger will enable them to exploit their patents more fully than
if they were forced to act as independent competitors.

More pre-

cisely, the merger will enable them to increase their joint profits. 2

This, of course, is the basic theory behind all of merger

law, whether

p~tents

are involved or not.

Scholars may well dis-

agree about whether the current Clayton Act standards represent
the best application of this theory--but the theory itself is
rarely disputed.
To finish out the merger case, however, two qualifications
should be noted.

The first and most obvious is that monopoly

profits will only be generated if the merging firms have a

2 Cf. W. Bowman, Patent and Antitrust Law: A Legal and Economic
Appraisal (1973), ch. 10. The size of the increase depends on
whether the two firms had formerly priced as perfect competitors
or whether they had managed to achieve some degree of oligopolistic coordination in their pricing.
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sufficiently large share of the affected market and if barriers to
entry are sufficiently high that increased profits will not
attract new entry.

(The word "sufficiently" is used intention-

ally, to dodge the issue of just how large those market shares and
entry barriers have to be.)

In the area of patents, the requisite

entry ,barriers are usually assumed to flow from the patent. itself,

.

~.-

.

-"-.

although this may not be valid if, for example, the patent can
eqsily be invented around.

However, as we have seen, in some

industries there may be other barriers, such as trade secret
protection or first-entrant advantages in consumer acceptance of
the new product.

The only requirement is that some such barrier

exist; I will make that assumption for the remainder of these
comments.
The other qualification is that traditional merger theory
says nothing about how the increased industry profits will be distributed among

~he

participants in the merger.

This is essen-

tially a bilateral (or, at least, small-number) bargaining
problem, whose outcome is largely irrelevant to the effect of the
merger on competition.

The higher profits may all be captured by

the shareholders of Firm A, or the management of Firm B, or the
investment bankers acting as intermediaries, or by any combination
of these

parties~

but the distribution actually selected should

have no bearing on the future state of competition in the industry.

The only assumption required is that the problem of agreeing

on a distribution scheme not be so difficult as to block the merger and prevent anyone from realizing the increased profits.
-275-

As

long as this requirement is met, the merger will take place,' and
competition in the industry will be correspondingly reduced.
The Gilbert model is not primarily concerned with the acquisition of patents by merger, of course; its focus is the "accumulation of patents based entirely on internal research and development ... 3

However, many of the same motivations still apply • . In

the Gilbert model, the issue is whether a"-·competing subs t i tu te
product will first be invented and patented by an incumbent mono-.
polist or by a new entrant.

If the entrant gets the patent, then

the competing patents will be held by two independent entities whQ
will have to price at least somewhat competitively,4 and the full
monopoly profits will not be realized.

If the incumbent gets the

patent, though, the effect will be the same as if the two firms
holding the patent had merged.

That is, the patents will all be

in the hands of a single firm, which will then be able to realize
the monopoly profits that would have been lost, had the patents
been held

sep~rately.

It is these extra profits--the same profits that provide the
incentive for mergers to monopoly--that give the incumbent an
incentive to bid more for the patent under the Gilbert model.

3

R. Gilbert, "Patents, Sleeping Patents, and Entry Deterrence,"

p. 208.

4 Gilbert assumes only that the firms were unable to price as
high as a perfectly functioning cartel, so that there are still
unrealized monopoly profits to be captured. This seems a
reasonable assumption.
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Jus t as the real iz a t!ion of potent ial monopoly prof i ts

s~ppl ied

the

motive for acquiring a competitor's patent in the merger case, the
same monopoly profits supply the motive for acquiring an undiscovered patent in Gilbert's model.

The only difference is that

rather than purchasing the patent from a competitor (in the merger
case)., in Gilbert's model the incumbent must "purchase" the patent"
from Mother Nature. 5

.r--... . -"-.

Either way, the monopoly profits attainable

by consolidating the patents in a single firm make it clear why
that purchase should always be made.
This view of the model also sheds some light on the issue
Gilbert addresses under the heading of "preemption vs. licensing.,,6

Even under the Gilbert model, the entrant might be willing

to spend just as much as the incumbent to acquire the new patent
if it could then sell the patent to the incumbent at a price equal
to its full value in terms of the additional profits from monopolye

In

between

effec~,"

Natu~e

the entrant would be acting as an arbitrageur
and the ihcumbent, bidding up Nature's "price"

until it reached the maximum the incumbent would be willing to
pay.
Gilbert discounts this possibility of compet,itive rentseeking by pointing out that bargaining difficulties and other

5 Formally, the firms do not purchase a sure thing by investing
in R. & D. but purchase a lottery ticket, which mayor may not
payoff with a successful patent. As long as the firms are
equally efficient at R. & D. and do not differ in their risk
aversion or their estimates of the probability of success, this
refinement does not change the analysis.
6

Gilbert, supra note 3, pp. 222-23.
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transaction costs will probably prevent the entrant/arbitrageur
from capturing the

f~ll

value of the patent for himself; so the'

amount that the entrant is willing to spend on R. & D. should
still be less than the amount the incumbent can spend.

Even if

transaction costs are not that high, an equally telling objection
is that such an acquisition by the incumbent is much more likely
to come under the scrutiny of the antitl!'&s-t'·'laws. 7

In any event, -

from a policy stanqpoint it doesn't really matter whether such
arbitrage takes place or not, because all arbitrage will do is
change the route that the patent takes before ending up in the
hands of the incumbent.

It will also affect the distribution of

the monopoly profits between the incumbent and the entrant, of
course, but the distribution of the profits is not going to change
the competitive outcome.

Whatever the distribution, the patents

will still end up in the hands of a monopolist, as this is the
only way that the full monopoly profits can be realized.

The real

value of Gilbert's analysis is that it shows that acquisition and
internal development are merely substitute paths to the same end,
and suggests that the law therefore ough t not to treat them qui te
so differently.8

7 The differing treatment under the current antitrust laws of the.
acquisition of an existing patent and the development of the same
patent through internal R. & D. can thus be viewed as a ban on
this form of arbitrage.
8 The relationship between predation against and acquisition of
one's competitors has occasionally been noticed outside of formal
models, in contexts other than patenting. See, e.g., J. McGee,
(footnote continues)
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Obviously, the basic theory here is not limited to the
acquisition of competing patents.

It takes only a slight modifi-

cation to extend it to, say, the acquisition of new mineral deposits, labor inputs, or any other scarce resource by an incumbent
firm with an existing monopoly over that resource.

If a new

mineral deposit is discovered, for example, possession of that
• r--.- •. -,--'

•

deposit would mean continued monopoly proflts to the lncumbent but
only competitive profits to any other firm that acquired it, so .
the incumbent firm should have an incentive to spend more than any
independent firm in seeking out any new deposits (i.e., in "purchasing" deposits from Mother Nature).
firm does discover the deposit first,

Similarly, if some other
it will be in their mutual

interest to have the incumbent purchase that deposit from its discoverer '(or to obtain it through merger).

The only difference

between this .case and the patent example is that with no patent
protection for.mineral deposits, some other barrier to entry is
needed to protect the eventual monopoly profits and thus to make
them worth bidding for.

If some such barrier is present, though--

economies of scale, for example, or natural limits on the number
of deposits available to be cornered 9 --the preemption analysis
should carry over completely.

(footnote continued)
"Predatory Price-Cutting: The Standard Oil Case," I J. L. & Econ.
137, 139-40 (1958).
9 This is analogous to the assumption of the Gilbert model that
there is only a single patentable substitute, which the incumbent
(footnote continues)
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A more difficult issue, however, is the extent to which this
preemption analysis can also be carried over into the "standard"
predation case, where there are no specialized assets to be
acquired and the only instrument of predation is a reduction in
. price.
to

~e

In principle, it might seem that the same analysis ought
applicable.

Certainly the merger-to-monopoly analysis dis-

cussed earlier did not depend on the

p~sen-ce

assets such as patents or mineral deposits.

of any specialized.

L~

As long as the

resulting monopoly is protected by some form of barrier to
entry,IO it will always be in the interests of one firm to acq~~re
all of the others and thus realize the potential monopoly profits.
If the preemption model does apply, it would suggest that
even when such mergers are banned, some firm will still have an
incentive to acquire the same monopoly by internal expansion (the
analog of internal R. & D.).

For example, suppose that Firm A is

a nationwide .widget firm that faces several local competitors in
one of its markets.

Firm A could acquire its competitors' market

(footnote continued)
and the entrants are competing to discover. If there were an
infinite number of such substitutes, the incumbent's battle to
exclude entrants would never end,and there would be no period in
which the monopoly profits could be enjoyed.
10 It is worth stressing that such barriers to entry are necessary to any theory' of preemption or predation. Joskow and
Klevorick would thus incorporate such a requirement in the "first
tier" of their predation standard, and Gilbert would include it as
a threshold before internal patenting would even be subject to
antitrust scrutiny. Gilbert, supra note 3, p. 267; P. Joskow and
A. Klevorick, "A Framework for Analyzing Predatory Pricing
Pol icy ," 89 Ya 1 e L. J. 213, 2 4 5- 4 9 (19 79) •
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shares (and thus realize the monopoly profits in that market) by
~

merging

~ith

prevent that.

them all, but the antitrust laws would presumably
Firm A's alternative is to "purchase" those market

shares directly by bidding to take away its rivals' customers-i.e .. , by offering widgets to them at a lower price.

. ...

The amount of

A's "bid"--the rough analog of the amount A was willing to spend
~

- .. -.

on R. & D. in the Gilbert patent model--is the amount of shortterm loss (including any foregone profits) incurred on these
reduced-price sales.

If Firm A is willing to bid enough, it will

take all the customers away and end up with a monopoly (the analog
of outspending the entrant on R. & D. and ending up with all the
patents).

To make the analogy complete, though, we need some

reason why Firm A

wo~ld

be willing to bid more than its competi-

tors in this contest for market share.
As a preface, it should be noted that equating the acquisition of patents or mineral deposits with the "acquisition" of
customers or market shares is not as farfetched as might first
appear.

In practice, a firm seeking to expand its market share

typically embarks on a complicated course of price reductions and
promotional strategies that may be every bit as speculative as
investing in R. & D. in the hope of obtaining a patent.

One can

analyze firms' relative efficiency in marketing and promotion,
just as one can speak of a firm as being more or less efficient
than its rivals at R. & D.

In fact, businessmen and marketers

often refer to their strategies not simply as "cutting prices,"
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i

i

!

· but rather as "buying ~ market share. "II

The only obvious differ-

ence is that Gilbert's patent monopolist ou tspent h is rivals' in
purchasing innovations from Mother Nature, while in this analogy
the monopolist must purchase his market share directly from the
consuming public.
SUppose, then, that the nationwide widget firm (Firm A) can
never be eliminated from a local widget market (in the sense that
it could always reenter at a very low cost), but that its local
competitors would face significant reentry hurdles if they were
drive'n ou t.

Suppose further that the same (or some other) entry

barriers also keep out any firm not curre,ntly in the market.

In

this situation, the best that any of the local competitors can do
is to remain in the market as roughly equal competitors, earning a
competitive prof it.

The amount that they are willing to "bid" for

their customers (i.e., the size of the losses they are willing to
incur to stay in the market) 'will be correspondingly limited.

By

contrast, if Firm A can eliminate its local competitors by taking
enough of their customers away then it will be earning the full
monopoly returns (still assuming some barrier to entry), and
should consequently be willing to bid more.

That is, the local

competitors are bidding for the difference between zero and their
share of the profits at the competitive equilibrium, while Firm A

11 See, e.g., B. Catry and M. Chevalier, "Market Share Strategy
and the Product Life Cycle," 38 J. Marketing 29 (October 1974}~ w.
Fruhan, "Pyrrhic Victories in Fights for Market Share," 50 Harv.
Bus. Rev. 100 (Sept./Oct. 1972).
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is bidding for the difference between its share of the competitive
~

equilibrium and the entire monopoly profits.

For the same reason

that Firm A was willing to bid more for all of the patents in
Gilbert's model, Firm A will bid more for all of the customers in
this extension of it.
However, this analogy also points out two important differences between patent preemption and predation.

The first is that

amounts spent in "bidding" for customers--unlike amounts spent on
R. & D.--typically increase on a per-customer basis.

That is,

while the absolute amount that Firm A is willing to bid may be
more than its rivals, Firm A will also

h~ve

to be selling to more

customers, so the larger absolute amount may translate into a
smaller per-customer price reduction. 12

One of the crucial facts

that make Gilbert's preemption model work is that success in an
R. & D. effort'typically requires only a larger absolute
expenditure than' any rival, without regard to how many customers
each firm has.
The second important difference has to do with the source of
the asymmetry between the incumbent (Firm

A)

and its rivals.

The

asymmetric profits that drive the Gilbert model are due to the
fact that if the incumbent gets the new patent he ends up with a
monopoly, while the best the entrant can do (if he gets the

12 Cf. McGee, note 8 supra. It is less clear that other promotional activities besides cuts in price--large-sca1e advertising,
for examp1e--would also be more expensive to firms with more customers.
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patent) is become an

e~ual

competitor.

The incumbent can keep the
~

,

entrant out of the market entirely, but the entrant has no chance
of similarly dislodging the incumbent. 13

In Gilbert's model, this

was due to the not implausible assumption that the incumbent had
an 'unbreakable patent on a perfect substi tute for the product in
question.

In the predation analogy, however, this asymmetry could

....

-

. -.-.

only be reproduced by assuming that Firm A (the nationwide firm)
faced no barriers to entry into the local market, but that everyone else did.

Such conditions may perhaps hold in some markets,

but they are not the conditions assumed by many preemption
models,14 and removing the asymmetry would destroy this incentive
to predate.
On a theoretical level, this is in no way as criticism of
Gilbert's preemption model.

Even if the asymmetry assumption is

not universally valid, it certainly seems plausible enough to hold

13 A similar asymmetry motivates many models of strategic entry
deterrence, in which the incumbent incurs preentry costs that make
entry less profitable when it occurs. Even though such strategies
may impose equal costs on the incumbent and on any entrant, the
proper strategy will impose costs that reduce an entrant's profits
from the competitive level to zero (thus deterring entry), while
reducing the incumbent's profits from the monopoly level to some
smaller but still positive number. See, e.g., S. Salop,
"Strategic Entry Deterrence," 69 Am. Econ. Rev. 335 (1979); A. M.
Spence, "Entry, Capaci ty, I nvestment, and Oligopolistic Pricing,"
8 Bell J. Econ. 534 (1977).
14 See, e.g., F. Easterbrook, "Predatory Strategies and
Counterstrategies," 48 U. Chi. L. Rev. 263, 269 (1981): "The
predator's rival, after all, has the same incentive as the
predator to ride out the price war and collect monopoly profits
once one of them has collapsed. • . ..
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in an interesting number of cases, including many involving
patents.

If the preemption model can contribute to a better '

understanding of monopolists' behavior in those cases (and I think
it can), then it still represents a useful addition to the
theoretical literature.
On a practical level, though, the question that immediately
arises is how many real cases fall

into~·thi-s

category.

One of the

most interesting aspects of Gilbert's empirical results--and the
only aspect I will comment on here--is his conclusion on the
prevalence of preemptive patenting.

By and large, Gilbert con":'

cludes, the evidence .does not support the proposition that preemptive patenting is a widespread phenomenon.
Thus, when we get to the level of the legal and policy
implications, the preemptive patenting analysis runs up against
the same questions that plague all of predation theory.
fundamental
it?

p~licy

The

questions are: (1) How serious a problem is

(2) How easily can we tell when it's going on?

and (3) How

much do we lose (in terms of chilling desirable competitive
behavior) if we turn the courts loose in an effort to prohibit it?
The first and third are empirical questions about real-world
business behavior: the second is an empirical question about the
behavior of an institution of which we know even less than we do
about real-world businesses--i.e., the behavior of the legal
system.

Gilbert acknowledges these issues, and tries to respond

by suggesting limits to keep a preemption cause of action within
reasonable bounds--but it is still at bottom a judgment call as
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to whether such a cause of action (even one so limited) would on
balance improve or hinder the economy's performance.

Those who

agree with his implicit level of confidence in the legal system
,

will undoubtedly agree with his conclusions, but those who do not
will not, and at the present stage of our knowledge there is not
much that can be said in choosing between these two views.
In short, the Gilbert paper should be welcomed unequivocally
by scholars who have worked on predation issues and who hope to
continue to do so.

The paper makes a real contribution to our

theoretical understanding of preemption and predation, both with
respect to patents and in other areas as well.

At the same time,

it reminds us that the fundamental policy issues have yet to be
solved, thus ensuring the market for further conferences such as
this in the future.
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COMMENTS ON "PATENTS, SLEEPING PATENTS, AND ENTRY DETERRENCE"

F. M. Scherer·

At another FTC conference earlier t1-Jis·-year, I observed that
the difficulty of a discussant's assignment increases with the
quality of the paper under review.
uncomfortably easy.

-

My task this time is

Professor Gilbert has brought together a·

considerable quantity of theory and evidence on various aspects of
the preemptive patenting question.

Unfortunately, the material

is inadequately integrated, the analysis is insufficiently sensitive to the real-world conditions a policy-relevant study must
confront, and .the discussion is at signif icant points superf icial
or inaccurate.
The most basic difficulties emerge in the paper's theoretical
section.

There is .nothing intrinsically wrong with the stories

Gilbert's payoff matrices and related analysis tell.

The problem

is, they advance our understanding little because of unduly
restrictive or unrealistic assumptions.

For instance, Gilbert

repeatedly uses such concepts as "patenting," "R. & D.," and
"innovation" as if they were interchangeable, and as if getting a

•

Professor of Economics, Northwestern University.

patent--as distinguished from developing a superior new produc± or
process--were the main objective of business enterprises.

This'

implicit assumption could be true in some cases and innocuous in
others.

But it is misleading and counterproductive in dealing

with that quantitatively important set of cases in which, as the
author-recognizes in his empirical survey, there are sufficient
........- . -.-.
incentives for R. & D. and innovation even without the expectation
of exclusive patent rights.
represents a policy tradeoff.

A patent grant,

it is well known,

Society confers a monopoly privige~·

lege that would ordinarily be deemed undesirable,

in order to

a valued innovation it otherwise would nqt have.

But if (because

of first-in advantages, other barriers to imitation, or the hot
breath of competition) the innovation would be made even without
patent protection, the grant of patent rights (making imitation
even more difficult) means incurring a social cost for no offsetting first-order social benefit.

Gilbert's theoretical scheme

ignores this difficulty, which may be of special importance to the
question of preemptive patenting, if--as I believe the evidence
supports--firms already well established in a market have strong
nonpatent incentives to improve their products.
The essential focus of Gilbert's model is a race to the
Patent Office to get a single patent whose possession determines
the outcome of the game.

One can undoubtedly find cases in which

this is a realistic scenario; the Gould vs. Schawlow & Townes
contest over basic laser patent priority rights comes to mind.
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But such cases are exceptional, I am persuaded by having examined
during the past 2 years some 15,000 patents received by U.S.
industrial corporations.

It is much more common for significant

new products or processes to be blanketed by dozens or even
hundreds of patents, over which another blanket of improvement
patents is thrown, followed by patents on still another generation
of improvements, et cetera.

The Xerox co;p~~~tion, for example,

had applied for nearly 300 patents at the time it introduced its .
first 914 console copier in 1959, and in each subsequent year it
has added literally hundreds more to its portfolio.
a number of problems for Gilbert's

theory~

This creates'

If a single product is

covered by many patents whose application and issue dates may
stretch over years, when does one declare "finish" in the race to
the Patent Office?

How does a firm determine the optimal rate of

R. & D. in a race with such indistinct termini?

And what should

the theory say, -if anything, to guide policymakers attempting to
determine when the public interest has been overstepped by the
multiplication of patents, fencing in some technology, or by the
extension of monopoly positions over time through accumulated
improvement patents?

If the notion of preemption is about any-

thing at all, it is about such real-world behavior, not one-shot
races to the Patent Office.
Professor Gilbert's analysis also ignores the frequently
important problems arising when patented inventions are complementary.

Thus,

A

obtains a set of basic patents in some product
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.;x.

line.

B conceives and would like to develop an

improvem~nt,

but

needs to use some of A's patented technology in order to execute
the improvement.

It is entirely possible for a payoff structure

to arise under which the social benefit from B's improvement
(i.~.,

the sum of producer's plus consumers' surpluses) exceeds

B's development costs, so that, from the standpoint of economic
,'-';'

. -.-.

efficiency, the improvement should be completed.

Under conditions

of monopolistic competition with no bars to the use of complementary patents, B might capture sufficient pre-improvement surplus
from A along with the incremental producer's surplus attributable
to the improvement that B is motivated to undertake the developmente

But if A were the incumbent monopolist, it would view as

its gain only the producer's surplus directly added by the
improvement, and this may fall short of development costs, leading
A to reject both internal development of the improvement and
I icens ing improvement rights to B.

ment is therefore lost.

A soc ially des irable improve-

It would be an abuse of language to call

A's behavior in this instance preemptive, but such impasses are
likely to arise as a byproduct of the blanket patenting by which
firms preempt or otherwise exclude their rivals.

Therefore, they

should be taken into account in formulating a realistic welfare
economics of preemption.
The remainder of my comment concerns the two case studies in
Gilbert's policy conclusion section.
liarity with the Kobe case.

I have no firsthand fami-

From the facts as stated, Kobe's
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behavior seems egregious enough to warrant public concern.

I am

also not acquainted in detail with the record anu legal arguments
in the SCM/Xerox case.

However, other information leads me to

believe that more can usefully be said on SCM's situation and on
the broader set of patent and antitrust issues pos.ed by the copying mqchine industry •

Three specific lines of though t are

. ...
~

suggested.

-"-.

Firs t, it should come as no surprise to readers of this
volume that there was another major copying machine industry antitrust case.

In 1973, the FTC charged Xerox with monopolization;'

and in 1975, following tough negotiations, a consent settlement
was entered.

I participated in the internal debate over whether

the settlement should be accepted.

One input was a set of

comments elicited from interested parties,
of Xerox.

including competitors

I recall vividly that the FTC staff viewed SCM as odd-

man-out in the position it took.

I have not had a chance to

review the documents, but my recollection is that SCM seemed more
concerned about minimizing Xerox's continuing potency as a
competitor than about breaking open the patent logjam and then
slugging it out in the marketplace--which is what the FTC staff
wanted and what other Xerox rivals appeared to accept.

If he

wishes to draw policy inferences from the copying machine industry
antitrust history, Professor Gilbert would be well advised to dig
deeply into the FTC case record.
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Second, the research I have been doing on corporate,patentin9
yielded a thought-provoking surprise.

Sixteen companies in my

sample obtained a total of some 390 patents in the field of xerography during a la-month period chosen to reflect the results of
197'4 research and development.

SCM was in my sample, but not

among t"he 16.

As nearly as my coworkers and I could tell, it
....... . -"-.
received no copying-machine patents. If IBM, Kodak, 3M,
-

Addressograph-Multigraph, Bell & Howell, GAF, Litton, PitneyBowes, and others found it possible to corne up with patentable
inventions despite Xerox's entrenched position, why not SCM?
my zero-patent observation a random aberration?
failure of R.

& D.•

or competitive nerve?

Was

Or was there a

I don't know the answer,

but I suspect it is relevant to evaluating SCM's claim for
antitrust relief.
Finally, I want to note that the Xerox settlement posed some
of the most difficult questions the Bureau of Economics confronted
during my 2-year tenure at the FTC.
tions about it.

I personally had mixed emo-

On one hand, I believe Xerox did a superb job in

opening up an extremely important new technological and business
frontier.

Its performance in that respect was to be applauded,

not condemned, and like Professor Gilbert, I see much reason for
caution about undermining the patent rights of firms that have
pioneered technologically.

On the other hand, Xerox had bene-

fited from several "generations" of patents covering Chester
Carlson's basic conceptual inventions--the use of such materials
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as selenium, key lens designs, and the selenium drum; numerous
~

inventio"ns regarding details of the 914 copier and subsequent
machines; and then a host of improvement inventions.

By 1975,

xerography had been a commercial success for 16 years--nearly
the traditionally intended duration of the patent grant.

Was

nothing to be done about the huge portfolio of Xerox patents over• r--.- .. ---.

hanging the market, which at best fostered litigation and
increased the risks of entry and at worst stifled improvement of
the xerographic art?

My own belief was that the 1975 settlement

could break open the patent bottleneck, and that this was neither
too much nor too little under the circumstances.

Subsequent

events have persuaded me that this judgment was correct.

Price

competition has intensified, there have been major product improvements (many from Xerox rivals), and yet (as nearly as I can discern), Xerox's incentive to pursue R. & D. vigorously was not
impaired.

Perhaps I err.

If so, it is more likely to be in the

direction of underestimating the amount of competition that would
have emerged in any event, absent FTC intervention.

But I believe

the FTC action did help and that the case provides a good example
of how markets can be made to work better through antitrust when
an accumulation of patents threatens technological arteriosclerosis.

It would be interesting to see that belief subjected

to a thorough, critical, scholarly examination.
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REJOINDER TO F. M. SCHERER

Richard J. Gilbert

.r--,;- .•• -.

The intent of this paper was to show that product development
with patent protection can allow an established firm to maintain a
monopoly in the absence of an efficiency advantage over competitors.

The first part of the paper showed that an established firm

can have more to gain from product development than a competitor,
under the assumption of particularly effective patent protection.
The second part examined the extent of patent protection in different industries and argued that situations where patent protection is sufficient to limit entry are exceptional. - A third
section reviewed two antitrus·t cases with the purpose of identifying litigation where the theory might apply, without serving
judgment on the outcomes.
Professor Scherer attacks this paper on several fronts, but
he does not address the main arguments.

Scherer maintains

tha~

the failure to distinguish patenting from research and development
is a fatal flaw; he ci tes the -numerous patents attached to most
products as a devastating criticism; he introduces complementary
patents and the history of the Xerox litigation as crucial oversights.

Although Scherer's arguments bear on the subject matter

of this paper, they sidestep the main issues.

Scherer uses strong

language in his

discuss~on,

but his comments are

periphera~

to the

intent of the paper and at several points he has not followed
through the implications of his own arguments.

A closer inspec-

tion shows that his arguments do not weaken the results in this
paper.
Scherer calls attention to the distinction between patenting

.

...-,;-

and research and development activity.

. -.-.

Clearly patenting and

research and development are not equivalent, and they were not
assumed equivalent in the paper.

The issue of patent protection

raises two basic questions which are central to the paper and
wpich I had hoped Professor Scherer would address:
(i)

Are the conditions required for preemptive
patenting so restrictive as to make it an
impossible events?

(ii)

Does the preemption theory apply to
investments in R. & D. in the absence of
effective patent protection?

Scherer claims that cases in which the outcome of competition
is determined by a patent race are exceptional.

A large part of

the paper examined the question of patent protection, and we are
in agreement on this point.

The issue, however, is whether pat-

enting is ever an important element of entry-deterring behavior.
It is not surprising to me that a broad study of patent records
would show that most do not fit the dimensions of the simple
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model in this paper.

This does not address the question of

whether patent protection can be sufficient

to~allow

preemptive

behavior in isolated circumstances.
The simple patent model in this paper presents a vivid, if
not typical, example of the incentives for entry-deterring behavior.

Even if patent protection is never sufficient to impede

entry, there remains the possibility tho;\:" the preemption theory
can apply to accelerated investments in research and development.
Assuming new product development requires a substantial commitment of resources, it is possible to show--using arguments similar
to those in section 2 of the paper--that an established firm can
have an incentive to introduce products before its competitors.
The incentive is the ability to coordinate pricing and production
decisions so as to avoid the profit losses associated with
rivalry.

There are also limitations to toe gains from preemptive

behavior, as tpe costs of aggressively anticipating entry could
outweigh the costs of rivalry.
Preemption requires an advantage from being first.

Patents

are an example of winner-taKe-all, but learning economies,
irreversible investment (which can include R.

&

D.), or product

differentiation can also provide gains to an innovating firm that
strictly exceed the benefits from imitation.

The possibility of

avoiding or reducing losses on existing products provides an extra
incentive for an established firm to be the first to introduce
potential substitutes.

It is the direct reward from innovation
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and not just the desire to exclude competitors that motivates
accelerated investment by an established firm.

On~y

in the very ,

exceptional case of purposeful development of sleeping patents is
entry deterrence the main concern.

There are many reasons why an

established firm may not be the innovator: complacency, inefficient technology, oversight, and luck are a few.
from imitation can be large enough to reduce·
tives for preemption.

or

And the gains
eliminate incen-

The relevant point is that patent protec-

tion is not the key to preemptive behavior.
Scherer cites the typically large number of patents attached-'
to products as another criticism of the paper.

Complex tech nolo-

gies do integrate numerous innovations, and cases where single
patents define a product are not common.

Preemptive patenting is

also unusual, but it is not limited to cases where a single patent
circumscribes a product area.

If patents, individually or in a

portfolio, make -entry more di:ef icul t, the arguments in th is paper·
apply.

Most individual patents will not deter entry into a

significant market, but a collection of patents can increase the
cost of entry in the absence of cross-licensing agreements.

In

this situation, just as a single patent will not impede entry, a
single patent also will not assure an entrant technological access
to a product area.

The argument cuts both ways.

The efficacy of patents, and R. & D. more generally, in
deterring competition depends on the extent to which patents and
the accumulation of technical know-how make entry more difficult
over time.

A distinct "finish" in a patent or R. & D. competition
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is unnecessary if a potential entrant reasons that the costs of
catching up to an established firm, or just participating as an
also·-ran, are grea ter than the potent ial rewards.
Scherer raises questions pertaining to patent complementarities, which I had avoided to focus on the pure incentives for
preemptive behavior.

Patent complementarity can strengthen the

argument for preemption.
sion,

This is

evide~"from

Scherer's discus-.

if he would take the analysis one step backward in time.

the extent that a patent dominates improvement patents,

it allows

the patentee the option of developing the improvement or
its use.

To

bloc~in.g

The increased protection of a dominant patent makes it

more valuable in an entry-deterring strategy.

An established firm

has a greater incentive to develop a dominant patent because it is
potentially effective in limiting competition, at least from
product improvements.

Of course, dominant patents may apply more

to examples of. "technological break throughs where the potential
rewards and the uncertainties are large enough to stimulate
. research and development on many fronts.

Also, since all firms in

an industry stand to lose from excessively restrictive patent
enforcement, this encourages cross-licensing arrangements.
Scherer devotes considerable space in his comments to the
particulars of the SCM v. Xerox case and its antecedents.

My

purpose in reviewing this case was not to determine whether SCM
was a legitimate potential competitor in the electrostatic copying market, or whether the decision was just.
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I was interested in

identifying examples where preemptive patenting was, or could have
been, an issue in

a~

antitrust litigation.

Botb SCM

v~

Xerox arid

Kobe v. Dempsey Pump involved, at least in part, the allegation
that patent accumulation was an element of monopolizing behavior.
The decision in the SCM v. Xerox case rested on the legality of an
expired grant-back agreement, while in the Kobe case, unduly
agressive patent enforcement was a main .c;p.ns_ideration.

My objec--

tive was to consider the potential scope for preemptive patenting
as an alternative to the issues which occupied the courts.

Any

assessment of preemptive patenting in an antitrust proceeding
requires a critical examination of the particular circumstances,
and even so, the welfare implications are contradictory, because
preemption requires accelerated investment in research and development, with only a· probability of successful entry deterrence.
Scherer's comments address issues which are relevant to a
full policy analysis.

My purpose was to describe the incentives

for· accelerated product development by an established firm and to
discuss its general implications for market structure and economic
efficiency.

I did not intend this paper to be a policy analysis

or an evaluation of specific cases.

The analysis can be extended

to include questions raised by Scherer.

While these issues they·

affect the incentives for preemption in specific circumstances,
they do not invalidate the arguments presented in this paper.
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AN ECONOMIC DEFINITION OF PREDATORY PRODUC

INNOVATION

Janusz A. Ordover
Robert D. Willig*

.~,;-.

I.

-.-.

Introduction
Many forms of business behavior have been attacked as preda-

tory since the enactment of the Sherman Act in 1890. 1

However, we

think it can be fairly concluded that neither the courts 2 nor
legal and economic scholars 3 have been able to develop a general
standard of predatory behavior with which to test. diverse

*

Professors' of Economics, New York University and Princeton
University, respectively. The research reported on here was supported by the.Federal Trade Commission and the National Science
Founda t ion.
1 15 U.S.C.§§ 1-7 (1976). Predatory behavior comes also within
the purview of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 12-27, of" the
Robinson-Patman Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 13-136, 21a (1976), and of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, U.S.C. §§ 41-51 (1976).
2 Early cases of alleged predation are briefly reviewed in L.
Sullivan, Antitrust (1977), ch. 2. See also ABA Antitrust Section
Monograph No.4, "The Robinson-Patman Act: Policy and Law,"
volume I (1980). For an extensive review of the post-AreedaTurner cases, see J. Hurwitz et al., "Current Legal Standards of
Predation," in this volume.
3 The recent outpouring of writing on predation has been stimulated by P. Areeda and D. Turner, "Predatory Pricing and Related
Practices under Section 2 of the Sherman Act," 88 Harv. L. Rev.
679 (1975). Scholarly responses to this article are critically
exami ned in P. J oskow and A. K levor ick, "A Framework for Analyz ing
Predatory Pricing Policy," 89 Yale L. J. 213 (1979) and in J.
McGee, "Predatory Pricing Revisited," 23 J. Law & Econ. 289
(1980) •

industrial practices for possible anticompetitive effects or
intent.

In section II ~of this paper, we present an economically ,

sound and judicially workable general definition of predatory
behavior and briefly explicate its various elements. 4

We argue

that £redation should be defined as a response to a rival that
sacrifices part of the profit that could be earned, under competitive circumstances, were the rival to remairn: ·viable, in order to
induce exit and gain consequent additional monopoly profit.
In section III we indicate how the much-discussed cost-based
tests for predatory pricing can be deduced from this general
standard.

This permits us to clarify these tests and to expand

their scope to apply to realistic instances of multiproduct
firms.
With this material as necessary introduction, we turn, in
section IV, to the main focus of this paper--the development from
our general standard of specific tests to distinguish between
predatory and procompetitive product innovations.
We find that antitrust scrutiny of product innovations is not
a priori unwarranted.

Surprisingly, we find that even genuine

innovations (that is, new products that in some regards are superior to existing ones in the eyes of both engineers and consumers)
can in fact be anticompetitive.

Such predatory innovations do not

provide benefits to consumers that are worth the cost, and are

4 For a fuller discussion of our general definition, see J. A.
Ordover and R. D. Willig, "An Economic Definition of Predation,"
Economics Discussion Paper (1981).
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motivated by the additional monopoly profits that are made possible solely by the exit they induce.
We analyze two types of exit-inducing tactics that entail
introductions of new products and that mayor may not be anticompetitive.

The first tactic is the introduction of a new prod-

uct that is a substitute for the products of the rival firm and
....... .... -.
~

that endangers its viability by diverting its sales.

While this

tactic in itself has not been scrutinized in antitrust litigation, it has been a part of more complex tactics that have been
the subject of an important and rapidly growing line of cases. '
These tactics are employed in the context of systems rivalry.
They entail introductions of new systems of

compon~nts

that are

incompatible with components manufactured by rivals, together with
the constriction of the supply of components that are complementary to those

o~

rivals.

This complex tactic endangers rivals'

viability by inducing consumers to bypass their use of rivals'
products.
In sections V and VI we develop workable tests for ascertaining whether or not such tactics involve predatory product
innovation.

These tests reflect two novel considerations that

have not been incorporated in any existing tests for predatory
behavior.

First, as detailed in section V, our standard leads us

to the scrutiny of the R.

&

D. investment in the innovation.

Second, as detailed in section VI, our standard implies that in
the context of systems rivalry, the predatory act may be the
upward repricing or withdrawal of the preexisting components
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complementary to the rivals' products.
these matters in section IV.

We provide an overview of

In section VI we show that the work-

able tests derived from our general standard can protect competition and deter anticompetitive product innovation without distorting incentives for procompetitive innovation and without unduly
taxing scarce judicial resources.
Finally, in appendices we discuss t!he- application of our
standard to the scrutiny for predation of product preannouncements
and cross-market entry.
II.

General Standard of Predatory Behavior
Our proposed general standard of predation is founded on a

natural and basic interpretation of the phrase "intent to monopolize" that is central to the antitrust statutes under which business behavior is examined.

A predatory practice is an action

undertaken with the intent to increase monopoly power by means of
inducing the exi.t of a rival.

Here, by "intent," we mean that the

essential purpose of the practice was the additional monopoly
power that would result from the rival's exit.

It would be clear

that monopolization was the purpose of the practice if the practice would have been unprofitable without the exit it actually
caused, but profitable with it.
caused a rival's exit,

Obviously, even if a practice

it would not be predatory if it would have

been profitable without any additional monopoly power resulting
from the exit.

Thus,

in our interpretation, there is intent to

monopolize if the practice can only be rationalized by means of
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.the addi t ional monopoly power it genera tes.

From th is interpreta-

tion of ihtent, it then follows that predatory behavior' can be '
defined as a response to a rival that sacrifices part of the
profit that could be earned, under competitive circumstances, were
the rival to remain viable, in order to induce exit and gain
consequent additional monopoly profit.
A market must have several structurAl-characteristics for a-

practice that induces a rival's exit to generate additional monQPoly power and thus conceivably violate our general standard of
predatory behavior.
concentrated.

First of all, a market must be horizontally

In an unconcentrated market, there is sufficient

competitive discipline from the remaining rivals to eliminate
monopoly power, irrespective of the exit of one of them.
Second, a market must be protected by a form of entry
barriers that we term entry hurdles.

These exist whenever the

p·rospective en.trant is cost disadvantaged vis-a-vis the incumbent,
solely because the incumbent is already functioning as an ongoing
concern, while the entrant has not yet' committed the requisite
resources.

The cost difference between the entrant and the

incumbent vanishes, once the prospective entrant overcomes the
entry hurdle and enters the industry.

In general, entry hurdles

arise when investments are not fully reversible. 5

The necessity

5 The importance of sunk and fixed costs for market organization
is fully explicated in W. J. Baumol and R. D. Willig, "Fixed
Costs, Sunk Costs, Entry Barriers, Public Goods, and the
Sus ta i nabi I i ty of Monopoly," Q. J. Econ. (forthcomi ng) •
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to sink, and thus to put totally at risk, the irreversible portion
of the requisite investment in effect faces

the~prospective

trant with a cost disadvantage relative to the incumbent.

en~

Because

potential entrants, but not actual entrants, are disadvantaged by
entry hurdles, the incumbent may have an incentive to push the
entrant over the entry hurdle and to thereby gain incremental
monopoly power.

Conversely, where

ther~·~.are"

no entry hurdles

there can be no incentives for predation because prospective en-trants constrain the market power of the incumbent as effectively
as do actual entrants.
Lastly, for a tactically induced exit to augment extant
monopoly power, a market must be characterized by the presence of
reentry barriers.

A reentry barrier is defined as the additional

II,""
,~

cost which must be "incurred by a firm which has exited in order
to restart its ,operations.
has been

retoole~

If all physical and human capital that

or dispersed upon the firm's exit can be cost-

lessly reassembled, then no reentry barrier exists.

Absent

reentry barriers, a firm confronted with possibly anticompetitive
behavior of its rival can shut down its operations and then costlessly reenter the market as soon as the alleged predator attempts
to recoup profits which he sacrificed during the predatory
campaign.

Thus, where reentry barriers are truly inconsequential,

recoupment of sacrif iced prof its would not be poss ible, because the
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dominant firm's rivals would always remain viable.

Consequ~ntly,

there can be no motive for predation absent reentry barriers. 6 "
TO summarize: in a market which is horizontally unconcentrated, or in which entry hurdles and reentry barriers are
not significant, a dominant incumbent firm cannot hope to earn any
addi t ional monopoly prof its from the induced exi t of a rival.

. ... -.-.

In

~

such a market, actual and potential competitors effectively
constrain the market power of an incumbent firm, whether or not
the rival whose exit is at issue remains viable.
Here, then, there can be no motive for predatory behavior'. - ,
Consequently, behavior need not be scrutinized for predation and
should be presumed procompetitive if the market in which it occurs
is unconcentrated, ,or has no entry hurdles, or has no reentry
barriers.

Thus, ascertaining whether the relevant market has

these characteristics is a structural test that

sh~uld

be per-

formed prior to the application of any test like ours to allegedly
predatory behavior. 7
In markets in which all of the structural preconditions
listed above do not obtain, a firm may rationally engage in anticompetitive behavior, with the intent of inducing exit of a rival,

6 It is interesting to note in this regard that Robert Bork's
argument that successful predation is impossible, or unlikely,
depends significantly on his unstated assumption that rivals of
the alleged predator do not face significant reentry barriers.
See R. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox (1978), pp. 149-54.
7 In this regard we are in agreement with the two-tier approach
advoc3ted by P. Joskow and A. Klevorick, note 3 supra.
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in order to gain additional monopoly profits.

The hallmark of

such anticompetitive"predatory behavior is that ·.it entails a
sacrifice of a part of the profit that could be earned, under
competitive circumstances, were the rival to remain viable.
The possibility of gaining additional monopoly profits provides the necessary element of motive for engaging in anticompetitive behavior.

On the other hand, the Ill&re-·fact of a rival's exit

as a result of the alleged predator's action--even in markets inwhich exit does lessen competition--does not constitute proof that
predation actually took place.

Indeed, exit-inducing actions

cannot be considered predatory if they are a part of competitive
interactions.

Because of cost or other disadvantages, not every

entrant or existing rival will be assured positive output and
profits in a sufficiently competitive marketplace.

Such ineffi-

cient rivals could be induced to exit by actions which the incumbent would find profitable without his taking account of their
effects on the rival's viability and on any consequent additional
monopoly profits.

Such actions are innocent of predation under

our standard.
Under our standard, predatory sacrifice of profit is
assessed under the premise of the continued viability of the
rival.

This possibly counterfactual premise means that the rival

remains ready to produce, should he so choose, without incurring
new startup costs, whether or not he has actually ceased production.

Thus, the continued-viability premise is equivalent to the
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premise of the absence of reentry barriers.

Then, a firm's action

entails predatory sacrifice of profit if there is some alternative
action which would yield greater profit if there were no reentry
barriers.

The fact that such an action was chosen by a firm

indicates that it was motivated by the thereby induced exit of its
rival.
These concepts are illustrated in 1!.&ble-s 1 and 2, which dis-.
play the present discounted values of the profits of the incumbent
under various scenarios.

The actual action of the incumbent

induces the exit of his rival, while the alternative action does,
not.

The numbers displayed in table 1 indicate that the incumbent

has incentive to choose the exit-inducing "actual action," because
it yields him a profit of 110, while the alternative yields only
105.

However, here, this choice is predatory because under the.

counterfactual premise of the continued viability of the rival,
the actual action entails a profit sacrifice of 5; that is, the
difference between 105 and 100.
In contrast, the choice by the incumbent of the "actual
action" in the scenario of table 2 is not predatory, even though
it does induce exit.

The incumbent does have incentive to make

this choice, because it yields him a profit of 110 instead of the
profit of 95 that he would earn from the alternative action.

How.~

ever, the actual action entails no predatory sacrifice of profit,
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#W- --

because it yields higher profit even under the premise of the

~;:

.

continued viability~ of the rival. 9
INCUMBENT
ACTUAL ACTION

R

I'

V
I
A
B

ALTERNATIVE ACTION

100

....

L

E

105
-

.g;-

'G:.,

. - .. -.

V
A

E

X
L

I
T
S

110

TABLE 1
It should be emphasized that our definition of predatory
profit sacrifice is not that short-run profit be sacrificed for
future monopoly gain.

For example, the actual action of table 1

9 An alternative display of these data focuses on two different
measures of the profit of the incumbent, given his action: the
true profit and the profit he would earn given the viability of
the rival.
For table 1, these figures are as follows.
Actual Action

Alternative Action

True profit

110

105

Profit with
viable rival

100

105

The actual action is rational, inasmuch as 110 exceeds 105, but it
is predatory, because 100 is less than 105. This viewpoint permits uncertainty in the rival's response to be readily incorporated in the test for predation, by regarding the profit figures as
expected values.
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might earn current period profits of 10, while the alternative
action might earn only 5.

Then, despite the fa~t that the act~al
INCUMBENT

ACTUAL ACTION

R

V
I
A

I

B
L

ALTERNATIVE ACTION

.r.- . -.. -.
100

95

E

V

A
L

E
X
I
T

110

S

TABLE 2
action maximizes short-run profit,
because it
viability.

do~s

it is nonetheless predatory

not maximize overall profit, given the rival's

An.effect of this kind need not arise in the context

of predatory price-cutting.

However,

it may well occur where the

action to be tested for predatory intent involves investments (for
example, in plant capacity or R. & D.).

For example, a predator

may respond to entry by shifting from a relatively expensive
R. & D. program aimed at significant quality improvement toa
cheaper one aimed at an exclusionary redesign (as detailed in
sections IV and VI).

In such a case, the predatory investment

decision may raise short-term profit, raise expected long-run
profit (because of additional monopoly power), but lower long-run
profit, under the premise that the new rival remain viable.
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Our standard stipulates that the sacrifice of profit be
assessed "under competitive circumstances."

As such, sacrifice

cannot be inferred merely because the incumbent avoided a cartellike response that might have yielded both him and his rival
greater profits.

Instead, for the assessment of sacrifice, the

profitability to the incumbent of his actual and alternative

. ...

responses is to be gauged on the presumption- .. that the rival reacts
~

to them in a competitive fashion.

~.

From this vantage point, a

cartel-like response would not benefit the incumbent because the
rival's competitive reaction to it would undermine its profitability.

Thus our standard does not penalize the incumbent for

competitive responses, even if they damage the rival.

The

standard does not protect a rival who can only prosper under noncompetitive circums·tances.

The standard, therefore,

is designed

to protect competition by protecting competitive rivals from·
predation.
The practical relevance of our proposed standard would be
problematic if i.ts application necessitated estimation of data
like those presented in our numerical examples.

Fortunately, we

are able to identify certain conditions that are readily testable
and that logically imply predatory sacrifice of profit.

Thus,

while our definition of predation is not in itself a workable
test,

it provides a unifying, general, and open-ended standard

from which specific and workable tests can be logically derived.
Novel tests for predatory product innovation are so derived in
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sections IV, V, and

VI~

In the next section we sketch how cost-

based tests for predatory price-cutting can also be derived from
the general standard, and how useful new variants naturally emerge
as well. lO
III: Application of the General Standard to Predatory PriceCu~tin9

The purpose of this section is twofo14. ---First, we demonstrate that in the simplest context of an incumbent firm that
produces a single product (or service), the application of our
general standard yields the familiar Areeda-Turner cost-based
price tests.

Second, with the view towards the discussion of

predatory product innovations in section V, we develop the relevant price tests for a multiproduct (multiservice) incumbent
firm.
Consider, as a stereotype, the example of an incumbent
dominant firm wqich, in response to entry, drops its price and
thereby endangers the viability of the entrant.

The application

of our standard requires that the structure of the relevant market
be examined for concentration, entry hurdles, and reentry barriers
before the price cut is appropriately scrutinized for possibly
anticompetitive effects.

If the market does exhibit all these

structural features, and if the price cut demonstrably raises the
probability of the entrant's exit to a dangerous level, then our

10 For a complete analysis, see J. A. Ordover and R. D. Willig,
"An Economic Definition of Predation," Economics Discussion Paper
(1981) •
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standard directs attention to the question of whether the
incumbent's

response~

entails predatory sacrifice of profit.

This

response is composed of decisions pertaining to the firm's price,
output flow, and perhaps such other elements as capital investment
and marketing activities.

A finding of predation would be

supported if it could be established that a different response
would earn greater prof it for the incumb&nt---under the premise of
the continued viability of the rival.
In the context of this stereotypical example, the premise of
the continued viability of the rival rules out consideration of-future monopoly profits made possible by the entrant's exit.

Even

if the response of the incumbent causes the rival to shut down
production, if the rival's viability were unimpaired (as would be
the case absent reentry barriers), the fact that he would rationally expand output if prices were to sufficiently rise renders his
shutdown irrelevant to his constraint on the incumbent's market
power.

The fact that the incumbent's response did induce the

rival's exit may have actually provided the profit rationale for
the chosen prices, output, et cetera.

However, under the

continued-viabili ty premise, the rival's irrevers.ible exi t is
treated as if it were only a reversible shutdown.

As such, the

fact that the response did induce the rival's exit would have no
influence on the expected future profits of the incumbent, under
the premise of the continued viability of the rival.
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Consequently, the examination of whether the incumbent's
response entails predatory sacrifice may only r.equire 'testing,
whether an alternative response, less threatening to the entrant's
viability, would have yielded a higher level of current profit
under competitive circumstances.

This conclusion rests on the

supposition that the response at issue has no impact on the incumbent's future profits, apart from effec-ts -on the degree of competition offered by the rival.

This supposition rules out inter-

temporal demand effects, like those that motivate promotional
pricing, and any impacts on future profitability of current per.iod
output and investment elements of the response.

Although such

effects may sometimes be important, and although our standard can
readily account for them, here, for simplicity, we disregard
them. ll

Thus, we assume here that under the continued-viability

premise, the'response to the rival affects only the current profits of the

i~cumbent.

In this simplified setting, the actual response of the
incumbent exhibits predatory sacrifice if there exists an alternative price and output response that would raise the incumbent's
current profits under competitive circumstances and that would
lower the probability of the rival's exit.

The relevant such

alternative response to be examined entails a quantity flow that"

11 For example, we have derived workable tests from our general
standard that apply where the incumbent invests or dis invests in
capital facilities as part of his response. See J. A. Ordover and
R. D. Willig, note 4 supra. Also, we discuss the treatment of
responses that include R. & D. investment in section V infra.
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is smaller than that actually chosen by the incumbent, say by 0,
together with the corresponding higher price.

Which higper level

of price would actually result, under competitive circumstances,
from an output cutback of 0 depends on the precise properties of
market demand as well as on the details of the rivals' structures
of production costs.

Fortunately, however, a cost-based test for

...

predatory profit sacrifice can be derived without assessment of
,~

-~-.

that higher level of price, as long as one proceeds under the
natural presumption that an output reduction would not result in a
lowered market price.
Then,l2 the incumbent's cutback of 0 in sales would reduce
his revenues by less than his original price multiplied by 0;

o·p.

If the price were unaffected, the revenue reduction .would, of
course, equal this figure.

And, if the price were to rise, this

reduction would be partially offset by the additional revenue
earned on each remaining unit of output.
Consequently, this alternative response, designed to be less
damaging to the rival, would also increase the incumbent's profits
under the viability premise, if it yielded a saving in production
costs that exceeds the reduction in revenues.

As such, predatory

sacrifice of profit can be inferred if the cost saving from
reducing output by 0 is larger than o·p, which, as just explained,

12 That is, let p' and p be, respectively, the alternative and
actual prices, and let qO-o and qO be the associated levels of
output.
Then, with pi > p, the reduction in revenues is
pqO_pl(qO_O) ~ pqO_p(qo=o) = po, as stated in the text.
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is a conservative estimate of the revenue reduction.

Thus, there

is evidence of predatory sacrifice if the incumbent's actual price
is less than the average saving in costs that could be achieved by
cutting back

outpu~,

where the average is taken over the size of

the cutback, for any such hypothetical contraction. 13
There are several different-sized cutbacks that specialize
this general test to particularly usef~i·~ost-based price floorS.
First, for consideration of the alternative response that entails
elimination of the incumbent's entire output,

the test for preda-

tory sacrifice is whether the price is below the average avoidable
cost of the product line in question.

,Second, for consideration

of small output cutbacks, the test is whether the price is below
the marginal (avoidable) cost.1 4
Thus, familiar cost-based tests for predatory pricing can be
logically derived from our proposed general standard.

Surprising-

ly, we find that both average cost and marginal cost define correct price floors.

There is evidence of predatory sacrifice if

13 That is, with C(qO) and C(qO-o) denoting the total cost flows
incurred for output levels qO and qO-o, respectively, there is
evidence of predatory sacrifice if
p < C(gO) - C(gO-o)

o

"

".

14 Other sized cutbacks yield additional cost-based price floors
that are particularly germane in various circumstances.
For
example, if the incumbent has expanded output following the
rival's entry, the relevant size of cutback is equal to the postentry output expansion.
The resulting test is whether the price
is below the average cost incurred for that expansion.
See J. A.
Ordover and R. D. Willig, note 4 ~upra, for a detailed discussion.
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the price is found to be below either one Of them.
if the price is

below~marginal

In particular,

cost, a slightly smaller output

level would have raised the incumbent's profits, under the premise
of the continued viability of the rival.

Similarly, if the price

is below average cost, elimination of the incumbent's output flow
would have raised his profits under the same premise.

Since'

either of these alternatives would have engangered the rival's
viability less, both define correct tests of predatory sacrifice
under our standard. lS
Another valuable result of deriving cost-based tests from
the standard is that the appropriate cost concepts are thereby
clarified.

In all cases, it is the cost saving from an output

contraction that is to be compared with the associated revenue
reduction.

Hence, for example, capital costs should be included

if they could have been thus saved.

Also, advertising and other

marketing costs should certainly be included in the average-cost
test, to the extent they could have been entirely avoided if the
incumbent were to cease production. 16
The tests for predatory pricing derived from the general
standard protect and enhance competition without simultaneously
interfering with its workings.

By their very construction, the

IS The relative stringency of these tests will depend on the
particular circumstances in which they are applied. For example,
where there are economies of scale in avoidable costs, the
average-cost test is the more stringent one.
16 See J. A. Ordover and R. D. Willig, note 4 supra, for a
fuller treatment of these issues.
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tests cannot indicate any normal competitive response to be
predatory, whether or not that response induces a rival, to exit.
This follows from the fact that competitive responses entail no
sacrifice of profit under the premise of the continued viability
of the rival.

On the other hand, the tests do constrain behaviors

that induce exit and that are not part of the normal competitive
process.
Further, it can be theoretically demonstrated that application of our proposed standard would protect from tactical exit
inducement any rival who would actively produce in the socially
optimal allocation of production among extant firms.

Conversely,

it can be shown, the standard would .permit the inducement of exit
of a firm that is insufficiently efficient to actively produce in
that socially optimal arrangement. l ?
For example, suppose that both the incumbent and the rival
have constant

~arginal

and average costs.

If the costs of the

incumbent are lower than those of the rival, then the latter would

I? These results, it should be noted, do not imply that application of the standard would necessarily raise the level of social
welfare if the incumbent and its rivals failed to actively
compete. In fact, hypothetical examples can be constructed in
which all extant firms exhibit noncompetitive behavior; the
standard protects an existing firm from exit inducement; but the
exit of that firm would raise social welfare. Rather, the
standard is only assumed to raise social welfare if firms behave
competitively' in the absence of predation. However, the standard
would also raise social welfare in any scenario in which society
would be benefited by the survival of a firm that would be part of
the social optimum. We regard such scenarios to be the normal
case.
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not actively produce in the socially optimal allocation of production between them.

In this case,

the

incumbent~can

induce the

rival's exit by lowering his price to a level just below the
rival's cost.

No alternative price, less damaging to the rival,

would earn the incumbent greater current profit under competitive
circumstances.

This follows because a higher price could be

undercut by the rival, thus yielding ther"incumbent no sales.

Yet

the price just below the rival's cost does earn the incumbent some
profit, since his cost is lower still.

Thus, this response

entails no profit sacrifice and therefore induces exit without
violation of our standard of predation. ,
If, instead, the costs of the incumbent exceed those of the
rival, then the latter would actively produce in the socially
optimal arrangement.

In this case, according to our general

result, any exit-inducing response by the incumbent must entail
predatory sacrifice.

Here, this is true because a price below the

rival's cost must cause the incumbent a negative profit that isless than he would earn with anyone of these alternative
responses that are less damaging to the rival: a small cutback in
output, eliminating production, or raising his price to the level
of his cost and accepting any sales that may result.

Of course,

if it succeeds in driving out the rival, and in thereby making
possible later additional monopoly profits, the low price of the
incumbent may be his most profitable response.

Nonetheless, as

just explained, that low price is not the most profitable response
under the premise of the continued viability of the entrant.
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That

is why such a tactic could be found to be predatory under our
proposed standard.
III B:

Price Floors for Multiproduct Firms

In this section we sketch the development of a test for pre.~.

datory price cutting that pertains to multiproduct firms.

This

test is a necessary component of the test developed below for predatory' product introductions.

In addition, it shows how cost• r-.- . _.-.

based price floors should be correctly adjusted for demand interrelationships to test for predatory price-cutting under our
standard. 18
We consider, for simplicity, the same scenario analyzed
above with one additional complication: the product whose price
and output level are at issue is cross-elastic with another product offered by the ·incumbent.

That is, we seek a floor on a price

whose level affects the quantity cemanded of another product sold
by the incumbent.

As before, the test for predatory sacrifice

investigates whether a contraction, of size 0, in the output
level, qO, of the good in question would increase the current
profit of the incumbent under competitive circumstances.
In this case, as above, we presume that the output contraction would not cause the price, p, to fall, so that p·o is a conservative estimate of the loss in revenue from the sales of the

18 The courts have had difficulty in assessing the proper method
of accomplishing this. See In re IBM Peripheral EDP Devices
Antitrust Litigation, 459 F. Supp. 626 (N.D. Cal. 1978);
Transamerica Computer Co. v. IBM, 481 F. Supp. 965 (N.D. Cal.
1979) •
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preduct.

However, in this multipreduct case, the effects en the

incumbent's prefit are net necessarily limited to. this revenue
less and to. the savings in cest frem the eutput centractien.
Instead, there may be an additienal net eff·ect en current prefits
due to the change in the level of sales ef the cress-elastic
preduct, 6y, that is induced by the eutput centractien and by the
corresponding rise in the price.

.

Th is adQ.i.tj.9nal
ef fect on prof it.
.

is equal to the change in revenue, w·6y, where w is the price of
the cross-elastic good, net of the change in production cost
caused by the induced output change.
Thus, there is evidence of predation if the conservative
estimate of the less of direct revenues from the output contraction, p-6, is less than the sum of the direct cost 'saving from the
contraction and the' net effect on profit caused by the induced
change in the sales of the cross-elastic product.

Equivalently,

the test for predatory sacrifice is whether the price at issue is
below the cost saving fro.m the cutback, averaged over the size of
the cutback, plus an adjustment for the cross-elastic effects.
This adjustment is the ratio of the induced output change, 6y, to
the cutback, 6, multiplied by the margin between the price, w, and
the average cost change associated with the cross-elastic good. 19

19 To be precise, the contraction of 6 would increase the incumbent's current profit if p'(qO-6) + w(yo+6y) - C(qO-6,yo+6y) >
pqo+wyo-C(qO, yO), where C now denotes the multiproduct cost
function. With p'>p, a sufficient condition for this inequality
to hold is:

p < C(gO, yO)

C(gO-6LY:l +
6

~y

6

[w _ C(gO-6,yo+6y) - C(gO-6, yO)].
6y
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Hence, we

hav~

derived from our standard an adjustment to

the cost-based price floors that takes into account interrelationships among the demands for the incumbent's products.

To analyze

the effects of the adjustment on the price floors, we assume that
the price of the cross-elastic good is not less than its average
incremental cost.

This is likely to be the case, because it is

.......

-.-.

not this price whose level is being tested for predation.
general, absent predatory intent,

And, in

it would not pay the incumbent

to maintain that price below average incremental cost.
Then, the adjustment would raise the cost-based price floor
if the cross-elastic product were a substitute for the good in
question in the eyes of consumers.

Here, the test for predatory

price-cutting is made more stringent because price cuts have the
additional negative effect on the incumbent's current profit of
diverting profitable sales from its other product.

Obversely,

demand complementarities make the test less stringent because, in
this case, price cuts have the additional positive effect on the
incumbent's current profits of stimulating profitable sales of its
other product.

In both cases, the size of the adjustment to the

cost-based price floor is greater the larger is the markup on the
cross-elastic good, and the more sensitive are its sales to the
price and output of the good at issue.

No adjustment is called

for if there are no significant cross-elastic effects, or if
there is no significant markup over average incremental costs on
the cross-elastic good.
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III C: Concluding Remarks
In this section of the paper, we have derived tests for
predatory price-cutting from our proposed general standard.

For

the scrutiny of a price that affects the demand of no other
product of the incumbent, the tests are cost-based price floors,
in the spiri t of the Areeda-Turner test .....However, we have shown
that both marginal and average costs define correct floors, and

w~

have provided a framework for analyzing what cost elements are
properly reflected in the floors.

Finally, we have derived the. -.

adjustment to the cost-based floors that properly reflects inter.relationships among the demands for the various offerings of a
multiproduct firm.
In the remainder of the paper, we utilize this same analytic
approach to derive from our general standard tests for predatory
product innovations.
IV: Predatory Product Innovations--An Overview
Predatory pricing, discussed in the preceding section, is
only one of the many strategies that a firm may use to induce exit
of a competitor.

As we shall see below, cutting prices on the

existing product lines to below some relevant floor is not always
the most effective strategy for forcing a competitor back over an
entry hurdle or a reentry barrier.

In this section, we argue that

an introduction of a new product can be anticompetitive and predatory.

Of course, the introduction of a new product can also be

procompetitive, as well as directly beneficial to those consumers
who prefer the new product to the already existing ones.
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Our main task here is to provide some specific tests which
would permit one to distinguish between predato:y and
product innovations.

nonpreda~ory

According to our general economic standard

of predation, an introduction of a new product is predatory if it
is a response to a rival that sacrifices part of the profit that
could be earned, under competitive circumstances, were the entrant
to remain viable,

in order to induce

eX~~.~Dd

gain consequent

additional monopoly profits.
Before this standard can be applied to the problem at hand,
one must recognize that, unlike a simple price cut, an introduction of a new product is a composite strategy.
least, the following fundamental decisions:

It involves, at

(a) the choice of the

product design; (b) the choice of the timing of the announcement
of the new product; (c) the choice of the price for the new
product; (d) the choice of associated adjustments in the prices of
the existing products; and (e) the choice of the size and of the
content of the research and development and promotional budgets.
It is plain that e.ach of these choices can have an impact on the
viability of competitors and, therefore, on the strength of
tition following the introduction of a new product.

Thus,

compe~

in

order to test for the predatoriness of an introduction of a new
product,

it is necessary to scrutinize these decisions not only

singly but also jointly, as components of an overall strategy.
Professors Areeda and Turner shy away from this approach and
argue against an extensive antitrust scrutiny of investments in
new products, or product lines.

In the Areeda-Turner test, for a
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new product to be judged nonpredatory it is only necessary that
its price satisfy the de minimis condition of exceeding or equaling the short-run marginal cost (or, if marginal costs cannot be
computed, the short-run average variable cost).

We think that,

for at least two reasons, this position is incorrect.

First, even

in the. absence of antitrust .sanctions, manipulation of the product
set can frequently be more effective thar("price cu tting as an
anticompetitive tactic.

Consequently, there is a strong policy

reason not to exclude strategies for the introduction of new
products from antitrust scrutiny, unless reasonable tests for
predatoriness cannot be feasibly implemented.
Second, short-run marginal cost and short-run variable cost
do not commend themselves as the correct cost-based price floors
for

~

products.

If the presence of a viable competitor only

restricts the innova ting firms to charging a price that is no
lower than the short-run marginal cost, then the initial expenditures on research and development need not be recouped.

Such a

finding might indicate that the new product would increment the
firm's profits only by inducing the exit of otherwise viable
competitor(s).

If this is indeed the case, social benefits from

the new product are questionable.
Our analysis considers two types of tactics that entail
product introductions and that may be either procompetitive or
predatory.

The first tactic is the introduction of a new product

that is a substitute for the products of the rival firm and that
endangers its viability by diverting its sales.
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The second tactic

is employed in the context of systems rivalry.

It consists of

constriction in the supply of components that are vital to consumers' use of the rival's products, coupled with the introduction
of systems components that enable consumers to bypass their use of
the rival's products.

Each of these tactics may have at least

three distinct types of effects.

First, they both may result in

an increased variety or an increased quai'fEy of products available
to consumers.

Second, they both may' serve as vehicles for pro--

competitive entry of new firms or for a procornpetitive expansion
of the number of rivalrous product offerings.

Third, however,-the

principal effects of these same tactics, may, in other circumstances, be to undermine competition; for example, through the
elimination of rivals whose viability is essential for competition.

The aim of our analysis is to demarcate some of the circum-

stances in which each of these two kinds of tactics is pro- or
anticompetitive.

In particular, we analyze the structural

features of the markets that are necessary for a finding under our
standard that a defendant's actions had a predatory motive.

In

addition, we provide workable tests, applicable in the two
scenarios, for ascertaining whether the defendant's actions
entailed predatory sacrifice of profits.
In section V, we consider an introduction of a new product
which is a substitute for the existing product(s) of a competitor.
We argue that product introductions of this type can be essentially viewed as a two-stage price adjustment: First, a decrease
in the price of the new product to the level of the price actually
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set, from a level sufficiently high to choke off any possible
demand for it; seconq, whatever adjustments were

effect~d

in

prices of the existing products from their preintroduction levels.
(Here, withdrawal of a preexisting product is viewed as an
increase in its price to a level that chokes off all demand for
it.)

Given this framework, an introduction of a new substitute

can be" tested for its possible predatoriness using the already
• r.,

~

---.

summarized tests for the scrutiny of pricing behavior of multiproduct firms.

As detailed below, the treatment of research and

development expenses is the novel element of these tests when they
are applied in the context of product innovation.
In section VI, we analyze introductions of new systems.

A

system. is a collection (package) of complementary products which
are combined by a manufacturer, or a consumer, to yield a final
product.

Tennis rackets and tennis balls; cameras and film;

central processing units and plug-compatible peripherals--all are
examples of systems.

The presence of complementarity relation-

ships among products requires that the various components of the
system be compatible with one another. 20

This being the case, the

viability of a firm which produces only some of the components
that comprise the system depends critically on the prices and on
the availability of the remaining components.

A dominant firm may

20 Such complementary components have been misleadingly characterized as "physical tie-ins" in "Comment, Physical Tie-ins as
Antitrust Violations," Ill. L. J. 224 (1975).
They have been usefully analyzed in "Note, An Economic and Legal Analysis of
Physical Tie-Ins," 89 Yale L. J. 769 (1980).
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exploit this

interd~pendence

in the final goods market by pricing

up, or even withdrawing from production, the components complementary to the products of its competitors, while introducing a new
system which is incompatible with its competitor's components.
This policy of introducing a new system and simultaneously subjecting competitors to a vertical price squeeze may be a more

.......

---

effective tactic for inducing exit than would be a simple predatory price cut on the existing products.

Yet, like a price cut,

this policy may simply be an innocent and socially desirable
aspect of competitive interactions.
In section VI, we provide the extensive analysis that is
necessary to explicate some of the possible motives for tactical
exit inducement in the context of systems rivalry.

We show that

the alternative tactic of vertical price squeezes does not necessarily enable a firm with monopoly power over some system components to extract all rents available in the final market. 2l

In

particular, this tactic could be less effective than inducing the
exit of a rival when the extant monopoly power of the dominant
firm is limited by another inferior source of supply.
There are structural precondi tions on the various facets of
the systems market that are necessary (but not sufficient) for
the existence of motives for tactical exit inducement.
." . ~..,

'

There

.......... .
""

21 W. Bowman, "Tying Arrangements and the Leverage Problem, II 67
Yale L. J. 19 (1957): L. Telser, "A Theory of Monopoly of
Complementary Goods," 52 J. Bus. 211 (1979): R. Posner, Antitrust
Law: An Economic Perspective (1976), pp. 171-211.
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must, of course, be monopoly power over some of the components
sold by the

defendan~,

systems market.

as well as hurdles to entry into the final

There must be hurdles to entry into the produc-

tion of some of the system's components--which ones depends on the
nature of the ineffectiveness of the vertical price squeeze.

And

the tactically induced exit must substantially weaken competition
,~

.".' . _.-.

in the 'systems market.

":9

We shON that the defendant firm sacrif ices some of the prof i tthat it could earn, were its rival to remain viable, if it refuses
to sell a component of the old system that is needed by the rival;'
rather than offer it at a compensatory price.

By definition, this

is the lowest price at which sales of a preexisting component
would not lower the innovator's profit, given the viability of the
rival.

Loosely speaking, the compensatory price (a) covers the

cost of supplying the old component and (b) yields the same incremental profit as would the cross-elastic sales of new and other
.

,

components, under the premise that the terms of those sales are
constrain'ed by the viabili ty of the rival in the systems market.
We show that, in some simple situations, the above definition of
the compensatory price implies that after the innovation is introduced, the manufacturer must offer the same or lower markup on the
old component as he charges on the parallel component of the new
system, in preference to discontinuing the old component.

More

generally, a price above the compensatory level entails predatory
profit sacrifice if there is a lower price which both benefits the
rival and raises the innovator's profit under the premise of the
-330-
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:'

continued viability of the rival.

It is important to emphasize

that the viability of a rival must be assessed in terms, of his
ability to compete in the final systems market and not in terms
of his ability to offer components that are compatible with the
new line of the innovator.

We think that the latter conception of

viability, while being more pro-rival than the one we have
adopted, could result in a socially

und~~irpble

chilling of the

innovative process.
It is crucial to note that compensatory prices need not
induce any demand for_ the component or for the old system of which
it is a part, if consumers view the new system as sufficiently
superior to the old one.

This would be the case if the exit of

the rival were economically efficient,

wer~

the

r~sult

of legiti-

mate competitive interaction, and were not caused by predation.
The thrust of' our approach is that such a judgment is correctly
rendered by the market reaction to a properly compensatory structure of prices, rather than by the market reaction to a structure
of prices that predatorily disadvantages the rival's offering.
A manufacturer who is prepared to offer old components at
compensatory prices may, nevertheless, be predating.

To support

an allegation of profit sacrifice, a plaintiff may demonstrate
that the innovation was not intended to earn a positive incremental profit, given the continued viability of the rival, but was
instead motivated by the additional profits that the rival's exit
would make possible.

The calculation of the incremental profit

must be based on (a) complete costs, which include economically
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allocable expenditures on research and development, and (b) full
incremental

revenue,~which

includes the net revenue foregone on

the possible sales of the existing components or systems.
We show, in the context of a simple ma'rket scenario characterized by the availability of an inferior source of supply, that
the application of these tests for compensatory pricing and for
the R.

&

D.motive would enhance social W""elf·are.

The tests permit

socially desirable innovations, whatever their effects on market'
structure.

And they simultaneously restrain socially wasteful

innovations whose only motivation was the additional monopoly
profits enabled by their anticompetitive ,effects.
There' exists yet another test for predatory sacrifice that
can be usefully appended to those described above in some special
circumstances.

This test would scrutinize whether there existed

an alternative design of the product which would have yielded a
higher

incremen~al

profit than the design actually chosen, on the

assumption of the continued viability of the rival.

Note that the

tests proposed above compare an innovation to the status quo: that
is, to the situation with no new product.

The test suggested now

would compare the innovation actually marketed to some alternative
product design.

Generally, such an investigation could only be

based on cost and demand data too speculative for legal standing.
However, in some instances, there may be an evident alternative
design that is at once less exclusionary of rivals, less costly to
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I~

produce, and equally desirable to consumers.22

The decision by a

defendant against such a design would entail a predatory sacrifice
of profit.
I

We close the paper with appendices that discuss product
preannouncements and retaliatory cross-market entry, respectively.
This form of entry occurs when, in response to entry in its own
(geographical) market, the firm introduces· -its own product, or
attempts to expand its sales, in the (geographical) market of
entrant.

th~

Although this type of conduct differs in many details

from the introduction of a product innovation, it can be viewed_as
an introduction of a new product, especially if the firm crossenters a territory in which it did not compete before.

In this

instance, research and development expendi tures ma·y be nonexistent, or minimal, but promotional expenditures may be substantial,
and are analogous to the expenditures on research and development
that characterize product innovations.
What is peculiar about predatory cross-market entry is that
its aim is to induce a rival's exit not from the market which has
been cross-entered, but rather from the market that was first
entered.

One could take a position that cross-market entry is

prima facie predatory: if cross-entry is (innocently) profitable
after the rival's entry, it is incumbent upon the cross-entering

22 Compare Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 457 F. Supp.
404 (1978), 603 F.2d 263 (2d Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 100 S. Ct.
1061 (1980). See "Note, An Economic and Legal Analysis of
Physical Tie-Ins," 89 Yale L. J. 769 (1980) for an argument with a
similar thrust.
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firm to prove that it was not profitable prior to the initial
entry.
We take the opposite position and suggest that cross-market
entry be presumptively legal.

It is plausible to argue that entry

may be easier when a rival is engaged in his own expansion in
other markets, and thus leaves some room for profitable operation
in his own market.

By placing the burden,...·of-·-proof on the plain-

tiff, our position is generally more procompetitive than is the
stated alternative view.

However, under our standard, a plaintiff

would be permi tted to argue that cross-market entry had the int"erit
of monopolizing or attempting to monopolize the defendant's
original market.
In the appendix on product preannouncements, we argue that
the scrutiny of innovations under our standard largely obviates
the need for additional scrutiny of timing of the announcement for
its possible

an~icompetitive

effects.

IV A: A Stylized Example
Before proceeding to a more detailed discussion, we illustrate some of the key concepts of our standard by means of a
stylized example of rivalry through product innovation.

Consider

a market for systems that are comprised of proverbial widgets and
widget accessories.

Widgets Incorporated (henceforth WINC) is

the dominant manufacturer of widgets.

Widget accessories are

offered by WINC as well as by its rival, WAC.

At some point in

time, WINC introduces a new line of widgets and compatible accessories.

Because the accessories produced by WAC are incompatible
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with the new line, the viability of WAC is threatened by the
innova t ion.
Beginning with this sketch, let us summarize some additional
features of the scenario that would immunize WINC from a finding
of predation under our standard.

First, there could be no preda-

tion 'if the exit of WAC would fail to increase the monopoly power

......

of WINC.

-.-.

This would be the case if there were available suffi-

ciently close substituLes for widget systems to render the systems
market competitive; if other firms could offer accessories that
are compatible with WINC's new line or with the widgets of other
viable suppliers: or if, despite current concentration, the
systems market, or the production of widgets, or the offering of
new-line-compatibles were unprotected by entry barriers.
Second, there could be no predation if WAC did not face a
reentry barrier into the systems market.

This would be the case

if WAC could retool to produce accessories compatible with the new
line without substantial disadvantage vis-a-vis the parallel production by WINC.

While the need to sink costs and other hurdles

would constitute such disadvantages, they must be balanced against
whatever outlays WINC had to incur to develop and introduce its
new accessories.
Finally, even if the above-mentioned structural features of
the markets permitted a finding of predation, WINC could be nonetheless legally invulnerable under our standard if its behavior
exhibited no sacrifice of profit.

In the hypothesized scenario,
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this would necessarily entail WINC continuing to offer WACcompatible widgets

a~

no higher than a compensatory price, in

preference to discontinuing sales of these preexisting components.
The compensatory price for a widget would yield WINC the same
incremental profit as it would earn from the cross-elastic sales
of new-line components.

This is the sale of components in the new

line that would be displaced by a sale of an original widget •
• r., . ---.

Thus, if the sale of one original widget would displace the sale
of one new widget, the compensatory price for an old widget would
yield a markup over its current production cost equal to the
markup earned on new ones.
By offering original, WAC-compatible widgets at such a
compensatory price, WINe avoids incurring a sacrifice of profit,
under the presumption of the continuing viability of its rival
WAC.

Nonetheless, the availability of compatible components does

not assure the continuing viability of WAC.

There may ,be no, or

very little, market demand for systems comprised of original
widgets and accessories when the new line is available, even if
the original widgets are priced in a compensatory manner.

Of

course, this is especially likely if the new line of widgets is
regarded by consumers as being sufficiently superior to the
original one.
Thus, it is not continuing sales of the old-model widgets
that is to be required of WINC, but rather the offer to supply
them (for a reasonable duration) at a compensatory price.

This

requirement could not, by the very nature of a compensatory price,
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diminish the innovator's profit contingent on the viabiiity of its
rival.

Instead, it could only forestall whatever additional

monopoly profits could be earned by the tactical exit inducement
of the rival.
~he

important conclusion to be drawn from this example "is

that compensatory prices need not be so 'rbW -"as to induce some
demand for the component.

If consumers view the new system as

sufficiently superior to the old one, economic efficiency would
dictate that it should supersede the old system.
subject, however, to two important caveats.

This remark -is"

First, whether or not

the new product or system is economically superior to the old one
cannot be deduced merely from market acceptance of the new
product.

Market acceptance of a new product depends not only on

its price and technological properties but also on the scope of
the available substitute products and on their prices.

Thus, if

the innovator by his anticompetitive behavior restricts the scope
of the available substitutes or raises their prices, then market
acceptance of the new system is not a correct index of social
benefits from innovation.

Rather, the proper test of economic

superiority of the new offering in part rests on its market
acceptance when the old line remains available at compensatory
prices.
Second, whether or not the new product is economically superior to the old one cannot be deduced merely from market acceptance of the new product, even if the preexisting components are
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sold to rivals at compensatory prices.

What must be examined is

whether the initial decision to invest in R.& D. can be justified,
given the continued viability of rivals, or equivalently, given
compensatory pricing of preexisting components.
Thus, to continue our hypothetical, suppose that WINC has
expended a large sum to develop its new line of widgets and
• r., . _.-.

accessories.

Moreover, suppose that the new line is only slightly

superior to the old in the eyes of consumers, incurs equal unit
variable costs of production, but excludes WAC's line of accessories by means of an inimitable interlock configuration.

The

price that can be charged for the new widgets is only slightly
higher, because of their slight quality improvement, than that
;-r-.

formerly charged .for the old widgets.

On the advice of counsel,

WINC continues to offer original widgets at a compensatory price.
Here, because the unit variable costs of the two models are equal,
the compensatory price of the old model is equal to the price of
the new one.

Then, as a consequence of the slight quality differ-

ential, all consumers abandon the old line for the new one.

This

loss of demand for WAC's old widget accessories causes WAC to go
out of business because it cannot redesign its components to be
compatible with the interlocks of WINC's new line of widgets.

And

WAC's exit yields WINC additional monopoly profits that are
protected by sufficiently high entry barriers.
In this scenario, WINe could be found guilty of predatory
product innovation under our standard.

First, the product intro-

duction induced the exit of WAC by diverting its sales to the
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incompatible new line.

Second, the hypothesized facts indicate

that the development costs of the new widget line could not be
recovered from the added profits afforded by the slight quality
improvement, as long as WAC remains viable.

Hence, the decision

to expend these development costs clearly entailed a predatory
sacrifice of profit.

Finally, WINe stood to gain additional mo-

nopoly profits from the induced exit of WAC, and these evidence

. .. .
~

-

-.~.

the rational, if illegal, motive for the predatory sacrifice.
The predatory sacrifice in this example would be pellucid if
substantial R. & D. expenses could be attributed to the development of the interlock configuration itself and if this feature
yielded no benefits to consumers.

Consequently, the decision to

develop the interlock could only be attributed to its exclusionary
effects on WAC.
inescapable,

Then, a finding of predatory sacrifice would be

~egardless

of whatever consumer benefits were derived

from the remainder of the R. & D. expenses.
V: Introduction of New Substitute Products
We now turn to a more detailed discussion of the diverse
types of competition through product innovation.

We begin with a

fairly simple case--an introduction of substitutes--which allows
us to isolate some of the basic features of this type of competition.

We should mention, however, that unlike systems competition

studied below, introduction of substitutes has not been a subject
of extensive antitrust scrutiny as possibly predatory conduct.
Nonetheless, the tests of predatory product innovation developed
here are necessary to the development below of tests of predation
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that are relevant to the more complex scenarios that have been
actively subject to such scrutiny.
The

prototypica~

instance of a possibly predatory introduc-

tion of a substitute product is as follows.

The dominant manufac-

turer of widgets in a concentrated industry introduces a new and
superior model.

The price of the new model is set sufficiently

low to induce a large share of buyers to switch from previous
models, among which there was some interf1orin-·competition.

Because

of the loss in sales and net revenues, some rival manufacturer
abandons the production of widgets and disperses his productive
assets.

After exit occurs, the innovating firm readjusts prices

and earns additional monopoly profits that are protected by entry
hurdles and reentry barriers.
These facts allow us to draw two conclusions.

First, the

innovator and his rival were participating in the same market.
because (a) the quality and the level of the price of the new
model adversely

a~fected

the profitability and thus the viability

of the rival and (b) the exit of the rival beneficially affected
the prof i tabili ty .of the innova t ing firm.

Second, because of the

existence of entry hurdles, actual competitors are more effective
than are potential competitors in controlling the monopoly power
of the innovating firm.
The simplest way to approach the question of whether or not
the new product is a predatory innovation is by a cost-based test
analogous to those developed (section III B, supra) to test price
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cuts by multiproduct firms for predation.

Here, as in the multi-

product case, the usual cost-based tests for predatory pricing'
must be modified by demand-side adjustments.
lowering of one price will have a negative

In particular, the

effe~t

on the sales of

s'ubstitute products offered by the price-cutting firm.

The

corresponding losses in incremental profits must be added to the

.......

-"-.

incremental cost of the product whose price was reduced.
An introduction of a new product can be viewed as a reduction
in the price of an existing product from a price level sufficiently high to choke off all effective demand.

In this context,

the test compares the market price and ,quantity of the new product
with the comparison scenario in which the new product is not
available and the firm's profits accrue only from the sale of the
already existing products.

This comparison must take into account

any diversion to the new product of sales from the preexisting
products of the innovator.
Hence, under our standard, the introduction of a new substitute product is vulnerable to a finding of predation if the
revenues from its sales fail to exceed the incremental costs of
its production, plus the reduction in net revenues caused by the
diversions in sales from the preexisting products of the innovator.

In such a case, there is prima facie evidence that the

product introduction entails a sacrifice of profit under the
premise of the continued viability of the innovator's rivals.
In this context, as in all others, a showing of profit
sacrifice is not in itself sufficient for a finding of predation.
In addition,

it must be demonstrated that the likelihood of the
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rival's exit is substantially raised by the product introduction.
It must also be demonstrated that the additional_monopoly profit
that would accrue to ," the innovator after the exit of the rival
would have made the introduction of the new product profitable for
the innovator.

This last element of the test for predatory prod-

uct introduction ensures that the alleged facts utilized by the
plaintiff to show profit sacrifice are consistent
with the
.,........ . ---.
-

existence of a motive for a predatory tactic.
It must be emphasized that both the character and the details
of this test depend to a large extent on the significance of the
relevant postentry research and development costs.

If these costs

are small relative to the other incremental costs of the produced
quantities of the new product, then the test for predatory price
reductions by a multiproduct firm is directly applicable.

(Note

that preentry R. & D. costs cannot be logically included in the
calculation of predatory price floors.
fully below.)

This is discussed more

However, if postentry R. & D. expenditures are

significant, then it is the decision to undertake the R. & D.
investment that, along with the innovator's pricing strategy, must
be tested for predatoriness.
In this case, the concept of the test is an examination of
the intent underlying the investment decision.

This would entail

scrutiny of the levels of profits with and without the viability
of the entrant, and inclusive of the postentry R. & D. costs, that
were anticipated (ex ante) at the time the investment was made.
But such anticipations are not directly observable from market
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data.

Consequently, recourse must be made either t( evidence on

the investment planning process or to necessarily imprecise inferenceS" from current market data.

Inferences of this kind may be

admissible components in a plaintiff's argument, and they can
entail simply substituting market data for·expectations.
this viewpoint,

it is clear that an

admis~ible

From

line of defense for.

the defendant could entail a shtMing tha·t:--·hrs ex ante anticipations were not those alleged by the plaintiff nor those inferred
from market data.

Such a showing could not be adduced from purely

speculative evidence,

in view of the Court's dictum that inten.t - .

can be deduced from conduct.
In particular, the defendant m.y be able to justifiably claim
that his inability to recover the full incremental· cost of the
newly introduced product,

including the

po~tentry

R. & D. costs,

was due to an exaggerated estimate of consumers' demand for it.
One element in such a shCMing could be a proof that the defendant
attempted to recoup the initial outlay on R. & D.

An initially

high compensatory p.rice that was followed by price reductions
needed to bolster sales may be indicative of such an attempt, when
supported by the appropriate marketing studies.

All this may be,

however, academic: if the new product is truly unwanted, it is
not likely to cause the exit of a rival who produces a substitute
product.

It is not likely, therefore,

that a charge of predatory

innovation will be brought in such an instance.

Of course, even

an unsuccessful product may be required to pass cost-based price
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tests from which all elements of postentry R. & D. costs have been
removed.

The mere ract that the product does not succeed does' not

necessarily immunize the innovating firm from a possible charge
of predatory conduct.
The preceding discussion

indic~tes

that whether or not the

new product passes the test of nonpredatory pricing depends signif icantly on the extent to wh ich R.
the cost-based price floor.

&

or>-.. · Cos ts are included in -

The proper allocation of these costs

depends on when the allegedly predatory innovation was undertaken.
If the new product is available before entry occurs and is taken
"off the shelf" after entry occurs, the R. & D. costs are properly
viewed as sunk and the correct test for predatory pricing is the
same as for a multiproduct firm.
This treatment of the R. & D. costs may give an innovator
incentives to accumulate new product designs in anticipation of
entry and to then wait with their introduction until entry occurs.
It is difficult to conjecture how strong these incentives would
be.

Certainly, carrying product designs in anticipation of

uncertain entry is costly.

It is also conceivable that firms may

introduce too many products too soon in order to. create an artificial entry barrier.

(See the complaint In re Kellogg.)23

Thus we

conclude that the incentives for overaccumulation of product
designs need not be overly strong.

23 R. Gilbert, "Patents, Sleeping Patents, and Entry Deterrence,"
in this volume; R. Schmalensee, "Entry Deterrence in the Ready-toEat Breakfast Cereal Industry," 9 Bell J. Econ. 305 (1978).
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To make them even weaker, the plaintiff can be permitted to
utilize as evidence

of~predatory

product

introduc~ion

the fact

that the defendant did not bring the off-the-shelf innovation to
market prior to entry.

The plaintiff can argue that it was the

exit-inducing aspect of the product introduction that made it
profitable for the defendant postentry, even though the introduction was evidently unprofitable preentry •. .-"l\s_._such, the product
introduction would entail the sacrifice of profit under the
premise of the continued viability of the entrant.
Despite the strength of this argument, we hesitate to treat
off-the-shelf product introductions in reponse to entry as being
prima facie indicative of predation.

Intrinsic

comp~ications

that

would generally attend this line of argument would focus on the
other alterations in· the profitability of the product introduction that are caused by the alteration in market structure.

For

instance, the defendant could argue that the introduction was more
profitable postentry than it would have been preentry because of
the reduction in the diversion of demand from his own substitute
products.

On the other hand, the plaintiff could argue that

preentry, the new product would have had greater sales than it
would have in the more competitive postentry market.

While these

arguments must rest on speculative evidence, disregarding them out
of hand might have a chilling effect on the socially desirable
process of product competition.
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It is not the implication of our analysis, however,

that the

new products should be exempt from thorough antitrust scrutiny.
Because technological 'progress is desirable and should not be
stifled by antitrust laws,

it may be tempting to follow the view,

expressed in ILC, Peripherals Leasing Corp. v. International
Business Machines, 458 F. Supp. 423, 439 (N.D. Cal. 1978), that
if engineering data suggest that the new . .product is superior to
the product it replaced, the antitrust inquiry should end.

Yet,

it is plain that not all new products conduce to higher social
welfare. 24

Under our standard, the relevant question is whether

the anticipated incremental profit of the new product was positive, given the continued viability of the rival.

As we have

seen, the incremental prof it measure is properly c'alculated net of
the losses resulting from diversions of sales from the innovator's
preexisting products, as well as net of all postentry R. & D.
costs.

Where these costs are small because the newly introduced

product had been developed

previ~usly,

the plaintiff may attempt

to adduce anticompetitive conduct from the fact that the off-theshelf design was brought to market only in response to entry.

24 E. M. Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition (6th
ed. 1948)7 A. M. Spence, "Product Selection, Fixed Costs, and
Monopolistic Compet'ition," 43 Rev. Econ. Stud. 217 (1976)7 A. K.
Dixit and J. E. Stiglitz, "Monopolistic Competition and Optimum
Product Diversity," 67 Am. Econ. Rev. 297 (1977); 'R. D. Willig,
Welfare Analysis of Policies Affecting Prices and Products
(1979) •
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Thus, it is the treatment of the R. & D. process and its
costs that distingui~hes the application of our~standard to introduct ions of substitute products from its application to price cuts
on homogeneous products.

In the next section it is shown that

additional and novel issues arise in the application of our
standard to systems rivalry and the introduction of complementaryproducts.
VI A:

.r--,;' ..

---.

Systems Rivalry
Most of the important recent cases in the area of predatory

product innovations were concerned with the allegedly anticompetitive impact of innovations in the context of systems rivalry.25
Typically, the defendant was a firm that had been offering systems
components (e.g., computer mainframes or film) compatible with
components produced by its rival (e.g., computer peripherals or
film processing), as well as components competitive with its
rival's.

The gefendant then introduced an entire new system

comprised of components incompatible with those of its rival.

In

25 California Computer Products, Inc. v. International Business
Machines Corp., 613 F.2d 727 (9th Cir. 1979); Greyhound Computer
Corp. v. International Business Machines Corp., 559 F.2d 488 (9th
Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1040 (1978); Telex Corp. v.
International Business Machines Corp., 510 F.2d 894 (10th Cir.),
cert. dismissed, 423 U.S. 802 (1975); In re IBM Peripheral EDP
Devices Antitrust Litigation, 481 F. Supp. 965 (N.D. Cal. 1979),
appeal Eending No. 80-4048 (9th Cir. Jan. 31, 1980)
("Transamerica"); ILC Peripherals Leasing Corp. v. International
Business Machines Corp., 458 F. Supp. 423 (N.D. Cal. 1978),
appeals pending, Nos. 78-3050 and 78-3236 (9th Cir. 1978)
("Memorex")i Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 603 F.2d 263
(2d Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 100 S. Ct. 1061 (1980).
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such a case, the rival's ability to compete in the final systems
market could depend orr the availability of
tary components.

compat~ble

complemen-

Then, the rival can be doubly disadvantaged by

the introduction of a new system.

First, if the new system is

superior to the old system, demand for the latter will tend to
decline even if the price of the old system remains unchanged..
Second, the innova tor can increase the

pr~..9~

_pf the old system by

either raising the prices of the old components that are compatible with rivals' complements or by withdrawing the old components
altogether.

Despite its disadvantages to rivals, a firm's intro-

duct ion of such a new system may be socially advantageous, inasmuch as it improves the product choices available to consumers and
enhances interfirm competition.
It is the purpose of this section to provide workable tests
for ascertaining whether or not an introduction of a new system,
coupled with price adjustments on components of the old system,
has been anticompetitive.

As dictated by our general standard, it

is necessary for a finding of predatory intent to show both motive
and sacrifice of profit.

To show motive, it is required first to

establish that the market is concentrated and exh ibi ts entry
hurdles and reentry barriers.

In addition, more presumptive

elements of motive concern the profit rationale for exit-inducing
tactics vis-a-vis the alternative stratagem of a vertical price
squeeze.
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A distinguishing feature of the test for sacrifice of profit
is tha t i t proceeds in two nove 1 stages.

The". firs t s-tage, wt) ich

is particular to systems rivalry, involves an examination of the
postinnovation prices of the components that are complementary to
the products offered by rivals in the systems market.

We argue

that for the innovator's behavior to be free of profit

sacrific~,

he must stand ready to provide his riytlls_._with the needed comp,?nents at compensatory prices rather than discontinue them.
Loosely speaking, the prices of old components or the terms of
long-term supply contracts (where they are economically

neces?~ry)

are compensatory if they (a) cover the cost of supplying the old
component and (b) yield the same incremental profit as would the
cross-elastic sales of new and other components, contingent on the
rival's viabilit"y in the systems market.

Compensatory prices of

old components should not be permitted to reflect the additional
monopoly profits that would accrue to the innovator if he were to
first induce the exit of a competitive manufacturer of complementary components •.
~he

second stage of the test for sacrifice of profit in the

systems context examines the rationality of the R. & D. investment
in the new product under the maintained assumption that the innovator is willing to sell old components at compensatory prices •.
Thus, the second stage employs the predation tests developed in
section V, wherein we applied our standard to introductions of
substitute products.
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The plan of the rest of this section is as follows: In subsection VI B, we provide
a detailed discussion of systems rivalry.
"
~

We describe the diverse tactics that may conceivably be uS'ed by a
.:::-::,

firm with monopoly power over one or more components to induce the
exit of a rival manufacturer of complementary products.

We

briefly outline the conceivable profit motives for such exitinducing tactics.

We show that such tactics
....... . -,-.may raise the profits
-

of a dominant firm when a vertical price squeeze would not yield
the maximum attainable monopoly profit, even in the presence of
monopoly power over one of the components.

This discussion is

elaborated in subsection VI C.
Subsection VI

D

contains the main findings of this section.

We ShCM how compensatory prices can be calculated f·rom the data.
We argue that in some simple situations, compensatory pricing
requir.es that all components vital to a rival's viability be
priced with markups equal to those of their parallel counterparts
in the new system, if the alternative is to instead discontinue
their availability.

We ShCM that in the context of a simple

model, our tests would find predatory all socially undesirable
innovations that were motivated by tactical exit inducement.
our tests would find all socially desirable innovations to be
innocent of predation, regardless of their possible effects on
market structure.

Finally, in subsection VI E, we discuss the

burden of proof entailed by our suggested test for predatory
product innovation.
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And

;

,~3' ~~

VI B: Basic Concepts in Systems Rivalry
We.define a system as a collection

(packag~)

of

complemen~

tary products which are combined by a manufacturer, or a consumer,
to yield a final product.

Since the components of the system are

complementary products, an increase in the price of one of them
reduces the demand for the remaining components.

For example, an

increase in camera prices tends to reduc;e•.th_e demand for film; an
increase in prices of computer central processing units tends to
reduce the demand for the associated peripheral equipment, et
cetera.
A system can frequently be assembled from complementary
components produced by different manufacturers.

For this to be

possible, various components must be compatible with each other.
When components of' various manufacturers are interchangeable
without much loss in their efficiency, competition in the final
market (i.e., the systems market) is enhanced.
compatibilities may reduce competition.

Conversely, in-

Consequently, creation

of incompatibilities may conceivably increment the monopoly
profits of a firm which has monopoly power over one or more of the
components.
Figure 1 summarizes diagrammatically the basic elements of
systems rivalry.

Each system consists of two complementary

components which we denote with numbers.
labeled with letters.
manufactured by firm

Thus,
~,

while

Manufacturers are

stands for the first component

~l
~2

stands for the second component
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manufactured by
boxes.

In the diagram, components are denoted by

A line joining two boxes indicates

are. compatible.
ity.

firm~.

that~

the two components

An absence of a line indicates an incompatibil-

Thus, in figure 1,

and B2 are compatible, but Cl and A2

~l

are not.
In figure 1, the final systems market, denoted by a circle,
is characterized by substantial intersY·9".tem-rivalry: consumers can
select from three distinct systems, all of which may be perfect.
substitutes for each other.
Let us now modify the diagram in order to reflect a possibly
less competitive systems market.
~

As indicated in figure 2, firm

has monopoly power over the first component.

It is also an

integrated firm: it produces both components one and two.

Firm

B

specializes in the production of the second component, which is
compatible with

~l.

It is plain that in the market scenario

depicted in figure 2, firm A has substantial market p·ower, and
that the ability of firm

~

to compete in the systems market may be

substantially lessened by the absence of the alternative source of
supply of the needed component, viz., of firm f, as in figure 1.
Given the market situation depicted in figure 2, several
business decisions available to firm

~

may disadvantage firm

~

its rival, whatever the underlying motive, and irrespective of
their effect on competition.

First, firm

~

can refuse to deal

with firm B by withholding the complementary component from the
open market and selling it exclusively as a part of a system.
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as

·..... . ---.
-

Al

Cl

A2

82

Systems
Market

Figure 1
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,
)

A1

·'3

82

A2

Systems
Market

,
j

Figure 2
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i

Plainly, if B has an alternative source of supply, as he does in

-

~

the scenario diagramed in figure 1, the refusal to deal by firm A
may have only insubstantial impact on the ability of firm
compete with A.

~

to

That impact will be less significant if (a) the

component £1 is a good substitute for
consumers; (b) component

~l,

in the eyes of the final

can easily be made compatible with the
. ---.
components of either of the two manufacturers; (c) manufacturer C
~2

.

~.-

does not increase his prices following the refusal to deal by-firm
A.

Absent, however, such an alternative source of supply as

manufacturer

f, a refusal by A to deal with B leaves firm

A

as the

sole supplier of systems, at least temporarily.
Refusal to deal can be viewed as a form of price discrimination, which is another business strategy that may, incidentally or
otherwise, disadvantage a competitor.

A price-discriminating firm

sets two prices: a high one on components sold to a rival or to
the rival's· customers, and a lower price to those customers who do
not purchase components manufactured by the rival.

The limiting.

form of this stratagem arises when the higher price chokes off all
effective demands.

Such a price may have the same effect on the

rival as a pure refusal to deal: it may conceivably leave the
firm which has monopoly power over one of the components as the
sole supplier of systems.

That is, it may permit the firm with

monopoly power over one component to extend that power to the
systems market.
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Refusal to deal and price discrimination, in a scenario of
this kind, may be procompetitive sound business practices regardless of their effects on rivals.

This would be the case, for

example, if they were necessary to maintian the quality reputation
of the system, the product differentiation of the system, or the
assured supply of requisite system components.
instances, the two strategies described

above

Yet, in some
might transparently

lack business reasons to justify their implementation other than
monopolization or attempt to monopolize.

In such instances, the

monopolist may seek other, less obviously anticompetitive strategies which would permit him to extend his monopoly power over one
of the components into a monopoly position in the systems market.
It is our major content1on that introduction 'of new systems may be
employed as a camouflaged anticompetitive strategy precisely because introduction of new products or systems is usually regarded
as being procompetitive and a? enhancing consumers' welfare. 26
Of course, introductions of new products and systems should
be viewed as presumptively socially beneficial.

Still, one should

not be blind to the conceivable anticompetitive effects of and
intent behind them.

26 See ILC Peripherals Leasing Corp. v. IBM, 458 F. Supp. 423,
439 (N.D. Cal. 1978); Berkey Photo Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 603
F.2d 263, 287 (concluding that market acceptance of an innovation
is the best indicator of product quality and of benefit to the
public so long as the market is characterized by the free choice
of consumers) ; "Comment, Antitrust Scrutiny of Monopolists'
Innovations: Berkey Photo Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co.," 93 Barv. L.
Rev. 408 (1979).
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An introduction of a new system could harm rivals' sales and
disadvantage them as competitors for at least two reasons.

First,

if the new system is superior to the already available systems,
demand for the old systems will decline.

This decline will be

greater, the better is the new system and the lower its price as
compared to the price of the old systems.
introduction of a new system, the

Second, following the

innova~6i·-Tnay

increase the

prices of the old components or even discontinue their production.
The discontinuance of the old components will be particularly
damaging to a rival's profits (a) the more incompatible are his-·
components with the new components; (b) the more costly it is to
introduce a new line of components which are compatible with the
innovator's new components; (c) the more costly or inferior are
the needed compatible substitute components that are available.
These harms to rivals may' well be incidental effects of
socially beneficial and procompetitive product innovation.
ever, harms to

~ivals

How-

may, in some instances, be the primary moti-

vation for what we label predatory product innovation.

The task

here is to provide workable tests for identifying such anticompetitive behavior.
When the innovating dominant firm continues to make available the old components at compensatory prices, the introduction
of a new system can be scrutinized as possibly anticompetitive
conduct using the tests developed in section V.

A novel set of

issues arises, however, if subsequent to the introduction of a new
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system, the defendant raises the prices of the already existing
components to above the compensatory levels.

In this instance,

the allegedly anticompetitive conduct does not involve a price
cut, but rather a price increase.

Consequently, a standard

comparison of prices to costs does not reveal the underlying
intent •.

..,.... .

-

~-.

The standard of predatory behavior developed in section II,
supra, yields a set of tests which can be implemented in-the
context of systems competition.

The implicafion of our standard

is that for a system innovation and an attendant price revision to
be, in combination, predatory conduct, three necessary conditions
must be met.

First, the conduct must substantially -increase the

probability that a rival will exit.

Second, the timing, the

method, and postintroduction pricing policies must involve a
sacrifice of profits when compared to those that could have been
earned if the innovator had pursued a different strategy and had
the rival remained viable.

Third, there must be a motive for

inducing or attempting to induce the exit of a rival manufacturer
i-::-l
.~

of compleme-ntary products.
Before turning to a detailed exposition of the motive and
sacrifice prongs of the predation test, we address the issue of
how to define viability in the context of systems rivalry.

The

relevant market for the definition of the rival's viability is the
final systems market.

In order to compete in that market, the

rival must not have irreversibly exited.

In addition, there must

remain available, either directly to the rival or indirectly to
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his customers, the compatible components requisite for a complete
system.

When such components can be obtained

f~om

the defendant

or some other (albeit inferior) supplier, the rival's viability in
the systems market is tantamount to continued availability of his
p~oductive

assets.

However, even if the productive assets of the

rival were to remain available (e.g., no reentry barriers), the
rival would not be viable in the

systems~.ma-rket

compatible components were unavailable.

if the requisite _

This could only occur i!

all of the following conditions were to obtain: (a) the defendant
refuses to sell the components at compensatory prices; (b) there,
are no existing alternative suppliers of compatible parallel
components; (c) there are entry barriers that prevent a new
entrant from supply ing the requis i te components; ('d) the rival has
no substantial advantage, over prospective entrants in the production of components compatible with the new system.

Note, then,

that even if the rival were denied the availability of the old
complementary components, he nonetheless would remain viable in
the systems market if he were able to promptly and cheaply alter
his components to compatibility with the new system.
It may be tempting then to simply define viability in terms
of the rival's ability to offer components that are compatible
wi,th the new system.

Unfortunately, this pro-rival conception of

viability suffers from irresolvable difficulties.

The most

important is that in a free market economy, the prospect of
temporary quasi-monopoly profits is necessary to stimulate the
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innovative process.

In other words, the innovating firm must be

assured some "imitation lag" to be able to
lay on R.

&

D.

recoup~

its initial out-

If the imitation lag were to shrink to zero,

rivals could generally undersell the innovator and still make a
positive incremental profit, inasmuch as their expenditures on
imitative R. & D. would generally be lower than those of the
-~---

originai innovator.

To take this into aCGoo-nt-, the court would

have to determine (a) the socially optimal duration of the imita- .
tion lag for each new sytem and (b) whether or not the innovating
firm has unduly lengthened the imitation lag.

We cannot think of - .

workable procedures that would make such findings free of subs tantial errors.

Fearing those errors, the prospective innovators

might reduce their- investments in R. & D., and the innovation
process would be stifled.

It is preferable, therefore, to define

viability narrowl'y; i.e., as the availability of the assets of the
rival for his continued competitive role in the systems market.
The question still remains why the viability of a rival
manufacturer of a complement should limit the profits of a firm
which has some monopoly power over one of the components of the
system.

Shouldn't such a firm be able to extract all the monopoly

prof it by execu ting a 'lertical price squeeze on the rival who
purchases from it the requisite complements?

The answers to this

question are critical for the understanding of the possible profit
rationales and motives for tactical exit inducement in the systerns context.

They will also prove essential for the construc-

tion of tests of predatory sacrifice of profits.
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The next section

discusses the mechanics of vertical price squeezes and delineates
a prevalent market circumstance in which this tactic is less '
effective than exit inducement in extending to the systems market
monopoly power'over one of the components.
VI C: The Economics of Vertical Price Squeezes
. We now turn to a more detailed discussion of vertical pricesqueezes in order to better grasp

wha~~t€-'and

what are not

motives for inducing the exit of a rival who produces competing
complementary components.

The discussion will also facilitate the

understanding of the notion of compensatory price which underlies
our conception of profit sacrifice.
In order to focus the analysis of this section, we first
examine a market scenario in which a firm·with market power has no
motive to engage in anticompetitive exit-inducing behavior vis-avis its rival.

In such a situation, which is depicted in figure

3, the dominarit firm can extract all the monopoly profit that is
available in.the systems market by subjecting the rival to a carefully designed

~'rtical

price squeeze.

Because of the possibility

of perfect vertical price squeezes, some analysts hold the view
that a firm with market power over one component will in general
lack incentives to lever its market power in one market into a
monopoly in the other market.

As we shall see below, this view is

not generally correct.
A perfect-price-squeeze situation is illustrated in figure 3,
which is figure 2 augmented by the display of the production costs
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--,

.../

in the appropriate boxes.

Thus, the unit incremental cost of the

monopolized first cumponent is constant and equal

to~.

The unit

incremental cost of the second component is the same for either
firm and is equal to a.

All consumers are identical and are

assumed 'to have a maximum willingness to pay, or reservation
price, of

~

price were

for either system.

In other words, if the system

E or less, each consumer woul.d· buy one system.

however, the price exceeded

E,

If,'

consumers would refuse to buy

systems.
We shall show that in this scenario the viability of the,
rival,

firm~,

need not diminish the profits of

monopolist over component one. 27

the

To demonstrate this, we first

consider the profits that could be earned by
~,

firm~,

~

in the absence of

and then analyze the prof its that could be earned by

~

wi th a

perfect price, squeeze executed on a viable B.
Absent

~,

,firm

~

could maximize its prof it by simply selling

systems to consumers at the highest possible price: their willingness to pay

of~.

Since each system would cost

~

each sale would yield a profit margin of b-(c+a}.

c+a to produce,
And A's total

maximal profit would be that margin on the y volume of sales
provided by the entire systems market.

27 In fact, if the rival were a more efficient producer of
component two, the profits of firm A would be larger with a viable
firm B than without. See note 28 ~upra.
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.

Al
incremental
unit cost = c

incremental
unit cost = a

incremental
until cost
a

=

reservation
price = b

Figure 3
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If, instead, firm
its viability would
components

to~,

~

were as efficient as A and competitive,

c~onstrain

the equilibrium price of type two'

its unit cost.

Nonetheless, firm A could
:r~:,

~~;.-

extend to the systems market its monopoly over type one components
by charging a price of b for entire systems, a price of (b-a) in
the open market for type one components, and a price of a in the
open market for type two components.

ThQn,· -each sale of a system -

of any kind in the entire systems market yields a profit to A of .
b-(c+a), as was the case above.
by

~

A direct sale of a whole system

has b-(c+a) as the price/cost margin.

components

~l

and B2 yields

~

A system comprising'

a profit of .(b-a)-c, through its

sale of component Al at the price of (b-a) and with the cost of c.
Finally, a system assembled by consumers that is comprised of
Al and A2 yields firm

~

a profit of (b-a)-c on its sale of Al and

no profit on its sale of A2 at cost.

Thus, with such pricing,

firm A does not lose profits if consumers choose systems that
include the rival's component rather than systems ,wholly composed
of

~'s

own products., And,

~

is able to extract the maximal

profits available in the entire systems market. 28

28 As mentioned in note 27 ~upra, if firm ~ could produce type
two components at a lower cost than firm A (namely a'), A could
still extract the maximal profits available from the entIre
systems market--but only if firm B remains viable. Here, the
profit-maximizing tactic for firm-A is to set a price of (b-a')
for component Al and a price just above b for an entire system.
Then firm B wiTl be unable to price B2 above a', since a higher
price would raise the total cost of
system to consumers above
their willingnesses to pay. As a result, firm ~ would sell no
components of type two and would earn a profit of (b-a'-c) on each
(footnote continues)

a
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.~.

The crucial

impl~cation

of our analysis is that in the hypo-

thetical market of figure 3, the monopolist has no motive to
induce the exit of an equally efficient rival.

The monopolist

earns an incremental profit of b-(c+a) on a system sale and the
same profit on a sale of a single component of type one.

The com-

ponent-price of (b-a) is therefore fully compensatory: by charging

..... . ---.
-

the rival this price, the monopolist can transfer to himself all
the monopoly profit that can be earned in the systems market.
Consequently, in this hypothetical example, we find that the monopolist has no motive to induce the exit of the rival because
there are no additional monopoly profits ,which could be earned
subsequent to the rival's exit.

In other words, there are no

incentives for leveraging the monopoly power over one of the
components into monopoly power in the market for the other
component.
However, as we now show, such incentives do arise if the
structure of the market scenario presented in figure 3 is enriched
by postulating the existence of an inferior source of supply.

In

this case, only the exit of the rival will enable the monopolist
to secure the maximum available monopoly profits in the systems
market.

(footnote continued)
system sold. This is the maximal profit available from the entire
systems market and is greater than (b-a-c) on each system, the
maximum profit that would be available to ~ in the absence of firm

B.
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In figure 4, we illustrate the market scenario in which the
extant monopoly power of the dominant firm is limited by another
inferior source of supply.
ket: the dominant firm
the specialized firms

~,

~

There are now three firms in the marwhich manufactures both components, and

and

~,

each producing only one component.

We assume that the dominant firm has a slight cost advantage equal
• r.,

~

~.

0:

_.-.

to d over the other manufacturer of the first component.

This

small advantage could, however, be levered into substantial
monopoly profits, in the absence of the rival manufacturer of the
second component.
In the market scenario of figure 4,

~he

presence of firm B

substantially reduces the profits of the dominant firm.

In the

absence of that rival, the dominant firm can set the system price
at b and

ear~

the maximal profit of b-(a+c) on each unit sold.

With firm B actively competing, on the other hand, the incremental
prof it of

~

is reduced to d.

,This follows because the competing

perfect substitute system of CI and B2 can be sold for a total
p~ice

of (a+c+d), and at that systems price, the profit margin of

A would be only d.
Of course, in this scenario, in the absence of the competing
firm

f, the dominant firm would be able to earn the full monopoly

profits by implementing a perfect vertical price squeeze.

We

assume that the viability of firm C and its offering of component
CI do not rest on events in the markets in question.

Instead, we

hypothesize that Cl has alternative uses to which Al need not
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Al

Cl
cost =c + d

cost=c

cost=a

cost=a

SYSTEMS
MARKET

RP=B

Figure 4
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apply, which is consistent with the postulated cost advantage of
Al over Cl in this

ma~ket.

inducement of the exit of

Consequently, only the tactical
B

will enable A to capture the full

monopoly profit available in the systems market.
In this simple scenario, the most direct tactic for inducing
the exit of firm B involves a combination of a refusal to deal
with a low systems price.

In this installce,-.-the dominant firm

refuses to sell the first component in the open market and prices
its systems just below (a+c+d).

At this price, consumers will not

demand systems assembled from the components £1 and

~2,

unless

firms B or f are willing to sell their components below cost.
In the event that the dominant firm cannot refuse to deal
with the rival, it still can induce exit by selling the second
component below cost.

For example, the dominant firm could sell

the first component for (c+d), but price the second component
below

~,

its incremental unit cost.

This tactic obviously vio-

lates the Areeda-Turner rule and our cost-based price floor for
nonpredatory prices.

More subtly, the dominant firm may induce

the exit of its rival by charging it a discriminatory price for Al
that is slightly below (c+d), while setting a lower internal
transfer price for

~l

and an internal price for

~2

equal to

~.

However, this tactic can be uncovered by means of the following
calculation of the internal transfer price of
price for

~l

~l:

The imputed

can be found by subtracting the imputed price for A2

from the price of the system comprised of Al and A2.

The unit
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production cost provides a conservative estimate for the imputed
~

price of A2 because it implies a larger imputed price for Al than
would any other figure that was not below cost.
imputed price for

~l

Then, if this

is smaller than the actual price charged

~,

the latter price is discriminatory and has the effect of excluding
B from the market, to the profit advantage of A.29
This example of a market structure indicates that a dominant
firm may be unable to obtain the maximum monopoly profit by means
of a simple vertical price squeeze. 30

In this simple case, alter-

native and more profitable tactics rely on either refusal to deal
or on discriminatory pricing with exclus'ionary effects. 3l

Due to

the existence of a robust inferior source of supply, only the
rival's exit would' permit the monopolist maximal profits.
The

purp~se

of the foregoing analysis has been to identify

some of the possible features of systems markets that could

29 This is n.ot to say that where ther~ are both direct sales of a
component and bundled sales, the direct sales price should be
used for such comparisons to the exclusion of the other available,
albeit indirect, price data.
30 Other examples are developed in J. A. Ordover and R. D.
Willig, An Economic Definition of Predation: A Report to The
Federal Trade Commission (1981). These turn on rivals' interference with the dominant firm's ability to implement profitmaximizing segmentation of the systems market by means of implicit
price discrimination. In these examples, unlike the one in the
text, tactics other than exit inducement can be utilized by the
dominant firm, in conjunction with price squeezes, to secure
maximal monopoly profits.
31 As we have emphasized before, in more complex market
scenarios, price discrimination and refusals to deal may have
sound business motives and procompetitive effects.
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motivate tactical exi t inducement.

Plainly, alternative sources

of supply, albeit inferior, are prevalent features of complex
actual systems markets.

Consequently, for legal scrutiny of

alleged tactical exit inducement, we would not require detailed
dispositive showing of their presence.

However, to satisfy the

motiye element of our general test for predation, we would require
demonstration of certain structural cohC3:it'ions in the system
market.
First, the defendant must possess monopoly power over some of
the components of the system.

Second, there must be hurdles to

entry into the final systems market.

Third, where there are

robust, alternative, inferior sources of supply of some components, there must be entry hurdles and reentry barriers in the
supply of the components needed to complete a system.

Finally,

where market segmentation would be profitable, there must be entry
hurdles and reeOntry barriers in the supply of components that
would undermine implicit price discrimination.
In the next section, we argue that a dominant firm can, where
the requisite motives exist, avail itself of an exit-inducing
tactic which has nothing" • • • odd, • • • jarring or unnaturalseeming about it.

It will strike the informed observer as normal

business conduct, as honestly industrial. ,,32

The tactic comprises

an introduction of a new and not necessarily superior system,
together with possible repricing of the old components.

32

L. Sullivan, Handbook of Antitrust III (1978).
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VI D: Predatory Systems Rivalry And Compensatory Pricing of
Complementary Components
In the preceding sections, we discussed in some detail the
conceivable motives for inducing an exit of a rival who manufactures products which are complementary with the monopolized
component.

We showed that when a vertical price squeeze fails to

yield a maximum systems prof it,
eliminate the rival.

Thus,

the

monop.'tJ.~~.~

may attempt to

in the preceding sections, we have

focused on two prongs of our test for predation.

In particular we

(i) described some sets of actions which could induce an exit of a
rival, if those actions were to persist and if the rival were also
to assume that they will persist, and (ii) showed in what circumstances the alleged predator would have motives to undermine the
viability of an existing rival.
We have not discussed, however, in the context of systems
rivalry, the third essential element of our predation test, namely
the showing of sacrifice of profit.
tion,

Following our earlier defini-

there is a sacrifice of profit if a feasible action, less

damaging to the rival than the action actually chosen by the
alleged predator, would have yielded the innovator a higher
expected level of profit than did the chosen action, given the
competitive viabili ty of the rival.
complementary products,

When the rival manufactures

it is not surprising that the less damag-

ing alternative action should involve prices that are lower than
the actual prices of the necessary complementary components.
repricing or withdrawal policy of the innovator would entail
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The

predatory sacrifice of profit if the lower price were feasible 33
and yielded no less profit on the premise of

th~

continued

viability of the rival.
A lower price on the preexisting component could have four
distinct effects on the profits of the innovator.

First, it could

increase profit by the markup on additional stimulated sales of
the preexisting component and i ts
tor.

compl~tn.e.n-ts

sold by the innova-_

Second, it could lower the revenue obtained from any

marginal sales of the preexisting component.

infra~

Third, it could

decrease profit by the markups on the diverted sales of the new_.
components.

Fourth, inasmuch as a lower price on a preexisting

component is less likely to induce the rival1s exit, the expected
future profits of the innovator could be diminished by the resulting diminution of his future monopoly power in the systems market.
It is this fourth effect that could provide the motive for
exit inducement ,through introducing the new components and
repricing old ones.

Likewise, it is this effect on profit that is

eliminated from consideration, under the premise of the rival1s
continued viability in the systems market.

The test for predatory

profit sacrifice should disregard profits that were made possible

33 However, in instances where the costs of providing the preexisting components are prohibitive, the compensatory price will
be driven by cost considerations alone to a prohibitive level.
This could occur, in particular, if the provision of the new
components were to render physically impossible the provision of
the old ones. Yet, in such cases, our standard would suggest
scrutiny of the design of the new components for anticompetitive
intent.
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only by the actual
market. 34

e~clusion

of the rival from the systems

The inclusion of the gains from anticompetitive exit

inducement in the calculation of profit sacrifice would render
predatory sacrifice of profit logically impossible. 35
We define as compensatory the lowest price for a preexisting
component which would compensate the innovator for making it

.""'.. .
-

available, given the rival's viability in the systems market.

The

34 A useful rule of thumb in this regard in some circumstances
may be to exclude from consideration losses of profits earned on
new line components that are parallel to the rival's components-.
Precedence should be given, however, to whatever data are available that pertain to the period follow~ng the introduction of the
innovation, but prior to the actual exclusion of the rival from
the systems market. Where data limitations render ambiguous the
attribution of incremental profits to the various components, we
would urge that conservative methods be chosen to bias the
scrutiny of profit sacrifice towards the innovator. The example
presented below shows that such conservatism is not necessarily
inappropriate.

..... :

..

35 These same issues arise in the more familiar context of pure
price predation. There an allegedly predatory price may be
defended as being below cost for promotional reasons. With future
sales intertemporally complementary with current sales, the low or
even negative markup on current sales may be rationalized by
higher future net revenues.
However, if the allegedly promotional
prices induce the exit of a rival, the question arises as to how
future net revenues should be calculated. If the future markup of
price over cost were calculated on the basis of the rival's
induced exit, then predatory pricing could never be identified.
By definition, predation involves sacrifice of profits for the
sake of additional monopoly gains.
If the monopolist rationally
engages in predatory behavior, the discounted present value of his
profits is increased as a result of successful predation.
Cons~
quently, if future revenues were calculated using the markups that
could be applied after the exit of a rival, then on the basis of
those calculations, there would be no profit sacrifice.
It
follows, therefore, that when there is intertemporal complementary
cross-elasticity, the future markups utilized to assess profit
sacrifice must reflect the counterfactual viability of the rival;
that is, they must be lower than the markups that would obtain in
the absence of the rival.
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implication of this definition is that an innovator who substantially damages rivals by refusing to offer

pree~isting'components,

rather than offering them at compensatory prices, is sacrificing
profit under our standard.

However, the innovator need not be

held to pricing at only a compensatory level if higher prices
wQuld yield him higher profit, still contingent on the rival's
viabil:ity.

Nonetheless, prices higher

t.~?~_.the

compensatory

levels may be scrutinized for exclusionary profit sacrifice.
In the simplest case, the compensatory price yields a markup equal to that charged on the parallel component of the new
line.

This result obtains where the only relevant effects of the

pricing on the innovator's profits arise from the sales of the
preexisting component and from the one-to-one diversions of sales
of parallel new-line components.

In the simplest case, such

diversions occur if the price differential between systems comprised of new and preexisting components exceeds the consumers'
evaluation of th-e quality differential.

Here, there would be

predatory profit sacrifice if the rival were induced to exit by a
price above the compensatory level, and if he or his customers
would be purchasing the preexisting component at a lower, but
supracompensatory, price.

Such a lower price would raise the

relevant profits of the innovator by yielding him a markup on the
stimulated sales of the preexisting component that exceeds the
markup on the diverted sales on the component in the new line.
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;

.....

In more complex situations, the equal-markup rule for compensatory pricing may have to be modified.

For example, if the sale

of one preexisting component diverts the sale of more than the one
parallel new-line component, then the compensatory markup must
equal the sum of the thus foregone markups.

And, in general, the

compensatory price must reflect the aforementioned three profit
effects of postinnovation policies

towa~ds

--the pricing of

preexisting components, all under the premise of the rival's
viability in the systems market.
We now provide a detailed exposition of the determination -and
effects of compensatory levels of prices, in the context of the
already exemplified market structure that provides the clearest
incentives for predatory product innovation.

In this context, we

show the social optimality of our tests of the intent underlying
the innovator"s pricing of the preexisting components and his
decision to

u~dertake

his R. & D. investment.

Figure 5 depicts an expansion of the market structure, diagramed above as figure 4, in which the dominant firm's rival has
access to an inferior source of supply.

Here,

~l'

and A2' stand

for the components of the new system introduced by the dominant
firm A.

As indicated, the new components are incompatible with

the old ones.

The associated unit costs are c' and

~',

and con-

sumers' reservation price for the new system is b'. We make no
assumptions at this point regarding the technological or economic
superiority of the new system.
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In this market scenario, the tactic that
induce the exit of ~B has two parts.
at the level denoted p.

~

can employ to

First, ~ sets the price of Al

Second, A offers the new system at a

price (Ps') low enough to induce all consumers to choose it over
the old" system comprised of

~l

and

~2,

sold at a total price of

p+a, and over the old system comprised of CI and

~2,

even"when the

latter is sold at its cost of (c+d+a) •. "--Thus, Ps' is set to make
(b'-ps'), the consumer surplus from the new system, greater than
both b-(p+a) and b-(c+d+a), the consumer surplus evaluations of
the systems comprised of

~l

and B2 and of Cl and

As a consequence, sales of component
viability of the rival,

firm~,

~2

~2,

respectively.

fall to zero, and the

is endangered.

The motive of A

for such exit inducement in this scenario, explic"ated in section
VI C, supra, is the additional monopoly profit that will be
available to

~

irreversibly

e~ited.

in the systems market, after firm

~

has

To ascertain whether predatory sacrifice has occurred, the
factfinder must inquire whether a price for Al lower than that
actually charged would be less damaging to firm B and would
simultaneously raise the profit of

~,

under the viability premise.

Since firm B remains viable in the systems market until the dispersal of its productive assets, due to the availability of the
compatible component fl, this inquiry can be based on data pertaining to the period that is both postinnovation and preexit.
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Al
cost

C1

=c

cost = c

+d

cost = a

cost = a

CONSUMERS

RP= b
RP'= b'

Al'
cost

A2'

=c'

Legend:

cost

RP
RP'

=at

reservation price for the old system
reservation price for the new system

Figure 5

During this period, the price of Al that may induce the exit
of B chokes off all

~sales

of both B2 and AI.

Then, if ,a lower

price would stimulate sales of Al at a markup greater than those
earned on the diverted sales, the actual choke price of Al would
entail predatory sacrifice.

The lowest price for

~l

that would

compensate for the lost markups on diverted sales, the compensatory price, is (c+ps'-a'-c') .36

Consequently,
a refusal by -A to
.rr;- . ---.

~

drop the price of Al towards the compensatory level, in preference
to holding the price higher and thereby effecting no sales, would
entail predatory sacrifice of profit.
The information we have thus far hypothesized about this
market structure permits the compensatorY price level for Al to be
ei ther above or below the aforementioned actual price of p.

We

now indicate why the exit-inducing tactic can entail a compensatory price

fo~ ~l

if and only if the new system is economically

superior to the old one without consideration (yet) of the R. & D.
costs needed f~r innovation.'37

36 This compensatory price can be calculated in either of two
ways in this scenario. First, it is the price which yields the
same incremental profit as would the cross-elastic sales of the
other components (AI' and A2'), under the usual premise. Second,
it yields the same-markup as that on the parallel new component,
AI', when that is calculated conservatively, as suggested in
note 34 supra.
37 Specifically, there exist p and p~' such that (i) b-(p+a)<
b'-ps'; (ii) b-(c+d+a)<b'-ps'; and (i1i) p~c+ps'-a'-c', if and
only if b'-(c'+a'»b-(c+a). Condition (i) is that consumers prefer the new system to Al and B2 when B2 is priced at cost; (ii) is
that consumers prefer the new-system to CI and B2 when they are
both priced at cost; and (iii) is that the price of Al does not
(footnote continues)
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Let us first consider the case in which b'-(c'+a'), the

~et

social benefit from the production and consumption of a new sys'tem
(exclusive of initial R. & D. outlays), exceeds b-(c+a), that of
an old system.

Then, A could set Ps' just below (b'-b+c+d+a), p

at the corresponding compensatory level just below (b'-(c'+a'»(b-{cta»+(c+d), and thereby induce the exit of B.
prices for

~'s

components,

~

can make

na~·s·aTes

At these

of B2 components a-t

any price at or above production cost.

This follows because

here, consumers' surpluses from the £1,

~2

system offered at cost,

b-(c+d+a), is just below consumers' surpluses from the
b'-ps'.

~l'

system,

And here, Al is offered at a price above (c+d), the cost

of £1, so that consumers prefer £1, offered at cost, to
offered at price p.

Thus, in this case,

~

~l,

can induce the exit of

B without violating the compensatory-price test.
Now let us consider the converse case in which. the old system
is economically'superior to ,the new one, even without accounting
for the needed R. & D. costs, so that b-(c+a) exceeds b'-(c'+a').
Here, we show

that'~

cannot diminish the appeal to consumers of

the old system vis-a-vis the new one sufficiently to induce B's
exit without violating the compensatory-price test.
first, that A sets the price of

~l,

Suppose,

p. above c+d so that £1, sold

(footnote continued)
exceed its compensatory level. The relationship b'-(c'+a'»b(c+a) means that the net social benefit from the production and
consumption of a new system exceeds that from an old one. The
truth of the proposition can be established by straightforward
algebra.
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at cost, is preferred to

~l.

Then, to induce all consumers to

purchase the new system rather than the

~l,

~2

combination, A

must set Pst low enough to make b'-ps' exceed b-(c+d+a).
means that Ps' must be less than (b'-b+c+d+a).

This

Consequently, the

compensatory price level, (c+ps'-a'-c'), must be less than
(c+d)+(p'-a'-c')-(b-a-c), which is, in this case, in turn less
than (c+d).

Thus, here, the compensatory"':p'l:'"i-C-e test is failed

because P was assumed to exceed c+d.
Instead, suppose that A sets p below c+d, so that the
system is the best alternative to the new system.
the demand for

~2

to zero,

b'-ps' exceed b-(p+a).

~

~l,

~2

Then, to drive - .

must set Pst low enough to make

But, then, p must exceed (ps'+b-a-b ' ),

which in turn is equal to the sum of the compensatory price,
c+ps'-a'-c', and (b-c-a)-(b'-c'-a'), the positive difference
between the net 'benefits of the old and new systems.

Thus, here

too, any prices set by A that could induce the exit of B must fail
the compensatory-price test.
The argument thus far has established that A is able to find
a price for the new system at which (i) all consumers prefer it to
the old

one~

(ii)

~'s

exit is

induced~

Al satisfies the compensatory-price

and (iii) the offering of

test~

if and only if the

displacement of the old system by the (already developed) new one
is socially beneficial.
Let us now turn to the second part of the test for predatory
sacrifice--the examination of the motive for the R. & D. investment needed to introduce the new system.
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As described earlier,

our basic standard dictates that the R. & D. expenses be compared
with the additional net revenues they make possible, 'given that a
compensatory price for

~l

is maintained.

Assuming that b'-(c'+a')

does exceed b-(c+a), so that the exit-inducing tactic is consistent with compensatory pricing of
ob~ain

~l,

the maximal net revenues

from the highest feasible level of PSi.

b '-b+c+d+a, as in the instance described-·-above.

This is equal to
The associate_d

net revenues are (b'-b+c+d+a)-(a'+c ' ) per systems consumer.

With-

out the development of the new system, as explicated in section VI
C, the maximal net revenues available to
consumer.

~

would be

~

per systems

Then, the incremental net revenue made possible by the

revenue made possible by the innovation is the difference between
these two figures; i.e., (b'-b+c+a-a'-c') per systems consumer.
The test for predatory sacrifice is whether this difference
in total net revenue is large enough to justify the R.
lay.

&

D. ou t-

If it 'is, then the R. & D. investment can be attributed to

an innocent profit motive, even though it results in the exit of
B.

If it is not, however, then intent to monopolize is evidenced

because only that motive can rationalize the innovation.
This test exactly coincides with the test of whether the
R. & D. investment is socially warranted.

If and only if'

(b'-c'-a' )-(b-c-a) times the number of systems customers exceeds
the R. & D. expense, the social benefits from replacing the old
system with the new one exceed the costs of the requisite innovation.

Thus, the presented tests for compensatory pricing and for
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the R. & D. motive would conduce to social welfare.
permit socially

desir~ble

market structure.

They would

innovations, whatever their effects on

,And they would simultaneously restrain socially

wasteful innovations whose only motivation was the additional
monopoly profits enabled by their anticompetitive effects.
For example, if the new system were technologically inferior
to the old one, and if its incremental pt;educ-tion costs were not
substantially lower, then such a system could not then be used asa vehicle for monopolization, or for attempt to monopolize under
our standard.

Indeed, if the new system were inferior, the com- - ,

pensatory price for the old component would be such that an
equally efficient rival would be able to sell the old system at a
price which yields consumers greater net benefits than would the
purchase of a new sy'stem.

Thus, the socially wasteful investment

needed to develqp the new system would be deterred.
More

surpris~ngly,

technological superiority of a new system

doe not automatically immunize it from the finding of predation.
Instead, the requisite R. & D. investment may be scrutinized for
the motive underlying it.

This scrutiny proceeds on the assump-

tion that the innovator is required to offer the old conponents at
compensatory prices.

This requirement places a ceiling on the

markup that an innovating monopolist can earn on a sale of each
new system.

Stated differently, the incremental profit from the

innovation must be calculated on the assumption of the continued
availability of the rival, which is tantamount to his ability to
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purchase components at compensatory prices.

Thus, a technologi-

cally superior new system would be developed if and only if the
",

value to consumers of its superiority over the preexisting systems
were greater than the required development costs.
Our standard avoids repressing socially valuable innovations
by pqsiting that,

in the context of systems competition, the rele-

vant market in which monopolization is to be assessed is not the

...... ---

market for components compatible with those of the allegedpredator.

Such a narrow market definition would incorrectly suggest

that an introduction of a new system might be anticompetitive just
because it was to create incompatibilities between the complerne'ntary products of the rival and those of the alleged predator.

It

would further incorrectly suggest that the monopolist might be obligated to permit competitors to avail themselves of the new components in order to compete with t.he innovator in the production
and

marketi~g

of the new system.

We see no reason why the innova-

tor should open up new systems to rivals' components.

Forcing him

to do so would only endanger the incentives for investment in the
development of new products insofar as innovators require quasimonopoly (at least temporarily) in new designs to encourage and
recover R. & D. investment (on this point, see our discussion of
preannouncements of new products in appendix 1, infra).

Conse-

quently, focusing on incompatibilities among various generations
of components distracts from the realization that anticompetitive
effects of systems innovations should rather be traced to the
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manipulation of prices of the old components.

Introduction of new

systems makes possible seemingly innocent price increases on the
old components which disadvantage the rival.

However, when the

innovator offers preexisting components at compensatory prices,
his ability to damage his rivals and induce their exit is, as we
have shown, appropriately constrained.
It must be noted that the precise 6pt"irnality properties of
the tests for compensatory pricing and for the R. & D. motive have
not been formally demonstrated in models more general than that
analyzed in this section. 38

In particular, far more research is

necessary to analytically characterize the tests' normative properties in models with a diversity of consumer types.

Nonetheless,

we feel that we have shown that our viewpoint on product introductions in systems markets enables socially beneficial appraisals of
possibly

antico~etitive

behavior.

38 It should be noted that in the model we have analyzed here,
the behavior of firms vis-a-vis product introductions would be
socially optimal in the absence of tactical exit inducement.
Thus, in this model, the onlX possible cause of social inefficiency is predation. We conJecture that this is why our standard
enables the social optimum to be achieved here. In contrast, more
general models induce causes of social inefficiency in addition to
predation. For example, the works cited in note 4 supra find
other reasons for some profitable product introductions to be
socially inefficient. We would be neither surprised nor disillusioned to discover that our suggested tests for predatory innovations sometimes ameliorate and sometimes exacerbate such other
imperfections in market performance. We feel that it is unreasonable to expect workable tests for predatory conduct to accomplish
more than the cure of the social- ills from predation.
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VI E: The Burden of Proof
Our analysis has shown that antitrust scrutrny of product
innovation, under our suggested standard, can conduce to social
welfare by deterring some anticompetitive conduct, without stifling procompetitive and socially beneficial behavior.

However,

our analysis has not yet explicitly considered whether or not our
standard would spur costly and stifling
product innovations.

c{xce'ss ive

litigation over-

In this concluding section, we argue that .

our standard would restrain excessive litigation by means of the
burden of proof that it places on prospective plaintiffs.
As we have emphasized throughout, our standard narrowly
delineates the set of circumstances in which the actual behavior
of an innovating firm is appropriately examined.

Since, in our

view, innovation is presumptively beneficial, it is the plaintiff
'.

who should carry the burden of demonstrating that the precondi t ions for' scru tiny of i,nnova t ing behavi or obtain.·
In the .first place, the plaintiff must establish structural
conditions on various facets of the systems market: possession of
monopoly power by the defendant over certain of the system's
components~

hurdles to entry into the final systems market as well

as into the production of certain of the system's components; and
substantial weakening of competition in the systems market from
"',

the alleged induced exi t.
Second, the plaintiff must convincingly argue that given
the defendant's actions, the rival's exit from the systems market
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is highly likely.39

Here, such exit may entail either dispersal

of productive assets or unavailability of economically requisite
complementary components.
Next, the plaintiff must show that the rival's likelihood of
exit was substantially increased by the defendant's actions.
he

sh~s,

If

in addition, that the rival's exit probability was sig. . . . ._

•.

_ It ~.

nificantly raised by the repricing or withdrawal of the defendant's preexisting complementary components, then and only then
should the attention of the factfinder focus on these policies. To
demonstrate that these policies had the alleged effect, it is
necessary that the plaintiff show that the defendant's components
are, in fact, vital to the viability of the innovator's rivals as
competitors in the systems market.

The preexisting components

must be shown to be strongly complementary to those of the defendant's rivals, and to have been the most preferred complements to
the rival's offerlngs before the innovation, where the comparison
includes both marketed and potentially self-produced alternatives.
With these preconditions met, the plaintiff may argue that
the defendant's postinnovation policies towards his preexisting

39 This requirement stems from the fact that the procompetitive
benefit to social welfare from the application of our standard
arises from the forestalled exits of socially desirable competitors. On the other hand, the social costs of litigation under
our standard would be smaller, the more demanding were the standing requirements applied to the plaintiff. Thus, requiring a
truly dangerous probability of the exit of the defendant's rivals
restrains excessive litigation, while maintaining the standard's
eff icacy.
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components entailed predatory sacrifice of profit.

As we have

shown, such sacrifice is tantamount to a refusal to sell thesepreexisting components for prices that are at or above
tory levels.

compensa~

Thus, the plaintiff must demonstrate that the rival

-of the defendant was willing to purchase the requisite components
for prices that were at least compensatory but that the defendant
was unwilling to accept any such offer:·' -"Our requirement that the system innovator make available the
old components at compensatory prices may appear to be quite harsh
on the innovating firm.

In fact the opposite is the truth.

First

of all, even if the monopolist refuses to provide his rival with
the needed components at compensatory prices, he can nevertheless
defend himself against a charge of predation.

Such a defense

would entail showing that his refusal to sell the components at
compensatory rates was a part of a bargaining strategy aimed at
securing supracompensatory prices for his components.

For this

defense to be admissible, the monopolist must demonstrate that he
and his rivals were engaged in good-faith bargaining over the
relevant prices.
Second of all, the required offering of complementary components need only be of limited duration.

Thus, if rivals do not

avail themselves of the option during 12 months, for example, the
option can be discontinued without engendering further culpability.

This closure rule raises a potentially dangerous possibility

that the innovator will keep the price of the new system low during the period the option is in force, only to raise it when the
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option expires, if at that time the rival still remains a threat.
For two reasons, this danger should not be exaggerated: first,
compensatory prices are linked to the prices of new components in
such a way that when the latter decline, so do the former.

Thus,

a temporary reduction in the prices of new components confers some
benefits on the rival in terms of lower compensatory prices;
second, if systems prices are kept low, ·implYing low markups and
low compensatory prices, the price structure may run afoul of the
second stage of the predation test, which requires that the
initial R. & D. be rational, in that it yields sufficiently large
incremental profit.
Third, our rule need not burden the innovator unduly because
the required compensatory prices for old components are determined
on the basis of their current unit costs.

These must include all

costs that can 'be reasonably attributed to the provision of the
requisite capital equipment. ,This equipment may be substantially
more scarce and congested than it was prior to the new introduction, due to its being shared with the new line.

It is possible,

on the other hand, that the requisite capital will be underutilized due to the loss of economies of scale that were previously enjoyed in the absence of diversion of demand to the new
line.

Also, the rival of the defendant could offer a long-term

purchase agreement to assure coverage of the capital costs of
maintaining the production of the preexisting components.

Such

assurances have the effect of reduc lng the compensatory leve 1 of
price.
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Even if the plaintiff is unable to meet all the pre~

conditions for the compensatory price test, or to show that the
defendant violated it, he may nevertheless carry the burden of
proving that the R.

&

D. investment was anticompetitive.

This

entails showing first, that the various facets of the systems
market- satisfy the strict structural conditions for the possi...... -. -.
bility of predation to occur; second, that the innovation signifi~

cantly raises to a dangerous level the probability that the
defendant's rival will be induced to exit the systems market; and
finally, that the R. &-D. investment entails predatory sacrifice
of profit (as indicated in section V, supra).

This substantial

burden of proof should be placed on the plaintiff, to discourage
socially wasteful litigation, to conserve judicial resources, and
to avoid chilling the innovative process.
As we have demonstrated, however, where this burden of proof
can be met, antitrust scrutiny of product innovation is warranted.
Guided by our proposed standard, such scrutiny can protect competition and deter anticompetitive behavior without distorting
incentives for procompetitive innovation.
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Appendix 1: Product Preannouncements
The timing of the announcement of a new product is an element
of the complex of decisions that comprise a product innovation
strategy •. In general, to apprise consumers of the new product,
the innovator will preannounce the offering before it becomes commercially available.

In some important recent
cases, it has been
• r., . -"-.

suggested that the choice of timing may be considered an anticompetitive tactic. 40

It is instructive to note, however, that

whereas in at least one instance a product announcement was
attacked as being anticompetitive because it was made subs tantially ahead of the actual introduction of the new product, in
other instances, announcements were considered to be anticompetitive for precisely the opposite reason--that they were not made
sufficiently ahead of the actual introduction of the new product.
This disparity of views regarding the proper timing of
announcements of new products'should alert us to the possibility
that it may be difficult to develop workable tests for the
legality of timing of product announcements.

Under our basic

standard, the trier of fact would have to determine whether the
timing of the preannouncement would have been any different if

40 Complaint, 20-21, United States v. IBM Corp., No. 69 Cir. 200
(S.D.N.Y. Jan. 12, 1969): ILC Peripherals Leasing Corp. v. IBM
Corp., 458 F. Supp. 423,436 (N.D. Cal. 1978) (nMemorex"): Berkey
Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Corp., 603 F. 2d 263, (2d Cir. 1979).
In general see "Note, Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co.:
The Predisclosure Requirement--A New Remedy for Predatory
Marketing of Product Innovations," 10 Rut.-Cam. L. J. 395 (1979).
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the innovator were to anticipate that the rival would remain'a
~

,

viable competitor until the moment of the market introduction of
the new product.
What are the considerations that inform the timing of the
announcement?

The first possibly anticompetitive consideration is

the negative effect that the preannouncement could have on the
revenues of the innovator's rivals.

If, as a result of an early

announcement, the prospective buyers postpone their purchases
until the new model becomes commercially available, the innovator
and some of his rivals may experience substantial reductions in'
their cash flows.

Such a reduction cou,ld endanger the viability

of a' rival.
When the innovator assumes that the rival would remain
viable, preannouncement would most likely be delayed for the
following two reasons: (a)' If the rival were to exi t before the
new product is introduced,' the innovator's sales of the existing
models would increase and would thereby diminish the negative
impact of the preannouncement on his

sales~

(b) The incremental

profit of the new product would be increased if the rivals were to
exit before the new product is introduced.

Thus, the continuing

presence of viable rivals increases the costs and reduces the
benef its of 'early preannouncement.
The second consideration which informs the innovator's timing
of preannouncement is (a) the abili ty of the rivals to copy, or
"reverse-engineer," the components of the new system and (b) their
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ability to redirect their R. & D. expenditures to those substitute
~

products which would be more effective in competing with the newly
announced product.

Since an innovator requires a temporary quasi-

monopoly on the new products in order to recoup his sunk cost on
R. & D., preannouncement may deprive him of that necessary lead

time

ove~

his competitors.

It is perhaps plausible that the

innovating firm will build features into the new product which
hamper the ability of the rivals to reverse-engineer the new
product.

If consumers are not willing to pay for these extra

features, our test for the innocent recoupment of the sunk R. & D.
expenditures will identify expenditures on them as predatory.
However, we do not wish to prescribe the socially optimal length
of the imitation lag.

Nor do we want to regulate product design.

Lastly, the innovator must be"guided in his choice of the
timing of the preannouncement by the need to secure the availabili ty of compleme·ntary components when the new product is introduced commercially.

If old components are compatible with the new

line, or if the innovating firm produces the requisite components,
preannouncement is not necessary.

In the former case, the problem

of coordinating the availability of the components is solved by
virtue of the fact that no new products are needed.

In the latter

case, the coordination problem is solved internally by the innovator who manufactures all the requisite components.

In the rernain-

ing situations, a general preannouncement may be made by the
innovator to aid the market in correctly solving the coordination
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I~
I"
i
i

problem.

Also, the innovator may enter into a joint venture with

a component manufacturer forming, by contract., a temporarily,
integrated company.

In either case, antitrust scrutiny of the

timing of preannouncements may only confound the coordination
problem, retard the innovation process, and deprive consumers of
socially beneficial innovation.
We conclude, therefore, that any-..choice of the timing of.a
preannouncement should be presumptively legal.

The diversity.of

considerations that may underlie the decision to predisclose the
new product makes it difficult to fashion an easily implementable
test for anticompetitive product preannouncements.

Furthermore,

the need for such a test is substantially reduced by our requirement that the' innovating firm stand ready to provide its rivals
with complementary components at compensatory prices.
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Appendix 2: Retaliatory Market Entry
Retaliatory market entry occurs when, in response to the
entrant's inroads into the incumbent's market, the incumbent
cross-enters the entrant's (geographical) market.

The purpose of

such a response, when predatorily motivated, is to induce the
initial entrant to exit from the incumbent's market and not from
his own.
The application of our basic standard of predation requires
that the plaintiff demonstrate that for the entrant, exit is the
best response to the defendant's actions.

Yet, as we noted above,

it is highly implausible to assume that the entrant will be
induced to exit from his market when cross-entered by the incumbent.

Given that' exi t is not imminent, the plaintiff must provide

another cause of action.
argument that

o~ly

That he can do by putting forth the

the desire to punish the entrant could have

motivated the incumbent to retaliate with entry.

This argument

rests on the observation that if the entrant's market promised
adequate returns prior to the entrant's invasion of the incumbent's market, the incumbent should have entered it then.

The

fact that the entrant moved into the incumbent's market should not
have, on the face of it, changed the market conditions there
sufficiently to suddenly justify entry.
Whereas the showing that the incumbent cross-entered the
entrant's market is sufficient to establish a cause of action, it
does not establish a prima facie case of predation.
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The reason

for this stand is

th~t

the incumbent can carry the burden of

proving that the entrant's appearance in the incumbent's market'
changed market conditions sufficiently to make entry worthwhile.
For

insta~ce,

the entrant's preoccupation with the expansion in

the incumbent's market might have weakened his position in his own
market.

Alternatively, his success in the incumbent's market
, .... . -.-.
.
could have left the incumbent with suff~cient excess capacity to-

make the cross-entry worthwhile, especially if severe price
cutting in his own market would be necessary before he could
recapture his market share.
There is also another reason why regarding retaliatory entry
as prima facie illegal would not be socially desirable.

This

reason stems from the fact that the incumbent who cross-enters the
entrant's own market increases the competitive pressure in that
market and benefits the consumers there.

Because it is desirable

to stimulate competition, i,t may be preferable to place the burden
of proof on the plaintiff, who must show that a presumptively
competitive behavior is in fact motivated by retaliatory considerations.

Stated differently, cross-market entry forces a choice

between trying to stop the deterring effects of retaliation and
promoting procompetitive cross-market entry.

We think the balance

should be in favor of encouraging competitive cross-market entry.
Consequently, such entry should be presumptively legal.
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Nevertheless, a cross-entered firm may establish its case of
predatory cross-entty by demonstrating that the· incumbent's price
in the newly entered market is below the correct cost-based price
floor.

0.-

If the entrant begins with excess capacity, then for out-

put levels less than full capacity, average variable cost is the
correct floor.

If the incumbent expands output beyond his exist~:

ing capacity, the price floor must be r&ised to the full long-run
marginal cost.

Promotional pricing is the only, albeit weak,

defense against this showing of predatory sacrifice of profit in
, ".:.-

the context of retaliatory market entry.
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COMMENTS DN "AN ECONOMIC DEFINITION OF
PREDATORY PRODUCT INNOVATION"

David T. Scheffman*

I.

Introduction
Professors Ordover and Willig (hereafter denoted OW) have

made three contributions to the debate on predatory practices.
First, they have proposed a new general definition of predation.
Second, they have developed an analysis of' predatory product
innovation.

Finally, the OW paper has entered yet another

contestant in the predatory-behavior-rule tournament.

In many

respects, the paper is an interesting contribution to the ongoing
discussion of predation.

However, as I will argue below, much of

the OW analysis is loose and misleading.

This is a serious flaw

in any economics paper, especially one aimed at noneconomists.
Therefore I will take it as my main task here to point out the
inherent weaknesses in the OW analysis.

This should not be taken

as an indication that OW have not provided some useful contributions.

I will end my comments with a brief discussion of those

contribu tions.

*

The author is Senior Economist for the Federal Trade
Commission, Bureau of Economics, Division of Industry Analysis.

Authors should

~ot

be pilloried for weaknesses in ,early

drafts of a paper, but it is worth pointing out that earlier
versions of this paper were entitled "The Economic Definition of
Predation" (emphasis added).

Several readers and discussants took

serious, issue with the pretentiousness and, more importantly, the
validity of that title, so that now at least the title of the
.r..- . _.-.

paper is much more circumspect.

However, even in the final

version, OW state that they" • • • present an economically sound
and judicially workable general definition of predatory
behavior."

Thus, although the focus of much of the paper is on

predatory product innovation, the linchpin of the analysis is the
OW general definition of predation.

Although the ,application of

the definition to predatory product innovation is itself flawed,
the basic weakness of the OW analysis lies in the limitations of
their general definition.
the general definition.

Therefore I will begin by discussing
Initially, I will abstract from the

precise meaning of the OW predation standard and instead discuss
the general welfare implication implications of such a standard.
II.

The OW Definition of Predatory Behavior
A.

The Efficiency Implications of the OW Standard

OW define predation as
• • • a response to a rival that sacrifices part of
the profit that could be earned, under competitive
circumstances, were the rival to remain viable, in
order to induce exit and gain consequent additional
monopoly profits. l

1

ow,

p. 305.
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Superficially, the OW definition is very similar to that of Areeda
and Turner (AT), who state
• • • predation in any meaningful sense cannot exist
unless there is a temporary sacrif ice of net revenues
in the expectation of future gains. Indeed, the
classically feared case of predation has been the
deliberate sacrifice of present revenues for the
.purpose of driving rivals ou t of the market and then
recouping the losses through h ighe.~_. PJ;.9f its earned in
the absence of competition. 2
·
One advantage of the OW definition is that they recognize that .
predation may not involve current (as opposed to future) sacrifice
by the predator.

In fact, successful predation may not involve -an

actual sacrifice of profits at all. 3

It is for this reason, among

others, that OW require the measure of sacrifice to be relative to
the benchmark: "under competitive circumstances, were the rival to
remain viable."
In addi t'ion, unlike AT, OW are to be commended for at least
attempting to-derive standards of predation for specific cases
(e.g., "simple" price predation) directly from their proposed
general standard.

Only by a great leap of faith and logic do AT

arrive at their essentially ad hoc cost-based rules from a
starting point of their definition of predation.

Unfortunately,

2 P. Areeda and D. Turner, "Predatory Pricing and Related
Practices under Section 20 of the Sherman Act," 88 Harv. L. Rev.
698 (1975).

3 In the sense that it is conceivable that a successful predator
could have higher profits each period using a successful predatory
strategy. Steven Salop and I have developed some models producing
that result.
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the OW definition is too imprecise for direct application and
furthermore is not baaed on a solid economic foundation.
Let us begin with the economics of the OW standard.

If we

temporarily withdraw from the mare's nest of judicial applicability, I believe virtually all economists 4 would agree with the
thrust of the following definition of (successful) predation:
any action taken by a firm with market power
which causes a rival to exit and in so doing
reduces social welfare.
If we take this as our criterion, it's important to realize that
there is no simple rule equivalent to this definition of predation.

It is misleading to claim otherwise.

For example, OW

state
• • • it can be theoretically demonstrated
that applica.tion of our proposed standard
would protect from tactical exit inducement any rival who would actively produce
in the socially optimal allocation of
production among extant firms. Conversely, it c~n be shown, the standard would
permit the inducement 'of exit of a firm
that is insufficiently efficient to
actively produce in the socially optimal
arrangement. 5.
I am not sure exactly what is being claimed here.

However, only

in the qualifying footnote to the previous quotation do OW admit

I.

t

4 At least those who believe the main purpose of antitrust
enforcement is to increase economic efficiency.
5

OW, p. 319.
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[t] hese res.·ults, it should be noted, d.o not imply
that application of the standard would~necessarily
raise the level of social welfare. • •
Indeed, this statement is too weak.

Application of the

ow

standard

will reduce social welfare in some circumstances.
If a clincher is needed, OW provide it themselves by demonstrating that their standard results in the AT cost-based rule for
,

simple cases of price predation.

....... ---.

It is not well known that viola-

tion of the AT rule is neither a necessary not a sufficient condition for welfare-reducing predation to have occurred.'
I will have more to say on the welfare implications of the

ow

standard in the context of predatory pr'oduct innovation below; but
summarizing here, I would argue that the OW stanqard is not an
economic definition of predation at all.
must be

base~

Instead, the

An economic definition

directly on a concern with economic efficiency.
O~

definition is an ad hoc legal definition, loosely

based on the case law and legal literature rather than on economic
efficiency concerns.

.

The fact that the OW standard is not firmly rooted in
economic efficiency does not, in itself, mean that such a standard
would be bad policy.

6

Imperfect rules can be more efficient than

OW, note 17.

7 See, for example, F. M. Scherer, "Predatory Pricing and the
Sherman Act: A Comment," 89 Harv. L Rev. 869 (1976); R. Posner,
Antitrust Law: An Econmic Perspective (1976), pp. 184-96; and O. E.
Williamson, "Predatory Pricing: A Strategic and Welfare Analysis,"
87 Yale L. J. 284 (1977).
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~:.

complicated, costly, error-prone judicial proceedings.
will argue below that

ow

However, I·

have not provided convincing 'arguments as

to the utility of their standard.

In particular, they have not

identified the tradeoffs involvea in adopting their standard.
B.

The Sacrifice of Profits Criterion

ow

Both AT and
in prof its.

Why?

base their predation standards on a sacrifice
The AT intuition is ·1!ha-t the predator must

give up some current profits in order to reap the rewards of
increased market power in the future. 8

The sacrifice-of-profits

criterion is meant to discriminate between predation and competition, either of which may cause a rival to exit.

The AT logic

starts with the classic atomistically competitive firm.
firm produces at price equal to marginal cost.

Such a

Therefore (goes

the AT argument), producing where price is less than marginal cost
is evidence of noncompetitive behavior.
argument is

t~e

The problem with this

leap of faith from the model of textbook competi-

tion to real-world markets.

Most real-world markets are not

atomistic, i.e., firms are large enough to have an effect, at
least in the short run, on industry levels of price and output.
This does not mean, hCMever, that such markets are necessarily
noncompetitive.

Where rivalry is strong and the potential entry

is great, even large firms will not have substantial market
power.

8

OW point out that this intutition is not always correct.
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:[.

Imagine, for

exa~ple,

a two firm industry which would be

operationally defined as competitive because of the absence of any
barriers to potential competition.

Suppose a third firm enters

"
but that returns to scale allow
only two firms to remain viable
even in the short run.

Once the firm enters, there will be

intense competi tion amongs t the three firms for the two "pos itions" in the industry.

The forces of cc;~pe'tition (operationally-

defined) would in all likelihood lead to cutting price--perhaps .
even below average variable costs--until one rival exits.

The

entrant is likely to have higher average variable costs and so be
the one to eventually exit.
The apparent facts of this case would be that the incumbents
incurred short-run losses in order to force'the exit of the
entrant.

However, there clearly was no predation involved in this

example.

By assumption, no firm had market power or could hope to

attain it by predation.

It,is well recognized that the alleged

predator rnus't have market power which is protected by entry barriers.

Otherwise, there can be no gains to predation.

(Inciden-

tally, I can see no benefit whatever in the new jargon, "entry
hurdles," etc., which OW have attempted to inject into this
discussion.)
Now let's change the previous example so that the incumbents
do have protected market power.

Suppose that there are substan-

tial barriers to entry protecting the industry (i.e., no one but
the entrant could enter and the entrant cannot reenter after
exiting).

In this case, monopoly prices will be earned before and
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after exit.

But again assume that the size of the market and

returns to scale make" it irnposs ible for more than-' two firms to
remain viable.

Even more serious price cutting may occur now,

since the winners will get the benefits of future monopoly profits.

Neve'rtheless, under the hypothetical, efficiency requires

one firm to exit; and again, it will probably be the entrant.' In
addition, it is likely to be that efficieney would require the
quickest possible exit of the entrant, which would be stimulated
by the most vigorous price cutting by the incumbents.

We would

not want to penalize such behavior by a predation suit.

There-

fore, although the apparent facts suggest sacrifice of profits, no
finding of predation should be entered.
Thus sacrifice of profits is not necessarily an indication of
(welfare reducing) predation, even if the "predator n later benefits from exit by an increase in market power.

In addition, as OW

have pointed out, sacrifice of current profits may not be incurred
in a successful predatory s·trategy.

Indeed, as I mentioned above,

it is possible that a successful predatory strategy requires no
sacrifice of profits at all.

Unfortunately, OW are prisoner to

the sacrifice of profits intutition and attempt to rescue it by
posing a hypothetical benchmark against which to measure loss of
profits--nunder competitive circumstances, were the rival to
remain viable."

c.

The OW Hypothetical Benchmark
Since sacrifice of current profits is not always necessary

for successful predation, and (of more importance) such a
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sacrifice is not,

i~

itself, evidence of predation, OW attempt an
,

~

end run around this problem by specifying an artificial benchmark
against which sacrifice of profits might be measured.

It is for

this purpose (and an ad hoc attempt to explicitly bring in efficiency concerns) that the OW standard requires sacrifice of ".
part'of the profits that could be earned under competitive
. ---.
circumstances."g

....

-

What the authors mean by "under competitive circumstances"" is
left imprecise.

"Competitive circumstances" apparently means that

the rival is assumed to remain viable and react "competitiveiy" to
actions of the predator.

What this would mean for the simplest

case of price predation is apparently that the rival would remain
viable and produce at price equal to marginal cost.

For more com-

plicated instances, particularly ones involving product innovation, what "under competitive circumstances" would mean is
unclear.
OW have three objectives behind their hypothetical benchmark.
First, they need a benchmark different from actual profits against
which to measure sacrifice of profits, for the reasons I elucidated above. IO

A second objective behind the "under competitive

circumstances" proviso is to rule out findings of predation in
situations in which inefficient firms are forced out after the
breakdown of a cartel or tight-knit oligopoly pricing. ll

9

OW, p. 307.

10

Predation may not involve actual sacrifice of profits.

11

OW, p. 312.
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The intuition here is that "under competitive circumstances" would
preclude a

plaintif~'s

winning simply on the basis of

of the umbrella afforded by cartel pricing.

~

collapae

However, whether the

criterion even solves this problem is uncertain, given the
imprecision of the meaning of "under competitive circumstances."
Their final objective is to attempt to tie their standard to
efficiency concerns.

However, as I have.rplt=eady pointed out, this

cannot be successfully accomplished.
An efficiency-based standard could condemn "sacrifice of

joint profits when evaluated at 'efficiency' prices relative to -.
the second best efficient allocation in the industry."
means is as follows.

What this

Consider the (secon'd-best) efficient pattern

of production for the industry.

Corresponding to this allocation

is a set of prices such that if firms maximized profits taking
these ("efficiency") prices as given, the efficient alloca.tion
would obtain.

Deviation by any firm from this efficient alloca-

tion would entall a sacrifice' in profits if profits were evaluated
at the "efficiency" prices.

However, this standard cannot be

summarized by any simple rule.

The only method of application is

the general judicial enquiry described by Scherer.

In any event,

sacrifice of profits is redundant in this "correct" standard,
since this standard simply restates, in technical jargon, my
earlier proposed definition of predation.
OW are certainly not advocating a calculation of efficiency
prices against which sacrifice of profits could be measured.
Unfortunately, their proposal that sacrifice of profits be
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measured relative to the benchmark of "under competitive circumstances"· is impossibly vague and bears no obvious relationship'to
the efficiency criterion.

c.

Applicability of the OW Standard

OW claim that their standard is judicially applicable.
its

p~esent

form, I think, this is eimply not true.

In

Since it is

completely unclear--even in the abs trac~~~iis' to what migh t be
meant by "under competitive circumstances" in situations more
complex than the simplest case of price predation, attempting to
apply such a vague standard to real world cases seems beyond the'
pale.
In addition, the standard requires that the (alleged) predator's behavior be weighed against other hypothetical actions
(assuming these actions could be defined) which in many instances
the predator w'ould not take in any conceivable situation.

For

example, if the 'victim is of. sufficient size, it is unlikely to
act "competi tive ly" (in the class ic textbook sense) under any
circum-stances.

Although I am not a legal scholar, I would

presume that there are potentially serious legal problems with
attempting to apply a standard where the benchmark for "correct"
behavior may be inconceivable behavior by the predator.

If OW

were to concede that it is actually efficiency with which they are
concerned, a more sensible approach is to junk their proposed
standard and proceed along the lines suggested by Scherer. 12

12

Scherer (1977), note 7 supra.
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I have already conceded that imperfect rules may be more
efficient than complicated open-ended judicial

~ecisionmaking._

However, in determining how compromises to judicial economy
should be made, it is absolutely essential to consider three
aspects of any proposed rule.

The first of these is whether the

rule is capable of application.

The second is the effect of the

proposed rule on business behavior and,...s:;:oncomitantly, on
ency.

effici~

The issue here is that as with any type of regulation,

agents will devote resources to evading the rule.
this up below.

I will take

The final aspect to be considered is the rule's,

"error structure."
rule. 13

s~me

Errors of two kinds will be made by any simple

Predation will be found to have occurred (according to

the rule) in some instances in which it didn 1 t ac'tually occur, and
actual instances of predation will in some cases be missed by the
rule.

It is 'Very important to understand the likelihood of the

two types of errors and the situations in which they 'may occur.
Only with this knowledge can the possible benefits accruing from
the simplicity of ,a rule be balanced against the costs of such
simplicity.
For example, the error structure of the AT cost-based rule is
fairly clear.

Pricing below average variable cost for nonpreda-

tory reasons seems a very unlikely occurrence which would raise
obvious red flags signifying specical circumstances (such as the

13 See P. Joskow and A. Klevorick, "A Framework for Analyzing
Predatory Pricing Policy," 89 Yale L.J. 213 (1979).
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mistaken-entrant example above).

Even the AT she t-run marginal

cost test may not be very prone to the error of incorrectly
finding predation, given the judicially recognized margin of error
-involved in quantifying short-run marginal cost.
if and when the AT rule is widely adopted.

Time will tell,

On the other hand, as

Scherer has argued,14 missed cases of actual predation may be a
significant problem for the AT rule.

If;"iiticiiever, as many authors

have argued,15 predation is a very unlikely occurrence, the costs
of such a rule (in terms of missed cases) may be swamped by the
savings in costs of expensive needless litigation arising out of .
a less stringent standard.
Thus the AT rule has the advantage of being simple and clear
enough to have hop.e of judicial implementation and a fairly
straightforward error structure.

Of course, the AT rule is only

meant to be applied for cases of price predation.

Predatory

product innovation is necessarily much more complex--·as will be
any rule proscribing such predation.

I will now turn to the

ow

analysis of predatory product innovation.
III.

Predatory Product Innovation
The OW analysis of predatory product innovation is in many

respects quite interesting and innovative.

14

The reader will not be

Scherer, note 7 supra.

15 McGee, "Predatory Price Cutting: The Standard Oil (N.J.)
Case," 1 J. Law & Econ. 137 (1958); Koller, "The Myth of Predatory
Pricing--Empirical Study," 4 Antitrust L. & Econ. Rev. 105 (Summer
1971) •
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<?: ..

surprised, however, to learn that I believe the
judging predatory product innovation is

ow

probably~

standard for

impossible to

apply and, in any eve,ot, should not be used as a standard.

All

the reservations I enunciated above on the general OW predation
definition are greatly reinforced when applied to product innovation.

What "under competitive circumstances" means in this

context is anyone's guess.

The

testimony~'b·n-·-this

issue arising

from the usual tournament of economic experts in an antitrust case
would, I predict, produce a record unintelligible even to OW.
I have already discussed the (non)relationship of the OW
standard to efficiency.

However, since very strong efficiency

properties for their product innovation tests are claimed in the
paper, I must address the issue of efficiency again.

OW claim

that
[t]hus, the presented tests for compensatory
pricing and for the R. & D. motive would con-·
duce to ,social welfare. They would permit
socially desirable innovations, whatever their
effects on market' structure. And they would
simultaneously restrain socially wasteful
innovations.whose only motivation were the
additional monopoly profits enabled by their
anticompetitive effects. 16
The noneconomist or casual reader of the OW paper might be puzzled
(if not misled) by this claim.

As I explained above, the OW

standard is not an efficiency standard.

Therefore, instances of

socially wasteful predation could occur without violating the ow
standard (assuming it could be applied) and instances of socially

16

ow, p.

382.
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beneficial competition could be found to be predatory under the
standard.

How then can OW make the claims above?

The'answer is

that the quotation appears in the context of some extrem
simplify.ing assumptions about technology and demand.

In parti-

cular, they assume all firms have constant cost technologies and
that'demand is perfectly inelastic.

Under these assumptions,

the usual efficiency problems arising fte-om·-the exercise of market
power simply do not arise.

For example, there is no efficiency.

loss (deadweight loss) from monopoly in a market with perfectly
inelastic demand.

In contrast, without the completely unrealis.tic

OW assumption of inelastic demand, no efficiency properties can be
claimed for their standard.
A.

The Effects of the OW Standard on Business Behavior
Scherer and Williamson have argued forcefully that the AT

rule may have· very undesirable effects on business behavior.
possible effects of the
contemplate.

ow

The

standard are even more chilling to

The social desirability of innovation is, I think,

of sufficient strength to make tinkering with the incentives to
innovate in such a casual manner unthinkable.

Thus far the courts

have largely been circumspect in finding against the defendant
when any kind of "true" innovation· is present.
this prudence has been excessive.

It may be that

However, the costs of a permis-

sive standard are at least roughly discernable.

The costs of the

more restrictive OW standard in terms of the potential for
stifled innovation are completely unknown and so, applicability
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problems aside, not worth the risk.

I can only suggest that the

courts, it is to be hoped with the benef it of increas ingly
perceptive economic testimony, continue to grope for a suitable
standard.
Despite the fatal flaws in the OW standard, their analysis of
product innovation does increase our understanding of some of the
issues involved.
IV.

I will turn to these nOll·..... · -.-

OW on Product Innovation
I have come here to bury the OW standard, not to praise it.

However, there are many useful insights into product innovation
arising from the OW analysis.
the major ones here.

I will brietly summarize a few of

(1) Raising the price of some components of

a system may be a successful predatory strategy.

Although from an

economic point of view this will often be equivalent to a predatory "refusal to deal," the possibility that price increases may
be predatory is worth pointing out.

Indeed, predatory or preemp-

tory interference with (potential) rivals' input markets is an
issue which deserves closer attention.

Williamson, for example,

has pointed out that preemption or predation may in some instances
be most effectively carried out by predatory actions affecting th'e
victim's input markets. 17

(2) Market acceptance is not conclusive

evidence of economic superiority of a new product.

Thus, it would

probably be wise for the courts to look more closely before

17 o. Williamson, "Wage Rates as a Barrier to Entry: The
Pennington Case," 82 Q. J. Econ. 85 (1968). Steven Salop and I
are currently extending and generalizing the Williamson analysis.
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labeling a new product "innovative." (3) It may be possible in
some circumstances to view the introduction

of~a

new product

~s

a

change in the price of existing product (although I am not as
sanguine as OW on .this point).

(4) Predation may allow leverage

of market power in situa-tions in which a vertical price squeeze
will not conduce leverage.

The nice OW example making this point

should help to stimulate some needed

·n~w

-'attention to the area of

vertical restraints.
Each of these insights and others provoked by the
deserve closer scrutiny.

ow

analysis

Further research could lead to big

payoffs, both in increasing our general understanding of product
innovation and hopefully also in providing better guidance to the
courts and antitrust enforcement agencies.

I hope OW and others

will pursue their research in this direction.

: :

.. -.:

~.~
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COMMENTS ON "AN ECONOMIC DEFINITION OF
PREDATORY PRODUCT INNOVATION"
Frank H. Easterbrook*

The article by Ordover and Willig

ls'an

entrant in a highly-

competitive market for theories of predation. l

Like any other new

product, this one should be successful if it is superior in some
way to its rivals.

A theory might be superior if it were sold -at

a lower price--perhaps if it were shorter or easier to understand
than the existing products.
is neither.

Alas, the Ordover-Willig contribution

But a new theory need not be easier to digest in

order to claim superiority; it also could succeed by overcoming
problems of its predecessors or having superior welfare properties
in other ways.

But the Ordover-Willig approach starts de novoJ

and, as I discuss below, it creates more difficulties than it
overcomes.
It is sometimes useful for economists to define a phenomenon
and attach a label, which is essentially what Ordover and Willig

*

Assistant Professor of Law, University of Chicago.
Posner provided helpful comments on an earlier draft.

Richard A.

I J. A. Ordover and R. D. Willig, "An Economic Definition of
Predatory Product Innovation," pp. 306-96, this volume ("OrdoverWillig"). Much of the rest of the literature is sUmmarized by
George A. Hay, "A Confused Lawyer's Guide to the Predatory Pricing
Literature," pp. 155-202, this volume.

do.

The process of definition contributes to careful thought and
~

offer insights for further work.

But the label Ordover and Willig

choose for what they define is one with special antitrust significance.To call something "predatory" is to invite a court to
declare that thing unlawful and to award damages to rivals.
Yet the purpose of the antitrust laws is to promote consumers'
welfare, a concept closely tied to econ~~i~-efficiency.

An essay

discussing "predation" without regard to the effect of defined
practice (or the authors' antidotes) on consumers' welfare is
fundamentally misleading.

It suggests an application to antitrust

cases that the approach does not have. 2 . The Ordover-Willig contribution may assist in future inquiries; I am quite sure, though,
that courts should await these further results before placing any
reliance on the Ordover-Willig approach to predation.
In the discussion that follows, I devote most of,my attention
to the basic Ordover-Willig framework,
equated with profit sacrifice. 3

in which predation is

Only in part V do I return to the

,application of their approach to innovation.

Since Ordover and

Willig treat innovation as simply an application of a more general

2 Other economists have been more cautious.
See, in addition to
Michael Spence's contribution to this volume, B. Curtis Eaton and
Richard G. Lipsey, "Exit Barriers are Entry Barriers: the
Durability of Capital as a Barrier to Entry," 11 Bell J. Econ. 721
(1980).
("Application to policy is clearly premature. ")
3 The reader interested in the full development of the OrdoverWillig approach should consult their "An Economic Definition
of Predation" (discussion paper 1980). The "Economic Definition
(footnote continues)
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framework, I do likewise.

And because I am convinced that the

general ·framework is flawed, the details of its" application to
innovation become less interesting.

I

?ociety's well-being is maximized by a legal rule that holds
as low as possible the sum of (1) the weli~~e loss from predatorY
practices and any ensuing monopoly; (2) the welfare loss from
incorrectly correctly labeling (or threatening to label) ordinary
competition as predation; and (3) the cost of administering an
antipredation rule.

Ordover and Willig ,apparently assume that

(1)'

would be large in the absence of a legal rule against predation,
although they do not justify this assumption.

They ignore cost

(2) altogether, and they deal with cost (3) in only a rudimentary
way.
The driving force behind the Ordover-Willig approach is the
belief that there are exit-inducing strategies that significantly
reduce welfare, yet are profitable to the "predator."

Ordover and

Willig do not, however, identify any such strategies.

Surely most

exit-inducing strategies create rather than

destr~

efficiency.

A firm that discovers how to produce a product for less will find
that several--perhaps all--of its rivals go out of business or

(footnote continued)
of Predation" paper is the one originally presented at this conference. The current paper on innovation started as the concluding section of that larger paper and has evolved into the selfcontained paper that appears here.
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turn to other markets.

Certainly antitrust law should

n~t

condemn

these strategies, which,. extend efficient methods of production to
a larger share of output.

Moreover, not even all strategies that

would induce the exit of equally or more
of antitrust concern.

effici~nt

competitors are

Such strategies often would be unprofit-

able.

'It is very hard for a firm to force a rival out of the
........ ---.
market without losing a great deal of money. Unless the predator
can recoup the loss during a postpredation monopoly, it will avoid
giving its money away to consumers.

There is no need to apply a

legal sanction to a strategy that is self-deterring.
The Ordover-Willig approach does not'need to grapple with
the self-deterring nature of predatory strategies, because the
authors limit their discussion to the profitable ones.
strategies are profitable?

But what

The article does not name one, and

there is no sufficient reason to think that there are very many.
I have discussed this problem in detail elsewhere, and I have
argued that the potential "victims" of predation usually can
defend themselves. 4

No predatory strategy can work without the

cooperation of consumers, who must desert the victim and buy from
the predator even though that causes them to pay a monopoly price
later on.

If consumers are rational, they will not become instru-

ments of their own harm.

They will, instead, buoy up the intended

4 See Frank H. Easterbrook, .. Predatory Strategies and Counterstrategies," 48 U. Chi. L. Rev. 263 (1981).
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victim with long-term contractsi S and victims have other
strategies open to them.

These responses work for innovations as

well as for pricing strategies.

It is simply unsupported for

Ordover and Willig to assume, as they do, that low prices lead to
exit.

Yet this is the cornerstone of their approach.

The asser-

tion "that an innovator's "small advantage could • • • be levered
into subs tantial monopoly prof its" 6 d~.e~I1.gs entirely on the
supposition that a slightly lower price charged by the predator
will cause customers to desert the victim.

That supposition must

be backed up by argument, which Ordover and Willig do not supply.
The few examples of clearly predatory campaigns show how difficult the process can be.

In United'States v. Empire Gas Corp.7

the predator cut prices well below marginal cost repeatedly and
also may have used more cost-effective strategies (such as dynamiting a cQrnpetitor's plant and defrauding competitors' customers).

But the predator in Empire Gas steadily lost market share

to its rivals.
Empire

They rode out the periods of predation, watched

losemon~y,

and then returned to their old market shares

once Empire tried to recoup its losses.

The fate of the Empire

5 Pacific Engineering & Production Co. v. Kerr-McGee Corp., 551
F.2d 790, 794 (10th Cir. 1977), provides a wonderful example.
Customers gave the intended victim" "stay-alive" orders at more."
than the ~predator's" price, in order to prevent the victim's
exit.
6

Ordover-Willig, p. 366.

7 393 F. Supp. 903 (W.O. Mo. 1975), aff'd, 537 F.2d 296 (8th Cir.
1976), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 1122 (1977).
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Gas Corp. demonstrates why predation is unusual.

Scholars regu-

larly find that supposed episodes of predation ""were no more than
hard competition. 8 ,.Attempting to force an established firm from
the market is so notoriously unprofitable that there are few exampIes of anyone trying to do so, let alone of anyone succeeding.
Because frontal assaults on existing firms are suicidal, much
of the recent literature has addressed

~e-question

costly strategies might reduce competition.

whether less

Perhaps, for exampre,

a firm operating in several markets could cut price in one of them
in order to send a message to rivals in the rest.

If a firm could

establish a credible reputation for wild behavior, it might deter
entry in some or all of its markets.

Alternatively, a firm could

invest in strategies that deter entry--throughp1ant capacity
decisions, product"design decisions, or other alterations of
market forces.

These decisions might irrevocably alter the

pattern of respqnse to entry, making it rational for a firm to
respond to entry in a way" that causes every participant in the
market to lose money.

If the firm can make the commitment credi-

ble, it will deter all prospective entrants and never be compelled
to carry out its threat.

f·

8

Easterbrook, supra note 4, at 312-18.
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I am deeply skeptical of claims that these predatory strategies could work. 9

A threat to inflict substant~al harm on oneself

in order to inflict ,a lesser harm on others usually is not
credible.

Moreover, for every predatory strategy there is a

counterstrategy that turns the predator's investment into a loss.
It is not my purpose here, though, to debate the strength and
weaknesses of predatory strategies.
Willig pay no attention to them.
strategic.

My.~oint

is that Ordover and

Their approach is static, not

They look for an actual exit, thus omitting analysis

of the ways in which predation conceivably migh t be prof i table._10
All of these methods involve entry deterrence.

When a multi-

market firm signals its willingness and ability to inflict a loss
on entrants, it does not care about actual exit.

It can send the

message by holding to a price less than its rivals' average total
cost in one market.

If the threat to repeat the demonstration is

credible, prospective entrants and rivals in other markets then
forbear.

No firm need exi t in the demonstration

dominant firm gains because entry ceases.

market..~

the

And an entry-deterring

selection of capacity, product characteristics, and so on--if
credible--aborts the process of entry.

We never observe a rival

enter, let alone a rival exit.

9

See Easterbrook, supra note 4, at 282-97.

10 Ordover and Willig sometimes modify their rule by suggesting
that a dangerous probability of exit, rather than actual exit, is
enough to satisfy their tests (see Ordover-Willig, p. 324 note.
39). I suggest later on that this makes the approach unworkable.
Even at face value, though, this maintains a focus on exit that is
inconsistent with the strategic literature, which focuses on entry
deterrence.
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Because a theory in which exit is an indispensable element of
predation excludes all cases in which predation Is likely to be
profitable, such an

e~ercise

does not provide a sound footing for
E~} :

legal policy.

Indeed, an exit-based analysis focuses attention on

just those cases in which there is least need for concern.

In the

Ordover and Willig view, predation is impossible if firms freely
enter or exi t (that is, if there are no

entry

hurdles) or if exi t

is very costly (that is, if all of the firm's initial investment·
is sunk at the moment of entry).

They reason that if entry

hurdles are very high and the newly purchased assets have no
alternative employment, there will never be a true exit; a firm
faced with below-cost pricing would simply write down its
investment but stay in the market.

But the signaling and entry-

deterrence approaches suggest that a prospective entrant would see
the size of any- irretrievable commi tment as the most serious
obstacle to

ent~.

The amount the entrant sinks is the amount it

can lose, and 'thus--if a threat to turn the sunk cost into a loss
is credible-- is the -s ize of the de terrent to entry.

Signaling or

strategic commitments by incumbents are most effective in warding
off entry when the entry hurdle is highest and investments are
irreversible.

The Ordover-Willig approach makes a finding of

predation impossible in just those cases in which inflicting a
loss on an entrant is the most effective entry deterrent.
On the other hand, when entry hurdles are small (but positive), so that firms enter

a~d

exit from the business freely, it
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would be quite easy to find predation under the Ordover-Willig
approach".

There will be frequent exits; it often should be pos-

sible for the exiting firm to show that some alternative strategy
by the predator would have prevented the exit and met Ordover and
Willig's other conditions.

When entry hurdles are low, however,

it is implausible to suppose that the "predator" will recoup, or
that if it does, the welfare loss

will.~~ _~ignificant.

In sum, Ordover and Willig make it hard to find predation
when entry hurdles are high, losses suffered by entrants great,'
and opportunities for strategic posturing plentiful.
such markets are unlikely to exit.

Firms in
-

Ordover and Willig make it

"

easier to find predation when losses are smaller, bluffs less
potent, and the welfare loss from successful predation trivial.
Surely a theory that inverts the approach suggested by the recent
literature on predatory strategies should be taken with a good
deal of caution.
Even if Ordover and Willig had attempted to identify the
strategies that" create serious threats to allocativeefficiency,
it still would have been necessary for them to establish that the
application of their rule improves efficiency.

They remark,

rather laconically, that "the precise optimality properties of the
tests • • • have not been formally demonstrated. nIl
stated nature of this remark conceals some problems.

11

Ordover-Willig, p. 84.
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The underIt may well

be that in many circumstances the creation of exit inducements-whether by predation or otherwise--is efficient. 12

Take the

invention·of an improved widget that requires substantial research
and development--so much R. & D. that costs can be recovered only
if the inventor captures most or all of the market.

This new wid-

get is profitable if and only if other firms exit; if rivals stay
in the

~rket,

it is less prof itable than some"'-alternative strat-

egy that the innovator could have pursued.

Yet consumers may find

the invention-cum-monopoly quite desirable.

It may dramatically

reduce the average total cos t of product.ion, and it is unlikely to
lead to monopoly pricing.

The "monopolist I s" price will be

constrained by the availability of the older-model widget, which
rivals can continue to provide (under long-term contract, if
necessary) •
This problem, which is most apparent in application of the

c•.

. ~ ..

;.

Ordover-Willig test to innovations, crops up in their analysis
of predatory pricing as well.
cost.1 3

They propose a floor of average

Yet in industries with economies of scale--or where the

firms are learning by doing--prolonged periods of pricing below
average cost are desirable.

The most efficient firms will

survive, with capacity tailored to the market's demand.

The

i' .

2 See C. C. von Weizsacker, "A Welfare Analysis of Barriers to
·ntry," 11 Bell J. Econ. 399 (1980).
3

Ordover-Willig, p. 314.
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Kerr-McGee case l4 provides an example.

There an industry found

itself with excess capacity when the demand for its product
suddenly declined. ,. Because there were subs tantial economies of
scale in production, the most efficient arrangement was for all
but one firm to exit.

The usual exit-inducing device is for the

most efficient firm to cut price to
others.

Ordover and Willig

~arginal

apparently~~o~ld

cost, driving out the
call this predation,

because some alternative response (perhaps establishing a duoP91y,
with duopoly pricing?) would have been more profitable for the
price cutter and would have preserved at least one rival firm •. It
is not apparent that anyone other than Ordover and Willig views
the preservation of inefficient firms in a natural monopoly as
desirable.

II

I have -argued, so far, that Ordover and Willig do not make a
convincing case that they have identified and addressed a significant threat to efficiency.

Even if they had done so--if there are

profitable yet inefficient exit-inducing strategies--that would
not be a sufficient argument for their legal rule against predation.

It still would be necessary to determine the likelihood

that the rule would penalize or deter ordinary competition, and to
determine the costs of enforcing the rule.

14

See note 5 supra.
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Lower prices, greater output, innovations, and the exit from
the market of less efficient competitors are
competition.

th~

hallmarks of

It is just these things that Ordover and Willig
,~--"

propose to punish."

All legal systems err.

When cases are decided

on the preponderance of the evidence, error is frequent.
pr"ecise the rule, the greater the risk of error.

The less

The risk of a

finding of liability is itself a cost of.4oing business--a cost
firms can avoid by raising price, cutting down on innovation, and
otherwise acting less like competitors and more like cartelists.
The costs of risk and error are unlikely to be small.

Unless the"

welfare gains from enforcing a rule against predation are
significant, the costs are a good reason to have no rule at all,
or at least to have a rule that errs on the side of condoning
predatory conduct.
Then there are the costs of administering the rule.
include the

cost~

These

of apprehending and punishing violators, includ-

ing the costs of courts and lawyers; the costs of precautions
firms will take to hide or avoid liability; and the cost of
writing, publishing, reading, and teaching others about predatory
pricing theories.

The costs of adjudication in antitrust cases

are very large and depend on both the stakes and the uncertainty
of the legal rule.

The larger the stakes, the more the parties

spend, because they will invest in litigation until the marginal
dollar of litigation expenses affects the judgment by just one
dollar.

The greater the uncertainty, the more the parties invest,
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because the harder it becomes to settle a case. lS

The costs of

precautions or altered behavior also could be large.

-As Michael

Spence points out in his contribution to this volume, a legal rule
that stops one method of predation or entry deterrence may simply
induce firms to adopt other harder-to-detect methods that have
welfare properties inferior to those of the method that can be

........

detected and banned.

-"-.

Predatory pricing cases are especially costly to litigate and
entail especially high risks of error, because they involve
inquiries into the firms' costs.

The books a firm keeps will .n.ot

be very useful for this purpose; accounting entries rarely mirror
economists' definition of "costs," so it is necessary to reconstruct the firm's costs in a way that fits the categories pertinent to the litigation.
...: ....

And even a rule making it hard for a

plaintiff to· prevail on the merits will give rise to extensive
litigation.

A plaintiff with a I-percent chance of winning $100

million in damages frequently will find litigation profitable.

IS See Frank H. Easterbrook, William
Posner, "Contribution Among Antitrust
Economic Analysis," 23 J. Law & Econ.
of an economic approach to settlement
antitrust law.
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M. Landes, and Richard A.
Defendants: A Legal and
331 (1980), for a summary
and an application to

The largest cases of the past 10 years have been about predation. 16

Yet despite the enormous litigation cQsts and the great

sums invested in research by plaintiffs searching for treble
damages, we have yet to find a case that Ordover and Willig (or
almost anyone else) would call predation,

in which the predator

found the venture profitable.
Ordover and Willig disregard litigation expenses entirely. _
Although they maintain that their approach yields rules capable. of
application in litigation (a claim I dispute below), the magnitude
of the administrative costs plays no role in the selection of _.
particular rules.

I suspect that the costs of litigation and

other administrative expenses are large, that the costs of condemning (or deterring) lawful competition are large, and that the
(;;:.;'.

welfare losses from predation are small.

Nothing Ordover and

Willig have written indicates the contrary.

Ordover and Willig

See,~, Berke~ Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 603 F.2d
263 (2d Cir. 1979) ( 87 million judgment reversed in part), cert.
denied, 444 U.S. 1093 (1980); California com~uter Products, Inc.
v. International Business Machines Corp., 61 F.2d 727 (9th Cir.
1979); Telex Corp. v. International Business Machines Corp., 510
F.2d 894 (10th Cir.) ($260 million judgment reversed), cert.
dismissed, 423 U.S. 802 (1975); In re IBM Peripheral EPD Devices
An tit ru s t Lit i ga t ion, 481 F. S u pp:- 954 (N. D. Ca 1. 1979 ) ( " Tr an samerican); ILC Peripherals Leasing Corp. v. International Business
Machines Corp., 458 F. Supp. 423 (N.D. Cal. 1978) ("Memorex")
aff'd, 636 F.2d 1188 (9th Cir. 1980). The $1.8 billion judgment
recently entered against AT&T in MCI Communications, Inc. v. AT&T,
appeals docketed, Nos. 80-2171, 80-2288 (7th Cir., August 25 and
September 8, 1980) was based in substantial measure on a finding
of predation, and the Government's long-running cases against IBM
and AT&T also involve claims of predation.

16
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therefore have not made a case for having any legal rule against
predation, let alone the rule they propose.1 7
III
No test of predation is simple to administer, but the
Ordover-Willig approach is in a class by itself.

If it could be

implemented at all, it would amount to a program of work relief

........

for economists.

---.

Perhaps economists are entitled to a greater

share of firms' litigation investments; lawyers have monopolized.
litigation in the past, and a little competition would be healthy.
The Ordover-Willig approach,

though, would make economists' specu-

lations the centerpiece of litigation.
The Ordover-Wi1lig approach calls for answers to hypothetical
questions asked on counterfactual assumptions.
must know

th~

The court first

relationship among the profits the alleged predator

actually made '(given that the victim left the market), the
profits it would have made if the victim had not left, and the

~.--

17 I extend this argument in Easterbrook, supra note 4, at
333-37.
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profits the predator could have made if it had selected a different strategy that did not induce exit. I8

In light of the diffi-

culty courts have had ascertaining historical costs, it is foolish
to suppose that they could cope with a rule calling on them to
determine what costs would have been under some different strategy
and what the alleged predator's profits would have been, given
those different costs and given the presenee· of the rival in the
market.
The Ordover-Willig approach would be nightmarish in
practice.

No one could evaluate the lawfulness of the challenged

conduct until some plaintiff had selected some proposed alternative strategy and the courts had evaluated the consequences of

I
ft

this strategy.

It would become very risky to introduce any new

-~

i
r

products, very difficult to settle a case, and very costly to try

i!
~

""

I

i"'
t

18 It is hard to overstate the complexity of this task. How is a
court to determine what costs would have been under some other
state of affairs? 'Ordover and Willig offer no clues. The
approach is shot through with' other ambiguities. For example,
Ordover and Willig would apply their test only in concentrated
markets (see p. 315) but do not define "concentrated." Does this
mean a four-firm concentration ratio, or is the Herfindahl index
to be used? If the latter, how concentrated is concentrated
enough? How can we define markets and cOR\'ute the Herf indahl in
litigation? In dealing with promotional activities and with
strategies that may cause exit but need not do so, Ordover and
Willig recommend that all costs and profits be converted to
expected values (see p. 343 and p. 350, note 9). This requires
courts to determine costs and profits under Many additional
possible outcomes. The tests employ noneconomic terms such as
"impossibility," "intent," "needed," and "good-faith bargaining,"
~one of which is defined.
See p. 330, p. 372 note 33, and p. 386.
It is not even easy to determine when a rival has left the market;
Jrdover and Willig define "viable" rivals to include ones not
:urrently producing. See pp. 310-11.
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the cases that are not settled.

We could expect the IBM case (now

in its seventh year of trial) to be the paradigm of litigation'
under the Ordover-Willig approach.
The Ordover-Willig formulae would not work .at all unless the
court could determine the elasticities of supply and demand in the
marke.t. 19

Without knowledge of the elasticities, the court could-

not determine the income the alleged pr~dator would collect in the
future or could have made under strategies it did not follow.
Yet most economists would agree that elasticities are elusive.
All lawyers would agree that it is almost impossible to determrn'e
elasticities by the methods of litigatiqn.

A swearing match

between experts, each critical of the other's methodology, is not
well designed to yield a reliable answer when judges and juries-scarcely comprehending what the fuss is about--do the choosing.
If courts could find elasticities, they could determine monopoly
power without 'resort to market definitions, for example; yet the
need to resort to market definitions and market share as proxies
for market power is strongly felt. 20
Indeed, courts barely are able to calculate firms' costs, and
without knowledge of costs (as well as income) they cannot compute
profits.

In litigation under the Robinson-Patman act, for

19 The court must determine firm elasticities, not just market
elasticities, and must compute detailed cross-elasticities as
well. Ordover-Willig, p. 322.
20 See William M. Landes and Richard A. Posner, "Market Power in
Antitrust Cases," 94 Harv. L. Rev. 937 (1981).
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example, a firm charged with price discrimination may defend by
showing that a particular discount was justified by cost ,savings.,
~

Efforts to assert

thi~

defense routinely fail,

though, because

courts cannot ascertain "cost"; whichever party has the burden of
persuasion loses.

Similarly, the Supreme Court has rejected

attempts to argue that mergers are justified because they create

.

efficiencies;2l that refusal obviates the .,.-,;.-need
. -"-. to inquire into the
costs of production.

The wisdom of the Court's refusal to inquire

into costs is fortified by the chronic inability of regulatory
commissions to calculate the costs and revenues of utilities even
under the best conditions--the commissions have decades to study
.the matter, full access to all data, and the cooperation of the
utility.

It does· not seem likely that a court,

in a single

encounter with an uriwilling defendant, will be able to improve on
this

performanc~

and to calculate with any precision a firm's

costs and sales, .and thus its profits, under hypothetical conditions.
The difficulty in applying the Ordover-Willig approach may be
illustrated by the fact that they have not offered an example of
how the test could be used in any particular case.

It is hard to

complain too loudly about this; none of the litigated cases assembled a record with the Ordover-Willig test in mind.

I suspect,

21 United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 374 U.S. 321
(1963); FTC v. Procter & Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568 (1967). See
Robert H:-Bork, The Antitrust Paradox (1978), pp. 124-29.
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though, that a team of capable economists (and engineers!) could
spend years working ,.with data about a single al-leged predatory"
episode and still not have more than a rough guess about what the
Ordover-Willig approach would require a court to do.
Ordover and Willig attempt to deal with some of the problems I
have described by giving the plaintiff discretion to propose the,
iO

alternative strategy the predator coul"a

have

followed and the,

existence of the structural conditions of their approach (concentration, likely exit, and so on) .22

Then the defendant will be

allowed to prove that its strategy did not entail sacrifice, _a,s
the test defines that term.

But theY,do not give an illustration

of how this would work in practice; and at all events, as George
Stigler has pointed out, economists should not rig the outcome of
'.,

.....

an inquiry. by shuffling the burden. 23

(Stigler would leave the

burden-picking to lawyers and preachers.)

Ordover and Willig's

burden-allocation approach effectively removes from litigation
the questions that are most important to the Ordover-Willig
theory.

As a result, plaintiffs have a much easier time.

They,
"

,',

after all, have the choice of proposed non-exit-inducing
strategy.

They surely will pick the combination most favorable

to themselves, so that we should expect them to prevail in many

22

Ibid., pp. 323-27.

23 George J. Stigler, liThe Ethics of Competition: The Friendly
Economists," Center for the Study of the Economy and the State,
Special Paper (1980).
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cases in which Ordover and Willig would find no predation, were
the data all known.

No one who believes that the welfare loss

from predation is small could be sanguine about a test that
enables clever plaintiffs to carry the day in predation cases,
because yexing issues have been assigned to the defendants. 24

It

would be better, as I have suggested elsewhere, to leave the
plaintiff wi th the bu rden on every issue ~ahcr to restrict sui ts to
consumers who claim to be paying a monopoly overcharge.

That

would cut out suits by firms seeking protection from hard
competition, a category of suits that leads to the most costly
litigation. 25

IV
Any legal rule gives rise to adaptations, which may be worse
than the behavior condemned by the rule.

Some particularly nasty

L},
I

24 The allocation of burdens in the Ordover-Willig approach is
inconsistent with the usual rules, under which the plaintiff must
carry the burden on all items in dispute.
For example, in cases
involving claims of racial discrimination in employment, the
plaintiff establishes a prima facie case by showing that a job was
open, that he was qualified for the job, and that someone else
filled it.
Then the defendant has the opportunity to articulate a
nondiscriminatory reason for the decision, after which the plain~
tiff has an opportunity to prove that the defendant's reason is
pretextual. Texas Dep't of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 101 s.
Ct. 1089 (1981). A similar approach, applied to a claim of predation, would allow the defendant ·to discharge its responsibilities
by articulating a justification consistent with competition on the
merits.
The plaintiff then would be required to prove that the
defendant's justification was a pretext, and that the conduct was
indeed predatory.
25

Easterbrook, supra note 4, at 318-33.
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adaptations could follow in the wake of the Ordover and

~illig

approach: it might encourage
the entry of inefficient firms,
,.
discourage firms from expanding output, and encourage fake
(unnecessary) exits.

I discuss these in turn.

After its creation by merger, the U.S. Steel Corp. set a
monopo'ly price.

It did nothing to discourage entry, preferring to

charge as high a price as it could on any sales not made by other
firms.

This attracted less efficient entrants who found the

market attractive because the expected postentry price still
exc.eeded their marginal costs.

The "inverted umbrella" of U.S.

Steel apparently produced both high prices and inefficient
production for many years after the merger. 26

The Ordover-Willig

approach to predation could compel monopolists to behave like
U.S. Steel, even though this strategy significantly reduced the
efficiency of production. 27

Any attempt to evict a less

efficient firm from the market by selling at marginal cost could
be characterized as a profit sacrifice in exchange for future
monopoly profits.

Selling at marginal cost is predation, under

26 See George J. Stigler, hThe Dominant Firm and the Inverted
Umbrella," 8 J. Law & Econ. 167 (1965). But see Donald O. Parson~
and Edward John Ray, "The United States Steel Consolidation: The
Creation of Market Control," 18 J. Law & Econ. 181 (1975).
27 Many of the predation cases cited in note 16 ~upra involve
responses by dominant firms to the entry of apparently less
efficient rivals.
The district court's decision in Telex, for
example, adopted a view of predation that would have-compelled
IBM to act like U.S. Steel; the court of appeals reversed.
See
Richard A. Posner, Antitrust Law: An Economic Perspective (1976),
pp. 194-96.
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the Ordover-Willig approach, because it is rational only if the
inefficient rival exits: in any other event, the more efficient
firm could make more mOney by selling at the rival's marginal
cost.

Yet surely consumers are poorer if antitrust rules induce

firms to cut back output and tolerate the presence of inefficient ri.vals. 28
Ordover and Willig appear to be of twC;·~t~ds abou t this
problem.

At one point they acknowledge the difficulty but then

insist that it is not important.

They say that "application of

the standard would [not] "necessarily raise the level of social
welfare if the incumbent and its rivals

fa~l

to actively

cornpete"--that is, if the incumbent decides to behave like

u.s.

Steel (as it well might)--but continue: n[T]he standard would also
raise social welfare in any scenario in which society would be
benefited by the survival of a firm that would be part of the
social optimum.
case. n29

We regard such scenarios to be the normal

This appears to be what lawyers call a confession and

avoidance, although it is cast in military jargon.

Ordover and

Willig are saying that if enterprises behave like dominant firms,
then their approach may well reduce welfare, but that they do not
expect firms to behave in this fashion.

Why not?

Economists
I

ordinarily assume that firms maximize their profits.

If a

28 I expand on this argument in Easterbrook, supra note 4,
at 296-304.
29

Ordover-Willig, p. 319 note 17.
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reduction of output after the fashion of U.S. Steel increases
profits, firms will pursue that course.

And the survival of

inefficient fringe firms is rarely the "social optimum"; Ordover
and Willig offer no hint about why they see the survival of such
-firms as optimal.
Later in the paper, however, Ordover and Willig address the
.r--... . ---.

case of pricing and designing components of what they call a
"system."

In responding to the argument that it is unnecessary to

monkey with the physical compatibility of these components in
order to extract a monopoly prof it, Ordover and Willig point ou t
that a firm could increase its profits' by changing physical
characteristics of goods in order to reduce competition from "an
inferior source of supply,,30_- t hat is, from a firm whose products
or methods of production are not optimal for the "system" in
question.

In designing a rule that will prevent

pr~dation

against

these "inferlor sou rce [s] of supply," Ordover and Willig appear to
extol the virtues of inefficiency.

Why would consumers want this

"inferior source of supply" to continue?

How would such a source

survive even under ordinary competition?

Models of perfect compe-

tition assume that such inferior or more costly products quickly
are driven from the market.

It is hard to understand why--in the

name of antitrust--courts should protect inferior,

inefficient, or

costly sources of supply that would be extinguished by ordinary
competition.

30

Ibid., p. 365.
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Ordinarily a monopolist of one component in a finished good
(which is what Ordover and Willig apparently mean by "system"; a
"
car is a system made up
of many inputs) does not want to exclude

equally or more efficient producers of other inputs, and it is
indifferent to the fate of less efficient suppliers.

The less

costly. the other inputs, the more the firm can charge for its
monopolized input.

The firm does, however; ·want to avoid substi-·

tution against its monopolized input.

If the monopolist attempts-

to set the monopoly price, the producer of the final good will use
less of that input and more of something else, even though the
substitute carries a higher real resource cost.
autornakers may
lized.)

substit~te

(For example,

vinyl for cloth if cloth is monopo-

The monopolist can avoid this problem is integrating--

that is, by making the final good (system) itself. 31

The integra-

tion, which we can treat as the expulsion from the market of other
firms, increases consumers' welfare.

Ordover and Willig disregard

this point in arguing that the exit of rival suppliers reduces
welfare.
I have assumed so far that the dominant firm, faced with
entry, picks a profit-maximizing price.

Entry, however, changes

the elasticity of demand facing the dominant firm.

The dominant

firm must guess the elasticity under the new conditions in order
to choose a response.

It must estimate the new elasticity on the

See Richard A. Posner and Frank H. Easterbrook, Antitrust
(2nd ed. 1981), pp. 815-17, 874-75.

31
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basis of fragmentary information.

Since the perfectly competitive

response to the new ~ntry sonetime~ entails a higher price and

som.times a lower one (depending on the elasticities and the scale

of entry), a firm easily could err, moving the wrong amount or

even the wrong direction. If 90, the firm "sacrifices" profits.
And if the new entrant then leaves the market, it has a good claim
. .ji

of predation under the Ordover-Willig theory. It would be fair to
call this "accidental predation." The firm can reduce (but not'
avoid) the risk by increasing price, if the entrant appears to be

failing. The Ordover and Willig approach thus reduces the effectiveness of entry in undermining monopoly or cartel pricing.

Finally, Ordover and Willig disregard the s tra tegies ava ilable to new firms when faced with the incumbent's response to

entry. Suppose the incumbent invents a strategy that reduces the
value of a rival's assets but still leaves those assets worth more

in their current employment than in any other. The rival should

stay in the market. But under the Ordover-Willig approach, a
predatory pricing remedy would be available if the entrant
irrevocably left the business.

If the assets were worth $l, 000

more in their current employment than in any other, but if the
firm thought it could collect $lO ,000 in a predatory pricing suit,

it would quit the busine... This creates a welfare loss of at
least $l,OOO--the reduction in the value of the assets.

I say "at

least" $l,OOO, because ~arding damages in a case like this also
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would discourage lawful, hard competition.

(By assumption,

the

incumbent's response was lawful under the Ordover-Willig test,
because exit was nGt the new firm's best response.)
Ordover and Willig would be entitled to complain here that I
have misunderstood their approach.

The rival in the case just

given should not recover, they might argue, because (if w'e ignore
damage recoveries) exit was not the beSt'response.

But there

will always be a grey area; the rival will argue that it calculated in good faith that its assets had their highest value in
other markets.

Because such a calculation is an integral part of

the rival's decision under the Ordover-Willig test itself, a
court almost certainly would look at the actual exit and stop.
Only powerful evidence that the departure had been precipitated by
the expectation of damages recoveries would make a difference, 'and
only a careless firm would leave such evidence in its files.
attempt to

te~l

Any

whether a given firm "should" have exited would

spoil the simplicity of the one feature of the Ordover-Willig
approach capable of mechanical application.

Allowing a defendant

to argue that the exit was induced by the prospect of litigation
would open the theory to other manipulation as well.

Could a

plaintiff that did not exit argue that it should be treated as if
it had departed, on the ground that departure would have been the
best response, but that it erroneously calculated otherwise at the
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critical moment?32

Would it matter that because there was no

exit, the predator never recouped its losses?

v.
Ordover and Willig start with a discussion of predatory pricing, but they spend the bulk of their paper arguing that their
approach gives insights--and legal rules--:~p.n~_erning the proper
treatment of innovation, product mix, R. & D. expenditures, and
related decisions.

The extensions of the theory to these decisions

are intriguingly argued, but I doubt that the effort is worth the
candle.

If the theory does not adequately resolve the problems

that occur in dealing with price alone,

th~

extension to price-

quantity-quality mixes (or to still more complicated assortments
of attributes) redoubles the problems.

No court is likely to be

able to determine whether some nonexistent invention, if pursued
and developed

thr~ugh

an alternative strategy, would have been

better for both the developer and its rivals.

The Ordover-Willig

approach invites unguided speculation by courts.

It is a plain-

tiff's dreamland.

32 In discussing the plaintiff's burden, Ordover and Willig
sugges t that it is enough to show that exi twas "I ikely," that the
defendant's acts "substantially increased" the likelihood and (or?)
that the innova tion "raises to a dangerous leve 1 the probabili ty
that the defendant's rival will be induced to exit the systems
market" (see pp. 386, 389; and p. 386 note 39). Introduction of
this probability calculus destroys predictability for at least two
reasons: Ordover and Willig do not tell us how likely is too
likely (is p=.2 enough? or p=.7 ?), and they do not suggest how
a court can determine such likelihoods if the rival survived in
fact. See also Easterbrook, supra note 4, at 329-30.
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Moreover, introducing a new product is even more of a gamble
for a firm than pick ing a new price in respons-e to a change i-n the
elasticity of demafid.

When a new firm enters the market for an

existing product, the incumbent knows what prices and quantities
,have cleared the market in the past, and it can make an educated
guess about the elasticity.

When a firm introduces a new product,

it does not have even this much inforIttat"i-oh.

That explains why- so

many new products fail to win the test of the market; they turn
out to be unprofitable at the prices consumers will pay.

Adoption

of the Ordover-Willig approach would significantly increase ,the
risk of product introduction.

The product might fail, in which

case the innovator must swallow the loss, or the product might
succeed, in which event a rival would argue that some alternative
strategy would have done the rival less harm.
best of all "possible worlds.

The rival has the

First it gets to see whether the

product succeeds in the market, and then it can challenge the successful products with, arguments based on the hypothetical profitability of hypothetical strategies.

This is bound to reduce, per-

haps by a significant amount, the profitability of innovations.
Ordover and Willig concentrate most of their attention on
innovations involving complementary goods.

They observe (and

certainly they are correct) that changes in product design may be
the least costly way of eliminating a rival in the compLementary
good.

For example, IBM, which makes both central processing units
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:g.

and disk drives, may find that the cheapest way to dispatch rival
disk manufacturers is to change some trivial feature of the central
"

processing unit, so that rivals' drives no longer are compatible
with it.

Much of the recent litigation alleging predation has

involved product alterations that affect competitors who make
complementary goods. 33

.......

---.

As I have observed before, a rule of the sort Ordover and
Willig propose is apt to penalize desirable conduct, because courts
will be unable in practice to distinguish the desirable from the

33 See Berkey Photo and the IBM cases collected in note 16 supra.
It is interesting, however, that one of the IBM cases, although
applying questionable analysis to the definition of predatory
pricing, has been quite critical of any attempt to attack product
changes.
See Transamerica, note 16 ~upra, 481 F. Supp. at 1022:
"Large firms attempting to conform their conduct to [the] proposed
rule would hqve a difficult time indeed. Any successful action
they might take to win sales necessarily tends to improve or
preserve their, market position.
Disappointed competitors, if they
can conceive of some alternative price, product, modification or
practice they would have preferred, would be encouraged to bring
suit.
Even if the large firm recognizes and tries to resolve the
problem, it cannot assure its safety • • • • Management's safest
course might be to do nothing, but that, of course, would violate
their duty to shareholders and would do nothing to benefit a
healthy, innovative and competitive market.
It is an unwise policy
for the law to coddle competitors, especially if the protection
comes a the expense of destroying a larger firm's incentive to
compete.
Even companies that choose to enter dominated markets
must be prepared to face competition on the merits.
When a monopolist chooses an alternative that does not unreasonably restrict
competition, the law is not offended.
It is the choice of an
unreasonable alternative, not the failure to choose the less
restrictive alternative, that leads to liability.
IBM did not lie
dead in the water when faced with competition.
It took action.
And the action it took may have caused some competitors to suffer
more than other actions would have.
But the action IBM took • • •
did not unreasonably restrict competition, and thus, did not violate the law."
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undesirable.

It will induce firms to reduce investments in

R. & D. in· order to reduce the risk of paying damages.

It will

discourage firms from evicting less efficient suppliers of complementary goods

fr~m

the market.

And, in return for all of this,

the. rule gives us little of value.
reason

~or

The authors furnish no sound

concluding that their rule increases society's welfare.

They apparently assume that exit-inducing'i'ririovation is undesirable for the same reason tie-ins are undesirable: the firm extendsits monopoly from a single product to the entire system.
do not argue the point further.

Yet they

It is ·far from clear why even

explicit ties ("I will sell you my new widget only if you buy a
complete widget system from me") reduce welfare.

If they do not,

then neither does innovation that imperfectly mimics the results
of ties.

Innovations that lead to monopolies of systems may be

desirable because they enable inventors to capture more of the
value of their in·formation and because they reduce the ability of
complementary goods suppliers to take a free ride on the reputation of the innovator.

To ban strategies that lead to monopolies

of systems is to ban the creation of efficiencies. 34
Ordover and Willig say that their approach does not sacrifice
any efficiencies available from obt'aining monopolies of the

34 I elaborate on this in Easterbrook, supra note 4, at 304-12.
See also the text at note 31 supra, for an argument that a firm
can increase efficiency by using its monopoly of one input to
obtain a monopoly of a "system."
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systems.

"Our standard avoids repressing socially valuable inno-

vations by positing that, in the context of systems competition,
the relevant market in which monopolization is to be assessed is
not the market for components compatible with those of the alleged
predator • • . • [F]ocusing on incompatibilities among various
gener.ations of components distracts from the realization that

.""".' . ---

..

anticompetitive effects of systems innovations should rather be
traced to the manipulation of pric"es of the old components. ,,35 .
This means (if I understand it correctly) that Ordover and Willig
do not care whether the innovator obtains a monopoly of systems
incorporating new widgets.

They would

~e

satisfied if the inno-

vator continued to produce old widgets, because the existence of
old widget systems would set a price cap on new widget systems and
ensure that the dominant firm could not obtain monopoly profits.
It is unclear why the predator must bear the burden of offering old-model·widgets.

Why can't the intended victim manufacture

these items, if they are necessary?

If the predator intends to

charge a monopoly price on the new widget system, even a relatively inefficient firm may find it lucrative to make old-model
widgets (if not new-model widgets}--taking a free ride on the
innovator's R. & D.

So long as old-model technology is available,

rivals' threats to rnanuacture these items should be sufficient to
prevent the innovator from collecting a monopoly price on new
widget systems.

35

Ordover-Willig, pp. 383-84.
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If, instead, the innovator must continue to offer the oldmodel widget for sale,36 this will decrease the~effective returns
from all inova tion. " Ordover and Willig would require the offer to
be made at a "compensatory" price--which, they are at pains to
point out, does not mean that the price must be low enough to
induce sales.

A price is compensatory if old-model sales at that

price would be as prof i table as new-modEtl' sales.

Yet if the new

model is sufficiently superior to the old, no one will purchase'
old models at "compensatory" prices. 37
stuck with an

invento~

Then the innovator will be

of unwanted products or will be saddled by

committing part of its productive capacity to an item no one
wants.

No matter how the innovator attempts to comply with the

Ordover-Willig requirements, the ex ante profits of innovation
will be lower.

If it sells old widgets at the "compensatory"

price, it make's no more than if it had sold only new widgets: and
if old widgets .gather dust at the "compensatory" price, the
innovator is out of pocket.
products.

As a result there will be fewer new

This isa steep price t.o pay for a rule that, I have

argued, produces no benefits.

Nothing in the Sherman Act requires

or authorizes courts to follow a rule of this sort. 38

36 Or perhaps to engage in "good-faith bargaining" about selling
the old model, whatever that may mean. Ibid., p. 387.
37

Ibid., pp. 330-31, 336, 349, 373-74.

38 It is at least interesting that Ordover and Willig do not cite
a single Supreme Court case to support the proposition that their
approach is consistent with the Sherman Act. I have no reason,
though, to think that the authors have overlooked persuasive
authority. The Court appears to be unwilling to condemn innovations. United States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 570-71
(1966) •
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A N A L Y SIS

S T RAT E G I C

STRATEGIC INTERACTION: SOME LESSONS
FROM INDUSTRY HISTORIES FOR THEORY AND ANTITRUST POLICY

Michael E. Porter*

Antitrust policy has been construct~ai~om a foundation of
models of competition that are largely static and cross-sectional-,
reflecting the bulk of research in mainstream industrial organization.

The focus has been structural on the one hand, taking the- .

industry as the unit of analysis, and

be~avioral

on the other,

with a preoccupation with the motivations for and consequences of
particular competitive practices.
While studying the same market outcomes as antitrust investigations, the tradition of research on corporate strategy has been
quite different.

Here research has emphasized the study of

in-depth case histories of firms' strategic interaction over a
substantial period of time.

The industry history, as practiced at

business schools,l has had a number of distinctive elements when
compared to bread-and-butter research in industrial organization.

*

The author, professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration, has benefited from comments by R. E. Caves.
1 And originally in a somewhat different form by Edward Mason and
his followers.

First, its emphasis is longitudinal, built around a careful
re-creation of competitive moves and other events in the sequence
in which they occurred.

Second, it is broad and quite detailed in

coverage of firm behavior and industry events rather than focusing
on one or a few elements of competi tive behavior such as investment or pricing.

Third, it emphasizes the uncertainties present

.....

~

-. -.

in predicting the future that bear on the decisions facing firms.
Fourth, it places great emphasis on a full and complete descrip-tion of each major competitor,

including its full range of

activities in all markets in which it competes, and a great deal
of emphasis on "internal" factors such a,s the identity and backgrounds of management, the evolving organizational arrangements in
place, et cetera.
The industry-history approach to studying competitive outcomes, then, rests on some explicit or implicit premises about
their determinants that differ from those of past emphasis in
industrial organization research. 2

While making no claims to be

an expert in antitrust or of covering the concerns of antitrust
systematically, I will attempt to outline in this paper some of
the important issues for antitrust policy that seem to arise from
the study of strategic interaction through industry histories, as
well as some tentative policy modifications that result.

In

raising these issues, I will make use of an extended discussion of

2 Recent industrial organization research is changing to some
extent in this regard. More on this below.
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the disposable-diaper industry.

The diaper industry is a

strategi"c example because it illustrates richly ,the general
possibilities for strategic interaction as well as poses, in the
extreme, the specific dilemma of strategic behavior designed to
achieve scale or learning economies.

It is hoped that the dis-

cussion here will also contribute to the building of increasingly·
rich models of strategic interaction

in'~ridGStrial

organization

research.
I.

The Concept of Strategy
Industry histories show that strategic interaction among

firms is often guided by a strategy, or'a coordinated plan consisting of a set of economic (and sometimes noneconomic)

objec~

tives and time-dimensioned policies in each functional area of the
firm (e.g., marketing, production, distribution, and so on) to
achieve these objectives. 3

The objectives and policies are

simultaneously determined and reflect the firm's assessment of
its capabilities and limitations relative to competitors and its
search for a distinctive competitive advantage.

Since each firm

is seen as a unique collection of tangible and intangible assets
and skills built up through its past activities, the emphasis in
strategy formulation is in staking out a position based on the
firm's unique capabilities that can be defended (that is, which

3 See K. R. Andrews, The Concept of Corporate Strategy (1971).
The concept of strategy has been institutionalized in nearly all
major corporations, through the widespread adoption of formal
systems for strategic planning.
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possesses mobility barriers--see below) against competitors.
Strategic interaction among firms is the playing out of strategies
~

over time through investment decisions and tactical moves and
countermoves.

Successful strategies are those that are internally

consistent and accurately reflect the firm's strengths and weaknesses relative to its competitors and its competitors' expected
• r.- . ---.

behavior.
The concept of strategy implies that antitrust analysis cannot form normative judgments about one aspect of firm behavior, or
design remedies to correct it, in isolation.

For example, a firm

might have a distribution policy of exclusive dealing.

Looking

at its other activities, this firm might also be emphasizing highquality products, .an active product-innovation policy, fast
service, extensive dealer support, and advertising stressing
product quality, placed primarily in specialized magazines and
trade journals.

All these policies form a consistent s.trategy.

Another firm practicing exclusive dealing in the same industry, on
the other hand, might offer little service, products of only
acceptable quality, minimal efforts in sales promotion to the
retailer, and heavy television advertising.

The first firm's

exclusive dealing could be socially desirable on balance, depending on the market shares of other competitors.

The second firm's

strategy, on the other hand, implies that its policy of exclusive
dealing is probably designed to create a strategic entry barrier
with little offsetting social benefit.
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That an overall strategy guides strategic interaction also
implies that a remedy aimed at one aspect of a Jirm's behavior,
must be probed to see how it will affect the ability of the firm
to carry out its previous strategy, and whether the firm is likely
to adjust other elements of its strategy to compensate or redefine
its

~trategy

completely.

The firm will strive to maintain an

internally consistent approach to compet.ing, and one to which it
is uniquely suited.

If an antitrust remedy eliminates a key part

of the strategy, then the firm may be forced to adjust its entire
strategy to one that mayor may not lead to an outcome that is
better from a social viewpoint than the original position.

For

example, if a firm is blocked from a particular vertical
contractual arrangement with its customers, it may turn instead to
heavy image advertising.

Or if antitrust restraints on predatory

pricing prevent a market leader from disciplining its rivals and
signaling potential entrants using price, it may turn instead to
the myriad other disciplining tactics

ava~lable

(see below) to

preserve its strategic position, which may have the same effect
but be extremely difficult to police effectively.
II.

Strategic Heterogeneity
Industry histories and my discussion of strategy highlight

the fact that firms compete with quite heterogeneous strategies,
despite the fact that they are in the same industry.

Hetero-

geneous strategies reflect firms' efforts to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage, given their differing and evolving
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bundles of tangible and intangible assets and skills, as well as
the presence in many industries of market segments consisting of
clusters of buyers who place differing weigh ts on the market attributes under a firm's control (product characteristics, price,
marketing practices, distribution channel, et cetera).

A necessary

corollary to these sources of strategic heterogeneity is that the
pattern of strategies being followed in ·&n- -i-ndustry will often
shift over time and vary from industry to industry.
As I have argued elsewhere, heterogeneous strategies imply
'\

diverse bases for market power of different firms in the same
industry.4

The notion of entry barriers protecting all incumbents

in an industry must be supplanted by a broader concept of mobility
barriers, or factors that deter other firms from replicating a
particular strategic configuration.

Strategic interaction, then,

is the process-by which firms seek to get behind or create sustainable mobili.ty barriers.

Wi th in the same industry, firms wi th

different strategies will possess differing types of mobility
barriers as well as-mobility barriers of varying overall height.
The mobility barrier concept calls into question intent as an
operational indicium in antitrust.

Firms, once in an industry, are

4 R. E. Caves and M. E. Porter, "From Entry Barriers to Mobility
Barriers: Conjectural Decisions and Contrived Deterrence to New
Competition," 91 Q. J. Econ. 241 (1977): M. E. Porter, "The
Structure Within Industries and Companies," 61 Rev-. Econ. & Stat.
214 (1979); M. E. Porter, Competitive Strategy: Techniques for
Analyzing Industries and Competitors (1980): A. M. Spence, "Entry,
Capacity, Investment, and Oligopolistic Pricing," 8 Bell J. Econ.
534 (1977).
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no longer "equal" except in size.

There are often a variety of

different. protected positions in an industry.

Mobility' theory'

implies that all firms strive to drive other firms out of their
strategic territory and create a well-protected strategic group.
This "intent to monopolize" is pervasive, where the monopoly is
sought over a particular strategic configuration.
Similarly, Salop 's5 interesting formula·~ion of entry deter-rence as natural or strategic may not represent a clear
tion.

distinc~

Scale economies, for example, do not exist but are created

by a firm's investment decisions based on choices about strategic
configuration.
scal~

The firm invests in research to perfect larger

facilities, and in the facilities themselves, to create a

mobility barrier or defend itself against another firm that has
attempted to create a mobility barrier.

The mobility barrier is

hardly unintentional nor a side effect of innocent profit maximization, as Salop's formulation of natural barriers (of which scale
economies are cited as an example) implies.
The theory of mobility barriers also implies that antitrust
analysis of market power and remedies aimed at reducing market
power cannot always be industrywide but rather must be directed at
the groups of firms following similar strategies (strategic
groups).

There is generally no single test for the presence of

market power that can be applied to any industry.

An industry

5 S. C. Salop, "Strategic Entry Deterrence," 69 Am. Econ. Rev. 335
(1979) •
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need not be concentrated overall for a particular strategic group
to have enormous market power.

Remedies aimed at the sources of

( market power of one gtrategic group may have little impact on that
of another group; worse yet, they can allow another strategic
group to reinforce its market power.
III.

-Dynamic Cost Reduction

• r ..- . ---.

The recent attention in corporate planning on strategies
based on the "experience curve" has emphasized the importance of
dynamic cost reduction in strategic interaction.

Much of the

recent discussion has centered around the so-called "experience
curve. "

The term "experience curve," popularized by the Boston

Consul.ting Group. (BeG), mixes together two familiar but quite
disparate phenomena.--( static) economies of scale and (dynamic)
product and process technological changes (learning) that lower
cost.

These together, holds BeG, propel real costs down in pro-

por.tion to the "firm's cumulative production volume. 6
For purposes of understanding strategic interaction, the BeG
formulation is unsatisfying because it mixes static economies of
scale, learning that depends on time, and learning that depends on
cumulative production volume.

Because the operation of static

economies of scale is well known, I will concentrate here on the
learning aspect.s.

6 The overall decline of cost in proportion to cumulative volume
is offered by BeG as an empirical regularity. For a fuller
description of the BeG formulation, see O. Abell and S. Hammond,
Strategic Market Planning (1979), and Porter (1980), note 4
supra.
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Learning reduces costs over time as the firm discovers how to
do things better in product design, process layout, 30b desigri for
,"

workers, machine operating rates, organizational coordination, and
the like.

Thus, firm learning can be very broadly based and

involves managerial as well as technological dimensions.
learning and the associated product

~nd

Some

process changes can

increase possibilities for static ec6rfcinifes of scale, while other
learning leads to absolute cost improvements.
There are three plausible ways to formulate the rate of
learning, with very different implications for strategic int-e·raction:
(a)

as a function of cumulative volume;

(b)

as a function of time in the industry;

(c)

as a function of exogenous technological
change.

The one most often stressed in the corporate strategy field is

'"

that learning is a function of cumulative vOlume. 7

In this

formulation, the firm growing the fastest will be gaining cumulative volume (and lowering cost) the fastest.

Thus the optimizing

firm should price even below cost in the growth stages of an
industry's development to gain market share and hence reduce cost

7 Note that this is not precisely equivalent to the Boston
Consulting Group formulation, which is that overall cost declines
are based on cumulative volume, made up of a learning and scale
economies component. Because they are usually so collinear, the
empirical evidence presented by BCG does not allow a discrimination among the significance of the various sources of cost
decline, nor the alternative formulations of the rate of learning.
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relative to rivals.

As the industry matures, this strategy can

lead to a dominant firm with a large cost advantage over its
competitors.

All firms, including entrants, are compelled to seek

market share--the firm with the greatest risk-taking ability and
staying power will ultimately win out. 8
The formulation that learning is strictly a function of
,'0:0

cumulative volume forces us to confront same -familiar tradeoffs in
economics, those between market power or monopoly (allocative
efficiency) and cost (technical efficiency) on the one hand, and
between market power and innovation on the other.

A learning

curve based on cumulative volume implies that the large-market.share firm, since it generally has the greatest "experience,

II

will

often be more efficient at any given time, even though it may have
a great deal of market power.

The learning curve also implies

that the largest-market-share firm (that is accumulating volume
the fastest) will.likewise be the most innovative
product or process to lower cost.

i~

improving

Thus, any policy that limits a

firm's ability to strive for and later occupy a dominant market
position will have negative consequences for long-run costs. 9
This affects not only the appropriate policy tOilards what is an

8 The nature and duration of the battle for dominance will
clearly depend on the extent to which one firm can get out in
front in cumulative volume due to early entry or because rivals
fail to recognize or act on the learning curve in their behavior.
9 In the short run, holding back a leader from gaining share may
lead to faster cost declines by followers and thus, perhaps, lower
average industry cos ts.
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.~~'

-

acceptable market share, but also complicates policy towards
so-called "predatory" behavior.

Pricing below variable costs in

pursuit of market share may be justified by dynamic efficiency
considerat,ions, even though such behavior would violate even the
lenient Areeda-Turner test recently proposed in the literature on
predatory behavior.

..,,- . ---.

While the strict cumulative volume formulation of the

learn~

ing curve raises these problems, it is critical to recognize the
conditions that underlie this strict formulation, because they
often do not hold in practice.

The strict formulation assumes

that the process of learning based on

acc~mulated

volume goes on

indefinitely, which is probably not true in all situations where
much of the learning occurs early in the industry's development.
The strict formulation also assumes that the leader's learning can
be kept proprietary.

If it can be copied, the leader may indeed

be learning the' fastest; but this does not imply greater efficiency for the leader, nor that the leader will pull away from
the pack.

Moreover, if we added the assumption that learning is

costly and requires R. & D. spending, then the opportunity for
low-cost copying can put the leader at a disadvantage, which will
reduce incentives for learning.
Another qualification to the strict cumulative volume formulation of the learning curve is the possibility that innovations
may change product or process technology enough to create a new
learning curve that the leader is ill prepared to jump onto
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because of his past investments. lO

Or, competitors may be able to

Q.
": ":;;\

.

--

.~

:

chip away at a leader's market share by focusing on particular
parts of the product line or customer segments, taking advantage
of the leader's inflexibility due to high volume.

The risks of

these sorts of outcomes will rationally deter firms in many
industries from even attempting learning-curve-driven
strategies. ll

• "'r;- .

-"-.

second formulation of learning is that it is a function of

A

time in the industry.

Here costs decline for many of the same

reasons, but the innovative process that discovers opportunities
to lower costs is a function of how long the firm has been looking.

If learning is a function of time, rather than cumulative

volume, the implications for strategic interaction are much different.

Here firms will strive for early entry or acquisitions

of early entrants as a base for subsequent strategies.

New entry

and growth by. followers do not threaten the learning advantages of
leaders.

Conversely, there is no mechanism for leaders to get

further ahead.

Rather, the cost differences are stable but

shrinking as a proportion of total cost as the industry and firms
grow older.

The only way a firm can improve its relative posi-

tion in such a world is to acquire an older firm (or its

10 Cumulative volume learning is most likely to lead to dominant
outcomes in markets where innovation is incremental and correlated
to the level of R. & D. spending. Here the market share leader
can readily preserve its low-cost position.
11 For a more detailed discussion of these risks, see Porter
(1980), note 4 supra, chs. 1 and 12.
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personnel).

Unlike the cumulative volume formulation, however,

the learning rate cannot be accelerated, and hence the ability' of
,.

a firm to alter its position (and hence the incentive to do so) is
much less pronounced.
Learning as a function of time raises few special problems
for antitrust except in the premium it places on early entry.
Since technical efficiency is maximized ...·i·f-·-there are many early
entrants, policy that prevents one early entrant from erecting .
entry barriers towards others is indicated.

While prevention of

artificial entry barriers is a bread-and-butter concern of

anti~

trust, however, what is novel here is the need to do so very early
in an industry's development.

Antitrust has, by and large,

ignored this period of an industry's development, focusing rather
on more mature industries, when remedies· can have little or no
impact on time-related learning.
A third formulation of learning is that it depends on exogenous technological changes, such as improvements in machinery
purchased from equipment suppliers, improvements in raw materials,
exogenous inventions such as computer controls, and so on.

Here

there is no link between learning and market posi tion, except
insofar as market position cuts against the ability of firms to
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assimilate exogenous developments.

For example, exogenous learn-

ing may involve new scale-sensitive machinery, io which 'case
small-scale firms the~ fall behind in cost position.1 2
Exogenous learning also offers few novel concerns for antitrust.

Where its employment in the industry is scale-related,

exogenous learning can raise or exacerbate the static-efficiency/
market-power dilemma.

Where diffusion ot.-"exogenous learning is

not scale-related, the primary antitrust concern is to insure that
all firms in an industry get access to the learning and no firm is
able to prevent diffusion to others through contractual arrange-_.

~

<.,).

ments or other practices.

Policies to reach these ends should

raise few dilemmas, because the fact that learning is exogenous to
the industry should mean that there is little chance of blunting
the incentives for innovation in the process controlling practices
that impede wiqe diffusion.
This

discus~ion

suggests that the nature of the antitrust

policy problem raised by dynamic cost reduction depends centrally
on the precise nature of dynamic cost reduction present in the
industry •.

Thus, policy towards monopolization can no longer aim

for sweeping rules (like maximum market shares) or get lost in
debates over intent, but must proceed on a market-by-market basis
governed by the economic structure involved.

Where conditions

12 Though it may well be sensible for small firms to wait and let
others make the first mistakes in introducing exogenous
innovations.
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lead to a learning curve strictly related to cumulative volume,
then the policy dilemma is perhaps most acute.

Here a firm's

desire to drive competitors out of a market to increase its market
share can, in some industries, have a legitimate positive justification in efficiency.

Policy must get over its preoccupation with

sorting "good" monopolists from "bad" monopolists and confront

....

-

.

---.

directly the tradeoff between efficiency and market share that
exists in such industries.

Since appropriable learning curves

based on cumulative volume clearly occur empirically, enhanced
attention to dynamic cost reduction should add new respectabilify
to the cost justification for firm behavior, which has had a
tendency to be viewed as a smokescreen used by business to further
its own ends.

Some more specific policy options will be discussed

below.
In practice, static scale economies and dynamic cost reductions of all three kinds often interact to cause a competitive
process resulting in a dominant market leader with significant and
stable cost advantages over existing and potential competitors.
For example, Procter & Gamble (P&G) has dominanted the huge
disposable-diaper industry largely through the operation of scale
economies and the learning curve.

Appendix A shows an estimated

income statement for P&G in disposable diapers, compared to that
of an entrant into the market aiming at a nationally branded
position who begins an entry in 1974 and reaches equilibrium
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market share in 1980. 13

The assumptions which yield the entrant' s~-

income statement are relatively optimistic, and. p&G is' assumed, not
to retaliate.

P&G'9 estimated cost advantage of 15 percent once

the entrant reaches equilibrium (with an -even greater cost advantage while the entrant is reaching its target share) is due to a
sharp proprietary learning curve in manufacturing and product
development, significant static

economi.~~.Qf

scale in research,

advertising, sales force, transportation, and (to a lesser

exte~t)

in manufacturing, product differentiation, and absolute cost
advantages due to raw material access and favorable access to
hospital sampling kits for new mothers.

The bulk of these cost

advantages are due to true economies due to scale and learning
curve phenomena and not to bargaining power.
Appendix A clearly illustrates the degree to which static and
dynamic

consi~erations

cumulate and interact to produce a low-cost

dominant leader, and the enormous risk an entrant would have to
bear to enter the disposable-diaper market. 14

It is also easy to

see, using such a calculation, where P&G's costs of entry were
lower than the hypothetical entrant's, largely because P&G avoided
some of the fixed costs the entrant must bear once p&G is in the

13 Essentially, the same situation will face a follower in the
market who aspires to national-brand status.
14 This risk of entry is made even greater by p&G's likely
retaliation to entry. Another calculation that illustrates this
point is found in R. G. M. Sultan, Pricing in the Electrical
Oligopoly, volumes I and II, Division of Research, Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration (1974).
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~

market.

Remedies that would induce entry into disposable diapers
",

"

or allow followers to gain significant market share from P&G must
be extreme.
only

l~er

'out of 15.

Eliminating all P&G advertising, for example, would
P&G's cost advantage by perhaps 3 percentage points
Any effective remedy, further, would force a signifi-

cant loss in efficiency.

Breaking P&G into two equal pieces and

. .... --~

forcing it to divest one might come close to restoring competitive
balance, but would lead to higher costs as a percentage of sales
in R. & D., manufacturing, sales, and transportation. IS
IV.

The Firm as an Interrelated Portfolio of Businesses
Industry histories reveal that in strategic interaction,

firms must often be viewed as portfolios of activities rather than
as entities competing independently in each industry in which they
have operations.

Widespread diversification in the U.S. since the

1960's has led to business units of multibusiness firms being the
rule rather than the exception as competitors in most industries.
Not only does logic argue that firms will simultaneously optimize
over their entire range of business units, but modern strategic
planning practice emphasizes that firms should view their businesses as a portfolio and should manage them accordingly.16.

15

And raise difficult problems with the brand name.

16 See, for example, a summary of the popular Boston Consulting
Group's, McKinsey & Company's, and PIMS' approaches to portfolio
planning in Abell and Hammond (1979), note 6 supra.
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Modern portfolio management approaches place great stress on taking cash from less favorable or slow-grow ing business u'ni ts and
plowing it into

gain~ng

market share in promising business units,

making the firm an internal capital market with a deep pocket.
There is 'widespread belief among managers that the diversified
firm gains resulting advantages in access to capital compared to
single-business firms, implying imperfeao-ions in the external
capital market. 17
Going hand in hand with the fact that many of today's large
firms are managed as portfolios of businesses is the existence of
pervasive interrelationships among the activities of many diversified firms.

These interrelationships range from relatively

intangible forms--like the fact that p&G has a high degree of
accumulated knowledge in market research and consumer testing
that can be applied to any of its consumer products--to actual
sharing of

bra~d

names, distribution channels, purchases, logis-

tical networks, service organization, sales forces, component
fabrication, assembly plants, and so on, among often disparate
products.
Such interrelationships can have a major impact on costs, and
mean that traditional product or industry boundaries are no longer

17 The social efficiency of this internal allocation of capital
advantage must still be regarded as dubious and depends critically on still-undeveloped understanding of the capital market's
imperfections and distortions introduced through the tax system.
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sufficient to define relative cost positions among firms. For
example, p&G employ~ the same retail channels, sales force, and

logistical system in disposable diapers as it does in its other
paper products (ba throom t issue, paper towe ls). It saves perhaps
2 to 4 percent of sales by us ing its Charmi n Divis ion sales force

to sell both diapers and paper products during the same sales

.~

call, spreading the fixed costs of the call over more units.

Before its diaper volume became large, p&G saved transportation
costs (about LO percent of sales) relative to a firm that only

sold diapers, by shipping full carloads combining diapers and

other paper products. p&G has probably taken advantage in diapers
of expertise in paper products gained in its other paper products
businesses and Buckeye Cellulose Division (and vice versa).

Finally, P&G reportedly eliminates additional costs by not having
to offer as many promotions to the retailers to secure favorable

shelf positioning as other diaper brands, because of its presence
in other grocery-store product lines as well as its diaper-market

share. The competitor that is not optimally diversified, then,
faces a significant cost disadvantage relative to P&G in dis-

posable diapers, even before considering industry-specific

economies of scale or other mobility barriers. Savings of this
order of magnitude due to appropriate diversification are not
atypical in my study of a wide range of industries, and they often
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involved cost savings in groups of products more disparate than
those in the P&G example. 18
Where firms have 'interrelated portfolios of businesses that
are managed as such, some important behavioral and normative
implications are raised for examining strategic interaction in a
particular industry.

First, the objectives (and behavior) of a

particular business unit can only be understood by studying the
firm's entire portfolio.

The firm will invest scarce capital,

managerial time, and attention in pursuing learning curves or
otherwise gaining market share in some businesses, while allowing-'
market share in others to erode ("harvesting").

Further, a

diversified firm's behavior in one business will be affected by
how that behavior will impact interrelated businesses.

The firm

may rationally price below variable cost in one business in order
to build market 'share and volume that will lead to cost reductions
in shared distribUtion or logistics facilities that lower cost
for the whole group of related businesses using these facilities.
Conversely, a firm may defend a particular business against
competitive attack to a degree that appears irrational (or "predatory") until one recognizes that if market share is lost in that

18 Note, also, that many of the cost savings enjoyed by P&G are
real economies and not the fruits of bargaining power.
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business, the market position of other related businesses will be

damaged. Thus, the complications raised by the learning curve for
determining predation will be exacerbated by cost-related diversi-

fication. Any industry-specific test for market power or for the
social appropriateness of a particular competitive practice
become's similarly suspect.

Preventing an
industry leader from
."ii 0._'

defending its share in an industry may allow a related diversified
firm to build even greater barriers through improving its position
in that industry on top of superior volume in related industries.

Another consequence of the existence of interrelated businesses managed as portfolios is that there will be strong

pressures in many industries for offensive or defensive related

diversification or vertical integration. Firms will be motivated
to search for related diversification in order to create strategic

cost advantages that carry over to their other businesses. A firm
making sophisticated castings which it assembles into one end

product, for example, may look for other (otherw ise unrelated)
industries using similar castings, so that it can reap economies

of scale that lower overall costs. Conversely, p&G's presence in
disposable diapers in combination with facial tissue, bathroom
tissue, and paper towels placed strong pressure on Scott Paper and

Kimberly-Clark (Kleenex) to enter the disposable diaper field

defensively. If they did not, both firms might face serious disadvantages in transportation costs, selling costs, relationships
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with retailers, and even raw material purchasing costs.1 9

Offen-

sive and defensive motivations for related diversification can
both be present in

a-

given situation.

Johnson & Johnson (J&J),

for example, is the preeminent firm in many baby-care product
lines.

Disposable diapers represented the only rapidly growing

new product area in the baby care field and offered obvious
possibilities for transference of the
tion system.

J~J·brand

name and distribu-

Hand in hand with these as motivations for J&J's

-

entry into disposable diapers was the threat that p&G and other
diaper firms posed for entry into J&J's traditional baby care
products, as these firms developed brand names associated with
baby care and sales volumes that offered possibilities for
economies of joint operation in several baby-care product lines.
The result of such offensive and defensive motivations for
related diversification is that we should (and do) observe mcny
situations in which firms are diversified in parallel or nearly
parallel ways and compete with each other in multiple industries •
. For example, John Deere, Caterpillar Tractor, International
Harvester, Ford, and J. I. Case, among other firms, all have come
over time to operate in multiple and overlapping product areas in

19 This is the same basic motivation as that identified by
Knickerbocker, Olgopolistic Reaction and Multinational Enterprise
(1973), in his study showing the marked tendency of multinationals
to defensively enter a country market if one of their competitors
did.
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the farm equipment, construction equipment, and lighttruck sectors.

~nd heavy~

Related diversification driven by the search for

strategic interrelationships has become the dominant motivation
for diversification in the 1970's and now the 1980's, supplanting
the conglomerate diversification of the 1960's.
Such related diversification with important cost consequences
...... . ---.
raises some vexing questions for antitrust policy above and beyond
-

confusing what is predatory behavior.

On the one hand, cost-

motivated offensive- and defensive-related diversification
increases efficiency, and can and does have the procompetitive
effect of encouraging entry when diversification involves greenfield expansion or acquisition of a base that is subsequently
developed.

Often the synergies of related diversification allow

entry into industries that might in their absence seem to offer
insurmountable barriers.

On the other hand, the process of

offensive and defensive entry into related clusters of businesses
may ultimately lead to a significant increase in overall entry
barriers by forcing a newcomer to enter the whole cluster of
businesses (be optimally diversified) or face a serious disadvantage. 20

Further, related diversification can exacerbate the

efficiency/market-power tradeoff posed by the learning curve when
they occur together.

20 The basic problem bears some resemblance to the familiar
vertical integration problem.
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Another consequence of the existence of interrelated businesses managed as portfolios is that strategic interaction can 'and
does involve multiple industries.

Where businesses are inter-

related, firms rationally formulate strategic plans in related
groups of businesses simultaneously.

A move by a competitor in

one i.ndustry can be me t by a response in that industry or in
another related industry in which that c6ffipetitor also operates.
To preserve overall balance, for example, Scott Paper could
counter a P&G move in facial tissue either through a response in
facial tissue or one in bathroom tis'sue designed to preserve th-e'
total volume of product moving through the same sales force and
distribution system (and thereby its relative cost position) •
Where strategic interaction among firms occurs simultaneously
in several industries, this in some ways complicates the achievement of tacit' collusion by greatly increasing the number of variables in the implicit bargain.

It also means that a firm's

improvement in market share in one industry can have benefits
elsewhere in the portfolio, raising the incentive for attempting
to gain share.

However, there are also some reasons which suggest

that competition in multiple industries can facilitate tacit
collusion.

Competition in multiple industries offers possibili-

ties for various forms of side payments.

For example, one firm

could yield share in an industry, allow ing the leader to raise
entry barriers to new firms, while the firm was allowed to gain
share in another industry without retaliation.

Furthermore, firms
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,J

can maintain equal profits and market power despite unequal
shares, as long as they di vide up markets in such ··a way as to
preserve balance in the volume of shared components, the volume of
products moving under shared brand names, and volume through
shared channels, sales force, or logistics facilities.
Co~petition

in several industries may also allow otherwise

unavailable forms of market signaling and"aompetitor disciplining
that enhance tacit collusion by lowering the risk of competitive
outbreaks.

For example, what I have called a cross-parry is a

situation in which a firm responds to a competitive threat in one- .
industry with a response in another industry in which it and the
threatener compete.

Compared to having to meet the threat

directly, such a response can credibly signal· displeasure, while
being relatively easy to disengage from without triggering a
series of moves'and countermoves.

This is because of the risk

that a direct res'ponse might be interpreted mistakenly as an
attack rather than as a signal of displeasure.

Further, where

firms compete in'several industries, a punishing retaliation to a
move in one industry can be much more severe, because it can
involve simultaneous attacks in a number of businesses.

Finally,

a firm can punish another's transgressions. in one market in
another jointly contested market where the defender's share is
small, or where the aggressor is the most vulnerable, thus forcing
the aggressor to bear a high relative cost.

Thus, simultaneous

competition in multiple industries raises new issues for antitrust
scrutiny of competitive practices.
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v.

Global Competition
Some important issues for antitrust are raised by the

increasing

inciden~e

of industries in which strategic interaction

is global, an observation that becomes apparent when one examines
industries such as automobiles, television sets, broadcast equipment,· and many others.

Global industries emerge when there are·

sources of strategic advantage to

comp~ting

in a coordinated

manner in a number of national markets, such as large scale
economies in manufacturing or research or internationally cumulative learning. 2l

In some global industries the advantages s.tem

from current scale economies or learning, while in others the
global firm may be utilizing past investments in intangible
assets. 22
In global industries, while some mobility barriers are
market-speci~ic

(e.g., distribution channels), other potentially

larger

stern from the firm's global position (e.g.,

barrie~s

manufacturing scale economies).

In such industries, the firm's

behavior and market power in anyone national market are determined by its situation globally.

It may price below cost in the

u.S. market, for example, so that it can gain enough volume to
lower production cost to successfully compete against global

21 See Porter (1980), note 4 ~upra, ch. 13, for a more extended
discussion of the economics of global industries.
22 For the classic treatment of the utilization of intangibles
by multinationals, see R. E. Caves, "International Corporations:
The Industrial Economies of Foreign Investment," 38 Economica 1
(1971).
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competitors in Europe or Latin America.

If such economies are in

fact attainable, such behavior is not predatorY but motivated 'by
real efficiencies, though it surely leads to barriers to entry.
Barriers to entry/mobility in global industries clearly often
exceed those that can exist in national industries. 23
. Obviously, in global industries, antitrust analysis must be
....,... ---.
global. In an industry that is global, the tradeoff between
domestic market and efficiency is eased because even the dominant
domestic firm will face ample potential competition. 24

Structural

remedies that increase competi tiveness from the sole point of -v'iew
of the U.S. market can seriously backfire in a global industry.
Limiting a firm's market share in the Unites States can threaten
its efficiency and hence competitive position elsewhere in the
world, for example, and invite the entry of foreign firms into the
U.S. market that might ultimately be able to erect even higher
barriers. 25
Global competition and related diversification interact in
many industries to produce situations in which a firm must be both

23 The increase in the number of industries in which competition
is global has led to an increase in what I call coalitions, or
transnational horizontal agreements among firms with different
home markets. These raise some intriguing issues for antitrust.·
24

Unless all firms are global in parallel.

25 Note, however, that if global firms have merely capitalized on
past investments in intangibles, then the existence of worldwide
competitors does not imply any efficiency gain to allow a dominant
U.S. leader.
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global in scope and optimally diversified in order to be competitive.

For example, a television-set manufacturer --that is not

global and not diversitied into videotape recorders will have
little chance of success in the next decade.

This exacerbates the

policy considerations that have been raised.
VI.

Signaling and Tacit Collusion

• r-,;.. •

- --.

Industry histories can reveal much about the sources of the
current competitive equilibrium by uncovering patterns of market
signaling among existing competitors and potential entrants. These
are a myriad forms of market signals that communicate to competitors with varying degrees of credibility without the need for
actual large-scale investments or moves in the marketplace, some
of which I have attempted to catalog elsewhere. 26
most common are shown in figure 1.

Some of the

Careful examination of compe-

titive behavior and public and quasi-public statements by managements, wi th extreme attention placed on the sequencing of .
statements and events, can expose signaling behavior.
Since market signaling can clearly facilitate tacit collusion, eliminating market signaling practices enhances competition.

However, while I am generally skeptical of market signals,

they raise some vexing issues for antitrust.

While signals surely

can have socially undesirable effects in deterring entry or
facilitating tacit collusion among existing firms, the problem is

26

Porter (1980), note 4 supra, ch. 4.
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that nearly all market signals have some socially beneficial
component.

Announcements of capacity expansion can promote 'effi-

ciency through reducing excess capacity due to bunching of capacity additions.

Publication of actual prices or pricing policies

can allow buyers to bargain more effectively.
ex~cutives

Public comment by

on industry events, or company announcements which

state the logic of firms' moves,

can'l~~f~ase

the capital markets are well informed.

the degree to which

The problem is that market

signals contain information, and information is beneficial to
market functioning.
Another problem with policy toward market signals is that
there are so many forms of market signals that limits on particularly obvious ones for which the positive social benefits seem
negligible may do little to control undesirable signaling
behavior •. Since so many aspects of company behavior can be
signals, banning signals is a bit like trying to keep firms in a
tight oligopoly from recognizing each other's existence.
VII.

Entry/Mobility Deterrence
Study of strategic interaction in industry histories reveals

a wide array of behavior available to firms to deter entry, much
of which has been little studied by industrial organization
researchers.

Since the same entry-deterring tactics can also be

employed to deter or defend against attempts at increasing share
by incumbents, the analysis of that case (mobility deterrence)
parallel.
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is

Some behavioral and normative issues in entry-deterring
tactics can be illustrated through pursuing my e-xample of the
disposable-diaper

in~ustry.

Figure 2 shows some of the feasible

behavior available to P&G to deter entry (or discourage market
share gains by incumbents) in the disposable-diaper industry.

The

tactics in figure 2 are generalizable to many industries.
Further, they reflect the fact that enttyii(and mobility) is not an
instantaneous move but rather takes time and often occurs in a
sequential fashion, involving the occupation of a series of
strategic groups over time .27

Thus, .if the entrant or competitor

seeking to gain share can be punished early in the process, he may
give up altogether.

Much of the recent literature on entry deter-

rence makes a sharp distinction between the pre- and postentry
game which is inappropriate. 28

It may be rational for the

incumbent to carry out a threat long after the entrant has first
appeared in the .market, for this reason and because the
incumbent's reaction to this entrant (or uppity incumbent) can
signal other entrants and incumbents.
The alternative entry-deterring behavior in figure 2 varies
along a number of significant dimensions for the competitive outcome.

The tactics vary in the certainty with which they inflict

27 See Caves and Porter (1977), note 4 suera. There are often
one or more particularly desirable sequentlal entry paths.
28 For example, Salop (1979), note 5 supra, at 335; R.
Schmalensee, "Entry Deterrence in the Ready-to-Eat Cereal Market,"
9 Bell J. Econ. (1978), pp. 313-14.
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a penalty on the potential entrant (or competitor) and in the
certainty with which the potential entrant (or C-ornpetitor) will
notice them.

This means that they have differing entry-deterring

values.
More importantly, though, the tactics also vary greatly in
their" relative cost to the dominant firm (P&G) compared to the
potential entrants (or competitors).

So;e" tactics, like public

comment, or forms of signaling such as speculative patent suits,'
or introducing a blocking brand into test market, cost the leader
relatively little but can significantly raise the expected costs
(or risks) of the entrant.

Other tactics, like increasing

advertising in an entrant's rollout markets or introducing a new
generation of the .product, have a considerable cost to the leader
but inflict a proportionally even higher cost on the entrant or
smaller-share competitor, because advertising and product development are subject to economies of scale.

Furthermore, such entry-

deterring tactics may raise product differentiation or overall
demand, which benefits the leader and offsets some of the cost to
him.

On the other extreme, competitive price-cutting inflicts a

huge cost on the leader because of the leader's large overall
volume and the fact that price cutting by the leader will induce
few customers to switch to him because of his already large share.
Offering cents-off coupons in the market where an entrant is
introducing his product ("rolling out") can target the entrydeterring investment better than an across-the-board price cut,
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but still it is relatively more costly to the leader because of his
larger share and the fact that unlike the entrant, most coupons
,.

will be redeemed by the leader's already existing customers.
Entry/mobility-deterring behavior also varies in its ability
to be localized to a Earticular potential entrant or competitor.
Advertising in test markets can localize the defense to the particular product features stressed by a partic-~-lar entrant.

Coupon':

ing, on the other hand, will affect (and thereby cause responsefrom) all competitors in the market.

The potential entrant or

competitor is clearly placed in the best possible situation where
the leader must make investments in entry/mobility deterrence
across the board rather than being able to target its moves to the
particular geographic market or part of the product line under
siege.
This analysis of alternative entry-deterring behavior
suggests that" the form of competitive behavior often attacked in
antitrust investigations of predatory aggressive price cutting
may be the most benign in terms of the exercise of market power.
Entry/mobility deterrence through predatory pricing is across the
board and offers the dominant firm none of the scale economy benefits that some other forms of behavior do.

The preoccupation of

the predation litarature (and antitrust scrutiny) with price is
unfortunate, in this light, and might be better spent on finding
ways of preventing tactics that deter entry or mobility which are
effective and yet low-cost to a dominant firm.
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A final case in entry/mobility deterrence is the apparent
paradox that it may well be rational for the firm to encourage
,"

entry of appropriately positioned and weak firms in order to block
other more threatening firms, or to preserve such weak firms when
they get into difficulty.29

The presence of other weak incum-

bents,- for example, may lower the prospective entrant's initial
share or force the entrant to bear retaliation from these incumbents as well as the leader.

The leader may well encourage entry

of weak firms into segments that offer natural possibilities for
sequenced entry, in an analogy to the brand-proliferation
argument.
VIII.

Differences Among Firms' Objectives and Abilities
Study of industry histories suggests that firms' objective

functions in a. given industry can differ a great deal.

The first

reason has already been discussed: firms in a particular industry
will have differing patterns of related diversification.

Further

reasons stem from uncertainty and from lack of owner control.
Where there is uncertainty about the future, managers use
various mechanisms for predicting the aspects of the future relevant to their decisions.

Industry histories illustrate that

managements often place great reliance on their past backgrounds

29 Entry can be encouraged through licensing, selling of
component parts, and the like.
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and experiences as analogies to the current situation. 30
laristic company norms or rules of thumb are followed.

ParticuCrude

signals are employed, such as the widespread use of the rate of
market growth as an indication of future industry attractiveness.
All this implies that firms may react differently to a given mar- .
ket situation, and the particular forms of predictive mechanisms

...... ---.

employed by individual firms can affect the manner in which
investment decisions are made and how the industry evolves.

These

considerations must be factored into analyses of firms' responses
to antitrust remedies, mergers involving their competitors, and
so on.
Interacting with these considerations is the separation
between ownership and control.

The essence of the separation is

that managers do not perceive their personal interests to be
coincident with maximizing the long-run value of the firm.

This

can be because ·of bankruptcy fears, monetary incentives based on
short-run profitability, criteria for promotion that often stress
short-run performance, and other failures of reward systems that

30

See Porter (1980), note 4

~upra,
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ch. 3.

.:.>

stem from imperfect information. 31

Separation between ownership

and control also allows other forms of

manageri~1

utility maxi- .

mization, such as pursuit of status, exit barriers due to
emotional attachments, and the like.

Finally, separation of

ownership and control, coupled with various transactions and
information costs, also gives room for differences among companies
in the decisionmaking power and authorit¥. of different functional
departments or individual executives.
betw~en

The degree of separation

ownership and control and its internal consequences can

and does vary among firms in a given industry, with the result
that competitors can differ sharply in their motivations.
Varying separation between ownership and control, differing
internal reward systems, and varying approaches to dealing with
uncertainty imply that firms may differ greatly in their time
horizons, willingness to bear risk, and what they derive utility
from.

Such factors can strongly influence the pattern of strate-

gic interaction in an industry as well as structural outcomes, by

31 For example, a manager may be better off if he makes an
incorrect move in an expected value sense that ·all other competitors also make than if he does not follow competitors' behavior.
The fact that other competitors made the move may well insure a
favorable evaluation of the manager· under imperfect information,·
or at least· a·llow him to keep his job. If the manager diverged
from the industry and proved to be wrong, on the other hand, he
would almost certainly lose his job. See M. E. Porter and A. M.
Spence, "The Capacity Expansion Process in a Growing Oligopoly:
The Case of Corn Wet Milling," Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration Working Paper (October 1978).
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leading to some firms investing earlier and more aggressively than
others or defending their positions more stubbornly.32'
As firms' objeptives vary, so do their abilities, a straightforward corollary of much of my earlier discussion in this paper.
Thus, some firms may have more capital to invest to grow more
rapidly than others, or more skill in marketing or in cost minimization.

All this can also influence

st~ate'gic

interaction and

structural ou tcomes.
IX.

The Determinants of Market Structure
One of the most striking points that emerges from the study

of strategic interaction through industry histories is the extent
to which history and chance play an important role in interacting
with economic variables to determine the structural outcome in an
industry.

Buyer characteristics, technology, and cost functions

are surely important determinants of industry structure that have
been emphasized in previous research.

The discussion here

suggests that a dynamic view of cost functions should be added to
this list of structural determinants.
not map fully to the industry outcome.

Yet economic structure does
There are at least four

other important determinants of structure: various kinds of f irstmover advantages, chance discoveries or decisions, the identity of

32 This analysis may explain some of the differences in "animal
spirits" of different competitors, observed by F. M. Scherer, A.
Beckenstein, E. Kaufer, and R. D. Murphy, The Economics of MultiPlant Operation: An International Comparisons Study (1975), in
explaining different proclivities of aggressive addition of largescale capacity.
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industry participants, and the level of uncertainty during industry deve lopment.
The disposable-diaper industry discussed above provides a
good example of the first two--chance decisions and first-mover
advantages.

As the data in appendix A illustrate, P&G held a

dominant position in the disposable diaper industry as of 1974.
Its 70 percent market share is well

prot~ete'd

by significant

mobility barriers, and p&G has maintained its position through
1980, despite serious challenges by the likes of J&J, KimberlyClark, Union Carbide, and a number of other Fortune 500 firms.
Industry structure in the disposable-diaper industry in 1980, now
an over-$l-billion market, is highly concentrated, and informed
estimates give P&G well-above-normal returns on investment.
Why did this structural outcome occur in disposable diapers?
Part of the answer surely lies in the potential economies of scale
and learning that were present to be reaped by the firm that
reached high production volume and national,distribution, had the
appropriate kind of diversification to allow cost sharing, and won
the largest market share.

p&G pursued these aggressively and is

by far the most efficient firm in the industry.

Yet almost a

dozen firms (including Scott Paper, Kimberly-Clark, J&J, Borden,
Colgate-Palmolive, and others) in 1965 had the potential to be in·
p&G's position in 1980--each with substantial resources, appropriate diversification in related products, and probably the corporate capabilities to master the required technology.
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The history

of disposable diapers reveals an intriguing sequence of events
that has had a major impact on the current structure.
firms were

producing~disposable

Several'

diapers before 1966, when P&G

introduced its Pampers brand nationally--among them a unit of J&J,
Kendall Corporation, and Parke-Davis.

These firms sold crude

disposable diapers as a costly specialty product, largely through
drugstores.

p&G correctly perceived therpbssibility to make

disposable diapers a mass-market product, and developed a way tomanufacture diapers at high speed and correspondingly low cost.
While P&G got the jump on the preexisting disposable-diaper'
competitors, however, a number of other firms also perceived the
opportunity posed by disposables.

Companies of the stature of

Borden, Scott Paper, and International Paper were in the market
about the same time, or soon after P&G, with their own disposable
diapers.

Unfortunately, however, all three of these companies bet

on the wrong

p~oduct

technology.

Each produced a two-piece

diaper, consisting of reusable plastic pants and a disposable
liner--the product 'conf iguration that had become standard in
Europe some years .previously.33

By the time that it became clear

that P&G's one-piece diaper was the preferred alternative in the
U.S. market, P&G was already national and enjoyed most of the
mobility barriers outlined above.

While all this was occurring,

33 The two-piece variety was much cheaper and more nearly costcompetitive with the prevailing substitutes for disposable
diapers--diaper delivery services and home laundering.
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several other companies, including J&J and Kimberly-Clark, saw the
possibility for a superior one-piece diaper using a better
material and a more'- absorbent pulp pad.

lin~r

Though their improved

diaper indeed proved to be superior by most accounts, by the time
these firms got their product on the market, p&G already had a
dominant market share and significant cost advantage. 34

P&G was

able to modify its diaper to incorporate-the new features
pioneered by competitors in time to counter the entries of

thes~

new firms as they rolled out their products nationally.35
Thus, the disposable-diaper market was dominated by P&G
through a combination of the extent of latent scale and learning
economies combined with p&G's ability to be the first mover.

The

structure of the industry was largely determined for the next 20
years in the first 4 years after P&G's introduction of Pampers, in
1966.

In the high uncertainty that prevailed during this period,

P&G bet correctly on basic product technology, was able to achieve
some manufacturing process breakthroughs, and built its share and

34 .It takes approximately 6 years to rollout a diaper brand
nationally because of natural lead times, the requirement to have
regional plants because of high transport costs, and the risks of
investing in several highly specialized plants all at once .before
customer acceptance has been tested.
35 This raises another important structural feature of the diaper
market, which contributed to the dominated outcome--the fact that
technological change after the ini tial one-piece break through was
incremental and more a function of R. & D. spending than chance or
creativity. Hence, R. & D. became largely a fixed cost necessary
to remain viable in the industry, thereby subject to scale economies and giving the leader (P&G) an advantage.
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volume quickly.

Once its volume, and other first-mover advantage

like product differentiation and favorable

access~to

hospital

sampling kits, had all,owed it to rapidly build mobility barriers,
P&G was able to neutralize subsequent attempts by entrants to gain
market share at its expense, despite the fact that the entrants
had the necessary financial resources and were diversified in such
a way as to allow them to enjoy shared

co~~s

with other of their

businesses.
Imagine, however, that Scott Paper and Borden had not introduced a two-pIece diaper bu t rather had correctly perceived the
one-piece diaper to be the preferred alternative
sumers.

o~

u.S. con-

With three capable competitors starting at the same time,

it is quite likely that the structure of the disposable diaper
industty in 1980would be a great deal different.
chance events

oc~urred,

Unless other

no one firm would have likely gotten far

enough ahead to ga.in a significant competitive advantage.

With

incumbents each holding much lower market shares than p&G has had,
other entrants would have faced lower barriers to entering the
market than those implied by appendix A.

The industry in 1980

would likely be one with much lower concentration, but perhaps
higher average cost le"els.
Would society have been better off with the latter structure?
Perhaps, if the equally balanced market shares of three or four
competitors promoted vigorous rivalry and nearly normal returns.
Yet the socially desirable outcome would depend on whether the
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differences between these lower returns and P&G's current returns
offset the low costs p&G currently enjoys beca.use of its domi)lant
market share.

,.

This example illustrates that in markets with scale economies
and/or learning curves, a significant first-mover advantage is
simply getting ahead in the race dowr the cost curve.
common first-mover advantage is favorable·-access to raw
supplies or other inputs.

Another
materi~l

In a world of imperfect contracting,

early entrants can often develop loyalties to raw-material or
component suppliers that allow them to get first claim on inp.u.ts
in the periods of shortage that often accompany the rapid-growth
phase of an industry's development.

Or they can tie up raw

materials before market forces bid up their prices.
Another form of first-mover advantage, operative in the
diaper industry, is potentially lower-cost brand development into
a market.

An

interesting case of this, recently analyzed by

Schmalensee,36 shows that this effect does not depend solely on
advertising, but can occur in a world where firms do not advertise
at ali.
The impact of the second important historical determinant of
industry structure--chance decisions--goes beyond the interaction
with first-mover advantages discussed in the diaper example.

36 R. Schmalensee, "Product Differentiation Advantages of
Pioneering Brands," Working Paper, Alfred P. Sloan School of
Management (August 1980).
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Early strategic choices made by incumbents in an industry are usually made under great uncertainty.

The uncertainty present in

the disposable diaper:. industry early in its development is typical
of many industries in this state.

During

t~is

period, firms must

decide among alternative product configurations, marketing
approaches, and manufacturing technologies, among other things.
Which of these product configurations, marketing approaches, andl
• r--.- • -"-.

or manufacturing technologies becomes the industry standard is
partly a function of which is "best" in an underly ing structural
sense but also can be a function of which alternative happens to
be chosen and developed by the largest number of most capable
firms.

Once a given alternative is developed and refined, adopt-

ing another one that could ultimately be better may face subs tantial catch-up costs' or other barriers.
configurations~

Since differing product

manufacturing technologies, marketing approaches,

et cetera, may h,ave very different consequences for industry
str·ucture, history can influence structure through this mechanism
as well.
A third determinant of industry structure revealed by
industry histories is the identity of the particular firms that
happen to be participants in the industry during its infancy.37

37 The identity of early incumbents is partly endogenous as a
result of industry structure but has a high random component in a
world of uncertainty, transactions costs, and diversification of
established firms. To cite just one example, not all established
'firms who would be favorable entrants into an industry will be
seeking diversification during any given time period.
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The straegic choices firms make are usually influenced by their
objectives as well as their stock of resources and skills.
argued above that

th~se

will differ among firms.

I h'ave

In the U.S. wine

industry, for example, early entrants were generally. independent,
family-controlled companies that had been started de novo.

Their

resources and skills limited their strategies to ones based on
regional

distri~ution,

quality.

little advertising,· a-nd emphasis on

The structure of the wine industry that emerged was one

characterized by low concentration.
Gallo had

gr~n

In the mid-1960's, however,

to significant size, and a number of large con--·

sumer marketing companies. entered the industry through acquisition.

These firms applied tried and true consumer-packaged-goods

marketing techniques to wine.

They increased the rate of product

introductions (many of them lower quality wines or mixtures of
wine and other ju ices), ra ised adve rt is ing ra tes, took advan tage
of established. distribution systems to achieve national market
coverage, and automated production.
The latter two historical determinants of structure reveal an
important cause of structural change in mature industries.

Mature

industries often undergo structural change because of the entry of
new firms with significantly different resources and skills than
incumbents, even though underlying economic structure is
unchanged.

Such an entry can allow the pursu··it of new approaches

to competing that had latent potential but were unreachable or
passed over by previous incumbents.

Mature industries also often

undergo major structural change when a competitor discovers a way
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of competing that was overlooked in the early choices among alternative strategies, even though the underlying economic structure
is . cons tant.
A final historical determinant of industry structure in
maturity, exposed in joint work with Michael Spence, is the level
of uncertainty about future demand and technology during the
developmental period. 38

High uncertainty --in the developmental

period tends to limit the optimal size of moves, temper

invest~

ments to reap first-mover advantages, and thereby promote the
development of a more competitive industry structure in equilibrium.

Certainty, conversely, encourages attempts at preemptive

behavior during the industry's developmental period to reap firstmover advantages and deter subsequent entry.39

While preemptive

forays can lead to intense competition in the short run, preemptive strategies tend to result in higher concentration in
maturity.
This analysis of the determinants of structural change
besides underlying economics illustrates the potentially high
leverage that antitrust policy can potentially have early in the
development of an industry compared to its ability to change
structure in the mature period.

Yet, during this period, most

industries are usually ignored from an antitrust point of view.

38

Porter and Spence (1978), supra note 31.

39 With certain future demand, the firm that can credibly commit
to build capacity to meet this demand may be able to keep others
from trying.
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While exactly which firms reap a first-mover advantage or an
advantage from a chance innovation is not in itself usually norma,.

tively significant, the process by which the structural outcome is
determined (which does have normative significance) may be influential in ways that have Ii ttle cost in social t"erms.

x.

Some Additional Implications for Antit-;~~t Policy
I have identified a number of implications of strategic

interaction for antitrust policy above.

However, a number of more

general points emerge as well as some more particular policy
implications in several important types

o~

industry settings.

A

general point that seems hard to overemphasize is that there seem
to be few standards for unreasonable market power that apply to
all industries.

The normative significance of market power can

differ a lot, depending on its bases and the manner in which it
was achieved.

Second, the traditional focus of antitrust on the

narrowly defined (based on product substitutability) industries
with geographic market boundaries stopping at the U.S. border has
been made obsolete in many situations by recent developments in
strategic planning practice and shifts in the fundamental ways in
which major corporations compete in the 1980·s. 40

40 This is not to say that some antitrust analysis and proceedings do not take such things into account, but rather that
many still do not.
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In pursuing more specific policy recommendations, we must
. treat separately those industries where a

signif~cant

efficiency/

competition tradeoff "exists because of large scale economies,
related diversification, or long-lived proprietary learning based
on cumulative vOlume. 4l

In all three of these situations, a

dominated outcome is likely.

Except in the case of pure static

scale economies, conventional standards .Qf, predation should not·
apply, because the usual definition of variable cost is not
priate.

appr~

In such industries, we are in a second-best world where

the focus of policy ought to be on encouraging competitive
pressure on the leader without sacrificing efficiency through
tempering incentives for growth and market share.

Direct inter-

vention in the competitive proce.s i. generally bad policy.

Some

policy alternatives will be described below.
In indust,ries where efficiencies due to scale, diversification, or learning are only moderate, strategic interaction can
still lead to a dominated outcowe if a leader can move aggressively to get out ahead and bolster his position with other barriers or first-mover advantages.

Once the industry becomes so

dominated, practical remedies are limited.

Hence, the best hope

for improving the outcome is to act during the developmental
process in the industry, before the leader gets too far ahead.
Unfortunately, the decision to take any antitrust action early in

41

If the industry is global, of course, there is no problem.
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the life of the industry requires a forecast of what the structural outcome in the industry will be--an uncertain prospect at
best--and we must still be concerned about tampering with incentives for static and dynamic cost reduction.
These reasons lead me to believe that the most desirable goal
for policy in developing industries is to work to insure indirectly that one firm does not unnecess-arily get too far ahead,
to facilitate the right kinds of firms entering, and to stimulat€
competitive pressure from sources other than direct U.S. competitors.

This might consist of the following kinds of policy, many'

of which could also improve performance ,in industries with large
economies of scale, cost sharing, or learning:
(1)

Selective relaxation of the standards for
horizontal mergers among nonleaders. While
mergers do not necessarily lead to efficiencies, in some circumstances they can be
pooling learning or providing the volume to
construct efficient scale facilities,
logistics systems, et cetera.

(2)

Se~ective relaxation of standards for related
acquisitJons of nonleaders, and even, in some
cases, leaders. Some related acquisitions
can, through opportunities for cost sharing,
give rise to real economies and allow
followers to seriously challenge leaders.
Such acquisitions may well lower the cost of
entry for outside firms bent on challenging a
leader and thus yield an effective entrant
whose entry would not occur de novo. The
usual concern that such an acquisition will
not be used as a base for aggressive growth is
minimized where industry structure promises to
yield a dominated outcome, because a follower
acquired and not invigorated will likely be
driven out of the market. Further, where
related diversification produces significant
real economies, even acquiring a leader may be
justified, though our tolerance for such
acquisitions should be much lower.
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(3)

Elimination of artificial barriers that allow
a leader to get ahead of followers, and entrydeterring tactics that do not involve any
countervailing social benefits. In many
industries". artificial barriers such as
unresolved patent suits filed by the leader,
licensing delays, delays in product 'certification, and the like, give a leader what turns out
to be an unsurmountable jump. Antitrust
authorities should work actively to reduce
such barriers to a minimum by working with
sister agencies and the courts to get expeditious resolution of decisions, consistent with
protecting the rights of thoseO"lnvolved.
Furthermore" entry-deterring tactics which
merely delay or punish competitors, rather than
propelling the incumbent down the cost curve
or improving its product offering, should be
eliminated. Eliminating these offers no risk
of compromising social goals.

(4)

Preserve customer bargaining power. Customers
with bargaining power can ensure that even a
strong leader passes on many of the benefits
of his e f f i c i e n cy • Po Ii cy tCltl a r ds ve r tic a I
contractual relationships needs to be particularly sensitive to agreements which co-opt
customers in industries prone to a dominated
outcome •

(5)

Open trade policy and elimination of any
arti!1cial barriers to entry by foreign multinationals. Elimination of governmental as
well as any other trade barriers or restraints
on foreign multinqtional entry can yield
effective' competition despite a tendency
towards concentration in the U.S. market.

(6)

Approval and encouragement of cost-saving
contractual arrangements among competitors.
A second-best approach to preserving competition, while at the same time not sacrificing
too much efficiency, is to allow competitors to
form joint ventures to perform scale- or
learning-sensitive production or distribution
operations, or to sell scale- or learningsensitive component parts, services, or even
portions of the product line among themselves.
As long as such arrangements are sanctioned
only with due warnings about the consequences
of abuses, they seem to offer a possibility of
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both low cos{~ and a reasonable number of
competitors.
Such arrangements are common
among foreign firms such as Japanese
producers., Despite very favorable cost
positions,' for example, there are five major
Japanese television set producers who sell
scale-sensitive color picture tubes among each
other.

~

XI.

Mature Industries
Once an industry has become mature, tough standards for
•

~r;'

•

pre~

-.~.

dation begin to make more sense, with the caveat that cost sharing
or global competition should lead to viable defenses.

Given the

often entrenched positions of leaders in mature businesses, however, the best hope for increasing competitiveness in

concent~a-

ted, mature industries seems to rest in encouraging the entry of
optimally dive·rsified (or global) firms that can thereby offset
the advantages of incumbents, have the resources to support major
investments ,to overcome barriers ou trigh t, and/or can perceive new
ways of

compe~ing

that allow them to vault mobility barriers

cheaply or nullify past learning or scale advantages of incumbents.

Since internal entry is

perc~ived

to be very risky against

entrenched incumbents, this implies that related acquisitions by
established firms of industry followers or near-leaders be actually encouraged.

Existing merger policy is most appropriate in

mature, unconcentrated industries, ·to keep them that way, rather
than in mature oligopolies.

42 Some parallel suggestions are made by Scherer et ale (1975),
ch. 9, note 37 supra, though largely in response to static
single and multlplant scale economies and not to learning
effects.
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FIGURE 1

Forms of Marketing Signaling
Pr'ior announcements
Public discussion of moves or industry events

~~~~ :~:

-

Disclosure of data about costs, market position, or
other company strengths
Publication of policies for pricing and determination of other competitive variables
•

~

•.•

_/1'_.

Figh ting brands
Form and timing of moves relative to industry convention
History of response to entry or 'competitor moves, in
any of the industries in which the firm competes
Maintenance of retaliatory resources, such as excess
cash
Actions against new competitors' products in test
markets
Cross-parry in another jointly contested industry
Behavior divergent from apparent profit maximization
Binding (a"nd communicated) contmi tments that raise
exit barriers, such as long-term contracts, capital
investments, and others
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FIGURE 2
, Possible Entry/Mobility Deterring Tactics in Disposable Diapers
Cost to
Procter & Gamble (P&G)

Cost to
an Entrant (Competitor)

Signaling

1.

Signaling a commitment
to defend position in
diapers through public
statements, comments
to retailers, etc.

2.

File a patent suit

3.

4.

none

raises expected cost of
entry by increasing
probabi 1 i ty and e,xt.en t
of retaliation

legal fees

legal fees plus probability that p&G wins
the suit with subsequent cost to the
competitor

Announce planned capaci ty exp.ans ion

none

raises expected risk of
price cutting and the
probability of p&G's
retaliation to entry'

Announce a new generation of diapers to be
introduced in the
future

none

raises the expected cost
of entry by forcing
entrant to bear possible product development and changeover
costs contingent on the
ultimate configuration
of the new generation

Capacity
5.

Build capacityl
ahead of demand

present va.lue of
inves tment in
excess capacity
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raises the risk of price
cutting and the probability of P&G1s
retaliation to entry

FIGURE 2 (Continued)
Cost to
Procter & Gamble (P&G)

Cost to
an Entrant (Competitor)

. •.

~

~

6.

Cut price

across-the-board
reduction in
sales revenue

equal proportional
reduction in sales
revenue but smaller
total lost revenue:
demand for entrant more
likely to be price.
elastic if have lower
product differentiation

7.

Cut price in "newborn" diaper sizes

focuses price cut
on first diaper
a mother will buy

greatly raises the cost
of inducing trial by
the new mother, who is
most susceptible to
switching brands

8.

Increase cents-off
couponing in test.
or rollout markets

focuses effective
price cut on
contested markets:
most coupons will
reduce revenues on
sales p&G would
have made anyway

most coupons redeemed
will lead to incremental revenue from new
buyers

9.

Load buyer with
inventory by discounting large
economy size
package in rollout Jllarkets

reduction in sales
revenue part of
sales: probably
to price-sensitive
customers most susceptible to competitor incursion

greatly raises the cost
of inducing trial for
"the entrant

the cost of a given
dollar increase in
in advertising will
be spread ove r a
large sales
volume

must match P&G in
absolu te message volume
to maintain relative
position, but the cost
of advertising is
spread over much
smaller base: may also
suffer diseconomies by
not having national
media available

Advertising
10.

Raise advertising
nationally
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FIGURE 2 (Continued)
Cost to
Procter & Gamble (P&G)
......- . ---.

Cost to
an Entrant (Competitor)

same, but focuses
resou rces on
contested markets

same, but no disadvantage due to national
media access

Price
--11.

Spot advertising
overlays in test
or rollout markets

Product
12.

Put a "blocking"
brand 2 into test
market

cost of product
development and
market testing

credible threat that
second brand will be
aggressively rolled out
nationally if entry
occurs: raise probability of closing off
lowest-cost entry into
the industry

13.

Introduce a
"blocking"
brand 3

cost of brand
introduction

raise cost of entry by
exposing entrant to
more direct retaliation
by the leade r

14.

Introduce a new
generation of the
product

fixed cost of new
product development
expenditures and
manufacturing changeover spread over
large volume

fixed cost of product
development and manufacturing changeover
must be spread over
smaller volume: also
elevates the risk of
potential entrants that
future product generations will make existing investment obsolete

increase cost of
failure

credible threat that
leader will defend his
position

Exit Barriers 5
15.

Raise exit barriers
through investment
in specialized
assets, long-term
supply contracts
with raw material
sources, high
labor severance or
layoff benefits,
etc.
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FIGURE 2 (Continued)
1 This case was analyzed by A. M. Spence, II Entry Capaci ty
Investment and Oligopolistic Pricing," 8 Bell. J. Econ. 534
(1978) •
2 A brand which occupies a natural market segment for entry.
In the diaper industry, this is a premium brand. The second most
natural segment would be a lower-cost, lower-quality brand
positioned between the regular Pampers product and private labels.
Given'the product performance sensitivity of the customer, however, this is much less likely to succeeB'.'
-0-

3 This situation has been analyzed by Schmalensee (1978), note 36
supra.
4 Under some circumstances, it can be more effective to introduce
the new generation after the entrant has begun a rollout, because
this makes the entrant's investment in rollout of the old generation obsolete and damages its brand reputation, as well as forcing
it to match the new generation. The entrant can be more likely to
withdraw under these circumstances.
5 For a discussion of exit barriers, see Caves and Porter (1976);
Porter (1980), note 4 supra.
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FIGURE 3
A.

Estimat.d~niaper

Unit Cost for Procter & Gamble*

1974

Dollars per unit
Raw materials-Fluff pulp
Cover sheet
Back ing sheet
Packaging

.,... - .

$.006
.005
.001
.003

Percent of total.

---.
15.0%
12.5
2.5
7.5

Manufacturing labor

.003

7.5

Depreciation and maintenance

.001

2.5

Utilities

.001

2.5

Total manufacturing costs

$.020

50.0%

Freight

.004

10.0

Selling, general, and
administrative costs

.006

-15.0
--

Pretax prof it·

$.010

25.0%

Manufacturer Sales Price

$.040

100.0%

* Based on Bruce Kirk, ni_posable Diaper Investment Po"tential,
R. W. Presspich and Co., Inc.
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FIGURE 3 ( Contirued)

B.

Sample Investment Decision Facing Entrant into the Disposable-Diaper Industry in 1974

(1974 dollars in nd11ions)
Pre-1975
Total Estimated U.

1975.

1976

1977

1979

1978

1980

s. Market

%

$7.~O

Potential Entrant Operating
Statement
$ 5

Sales
Inplicit narket share
Contrihl tion

1.38
10.0
.25
2.8
.5
1.3

R. & D•.

Sales force
Advertising
Coupons
Sarrples
Pretax cash

fl~*

$ 20
5.5

$ 60

$100

1.0
5.6
2.0
1.9

16.5
10.0
3.0
8.4
6.0
2.5

27.5
10.0
5.0
11.2
5.0
3.1

(13.5)

(15.0)

(13.4)

(6.8)

20.0
60.0

20.0
80.0

100.0

10.0

$150

~

41.3
10.0
6.0
15.0
1.5
3.6

$200
29%
55.0
10.0
8.0
11.0
2.0
3.0

7

6.2

21.0

w;

100
27.5
5.0
4.0
5.5
1.0
1.5
10.5

Capital Investment (before
operating losses)
R. & D. prior to startup
Plants
Cumulative capital investment

$20.0
20.0
40

* Depreciation is included in manufacturing costs.
~

(~:~

:::)
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FIGURE 3 (Continued)
Assumptions in Figure 3B
,.

1.

Total market in 1980
3.8 million births
75 percent penetration of disposable diapers
55 changes per week
."'. . ---.
baby in diapers an average of 25.5 months
-

manufacturer's selling price $.04 (same as 1973)
2.

Six-year rollout, reaching national distribution in 1980 •.

3.

Five regions in the United States of equal baby population.
Enter one new region per year.

4.

Assume pattern of sales growth similar to that of KimberlyClark.

5.

Assume 27.5 percent contribution to advertising, sampling,
couponing, sal~s force, and profit. Baseline for this figure
is figure 3A above, which gives the estimated income statement
for Procter & Gamble (P&G):
- assume no purchasing disadvantage (materials 37.5 percent)
- assume entrantis manufacturing cost = 20 percent (instead
of 12.5 percent) due to learning curve and scale economies
- assume entrant's freight cost = 13 percent (instead of 10
percent) due to lack of full carload shipments
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FIGURE 3 (Continued)
assume administrative costs
P&G)

=

3

percent~

(best guess for

Revenues
100%
Materials

37.5

Manufacturing

20.0

Freight

13.0

Administrative
Total

3.0
73.5
27.5%

Contribu tion
6.

Assume product and process R. & D. a fixed cost of $10 million per year (estimate of expenditures of major competitors).

7.

Assume use of food brokers until 1979 (at cost of 5 percent of
sales) and own sales force thereafter (4 percent of sales).

8.

Assume advertise on a regional basis until 1980. In each
region, spend at a level to match P&G's 1973 spending plus a
catch up 'of 15 percent plus a penalty for not being national
of 10 percent (P&G's network advertising is approximately 1/3
of total advertising; network discount estimated at 30
percent).

9.

Assume cents-off couponing at rate of 10 percent of sales
price in 1975, 1976 and 1977, 5 percent in 1979, and 1
percent of sales thereafter.

10. Assume 600K babies born per region per year. Babies in
diapers 25.5 months. Sample costs $1.00. Send a sample to
each baby initially. Once in region, sample only new babies.
11. Assume up-front R. & D. inves tment of $20 million (2 years at·
assumed required rate).
12. Assume construction of five plants with enough lines to
produce a total of $200 million in diapers. Investment $10
million for initial four-machine facility plus $1.0 million
for each additional line added to the facility. Sales rate
per line $5.0 million. Will require 40 lines.
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COMMENTS ON "STRATEGIC INTERACTION: SOME L ;SONS FROM
INDUSTRY HISTORIES FOR THEORY AND ANTITRU r POLICY"

Robert D. Stoner·

Professor Porter's thesis that ano-itrust policy should not be
made on the basis of industry snapshots, but rather only after
careful consideration of the interface between present strategic
conduct and the evolution of industry structure, seems beyond
dispute.

This prescription appears particularly important in

light of Michael Spence's presentation at yesterday's session, in
which he argued that the strategic choices which a dominant firm
makes grow primarily out of industry structure, and that therefore, an adop.ted course of conduct, even if entry-deterring, might
well have more.than offsetting structure-related efficiencies and
rationales.

The interplay between structure and strategy as an

industry evolves seems to be the basis point of departure for both
Spence and Por.ter in an attempt to analyze the conpet it i ve
consequence of a given course of conduct.
Towards that end, Porter suggests numerous specific ways that
industry histories can be brought to bear on antitrust analysis.

* The author is Deputy Assistant Director, Bureau of Economics,
Federal Trade Commission.

Although there are many useful insights, it seems to me that the
most provocative are Porter's views on the differential'roles he
sees for antitrust in the early and mature stages of an industry's
development.

In the early stages, Porter seems to believe that

there is an important role for antitrust in preventing mobility
barriers from being erected around industry leaders.

He advo-

cates, . for example, vigorous enforcement .0.£. -the merger laws, and'
seems to imply that strategic deterrence behavior that did not
appear to have a strong efficiency rationale might (at this
juncture only) merit some antitrust attention.

However, as an

industry matures and structural and other historical factors
combine with strategic behavior to put certain firms in protected
I

positions, Porter, like Spence, seems not to favor an approach
which centers on attacking this strategic conduct.

Rather, Porter

would stimulate competition by encouraging the entry (even by
acquisition) of large diversified firms, to shake up the industry,
much as Spence would encourage foreign competition.

These pre-

scriptions are notably different from those of Oliver Williamson,
who, while reviewing the process of market power accretion in much
the same dynamic, historical way that Porter endorses, advocates a
nonfault monopoly approach to the problem of persistent market
power.
It seems clear, of course, why Porter does not advocate an
antitrust approach attacking strategic conduct as a possible
solution to the monopoly problem in mature industries.

First, he

believes that all strategic behavior shares the attribute of
-508-
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trying to negatively affect competitors, and that it is, therefore, hard to distinguish good from bad strategjc conduct. l
Second, he believes rthat, since the undertaking of a full industry
history on a case-by-case basis would be necessary to evaluate
allegations of strategic deterrence conduct, such an approach
would be an ineffective way to go about attempting to deconcentrate u.S. industry.

In other words,

~Qrt-er

advocates a rule of

reason as the only theoretically sound approach to "characterize"
various forms of strategic conduct, and then rejects that approach
as unwieldy.

I trust that further discussion, both today and in

the future, with regard to ei ther

.E~

se rules or more limi ted

rules of reason will test the efficacy of that judgment.

Whatever

the outcome, it seems beyond doubt that Porter's central thesis is
correct: an understanding of industry history (albeit not a
totally exhaustive analysis ) is necessary to be able to make valid·
judgments abau·-t a number of particular· antitrust problems.

I In a related area, Porter stated his belief that intent should
not be a proper focus of debate in analyzing strategic behavior.
I believe there is something of a semantic problem, however, with
regard to the meaning of predatory "intent." If the reference by
Porter was simply to the "intent" to hurt a competitor, then
clearly, all strategic behavior has this intent, and the term is
not very meaningful. However, much of the recent predation
literature has attached a more sophisticated and economically
relevant meaning to predatory "intent": intent to affect competi-tors in a way that would be irrational absent a desire to change
markets in a way that would be welfare-reducing. The OrdoverWillig predation test, for example, appears to be an attempt to
infer this type of intent economically--to determine through use
of counterfactual analysis whether an economically relevant predatory intent exists. The Joskow-Klevorick test appears to share
this focus. It is not clear that Porter would object to attempts
to define this sort of predatory intent.
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COMMENTS ON "STRATEGIC INTERACTION: SOME LESSONS FROM
INDUSTRY HISTORIES FOR THEORY AND
ANTITRUST POLICY"

Lawrence A. Sullivan*

.... . ---.
-

The stream of thought associated with antitrust and that
associated with corporate strategy have been flowing in separate
beds.

Antitrust analysis deals with the performance effects of

particular patterns of firm conduct and the extent to which
conduct is a function of structure.

It also searches for manifes-

tat ions of firm purpose in the hope that these may aid in characterizing conduct.

Studies of corporate strategy deal with the

processes, procedures, and content of the plans by which firms
select their corporate objectives and outline programs for achieving· them.

Both" streams wander through common terrain.

It is

perhaps inevitable that they will come into relationship.
Initiatives by the Bureau of Economics, of which this seminar is
an example, are hastening the process.
Michael Porter's useful and interesting paper could serve to
introduce the antitrust analyst to the. use of corporate strategy
studies in antitrust.

*

The paper reminds us that there are no

Earl Warren Professor of Public Law, University of California
School of Law at Berkeley.

simple solutions for issues in competition policy.

Before one

0.

can assess the performance effects of any business practice, one
must understand the dynamic context in which it is set.

The

practice must be seen and evaluated as part of a process of
changing and developing strategic interaction within the firm's
competitive environment.
The paper reminds us, also, that ·the-·ultimate issues for
public policy concern remedies.

If the antitrust agencies want to

change things for the better, they must not only understand the
strategic moves now taking place, but must predict with accuracy
how a complex dynamic system will respond to possible remedial
interventions.

In light of an injunction or damage award, firms

may alter their plans; even if objectives are not changed, programs for achieving them may be redesigned.

But antitrust litiga-

tion is worth the effort only if it succeeds in changing corporate
strategies

i~·ways

that will yield a socially better performance.

These reminders from a·significant contributor to the strategy
literature may help to clarify the agenda for antitrust and reduce
the likelihood that time and energy will be spent on trivia.
Professor Porter is also convincing in his suggestion that
students of strategy--and, in particular, the industrial
historians--have a special contribution to make to the process of
understanding antitrust issues.

Broadening the concept of the

firm's competitive environment to extend beyond the traditional
market may prove to be a significant contribution.

Corwin Edwards
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and others who define themselves as industrial-organization economists have looked at intermarket relationships,
have made this a cen'tral concern. l

~of

course, but'few

The Porter paper suggests,

moreover, that longitudinal analysis is more adept than crosssectional analysis at identifying strategic patterns that may link
the units of conglomerate firms.

It is probably too early to

assess broad policy suggestions which

may'be

latent in the notion

of supermarket competitive environments--too early, perhaps, to·do
much more than formulate hypotheses about possible policies.

I see

in this light Professor Porter's suggestion about encouraging' entry
into concentrated markets by

aoquisitio~s

by diversified firms

having the resources for major investments.

I doubt whether we

know enough yet to think seriously about policies which would
entail such fine-grained public decisionmaking as this one would
require.

Ye~,

concepts like the product portfolio and the

consequent broadening of the competitive environment are concepts
cepts which ought to have the watchful attention of policymakers,
just as they now have the active attention of students of
corporate strategy_
Longitudinal analysis of the kind done by Professor Porter
also underscores how crucial timing may be to an antitrust agency.
Positions of power may be temporary.

In unstable settings, leav-

ing strategic forces alone may be the best way to dissipate power.

1 E.g., Edwards, "Conglomerate Bigness as a Source of Power," in
Business Concentration and P~ice Policy (1955).
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In other situations, an early intervention may be essential if good
effect is to be attained.

All.of this serves

to~complicate

,.

questions about what kind of conduct in what kind of circumstance
ought to be viewed as predatory.
Subsequent scholarship convinces that courts ought to
severely qualify, if they do not reject outright, the static
analysis of predation that Areeda and Tu·;ner-proposed. 2

But we

may not yet know enough to fashion an alternative that does not .
rely heavily on particular intuitions of particular fact-finders
about particular situations.

Perhaps we should make peace with ~ .

this limitation on the law's resources.

Perhaps we should accept,

at least for the interim, that predation is any conduct which can
confidently be said to make no commercial sense except insofar as
it may discourage entry or discourage firm-oriented, rather than
industry-oriented, conduct by existing rivals.
I do not think the assertion that predation, so defined, is a
natural phenomenon--an inevitable consequence of corporate
strategic planning--is a valid reason not to try to identify and
inhibit it.

This view, which is expressed or implied in some of

the strategy literature (though not in Professor Porter's paper)
is Herbert Spencer's Social Darwinism in modern garb.

2 See Areeda and Turner, "Predatory Pricing on Related Practice
Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act", 88 Harv. L. Rev. 697 (1975).
George Hay's paper, this volume, cites and summarizes the extensive
literature criticizing the Areeda-Turner view.
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The potentially telling argument against a very broad view of
predation is that in application, a broadly stated norm may too
,"

often be overinclusive.

This is a real problem and one which

requires that analysts, enforcement agencies, and courts all proceed with caution when scrutinizing single-firm conduct.

But

analysts are making significant progress in dealing with this
problem, as the recent paper by Joskow and-Klevorick demonstrates. 3

Longitudinal studies of an industry, making use of

structural classifications like those suggested by Joskow and
Klevorick, might be particularly helpful in distinguishing
strategies chosen to outdistance others from those chosen to
inhibit others.
Professor Porter is, perhaps, making a different defense for
that subset of strategic moves referred to as flprice signaling."
But the basis, either in strategy concepts or longitudinal
analysis, for-his suggestion that enforcement agencies should be
slow to challenge this kind of conduct eludes me.

True, an

efficient exchange of information tends to enhance rationality.
But if structural analysis teaches anything, it is that rational,
self-interested conduct by producers will be in the public
interest in some structural settings and adverse to the public
interest in others.

When, due to the structure, rational pricing

3 Joskow and Klevorick, irA Framework for Analyzing Predatory
Pricing Policy," 89 Yale L. J. 213 (1979).
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is pricing that maximizes the return to the industry rather than
to the firm, I see little public interest in facilitating it.
Another important contribution of the corporate strategy
literature is the empirical base it provides.

Some antitrust

analysts (and I count myself among them) assert that in many
industrial structures, firms exercise a broad discretion.
According to this view, a large firm in'~'typical oligopoly makes
numerous choices about matters of social concern that are limited
only weakly. by market pressures; in such a context, decisions about
product design, pricing, labor policy, acquisition policy, and
plant location policy are all subject to a rather unrestrained
managerial judgment.

Other antitrust analysts, by contrast,

regard market forces as sufficient to require firms to select
always the most efficient alternative, lest otherwise they not
survive.

Strategy literature--and, indeed, the very

e~istence

of

consulting firms which assist in strategy design--provide support
for the first of these views.
For many reasons, then, anti trusters ought to become more
familiar with the strategy literature and the scholars who produce
it.

Whether strategic analysis, longitudinal or cross-sectional,

will transform the antitrust enterprise is of course quite a
different question.

I am not sure that Professor Porter implies

that it mayor that it should; but he does stress some of the
more stodgy aspects both of conventional antitrust enforcement and
of conventional industrial organization analysis, upon which ·much
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anti trust conceptualiz lng is now based.

While it if

for Professor Porter to emphasize the novel aspects
"

ing potential of his own discipline, a balanced

lppropriate
nd'transform-

judgl~nt

must take

account of the continuities between (on the one hand) strategic
analysis and the historical aspects of it that Professor Porter
particularly represents, and (on the other hand) industrial
organization analysis and current antitrul;t"enforcement programs.,
Some existing antitrust enforcement is already broader in·
scope than Professor Porter seems to recognize.

The Antitrust

Division's IBM and AT&T cases, the FTC's Du Pont, Oil, and Cereal
cases, as well as private cases like those against Kodak, all come
to mind as examples. 4

Cases like these transcend the examination

of a particular practice, a particular aspect of competitive
behavior, or even a particula'r market structure.

Each is a wide-

canvas litigation in which the plaintiff's theory takes account of
dynamic and strategic interactions.

I am not suggesting that

those who are developing case theories do not have much to learn
about strategic interaction or much to gain from taking a longitudinal view of the industries involved.

Most of us involved in·

antitrust are still at the steepest part of this particular
learning curve.
already

begu~

I insist only that the learning process has

and that the conception of antitrust enforcement

which Professor Porter paints is perhaps slightly dated •.

4 Some of these cases are discussed by Hurwitz, Kovacic, Sheehan,
and Lande, in "Current Legal Standards of Predation," this volume.
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Also, increasing numbers of industrial organization economists have been addressing dynamic and strategic problems.

I

think particularly o'f Williamson, Spence, Schmalensee, and Salop.5
Some of their work might be claimed,
to a new genre of strategic studies.

I

suppose, as contributions
Some, indeed, may be suffi-

ciently longitudinal in emphasis to exemplify the kind of work
that Professor Porter particularly admir;;s":':':though of that
less sure.
I

I

am:

In any event, though he stresses history in his paper,

do not suppose that Professor Porter would separate himself from

the intellectual movement that the scholars I have mentioned
exemplify.

Yet each of these scholars comes out of an older

tradition and is drawing upon as well as extending the concepts
and methodology of that tradition.

It is the growth and develop-

ment of a discipline that we are witnessing, not a revolution.
Strategy students who, like Professor Porter, are doing
industry histories, probably owe something--at least a sense of
direction--to the historical economists who were in revolt against
.the English class ical tradi tion throughou t the last quarter of the
19th century and the first quarter of the 20th.

These economists

stressed the interaction of personalities and institutions and
saw industrial development as a dynamic human endeavor.

More

recent forerunners of the strategic analyses of industries

5 I cited some of this literature in "Antitrust, Microeconomics,
and Politics: Reflections on Some Recent Relationship," The
Economics of Firm Size, Market Structure and Social Performance,
FTC (1980).
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are the industry studies done by industrial organization economist.s.

Such

studies~-a

staple for antitrust--vary, of course, in

thoroughness and insight.

But the best of them can convey a

finely textured and dynamic conception of an industry and can be
of immense value to enforcement agencies. 6
It is true, nonetheless, as Professor Porter suggests, that
...... .. ---.
antitrust has yet to come fully to terms with the recent develop~
-

ments dealing with dynamic problems: and the strategy literature
can bring these developments to bear on antitrust issues in useful
ways.

Thus I am not disagreeing with Professor Porter so much -as

trying to emphasize elements of continuity, rather than elements
of novelty, in the intellectual ferment associated with strategic
industry studies.·
When addressing public policy, the industrial historian will
encounter in a. special way the epistomological problems that
plague all historians--and indeed, all social scientists.

The

potential for making unique policy contributions lies in the
capaci ty to particularize--to identify and convey a sense abou t
the way realities were perceived and acted upon
in a particular context.

~

decisionmakers

This, no doubt, is the justification

for what Professor Porter describes .as a lack of standardization
within his discipline and its emphasis on process.

But to give

policy guidance, the industrial historian will have to generalize

6

E.g., J. Markham, Competition In The Rayon Industry (1952).
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and develop and use a conceptual scheme.

Indicative approaches

have value, not because they avoid generalization but because the
generalizations they 'yield are tentative, open to revision, and not
,,,,",

;;;;:

overbroad.

If the work of the strategic analysts is to have

predictive force and significance for antitrust policy, it must-perforce--use theory.
It is the quality of the comprehensi8n

of

the ongoing

competitive dynamic which will determine the usefulness of any
industry study for the development of antitrust policy.

That

quality is likely to be highest when the scholar doing it draws·
upon techniques and concepts which have

w~thstood

the critical

appraisal of practitioners of an established discipline.

If I am

correct in this assumption, industrial historians ought not to
strive earnestly to differentiate themselves. 7

7 Strategic histories must meet the standards of history as
well as economics, of course. When they deal with broad
institutional developments, they partake more of history than of
economics. ~,Chandler, The Visible Hand (1977). But when
they focus on a single industry and are intended to aid in the
development of competition policy for that industry, the
economics content must be high.
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In a significant sense, this conference marks a beginning, it
is to be hoped, to prompt students of

corporate~strategy

to turn

,"

more explicit attention to issues of public policy.
antitrust will be in their debt.

If they do,

But this conference is also an

appropriate place to acknowledge some of antitrust's existing
debts. to industrial organization scholarship and to emphasize some
of the values of continuity, both in scflCSlarship and in policy .
development.
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THEORIES OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION AS EXPLANATIONS
OF EXPERIMENTAL MARKET BEHAVIOR

Charles R. Plott*

The current profess ional interest

I;; °e-;q,erimental

economics

seems to stem in part from a recently acquired abili ty of econo-·
mists to explore subtle implications of institutional details for
market performance.

-Advances in understanding the role of infor-

mation in market models suggest the

pos~ibility

that the contribu-

tion of institutions in affecting information patterns and
resource allocation can be identified and assessed.

Game theory

has increasingly focused upon the structure of strategy spaces as
dictated by special institutional structures.

The discovery of

the theoretical existence of decentralized, incentive-compatible
processes for the provision of public goods allows one to speculate about the possibility of many different types of

institutio~s

which migh t solve the public-goods and free-rider proble·ms.
continued growth and development of the field of law and

The

econ0mi~s

has directed the theory toward the study of the relationship
between legal technology and economic principles.

Theoretical

works on the nature of institutions and possible manifestations of
their influence fill the journals.

*

Professor of Economics, California Institute of Technology.

Two problems accompany these academic exchanges and emphasize
the need for data such as those generated by experimental methods.
First, many different theories compete in providing predictions
about the consequences of institutional change.

Such theories are

generated from a variety of sources (e.g., small changes in the
mathematical representation of an institution or of the individualistic behavioral response within an institutional environment
can produce dramatic differences in predicted system behavior) •
Secondly, history is not always cooperative in creating circumstances which separate the predictions of theories.

Two theories·

may have dramatically differing predictions within all future
scenarios, but within all past conditions their predictions might
be almost identical.

Thus, historical circumstances do not always

provide the opportunity for the relatively inaccurate models to be
pruned from the tree of viable hypotheses.
These two _problems are compounded by the sheer complexity of
naturally occurring processes.
variables intervene.

Data are frequently buried.

Many

Furthermore, scholars of institutions and

their consequences approach the subject with different preconceptions, experience, intuition, and academic disciplinary backgrounds, and can accordingly be led to substantially different
interpretations of such data that exist.

Resolution of competing

ideas can take years, if not decades.
Experimental methods provide a source of shared experience
for scholars who are developing and evaluating theories about
complicated, naturally occurring processes.
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While laboratory

processes are simple in comparison to naturally occurring processes, they are real processes
in the sense that real people
,.
participate for real and substantial profits and follow real rules
in doing so.

It is precisely because they are real that they are

in~eresting.

General theories must apply to special cases, so

models "believed to be applicable to complicated, naturally occur. ---.
ring processes should certainly be expected to help explain what

...

-,;-

occurs in simple, special-case laboratory markets.

Theories that

do not apply to the special cases are not general theories and
thus cannot be advocated as such. l

--_.-. -------.---1

Experimental Results
For those Ylho are unfamiliar' with laboratory experimental
methods, a brief description should help. The basic tool is the
theory of induced preference (V. Smith, "Experimental Economies:
Induced Value Theory," 66 Am. Econ. Rev. 273 (1976». Each
individual buyer, i, is given a function Ri(xi), indicating
the amount of money s(he) may collect from the experimenter,
expressed as a ~~nction of the number of units, xi' of" an abstract
commodity s(he) purchased during a period. The profits for the
individual are the differences between the redemption values and
the purchase prices.
(In most studies, a commission of 10 cents
or so is paid in addition to the redemption values. However, the
maximum price an individual can pay is declared by the experimenter to be aR(x;).) Thus, if an individual prefers more money
ax
i

to less and if the only value derived from the abstract commodity
is from its resale value, the function aRi(x;) measures the limit
ax.
1

prices of individual i.
Cost functions are inducedsimila~ly for sellers. That is,
each seller, i, is given a function, Cl(Xi), indicating the cost
s(he) will incur with sales of xi. Profits are the differences
between revenues and costs. Thus, according to the competitive
model, aC(x;) is the (inverse) supply function for i.
a x.
1

(footnote continues)
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Laboratory data become relevant to the extent that questions
can be posed which make the study of special cases relevant.

It

may not be possible to learn about complicated processes directly
by re-creating them in a laboratory.

General Motors, with all its

size and institutional complexity, cannot be re-created many times
for the convenience of those who wish to know what might have
happened had one of its features been aiter~d.

Still, one might'

be able to learn something about competing models of a complicated
process by gaining experience with their accuracy in simple cases.
Circumstances in which models tend to be less reliable can be"
identified, and to the extent that the predictions of a model are
accurate over a wide range of laboratory circumstances, one gains
some confidence in their accuracy when applied to the more
complicated, naturally occurring circumstances.

(footnote continued)
If the laws of economics apply in general, then they should
apply to this simple market as well. The people are real. The
incentives are real. The abstract commodity now has value, by
virtue of the fact that payments can be substantial and by virtue
of the theory of derived demand. The commodity is scarce. The
fact that the market is simple in comparison to its natural
counterparts does not mean that the behavior is simple. Nevertheless, the simplicity should reinforce our expectation that models
and theories which are being applied "in those complicated cores
should work well indeed when applied to the simple ones.
One need only inquire now about models which accurately
predict the observed conduct. All prices and incomes are observable. Efficiency can be measured as the standard consumer's plus
producer's surplus. Efficiency in this sense is 100 percent if
and only if participants maximize total earnings (extract the
maximum possible from the experimenter). Thus, some of the major
economic dimensions of industrial performance can be assessed.
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I.

EXPERIMENTAL QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION
THEORY

The special cases reviewed here are those which have been of
importance to industrial organization theorists.

Figure 1 helps

place them in a proper context by showing diagrammatically how the
exper~mental

concern.

questions are related to those of more traditional

The flow of the theory and the--iirne-thodological perspec- -

tive is consistent with that developed by Scherer. 2

The diagram_

is taken from Scherer, with a few changes imposed to highlight the
particular links which experimentation has been used to explore.,
Variables which contribute to the nature of market demand--costs,
the psychological makeup of consumers, production technology (as
dictated by the physical properties of the commodity and engineering and management knowledge), resource availability, et cetera-are listed in'the category of "basic conditions."

Traditional

theory provide-s' an analysis of how the basic condi tions tend to
influence industrial structure (the number and size of firms, cost
structures, degree of integration, etc.).
represented by the dark arrow.

This influence is

The theory then continues, to

explore how industrial structure, when combined with principles of
economic behavior, dictates conduct and performance.
Within this framework, the special cases explored with 1aboratory tools can best be identified by adding another category,
drawing variables from both the traditional conduct category and

2 F. M. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic
Performance (1971), pp. 3-7.
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the basic conditions category.

These variables are those that

characterize the market institutional environment.

They are the

rules and organizational structures that govern pricing and purchase decisions.

In some cases they might be identified as

aspects. of managerial style and thus placed in the basic-conditions' category.

In other cases they may be identified as aspects

......

-

.

-"-.

of the general marketing strategies of firms and thus be listed as
part of conduct (e.g., price posting).

Still in other cases, th-ey

are dictated by sources external to the industry, such as governmental regulatory policies or, as in the case of the securities
industry, by the policies of another industry (e.g., the stock
exchanges) which specializes in providing marketing services.

The

particular market institutions which have been studied so far are
listed in the next section.
Laboratory studies have focused upon how industrial structure
and market institutions influence conduct defined in terms of
price patterns and resource allocation and also how the two categories influence performance defined 1n terms of income distribution and efficiency (the dark arrows).

The link which has not yet

been explored systematically is the influence of market structure
on market institutional variables.
will receive attention.

No doubt in time this link

Its importance is widely recognized, but

it does pose problems for experimental methods, as discussed in
the concluding section.

Nevertheless, the reader should be aware

of the limited scope of existing results so they can be placed in
a proper context.
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Because laboratory studies focus upon particular links, they
are special cases for the general theories whiGh explain all the
interactions, feedbacks (as represented by the dotted" lines in the
figure), and influences among all three groups of variables:
industrial structure, market institutions, and conduct.

Within

the general theory, certain types of industrial structures are
thought to directly influence market inS'ti-t-utions (cartel organi-zations, for example, are thought to be

mor~

likely in markets .

with few firms); and then the market institutions, once developed,
induce feedback effects which operate to change the industrial-"
structure (e.g., firm size).

Thus, the theory is applied to

explain how both types of variables will evolve, and while evolving, will jointly influence market conduct.

Experimental studies

have tended to use this last link of the general theory as a guide
to what to look for in the behavior of simple industries (relative
to the

natura~ly

occurring industries).

In most experimental

work, the basic conditions, the industrial structure, and the
market institutions are all exogenously determined treatment
variables.

All are held constant while the resulting conduct is

observed, so that the joint influences of industrial structure
and market institutions on conduct and performance can be
ascertained and understood in terms of the theories as applied to
those circumstances.
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II.

THE SURVEY
Three broad

ge~~ralizations

seem to characterize observations

drawn from laboratory environments.

First, the standard mathe-

matical models (with certain exceptions and qualifications) appear
to apply with extraordinary accuracy.
economics do seem to be operating.

Basic principles of

Secondly,
..... . -"-. there is a strong
-

interaction between market institutions and industrial structure
in determining market conduct and performance.

The applicable

model seems to shift with institutional changes.

Third, success-

ful collusions observed so far tend to involve the adoption of
some type of institutional enforcement mechanism.

Extramarket

communications, for example, seem to be useful in establishing
procedures and practices which can have an independent effect on
prices.

The success of attempts to collude seem to be related, in

part, to success in establishing effective procedures.
The fact that interactions exist between industrial structure
and market institutions poses an expositional problem.

The number

and variety of market institutions found in the world are
ing.

stagger~

When considered along with the different types of industrial

structures, the possible combinations become large.

The strategy

of experimentalists for understanding them has been to identify
the most prominent forms of market institutions and then to study
the special variations.
general classes.

We have partitioned experiments into two

The first class contains institutions and pro-

cedures in which there are no opportunities for decisionmakers to
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communicate, other than through the ordinary activities of buying
and selling.

':"";

In the second class we explore the- decis ions made"

within institutions which allow "extramarket" communications.

In

these processes, some participants (conspirators) can make plans,
commitments, and/or agreements about the actions they will take in
the market.
Five prominent forms of market instllu-£ions have been studie-d
in the experimental literature: (a) auction markets, (b) posted·
bid (offer) markets, (c) negotiated price (telephone) markets, and
(d) price protection and advance notice policies.

The fifth-- -.

sealed bid (offer) rnarkets--will not be reviewed here. 3
Actually, the listing of only five different types involves
an oversimplification.

Each of these types can be subdivided

further into special types.

Auction markets, for example, can be

either Englisn or Dutch, according to whether the prices start low
a~d

are bid up- by competition or start high and are reduced until

some competitor accepts.
"one-sided."

English auctions can be "double oral" or

Markets differ according to whether or not the terms

of contracts are public and the sequence in which bids, offers,
and terms become known.

The possibilities are so rich that it

sometimes seems more appropriate to think in terms of a continuum
rather than fixed classes.

For example, posted price auctions

3 See V. L. Smith, ed., Research in Experimental Economics,
vol. 2 (forthcoming), which contains several papers on sealed bid
processes.
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,,~~

look very similar to sealed bid auctions if sellers must post
prices without the knowledge of other prices and without the
ability to immediately "adjust" prices in light of the competition.
In addition to industrial structure and the market institutional environment, situations can differ according to the general
information of participants.

Agents mayor may not be aware of

the options or the payoffs of others.

There may also be

ences in knowledge abou t others' knowle.dge.

differ~

So the reader can see

that relative to what one would like to know, the number of
studies covered below is modest indeed.,
III.

THE ABSENCE OF EXTRAMARKET COMMUNICATION
The behavior of the four different types of market institu-

tions listed, above will be reviewed.

It seems fair to say that

none of these ·different types of market institutions have been
explored in sufficient detail to provide definitive statements
about the influence of a wide variety of basic economic conditions
such as demand elasticities and industrial structures.

Neverthe-

less, the number of experimental conditions has been sufficiently
rich to admit some comparisons and reasonable conjectures about
what more systematic studies will reveal.

The market studies

reviewed in this section maintained strict control over communication.

In most cases participants were in the same room but
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communication was limited to the making of bids and offers, et
cetera, as allowed by the technology of trading.
A.

>,

The Oral Auction Market
Oral auction markets are characterized by public bids

(offers) to buy (sell) units and the freedom of any participant to
accept'terms which (s)he wishes.

Several variants exist, depend.,..... . ---.
ing upon the length of time or circumstances under which a bid
-

(offer) remains outstanding, whether the bid (offer) is made
orally or logged through a computer, the roll of the specialist's
"book," et cetera.
The overwhelming result is that thes'e markets converge to the
competitive equilibrium.
of prices.

Figure 2 is typical of the time pattern

Shown there is the price of every sale in the order in

which it occurred.

Each period represents a market day with a

given demand and supply.

The competitive equilibrium is $2, with

a volume per.period of eight contracts.

As market days are

replicated under identical conditions, prices tend to converge to
the competitive equilibrium.
to near 100 percent.

Efficiency levels tend to converge

If a change in parameters had occurred, such

as a shift in demand or in supply, the prices would have converged
to the new equilibrium after two or three periods.
As long as the industrial structure has a few buyers and
sellers, these convergence and efficiency properties appear to be
independent of the basic economic conditions.
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Smith, V£srnon L. "Bidding and Auctioning Instttutions: Experimental
Re~ults." In Bidding Rnd Auctioning for Procutement ~nd Allocation,
. edit~d by Y. Amlhud. New York: N£sW York University Press~ 1976a).

demands and supplies such as were systematically examined by
Smith 4 yield no substantial differences.

The ,paramet'ers expJ:ored

cove red va r iou s cases of dema nd e las t ic i ty and non 1 i nea r i ty •

In

Smith,S a completely inelastic (in the relevant range) demand was
,used along with a fixed supply (greater than the quantity demanded).

In all cases, after a few periods the market performance·

was close to that predicted by the competitive model.
Offers aspects of the basic economic conditions have been
changed to allow for seasonality,6 middlemen,7 and other features
having to do with the time dimension of a commodity life.

In-all

cases the competitive model is an accurate predictor of market

4 V. L. Smith, '''An Experimental Study of Competitive Market
Behavior," 70 J. Pol. Econ. I I I (1962); V. L. Smith,
"Experimental Auction Markets and the Walrasian Hypothesis," 73
J. Pol. Ecoh. 387 (1965); V. L. Smith, "Bidding and Auctioning
Institutions: Experimental Results," in Bidding and Auctioning
for Procurement and Allocation, ed. Y. Amihud (1976).
5

Smith (1965), note '4 supra.

6 R. M. Miller,' C. R. Plott, and V. L. Smith, "International
Competitive Equilibrium: An Empirical Study of Speculation," 91
Q. J. Econ. 599 (1977); A. W. Williams, "International Competitive
Equilibrium: On Further Experimental Results," in Research in
Experimental Economics, ed. V. L. Smith, Vol. 1 (1979); Elizabeth
Hoffman and C. R. Plott, "The Effect of Intertemporal Speculation
on the Outcomes in Seller Posted Offer Auction Markets," 96
Q. J. Econ. 223 (1981).
7 C. R. Plott and J. Uhl~ "Competitive Equilibrium with Middlemen:
An Empirical Study," 47 S. Econ. J. 1063 (1981). This study
involved a slight variant of the oral double auction. Bids and
offers were left open until accepted or changed. Thus, the market
institutions were similar to a double oral auction with limit
orders and an open book.
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behavior.

The model, when assets are involved, must be altered to

accommodate rational expectations 8 and inside information as to'
asset returns. 9

Stiil, the empirical generalization is that with

""

.~.\

the oral double auction, the competitive model is an accurate
predictor under all perturbations of the basic economic conditions, even though only three or four sellers and/or buyers may be:
,

involved.

..... ---

Basic economic conditions do seem to influence the direction
of convergence to equilibrium and thus the distribution of income
and profit.

The path to equilibrium seems to be from above

(below) if consumer's (producer's) surplus is greater than
producer's (consumer's) surplus.

Thus, one might expect that

markets with relatively steep demands and reasonably flat supplies
record somewhat elevated profits for the sellers relative to the
competitive equilibrium.

These profits would accrue at disequi-

librium trades, and so the phenomenon would also be accompanied by
falling prices.

If the industry has been characterized by un-

anticipated demand or supply shifts, prices and profits or losses
can certainly reflect disequilibrium trades.

To date, only one

study has attempted to characterize the dynamic adjustment path,IO

8 R. Forsythe, T. R. Palfrey, and C. R. Plott, "Asset Valuation
in an Experimental Market," Econometrica (forthcoming).
9 C. R. Plott and S. Sunder, "Efficiency of Experimental Security
Markets with Insider Information: An Application of Rational
Expectations Models," J. Pol. Econ. (forthcoming).
10

Smith (1965), note 4 supra.
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and the conclusions from this are clouded. ll

No good theory of

adjustment exists, and experimental studies have not yet explored
the

iftfl~ene.

of easic economic conditions on adjustment paths

sufficiently to provide any further generalizations.
Changes in the market institutions are known to influence
price and profit patterns.

Double auctions conducted by computer

can affeet the speed of convergence, e~peclally wi th inexperienced

participants. 12

For single-unit auctions, differences are exhib-

ited among the Dutch auction, the English auction, and the
second-l'r ice auc t ion.

Theore t ically ( Nas h biddi ng hypothes is) -, .

the En(Jlish and the second-price auctions should yield the same
revenue, while the Dutch, assuming some risk aversion, should
yield more than both.

The fact is, however, that the Dutch

auction yi@l~ amounts less than or equal to the other two. 13

The

Dutch auction also yielded less revenue than the first-price aucti0n, which

i~·theoretically

similar.

The mo·st dramatic difference within the class of oral auction
institutions occurs with the one-sided auctions.

The approach to

equilibrium is from above (below) if the auction is a one-sided

11 F. D. Nelson, "A Note on 1 Experimental Auction Markets and the
Walrasian J1Iypothesis, 1 .. Social Science Working Paper No. 307,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena (1980).
12 A. W. Williams, "Computerized Double-Auction Markets: Some
Initial ExperiMental Results," 53 J. Bus. 235 (1980).
13 V. M. Ceppiftger, V. L. Smith, and J. A. Titus, "Incentives and
Behavior in El'tglish Dutch and Sealed-Bid Auctions," 18 Econ.
Inquiry 1 (1'10).
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(offer) auction.

That is, if buyers (sellers) 8an bid (offer),

while sellers (buyers) must accept or reject w·i. thou t mak ing
counteroffers (bids·), then the approach is from above (below).
The distribution of income is against the side which articulates
.the terms. 14

Exactly why this occurs is not known; but notice the

implication.

Sellers who face an oral auction institution would-

prefer that the buyers bid.

......

-

. -

--.

To the extent sellers can

.

organ~ze

.

themselves to compete by accepting favorable bids and not making
counteroffers, the approach to equilibrium (and thus profits) will
be influenced in their favor.

Similarly, markets organized as

oral-offer markets may have some use

a~

"unjustified market power" of sellers.

tools to counteract
It is important to note,

however, that the nonmonopolized, one-sided oral auctions examined
to date have all been nearly 100 percent efficient.

The institu-

tion affects only the distribution of income.
The importance of industrial structure has not been systematically explored.

For one reason, the results under the oral

auction institutions appear to be almost independent of industrial
structure.

Experiments with three and four sellers converge with

regulari ty to the comp-eti tive equilibrium.

If influences from

industrial structure exist, they are not so pronounced as to be
clearly detectable in existing data.

14 V. L. Smith, "Effect of Market Organization on Competitive
Equilibrium," 78 Q. J. Econ. 181 (1964); C. R. Plott and
V. L. Smi th, "An Experimental Examination of Two Exchange
Institutions," 45 Rev. Econ. Stud. 133 (1978).
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Monopoly is the exception to the lack of attention.,

In a

remarkable series of experiments, Smith l5 demonstrated the
importance of industrial structure.

Monopolies can definitely

cause prices to diverge from the competitive equilibrium.
ever, the monopoly model itself did not do so well.

How-

There is a

...

strong-tendency for prices to erode away .from
the monopoly equi-"-.
~

librium price.

In some cases the price actually approached the

competitive equilibrium.

The number of observations so far is

too small to determine which model is the best to modify.

Figure

3 reproduces the time series from a particularly interesting
experiment, which demonstrates the difficulty in making any
general statement. about the comparative accuracy of the models.
Prices start high near the monopoly price, erode to the competitive equilibrium, return to the high levels, and begin to erode
again.

This interesting behavior seems to be attributable to the

buyers, who have considerable power under this institution.

By

some process of "counterspeculation," they tend to withhold purchases and force prices down when facing a monopolist in this
arena.

Exactly what coordinates this action is unknown; these

buyers cannot communicate except through bids and offers.

But, as

will be shown below, certain institutions seem to prevent it and
therefore help the monopolist.

15 V. L. Smi th, nAn Empirical Study of Decentralized Institutions
of Monopoly Restraint," in Essays in Contemporary Field of Economics in Honor of E. T. Weiler, ed. G. Horwich and J. Quirk
(forthcoming) •
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B.

Negotiated Prices
Negotiated-price market institutions are those within whicn

the terms of trade

a~e

privately negotiated with each transaction.

Experimentally, these conditions have been implemented through a
telephone· system, where buyers and sellers (each located in a
private office) negotiate privately by telephone.
sellers and vice versa and discuss terms
tract price.

'~ridlor

Buyers can call

agree on a con-·

Contact among buyers or among sellers is prevented.-

Consequently, in these markets, information about prices is not
public.

Buyers can shop among sellers, and shopping costs are

·low

(in some experiments, advertising is permitted): but shopping and
negotiating are the only sources of information.
The first experiments of this kind were done by Hong and
Plott. l6

The distribution of prices from one such experiment is·

shown in figure 4.
variance.

Evid~nt1y

As can be seen, the system begins with a high
some buyers are just better negotiators than

others; but the source. of this (dis)advantage, whether they shop
more (less), make more (less) credible promises or threats, et
cetera, . is unknown.
With time, the variance shrinks.
the competitive equilibrium.

The mean price approaches

When demand shifts (periods 5 and

9), the prices approach the new equ ilibrium.

Eff iciency in these

markets is high, as is shown on the figure.

16 J. T. Hong and C. R. Plott, "Implications of Rate Filing for
Domestic Dry Bulk Transportation on Inland Waters: An Experimental
Approach," Bell J. Econ. (forthcoming).
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Only two different industrial structures have been explored
within this market institution.
buyers of about equal size.

The Hong and Plott study had 11

The 22 sellers, however, ranged from

very large (the 5 largest firms had 60 percent of the market) to
very small sellers--some of whom should not exist, according to

. ...

the competitive model, because their costs were above the competi~

tive equilibrium price.

-"-.

As is implicit in the price/time series,

the competitive model is reasonably accurate.

The exceptions were

the marginal sellers (who were able to exist by selling at prices
above the competitive equilibrium prices to [evidently] poorly
informed buyers) or those who did not c'are to shop.
The second study is by Plott,17 ~hO studied telephone markets
with two large sellers (35 percent each) and two small sellers (15
percent each).

Sellers in the experiment even had accurate knowl-

edge of the market demand functions.

The average prices as shown

for all periods on figure 5 are typical of the general results.
Similarly to the Hong and Plott results, prices start with a high
variance.

With time, variance is reduced and the competitive

equilibrium is approached.
C.

Posted Prices
The posted-price institution has received more scholarly

attention than any other.

Frequently, however, those conducting

17 C. R. Plott, "Price Protection Policies and Market
Performance," California Institute of Technology (1981).
Mimeographed.
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the research did not view themselves as engaged in a comparative
institutional analysis.

The original duopoly experiments of

Fouraker and Seigel 1·S utilized the posted-price institution.
Almost all "market games" and "prisoner's dilemma" experiments can
be interpreted as having posted prices.

;~~

However, before reviewing

duopoly, perhaps it is best to review the two polar cases of

. ...

"many" sellers and one seller.

~

Two generalizations seem possible at this time.

The most.

significant generalization is that posted-offer (bid) markets tend'
to have higher (lower) prices than do oral-double-auction markets.
Secondly, efficiency tends to be lower under the posted-price
institutions than under the oral double auctions.
These tendencies were first observable in experiments run by
F. Williams,19 who (incorrectly) thought they were due to the fact
that his traders could buy or sell more than one unit.

The

results of two'of his experiments are shown in figure 6.

These

show the cumulative volume of trades at each price (e.g., the
curve indicates the number of trades at price P or above).

Prices

at first are removed from equilibrium, but with time they drift to
close to the equilibrium.

Whether or not posted-price markets

ever stabilize at the competitive equilibrium is an open question.

18

L. E. Fouraker and S. Siegel, Bargaining Behavior (1963).

19 F. Williams, "The Effect of Market Organization on Competitive
Equilibrium: The Multiunit Case," 40 Rev. Econ. Stud. 97 (1973).
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Certainly this does not occur within the number of periods
characteristically necessary for oral

auctions~

The Williams results were replicated by Plott and Smith,20
who also demonstrated that the market institution, and not multipIe units, is the cause.

0~

The possible importance of basic market

conditions and industrial structure are investigated in Hoffman
and Plott 2l and Hong and Plott. 22

In the
..... . Jormer, posted prices ,in
-

markets with storage and speculation were studied.

In the latter

study, 33 sellers were involved, as opposed to the 4 in all other
experiments.

The two generalizations were observed to hold in_.

all cases.
The Plott and Smith experiments, and many subsequent experiments, used as buyers people who could withhold purchases and play
favorites to encourage low prices.

The Williams experiment, on

the other hand, utilized a computer in some sessions to simulate
demanders, according to the following strategy: first, purchase
from the low-priced seller all s(he) wished to sell, and then move
to the next low-priced seller, continuing until excess demand does
not exist.

One of the principal discoveries of Plott and Smith

was that their demanders behaved passively (or purely competitively), almost exactly like the Williams computer.

20

Plott and Smith (1978), note 14

21

Hoffman and Plott (1981), note 6

22

Hong and Plott, note 16

~upra.
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~upra.
~upra.

This suggests

./

~~-"---, •.. -' •. ~:~--'':'''-'-

.....

~.

that one of the major features of the posted institution is that
the "power" of the nonposting side is somehow eliminated.

From,an

intuitive point of vl"ew, one can see that when facing posted
prices, abstinence is less likely to be met by more favorable
terms, because once the price is posted it cannot be changed until
after,the buying period is over.

"Counterspeculation," as ,present

in one-sided oral auctions, is absent untle'r·-posted prices.
Results of monopoly operating with a posted price are
reported in Smith. 23

The importance of industrial structure and

the interaction between structure and market institutions is seen
by studying figure 7 and comparing the results with those from
other monopoly experiments (e.g., figure 3).

As can be seen,

under the posted-offer institutions, monopoly behaves exactly as
monopoly theory asserts.

The monopolist adjusts prices to measure

demand (the measurements are accurate because of buyer behavior),
ascertains the 'profit-maximizing price, sets price at that level,
and leaves it there.
demand function.

Buyers facing fixed prices reveal their

'Compared to the oral auction, the posted-offer

market is mechanical.
The posted-price institution has been used in almost all
oligopoly experiments.

The practice was (perhaps inadvertently)

introduced by Fouraker and Siegel. 24 '

Each subject seller was

23

Smith (1981), note 15

24

Fouraker and Siegel (1963), note 18 supra.

~upra.
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given a profit table indicating profits as a function of own price
and the competitor's price.

The sellers

during~a

period chose'

only a single price, and the decision was irrevocable.

Since a

fixed profit function was provided, the procedures implicitly
assume· that buyers do not speculate and behave "passively" as
under the posted-price institution.
For the mos t part, the bas ic rna rk~"t . c~ndi t ions were for homogeneous commodities.

Use of a profit table implies that the

market demand function is known with certainty (unlike experiments
discussed above).

Prices above a competitor's price result -in ·no

sales and a small loss.

Cost conditions were such that zero prof-

its were earned at the competitive equilibrium and price levels
below this involved a loss for all agents· (a feature added by
J. L. Murphy, referenced below).

The economic interpretation

would be one of no rents, and one consequence of this lack of
"producer surplus" is that prices must necessarily approach the
competitive .equilibrium from "above."

The major treatment vari-

able in the basic economic conditions category was the symmetry of
the payoff functions, thus implying something about similarity of
costs (for the homogeneous-product case, the interpretation would
be that all costs are constant at zero).

Market structures were

primarily duopolies, but triopolies were also studied.
The primarily institutional variable, aside from the posted
price, involved the amount of knowledge available to agents.
Under the Fouraker and Siegel complete-information condition, the
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public information was that all agents knew all past choice and
profits of all other agents.

In the incomplete-information

condition, the public information was that profits were unknown
.:3.\

and an agent only knew whether his price was higher or lower than
competitors.
If one uses as the market price the lowest price in the
market--the price at which all trades take· p'lace--then Fouraker
and Siegel discovered a strong tendency for prices to converge
toward the competitive equilibrium.

By the 14th period, the

competitive equilibrium price prevailed in 11 of 17 markets and
was at the neighboring price (the price nearest the competitive
equilibrium for 5 more) in the case of incomplete information.
The complete-information case yielded convergence in the direction
of the competitive equilibrium in all markets, but prices were
higher at the 14th-period stage.
In a study by Murphy,25 a similar decay process was observed
in duopolies operating under the incomplete-information condition.
In general, however, he found the decay process to be slower, with
prices tending to hang somewhat higher above the competitive
equilibrium than did those of Fouraker and Siegel (attributed by
Murphy to the threat of possible loss which was possible in his
payoff tables).

In addition, Murphy observed 5 duopolies (out of

17) which were able to coordinate price increases which converged

25 J. L. Murphy, "Effects of the Threat of Losses on Duopoly
Bargaining," 80 Q. J. Econ. 296 (1965).
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-'.~

.~

:':

to the joint maximum, and a sixth was near the joint maximum.
Convergence to the joint maximum was not

Instead"

mono~one.

almost all of the Guopolies experienced the competitive decay at
first; and then, after several periods, prices began to drift
upwards for those that ultimately converged to the joint maximum.
(the Murphy experiments were 24 periods, as opposed to 14 for

......

Fouraker and Siegel) •

Presumably this "cooperative" phenomenon in duopolists
operating under these conditions is facilitated by many trials,
and experience.

The latter was explored extensively by Stoecker 26

within the same parametric and institutional environment as
Murphy, but with complete information.

Rather than use many

periods of a single market, Stoecker allowed individuals to obtain
experience from many markets of 10 periods each.

Thirty-seven out

of 50 duopoly markets managed substantial cooperation (at or near
the joint ma.ximum).

None of the remainder exhibited the property

of the oral double auction of monotone convergence to the competitive equilibrium..

Jumps of price were common.

In Fouraker and Siegel and in Stoecker, both of the basic
economic conditions of profit-function symmetry (Stoecker studied
two different types of asymmetry) and the market structure (two-,
three-, and five-agent markets) were examined.
in high market prices.

Symmetry results

Presumably this is because coordination is

26 R. Stoecker, Experimentale Untersuchung des
Entscheidungsverhaltens im Bertrand-Oligopol (1980).
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easier--the actions of the other can be more clearly understood,
and there 'can be no disagreement over the joint strategies.

If "

both are to charge the' same price, a unique Pareto optimum exists.
An increase in the number of firms almos t always resul ts in a
convergence of price to levels near the competitive equilibrium.
HoweverJ a slight upward bias relative to the competitive equilibrium, even when the number of firms is "large-;-"i appears to be part'
of the general properties of the posted-price institution.
The work of Friedman,27 Hoggatt,28 and Dolbear et al. 29 has
extended the posted-price research initiated by Fouraker and
Siegel in several directions.

In these

~rkets,

products are no

longer homogeneous in the sense that higher prices than a competitor's result in zero sales and a loss.

As a result of this

innovation, the information conditions can be altered.

Perfect

information means that all profit functions and past price choices

27 J. S. Friedman, "Individual Behavior in 01igopolistic Markets:
An Experimental Study," 3 Yale Economic Essays 359; J. W.
Friedman, "On Experimental Research in Oligopoly," 36 Rev. Econ.
Stud. 399 (1969); J. W. Friedman, "Equal Profits as a Fair
Division," in Beitraege zur Experimentellen Wirtschaftsforschung,
ed. H. Sauermann, Vol. II, p. 19 (1970).
28 A. C. Hoggatt, "An Experimental Business Game," 4, Behavioral
Science 192 (1959); A. C. Hoggatt, "Mea~uring Behavior in Quantity
Variation Duopoly Games," 12 Behavioral Science 109 (1967).
29 F. T. Dolbear, L. B. Lave, G. Bowman, A. Lieberman, E. D.
Prescott, F. Rueter, and R. Sherman, "Collusion in Oligopoly: An
Experiment on the Effect of Numbers and Information," 82 Q. J.
Econ. 40 (1968). Reprinted in 10 J. Reprints for Antitrust L. and
Econ. 415 (1980).
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are known.

Incomplete information means that all past prices (or

quantities, as appropriate) are known but only their own profit
,"

functions are known.
The findings are best represented in the recent book by
Friedman and Hoggatt,30 which describes the results of several
01igo~6listic

markets under varying parametric and information
."'-.,- .

conditions.

---.

The two models are compared: the joint-maximum model

and the Cournot equilibrium.

The competitive equilibriums where

price equals marginal cost are not examined.

Of course, the

Cournot equilibrium prices are above these prices.
If the markets are characterized by perfect information and
symmetric profit .functions, the joint maximum is a good predictor
for markets with up to four sellers.

For the market with six

sellers, prices dropped substantially to the Cournot equilibrium
or just above it.

If symmetry is dropped or if perfect informa-

tion is dropped~3l the number of sellers becomes a very important
treatment variable.

In the duopoly markets, significant (but less

than perfect) cooperation occurS1 but with an increase in the

30 J. W. Friedman and A. C. Hogatt, An Experiment in Noncooperative Oligopoly, Vol. 1: Supplement to Research in Experimental Economics (1980).
31 Information in Dolbear et al., note 29 supra, did not have a
measurable effect. Subsequent experiments suggest that the payoffs used in this experiment were so small (5 cents' difference in
profits between Cournot equilibrium and monopoly) that the influence of any variables would be hard to detect. Nevertheless, the
data tend to be very close and just above the Cournot equilibrium,
and the qualitative influence of other variables is consistent
with those of later studies.
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number of firms, it vanishes almost completely and the Cournot
model is very accurate by comparison.

Friedman and H?ggatt

co~

jecture what Stoecker convincingly demonstrates--that experience
,"

makes a difference.

"New and inexperienced faces" can cause

market prices to deteriorate.
Thus, for the posted-price institution a pattern is emerging.
The 'institution seems to foster higher prices in general •

.

~;;

..

---.

Furthermore, under appropriate basic economic conditions and
market structures, it can foster collusion in the sense that the
joint maximizing model is an accurate predictor of pricing
patterns.
D.

Advance Notification and Price Protection
The Federal Trade Commission's current challenge to industry

practice in the antitrust compound industry has drawn attention
to the competition impact of institutions. 32

One of the practices

challenged by. "the Commission still assures customers a minimum of
30 days' notice of price increases.

List prices are quoted in

terms of delivered prices with the same price prevailing, regardless of transportation costs.

In addition, contracts of the five

largest sellers typically include a "price protection" clause

32 Ethyl Corp.~ FTC Dkt. No. 9128 (complaint issued May 31,
1979). The respondents are Ethyl Corp., E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Co., PPG Industries, Inc., and Nalco Chemical Company_ Antiknock
compounds are added to gasoline to reduce engine knock and raise
gasoline octane rating. The writer was a consultant to the
Federal Trade Commission's Bureau of Competition trial staff on
matters including Ethyl.
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@

which guarantees (i) that the seller will sell to no one at a
price less than the price quoted the buyer, and Ci i) the seller
will meet any lower price in the market or release the buyer from
the contract.
The industry structure is characterized by two large sellers
of equal size (about 35 percent of the market each) and two small
sellers of apparently equal size.

• ~ii·

•

---

•

A long-run declinlng demand

(due to a reduction in lead use in gasoline) and existing excess
capacity discourage entry.

Eight large buyers account for more

than half of the sales, and small buyers account for the rest.
Plott 33 has explored markets with t~ese properties.
agent was assigned an office.

Each

Sellers were able to post prices by

means of a digital electronic display system such that price
announcements were made known immediately to all market agents.
Orders were placed through the telephone system.

Price increases

required advanc·e notice, and all transactions were made at
advertised prices (the buyer-protection clause precludes discounts).

The industrial structure was as described above, with

the market demand and supply functions as shown in figure 3.
The major conclusion of this study is that these practices,
when combined with the industrial structure, cause prices to be
higher.
periods.

33

Figure 8 gives average prices during each of 17 trading
Market institutions were a simple telephone market

Plott (1981), note 17 supra.
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during the first 12 periods.

As can be seen, the prices begin to

decay toward the competitive equilibrium.
imposed for periods'13 through 16.

The practices were

As can be seen, prices jump

immediately to near the Cournot equilibrium.

When the practices

were removed (periods 16 and 17), prices immediately fell.

These

data"are representative of the pattern of findings from 22
....... . - --.
experimental markets.
-

The theoretical explanation of this phenomenon has some
support., Notice given sufficiently in advance of the deadline for
advance notification provides a signal to other sellers.

If the

notice involves a price sufficiently fa·r in the future, it induces
no current business loss.

Only a single price is involved, so the

signal is uncomplicated, with minimal dimensions over which disagreement can occur.

Other sellers know that if they do not

increase prices before the deadline, the original firm will
rescind the proposed price increase.

Thus, other sellers do not

have the option of "underselling" and acquiring a larger market
share.

The Nash strategy for such firms is to match the proposed

price if a uniform industry price at the higher level will
increase the firm's profits and do nothing otherwise.

On the

downside, due to the homogeneous nature of the product and institutionalized price protection, price cuts will be matched; as a
result, the incentive to cut prices depends upon the anticipated
share of demand increase due to lower price levels.

This model

predicts that prices will certainly be at Cournot levels, if not
higher.
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These instructions seem to have an effect on buyers similar
to that of the posted-price institutions.

Buyers do not antici-

pate discounts because the institutions discourage, if not
,.

prevent, them.

Furthermore, since any price concessions must be

offered to all, buyers can see that price concessions can be
costly to the seller and thus have less expectation of winning
them.

Therefore, the buyers seem to hav&·le·ss "counterspecula-·

tion" than in, say, the telephone markets alone.

These institu-

tions·appear to remove one source of buyer pressure for reduced
prices while at the same time eas ing the problem of price

coordi~-.

nation for the seller and eliminating the advantages of price
cuts.
IV.

EXTRAMARKET COMMUNICATION
Communication which facilitates price coordination could

conceivably take many forms.

Many industrial organization

scholars feel that collusion is easy and takes little more than
recognition of a harmony of interest.

Others feel that collusion

cannot be achieved without contracts, surveillance, and sanctions.
In this section we will review forms of communication which can
carry an offer of collusion.

First discussed will be cases in

which such signals must be conveyed within the context of the
market itself.

If agreements evolve, they must be facilitated in

terms of actions without the aid of ordinary language.
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Following

that, the results of two studies, which were designed to study
organized collusion, will be summarized.
A.

Signals
Is it possible for competitors such as sellers to form an

alliance without the aid of language?

Can such alliances occur in

the absence of any signals, threats, et cetera, in the sense that_
the context itself suggests collusion? ....The- best answer to this
question appears in the data of Stoecker. 34

Fouraker-and-Siege~

format, perfect-information, duopoly experiments 35 were conducted
with experienced participants. 36

Out of 50 markets (lasting 10.

periods each), 37 achieved a rather stable (end-of-period effects
cause some ambiguity in interpretations) equilibrium at or near
the joint maximum.

Nineteen of the 37 markets attained this

coordinated equilibrium with no signals or "learning."
curred with

~he

It oc-

first price choice with both competitors choosing

the maximum, and for the most part, the systems stayed there.
Thus, in this context, in which the harmony of interest could be
clearly ascertained with no room for ambiguity or confusion, some
duopolies needed no means of communicating intentions at all.

For

a subset (18) of these 50 duopolies, the joint maximum was not the

34

Stoecker (1980), supra note 26.

35 The industrial organization analog is a duopoly with a homogeneous product, posted-price markets with simulated buyers, and
publicly known profits and prices.
36 The subjects had participated in at least one other duopoly
experiment.
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individual maximum, given equal prices.

Of these, 13 achieved

stable equilibrium near the joint maximum, and of the 13, there
were 4 which

attaine~

the equilibrium with the first move.

Since

these duopolists had 20 prices to choose from, it would be
difficult to ascribe these coordinated actions to chance.
Within other industrial structures and market institutions
. ---.
thus far explored, the existence of anyone of (i) a harmony of

....

-

interest, (ii) a recognized attempt to collude, or (iii) even a"focal point" is not a sufficient condition for collusion.
signals occur constantly in oral double auctions.
contract, when the market is open for

b~ds

Market

After a

or offers, the bidding

will sometimes start with a clearly unacceptable bid (e.g., a
I-cent bid or something far below any previously accepted price),
and it will often be followed by similar bids from other buyers,
who are indicating a willingness to keep prices low.
happens, sellers are not passive.

When this

Such bids may be answered by an

equally ridiculous set of offers from sellers, indicating that the
other side can play that game too.
answer, the sellers do not sell.

However, even if there is no
They simply wait (counter-

speculate), as the competition between buyers slowly works the
bids into the previously accepted range.

Signals such as these

never seem to work in the double-auction institution--or if they
do, the effectiveness is not immediately obvious.
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Both the Plott and Uhl 37 and the Isaac and Plott 38 as well as
the Smith and Williams 39 experiments are interesting in this respect.

The former involved a set of middlemen who bought and sold

in spatially separated markets.

The latter two papers involve a

price ceiling (floor) slightly above (below) the equilibrium.
The harmony of interest in the first study and the "focal points"
in the second two studies were obvious, 'yetO-the markets converged
to near the competitive equilibrium with no signs of implicit
collusion or conscious parallelism of actions.

In these studies

with four sellers and in the oral auction institution, there

wa~'

no sign of the coordination possibilities demonstrated by
Stoecker.
Hoggatt, Friedman, and Gil1 40 and Friedman and Hoggatt 41
provide the only attempts to model the signaling phenomenon.
part, signals' are viewed as attention-getting devices.

In

Most of

the work is an attempt to identify a signal as something distinct,
buried in the masses of data of the ordinary searching and compet- .
ing price decisions.

37

Within the posted-price institution, high or

Plott and Uhl (1981), note 7 supra.

38 M. R. Isaac and G. R. Plott, "Price Controls and the Behavior
of Auction Markets," Am. Econ. Rev. (forthcoming).
39 v. L. Smith and A. W. Williams, "an Nonbinding Price Controls
in a Competitive Market," Am. Econ. Rev. (forthcoming).
40 A. C. Hoggatt, J. W. Friedman, and S. Gill, "Price Signaling
in Experimental Oligopoly," 66 Am. Econ. Rev. 261 (1976).
41

Friedman and Hoggatt (1980), note 30
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~upra.

low prices have an immediate effect on prof its; so, as one migh,t
expect, signals occur rarely relative to other decisions.

Signals

are identified as a type of "pulse" in which an abrupt change of
behavior occurs for a brief period (a sudden large price increase
or decrease), followed by a return to the original levels.
Friedman and Hoggatt have attempted to develop
.""." . _.-. models which will
relate this activity to overall price changes and/or price levels.
As of this writing, they have a reasonable characterization of the
phenomenon but feel it happens so infrequently in their data that
the implications cannot be ascertained.
Data generated in a "semiposted-price" market provide some
insights into how signaling might occur and be useful.

The

institution is a market with advertising (by an electronic digital
display system) with a stipulation that all sales are at
advertised prices.
period 5 (figure 9).
period 5 opens.

A "price war" has reached a ICM point in
Notice the existence of advertising before

Prices cave soon after the market opens, and

continue downward during the period, with almost all transactions
(not shown) made at the low prices.
speculating until prices fell.

Buyers seemed to be counter-

The period ends; but signaling

begins with very high prices being advertised when it costs
nothing to do so, before period 6 begins.

The period starts, and

price cutting begins immediately: but the sellers who signaled
high prices meet price cuts this time, rather than cutting below.
As a result, the speed of price decay is reduced; and in the end,
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transactions occur at somewhat increased prices.

Notice that the

two signaling individuals have their prices high before ,the

per~od

ends (having limited capacity, they have sold out and can now
signal with little cost incurred).

Prior to period 7, all

advertised prices are at a high level, and the decay is less.
This

~rocess

continues as prices creep upward for several periods.

Of course these data are not

demonstrati~s

_.that price signals can

affect prices, but they are certainly suggestive of how it might
happen.'

They are also typical of a general tendency for signals

to occur through channels and at times when such communication is
not costly.
B.

Auction Markets
The effectiveness of preperiod discussions by sellers

(buyers) on prices in a double auction market was explored by
Isaac and Plott. 42

The four sellers (buyers) were allowed to

talk freely between periods while the buyers (sellers) left the
room to get the next period's demand (cost) functions.

No side-

payments or profit-sharing discussions were allowed.
The study asked the following questions.
collusion when given the opportunity?
some sort of agreement?

Do traders discuss

Can the traders formulate

Once formulated, do they stick to it?

42 M. R. Isaac and C. R. Plott, "The Opportunity for Conspiracy
in Restraint of Trade: An Experimental Study," J. Econ. Behavior
and Organization (forthcoming).
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Can the consequences of the conspiracy be detected in the
industrial conduct?
The answer to the,.first two questions is yes.
the second two are not without qualifications.

The answers to

Data in figure 10

provide a comparison with the oral double auction when no collusion is,present (the first three experiments), with those in which
there is a seller's conspiracy (the fourth~~~d-fifth), and with a
buyer's conspiracy (the sixth and seventh).
the average prices each period.

The top charts are

The middle charts are the per-

period volumes, and the bottom charts are the efficiencies.
In order to see the effects, it is

im~ortant

to notice the

near-monotone convergence of all three measures in the first three
nonconspiratorial markets.

Prices, volume, and efficiency--all

three move monotonically to the competitive equilibrium levels.
This does not happen in the conspiracy markets.

In each of the

four experiments·with conspiracy (with the possible exception of
experiment III), at least one of these measures exhibits some
erratic behavior in the sense of a movement away from equilibrium.
In this sense the conspiracy might be detectable from market data,
but experiment III indicates the difficulty.

Notice in experiment

III there is a strong tendency toward the competitive levels, even
though there is an active conspiracy.
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Figure 11 will help explain what is

Shown there ,

happening~

is the sequence of bids, offers, and contracts from experiment
~

III.

This experiment involved the dramatic reduction in prices in

period 4 as. a result of a successful buyers' conspiracy.
Some general discussion began after period 3.
unlike period 3, the buyers in period 4
high seller offers.

di~.nQt

Note that,

rush to accept

In period 3, five of the first six trades

were offers between 83 cents and 88 cents.

In period 4, no offers

were accepted until they reached 73 cents.

In period 5, the 10th

bid was at 72 cents.

Between periods 5 and 6 the sellers agreed

to try to hold the price at 71 cents.

In period 6, the first 27

bids were all either at 70 cents or 71 cents, with several intervening offers at 72 cents ignored.

The 28th bid broke the agree-

ment, and there were 10 immediate trades at 72 cents.
Of particular interest in this context are the high offers in
period 5.

These are interpreted as signals by sellers in an

attempt to get other sellers to hold out.

Frequently, however,

they are made by sellers who have already sold and now have only
high-cost units which they do not expect to sell.
signaling to them is low.

The cost of

Nevertheless, the fact that the

nonconspirators are not simply passive is obvious.
The difficulty these conspirators have in substantially
affecting market conduct seems to be related to the market
institutional environment.

As the Smith results reviewed above

demonstrate, even a perfect conspiracy (monopoly) has difficulty
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in the double auction.

Add this property of auction markets to

the fact that oligopolists can have difficulty

~in

achieving

coordination even under the most favorable conditions, as was
discussed above.

Perhaps, then, it is not surprising that the

industrial structure used in the Isaac and Plott experiments (four
buyers and four sellers) would make successful conspiracy
.,..... - .

difficult.
C.

---.

Posted Prices
If the market institutions are the posted price and the

industrial structure is duopoly, a completely different picture
emerges.

Friedman 43 studied posted prices of duopolies with

asymmetric payoff functions.

Perfect information existed in the

sense that each competitor knew all previous price choices and
payoffs (up to a scalar transformation on occasion).

Competitors

were allowed to transmit two written messages before privately
making a price decision.

These messages were made in sequence,

with the same individual initiating contract for each of up to 25
periods (although most were from 6 to 14).

In his data, collu-

sive agreements were attained in over 75 percent of all decisions
made; and of the collusive agreements, 75 percent were Pareto
optimal relative to the pair (no side payments were allowed).
ability to make such agreements increases with experience.

43 J. W. Friedman, "An Experimental Study of Cooperative
Duopoly," 35 Econometrica 399 (1967); J. W. Friedman (1970),
note 27 supra.
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The

Once a

collusive agreement has been attained and successfully implemented, the probabili ty of another successful ag-reement is .96.'
Extramarket communication does have implications for market
conduct.

Perhaps this is no surprise for those who have observed

industry for years, but these studies demonstrate the truth of the
proposition for those who have not had the benefit of such observation or believe that the "competitive
strong that collusion is impossible.

·Ctr'ive to defect" is so

However, the implications in

terms of conduct cannot be divorced from both industrial structure
and the market institutional environment.
V.

CLOSING REMARKS

Experimental studies demonstrate clearly that market institutions and practices can influence market performance.

Variables

traditionally classified as aspects of industrial structure are
also of demonstrable importance.

Furthermore, rather standard

mathematical models are able to capture much of what can be
observed behaviorally.
Three models do well: the competitive equilibrium, the
Cournot model, and the monopoly (joint maximization) model.

Some

tendency exists for the error of the model to be sensitive to
structural and institutional variables (e.g., posted prices tend
to be higher than prices under oral double auctions); but generally speaking, when a model applies, it does so with reasonable
accuracy •
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Interestingly enough, while experimental studies demonstrate
that it is possible to model economic processes-, they have also
a problem ,. in determining the conditions under which a

uncove~ed

model will be applicable.

An interaction exists among variables

which has not been fully explained.

It is not the case that com-

petitors are capable of collusive activity when merely recognizing
a harmony of interests.

It is also not""tb"Ef case that competitors

cannot collude in the absence of direct communication and the enforcement of agreements.

Competitors seem to be willing to collude

(so the rivalistic hypotheses 44 advanced in the early experimental
studies can be safely dropped); but some industrial structures and
market institutions make it easy, while others make it almost
impossible (in the sense that successful collusion has never been
observed).

Even a monopolist has difficulty within certain market

institutions.
occurs, but
buyers.

~he

Existing theory does not tell us exactly why this
data suggest that one key is the behavior of the

The data also suggest that market performance is very

fragile with respect to these underlying variables, and that
"slight" changes (from four to two firms, or from price posting to
some other institution) can switch a market from "competitive" to
"collusive" or vice versa.

44 This hypothesis maintained that competitors will attempt to
maximize relative profits, thereby transforming the market into a
zero-sum game.
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One major question which experimental studies have not
addressed is the evolution of the market institutions,themselve-s.
What type of market institutional environment might one expect for
a given industrial '3tructure?

The data suggest the nonneutrality

of the marketing practices, so one might expect that selfinterested individuals who realize the relationships and have an_
opportunity to affect market instituti911s _would do so.

To the

extent that market institutions are part of market conduct,
industrial organization economists have a clear interest in this
question.

Perhaps the reason that this issue has not been

addressed reflects the fact that the independent influence of
institutions is only now being realized'.

No doubt this void will

be filled as theory is developed which will suggest what one
should look for in an experimental environment.
The studies reviewed above were all designed and executed to
answer

reasona~ly

science.

specific questions generally related to basic

Sometimes applied scientists dismiss the experimental

results and methods as being irrelevant and inapplicable.

In the

remaining paragraphs, four of the most common sources of
skepticism will be discussed.
The first argument is a claim that "real" businessmen do not
behave as do the subjects in these experiments.

Stated like this,

the argument is not a criticism of experimental methods--it is a
hypothesis about behavior in different subject pools and is thus a
call for more experiments (with businessmen subjects).
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Similarly,

:t2-~

arguments that the monetary amounts involved were too little (or
too much) are simply demands for more experiment.s.

The' fact of,

the matter is, however, that a variety of subjects and payment
"

levels have been used.
used employed adults.

The Hong and Plott 45 study, for example,
To date, no subject pool differences have

been reported.
The next three arguments derive

fromth~

fact that naturally_

occurring phenomena are inherently more complex than are laboratory processes.

The first argument is that the laboratory

environment is artificial.

Exactly why is not articulated, but_.

with this argument, the word is used many times and preferably
loudly.

It probably results from a gestalt view that there are so

many important variables that they cannot be enumerated and that
they interact in ways that are necessarily precluded in the
laboratory •
This

argu~ent,

notice, is not an argument against experi-

mental methods in economics: it is an argument against experimental methods in general.

The physical scientists must deal with

it and so must the economists.

Since the assertion cannot be

fals if ied, the only answer lies in experimental work that has
been helpful in generating successful models and points of view
regarding more complex processes.

As applied researchers find the

data from experiments useful in shaping their own hypotheses and
beliefs, this argument becomes less important.

45

Hong and Plott, supra note 16.
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The second

argu~ent

is more specific in that it notes that

naturally occurring processes do not occur in isolation.
Industries are embedded in a larger social context.

Businessmen

..

have social relationships and friendships.

They also know that

their decisions while with one firm may affect their possibilities
for changing firms.
This argument suggests that behavror· in very complex environments may follow different laws than those which govern behavior
in relatively simple situations.

This is an excellent reason for

being careful in any attempt to extrapolate behavior from a
laboratory to a complex industry.

Notice, however, that it is not

an argument against experimental methods.

It is an argument for a

particular type of experiment--one in which the complexity of the
experimental environment is gradually increased similar to those
of a given industry.

If complications destroy the applicability

of models, it. might be possible to identify the precise complications which cause the problem and adjust the model accordingly. In
a sense, this program of increasing complexity is exactly how
experiments are proceeding.
The final criticism also relies on the complexity of naturally occurring processes.

How is one to know if the elasticity

of demand and costs used in an experiment or the particular market
institution are those of the industry?

If the results of the

laboratory experiments are to be applied, shouldn't these be
"right"?

The answer to these types of criticisms are still more
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experiments under varying parameters.

With a wide range of param-

eters explored, the question collapses into a judgment about
parameters and not about the experimental methods.
All of these arguments should make one cautious about extrapolating results generated from laboratory processes to naturally
occur.ring processes.

This type of extension must be dealt with
---.
artfully in the physical sciences as well as in economics. It is

......

the most difficult task that any researcher faces.

Experiments-

are simply an additional source of data and experience that one
adds to other sources in mak ing judgments abou t how the world"
works.
An easier task involves a somewhat negative approach, placing
the burden of proof on those who advocate theories.
theories apply in special cases.

General

They should therefore be

expected to work in the simple lacoratory environments: and if
they do not, or if a competing theory works better, the burden of
proof is on the advocate to tell us exactly why we should not
judge him to be wrong.

By adopting this point of view,

researchers can use data from laboratory economics to reduce the
size of the set of competing ideas.
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THEORY, EXPERIMENT, AND ANTITRUST POLICY

Vernon L. Smith·

I.

Introduction
I attended this antitrust conference with the expectations

of a consumer, hoping to learn much about the insightful contributions of the "new" industrial organization to antitrust policy.
It has long been evident that industrial organization (10) was
replete with interesting experimental questions and the "new" 10
proffered the hope. of being even more challenging.

It is my un-

derstanding, from conversations and a little reading l that there
were two primary deficiencies in the "old" IO: (1) Methodologically it consisted of industry studies with little if any theoretical foundation, or where microeconomic theory was applied, it was
mostly elementary-textbook partial equilibrium theory, inappropriately or inadequately adapted to 10 questions.

What was missing

•

The author is Professor of Economics at the University of
Arizona.
1 E •. g., R. Nelson, "Goldschmid, Mann and Weston's Industrial
"Concentration: The New Learning," 7 Bell J. Econ. 729
(Autumn 1976).

was the more sophisticated analysis made possible by mathematical
economics, game theory, new developments in information economics,
the new work on contracts and incentives, and so on.

(2)

Sociologically, the "old" 10 consisted of two (essentially
political) schools--the Chicago school and the Harvard school.
The

p~oblem

. ...

here, it is said, is that one school is probusiness,
~

---.

the other is antibusiness: and in each case the analysis is
colored, if not actually bent, by these predilections. What, it is
said, is needed is a more objective, dispassionate, and deeper
analysis of la-type questions.

Since I have never been identified

with either the Chicago or the Harvard schools of thought, I came
to the conference with some right to claim a clean conscience, if
that be important.

II.

General Comments
So, on December 15, 1980, 6 months after the conference,

without benefit of a copy of the paper assigned to me for comment,
and with a reminder just received that I signed a contract to
deliver a written comment in return for the payment I accepted for
my conference expenses (I am an inveterate signer of contracts
that I have not read), and being further informed that I may have
to return the money, what can I say about what I have learned from
the conference?
able.

For me the conference was stimulating and valu-

Whether the sum of such private benefits covers the taxpay-

erst loss I could not even guess.
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I learned much, but not what I

expected to learn.

I think

I

have learned that in the "new" IO

what has changed are the names of the principals; and the form
comp Ie xi ty of the ana'ly sis.

~nd

By and la rge, my impress ion is tha t

the principals turn out to be monopolophobes, as darkly suspicious
ot' business practice as any member of that "old" 10 school on the
East Coast.

The "new" IO is at least as inciteful (whether or not'''-,a. . -. ~.

it is at least as insightful) as the old.
On Outlawing Explicit Agreements and Horizontal Mergers
There seems to be general agreement among many in both the
"old" and "new" 10 camps that antitru'st action is justified as
welfare-improving where it can be shown that explicit agreements
or "conspiracies" have occurred wi th respect to price or marketing
arrangements, and .in the case of horizontal mergers.

I wish I

could share in this general agreement, but I see so many exceptions to these dicta that they become very thin reeds on which to
base any case "for antitrust.

Where firms have declining marginal

cost, institutional arrangements preventing price from falling
below average cost may be an important part of the attempt to
create property right systems that allow the price mechanism to do
its work.

What are the alternatives?

If conspiracies are prohib-

ited, microtheory alleges that the long-run equilibrium is monopoly.

We could introduce governmental regulation, but is there

anyone left who believes that regulation is the answer to anything
except perhaps an industrial plea for protection?

There are

historians who have reported that the ICC Act was written by
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lawyers for the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The response of the

securities industry to the SEC decision to eliminate Governmentsanctioned minimum brQkerage fees was to propose a FederalReserve-ty?e regulatory scheme for itself.

Beware of businessmen

bearing the gift of regulation!
But surely horizontal mergers should be illegal.

...,.- . ---.

Why?

If

there are scale economies, can it be shown that the ex post merger
industry will be less rather than more competitive, with higher
rather than lower prices?

If there are no scale economies, entry

is likely to be cheap, and made more attractive if ex post merger
prices are raised.

Horizontal merger is the primary mechanism

through which "exi tingn firms have their useful assets reallocated, and their useless assets (including managers) discarded.
Chrysler assets to be prevented from such reemployment?

Are

Would the

current bailout of Chrysler (financed involuntarily by taxpayers)
have been avoided much earlier by merger if it had not been for
antitrust strictures (also financed involuntarily by taxpayers)?
I suspect that abolishing all import restrictions and tariffs
would do more to foster a competitive discipline than the total of
antitrust decrees and complaints covering conspiracies and
zontal mergers.

hor~-

But even if this guess is wrong, it is trans-

parent that tariffs and import restrictions are a means by which
the right hand of Government (the U.S. Treasury, Customs Divison)
creates unproductive work for its left hand (the FTC and the
Department of Justice, Antitrust Division), to say nothing of the
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"investment" cost to industry of lobbying for "trigger-price"
mechanisms and anti-"dumping" laws. That these problems are
,.
created by political realities in a representative democracy without explicit constitutional protection of the right to free contracts of exchange does not excuse us as professional economists

...

for copping out with second-best arguments that may not even be
.,.-

.

---.

nth-best.
Even if there are individual cases in which one can demonstrate convincingly that antitrust can reduce welfare losses due
--

to conspiracy agreements or horizontal mergers, there remains the
question: Are the benefits of antitrust greater than the costs?
The tragedy of this conference is not that this question fails to
be answered, but that it is not even asked.
What is Predatory Pricing?
One of the "perennial "old" IO antitrust problems which has
been examined with greater sophistication by the "new" IO is the
problem of "predatory" pricing.
as I see it, is to define it.

The main unsolved problem here,
Combining the word "predatory" with

the word "pricing" does seem to attract a measure of browfurrowing attention--try it next time you visit your brother-inlaw--but does it define anything that yields common recognition?
If I understand the argument rightly, when a businesswoman-say, Olive Ann Beech--appears to improve

he~

competitive position

vis-a-vis her rival, Cessna, or responds to a new entrant such as
Lear Jet by lowering her price, this need not be an occasion for
-583-

professional rejoicing.

She may in the first case be dedicated to
~

a policy of driving out her competitor to establish a monopoly, or
in the second case be .. trying to make the new entrant so uncomfortable that he will reconsider his entry decision •. Surely it takes
a devious, if not vindictive, mind to put that construction on the
simple,competitive (?) act of reducing one's price.

But if there

are minds that so interpret price cutting, then we have to admit
that there may be minds that willfully engage in "predatory"
price cutting.

So how do we decide objectively whether the act of

lowering price was a rejoiceful act of good old competition, or a
naughty antisocial act of "predatory" pricing?

Well, let's see if

there was an exit of firms from the industry and a subsequent
increase in price.

That doesn't help, because the textbooks make

it clear that the function of exit is to reduce long-run excess
supply and raise price so that markets will clear.

Well, suppose

a businessman had a strong demand and was operating profitably
before he lowered his price?

That doesn't help either.

Maybe he

was just greedy for more profits and hoped to increase demand.
You can't put him in jail for that.

Yes, but suppose that after

lowering his price he started losing money and did' not recoup his
losses until ex post exit and a price increase.
look suspicious.

Now that does

But maybe he just made a mistake--underestimated

the elasticity of demand and/or economies of scale--and then was
competitively locked into a lower price until the other firm lost
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heart and exited.

The defense of our predatory price-cutter

might be, "I did a dumb thing!
errors, why can't

If economists make forecasting'

I?~

The problem with the problem of "predatory" pricing is that
it can only be defined in terms of the intentions in the mind of
the

e~onomic

problem.

agent, and this by definition is not a well-defined

How do we as economists observe'" liitentions?

It turns

out, as I understand it, that intentions are what lawyers and
judges get into in predatory pricing cases.

This is exactly what

economic "analysis" of predatory pricing would lead one to expect.
One of the things I learned at this conference is that all the
action is with the lawyers, because it is the lawyers who have to
deal with the issues (such as intentions) as they are manifested
in the courtroom.

They are also well aware of the bread-and-

butter effect of Government antimonopoly strictures and complaints
in swelling corporate legal staffs concerned with figuring out how
to avoid the pitfalls of Government complaints and still satisfy
consumers, workers, and stockholders.

At Kodak I assume that the

in-house advice nCM is, "don't pu t anyth ing in wr i ting. n
III.

Industrial Organization and Experimental Economics
Plott has written a useful review of those studies of

experimental markets that impinge in some way on 10 questions.
Generally, I have no disagreement with either the selection or
the treatment of the topics chosen and will limit my comments to
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'::J :

only three areas in which I will offer some alternative interpretations, or some extensions, to the fine treatment of the subject
by Plott.
Posted-Offer Pricing
The institution of posted-offer (take-it-or-Ieave-it)
pricing is the institution most familiar to all of us in retail
markets (with a few exceptions, such as ne;; ·a~d used automobiles).
Experimental research in this area falls into two broad classes:
(i) Real, payoff-motivated buyers are free to reveal, through
their purchases, as little or as much of their "true" (induced)
demand as they choose.

In these experiments, sellers (and buyers)

have information only on their own cost (demand) conditions.
(ii) Dummy buyers are programmed to reveal their individual
demands at the lowest of the set of active (a positive quantity is
available) price offers (or, where the product is not homogeneous,
demand is subject to cross-price elasticity effects).

In these

experiments, sellers have complete information on their own profit
potential but mayor may not have this information for their
competitors.
Very few of the published studies use experiments conducted
under condition (i), and Plott has summarized them all.

A very

large number of experiments have used condition (ii), and Plott
has summarized some of the more extensive of these studies.
The paucity of experiments under (i) make generalization
tenuous.

I have become particularly aware of this fact from the
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3D-odd experiments we (Don Coursey, Mark Isaac, Jon Ketcham, and
Arlington Williams) have conducted as part of a general study of
posted-offer pricing.

The results reported in our first working

paper,2 summarized in preliminary oral form at the FTC conference,
suggest that with experienced subjects, posted-offer prices con-

...

verge just as rapidly as double-auction prices
to the C.E. price,
---.
,~

in a design with symmetric consumer and producer surpluses.

In

experimental designs with the property that consumers' surplus
greatly exceeds producers' surplus and in which there were only
two viable intramarginal sellers, price "signaling" was frequent
on the part of the extra-marginal firm (as I suggested at the
conference, such sellers have a zero opportunity cost for "signaling" high prices).
prices.

This "signaling" led to sporadic increases in

Howe,?er, both the "signaling" and the increase in

contract prices declined with subject experience.

This is the

opposite of the behavior summarized by Plott in the studies by
Friedman-Hoggatt 3 (absence of extramarket communication),

2 J. Ketcham, V. Smith, and A. Williams, "The Behavior of Posted
Offer Pricing Institutions," presented at the Southern Economic
Association Meetings, Washington, D.C., November 5-7, 1980.
3 J. Friedman and A. Hoggatt, An Experiment in Non-cooperative
Oligopoly, Supplement 1 to Research in Experimental Economies,
Vol. 1, ed. V. Smith (1980).
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Stoecker,4 and Friedman 5 (with extrarnarket communication).

But
"

these latter results reported by Plott are all obtained under the
dummy buyer condition (ii) and the condition of perfect informa"

tion in which all sellers know their own cost and demand (profit),
conditional upon the posted prices of other sellers.

Hence,

complete profit information on the part of sellers, and pass"ive,
predictable, simple maximiz ing behavior o·n" t.fie part of buyers seem
to be the conditions that yield collusive behavior.

Since these

conditions are not likely to be realizable in field environments,
it is important to guard against thinking that these results are
transferable to the field without corroborating field evidence.
It is a wise businessman who can tell you what would be his
profit, given his own and his competitor's prices.

The limita-

tions of these experiments reflect the limitations of the theory
that motivated their design; namely, theory that assumes perfect
revelation of demand by buyers and perfect knowledge of profit
functions by sellers.
Advance Notification and Price Protection
ItMost-favored-nation" contracts promise a buyer advance
notice of a price increase and guarantee (i) that the seller will
not discriminate against the buyer by selling at a lower price to

4 R. Stoecker, Experimentale Untersuching des
Entscheidungsverhaltens 1m Bertrand-Oligopol (1980).
5 J. Friedman, "An Experimental Study of Duopoly, II 35 Econometrica 399 (October 1967).
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anyone else, and (ii) will match any lower price in the market.
~

Such contracts provide an obvious incentive for sellers to follow
a leader's advance announcement of a price increase.

On the

downside, any seller considering a cut in price to obtain a new
buyer knows that the buyer's current supplier has the contractual
right to hold the buyer's business by matching the price cut •

...-.- .

-"-.

Hence, no seller is well motivated to consider a price cut.
This is a well-defined contractual arrangement, with clearly
specified incentive effects, and is thereby naturally suited for
experimental examination.

Plott's study is an important new

contribution to the growing literature on. the experimental study
of the incentive .properties of market institutions.

The results

clearly establish the price advantage to sellers of offering
most-favored-nation contracts to buyers.
What is not established by the experiments is that mostfavored-nation contracts are "bad" and that the Government should
intervene to prevent them.

There is a yawning gulf between eco-

nomic science and economic policy that is particularly well illustrated by this case.

Nothing could be more subtly dangerous to

the fabric of freedom than for there to be widespread professional
misunderstanding of the complex issues involved in going from
scientific results such as these, to policy prescriptions.
1.

To begin with first principles, it should be noted that

most-favored-nation contracts did not arise exogenously in society
as they do in an experiment; namely, by experimenter imposition.
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Such contracts, as is the case with all price institutions and
their supporting property-right systems, arise by a process of
trial-and-error

filt~ring

and refinement, which we only dimly

understand and barely perceive.

This hypothesis about price

institutions is fully verified by the fact that we live and
partioipate in an elaborate pricing system invented by none of us,
.1>"." . ---.

invented by no FTC or Department of Justice bureaucrat--indeed,
invented by no one--and, astonishing as it may seem, it coordinates the activities of an entire country without anyone being in
charge.

Most-favored~nation

contracts are part of the societai

invention we have named "the pricing system."

From the experi-

mental evidence, we know what is the immediate effect of those
contracts on efficiency and the relative buyer/seller surplus.
But what is the function of such contracts as part of the pricing
system within a historical economic process?
2.

From the point of view of the "old" 10, at least some

aspects of these contracts might appear to be "good."
(i) promises no price discrimination.

Condition

That looks like good,

solid, "old"-IO, Clayton Act compliance.

Indeed, might not

Clayton Act prohibitions against price discrimination be the
origin of this contractual "innovation"?

Did the "old" 10

antitrust help to create work for the "new" 10 antitrust?
3.

A most-favored-nation contract is indeed a contract,

signed by a buyer as well as a seller.
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Before declaring such

contracts to be bad on the basis of the

experime~tal

evidence,

~t

is necessary first to show that there are not benefits that exceed
the cost of what might appear to be a
competition.

short~run

reduction in

That·such benefits may occur is at least suggested

by the fact that buyers freely enter into such contracts.
buyers voluntarily enter into such

contr~s;t.s_._.if

Why do

they are contrary _

to the buyer's self-interest (I assume buyers are not coerced or
threatened with mafia-like physical harm, which calls for a
different remedy)?
simple.

Because of ignorance?

If so, the remedy is

Just send Exxon and the other ethyl consumers copies of

any theoretical and experimental papers that expose the distributional effects of these contracts.

Another appropriate policy

would be to publish· the results in the Oil and Gas Journal or
journals read

~y

contract lawyers.

If the interventionist spirit

has to be vented., let it be limited to requiring all such contracts
to carry a warning label stating that signing this contract may be
hazardous to your pocketbook.
tracts they don't read?

Or do buyers, like me, sign con-

Then no remedy is called for.

Let them,

like me, bear the consequent costs.
Or is the hypothesis false, with buyers obtaining benefits
not yet transparent to the monopolophobes?

After all, most-

favored-nation contracts must have existed well before any economist thought they might be bad.

Do the benefits lie hidden in

nigh t, awai ting some "new" new IO ligh t?
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4.

Let's speculate on possible private or social benefits

from these contracts.

The field paradigm is a market with four'

firms--two each with .. 35 percent of the ethyl market and two each
with 15 percent of the market. Suppose marginal cost declines to
capacity--the case alleged to be typical in the engineering process
industries, if not most manufacturing--and assume that any of the
. ---.
firms could supply the entire petroleum 'fndustry as did the Ethyl'
~~.-

Corporation before its patent so inconveniently expired.

..~.

<9

Assume-

that the use of most-favored-nation contracts has permitted the
industry to achieve, a la Plott, a stable Nash-Cournot equilibrium
price, Pc' at a 35-35-15-15 split of the, market, as shONn 6 in figure
1.

Let the Government nON declare such contracts null and void.

Lots of reactions might ensue, but the one I would bet on is the
one predicted by the Plott experiment: namely, that prices would
fall.

One obvious scenario is heavy losses by all four firms, with

#3 and #4 in figure 1 hightailing it out of the industry first.

If

tl--say, Ethyl--has the "deepest pocket," it might be the lone
'survivor.

Clearly this would call for an FTC complaint charging

Ethyl with "predatory" pricing leading to the monopoly price Pm
(except that I doubt that Exxon and company would stand still for

6 Figure I might be interpreted as depicting either short- or longrun marginal cost conditions. To construct a Nash-Cournot contract
equilibrium may require short-run marginal cost to be rising.
Clearly--and I have not seen the original Plott study--the theoretical and empirical interpretation of most-favored-nation contracts
is important to the whole analysis.
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Quantity

So what was so bad about the original "contract" equilibrium?
Price is now higher than before, to the detriment of buyers, and
we have the deadweigh.t loss from a new FTC complaint.
5.

Another benefit to buyers might be the insurance value of

having more than one source of supply.

After all, the opportunity

to switch to an alternative supplier is there, even if the incen.~';'.'

tives do not encourage it.

---.

Are buyers paying an opportunity cost-

insurance premium in the form of a higher, contract-induced price?
Buyers such as the airlines have expressed concern about being
dependent on a sole source of aircraft supply (Boeing).

This con-

cern has been strong enough for some airlines to delay their
orders for the new generation of ,Boeing jets, in the expressed
hope that a Boeing competitor would make it to the starting line. 7
Could Boeing's competitors have been "saved" by some variety of
most-favored nation-contract, enthusiastically signed by the
airlines?

Or does the aircraft industry differ from the ethyl

lead industry in ways unknown to us but which make most-favorednation contracts welfare-reducing in the former, but welfareimproving in the latter?

•• i'...,

:~

7 V. Zonana, "Boeing's Sale To Delta Gives It Big Advantage Over
U.S. Companies," Wall Street Journal 103 (November 13, 1980): 1.
I am indebted to Mark Isaac for this reference.
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Double-Auction Conspiracies
In commenting on the Isaac-Plott 8 experimental study of
conspiracies, I woul,d like to emphasize a few technical considerations that underpin the problem of interpreting experimental
work.
In any experimental study, one is looking for and trying to

.""- . ---. .

measure the effects of one or more control varlables on one or
more observable outcomes or dependent variables.

For me the dif-

ference between a pilot experiment and a research experiment is
that in the former case the experimenter may be vague abou t hbW- "to
design the controls and/or how to measure the effect and/or what
to expect from the experiment.

Where there is a theoretical pro-

position to be tested (e.g., that a single seller or a successful
producer's cartel will achieve the monopoly profit), "what to
expect" is defined by the theory.

But often the phenomena of

interest involve a vague "theory," conjectures, and/or some
empirical regularity discovered in field data or pilot experiments.

The fact that there is vagueness should never stay the

des ign and execu t-ion of experiments.

Theory wi thou t measurement

is a dream as inadequate as measurement without theory.

But the

more the hypotheses and measurements of an experiment are well
defined in advance by theory or previous data, the more convincing

8 M. Isaac and C. Plott, "The Opportunity for Conspiracy in
Restraint of Trade," J. Econ. Behavior and Organization
(forthcoming) •
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,

will be the falsification outcomes of an experiment.

,',

~

-"

.... '

,'

"~'.

,'-'~

The reason

for this is simply that an ex post examination of the data of an
experiment will always yield hypotheses suggesting unique,
unusual, or unlikely events in comparison with a control experiment.· One replicates research and control experiments to avoid
such

~itfalls

and to strengthen the credibility of the case for

saying that the occurrence of a

particul~r

-event is unlikely not-

to be attributable to the particular treatment applied in the
research experiment.

In measuring the effects of the "opportunity

to conspire" on double-auction trading, two criteria might be.
used: (i) Does the conspiracy have an identifiable effect on such
measures as price, volume, and efficiency?

(ii) Does the conspir-

acy permit conspirators' profit to approach the monopoly (or
monopsony) level or at least to be increased significantly above
its competitive level?

Under criterion (i), Plott states that "it

is important to notice the near monotone convergence of all three
measures (average price, volume, and efficiency) in the first
three nonconspiratorial markets.
conspiracy markets."

This does not happen in the

What is unclear is whether this different

pattern of price-quantity-efficiency behavior is attributable to
the "conspiracy" treatment, or to sampling variabili ty among
subject groups.

The three nonconspiratorial experiments show

widely differing patterns of convergence behavior.
high sampling variability.

This suggests

Is this variability high enough to

include outcomes similar to those observed in the four conspiracy
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experiments?

With such small samples, it is difficult to reject

this hypothesis.

Rejection of this hypothesis is made especially

difficult by the fact that the reported study9 specified no a
priori hypotheses, based on theory or previous independent
results, about differences in the pattern of prices, quantities,
and

e~ficiencies

as between the two treatments."

The seven'experi-

ments are conducted; then one asks, nCan...·we·-identify a difference?"

Ex post, one can always identify observed difference,

since what it is that is different is variable.

When one is free

to search among many recorded events, each of small probabili ty-,"
it is likely that one will find one or more such event(s).

In

this case, "near- "monotone convergence of all three measures" is
ostensibly the event that differs between the two treatments.

The

qualification "near" is important, since literally the mean price,
quanti ty, and' eff iciency behavior of two of the three control
experiments

(I~P.I,

I.P.II) fail to meet the criteria.

If one

drops the monotone specif ication and takes "convergence n as the
criterion, one (I.P.I) in three control and none in four research
experiments qualify.

If the criterion is "near convergence," it

looks like all three control and one (III) in four research
experiments qualify.

If we take "nearness" to the competitive

equilibrium (C.E.) price in period 6 (the smallest number of
periods run in the conspiracy treatment) as the measure, then all

9

Isaac and Plott, note 8 supra.
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four of the conspiracy experiments do as well as or better than
one (I.P .11) of the controls, and one (III) of

~the

conspiracies

does as well as or better than two (I.P.I, I.P.II) of the
controls.

The point is not that the Isaac-Plott conclusions are

wrong, but that they are uncertain and slippery, given the small
sample and an ex post search for observational differences.

The

question can only be clarified by runni.Il-g. a- new set of experiments
once the issue of measuring performance is settled.

The power qf

the experimental methodology is that this is always feasible and
relatively inexpensive.
Criterion (ii) is a well-defined a priori natural measure of
the effect of the "opportunity to conspire" and is more likely to
be of general interest, particularly to 10 scholars, than criterion (i).

Surely everyone supposes that the objective of conspir-

acy is to ach,ieve monopoly (monopsony), or at least to improve
profits relative to the C.E.

M

=

Suppose we define

'Ir m-'Ir c

as our index of conspiracy effectiveness, where 'Ir is the observed
total profit of conspirators in some period or periods, wm is
theoretical monopoly (or monopsony) profit, and 'Ire theoretical
C.E. profit.

I assume that most 10 scholars would find M an

acceptable measure of how well a conspiracy is doing.
we have the competitive result.

If M

= 0,

M < 0 (>0) implies conspirators
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are doing worse (better) than at the C.E.

At M

=

1 we have the

single-price monopoly outcome, while M > 1 impl,ies some discriminatory monopoly profit.
Table 1 presents the value of M in each trading period of
the Isaac-Plott experiments.

I have added an "S" ("b") to each of

the conspiracy experiment numbers to identify it as a seller (buyer) conspiracy I and an "x" to any experi1nen-t that used experienced
double-auction subjects.

The data of table 1 are very revealing.

There are many periods in which conspirators receive less than theC.E. profit

(n c

).

By the final period, the two sellers' conspira-

cies are receiving profits that are less than or slightly above
competitive profits, and no higher than seller's profits in two of
the three experiments with no conspiracy.

Overall, relative to

the control experiments in which buyer's profit performance was
high, the buyer conspiracies were not as effective as the sellers'
conspiracies •.. Relative to the competitive model, IVb is effective
in achieving and maintaining the monopoly outcome (periods 3
through 6).

This last case is particularly interesting in that

Isaac and Plott lO report that this experiment differed from the
other three in that the conspiratorial discussions were shorter
and did not involve specific strategies.

Consequently, the

experimental group showing the weakest attempt to conspire
achieved the strongest conspiracy effectiveness.

10

Isaac and Plott, supra note 8, at 23.
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This kind of

Table I
Index of Conspiracy

All period;

-.18

.37

-.22

Effectiveness,~

.60

-.25

M*

-1.00

.09

*M is cooputed fran the profits reported in table 3 by Isaac and Plott (1980).
~ is cooputed for the sellers in the control (ncrconspiracy) experinents.

"s" refers to seller conspiracy
"b II refers to wyers I conspiracy
"x" refers to the use of experienced subjects
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internal inconsistency raises strong doubts concerning the monopoly effectiveness of the treatment "opportunity to

cons~ire."

Could it be that a group of conspirators will be more effective
the less they attempt to conspire?

Finally, note that the two

experienced groups (Isx, IIIbx) exhibit overall measures of M
close~

to the competitive outcome than either of the inexperienced

groups, which hardly inspires conf idence ""i"n-·-the longevi ty of a
conspiracy's effectiveness in double-auction trading.
IV.

Economics and Social Engineering
None of us, as economists, are capable of having invented the

pricing system.
history.

Like language, it is a 'creature of society and

It existed for millenia before anyone had an inkling as

to what might be its function.
A mere

l~O

years has passed since Jevons, Menger, and Walras

laid the foundation for modern economic analysis.

We have only

the meagerest of insights into how and why decentralized pricing
processes perform their coordination work with such remarkable
stability and flexibility.

This state of our' knowledge has

important implications for professional conduct: namely, that we
proceed with great caution in translating what it is that we think
we know into policy prescriptions and that we refrain from pretending to understand more than we can demonstrate.

To proceed

incautiously and pretentiously is harmless in a circle of academic
economists trying out ideas, but dangerous where there is the
prospect of affecting economic policy, such as antitrust, to be
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implemented by the police power of the State.

It is far better

·that we do nothing than to prescribe iatrogenic
economic ills.

cure~

for

all~ged

Recall that we once thought regulation was the

answer to the monopoly problem.

Some were so pretentious as to

believe that macroeconomics could nfine-tunenthe economy and that
. we had a tradeoff choice between unemployment and inflation.
But to say that we do not understand enough to justify
• r-,;.- •.

---.

enforced tinkering with the price system does not mean that we
know noth ing.

So how is what we th ink we have learned to become .a

useful part of the system?

The avenue is that by which any new

institution of contract becomes part of the pricing system; the
institution is adopted and survives in the presence of whatever
alternatives are freely available.

I think experimental economics

has great potential to help create a better--or better functioning--market system..

Any new contractual form, public-good deci-

sion mechanism, or bidding procedure shown to be superior to
accepted alt"ernatives in an experimental context is a candidate
for field application.

The test is the market survival test.

If,

as alleged, the device would create net new surplus, then someone
or some organization will risk its use and profit thereby.

Is

there any measure of value, including that of institutions, except
that which is derived from opportunity cost?

Every inventor with

an idea for a perpetual motion machine--or a means of tapping the
power of the sun--is convinced that it would work if someone
(usually the State) would just apply sufficient resources.
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Which

of these models is to be our model for the adoption of proposed
new policies or institutions?
For those of u? brought up in the rationalist tradition, it
is very difficult t,o accept the principle that the unconscious,
even uneducated minds of many have created exchange institutions
that a group of us professionals may be unable consciously, to
improve upon by enforced application of"-"adBitional rules or
restrictions.

There are many reasons why the world succeeds

while we fail, but the most important consideration seems to be
that societal inventions do not have to anticipate their own '
mistakes.

Survivability depends only on voluntary acceptance

within the context of opportunity cost.

Hence, flaws in the

original institutional "design," revealed by new information, lead
either to modification or death.

This process does not depend

upon someone .having discovered the flaws and then convincing
others by rational arguments to change the rules.

Change occurs

while the causes remain'wholly invisible to the principals, and
partially invisible even to science.
I think this conference will fail to the extent that it has
sought new rules based on a new understanding of why the old rules
may have failed.

But I think the conference will succeed to'the

extent that we learn that the problem resides in the attempt to
find and impose rules.

Our knowledge is much too inadequate--

perhaps inherently inadequate--to engage in this kind of social
manipulation.
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On the other hand, the view that effective competition is
likely to emerge even in markets with only a few 'strong sellers 'is
supported by a significant recent study by John Kwoka of our
Bureau of Economics. 14

Kwoka looked at the impact on industry

profit margins of the size distribution of leading sellers and
found that a large third firm had a substantial depressing effect
on profit margi.ns.

With only two firms, ·~s

-in

the duopoly

experiments described above, unusually large profit margins were.
earned.

But where a third firm had a significant share of

industty sales,

pr~fit-margins

were markedly lower.

Although

econometric studies such as this inevitably have limitations,
Kwoka's study does provide further evidence, consistent with the
posted-price oligopoly experiments described above, that effective
coordination may be difficult to maintain when there are three or
more substantial rivals in a market.
To this pOint we have been discussing posted-price experiments.

In contrast to the results of these experiments, in the

double-oral-auction experiments Plott reviewed, he found little or
no

evidenc~

of effective conscious parallelism.

Rather, the

"Of" pattern was that these markets converged to the
nearly univ~sal
competitive equilibrium, even when the number of sellers was as

14 Kwoka, "The Effect of Market Share Distribution on Industry
Performance," 61 Rev. Econ. & Stat. 101 (1979).
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few as three or four. IS

Since the convergence was more rapid than

in the case of. the posted-price experiments reviewed above, it
does not appear that the tendency of later-period price competition to break out is the explanation.

Rather, several significant

inhibiting factors appear to be at work.

First, unlike posted-

price experiments (where buyers behaved passively and like perfect
competitors), the buyers

.

~n

.... .
-

- .. -~

double-oral-auct~on

markets behaved

aggressively and may have possessed some monopsony power.

This

power seemed to show up quite clearly in oral-auction experiments
involving a single seller.

When the monopolist faced a small

number of active buyers, prices tended tc? be lower than when the
monopolist faced a passive buyer programmed to act like a perfect
competitor. 16

Thus, one explanation for the significant price

competition that appeared in double-oral-auction markets may be
that buyer market power neu tralized any market power that sellers
possessed.
A more likely explanation, however, may be that sellers did
not possess market power at all.

After all, prices converged rap-

idly to competitive equilibrium in these experiments, and it may
be too much of a coincidence that buyer market power so quickly
and so neatly compensated for seller market power.

Moreover, the

lack of seller market power could plausibly be attributable both

15

Plott I, p. 546.

16

Ibid., pp. 539-40.
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to the presence of a third or fourth strong seller in thernarket
and to the pricing flexibili ty inherent in double-oral auctions'.·
Professor Plott has pointed out that the double-oral institution·
is particularly conducive to price cutting:
The temptation for defection exists with
almost every bid and offer. If the trading is
not going well, it is easy to panic. If other
conspirators accidentally get more than their
"fair share, nit is easy to retafiate • • • •
On the other side of the market participants
recognize the break in prices and encourage
further breaks by responding naturally with a
~:~~~Iqy of waiting momentarily for a better
Perhaps the most likely explanation for the double-oral-auction
experimental results, therefore, is that as few as three or four
sellers are simply unable to coordinate their actions in the face
of active, negotiating buyer;;.

These results might have been

different if ·the sellers had shared a strong personal commitment
to cohesion,

~urtured

through long years of contact

~nd

friendship

at trade association meetings--what Scherer would call a condusive
industry social structure 18 _-but at least with these participants
the experimental results cast doubt on the power of conscious
parallelism to achieve lasting effective coordination in many
circumstances.

17

Isaac and Plott, supra note 1, at 32-33.

18

Scherer, supra note 7, at 225-27.
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Direct Communication and Other Facilitating Practices
In these circumstances, therefore, effective oligopolistic
coordination may be

~ossible

only where the sellers resort to

direct, private communication among themselves

o~

utilize some

other facilitating device such as price signaling or product
standqrdization.

Given the number and strength of the factors

that inhibit oligopolistic coordination,·""ho~ever, one might wondeor
how effective such facilitating devices might be.

The experi-

mental results reviewed by Professor Plott cast some light on the
impact of several of these devices.
Several experiments have focused on, the role of direct, private communication.

When it is permitted in posted-price duopoly

experiments, impressive records of coordination were recorded. 19
But conscious parallelism may be partly or fully responsible for
these results, since it appeared to be effective in achieving
coordination in some posted-price duopoly experiments.

It seems

more convincing, therefore, that in double-oral-auction markets,
which otherwise behaved quite competitively, direct communication
tended to elevate prices noticeably.

In these markets, however,

both buyer market or negotiating power and the corrosive influence
of the auction institution (described above) exerted downward
pressure on prices even in the presence of direct conspiracy.
These pressures also tended to result in sporadic price

19

Plott I, pp. 577-78.
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fluctuations as agreements broke apart, were later rebuilt, and
then eroded again. 20
The impact of facilitating practices other than direct
communication was not directly tested in any of the experiments
reviewed.

Yet it seems possible to draw some reasonable infer-

ences' from the data presented.

For example, Professor Plott

. r.- . ---.

observed frequent instances of price signaling in double-oralauction markets but found that such signaling had little or no .
impact. 21

These results do not mean, of course, that signaling

could not facili tate oligopolistic coordination in some settings',
for double-oral-auction markets seem tO,exhibit strong tendencies
toward price competition that are not present in every market or
institutional structure.

When buyers are passive and prices

cannot be changed quickly, for example, signaling may enhance
coordination.

This hypothesis is suggested by posted-price

experiments in which greater knowledge of rival prices and profits
was found to facilitate coordination. 22
The tendency of double-oral-auction markets, where prices are
flexible, to exhibit more price competition than posted-price
markets, where prices are sticky, suggests that so-called "price
protection" or "most-favored-nation" clauses may have some

20

Ibid., pp. 570-72.

21

Ibid., pp. 567-68.

22

Ibid., p. 556.
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anticompetitive impact.

These clauses basically require a seller
~

who grants a discount to any buyer to grant equivalent discounts
to all his customers.

Such clauses may even require the seller to

pay a penalty to his other customers. 23

These clauses may have a

variety of procompetitive and anticompetitive aspects.

For exam-

pIe, they may protect smaller buyers from discriminatory dis-

..-. . -.-.
-

counts.

But by inhibiting pricing flexibility through penalties

levied on individual deviations from posted prices, they may also
deter price competition.

The contrast noted above between the

results of double oral auctions and those of posted-price experiments suggests that such inhibitions on price flexibility may have
a significant adverse effect on price competition.
Experimental Evidence in Antitrust Cases
Thus, the experimental results reviewed by Professors Plott
and Scherer indicate that prohibitions on overt conspiracy (as one
might expect) and on certain facilitating practices may have a
significant procompetitive impact (assuming no significant efficiency losses).

Moreover, the experimental results also suggest

that conscious parallelism is likely to be effective only in
limited circumstances.

It might seem, therefore, that experime"n-

tal results such as these could provide useful--and admissible-evidence in antitrust cases involving horizontal coordination or
collusion.

23

See Scherer, supra note 7, at 163-64.
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In addressing the admissibility of experimental evidence in
such cases, it seems important to distinguish two classes of
experiments.

First are those that are not performed for the case

at hand but have become part of the body of experimental literature; for example, the experiments reviewed by Professor Plott.
In my. view, an economic expert should be able to rely on such
experimental evidence when presenting his· o"l: her opinion in an
antitrust case, just as an expert would now rely on other forms 'of
empirical work, such as sample surveys, statistical studies, and
industry histories. 24

The inferences that can properly be drawn"

from experimental studies are, as

Profe~sor

Plott has noted,

dependent upon a variety of theoretical and methodological considerations.

But the same kinds of potential "weaknesses are also

present in other forms of empirical work.

Professor Scherer, for

example, devotes an entire chapter in his new text to the theoretical and methodological hurdles involved in estimating priceconcentration relationships through statistical studies. 25

The

24 It seems useful to point out that the Supreme Court itself,
particularly in merger cases, has frequently relied on economic
articles that contain empirical as well as theoretical analysis.
For a collection of Warren Court merger cases citing economic
works, see Procter & Gamble Co. v. FTC, 358 F.2d 74, 68 (6th eir.,
1966), rev'd 386 U.S. 568 (1967). More generally, moreover, the
Federal Trade Commission has indicated that in the absence of a
showing to the contrary, it may be presumed that articles written
by apparently qualified experts in reputable scientific journals
are respectable authorities that may be admitted into evidence or
used on cross-examination. Sinkram Inc., 64 F.T.C. 1243 (1964).
25

Scherer, supra note 7, at ch. 9.
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strengths and weaknesses of all these forms of empirical
evidence--including experimental studies--could presumably be
brought out through direct and cross-examination of the expert.
Moreover, although experimental economics may be less well established than the other forms of empirical economic research just
noted,

~he

number of experimental articles published in recent

years is s ignif icant and apparently grow in";-. 26- Accordingly, the
field is probably sufficiently well established that many
industrial organization economists would now be willing to rely to
some extent on the experimental literature. 27
Thus, although no cases have apparently ever addressed the
question, it seems to me that an economic expert at trial would
probably be allowed to rely--"for what it's worth"--on the experimental evidence in the experimental literature. 28

26 See generally Plott I~ Plott II~ Scherer, supra note 7, at
164-65. In addition, a casual review of the issues of several
prestigious economic journals over the last few years uncovered
almost a dozen articles on experimental economics.
27 Professor Scherer, for example, states in his text that as a
result of the published experimental literature, "we are better
able to understand the conditions facilitating and impeding solution of the pricing problems faced by real-world oligopolists."
Scherer, supra note 7, at 164.
28

Federal Rule of Evidence 703 provides:
The facts or data in the particular case upon
which an expert bases an opinion or inference
may be those perceived by or made . known to him
at or before the hearing. If of a type
reasonably relied upon by experts in the
particular field in forming opinions or inferences upon the subject, the facts or data need
not be admissible in evidence.
(footnote continues)
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The second class of experiments--those performed

sp~cifically

to test hypotheses arising out of an ongoing case--presents a more
difficult question because they are both more dramatic and probably less reliable.

As a result, although not likely, it is pos-

sible that courts will rule that such experiments are too prejudicial to' be admitted.

Suppose, for example, that the plaintiff
• r.· . ---.

offered the results of a series ,of experiments that seemed to show
that relief would have precisely the significant procompetitive
impact plaintiff had predicted in pretrial papers.

Suppose

further that the most obvious methodological weaknesses in these
experiments had been eliminated by conducting enough of them to
control for the seemingly most important disturbing influences.
Such a series of experiments or simulations would present rather
dramatic

eviden~e

possible that

of the strength of plaintiff's case.

the~e

results overstate or misrepresent the likely

impact of the proposed relief.
like

experim~nts

Yet it is

In general, economic experiments--

in the physical sciences--are neither so reliable

(footnote continued)
As indicated in text, it appears that published experimental
results would probably now be considered "facts or data • • • of a
type reasonably relied upon by [industrial organization] experts
• • • in forming opinions or inferences upon the subject," and
thus would be considered proper bases for their testimony even if
not admitted into evidence.
If experimental evidence were ruled to be either admissible
or a proper basis for expert testimony in several courts, it seems
likely that scholars would devote more attention to such studies
and that their number and quality would consequently improve. In
turn, the probability that other courts would rule experimental
evidence admissible or a fit basis for an expert's opinion would
increase.
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nor so complete that they can precisely simulate more complex
real-world situations.

And of course, economic

~experiments

ar~

not as well developed as most forms of experimentation in the
physical sciences.

Moreover, the reliability of a particular

series of experiments is always somewhat suspect when they were
performed explici tly for the cas.e at hand and presumably were
introduced only because the resul ts

wer~"1if.ayorable

to the party

financing them.
Under these circumstances, the issue, of course, is whether
the positive probative value of experiments performed for a
particular antitrust case outweighs their possible prejudicial
impact. 29

Such impact could, of course, be reduced by judicial

instructions on the weight to be given to experimental evidence or
by cross-examination designed to reveal the inherent weaknesses of
particular experiments or experimental evidence in general.

29

If

Federal Rule of Evidence 403 states (in part):
Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if
its probative value is substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice,
confusion of the issues, or misleading the
jury • • • •

McCormick indicates that the question is one of weighing the
probative value of the evidence from experiments versus the
dangers of misleading the jury (who may attach exaggerated signif~
icance to the tests), unfair surprise, and, occasionally, undue
consumption of time. McCormick, McCormick on Evidence, 2d ed.
(1972), p. 485. Accord, 2 Wigmore, Evidence § 443 (1940 Supp.
1979) •

Of course, as these authorities imply, the danger of prejudicial impact may be reduced if the trier of fact is a judge
rather than a jury.
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such steps are taken, most courts may conclude that the probative
value of the experimental evidence outweighs its possible prejudicial impact. 30

,"

Some courts may still decide, however, that, some-

what like lie detector tests in many jurisdictions, individual
experiments designed for specific cases in litigation will not be
admi tOted into evidence on the grounds that their possible

...... . ---.

mislead~

-

ing effect upon the decisionmakers outweighs their possible
evidentiary value. 31

30 Although sample surveys designed to establish particular facts
in the case are generally less likely to be prejudicial than
experiments that attempt to simulate the proposed relief, it is
worth noting that sample surveys prepared for a particular case
are frequently admitted into evidence.
See,~, United Statesv. Columbia Pictures Corp., 25 F.R.D. 49,-yS.D.N.Y. 1960); United
States v. J. I. Case Co., 101 F. Supp. 856 (D. Minn. 1951).
31 Lie detector tests are generally inadmissible, even though
their accuracy seems to be fairly high, because courts believe
that juries will tend to regard them as infallible. See,~,
People v. Sinclair, 21 Mich. App. 255,175 N.W.2d 893 (1970);
People v. Leone, 25 N.Y.2d 511, 155 N.E.2d 696 (1969).
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ANTITRUST IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECENT
EXPERIMENTAL LITERATURE ON COLLUSION

John B. Kirkwood*

In a collection of papers,l Profess~c· Plott has reviewed much
of the recent experimental literature on collusion and explored
some of the advantages and disadvantages of the experimental
method.

In my comments on these papers, I would like to assess,- . in

a preliminary way, the implications of this experimental evidence
for antitrust enforcement.

Although it is not determinative, this

evidence does seem to me to provide further insight into two
important antitrust issues:

*

Assistant Director for Planning, Bureau of Competition, Federal
Trade Commission. The views presented in these comments are my
own. They do not necessarily represent those of the Bureau of
Competition, the Federal Trade Commission, or any individual
Commissioner.
Peter Koenig reviewed the substantive antitrust analysis in
these comments and researched the procedural question discussed.
In addition, both Heather Kirkwood and Professor Plott offered
several thoughtful comments.
I C. R. Plott, "Some Results from Experimental Markets" (this
volume) (" Plott I"); C. R. Plott, "Experimental Methods in
Political Economy: A Tool for Regulatory Research," Cal. lnst. of
Tech. Social Science Working Paper, Dec. 1979 ("Plott II"); M. R.
Isaac and C. R. Plott, "The Opportunity for Conspiracy in Restraint
of Trade: An Experimental Study," Cal. lnst. of Tech. Social
Science Working Paper, April 1979.

(1)

Can "conscious parallelism" (that is, the mere
recognition of mutual interdependence) result,
in supracompe·titive prices in an oligopoly
without the use of direct, private communication or other facilitating devices?

(2)

Conversely, can direct, priva te communication
among competitors or other facilitating
. .. ---.
~.-

devices significantly enhance oligopolistic
coordination?
In addition, the potential contribution of experimental evidence
to the resolution of these substantive antitrust issues raises the
following procedural question: Should exPerimental evidence be
admissible in an antitrust case?

I will address this question

briefly at the end· of my comments.
Conscious Parallelism
It is often asserted by respected antitrust authorities 2 as
well as by advocates of increased antitrust enforcement 3 that the
leading sellers ina highly concentrated industry may sometimes
j

achieve monopoly pricing and output restriction simply because of
their common perception of their mutual interest in avoiding
competition.

In contrast, those who doubt the significance or

2 E.g., III P. Areeda and D. Turner, Antitrust Law (1978),
pp. 59-60.
3

E.g., M. Green, The Closed Enterprise System (1973), p. 7.
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prevalence of this phenomenon point to the numerc
which must be overcome in order to achieve effec',
tion. 4

obstacles
Ie

coordina-

For example, ,·to formulate a joint strate~ , the leading

sellers must overcome inevi table differences in I

rceptions,

costs, and market shares, while avoiding anti truf . sanctions
for direct, priva te communication.

Because of tt

·~se

and other

inhibiting factors, many authorities arg~e· that the development
and enforcement of effective oligopolistic coordination can rarely
(if ever) occur without some overt steps to facilitate it. 5
The experimental results reviewed by Professor Plott help'
choose between these competing hypotheses.

In certain instances

it does appear that effective noncompetitive cooperation has been
achieved through pure conscious parallelism.

In the posted-price

duopoly experiments reviewed by Professor Plott,for example,
supracompetitive prices were generally established and maintained
when the sellers accumulated extended experience trading in the
same market. 6

Professor Scherer reports similar results from a

similar experiment:

4

E.g., O. Williamson, Markets and Hierarchies (1975), ch. 12.

5 E.g., Blechman, "Conscious Parallelism, Signaling and
Facilitating Devices: The Problem of Tacit Collusion Under the
Antitrust Laws," 24 N.Y. L. Sch. L. Rev. 881 (1979).
6

Plott I, pp. 526-31.
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L. B. Lave administered numerous repetitions of
a Prisoners' Dilemma game to subjects isolate9
and unable to communicate formally. He found
that through repeated experience, threefourths of the players learned to cooperate in
choosing the stratety pair that maximized
their joint payoff.
.
Thus, the experimental results reported by Plott and Scherer seem
to indicate that pure conscious parallelism can sometimes produce
effective oligopolistic coordination.

Ie 15-· important

to stress,-

however, that these experiments evidently involved (a) only two sellers (b) with substantial experience trading in a market (c)
where prices were· posted (that is, sellers' prices were announced
and could not be changed during a trading period in response to
buyer pressures, disappointing sales, etc.).8

7 F. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic
Performance, 2d ed. (1980), p. 164.
8 Since prices were posted in these experiments, one might argue
that they thr~" little or no light on the conscious-parallelism
issue. One could contend that posted pricing is itself a facilitating practice or that the temporary pricing inflexibility caused
by posted pricing in these experiments is ordinarily achieved in
actual markets through facilitating practices. There is support
"for both arguments. See Plott II, pp. 20-21, pp. 620-22 infra.
On the other hand, in some circumstances it would appear that
structural features of the market rather than particular facilitating practices can cause some temporary pricing inflexibility.
For example, a manufacturer selling a broad line of products to
20,000 retail outlets may not make frequent, detailed changes in
his price list--simply because of the transaction costs involved
in revising and distributing it. Of course, the manufacturer may
announce across-the-board price changes simply by sending a short
telegram to his customers. Yet even this step has some transaction costs, and it does not permit changes in the relative prices
of particular items offered. Similarly, although the manufacturer
may negotiate secret discounts with his largest customers, it is
unlikely to be cost-effective for him to engage in individualized
negotiation with his smallest accounts. Accordingly, in this
(footnote continues)
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In many market or institutional settings, however, inhibiting
factors reduce or eliminate the power of pure conscious paral- '
lelism to produce effective oligopolistic coordination.

Even in

the posted-price experiments reported by Professor Plott, for
example, various market structure variables played a significant
inhib~ting

or facilitating role depending upon their value.

these experiments, price levels--and

thu·~ii

In

tne effectiveness of

coordination--seemed to depend upon such structural characteris-.
tics as the number of competitors, the symmetry of their demand
and cost constraints, and the degree of knowledge that the market
affords about rivals' prices and profits~9

This, of course, is

(footnote continued)
market structure, transaction prices to particular buyers
(especially the smallest) are likely to be less flexible for
longer periods of time than in a market structure characterized by
fewer buyers a'nd a narrower product line. Thus it seems to me
that in some ci~cumstances, temporary pricing inflexibility can
represent a structural rather than a behavioral feature of a
particular market, and that posted-price experiments, as a result,
have some relevance to the conscious-parallelism question.
In discussing this issue, I have assumed that posted pricing
facilitates oligopolistic coordination by reducing pricing
flexibility. Posted pricing can also promote coordination by
increasing the amount of information available about rivals'
prices. Although a complete treatment of the issue would therefore consider availability, I have focused on pricing flexibility
because it seems to be the stronger effect in the experiments
reviewed. In the double-oral-auction experiments discussed below,
which exhibited considerably greater competitiveness than the
posted-price experiments discussed above, prices were not posted;
but bids and offers were publicly announced throughout each
trading session. Thus, the reduced competitiveness exhibited in
the posted-price experiments seems to have been due more to the
pricing inflexibility introduced by posted pricing than to its
effects on the availability of information about rivals' prices.
9

Plott I, pp. 536-39.
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precisely what Professor Scherer's extensive analysis of the
dynamics of. oligopolistic coordination would ~ead us'to expect. lO
The inhibiting role played by the number of sellers in the
,.

market is worth additional comment.

In the posted-price experi-

ments, monopoly prices were achieved or approximated when there was
only one seller--as we would expect--and when there were only
When the number was increased. ,..~o _.four, hOl1ever, Profes~or

two .11

Plott states that the typical pattern was that "prices started
high and then began a slow drift to near the competitive equilibrium ... 12

These results suggest, of course, that pure conscio_u.s

parallelism may not ensure durable coordination even when the
number of sellers is as few as four.

It is not entirely clear,

however, that· this is the correct explanation.

The tendency for

prices to deteriorate in the reported experiments as the experiments neared their end might be explained to some extent by the
noted

tende~cy

of price competition to break out in the final

periods of experiments when the potential for retaliation is
reduced (and eventually eliminated).

For example, in the Lave

last trial (after which punitive retaliation for uncooperative
behavior was impossible) double-crossing was common.,,13

10

Scherer, supra note 7, at chs. 5-8.

11

Plott I, pp. 536-39.

12

Ibid., p. 537.

13

Scherer, supra note 7, at 164.
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PRO C E E DIN G S

MR. SALOP:

Before I turn the session over to

...... . ---.
-

Commissioner Pitofsky, I thank you all for coming.

I think this

has been a real success and I hope you will all agree.
I would like to thank Pat Cahill, without whose help this
would not have taken place.

I would like to thank Congress for

allowing it to take place; and especially I would like to thank
you all.
I think you all deserve a round of applause for yourselves.
We should do this again next year.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
be here.

Thank you.

It is a pleasure to

I tried to get in yesterday, but it was so crowded I was

left in the back there.
I think it has been an exceptional program.

I will move it

along by introducing the eminent people on this panel briefly.
Let me say for the record that while I am present here, of
course, and will listen with great interest, my mind will be as
empty or full at the end of this session as it is now.

I do not

mean to imply if I ask questions of participants any view about
any pending case that might presently be before the Commission.
Starting on my far left--your right--we have Donald Turner,
formerly Assistant Attorney General in charge of antitrust and

professor of law at Harvard Law School.

He is

~rrently

of

counsel to the Washington law firm of Wilmer and Pickering.
As many of you '·know, Don Turner a few years ago coau thored an
article on predatory pricing that has attracted .some attention
here and there •
. ( Laughter. )
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

. .... ---.
,......

Next to Don is George Hay,

former head of the Economic Policy Office at· the Department of
Justice and currently professor of law and economics at Cornell
Law School.
Next are Paul Joskow and Alvin Klevorick.

Paul is professor

of economics at MIT and Alvin is professor of economics at Yale.
Again, as most of you know, they published a paper a few
months ago in the Yale Law Journal and offered a two-tier framework for analyzing predatory pricing cases.
To my right is Frank Easterbrook, professor of law at the
University of Chicago Law School.
Next is Janusz Ordover, professor of economics at New York
University and coauthor with Robert Willig of a paper delivered
yesterday.
Finally, on my far right, Josh Greenberg, who is a partner
in the New York law firm of Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays and
Handler and adjunct professor of law at the New York University
Law School.

I thought Josh would be the only member of the panel

who had ever seen the inside of a trial court.
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But 1 found out last night that Don Turner took George
Hay's deposition a few days ago, which put them .both in' court.

?

My thought is that we would begin this discussion with very
brief introductory statements, and then questions, comments, and
so forth from the panel.
I would hope that we will keep remarks to somewhere between
5 and 10 minutes and then we will open it. up-.to a more freewheeling discussion.

.1.also thought we could start off with

George Hay attempting, if that is possible, to frame the question
here; that is, to indicate what the competing considerations
and something about the influential literature.

ar~.

We would then

turn it over to Don Turner, who is responsible for so much of the
followupliterature that has occurred in this field.
Do you want to start out, George?
MR .. HAY:
uttered

freque~tly

While the words "predatory pricing" have been
during the past 2 days, the breadth and rich-

ness of the papers would surprise anyone who expected simply a
review of the standard predatory pricing literature.

I will

therefore attempt to impose some sort of organizational overview
for the papers presented.
I suppose the early roots of industrial organization in this
area can be traced to a variety of episodes in business history
invol ving big. firms "beating up" smaller firms.

Attempts to th ink

systematically about those episodes did not give rise to a lot of
fancy. theory bu t certainly to a "gu t feeling," a t leas t, that
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these efforts to acquire and consolidate market

p~er

were

dangerous.
However, it ult'imately became apparent that simple policy
prescriptions were to be had only at considerable peril.

This

dilemma is best appreciated by framing what I might call the
funda~ental

paradox of monopoly.

Think of it as a situation in

which you start with one firm having 70'per~ent of a market and a
second with 30 percent, ,and the first firm does something--a pri'ce
cut for example--and expands its share to 80 percent.
The paradox--which was adequately presented by Jim Liebeler' at
the conference--is: How can a firm

prof~tably

without at the same time benefiting consumers?

expand market share
Hence, to prohibit

that expansion in order to "protect" the smaller rival can result
in net social loss.
Rather than address the issues directly, the response of the
economics

lite~ature

when this paradox was first presented

w~s

to

think of a special case in which gains to consumers from aggressive behavior on the part of large firms were more questionable.
In the context of our example, this would occur if the aggressive
behavior did not result in an 80/20 split of the market but
rather caused the smaller firm to be driven out of the market
totally.
There is, arguably, a considerable difference between the two
cases.

In the second case we have changed the basic structure of

the market to one of'single-firm monopoly, and while the aggressive
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tactics of the monopolist might have provided temporary benefits to
consumers, these benefits may fade in the longer- run and be replaced
by consumer losses.

Thus, this special case, if you will, was seen

@

as a way out of the basic paradox.
This is not to suggest that the special case was regarded as
leading unequivocally to antitrust prosecution.

Indeed, numerous

cautions or qualifications were raised about the need for deep
pockets and entry barriers, and--most bluntly--whether, regardless
of the theory, anticompetitive predatory pricing had ever occurred
(or would ever occur).
Moreover, suppose it does happen.
use to take care of it?

What rules are you going to

Aren't you going to make a lot of mistakes?

Aren't you going to scare off the desirable price cuts?

In this

vein, it's important to be aware that policy actions may often be
taken not when the incidents are completed and one firm has
succeeded in

e~iminating

the other but rather when it has just begun

to cut prices and may be up to only 80 or 85 percent.
the papers

~iscussed

In terms of

at this conference, I associate these concerns

with Areeda and Turner, Joskow and Klevorick, and Ordover and
Willig.

All recognize the possible anticompetitive impact of a

change in the structure of the market but worry about the overall
efficacy of the tools we might use to deal with the problem.
A second basic paradox in the traditional industrialorganization literature is associated with so-called limit pricing.
How can a firm maintain its 100-percent market share without doing
things which benefit consumers?

The problem here differs from the
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)

predatory pricing situation in that the monopolist

38 to act

~

continuously to keep out new entry in order to main ain its market
share, rather than ertgaging in a one-time blitz aga-n8t a smaller
rival.
A number of papers discussed at this conference, including
that

~resented

by Richard Gilbert and earlier papers by Spence,
. . .;;_

o.

-

__ •

Salop, and others, are aimed at a way out of this paradox by
trying to find behavior that has the effect of excluding entry
without necessarily and simultaneously benefiting consumers.
Examples would include--to take an extreme example--a simple
threat to blow up the plant of a new entrant and (from the Gilbert
paper) some kind of preemptive patenting.

However, while these

examples may provide a theoretical solution to the limit-pricing
paradox, we still have the same kinds of practical enforcement
concerns that we discussed earlier.

Preemptive patenting may be a

real problem in 'fact as well as in theory, but what kinds of rules
are you going to set up to deal with it?
The final problem area dealt with at the conference
appears to present a situation in which the very early concerns of
industrial organization economists about the dangers of market
power that falls short of total monopoly is reappearing--updated
and modified--in the work of Porter and Spence.

To illustrate, I

return to the first example I used, where one firm starts with 70
percent and expands to 80 percent of a market.

What seems to come

out of the presentations of Spence and Porter is the possibility
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that not withstanding the failure of the dominant firm to achieve
total monopoly, expansion of market share--by increasing the
market power that is arguably connected with market position--may
be disadvantageous to long-run competition.

Hence, the act of

going from 70 to 80 percent may give a firm some sort of
irrevocable (or at least difficult-to-overcome) market power
which it can then exploit to raise price-so -(-or to cut further into
the share of its smaller rivals).

Perhaps this is what the

old-style case-study-type economists were trying to tell us.
However, we should recognize that there is further con- ,
tent to Spence's message.

While it may be true that there are

long-term competitive costs associated with aggressive actions
that do not lead to single-firm monopoly, there may also be competitive benefits' that go beyond the obvious short-run gains from
the lower prices (or product improvement) used to expand market
share.

The benefits I have in mind are the cost savings that

Spence associates with larger cumulative volumes and the experience curve.
Once again, in working out the theory here we must keep an
eye on the practical considerations.
cal problem.

Suppose there is a theoreti-

What are you going to do about it, and what are the

implications of the rules you set up for the behavior of other
firms?
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COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

Don, have you been led to

amend any of the thoughts you and Phil had concerning the old
old economics--the experience curve, or anything else?
MR. TURNER:

I would say that all of the subsequent

material that appeared since we wrote the

origin~l

article on

predat.ory pricing has been enlightening in various respects.
I might say that Phil Areeda and I wereO-astounded at the way
this brought the economists out of the woods.

I think they owe us

a great debt of gratitude for giving them something to write
about.
What it precipitated was a series of really quite good
articles, going at the problem in a basically theoretical way,
setting up new models, more complicated models, and endeavoring on
the basis of those to offer solutions different from the one that
Phil Areeda and I had proposed.
Of course,· all of this literature has been very interesting.

In the end--and I have not checked with my coauthor lately,

so I can only give my cywn views--in the end, I think I remain of
the opinion that though no rule or set of rules would command
either universal theoretical support or universal support from
those who are dealing in other than theory, I think we are still
basically right.

I have not been convinced by anything that I

have read that the problem is of such magnitude that it warrants a
complex solution, with all of the complications and litigation
that that imposes, wi th all of the stimulus to Ii tiga tion by firms
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who feel aggrieved by competitors' price cuts and all the social
costs that that creates.
I still disagree with Bob Bork and possibly Frank
Easterbrook, who believe that there should be no rules whatsoever.

I think dominant firms in particular should be aware that

certain kinds of extreme tactics are going to get them into

. ...

trouble, and this is on the whole a rather salutary check .
~

-"-.

But having said that, it seems to me that the rule on predatory pricing should be no more severe than the one that we
proposed.

AsPhii and I conceded in our original article, that is

no perfect rule.

It may let some egregious acts escape the net.

However, even if you had the time and you had the resources after
the fact to look back and figure ou t what was really going on, our
own judgment was/is (and my judgment still is) that all in all,
the gains that would be achieved by attempting to capture what I,
in my own judgment, would feel would be relatively few cases,

Let me just very briefly elaborate on that.

I think it is

generally conceived now that the problem, if any, is with markets
in which there is single-firm monopoly or single-firm dominance.
My impression of our industrial history is that instances of durable single-firm monopoly or durable single-firm dominance are _
relatively-rare.

They just don't last all that long.

The market eventually takes care of those problems, either
through technological change, new entry, or what-have-you.
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I think by and large any egregious behavior that monopolists
or single firms may engage in will have

relativ~ly

short-term"

effects, at worst.
So I don't vi ew the dime ns ions of the probl em as rea lly be i ng
all that serious.
As for durable single-firm monopoly--durable single-firm
dominance--if you are really concerned .about that,
dealt with as a separate problem.

that can be

Phil Areeda and I have

suggested--not without our critics on that score as well--that
where you get a significant durable monopoly, there ought to

.b~.

open to the Government procedures for equitable relief without
regard to fault.
I think if that option were available in the antitrust
arsenal, the problem that we have been talking about would be even
more serious than it probably is anyway.
George Hay, I think, put the views together very well, and
the things I am saying,I think Ordover and Joskow have said.
Judgment as to what the appropriate rule should be here depends on
one's estimate of probabilities, and those estimates are just very
hard to get at and establish with any degree of satisfaction.
How likely is it that a monopolist will deliberately sacrifice the substantial current revenues that would be sacrificed by
going below average cost to drive out or exclude competitors?
likely is it that the policy would be successful?
it that the result will be a net welfare loss?
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How

How likely is

Finally (and of course Phil Areeda and I and others have
stressed this), what are the likely social costs of litigation and
deterrence to beneficial price cutting or beneficial pricing that
,~:.

would result from a loose rule or one that is terribly hard to
implement or to litigate?

'-y.:

And we of course feel that those

potential costs are quite great and that all in all they would
exceed what would be gained from more re~fi~~d tests.
One final simple point--and I think none of us want to
bicker over details today--.is that I sense that in the way the
debates have been going on (particularly in the courts, most
recently in Transamerica), there has not been complete agreement
but rather a general consensus that if you get chronic excess
capacity, a dominant firm ought to be subject to no more severe
strictures than smaller competitors.

If you have chronic excess

capacity, some is doomed to be eliminated anyway.

Marginal-cost

pricing is the. competitive result and that is the vehicle by which
the shakeout takes place.
Sure, the shakeout may be of more efficient rather than less
efficient firms, but we can't do much about that.
The main battleground as I see it is over dominant-firm pricing in a situation of short-run excess capacity--and indeed that
is the only situation in which under the Areeda-Turner test a
monopolist could lawfully price below average cost.

He has got to

have excess capacity, or if he priced below average cost the
demand would be such that his marginal costs would be way above
that.
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That really seems to me to be where the main battleground
is.

If .you are talking about short-run excess .9apacity, in a "

cyclical period, the chance that marginal-cost pricing is going to
actually bankrupt people is reduced.

The chance that the bankrupt

assets will be withdrawn from the market is reduced.

All of the

feared adverse consequences are much less probable.
Although I try to be openminded

an~continue

to be open-

minded, I am still unconvinced that this subject deserves complicated treatment and I am still unconvinced that dominant firms
should be subject to severe prohibitions on pricing that

compe~~

tive firms are not only permitted to do but are expected to do.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

Thank you.

Professor

Eas terbrook?
MR. EASTERBROOK:
Bork on this ·question.
Turner's

accu~ation,

Yesterday I put myself close to Bob

I suppose I have to plead gu ilty to Don

but I wanted to spend most of my time today

asking what would happen if this is a mistake, and if there are
indeed some cases in which it is profitable for a firm to engage
in predation.
I continue to adhere to my statement of yesterday that it is
not worthwhile to talk about predation unless you have found
something that reduces the amount of efficiency in the market.
Some things could raise barriers and raise profits as they
increase productive efficiency in the market.
not worth worrying about at all.
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They are probably

But assume that there are cases of profitable predation,
capacity expansion, or pricing strategies, and so on.
proves, I think, that something exists.

That '

Proof of existence is not

a proof that anybody ought to be worried about the phenomenon.
One of the great bugaboos in antitrust law from time to time
has been the theory of second best.

Perhaps all of us should go

home and stop worrying about ant itrus 1! ...·e·nf-orceme nt, because
alleviating a monopoly in anyone area of the economy will
make things worse.

sim~ly

People have not been too worried about second

best, by and large, because of the conclusion that the problem "is
not serious, and, if it is serious, we don't know what to do about
it.

So we ignore it in our daily work.
I th ink 6ne can say much the same th ing abou t preda t ion,

although I am going to argue that from from a slightly different
point of view.

If the phenomenon exists, we still want to pick an

optimal level of enforcement.

When I say optimal level of en-

forcement, I" mean that we have to make two kinds of judgments.
The first kind of judgment that needs to be made is the
penalty that would be imposed on predators.

The second kind of

judgment we would want to make is what the costs of collecting
those penalties are and whether those costs are greater than the
penalties we set out to collect; because, I take it, we maximize
the welfare of the entire economy if we minimize the sum of the
predation costs and the enforcement costs.
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My first suspicion is that the amount of penalty we would
want to collect from predators is probably quite small.

Penalcies

must be constructed to make violations unprofitable, when profit
is viewed ex ante.

The ideal penalty in an antitrust case is the

loss of the profit that the violator expects to make when he
begins his process of violation.

We may have to add to this the

welfare loss the violation causes, but a'tte-mpting to add this
could produce overenforcement because of the treble damages available to private plaintiffs.

Most likely, given that problem, the

ideal penalty is simply the loss of the monopoly profit.
But if you think, as I do, that most cases of attempted predation have been failures and that failed predators end up paying
out of their own pockets a substantial

amou~t,

from predation are probably quite small.
is small, even when the predator succeeds.
of what I

thi~.we

the ex ante profits

The. penalty, then, also
That is the first half

ought to be looking at.

The second half is the cost of imposing these penalties.
Areeda-Turner and Joskow-Klevorick both have asked the very
important question whether the test yields false positives, in
which we falsely identify as predation things that aren't predation.

The Joskow-Klevorick article is a very useful attempt to

compare false positive losses with false negative losses.

But I

think false positives and false negatives are not the end of the
story.

If you want to minimize the sum of error costs and the

costs of administering the entire system, you have to look in
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other directions as well.

There is no point in spending more than

the optimal penalty in order to collect it.
What are the c9sts of administering the system?

One is

administrative costs: running enforcement agencies and so on.
Another is the legal costs.
show~d

One paper distributed yesterday

31 predation cases in the last 5 years.

surprised if on the average they cost

$5

't-o" $10

I would not be
million for Ii ti-

gation--which is a small figure for a large case, a large figure
for a small case.

We are talking about some $300 million in direct

legal costs within the last 5 years.

The figure is even larger"

if you count the cost of litigation in cases that were settled and
so escaped mention in the survey.
itself.
out.

Then we have the cost of risk

That is, people don't know how a predation case will come

And if firms are risk-averse, the very creation of risk is

the source of disutility.
The fact "that risk exists would show up in higher marginal
costs of selling products.

It increases the cost of doing busi-

ness and the cost of what we all pay.

The cost of false positives

also increases the marginal cost of production and imposes a
particular penalty on firms that dare to cut price.

Finally,

there is one very large cost of administering a rule against predation: the costs of whatever devices replace what the legal
system succeeds in suppressing.
My proposition, one that I give without the slightest
empirical foundation,

is that the administrative costs are so high

that the optimal level of enforcement is zero.
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Now, having said that (and I repeat, without a shred of evidence supporting it), I suppose I am obliged to justify my position.

I justify my position by calling on my status as a lawyer

to playa lawyer's trick on you.

My lawyer's trick is the alloca-

tion of the burden of persuasion.
for me,

Although there is no evidence

there is also no evidence against me.

.""""- . ---.

And I think the

burden of persuasion rests on the advocates of intervening in the
market.

Since the evidence is scarce, anyone with the burden of

persuasion fails.

But since the growth of firm A or the exit of

firm B very probably is due to efficiencies, I think we need a
very good reason to justify the allotment of substantial resources
to market intervention.
I hope there will be time to pay some attention to this aspect of the predation problem before we are done.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
to next?

Thank you.

Whom should we turn

Prof"essor Joskow?
MR. JOSKOW:

What I would like to do is to make some

general comments relating to the conference and what I think the
implications are for predatory pricing and other related issues,
and to raise very briefly a couple of issues that we did not have
a chance to address in our paper.
Someone once told me--a noneconomist who knew economics-that there are two kinds of economics: trading economics, which
is the economics that economists trade between each other; working
papers,

things they write in journals, things they talk about at
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the American Economic Association meetings,

the slicing up they do

of one another in talking about theoretical and, empirical work,
they are doing, et cetera.
A second kind of economics is talking economics.

It is the

kind of economics that economists present in public forums,

in Op

Ed page articles in the New York Times, and in the Wall Street
Journal.

•

,... • •

o.

-.-.

Some of the ideas that we trade among one another grow and.
mature and eventually become accepted and part of talking economics.

Some of the things that we trade among ourselves die on, the

vine.

Some ideas that appear to have died are resurrected later

for further consideration.
In a sense, I think that is why one gets this notion of the
"old learning" and the "new learning" and the "old new learning,"
et cetera.

One of the things that I found interesting about this

conference and ,the idea behind it was that it represented an
effort to get economists who are working on the areas of economic
theory and empirical work that are at least in part still the
domain of trading economics to talk to people who are in the business of trying to use economics and economic models to work on
real public policy problems.
There is a great virtue in doing this.

It helps those of

you who are in the public policy arena, are practicing attorneys,
are implementing the antitrust laws to gain some insight into the
way economists are now thinking about some of these problems, and
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it gives those of us who are working on certain

~heoretical

and,

empirical problems some
sense of their real-world importance.
,.

I

welcome the opportunity to have this kind of exchange, and I think
it is something that can be very valuable.
There are two areas of recent development in economics-trading economics--that appear to be esp.e"c.ially relevant to issue.s
coming up now in antitrust law.

One area is the economics of

product quality, variety, selection,

information, and behavior of

firms characterized by increasing returns.

Another area is the

dynamics of firm and industry behavior, factors affecting entry
decisions, the rate of entry, financing 'capabilities, market
signaling, experience curves, et cetera.
Why are people working on these kinds of problems at the
present time?

People get their kicks from different things.

Some

people work on the economics of marriage and the economics of sex
and the economics of the family and estimate curves for chimpanzees.

Other people are dissatisfied with looking at abstract

markets and appealing to the mysterious invisible hand, the
mysterious potential entrant, and really want to try to understand
some of the details of the way markets operate, why we have different kinds of products, and what kinds of dynamic characteristics markets have, to try to sketch out in more detail how the
"machine" works.

The two areas of work I

ses to the latter set of interests.

referred to are respon-

There was some comment made

yesterday abou t how these lines of inquiry are not very
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productive.

I disagree with this view.

I think the reason that

we have had this conference is that the kinds of issues that
economi s ts have been ,.work ing on in these areas do have some re le<) :

vance to problems that arise in the area of predatory behavior and
in other areas that have been of interest to the Federal Trade
Commi~sion,

to private litigants, and to the Justice Department •
• r ..- .. ---.

What has been going on here should be taken in that spirit.

It is

essentially imposs ible to' answer any of the' questions that were
raised here about the probabilities and the costs of different
legal rules, and it is essentially impossible to prove or disprove
the kind of argument that Don Turner was, making, until we get some
models of how we think these markets work, start to do some empirical work to try to see which of the theories have some weight,
and ultimately try to estimate what kinds of benefits and costs'
there might be' associated with different kinds of behavior.
It seems to me that in the end the ultimate answer to the
question of whether we should have no policy with regard to
predatory behavior, or a stricter policy, or a looser policy, is
going to necessarily have to wait until we understand better what
is going on in these markets.

I believe that this kind of

research represents a productive effort, and perhaps at some point
we will in fact be able to meet the burden of persuasion that was
proposed here.
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What I was struck with when I first read a number of the
~

predatory pricing cases--especially the private cases--was that
,"

most of them appeared to be without much merit.
wi thou t meri t?

Why were they

When you look at the markets that the alleged

monopolizations were occurring in, they simply did not have the
struct'ural characteristics conducive to monopolization.

.,... . ---.

I just

-

couldn't conceive of there being a public policy rationale for
having an antitrust intervention in the sand market in a

particu~

lar area, or that someone could monopolize the market for rocket
fuel purchased by one single buyer, the United States Government,
that would no longer be going to purchase the product after a
certain date.
That is not to say that all of the cases were totally without
merit, but in a number of them it was implausible to me that there
could possibly be a monopoly problem in those markets.

That is

one characteristic of these recent cases that was not discussed
sufficiently yesterday morning.
The interpretation of the interest of the courts in the
Areeda~Turner

rule might be that it is an easy way of disposing of

these cases.

The ·thing that troubled me abou t this mot iva tion for

using the A-T rule was that it was not obvious to me that all
future cases were going to be silly and that the application of
this apparently simple per se rule could lead to serious welfare
losses when applied to markets in which monopoly power is a
potentially serious problem.
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I became somewhat concerned about the development ,of a set
of legal institutions that in fact worked very well when applied
to silly cases but might be bad rules when faced with legitimate
"instances of monopoly or monopolization.
This is what motivated the kind of approach that Al and I
took in our paper in the Yale Law Journal.

.

~.-

We essentially wanted
.

to recognize that there was uncertainty, that you make errors, .
that there was not going to be any perfect rule.

We try to look

at what we do know about the way markets work, to separate the
wheat from the chaff and to try to somehow focus our attention on
those kinds of markets where it is at least reasonably plausible
that a monopoly problem could arise.

That is really the motiva-

tion for the kind of two-tier test that we proposed.

The basic

idea is to try to quickly dispose of those cases that arise in
market contexts where there aren't the kinds of structural characteristics that"make predatory pricing a likely vehicle for monopolization.

In the remaining markets we would apply a more

comprehensive rule-of-reason analysis of dominant-firm behavior
than proposed by Areeda and Turner.
We indicated in our paper that we were perfectly willing to
accept, in the context of our framework, the ultimate conclusion
that the set of cases which satisfied the criteria for going into
what we called the second behavioral tier would be very small or
even zero.

I

suspect that individuals' perceptions of how large

that set is depend on their empirical knowledge and perceptions
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about the structure, behavior, and performance of industrial
markets in the United States.
larger than does Don Turner.

I probably believe that the set is
Others may think it is smaller.

What we wanted to do was to establish a framework which could
incorporate empirical guesses as well as future empirical
information and theoretical information that would develop in the

...... ---.

future.

The economy is changing.

We are learning more about it

all the time, and I think the kind of work people are doing now
theoretically and empirically is important for understanding
monopoly problems.

All of this work can be incorporated in the

kind of framework that we present.
There are three areas I will touch on briefly that I think
need further attention.

One is intent.

Intent has gotten a bad

name in a lot of these articles, and it was mentioned yesterday
that intent is a lawyer's concept, not an economist's concept.

I

think intent is an economist's concept also, but one of the problems that economists have in communicating with lawyers is that we
use the same words to mean different things.

In our paper we

indicate some sympathy with the problems of litigation in which
you spend an enormous amount of time going through the Xerox
copies of the records that were produced on discovery, reading
what people had written in the margins, et cetera, to try to find
just those words that might convince--especially a jury--that
there was some evil intent.

I am sympathetic to that problem, and

I really don't think that the kinds of colorful phrases often
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relied on by plaintiffs--especially when they are made by, people
who are not in primary management decisionmaking positions--should
play an important role'in these cases.
On the other hand, in the end we are trying to understand
what the purpose was of various activities that a particular firm
is engaged in.

And it seems to me that some kind of structured

. ..... _.-.
~

inquiry that looks at intent is desirable.

To the extent that

conscious plans, long-run plans of monopolization, can in fact be
developed from the documentary record, they should be presented.
But I think that plantiffs should be constrained to focus on a few
basic questions.
First, is the behavior likely to make it more difficult for
firms to enter a

mar~et--especially

by some degree of monopoly power?

a market already characterized
Can such behavior lead to

equally efficient rivals, though perhaps smaller or newer rivals
exi t from the market?

Is such behavior likely to lead to higher

prices in the long run than would occur without such behavior?

I

think it is unlikely such information is going to be found in any
sophisticated firm's files.

But to the extent that that kind of

information does become available, I don't think it should be
ignored.
Let me next turn to the use of cost-based tests in antitrust
cases.

I think that all of the articles have underestimated the

difficulty, in the litigation context, of accurately estimating
the relevant economic costs of production.
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I don't want to argue here about whether there should be
marginal costs or average total costs or average variab'le costs.-My own experience--n6t in the antitrust context but in the public-.
utility context--is that even when you have the absolute best
information about an electric utility (for example, a good model
of

it~

technology, extremely good data, the cooperation of the

firm involved), it is very hard to come °Up -with marginal cost
estimates that are without some uncertainty and that cannot be
challenged in one way or another.

I think that in the end we must

recognize that there are all kinds of problems with estimating - ,
costs--especially in multiproduct industries.

It seems to me, if

one is serious about giving the plaintiff a chance, if we are to
use cost-based rules in antitrust cases, you must give the
plaintiff some leeway in using the available cost figures and
manipulating them.

I know in the Transamerica case there was a

lot of back-an-d'-forth as to how much one could manipulate them.
If you take a very, very strict view, that the plaintiff must,use
whatever costs the defendant's accountants come up with, in the
end we probably might as well not waste our time, because it is
going to be very hard to satisfy any kind of cost test, even when
predation is a reality.
On the other hand, it is probably ridiculous to think of
tarring and feathering a defendant if you find that he's dropped
his price a tiny bit below some measure of cost.

I think you have

to do some sensitivity analysis, and you have to incorporate other
information about the market to understand what is going on.
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Finally, let me indicate that one of the mot iva t

i~ns

for at

least some of the interest of lawyers in this area has been that
many cases are privat'e damage actions.

Unlike Government actions

a nd act ions by th e FTC, P r iva t e dama ge ac t ions are mo t iva ted by
the goal of money damages.

Unfortunately there has been very

little'discussion in any of the literature concerning how you

.1-.-

o.

---.

estimate damages in the context of the rules for liability that
have been proposed.

The rules that have been developed have been

silent on how one transforms a rule of liability into a rule of
damage computation.

If we are going to continue to allow these

kinds of suits, and if we are going to allow private attorneys
general to bring them, we will have to come to grips with the
issue of damages; and I think that is a hole that exists in the
current literature.

Thank you.

COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
the give-and-take here.

I am hoping to move along to

Professor Klevorick, do you want to make

some opening statements?
MR. KLEVORICK:
Paul has said.

Let me just add a little bit to what

I do not think that he meant to give the impres-

sion that we regarded our article as the last word on predatory
pricing, though I can assure you all that the editorial board of
the Yale Law Journal hoped it was.

They were fearful that the

journal would become known as the "Yale Law Journal of Predatory
Pricing."
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We do think that we said most of what we had to say about
predatory pricing in the article.

Hence, with regard to predatory

~

pricing, I do not really want to take this opportunity to try to
persuade Don Turner or Frank Easterbrook, each of· whom has read
the article carefully, that he has misread us in certain ways.

.

But perhaps I will leave that for later discussion
•
""- . ---.
What I would like to stress this afternoon is a point, which
we observed and mentioned at the outset of our paper, concerning
the general nature of strategic behavior.

I want to mention this

again because I think it relates very well to a number of the discuss ions that arose in several of the papers that were presented
at this conference.

I have in mind particularly Mike Porter's

this morning, Mike Spence's, and Rich Gilbert's yesterday.
The basic point is that strategic behavior is a general
phenomenon, and .pricing is only one aspect of strategic behavior.
In particular, among the ·sources of implementation costs we
mentioned in the article (when we discussed the cost of implementing any particular rule or approach) were the strategic adaptations that any rule or approach to predatory pricing would in fact
engender.

Hence,

in taking account of the enforcement costs about

which Frank spoke, one

wa~ts

to be very careful to recognize not

only the lawyers' cost, the judicial system's cost, the agency
costs and the like, but also the fact that any announced policy
will in fact lead the firms themselves to adapt.

And these may be

beneficial adaptations or they may in fact be welfare-lossinducing adaptations.
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This observation also relates to the points made in the
Porter and Spence papers about the firm as a
activities.

po~tfolio

of

Those papers should lead us to question the sharp

distinction in some of the paradigms with which George Hay
started.

Specifically, drawing a sharp contrast between entry and

exit on·the one hand and patterns of expansion or contraction
on the other is not necessarily the

best~.w·ay-to

approach the

problem of dominant-firm behavior.

Rather, it is more helpful to

view dynamics in such markets as a continuum of activity and
focus on degrees of expansion or contraction.

For example, one-.

ought not to worry so much about whether we have a firm on the
fringe or outside the industry that is about to enter as opposed
to a small firm in the industry that is exp.anding.

To the extent

it has market power, a dominant firm can use that power to deter
entry of a new. competitor or to diminish the rate of expansion of
an existing competitor.
Mike Porter's comments this morning about the firm's portfolio of activities also seem to tie in very well with the
example, which Paul and I used several times in our article, about
a fir.m signaling from one market to another and the importance of
taking account of the interrelationships among markets that a firm
serves, whether those markets are distinquished by geography,
product, or time.

Once one recognizes, as Porter emphasized, the

importance of considering the entire portfolio of firm activities,
one must question the usefulness of cons idering one ma rket in
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isolation and focusing on anything like "pure" entry
which is operative in a single market alone.

det~rrence

The firm's actions

in one market are bound to have effects on other (geographical or
product or. temporal) markets it serves.
With regard to antitrust policy toward strategic behavior in
general', I would argue that the two-tier approach that Paul and I
........- . ---.
suggest for structuring the rule of reason in the predatory
pricing case applies again.

In any particular case, structural

issues should be confronted first,

to ascertain whether the given

situation is like many of the cases which Paul talked about a few
minutes ago in the predatory pricing context, where the market
situation does not really call for any concern or worry.

There is

no point in getting ·into a large discovery enterprise and getting
into a large behavioral inquiry when the structure of the market
suggests that there is,

in fact, no problem.

The distinction, I think, however, between the predatory
pricing area and strategic behavior more generally is the
complexity of the behavioral inquiry that would have to be undertaken.

With regard to nonpricing behavior, there really is

nothing like--or at least in my thoughts about it, I have not been
able to come up with anything like--the kind of cost-based rules
which different participants have put forth in the pricing discussion or the sustained-price rule Baumol put forth in his
contribution on the subject.
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The discussion of Mike Porter's paper and Mike Spence's paper
indicates, I think, quite clearly the reason why we cannot have
much hope for struct'uring this behavioral inquiry in quite as neat
a way as I think it is possible to do in predatory pricing.
is the situation at the present moment.

This

But the future work of

Spence, Porter, and others--and perhaps the kinds of experiments
Plott and Smith discussed--may provide ;·~~·fficiently better
understanding of behavior so that we will be able to develop a
more structured behavioral inquiry.

I must say, though, that I am

not optimistic about this in the near term.
As we have tried to argue in the article, our approach is
consistent with other general approaches to the monopolization
cases.

The principal difference is our broadening of the notion

of what ought to be looked at in terms of structure and our use of
that broadened view of structure--of the set of structural
issues--to enable a cutting short of many of the cases that would
otherwise go forward.

That is, we expand the set of structural

factors but also give consideration and resolution of those
factors lexicographic priority.

The kind of inquiry we envision

is feasible, and it is consistent with the approach taken in
several recent cases.

In particular, the inquiry in the two-tier

approach is not very far from what Commissioner Pitofsky (at my
right) did in his concurring opinion in the Borden case.
Furthermore, adoption of our approach would have an effect
on the enforcement side, which Frank Easterbrook was pointing out
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before.

Our approach would affect the bringing ?f suits and the-

assessment as to whether they were unworthy or unmeritorious private litigation, because the issues that would have to be defined
in the first tier--the issues that would have to "be proved with
regard to structure--would in fact be placed forward.
Finally, I think it is important t.b.pt ..we not lose sight of
the overall goal in this attempt to structure a rule or an
approach to predatory pricing or similar behavior.

What motivates

us is a concern with long-run social welfare optimization, a

po~~t

that Mike Scherer, in his original comment on the Areeda-Turner
paper, brought home loud and clear.

If one wants to talk about

specific rules and using-specific rules, the nature of the enterprise is then to consider particular market structures and to try
to understand which rules work best for which markets.
on this

enterpr~se,

To carry

we need to enrich our analyses of particular

market structures with the kind of work that Spence and Porter
have done.

We have to try to "map" from structural characteris-

tics of a market to the rule or standard that is most conducive to
a socially optimal ou tcome.
One of the principal lessons that Paul and I tried to emphasize in our paper is: one rule will not work for all markets, and_
the work we have to do is to learn what rules work for what kinds
of markets.

Our two-tier approach is a specific application of

that principle.

It says there are some markets for which you

ought just to say that firms can do anything they please, and you
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ought to go on with specific behavioral inquiries only

i~

those

markets where there are signs that there are severe problems of
monopoly or monopoliza·tion and therefore large social problems.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
PROFESSOR ORDOVER:

Thank you.

The discussion around this table
Those who go last

well summarizes the theme of the conference.

.

~.-

usually get preempted.

Professor Ordover?

..

-"-.

So I will try to keep my remarks short

rather than expand output.
The way I understand the discussion during the

l~st

few days

is the following: I think there is a certain agreement, however
weak, amongst the participants and also in the legal literature,
that anticompetitive behavior does involve some sort of sacrifice
of profits with an intent--I don't use that word in the legal
sense--and for the purpose of obtaining additional monopoly gain.
That agreement does not translate into the same conclusion
about antitrust ·policy toward predation.

Some--I assume Frank

Easterbrook and Professor Bork in Antitrust Paradox--suggest that
it is unlikely that a firm will ever engage in that kind of behavior, given its costs and benefits.

The costs always outweigh

the benefits, because no one' can ever succeed with a predatory
tactic in driving out a rival.

And even if one succeeds, new

entrants will soon whittle away the monopoly profit.
A somewhat weaker version of that argument is that whereas
it is possible to imagine situations in which anticompetitive behavior, involving the aforementioned sacrifice of profits, might
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occur, it would be ill-advised for us to engage in trying to
prevent it, for a var..iety of reasons.
I think that Professor Easterbrook's discussion tried to
bring out those reasons why there may be significant costs in
attempting to stop what looks like competitive behavior; for
example, price cu tting, introduction of !1!:.~ J?roducts, or expansio~
of capacity.

In fact, what legal intervention may accomplish is

merely to prevent or to forestall competitive interactions in the'
marketplace, and of course none of us would like to accomplish
that.
Give n the probabi 1 i ty of error and 'gi ve n the low probabi I i ty·
of anticompetitive behavior, the best rule is no rule; for interjecting any kind of' legal rules into the marketplace will harm
efficiency.

P~ofessor

Willig and I do not necessarily agree 'with

this position--I, at least feel that it is worthwhile to try to'
understand what anticompetitive behavior implies.

What does that

phrase "sacrifice of profit for additional monopoly gain'" imply in
terms of behavior of competitors in the- marketplace?

Once you are

able to understand and characterize competitive behavior, you-may
want to inquire whether the observed behavior does or does not
merit antitrust inquiry--i.e., whether or not it is competitive
or anticompetitive.
I believe that there are instances in which such anticompetitive behavior does occur, and in fact is profitable to the
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incumbent.

(Of course, entrants are not immune from charges of

anticompetition of behavior and thus predation.)
I th ink there are two reasons why we are havi ng problems

with isolating anticompetitive behavior in reality.
First of all, because of the pathbreaking article by

Professors Areeda and Turner, we have focused our analysis on
.--.

price cutting in a single product line--from my standpoint a very

contrived market situation.

It is conceivable--I would like to

raise that as a point for future discussion--it is conceivable
that in a somewhat more complicated market situation characterized

by multiproduct firms or multimarket firms, predatory pricecutting--whatever the definition of that will be after 2 days of
analyz ing the mat ter--rny in fact occu r.

This brings me to just a very brief comment on what Paul
Joskow's earlier remark: I th ink that we cannot judge whether

predation did or did not occur in a number of those cases that
might to us look foolish; in part, we did not have a predation
rule which was fashioned to deal with the circumstances encountered in those cases.

Hence one cannot judge from the available evidence whether
in fact predation did or did not occur, because the evidence that

was being presented was presented to argue for or against the

Areeda-Turner rule. Now another rule might have given a different result, and then we would be back where we started.
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Secondly, I would suggest that there are anticornpetitive
strategies other than pricing that firms can engage in.

And as

Bill Comanor said yes"terday, we do seem to have a cornucopia of
strategie.s which may look like anticompetitive strategies.
To exemplify, I think it's very difficult for us to carefully
and thoroughly analyze the anti-IBM cases without really coming to
grips with the possibility of predatory...p1~nJpulation of products
to the disadvantage of competitors.

It is plausible that IBM's

alleged anticompetitive behavior did not involve predatory pricecutting; in fact, it might have involved something quite opposite:
predatory price increases in components that competitors most
needed to buy.
Thus, in the area of systems competition, it would not be
wise for us to focus on comparisons of prices to costs, because in
that contest that is no longer the only issue.

I think we should

try to branch out from predatory price-cutting on a single product
to more complex scenarios.

As Bob Willig tried to demonstrate

yesterday, the Areeda-Turner rule is quite powerful, but it must
be modified for different scenarios.

And perhaps different com-

parisons and analyses will have to be undertaken as well.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

Josh, how does this

al~

trans-

late into a trial lawyer's brief, and/or what is your reaction?
.,

.: .....~.'.:.. ; .

MR. GREENBERG:

It is very important for you here in

:.".,,... .. ..j;...:.

this room to understand that there are a lot of people ou t there
listening to you. ".
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Counsel are a very important control in the

prici~g

deci-

..

sions in the large corporations.

When Al Doughterty makes his

statement to the NARD, he sends a signal that says, "the RobinsonPatman Act lives!"
So, too, if FTC lawyers say, "Well, we have primary line
injury.

Areeda and Turner are just two Harvard law professors-..... .
and whO knows about marginal costs and what-have-you."
-.~,

Then the lawyer goes to that marketing staff and says, "We
need something in addition asa safety margin."
Reported cases
i t.

ar~

·not the issue.

That is the least of

Antitrust ,in America is done in law off ices.

I may break up

more mergers in a month than you do in a year.
( Laugh ter. )
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
MR.

G~EENBERG:

That is not saying much.

With respect to pricing, it is

ve~~

important that you .be sensitive to the signal you send out to
America.
The next thought. is that Don Turner and Phil Areeda, in
their article, gave an intellectual base for the courts to find
legality where a competitor challenged aggressive pricing.
Whatever ·the theory, in all the cases the defendant won.

What is

at stake is the policy judgment: to quote from the Supreme Court
of the United States, "The more general purpose of the antitrust
laws is of encouraging competition between sellers."
from the A&P case in the last term.
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That comes

To go back to my prior

thought, counsel needs something to say, "You can go ahead and
price aggress ive ly.
above average cost.
average cost.
line.

II

Li terally 99 times ou t of a hundred, you are
Forget marginal cost.

I now say, "Let it fly.

No, you are above

Forget about primary

II

-As for pricing under marginal cost, I turn to Professor
,

...... ---.

Spence • s br i 11 i an t quote in h is paper, wh ich say s, nIt depends.
That is it.

11-

One of the problems that I have with Areeda and

Turner is some of the statements that if you are under a certain
amount, then it should be illegal.

For example, I think the'

article does not pay proper attention to meeting competition
needs.
What else is a monopolist supposed to' do in this situation?
You have to meet competition, and indeed this is recognized in
Telex and several other cases.
Next,

l~t

us consider the litigating situation.

By quantify-

ing the concept of intent, Areeda and Turner gave a tool for
summary judgments in litigation.
Next, just a footnote to the issue of intent.
been much impressed by it.

I have never

Intent may mean that some low-level

person wrote a stupid piece of paper.

Recently, for a case I

argued in the Court of Appeals, I said that no case ever turns on
intent.

When you are all finished, it turns on intent.

a lot of conversation about it.

There is

But I would very much like to see

some sort of quantification--to return to my first point--so that
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counsel can go out and say, "Go out there and try us like crazy,
because I th ink. that is what is good abou t th i~ country. "
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
kind of free-wheeling way.

I hope we can proceed now in a

As presiding official here, let me

start of f.
I think it is an indication of the influence of the AreedaTurner article that almost every court",,-.and-indeed almost every speaker here--starts with that as a base for analysis.

It

shou~d

be somewhat comforting to its authors that the piece can be
attacked from both the left and the righ t--and has been here-,- - ,
both by those who want more vigorous enforcement against alleged
predatory behavior and those who think that the danger is
exagge rated.
Let me take the point of view for the moment of those who
want more vigorous enforcement.

The theme that I see in that

literature most frequently is that the Areeda-Turner rule is just
great in a sta'tic market in a static world.
market, one point in time--fine.

One product, one

All we need say is that you

ought not to sell at less than average variable costs.
But what about a more complex world and more complex
strategies?

For example, take a company that sells in 10 markets,

recognizes entry in one by a new challenger, and realizes that
that challenger, if it succeeds in one, will go to two; if it
succeeds in two, it will go to three.

It drops its prices--but

above costs--perhaps in circumstances in which the challenger
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has not achieved its optimal level of efficiency--and drives that
company out of the market, and then raises its prices up' again. "
That is the scenario.
challenged?

Why shouldn't that kind of behavior be

What would the difficulties be of a world which took

that kind of a dynamic aspect of strategy into account and found a
violation even though the company is considerably above variable
costs?

.~.

MR. TURNER:

Bob, it is a little hard to answer that in

a simple way without sort of recounting all the predicates upon
which we took our position to begin with.
I think you know--again, it is a rather crude sumrnary--but
what I think your question raises is: Is it not more probable
that invidious behavior would be engaged in in that kind of a
scenario than when you are dealing with a single-product single
market?
Now, I would have to concede that it is perhaps somewhat more
likely the relative costs· to the firm relative to its overall
Qperations are less·than the costs would be in your cutting price
in the only market you have and the only market which you sell in.
The question then is, "Well, what can make this--does this really
suggest that somewhat different rules should be applied, that it
should be treated as a differentiated case, that it is a difference enough to warrant a change?"
Now, in that, as I say, we are getting down to kinds of probabilities that neither you nor I, I think, can make a close
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assessment of.

It is analogous in a way to the general charge

that has been leveled against conglomerates: that wi,th multi,products, they are much more prone to engage in predatory
behavior in one of the product lines than they would be if that
was their only product line.

The charge has been repeated for

years, and yet, to the best of my knowledge, the proposition is
devoid of empirical support.

And if j'lOt..is devoid of empirical.

support with respect to behavior of conglomerates, I question
whether the case you described, which is really of the same
general order, would be one in which the probabilities of that
kind of behavior would be greater.
Again, you have to concede, sure, it would seem to be greater~

the question is, How much and how likely is it?

And analyti-

cally, it may not be all that different from a single-product,
single

mar~et

case.

The typical problem of the new entrant, in

its market dominated by a single firm, is that it comes in
initially as rather small, probably with higher costs, particularly if there are learning curve problems to be

overcome~

and you

can see there that the large firm might engage in predatory
behavior, knock the firm out before it gets to the point where it
can provide effective competition.
I don't think, functionally, that there is all that much"
difference between the two cases.

I, quite frankly--although I

can't go as far as Bob Bork or Frank Easterbrook--I am much more
sympathetic to their position than I am to those who would
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8:

advocate a much more severely expensive prohibition in p+icing or
other kinds of predatory areas.
If I had to pick between no rule and some of the rules that
have been proposed, I would opt for no rule.
MR. EASTERBROOK:
that one.

I agree entirely with Don Turner on

Arguments about strategic predation are overblown.
•

r~-

The

. ---.

idea, I take it, is that a given firm operates in a cascade of
markets, and that if it only puts on enough of a predatory show in
the first market it will be able to prevent people from competing
in any market.
It seems to me that is the strategic 'equivalent of Napoleon's
promise to fallon his sword if the Russians don't surrender.

The

promise to lose a great deal of money in Market l--probably much
more money than your new entrant is losing in Market l--in order
to convey the message that you will be willing to do the same
thing in Market 2 and Market 3 and Market 4, is incredible.

The

message you convey is, you have a strategy that can succeed if and
only if you never again have to carry it out.

Once you have

conveyed the message, and rivals know that the strategy can
succeed only if not executed, you have also conveyed the message
to somebody else that now is that right time to enter Market 2.
Everybody knows that your predatory threat is profitable only if
it is not carried out.

That is the perfect time to enter.
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It seems to me, for this strategy and for many other strategies,

that rivals have available counterstrategies

th~t

leave

~he

incumbent with much less profit than if it never announced the
..
strategy at all.
If the incumbent commits itself to the strategy
irrevocably, it will lose even more.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

I am not sure I follow that.

I

take it the strategic aspect of this is the view of the entrenched

.

~.-

.

-.-.

company that by beating off the challenge in anyone market, you
can preserve very high prices and high profits in nine others.
Now, I am perfectly willing to accept that--the suggestion
that that is right--and to suggest that in some circumstances, a
company even in that situation won't a'ttempt predation, won't
attempt exclusion; but where it does, where in a situation like
that it does lower its price and put its operating price back up
again, what ,is the cost of an antitrust policy which would say
that that is conduct which we think ought to be declared illegal?
MR.

EASTERB~OOK:

I have two answers.

One concerns

standard cost of any antitrust policy about predation: in addition to administrative costs, the costs of false positives, which
may be very high.

But the second answer is: I do not see why the

entrant would drop out of Market 1, or why no one would come
into Market 2, in response to the incumbent's strategy, even if .
I give you a case in which a firm has a monopoly in 10 markets.
am not acquainted with any such firm.
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I

We started with the hypothesis that if the incumbent capitulated in Market 1, then the entrant would be able to come into
Markets 2 through lQ in the future.
thought predation worthwhile.

That is why the incumbent

Entrant's incentive to stay in

Market 1 despite any campaign of predation therefore is the profit
it could expect to make in Markets 1 through 10.

Those expected.

profits are probably very much greater . .t-han· the losses that theincumbent is capable of inflicting on the entrant in Market 1.
Meantime, in Market 1, where the incumbent is pre-dating, the
incumbent (which

pre~umably

has the larger market share) is losing

money hand over fist, much faster than the entrant.

My proposi-

tion is that the entrant simply will not drop out of Market 1.

It

has a much greater in'centive to stay.
MR. JOSKOW:

That presumes a level of staying power

that may not 'exist in some real-world situations.
9 months ago

~'saw

It must be 8 or

one of these detailed reports--the Boston

Consulting Group or a similar group did this for a company--which
laid ou t a varIety of long-run strategies they migh t engage in.
It was very fancily done--looked at cash flows, cash flows of
competitors, calculated present value of future profits, et
cetera.
One of those strategies was clearly not a welfare-maximizing
strategy.

Prices were going to be higher in the long run as

competitors were driven from the market.
question, "Would that be illegal?"
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I asked myself the

They were not dropping their

'\

, ,'J

price below average variable costs.

There was some indication

that the strategy called for dropping price beldw average total
cost.

I don't know if the firm followed that strategy, but if it

did, it was something that was undesirable from a welfare point of
view.

At least in principle, I would like to have some way of

keeping that from happening.
""'~~-

You are right,

..

.

- -.

the costs establishlng a rule to do that in

small number of cases may be very high.

a

But I think that 'we mus-t

at least ask, Is there a way of constraining such behavior so we
don't impose those kinds of false positives?

It is the question'

we have to ask.
MR. EASTERBROOK:

I am at a serious factual disadvant-

age, so I will bow out on that one.
MR. ORDOVER:

You are trying to undermine the strategic

behavior models by giving incorrect examples.

If Napoleon had

contracted to be pushed onto his sword, that contract would not be
breached.

,/

Maybe that would be a correct threat.
( Laugh ter. )
MR. ORDOVER:

I th ink the kind of analys is that we

need~)

to go into is to try to understand what are the credible threats.
Thus, when the original limit pricing literature was being undermined by the

~'new

new" learning in antitrust, one of the stimu-

lants behind that research was to try to explain why those kinds
of behaviors which seemed to be exclusionary behaviors were in
fact not.
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I think that the proper way to analyze this is whether or not
in the instant case there exists a set of strategies'which constitute credible threats.

If in the instant case killing an

entrant in Market 1 does not reduce the probability of entry in
other markets,

then most likely that strategy will not payoff.

I think one cannot prejudge the issue by simply saying,
"Well, entry will occur in Markets 2 tt-lrou-gh 10."

I think

someone has to prove whether it will or will not occur.
I grant you that it is not an easy task to prove that kind
of case.

The lawyers tell us, as they seem to be saying through

many of the sessions, that they cannot prove anything in court;
everything seems to be so complicated.

Then perhaps we should go

back to per se rules and get it over with.
I thought there was excitement in the air from Chicago and
elsewhere, that finally we were going to abandon per se rules and
turn to

rule~'

of reason.

Now that we are trying to introduce

rules of reason based perhaps on imprecise economic analyses, we
are being told that they cannot be implemented because doing so is
too difficult.
So, I would like some

guida~ce

from the lawyers as to what

in fact can be done in the courtroom, and maybe we can start
fashioning rules with that in mind.

At this moment, I am quite

confused as to what can be done, because I think that that seems
to be an issue which we may want to try to resolve.
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MR. HAY:

I think one of Frank's earlier points is

probably more relevant to the controversy.

He said he 'doesn't-

know of very many ma,rkets where a firm has a monopoly in 10
markets and sees single-firm entries.

But there may be lots of

markets in which firms have big, but not 100-percent, market
share,s.

There may be lots of markets in which they have already

four or five rivals and new entrants.

~ere

may be lots of times

when the new entrant is not killed off but simply has its
expectations frustrated.
I think there are two problems in thinking about such
situations.

One is that a lot of the economics that have been

used so far is really ill equipped to deal with these particular
kinds of problems.

That is why I liked some of the discussion

this morning and some of the discussion yesterday of Spence
talking about'market position.
The second point,

it seems to me, has to do with a whole

other set of issues having to do with the entrants.
Areeda-Turner's are very nice.

Rules like

They are very nice for the Court

because the Court presumes that it can get something like cost
data and can say ex post: Did the dominant firm do anything bad,
or not?

Rules are nice for the dominant firms because it knows·

its costs, and it can say, "Ex ante,

if I do this, will I be in

trouble or not?"·
The only trouble with rules is that they are not helpful for
the entrants.

They see a high price, think they can produce at
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something less than that price, but have not the foggiest idea
what the dominant firm's costs are, Line of Business data notwithstanding.

They think they are doing everybody and themselves a

big favor by coming into the business, and all of a sudden they
get bopped.
I can be ultimately persuaded by Areeda and Turner that the administrative costs o.f dealing with
ought to leave it alone.

th~t·tYroblem

are so severe we

I could well imagine another conference

where we can model entrants' behavior such that if the AreedaTurner model is the rule, you will have very little entry, because
entrants don't know what to expect if they enter.
MR. TURNER:

I am puzzled by that comment.

First, I am

puzzled that entrants typically come into a market not having the
foggiest idea of what the costs of the incumbent firms are.
would suppose'that is damned foolishness.

I

I don't think that most

people who are. 'in markets come in with that kind of abysmal lack
of informa tion.
Second, of coorse,

they never know for sure, and the effect

of a rule like ours or, say, an average-total-cost rule,

is to put

them at the mercy of a price cut that the incumbent can make when
they come in.
But then it seems to me that to say that there is something
wrong with the rule is to say that you want to impose on the
incumbent a price floor well above its costs as an umbrella to
facilitate entry.

And it seems to me that to reach a conclusion
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that that is wise policy involves a factual judgment that I don't
think we can make at this point.
To get back t,O that question of what a lawyer can prove in
court, it takes about 4 hours to go over all the issues there.
I think the short of it is that some of the papers have presented
certain kinds of highly relevant economic issues, relevant in the
sense that they bear upon what theore'tica1ly a good rule wouid' be,
that are simply not satisfactorily determinable in the court .
litigation.
Economists themselves often have to conduct year-long
industry studies in order to get information that is close to what
they think would be satisfactory.

You simply can't expect the

legal process, on a case-by-case basis, to handle that array of
data that is going to present those kinds of problems.
One that Klevorick and Joskow recognized when they were
fooling around, I think mistakenly, with the idea of above-average
cost being predatory i"s proof that the price cut, though well
above average costs, was profit-sacrificing.

As I recall, they

agreed it probably was not determinable, and that drew them to
using the Baumol proposal as a sort of proxy/substitute.

It is

interesting to me that people who think the rule is too favorable
to dominant firms go to rules that are inevitably going to be more
complicated than ours.
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The interesting thing to me is that they are going in the
~

opposite direction from that taken by enforcement agencies in
other important areas of antitrust law in the past.

Take hori-

zontal mergers; I thought enforcement agencies were generally
strongly wedded to the proposition that the basic rule should be
dependent upon market shares and that a whole array of economic-

....... -.-.

ally relevant factors with regard to construction of the market or
the characteristics of the individual firm should be disregarded
because it is impractical to take them into account and still have
an effective antimerger policy.
I don't, for example, sense any great enthusiasm among the
enforcement agencies for General Dynamics and some of the cases
that have come down since then, because those are in the direction
of unwinding the simplicity of the market-share rule.

Now, if

that is so with respect to horizontal mergers, precisely the same
problems come ·up when you are talk ing abou t preda tory pric ing.
And I am just a little bit puzzled as to why the same considerations are not brought to bear.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

Well, I would have to agree

that the complexity of this area is the cost, and that the long
run--one of the great virtues, and perhaps a dispositive virtue,
of the Areeda-Turnerapproach--is that people know (about as well
as they can know in an area like this) where the line is.
Let me ask Don one more question.

On the Joskow-Klevorick

two-tier approach, which would look at the nature of entry
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barriers--before you can get into all this stuff, how does that
fit with your own approach?
MR. TURNER:

Does that disturb your own analysfs?

The proposition of a screening device to

cut out cases in which the probability of adverse welfare effects
is small, I fully agree.

That part of it I like.

I guess the problem I have with the way it was formulated-and they may in fact recognize some of

f.h'e

-difficulties them-

selves--is that the first tier is hardly a clear test.

They want

to consider an array of structural factors of which market share
is simply one--is the industry technologically active or not, 'wnat
is the size distribution of other firms" and the like.

And if you

are going to have a clean first-tier screening device, I think it
would be better to have it simpler than that.
Incidentally, if I heard you right, you suggest that creation of that first-tier will be a deterrent to private litigation.
That isn't the" way I see it.

It seems to me that the reasons that

compel privafe litigation now in the predatory pricing area would
not decline to any great extent if they thought they had a fighting chance to get over the first hurdle.

As Josh Greenberg

suggested, an awful lot of these suits end up in settlement, and
it is a terrible nuisance to the defendant.
In view of the enormous costs of litigation and likelihood
of settling for something other than paying the amount, I don't
think that that will serve anyone very well.
a screen I agree with.

The general idea of

I guess my problem is that once you get

past that, I am not persuaded by the Joskow-Klevorick approach.
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.~

.j

COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
this point?

May I suggest a short,break at,

Why don't we adjourn until about 3:55, and then we

will pick it up at this point.
(Brief recess.)
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

Let's continue.

expand 'the discussion to some extent.

I wanted to

As......we
all know, predation
- . ---.

does not necessarily, or I expect even usually, occur in the form
of price cuts.

It may occur through other forms of behavior--

increases in capacity, innovation, and production, ways in which
price announcements are handled, and so on.
Don Turner, it turns out, has to leave to catch a plane to
Europe.

Since he is leaving early and since he has something he

would like to say on the question of alleged predation by innovation, let's start with him.
MR. TURNER:

I read or skimmed through in the time I

had available both Mike Porter's and Spence's papers and the
Ordover-Willig paper.
In substance, what the economist is saying is that there are
a variety of strategies available to a dominant firm to maintain
its dominance, of which severe price cutting is only one.

The

firm can also engage in high-level product changes, high-level
product improvement.
It can deliberately maintain excess capacity and the
like.
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Now, that does indeed have a significance that a cquple of
the panelists have pointed out, that there are alternatives that
are available, so that in preventing predatory pricing you may not
have accomplished much.

And, in fact, you may have cost the

economy something if you divert firms from one form of aggrandizement to another.

The thing that disturbs me the most is the
• r;;.-

•

_.-.

prospect--I hope it isn't too serious a prospect--that antitrust
law would indeed launch in any major way into an evaluation of
product strategies or of capacity levels.
Whatever those difficulties are--and they are clearly very
severe--in formulating appropriate roles for predatory pricing
and getting the requisite proof, it seems to me that once you move
off into product innovation and capacity levels and the like, you
are hopelessly at sea.
I really at the moment see no prospect for the law to be
able to handle those satisfactorily.

And not only that; particu-

larly with respect to product changes, it seems to me the law,
if it intervenes at all, should only do so in a very clear case.
Take the single-product case: dominant firm, single product,
and there is a new entry or there are existing small competitors,
and the dominant firm brings out a new product which expands its
market share, expands it competitively, or even knocks out the new
entrant because it is a better product.

The market has determined

it is a better product--perhaps consumer-goods cases, where there
is a possibility of what is called persuasive advertising.
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I am appalled at the prospect of getting -"the law into the
business of second-guessing the innovator, trying to decide
whether the product is indeed an improvement or not, whether it
was really in the consumer interests that that improved product be
put on the market when it was.
NOW, related to that,

simply as a practical matter--and Josh,·

.

"';;.-

.

---.

I'm sure, would back me up on this--from the experience I have had
on matters of this kind in any corporation that does its job
right, when making decisions as to whether to conduct a certain
line of R. & D. or not or, when new products evolve, whether to
market them or not, you will find all sorts of contrary points of
view in the in-house documents.

That is what a good corporation

asks for.
It goes to its salespeople, it goes to its engineers, it
goes to its production people and tries to get as much information as it can hearing on whether it would be profitable·to market
this product or not.

You will get different views.

One engineer will say, "I don't think this a significant
improvement at all."

The other will say, "It is a very

distinctive improvement."
The salesman will say, "I don't think it is worth enough to
pu t ou t th e new produ ct.

I don' t th ink cons ume r s will bu Y it."

Another will say, "They will."

The top management makes the

decision about whether to bring it out or not.
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·)

I do not myself see how it is feasible or appropri?te for
judges and. juries in subsequent litigation to try to second-guess
on these issues.

..

I mean, if you turn it on documentary evidence,

the plaintiff will always have a case in the sense that he can
point to some document that backs up his point of view.
Moreover, in highly technical equipment,
. .... -"-. the relevant factual
~

determinations are highly sophisticated.

If you are talking about

computers, copiers, electronic equipment generally, to throw to a
jury or even to a judge the question of whether this product was
an improvement or not, it seems to me, is folly.

I can only think

of one instance in which a court held a certain product change was
designed simply·to hurt competitors, and that was a case where the
product was degraded rather than improved in terms of actual performance.
If I were to do anything in that area at all--and this has
been suggested in some of the cases; the judges have been confronting these problems and properly have been very skeptical--it
seems to me the most it should ever be is that the defendant wins
unless there is simply no serious dispute over whether the product
was an improvement or not, or less restrictive than some other
alternative.

In other words, I would say that whatever my

skepti~

cism is in the whole predatory pricing area--and I am pretty
skeptical--it is tripled in spades when you get into the product
innova tions, and the courts generally simply shouldn I t intervene.
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MR. OROOVER:

I would agree and disagree.

~

think tnat

you suggest a dangerous
route, because there are ways--many, in
,"
fact--of causing an exit of an entrant or a competitor by a
product introduction.
MR. JOHNSON:

I can see that.

MR. OROOVER:
have committed.

I see two analytical errors that you
• r.,- . ---.
I would like to comment on those briefly.

First of all, I think it is not necessary to ask engineers
whether a product is or is not an improvement.
quite irrelevant.

I think that is

The product mayor may not be an improvement

from an engineering standpoint.

I think that engineering evidence

doesn't prove very much.
I think, also, that it is not true--I think you are almost
quoting Judge Kauffman here--that the mere fact that the market
accepts the product proves that the product is superior in the
economic sense or that for the reason of engineering superiority,
the antitrust inquiry should end.

If I were to first cause an

exit of my competitor and then introduce a new product, the
product would be accepted also.

Surely that would not prove that

the new product is superior to the one that it replaced.
I think the important question is whether the product would
have been accepted by the market and the innovation would have
yielded a positive incremental profit if the rival were to remain
a viable competitor.

I would ask whether a firm would have

engaged in that particular research and development program,
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whether it would have introduced the product into the market,

if

it had not anticipated or expected that subsequent to the intro-

..

duction of a new product with its concomitant price structure, the
exit would occur.
ask.-

That is, I think, the essential 'question to

An analogy might help: the fact is that consumers like

.,......

lower prices; yet not all of us are objecting to scrutinizing low
prices for possible anticompetitive effects.

Why shouldn't we

scrutinize new, possibly superior products for their anticompetitive effects?

New products also have price attached to them.

They also have costs attached to them.

Yet, because new products

apparently are superior in some technological or engineering
sense, they are to. be immune from antitrust scrutiny.

I think

that is not a correct stance to take.
I presume, Don, that you would say that one would want to
check whether the new product was priced above the average variable cost.
I th ink that such a test is probably inadequate also: if I
were to commit resources, R. & D., and perhaps new capacity, to
bring forth a new product, why would I not expect recovery of the
full expense after introduction?

If I can expect full recovery of

my costs and a positive incremental profit only if rivals exit and
subsequently raise prices, I see no difference between that
strategy and an ordinary price cut.
MR. TURNER:

I think maybe you didn't quite understand

my argument or I don't understand yours, one of the two.
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Of

course products and price are two sides of the coin.

I mean, you

could in effect cut a price by increasing the value of the product.

That would be,
~at

that.

in a sense, a price cut.

I don't dispute

I disputed was to put--my point is that whatever the

difficulties are in evaluating a price cut, they become much, much
greater when you move into the other dimensions.

....... ---.

And you know,

presumably the entrant exits or the small competitors are damaged
because a new product sells better.

At least you have the con-

.

sumer judgment.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

I am not sure what it

means~

I have never been sure what it means to say the innovation is
successful only because it means the exit of your competitor.
Suppose you build a mousetrap for a dollar and you sell it
for $2 you have 50 percent of the market.

Now you build a

better mousetrap, and you build it for $1.10 and sell it for $2;
and you have 100 percent of the market.

It is a losing proposi-

tion unless you encourage the exit of the competitor.

If it costs

more to sell, but it drives the other fellow out of business,
would that be predatory?
MR. ORDOVER:

The point I was trying to make was that

simply because a product is technologically superior and finds
market acceptance,
sense.

it is not· necessarily superior in an economic

The new product may find market acceptance only because--

and may raise a firm's overall profit only because--it was preceded by a predatory destruction of another product; i.e., the
product marketed by the competitor.
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I think that is the relevant

issue to examine with a predation test.

For example, such a

predation test may inquire whether the innovator was prepared to
sell to rivals old versions of the product at compensatory prices.
I would agree, however, with Professor Turner, that in product
innovation cases, the standard of proof is much more complicated.
MR. TURNER:

Anticipating future costs is of course
,#-'." . -"-.

somewhat speculative, but you can make a stab at it.

The trouble

with product innovation is that it is much more speculative as to
what its success will be, and the firm may calculate that the
product introduction would be profitable even if there was no
complete exit.

They don't really know.

guess as to how a new product will sell.
outside,

'I mean,

it is always a

And at the absolute

it seems to me the standard of proof ought to be that it

is clear from the documentary evidence that they knew or expected
that this would ,be profitable only after driving out competition.
I don't see where we will get that.'
I

would love to continue with this, but I

think I will have

to run.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

Josh, did you have something to

say?
MR. GREENBEBG:

One must make a cost/benefit analysis.

If a company makes a new product,

it is "terrible."

The difficulty is that it is an ordinary commercial act.
"Anti trust scru tiny" means you get lawyers into the act.
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When

<--:J,

,

:y :

'. ,,'

a certain number of lawyers say, "That is dangerous.
you ought not to do it."
,.

:.

-'~ - '

_.

- ,.,: -.~-:. - .'-

Tberefore

To give something "antitrust scrutiny"

means that the Nation is going to end up without some product
innova tion.
It is my judgment that things like product innovation,

.....

namely a normal commercial act, should be
free
,
---, of antitrust
scrutiny.
To return to pricing, one of the things that was done with
the Areeda-Turner article by the Justice Department Report which
came out in 1971 was to say that selective discounts are an
ordinary commercial act, a non-evil deed.

The great danger at

bottom is that so many brilliant people try to regulate the market
by means of antitrust laws.
We have" all of us, talked about how wonderful deregulation
will be.

To

r~place

administrative regulation with the regulation

of antitrust is to end up in the same place.
MR. JOSKOW:

I don't really think there is as much

disagreement as is appearing here.

I think the presumption that

everybody at this table has is that we want to encourage new
products.

We want to encourage process innovation, and we want to

encourage low prices.

I don't think there is any question of

that.
The critical question is: Are there situations--admittedly
in a very small number of cases--in which we want to scrutinize
behavior in some way?

I believe that there are--especially
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pricing behavior in certain markets.

I think we would all be

horrified by the notion that we would set up some kind of commission that would appr9ve all product innovations.

I understand the

danger, and I am sympathetic to Don Turner's notion that to the
extent we are going to scrutinize new innovations,
have to be very, very narrowly defined.

it is going to

Until we can define it

more carefully, we probably ought to stay out of it.
MR. GREENBERG:

What we need from intellectuals is the

same thing the bar and the Nation got from Areeda and Turner, and
that was a way of getting out of a lawsuit challenging what ought
to be legal.

By saying that sales above certain costs are always

legal, that enables a motion for summary judgment to get out of
the case fast.

What we need with acts like aggressive pricing and

product innovation is a rule so that we don't have to litigate the
case in depth. '
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

Don suggested a rule.

You

would not have to litigate unless it is absolutely clear that the
product was not an innovation, which I must say will almost always
be the case.

Someone will always write a memo saying, "Sure was a

terrific idea."
MR. EASTERBROOK:

The problem of trying to figure out

whether innovation is predatory was related to the problem raised
by Mike Spence and others.

If you are trying to determine whether

a price is predatory, you are worried about a price/quantity pair.
You are dealing in a two-dimensional space.
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If you then deal with

any of the other things that have been talked about, you are in
n-dimensional space.
We are having trouble figuring what a proper model is, what
predation looks like,

in two-dimensional space.

It seems to me

entirely beyond the capabilities of courts and probably beyond the
capabilities of economists to do it in n-dimensional space •

.... . -.-.
-

My earlier proposition is that it is not worth doing in
two-dimensional space.

And that is true in spades as the number

of dimensions multiplies.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

What do you do in the

situation--I have no particular case in mind, of course--the situation in which a company announces a new product or a new model
and there is a memo that indicates, "There isn't a chance in the
world we will get this model out by January first, but it certainly will hold our customers in place between now and January
first."

That is a kind of "innovation by announcement."

variation on what we have been talking about.

It is a

Do you have prob-

lems thinking of that as predatory behavior?
MR. EASTERBROOK:

I have a great deal of trouble

thinking about that as predatory behavior.

I have no trouble at

all thinking about that as fraud.
( Laugh ter. )
MR. EASTERBROOK:

Fraud is redressed by standard

doctrines of tort and contract law, to which I would be content to
leave it.
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COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
VOICE:
are the damages?

A question from the floor?

In that case, who is being defrauded, and what
I~mean,

because what we are concerned with is

that the other firms in the market are being hurt, but they are
not the ones that would be subject to the fraud.
MR. EASTERBROOK:
other firms.

I am not concerned with hurt done to

.......... ---.

Consumer welfare is the centerpiece; damage to other

firms is troublesome only if it hurts consumers in the end.

:)

At-

all events, it is not clear what the damages would be if you
thought about the case in antitrust terms rather than tort or' contract.

In a standard fraud case, I

tak~

it, plaintiff argues that

it would have changed the claim that you are going to sellers
between now and January first because someone else was offering
better quality, lower prices, or whatever.

After you were done

showing that you stayed with supplier number one only because of
his fraud, you would get the difference in value.

I don't know

whether there would be any different measure of damages in an
antitrust case, and I don't see any reason to run a fraud claim in
the antitrust model, which involves proof of market definition,
monopolization, and on and on.
VOICE:

Just a different person?

MR. EASTERBROOK:
MR. ORDOVER:
like a red herring.

Well, the issues are very different.

I think that preannouncement issue seems

I think in the hypothetical you posited, one

might want to ask, for example, the question whether the rival had
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.

~

been damaged to such an the extent that he exited before the new
product was introduced.
,.

Can the rival shCM that his exit was

directly attributable to the loss in sales because prospective
consumers' were wai ting for the new product to be' brough t to the
market?

Frankly, hCMever, I would not worry about making pre-

announcements.

...

And neither would I impose
any rule on the firm
..
~

when it should or should not preannounce.

I think that is not a

central issue in the area of predatory product innovations.
To me, in Berkey or in the IBM cases the more important
question would have pertained to the prices that were charged on
components that competitors of IBM or Kodak heeded to conduct
their businesses.

The question whether rivals were prepared to

introduce compatible products at the time Kodak introduced the new
camera or IBM introduced a new CPU is not relevant to the finding
. ~.. ~

.~!}

of possible predation.

They have--the competitors--to my mind,

no cause to complain that they were at a disadvantage in terms of
coming up with a new product or with products compatible with
those of the innovator.
I th ink it is important that they did not have that time:
otherwise IBM and other innovating firms would find themselves at
a disadvantage in terms of introducing new products to the market
and re c ou pi n9 th e i r R.

&

D.' in ve s tme n t s •

I think the major issue in this type of situation is the
availability and the price of the components that the competitors
need.

I think it is a somewhat complicated matter, and I don't
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think we have

~ime

to discuss it extensively.

But I think the

preannouncement problem is somewhat secondary.
timing of

preannounce~ents

Questioning the

goes right against an idea of firms

needing the temporary quasi-monopoly to stimulate innovation.

I

don't think we should be very concerned with preannouncements.

We

should be concerned, however, about the consequences of refusing
to sell the old models of complementary cCSIrip-onents at compensatory
prices.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

You have all been very patient.

We will turn to questions from the audience nON.
MR. HAY:

One quick comment--or perhaps a question--

directed to Bob or Josh.

One of the reasons many of the econo-

mists have been hesitant to adopt the Areeda-Turner rule (or rules
which have emanated from it) is that it is easy to think of horrible potential- situations in which. the rules seem to be obeyed
and you get a

d~amatic

terrible result.

I wonder if that may

reflect a misunderstanding of exactly the way the court is likely
to treat a rule.
Generally, we think of it the other way around.

You have

got rules which generally tend to prohibit things which economists
think are desirable.

Let's take (purely for example) a vertical

restriction, which even for somebody with a small market share
might have been thought illegal prior to the GTE-Sylvania decision.

Lo and behold, somebody does it anyway.

their market share--and surprise, surprise!
that is okay.
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They increase

The court says: Well,

I suspect that even if courts adopted the Areeda-Turner rules
as a general matter Qut confronted a case like any of us have been
talking about--the horrible monopolist drops his price yet remains
above average variable cost, kills the only other firm in the
market, raises his price back up to seven times his previous
level--it is likely that the courts are 'l'tot-·going to be totally
deaf to listening to the facts of that particular case.

Yet,

the

effect of the rule would be to tell lawyers: Look, if you don't
have a pretty terrific case, let's not waste everybody's time.
Most of the economists are able to think of extreme hypothetical situations and might be much more comforted to learn
that rules would not bind courts to the
unable to take on the extreme case.

poin~

that they would be

I guess I toss it out as a

question to Joqh or Bob, how they would think the Areeda-Turner
rules in fact would work, assuming that became lithe law."
MR. GREENBERG:·

As terrible as it may sound, your hypo-

thetical case has to slip through.

That person is going to be

done in, both by the competition and the lawsuit.
I come back to what we said before about cost/benefit analysis, because we make a judgment--it is my judgment and it is
clearly Don Turner's judgment--that vigorous pricing is good, on
balance, for the Nation.
pricing.

We want to encourage that vigorous

The way we do so is by saying: If you are above X,

above something, you are home free.
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It is,

if you will, a per se rule.

It has the problems of

all per se rules, which is that there is always ~a funny little
case somewhere where' somebody is done in.

We have the same

problem in horizontal price-fixing cases, but the Chief Justice
Stone, back in 1927, said you've got to have this rule because it
is administratively convenient.

.,..........

---.

There should be a rule where above some level it is per se
legal; and underneath that level,

it would have to be litigated,-

so that you could deal with all of the facts.
MR. JOSKOW:

You would accept the claimant's notion

that to stay in business you have to totally cover your costs, and
average total costs would seem to make some common sense to you?
MR. GREENBERG:

Fine.

But one person says marginal

costs, another person says average total costs.
MR. JOSKOW:
courts?

But what is being implemented by the

It is the difference between what is essentially the

variable-cost concept and a full-cost concept.
between those two might in fact be quite large.

The difference
That is what some

of the argument in this debate has essentially been over, as to
what that floor should be and how it could be, when you use a
commonsense notion like that,

that there could be a floor that is

far below that.
I have little problem with a commonsense approach which
asks: What does it take for firms of equal efficiency to be able
to compete based on product quality and price?
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Perhaps it is that

kind of question that George is referring to.

If,

in fact,

the

Areeda-Turner rule is just being used to dispose of cases we
"

agreed should be disposed of, and when problem cases come up it
will be modif ied to look at other things or look at pricing
behavior differently, perhaps some of us would be less concerned.
But i£ it is going to become a mechanical application of a per se
.1>"." . -.. -.

average-variable-cost rule, I am quite concerned about it.
MR. GREENBERG:

Every economist is "concerned" about

per se rules.
MR. KLEVORICK:

I do not think that is the argument.

The argument goes to your point that for the reasons you have
given and the reasons that we have all taken quite seriously-namely, for effective business decisionmaking--firms need to know
what it is that they can do, and it is important not to interfere
with the process of decisionmaking any more than is socially
desirable; it "is advantageous to have a bright-line rule.

That is

in fact the per se rule: to have a bright line that says, yes,
·this is okay, and something beyond this is not; or dividing the
universe of possibilities, with the understanding that we are
going to raise questions about actions in one set, but not about
actions in the other.
George Hay said that what economists are concerned about is
that we can take the Areeda-Turner rule and think of some horror
stories.

Your response to Hay was: Well, what is going to happen

is that your horrible case is going to slip through.
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The argument

at the moment is, even if you want to have a bright-line rule with
that product, even if you restrict your purvie~ to that,

then jou

still want to choose the best among the bright-line rules.

And

the argument that is being made, and that Joskow was just making
again,
at

is that it is not just Hay's little horrible case that is

s~ake;

but rather that we are not convinced (or at least these

economis ts are not convinced) that it

is ·s-orne

obscu re, unimportant

set of circumstances in which you would get cases that would slip
through the Areeda-Turner net.

That is where the argument comes

in.

:J
MR. GREENBERG:

That is just a basic difference between

you and me, because my clients don't know what the future has in
store.
MR. KLEVORICK:

Your gut feeling of what the bright

line should be--reflected in your quip before about pricing below
average total 'cost and making it up on volume--is that common
sense is pricing to cover average costs.

The realm we are talking

about is the realm between Areeda and Turner's average variable
cost and your average total cost.

That is where the argument is

emerging.
MR. GREENBERG:

I want to emphasize an important point

that I don't think Areeda-Turner, as I recall it, handles satisfactorily.

That is the whole issue of meeting competition.

terribly important, to the businessperson.
you sit back and not react?

What do you do?

It is
Do

I think the action of reaction is

what we expect.
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COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

As I recall their position,

it's that if the fellow you are meeting is hims-elf seIling at,
preda tory prices, complain to the FTC;

if he is not, agree to meet

him yourself, and if you are equally efficient you will not be
below your own average variable costs.
MR. GREENBERG:

I don't think that is sufficiently
.,....- .

helpful.
MR. ORDOVER:

---.

The way we started talking about

anti~

competitive behavior and its relation to the notion of sacrificingprofits gives us some guidance as to the correct cost-based
floor.

p~ice

The predation rule should promote competitive behavior.

It is conceivable that in a particular circumstance competitive
behavior may take us all the way down to the average variable
cost.
I don't'know why anybody would want to compete by going' below
that, other 1:::han for reasons of cost of reentry, which cost may be
significant.

The way I see it,

the problem with the Areeda-Turner

rule is whether o·r not that particular rule stops competi tive behavior in some circumstances.
It is conceivable that it may.

To discover those circum-

stances when it does, we must focus on the meaning of competition:
What will be the result of competition in that particular market?
If competition takes us below marginal costs,

fine.

I should add that I don't understand why we are interpreting
the Areeda-Turner rule as positing the average variable cost price
floor.

I thought that theirs was a marginal cost rule.
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However,

it is likely that average variable cost may be the relevant floor,
and it probably would be if the capital is truly sunk and there is
substantial excess capacity.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
Let me turn to the audience.

Thank you.
Steve, indicate your name and

- speak quite loudly, so the transcriber can get your question.
MR. SALOP:

I am Steven SalGp.-,-,

I would like you to return to this question of fraudulent.
preannouncement.

There seem to be two answers.

are fraud laws against it.

One is that there

The other answer appears to be that

there are other questions that are more important for antitrust.
But it seems to me that it could be an important competition
issue.

From what Mr. Easterbrook said, it would be called

"predatory fraud."

Is that the right way to interpret your

answer?
MR. EASTERBROOK:

I am not sure what predatory fraud

is, but I can think ofa broad variety of socially disadvantageous
things that are handled by particular statutes.

Going out and

shooting your competitor is handled by the murder statute.
Defrauding someone is handled by fraud rules.

It is not clear to

me why we would want to collect all things that reduce social
welfare under the heading of the antitrust laws.
law is encumbered with a great deal of baggage.
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The antitrust

MR. SALOP:

I guess I am trying to unders tand how

predatory practices work, more than exactly what this statute or
that statute

covers.~

I was wondering whether you believe that

sort of practice could in fact be predatory, whatever statute you
cover it wi th?
MR. EASTERBROOK:

Perhaps we have some disagreement

about what we mean by predatory.

I am p'erft='ctly willing to

concede that action of that sort may be welfare-reducing, and
therefore it should be unlawful and we should seek an
optimal-damages remedy to prevent that kind of conduct.

I am. n-o·t

sure what is added by asking the question whether it is predatory
or not.

Once we agree that it's something that we ought to

prevent,

that takes care of it.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
MR. ROSEN:

Rich?

Rich Rosen.

First, I am sorry I don't live in Josh Greenberg's neighborhood, where people are cutting prices all the time.
I want to turn to the question of innovation.

Are we really

talking about--I take it there was considerable concern from the
panel about a policy that would discourage--are we really talking
about a large number of cases where we have limited a proposed
rule to dominant firms and we are not talking about the act of
introducing new products, but rather the manner or strategy by
.:'/'

which it is introduced, which could include preannouncement or
making the things noncompatible or raising the temperature of
processing film so that nobody else's film can be processed?
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Aren't those strategies worth deterring by some sort of rule that
would examine the mode of introduc ing new products?, And isn't the
alternative to deterrence efficient entrants--or smaller firms?

..

COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

Josh--Do you want Josh to

answer it, or anybody?
MR. ROSEN:

Anybody.

COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

I.!~~Eoduced

the

hypotheti~al

about a preannouncement because in many situations it can be
fairly clear that a product is introduced or announced long before
it is ready for the market.

But you raise the question of

i~~ro

ducing a product with a scientific or technological characteristic which makes it incompatible with 'another product.
Obviously, they will say it is a better product this way.
They will say: We realized it has a side consequence that would
make it more difficult for those that sold add-ons to work with
our product, but we still felt it was a better product.
The other side will say: No, you obviously engineered this
thing to injure us.

And Don Turner would say the courts are

simply not equipped to deal with that kind of issue.
MR. ROSEN:

I

was suggesting something along the lines

of what Willig and Ordover proposed.
tive alternative available?

Was there a less restric-

Did the company consider any strate-

gies which could have worked, which would have been profitable
but which would have been less exclusionary?
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MR. ORDOVER:

I think what Willig and I suggest is a

notion of an alternative strategy which does not forestall introduction of the product but welcomes it, on the condition that the
firm is willing to sell the components needed by a competitor who
is willing to buy th'em at compensatory prices.
We do not have time to explain the notion of compensatory
.1>"." . ---.

prices--I hope some day we will have it in print.

The basic idea

is as follows: If the intent behind the introduction of a new
product was not to disadvantage the competitor, cause his exit
from the market, and gain additional market power--if that were
not the intent--then the innovator ought to have been willing to
sell the old models of the components at compensatory prices:
i.e., prices which maintain his total profit.

At those prices,

the innovator is indifferent between selling the new product or
systems and selling the old components.
Thus, our solution does not stop innovations or hamper the
innovating

pr~cess.

Rather it insists that firms which have

·market power provide components at compensatory prices to its
competitors.
be it.

Now, those prices may turn out to be very high.

In fact,

So

they may be so high that no one, no competitor,

would like to purchase components at compensatory prices.
Because compensatory prices may be so high as to choke off
all effective demand, perhaps we should have a different, weaker
rule.

But we could not have produced a weaker rule, because our

rule is a logical derivation from the definition of predation that
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we have initially posited.

We must leave it to those \vho are more

willing to regulate product innovation than

we~are

-)

to'make the-

rule more lenient for competitors.
We are not lenient.

In fact, we are very strict,

inasmuch as

we are not putting ;9.ny a priori ceilings on compensatory prices.
We do provide some guidance how such prices are to be

calculated~

We also ins ist that complementary proooets- ough t to be ava ilable
at those prices, subsequent to the introduction of a new
MR. EASTERBROOK:

I think, though,

syste~.

that there is an

idea here that one can find an alternative strategy that does -not
discourage innovation but nonetheless gives the competitor due
process of law, not preempting his market share.
Take the case of the firm that is making buggies for horses
and decides that it would be a good idea to innovate and introduce
the automobi,le.
the

automobil~,

And one could argue that instead of introducing
which will put buggy-whip manufacturers out of

business-MR. OROOVER:

--Out to pasture--

(Laugh ter. )
MR. EASTERBROOK:

One could suggest delay of a year to

give buggy-whip manfacturers a chance to retool to make engines
which would go with the new products.

One could argue with any

interval in which to offer buggies for sale.
There are two things going on.

One is carrying an inventory

of buggies, and the other possibility is to delay introduction of
the car and to take one additional year of risk, one additional
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year of postponed return on investment and R. & D. in the car,
which will reduce the attractiveness of cars. _ I take' it that'
sometime in the future this will show up in higher costs of cars.
But I don't understand how all of this can be done for free.
If it is not done for free,

•

it discourages the innovation •

COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
JUDITH GELMAN:

Yes?

My name is J.udi·th Gelman.

Everyone is

concentrating on the cost rule or what the innovation itself looks
like.

At least three of the people up there have expressed that

there is a first tier to the whole process, which is whether. the
market makes predation possible.

It seems to me that the more

stringent cost or the less stringent cost rules go along
with--they go along with having the first tier in it.
I don't quite understand why you are being so concerned about
the fact

tha~

around and

sa~

nobody would be able to price if you have to look
entry is easy or predation is not possible.

Why

is that not a sufficient first tier?
MR. JOSKOW:

Well, I agree with you.

I don't think

anyone here is making a fundamental challenge to the workings of
the capitalistic system and suggesting that we require that before
you can introduce your new product or before you can lower your
price, that someone--any potential competitor or existing
-.I

competitor--has to have due process of law, that you have to prove
beyond a shadow of a doubt some set of things.
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We are talking about a small corner of the economy in which
monopoly problems may be a serious issue.

I guess we are talking

about even a narrower corner when we are talking about certain
kinds of product changes that mayor may not be real innovations.
The question we are grappling with is: Is there some way of
distinguishing between welfare-promoting innovations and changes

.. .
~

-

-"-.

in products that are likely to be harmful?

I think the answer we are coming up with is that there is nO
obvious practical way of doing that.

If you do it sloppily, you

are likely to cause more harm· than good.

Quite frankly, looking·

through the cases, I have only seen one set of alleged product
innovations that struck me as being something at least worth
scrutinizing more carefully.

These were some of the alleged

product manipulations in some of the private computer cases.

I am

not saying that the issue should have gone one way or the other,
but at least the case that was made was something that struck me
as being

somet~ing

that one might want to scrutinize closely.

It

wasn't obvious that the changes were improving the quality of the
product.

It also was not obvious to me that it was behavior that

would be engaged in except by a firm with monopoly power selling
in markets for two complementary products.

I have not run across

another case in which product changes struck me in that way.
JUDITH GELMAN:

I guess I didn't make myself clear.

It seems to me that one of the things Mr. Easterbrook and Mr.
Greenberg were concerned about was that if you have this rule--
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this cost rule--people may not price competitively; and yet,
you have this first tier,

that says in most industries,

if

if there

is a possibility of entry--repeated entry--predation doesn't make
sense.

And then you can price without fear of being accused of

p_redation.
If you accept a first tier,

if that is part of your rule,

..... . ...--.

it-

seems to me you can accept a much more strlngent second-tier
rule.
MR. EASTERBROOK:

I think there is an assumption behind

your question that the application of the first tier of the test
leads to a determinate result at low cost.

It does not.

But the

result is uncertain, and the stuff of litigation is uncertainties.
Plaintiff or defense counsel might look at some things and
say:

"We have looked at the criteria in the tests and taken a

look at the industry; if the case were presented to 10 judges,
1 would find :predation and 9 would not."

The l-in-IO chance is

enough to support years of litigation.
Hundred-million-dollar lawsuits with enormous amounts spent
on defense will produce very costly settlements.

I don't think

it's possible just to say that just because there is a filter, one
can therefore be unconcerned about the results, or that the filter
could be applied with greater certainty.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
MR. KIRKWOOD:

Jack?

My name is Jack Kirkwood.

I was going

to approach by asking Josh for a judgment, to probe the concept-of course, the old rule used to be the average total cost, so that
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we are sort of going back, too, as George pointed out.

But basi-

cally it was a basic average-cost rule.
One purpose of having different rules is to get rid of the
cases we really th.ink ough t not to be brough t.
different filters

th~t

can be used.

an average-variable-cost screen.

There. are two

One to be used to screen is

If your price is above average

variable cost, it is per se legal.

The

'o1her

screen is, there are

no entry barriers, to simply simplify the first-tier analysis.

.~

I

realize there are difficult judgments about either one, but in
some markets you ought to say. entry is easy and sometimes you
ought to be able to say we are clearly above average variable
cost, but in others there will be difficulties.
What do you think will be easier for you, if you had to
choose between the two standards, in terms of thrON ing ou t cases
that people think really shouldn' t be brough t?
MR •. GREENBERG:

There is no doubt at all that if you

have some level that has to be passed, whether it be average total
.cost, average variable cost, entry barriers, or names beginning
with "A," it is something that lets a certain number of companies
continue to do what they want to do.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
tion.

It is a very interesting ques-

Neither concept is easily defined to the point that you

can advise with confidence.

I do suspect, hONever, as time goes

on and we sort out a few of the accounting conventions, and
assuming the average variable costs or "marginal costs" rules
remain dominant, there is one thing about average-cost rules, and
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that is that the books and records are in the hands of the party

that has to make the decision, unlike situations in which he must
define the relevant market and the heights of entry barriers,
which may be extremely difficult.

MR. GREENBERG:
There are some problems wi th cos t-based
,

rules.
are.

But typically the client has an idea of what its costs
. ..

MR. EASTERBROOK:

I am highly skeptical that the

accountant's books would contain much that would be interesting to
a court trying to apply a cost-based test. We have experiences, in
the Robinson-Patman cases where a court tries to figure out the
cos t of a particular product. The accountants i books are useless.

They don't contain much on how to apportion joint costs. They

don i t hold very much the economists would find interesting on
depreciation with respect to advertising, telling us whether we
should treat advertising as an expense or as an investment and
depreciate it, and if so, at what rate.

The other side of the Joskow and Klevorick screen looks at
barriers to entry, and they are also not self-evident, even if you

accept the Stigler definition of barrier to entry, which is an

absolute higher cost facing an entrant than the costs of a firm

that is in the market. We have had long and loud debates about

what definition to use and how to apply it. And if you define
barrier to entry the way the Supreme Court did in FTC v. Procter &

Gamble (the Clorox case) as any sort of efficiency, we are in for
endless problems.
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MR. HAY:

Anyone who thinks that the Areeda-Turner rule

is that the price has to be above average variable cost is mistaken.

The rule is that the plaintiff has to prove that the price is

below average variable cost.

Those are two very different rules.

To say that the monopolist knows what its costs are, putting
aside Frank's disagreement, doesn't solve the problems at all
about whether that is a decent test or
COMMISS"~ONER

MR. FOER:

PITOFSKY:

·nbt~·-

Bert?

I would like to get back on the dynamic

level for a minute with a hypothetical about the experience
curve.
You have a rapidly growing industry which has a couple of
independent firms in it, pricing at somewhere around their costs
(however defined).

A new firm enters: it is a diversified firm

operating on a portfolio theory that it will price down the experience curve such "that the price it is going to charge will also be
far, far below its curre"nt costs (however defined); but hopefully,
by gathering a lot" of experience, heavy volume at some point in the
future, it will not only recoup its costs but will be pricing above
costs and will be making a profit in the future.
This drives out the independent firms that don't have that
deep pocket.

They say it's superpredatory pricing.

The question

"'-.....;.r

is, Is experience a defense?
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

You mean, are the efficiencies

generated by moving down the experience curve which allows you, at
the end of the process, to sell above costs--is that a defense?
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MR. FOER:

Yes.

MR. ORDOVER:

In this particular case you may still

invoke the Areeda-Turner test; i.e., you can still compare prices
to that current marginal cost which reflects the future cost
reductions

resultin~

from current output.

If you posit the type

of learning-by-doing model that, I gather, Mike Spence developed'-

....

.~

those externalities translate into a constant marginal cost, given
,

the optimal path of output.

Furthermore, the

.

Ar~eeda-Turner

.

test

proposes to compare prices to the reasonably anticipated marginal
costs.

Hence, learning by doing.

Following this idea, Willig and I Qeveloped a set of costbased price floors for a multiproduct firm, which allow for crosselasticities on the revenue side.

You may think of products

marketed at different points in time as being complementary on the
cost and revenue side.

That ,perhaps might be the way to handle

the cross-elasticities that you posited.

That is a pretty

complicated way of going about it, bu t that migh t be the best we
can do.
MR. JOSKOW:

I don't think there's a simple answer.

You have got to try to look at whether what is driving the firm's
strategy really is this learning curve, which is obviously
speculative, or whether it is the ultimate prospect of no longer
having any of these competitors in the market.
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COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:
MR. JOSKOW:

Suppose it is both.

You have to ask which is more credible.

After reading some of the experience-curve literature, I am quite
skeptical about the results.
As'I indicated. on the firs,t day, I think much of that work
incorrectly entangles changes in input prices, technological
change, and all kinds of exogenous fact'Ors·-yielding a spurious'
correlation between unit costs and cumulative output.

I would -

accept it as a potential defense only with some skepticism and try
to look at the validi ty of the learning-curve assumptions and the
outcomes that are going to occur as results of those other firms
retreating from the market.

In the end, the tryer of fact would

have to use his judgment as to how those things balance out.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

As a matter of fact, if I am

not mistaken, the precise facts you put--a price cut currently
below your costs that turns out not to be belON your costs,
because unexpectedly you sold a much greater volume, as in the IBM
case--and if they don't settle the case and we all live long
enough--we may see the Supreme Court wrestle wi th your question.
I think one more question, because we are running out of
time.
VOICE:
,-.~

The talk today by Mike Porter raised the inter-

esting point of Procter & Gamble's infringement suit against
Johnson & Johnson, I think--as a strategic variable, if you like.
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It would suggest that the antitrust suits--antitrust statutes
themselves, including the ability to bring predation cases--may
simp ly be vi ewed by corporations as ye t another s tra tegi c va r table
in this constellation Porter talked about.

Do you think it is

good public policy tb expand the firm's strategy?
MR. ORDOVER:

I agree with what Josh Greenberg--what he

..... . ---.
-

said at lunch.
occur.

It is not very likely that such practices will

I agree with him, for once.
COMMISSIONER PITOFSKY:

On that note of agreement,

thank you very much. - I do want to thank our panelists; they afd'
an extraordinary job today.
(Applause)
(Whereupon, ,at 5:00 p.m., the
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hearin~

was adjourned.)
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OPINION OF "THE COMMISSION
By Clanton, Commissioner:

Introduction
In challenging the legality of an expansion strategy adopted
carried out by respondent, E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Company"
("DuPont")., in its titanium pigments business, this case addresses
issues that are fundamental to antitrust policy. The complaint,
issued April 5, 1978, charges DuPont in a two-part count with
unfair methods of competition and unfair acts and practices by
using its dominant position in an attempt to monopolize the
production of titanium dioxide pigments ("Ti02") in the United
States, in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. S45~ Administrative Law Judge
Miles J. Brown (ALJ) dismissed ·the complaint and complaint
co~sel appeal.
~nd

The many events that compose the expansion strategy at issue
span the years 1971 to 1978. As might be expected, these events
are highly relevant to the issue of liability and, for that reason,
must be set out in some detail, especially in view of the allegation
that the expansion plan is unreasonable, and therefore unlawful, only

if assessed in its entirety. The actual occurrence of much of
this conduct is largely uncontroverted, but the parties vigo,rously
contest the legal consequences of these events. ~/ ~ID 5)
~espondent

and the Market

DuPont is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of
business at 1007 Market Street, ~lilr.lington, Delaware.. In 1976,
DuPont had sales excee~ing $8.3 billion, assets exceeding $7
billion and net income exceeding $459 million. It is engaged
in the manufacture and sale of diverse chemical and related
products, among them pigments and dyes including titanium
dioxide' pigment. During the period in question, DuPont's
Ti02 production was the responsibility of it~Prgments
Department, and in 1976, DuPont's total domestic shipments of
Ti02 amounted to $257 million.
(IDF 1-3, 6)
There is no dispute about the product and geographic markets
at issue in this case. As there are no oractical substitutes for
the product, Ti02 constitutes a distinct-product market. The
United States as a whol~ is the relevant geographic market for
pur?cses of this case.
(IDF 5)
Ti02 is a white chemical pigment used in the manufacture of
such products as paint and paper to make them whiter or opaque.
In manufacturing Ti02, there are two basic processes: the "sulfate"
process and the "chlorid~" process. Essentially, the sulfate
process involves the.reaction of sulfuric acid with relatively
low-grade feedstock (ilmenite ore or titanium slag)~ while the
chloride processes entail the reaction of chlorine either with
a high-grade titanium ore (rutile ore or synthetic rutile) or
with lower grades of feedstock (principally ilmenite ore).
During the relevant time frame, only DuPont used the latter
chloride process.
(ID 5)

!/

The following abbreviations will be used in this
ID
IDF
Tr.
CX

RX

CAB
RAB
CRB

Tr.OA

op~nion~

Initial Decision page number
Initial Decision Finding number
Transcript page number
Complaint Counsel's exhibit number
Respondent's exhibit number
Complaint Counsel's appeal brief
Respondent's answering brief
Complaint Counsel's reply brief
Transcript of Oral Argument page number
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A brief background on these two processes is helpful. The
sulfate process was the first developed and used by all producers,
including DuPont. It is a "batch" process, not affording the
economies of large scale inherent in the "continuous flow" operation
of the chloride processes. In the post-World War II period, DuPont
developed chloride technology and began applying it to the relatively
abundant low-grade ilmenite ore fo"r commercial purposes. By 1952
DuPont's first ilmenite chloride facility was fully operational
at Edge Moor, Delaware, where it also had a sulfate facility.
In 1958, DuPont opened a second ilmenite chloride Ti02 plant
at New Johnsonville, ,.Tennessee. While DuPont was building
chloride process Ti02 plants in the 1950's, other producers
continued to build only sulfate plants. (10 5)
In the late 1950's, abundant rutile ore "deposits were discovered;
and from 1960 to 1970, all Ti02 plants constructed, including
DuPont's Antioch, California, plant, were designed to use rutile ore.
in a chloride process. Until the late 1960's, the overall costs
of production o.f Ti02 were essentially equal among the various
combinations of processes and ores. Although DuPont alone
possessed the technology (principally know-how) to make the
chloride process commercially viable using ilmenite ore, the
relative costs of rutile and ilmenite were such that no
production process conferred a significant cost advantage.
(1D 5-6) So long as rutile ore was plentiful, a high-grade
rutile chloride plant yielded a better return on investment than
a comparable low-grade ilmenite process plant, due to the relative
costs of ores, chlorine, waste disposal and initial investments
(which were lower for the high-grade ore plant). (IDF 17)
DuPont's development of the ilmenite chloride process through
the transition from the laboratory stage to commercial production
unquestionably proved to be a difficult and notable technological
achievement. Al though DuPont d"eveloped this process in small
operating units, the small-scale production technology could
not be readily "transferred to larger-scale commercial production.
Thus, new techniques had to be devised to adapt the chloride process
to increasing scales of operation.
(IDF 16)
Around 1970, a world-wide shortage of rutile sent its price
soaring. Also at about that time, federal environmental regulations
imposed costly pollution abatement requirements upon sulfate Ti02
producers, threatening to close down some of the sulfate capacity.
As a result, DuPont's ilmenite chloride process left it holding
a substantial cost advantaqe (unit cost of about l6~/lb) over
its competitors (about 2l¢/lb)." (10 6, ex 28E)
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It was DuPont's decision in 1972 to exploit this advantage
and to increase its market share that gave rise to the complaint
in this case. From 1972 to 1977, DuPont expanded its capacity and
increased its market share from approximately 30% to 42%, and it
presently forecasts that it will achieve a 55% share by 1985.
Since 1970, no Ti02 competitor has added new production capacity.
(ID 6)
The Allegations
The complaint charges DuPont with an attempt to monopolize the
Ti02 market by the adoption and implementation of a strategy or plan
to expand its domestic Ti02 production capac!.ty_.to capture substantially all of the growth in domestic demand' for Ti02 through the mid1980's. Crucial to the plan was DuPont's undisputed cost advantage
over its rivals in production of Ti02, which stemmed both from
economies of scale and from DuPont's unique technological ability
to use lower-grade (and lower cost) ilmenite ore. In this respect,
complaint counsel contend that DuPont's cost advantage was "fortuitous,"
conferred upon it accidentally by the increases in the price
of rutile and the costs of waste. disposal in the sulfate process.
As alleged, DuPont's growth strategy co~sists of three inter~
related elements: a) expansion of capacity by construction of a
large-scale plant1 b) exploitation of its cost advantage by pricing
its products high.enough to finance its own expanded capacity,
yet low enough to discourage rivals from expanding1 and c) refusal
to license its cost-saving ilmenite chloride technology with which
rivals could learn to take advantage of the economies of scale
inherent in the low-gr~de ore technology. In addition, the
allegedly strategic behavior of DuPont consisted of premature
expansion of its Ti02 capacity and exaggerated announcements of its
expansion intentions, all for the primary purpose of preempting
competitors' exp~nsion plans.
Complaint counsel contend that this conduct amounted to
exclusionary and anticompetitive behavior insulating DuPont's cost
advantage from competitive erosion since the ilmenite chloride
technology actually changes as the scale of operation increases
and, without large-scale operations, no competitor will be able to
reduce or eliminate DuPont's cost advantage through "learning-by-doing"
ilmenite chloride technology. The inevitable result of this strategy,
according to complaint counsel, will be to give DuPont the power to
raise prices at will, restrict output and prevent competition.
(10 43)
Indeed, complaint counsel argue that DuPont's expansion
plan "made no sense unless it results in a monopoly." Tr.OA 17.
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DuPont admits that it sought to capitalize on its cost advantage
in order to capture or serve the major portion of the growth in demand
for Ti02 well into the 1980's.
(RAB 12) Even so, it denies that the
cost advantage was "fortuitous," claiming instead that it was due to
its costly innovations in low-grade ilmenite chloride technology
in earlier years. It further denies that its capacity expansion had
any purpose other than to satisfy the expected increase in demand for
Ti02. DuPont also denies that it engaged in an unlawful strategic
pricing $trategy, contending that its pricing during the period was
attributable to market forces beyond its control.
(RAB 27) Indeed,
DuPont asserts that complaint counsel failed to prove that its prices
were not profit-maximizing under the prevailing economic conditions.
Id.
. ..." .
-0-.

Furthermore, DuPont claims that it was under no duty to license
its ilmenite chloride technology to any competitor, and contends
that its competitors, all large corporations engaged in Ti02
manufacture, are not prevented from developing their own low-grade
ore technology or constructing large scale plants if they choose
to make such investments. (RAB 28) Finally, DuPont points to its.
failure to achieve the anticipated growth in its market share and
denies that it could attain monopoly power in the Ti02 market.
(RAB 43 et seq.)
We proceed now to a fuller exposition of the events giving rise
to this case.
The Strategy
Prior to its switch to a more aggressive growth strategy,
DuPont had some limited Ti02 expansion plans underway. Specifically,
respondent sought to expand its sales from 218 thousand tons per
year ("MT") in 1971 to 301 MT in 1976, including an increase in the
chloride capacity at New Johnsonville from 141 MT to 196 MT, which
would make it the wor1d's'largest Ti02 plant. 2/ At that time,
DuPont's pricing policy was to maintain prices; except to cover
inflation, until 1986 in conjunction with its conversions and
expansions.
(eX 22A)
Its share of the Ti02 market stood at 30%.
(eX 21)

2/
As background, it should be noted that in 1971 DuPont had both
sulfate and chloride process plants. But because of the increasing
,costs of the sulfate process, in 1971 the Pigments Department
recommended exclusive reliance on the chloride process and
conversion of sulfate capacity at Edge Moor to ilmenite chloride
production.
(eX 15)
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In early 1972, however, DuPont noted that significant changes
had occurred or were occurring in the Ti02 market, including the
fact that National Lead (ItNLIt) and PPG were shutting down rutile
chloride plants due to price erosion during the recession, that
NL had ceased making "extended pigment," thus taking even more product
off the market, and that the industry had little reserve capacity,
although demand was recovering from the recession.
(CX 21)
Later that year, DuPont became further aware of its advantageous
position when its Development Department formed a Task Force to
improve the performance 'of the Pigments Department. The Task Force
focused on the coming d~cline of sulfate capacity, DuPont's expanded
scale and its 5¢/pound cost advantage over its competitors, the rutile
supply problems of competitors, the waste disposal differences between
sulfat~ and chloride, and the fact that competitors could technically
convert to ilmenite but that at their sca1es'~f production it was too
expensive and risky to do so. 3/ (CX 23) The Task Force reported
those developments to the Executive Committee and predicted that
DuPont could capture all of the anticipated increase in demand
(from 713 MT in 1971 to 1000-1100 MT in 1980) and attain a market
share of 56% by 1980 and perhaps 65% by 1985.
In light of these apparent long-run opportunities, DuPont decided
in 1972 to launch the more aggressive expansion strategy. It attributes its decision specifically to a) recovery of the economy from
the recession, b) a surcharge on imports, c) 'the impending and
actual decrease in sulfate and rutile chloride capacity throughout
the industry and d) DuPont's cost advantage in using ilmenite
together with the scale economies achieved through expansions
at Edge Moor and New Johnsonville.
(RAB 11) Complaint counsel
contend that no exogenous market change led to the reassessment,
but that DuPont simply sought to prevent.competitive expansion
and attain monopoly power. Although the documentary record
reveals little about the reasons leading DuPont to rethink its
strategy, complaint counsel are .correct in asserting that t~e
principal market changes justifying the growth strategy mostly
occurred prior ta DuPont's adoption of its earlier, more moderate
expansion program.

31 DuPont believed that the basic ilmenite chloride patent technoIogy had been disclosed in scientific literature, but its competitors
continued to use the rutile chloride process. In DuPont's view, they
were reluctant to shift to ilmenite technology because they shied
away from ilmenite waste disposal problems and they lacked sufficiently
large~scale plants to justify the expense of conversion.
(CX l6A-F)
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'The initial terms of the new expansion plan called for upgraded
capacities of 167 MT for Edge Moor (from 110) and 228 for New
Johnsonville (instead of 196), and for a third ilmenite chloride
plant at "Site X," originally envisioned as two lines commencing at
staggered times, with a capacity range between 110 and 380 MT.
(eX 26F, H, ex 38L, ex 50B, H)
While such capacities were large for the industry, from the
outset, DuPont's expansion plans appeared to involve plants of optimally efficient scale. ' DuPont's estimate of the increase in demand
between 1972 and 1980 was 330'MT, which DuPont characterized as
equiva~ent to "three fully developed JV-type [New Johnsonville] lines"
(110 MT each).
(eX 34I, ex 26D-E) Later planning documents retained
110 MT as a benchmark capacity in the propo~~l'fbr a 110 MT line by
1980 at Site X and an "innovative" second line of 220 MT there in the
indefinite future.
(eX 38L) Throughout the planning period
1972-73, DuPont's technological applications improved and the
plan was revised to expand New Johnsonville to 252 MT (two lines).
with the increase in the optimal scale of the JV-type line to
126 MT, the planned capacity of the future single line at Site X
increased to 130 MT.!I (eX 26H, ex 54A) There is no evidence
that DuPont planned to build excess capacity or that its plans to
fulfill the foreseen demand with new and expanded plants were
inconsistent with scale economies.
As mentioned above, the Task Force expected the remainder of
the industry to suffer a net loss of capacity_ DuPont's estimate
of its competitors' .1972 capacity was 480-505 MT, which included
160 MT of sulfate capacity that was expected to be shut down due
to environmental difficulties.
(eX 26M) DuPont anticipated a
limit~d expans~on of competitors' chloride capacity before 1980,
which would replace some of the.lost sulfate production.
Specifically, DuPont expected Kerr-McGee to gain a net increase
of 50 MT (chloride), while expansion by others was less certain. ~
In no event was competitive chloride expansion expected to exceed
110 MT by 1980, compared to the' projected loss of 160 MT of sulfate
capaci ty. The ·1972 appropriation request for the expansion of
New Johnsonville noted that PPG and NL were abandoning chloride
plants due to unfavorable economics, that Cabot had transferred
its chloride plant to Gulf & Western, that remaining industry
capacity was oversold and that industry expansion was necessary
to meet forecast demand.
(eX 29H-I)

4/
The capacities of 167 for EM and 252 for JV were the "desired
practical limits" of those plants; expansions to those limits were
'actually begun in May, 1974. (eX 54e)
,,"

5/
Expansions of 25 MT by American Cyanamid and 35 MT by SCM were
assigned low (10%) probabilities, (eX 213B) and apparently expansions
by other firms were even less likely.
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Complaint counsel accuse DuPont of perpetuating these discouraging conditions for competitors by pricing in a manner that made
it unattractive for other firms to invest in new capacity.' While
pricing to generate funds for expansion was an integral part of
the 1972 strategy, discouragement of competitive expansion did
not appear as an express element of the strategy until 1975, at
least in presentations to the Executive Committee. 6/ As for DuPont's
individual pricing decisions throughout the period I972-1977, there
is some additional evidence to suggest that those decisions took
account of the effec~ upon competitive expansion. At the same time,
the record indicates that respondent's pricing strategy underwent
periodic adjustment due 'to variations in market forces, including
cost inflation and amended .demand forecasts .
_.-.
Complaint counsel cite several events that allegedly reveal
DuPont's pricing policy to prevent competitors from earning
sufficient funds to expand. In one such instance, Kerr-McGee
increased its Ti02 price by 3¢ in June, 1972, an action that
DuPont personnel understood to be related to the desire of
certain competitors to expand. Complaint counsel contend that
it was DuPont's unilateral refusal to follow the price increase,
not market forces, that prevented the price hike. However,
DuPont proved unable to prevent an increase -- because of .a lack
of excess capacity, DuPont could not force .a roll-back of prices
to its level, and two-tier pricing resulted.
(RAB 25) Although
the documents show that the expansion-inducing effects of the
increase played a role, other market-related reasons influenciLJ
DuPont's decision were that: a) DuPont's larger customers had
price protection (a. firm price) until the end of the year, b) there
was uncertainty about federal price controls, c) an increase would
stimulate imports, d) an increase during a shortage looked like
gouging, and e) DuPont's price was already higher than some
competitors'. . (eX 28)
.

. ...
~

Subsequently, DuPont increased its prices on four separate
occasions in 1974. (eX 3,. #196-200) The record fails to show
whether DuPont led all of these increases, although in its brief
respondent states that it led the last one, which had to be partially
rescinded.
(RAB 27) In January, 1975, after these four increases,
DuPont, citing market softness, again refused to support a competitor's
5¢ increase, and all competitors rolled back their prices.
(CX 3, #201-09) However, six months later, DuPont led another,
lesser price increase of 3.5¢, which competitors followed.
(eX 3,
#210-14)
This time DuPont thought the increase was a compromise

6/
Express elements of the 1972 strategy were to a) price to
generate funds for expansion, b) decide the configuration of
production facilities (a third site was needed), c) increase the
mineral supply and d) decide on a waste disposal method.
(eX 27F)
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level for restoring earnings in the face of rapidly rising ~osts
without shrinking dema.nd.
(RX 2B) Due to excess capacity and
discounting, this latter increase was only partially successful.
Nevertheless, complaint counsel cite this sequence of events as
evidence of DuPont's power to control prices and its policy of
restricting competitors' revenues.
Two other pricing patterns were discussed. In both 1976 and
1977, competitors led.increases but, when DuPont raised its prices
by a lesser amount, the competitors rescinded to the smaller increase.
In 1976, DuPont cited the effects of the price hike on its customers
and on imports, while in 1977 DuPont believed that the smaller
increase would help it keep its market shar~~ 'woUld minimize
substitution of "extenders" for Ti02, would be more palatable to
customers, and would approximate recent cost increases.
(ex 161)
While an interest in discouraging expansions by competitors
could be inferred from the totality of the pricing policies and
conduct, substantial alternative reasons attributable to external
market forces were also evident, and neither of the explanations
is necessarily inconsistent with what occurred in each instance.
In reviewing the strategy, the 1975 Task Force inferred that, .
from the outset, the pricing policy had the'dual purpose of
providing cash for expansion and limiting competitors' ability
to expand. On the other hand, as we discuss further below, it
appears that independent market factors may have led DuPont
and competitors to price at levels below the expansion-inducing
(or limit) price that would have prevailed under more favorable
market conditions.
Complaint 'counsel also contend that DuPont strategically
announced its intentions to build new capacity and actually began
such expansions prematurely, for the primary purpose of preempting
and discouraging competitors' expansion opportunities. (CAB 15)
For example, in July, 1974~ an appropriation request was made for
the "partial design, a construction cost estimate, and cancellation
charges on long~term.delivery equipment" for a 130 MT chloride plant
at DeLisle, Mississippi.
(eX 3, 4114) DuPont also described
this action as a decision "to authorize funds for a preliminary
engineering study into a thirQ::!Ti02 chloride" plant. (CX 3, #126)
By comparison, the press release of July 16 declared that DuPont
planned to construct a plant on a site then under option and that
it had authorized expenditure of $8 million for a "detailed
design and order of long delivery equipment." (eX l59F)
Complaint counsel argue that DuPont's announcement of this
appropriation, among others, was both premature and exaggerated.
The ALJ found that such announcements were necessary to inform
customers and the DeLisle community of DuPont's plans.
(10 41)
While a "detailed design" suggests more of a commitment than a
"preliminary engineering study," this disparity in the announced
scope of DuPont's intentions does not seem sufficient to mislead
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sophisticated corporate managers, especially since the amount of
expenditure was disclosed. In addition, DuPont's customers were
anxious to know whether DuPont would supply their anticipated
increased needs. Furthermore, DuPont had encountered environmental
resistance in its first choice of sites, and because of the time
required to license such a facility, it was reasonable to give
early notice to the community, to +icensing authorities and to
customers. For these reasons, it appears that the scope and timing
of DuPont's' announcements of its intentions regarding "DeLisle were
related to legitimate bUsiness considerations.
Complaint counsel also allege that DuPont's decision on the '
timing'of DeLisle's start-up amounted to another of the strategic
decisions aimed at preventing competitive ex~ans~on, and that
DuPont eventually decided to bring DeLisle on-stream "early."
(CAB 37) Yet complaint counsel acknowledge that an accelerated
start-up would not result in oversupply. Id. From the outset,
the start-up of DeLisle was planned to coincide with the increase
in demand that the economic recovery of the late 70's was expected
to bring. The Pigments Department emphasized the advantages of
proper timing in urging the Executive Committee not to delay
the start-up:
Although this action (reaming out existing
facilities and delaying the start-up until
1981) reduces cash needs during 1975-1978, it
has serious long run implications • • • •
At a later date, it would be impossible to
regain this momentum because the lack of
major activity by DuPont in the interim
would prompt competition to implement their
own expansion plans. ~herefore, sell-out
of a DeLisle-type plant would require about
ten ye~rs rather than the desired 3-4 years
• • • [since] DuPont would be facing the '
prospect of competing on a lime-too" basis.
(CX 71F)
This document and other Task Force memoranda indicate that the
decisions regarding the commencement of production at DeLisle
were consistent with both a desire to respond to market opportunities
and a desire to expand before competitors expanded.
We also note that there are no allegations that the size of th~
DeLisle proposal was excessive or inconsistent with optimal scale
economies. When the DeLisle plans were first assembled, the
·equipment specifications from New Johnsonville were used, yielding
a projected capacity of 130 MT.' By 1975, DuPont had recalculated
the capacities of the equipment for use at DeLisle, taking improvements into account, and up-graded the projected efficient capacity
to 150 MT. (eX l13J) The plans for a second line at DeLisle were
later postponed indefinitely.
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In 1975, a general economic recession led the Du Jnt Executive
Committee to reevaluate about ten capital projects, ald a slump in
Ti02 sales in particular led it to review the DeLisle construction
plans. The Pigments Department found its DeLisle project competing
for funds with several other corporate projects. To make its case
for the DeLisle project, the Task Force devised two alternative
ten-year Ti02 business strategies -- one an aggressive, "growth"
plan calling for completion of DeL.isle and aiming toward 60% of
the market, the other a "maintain" strategy aimed at a 43% share
with no new plant until '1985. (eX 91) To convince the Executive
Committee not.to abandon or delay DeLisle, the Task Force focused
on the long-run profitability of the Ti02 business with the added
capaci ty and a larger market share. Much attet'ltio-n in the parties'
briefs is devoted to the extent to which the Executive Committee
was exposed to and adopted the plans and recommendations of the
reconstituted Ti02 Task Force.
In attempting to estimate the effect of Ti02 prices on DuPont's
ability to sellout DeLisle within three or four years of the plant's
opening, the Task Force performed the following calculations: price
that would trigger competitive expansion, price that would trigger
imports, price at which Ti02 substitutes occur, price that wil~ sink
any firm.
(CX a5B) The express pricing goal 'under the "growth"
strategy was to price as high as possible to generate expansion
funds without a major competitive expansion or foreign entry.
Under the "maintain" strategy, the pricing policy would be "to
balance profit with limited' competitive expansion'and foreign
entry." 7/ (CX ll3P) , The documents indicate the Task Force's
belief tnat if DeLisle were delayed one year, competitive expansion
was unlikely (CX 101), but that if DeLisle were abandoned, Kerr-McGee,
SCM and American Cyanamid might expand. (CX 108) However, in its
presentation to the Executive Committee, the Task Force predicted
that any delay of DeLisle would stimulate others to expand. In turn,
it was argued, such expansion would preclude DuPont from attaining
full capacity within the four-year period thought necessary to make
DeLisle economically viable. (eX 1161)
The Task Force also prepared several comparative long-range
projections of the price and profit expectations under the two proposed
strategies, projections that are referred to in the briefs as the
"welfare analysis." These projections showed that, while Ti02
prices would be lower in 1980 under the growth plan than under
the "maintain" strategy, after 1984 the prices, and thus the

7/
The return on investment in Ti02 was significantly higher for
. DuPont than for its competitors. DuPont documents describe the Ti02
business as a profitable one for itself but a marginal one for competitors.
(eX l82E) While DuPont's operative return on investment was
29% in 1972, its estimates of competitors' returns were 'as follows:
Kerr-McGee and American Cyanamid, 8%; SCM and Cabot, 3%; NL Industries,
12%.
(eX 26M) The projected return on the DeLisle project was also
higher than that for DuPont's overall Ti02 operations. The projected
net return on the DeLisle project by the third year of operation (1981)
was 17% while the projected net return on DuPont's entire Ti02
business for the third year was 15%.
(CX l33N)
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total profitability out to 1992, would be higher under the expansion
plan. Th~ welfare analysis itself contains no explanation of the
different price assumptions used, but other documents referred
generally to the value of a larger market share.
(CX l16J)
Complaint counsel argue that the welfare analysis shows that
DuPont knew that it would recoup ~ny sacrifice of short-run profit
by higher long-run prices which, they contend, would result from
DuPont's higher market ,·share and future monopoly power over price.
Complaint counsel also contend that, because the Executive Committee
chose to build DeLisle despite the fact that the third-year rate of
return· was lower than that in the "maintain" strategy projection,
the upper management of DuPont must have l09lse.d_.beyond its normal
three-year investment evaluation period and intended a predatory,
short-term sacrifice of profits. By complaint counsel's
calculations, DuPont will reap $387 million more between 1975 and
1992 under the growth strategy than it would under the "maintain"
plan.
DuPont responds that the two tables of projected market variables.
called the "welfare analysis" do not mean what complaint counsel claim
they do. According to the testimony of Mr. Clark, the Piqment~
Department's manager for research and development, the planning period
for the DeLisle project ran only to 1985. The projected price in that
year would be higher for the "growth" strategy than for the "maintain"
strategy, in the judgment of the Task Force, because of the following
scenario: If DeLisle were delayed, prices would first rise, reflecting a shortage. However, competitors would eventually bring on new
capacity in an uncoordinated manner, resulting in overcapacity.
Prices would then fall or at least stabilize despite rising costs
for a period of years. By 1985, the overcapacity would cause prices
to drop 2¢/pound below the projected level under the growth strategy,
due to excess capacity. Mr. Clark's testimony is that the projection
of prices beyonB 1985 was a purely mechanical application of factors
to produce DuPont's uniform investment evaluation benchmark, the
investor's method rate of return, for the full period of depreciation
(13 years).
(Tr. 1286-91, 1455-59) Mr. Clark explained that while
the 2¢ differential "in 1985 resulted from Task Force judgment about
the scenario, the computer simply escalated the numbers out to 1992
in the same relationship as they stood in 1985. Mr. Clark also
vigorously denied that anticipation of larger market share played
any role in the projections.
(Tr. 1299, 1323, 1385, 1468)
From the documentary evidence, it seems reasonable to infer that
the Task Force projections were used in the presentation to the Executive Committee and that the Committee was aware of the conceptual, if
not the actual, projected price differential between the two strategies~·
despite testimony that the differential was not a factor in the
DeLisle decision.!/ While the 1992 projections do not appear to

8/
Mr. Shapiro, DuPont's chairman, testified that while the short-run
profitability of reaming out and expanding New Johnsonville exceeded
the short-run profitability of building DeLisle, output from New
Johnsonville would be inadequate to· meet demand and DuPont would have
to build another plant anyway, so it was more efficient and economical
to proceed with DeLisle.
(Tr. 799)
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reveal any specific assessme'nt of the factors that would affect
prices beyond 1985, the projections nevertheless indicate that DuPont
would gain some pricing advantage if it built DeLisle and thereby
prevented a period of overcapacity. But, weighed in its context, the
"welfare analysis" reveals little about the extent to which DuPont
would exercise its market power.
In addition to the projected price differential l several other
factors were discussed by the Task' Force in preparation for
the presentation to the Executive Committee. One topic presented
to the Committee was the retention of DuPont's Ti02 customer base,
while a topic apparently dropped from the written presentation was
the preemptive impact upon competitors of DuPont's announcements
of its expansion plans.
. .." . -.-,
As for customer relations, DuPont believed that
raj portion of our market share growth over the
past years stems from bringing on additional
capacity at times when it was needed. Another
portion resulted from the expectation on the
part of customers that we would continue to
expand, to meet their growth need~.
(CX l18A)

.'

By 1975, DeLisle had already been announced and customer'
expectations established. Having created such expectations,
DuPont believed it had much to lose from reversing itself on DeLisle,
especially its credibility as a supplier. To delay construction
of DeLisle would be seen by customers as unwillingness to meet
their future needs. To cancel would be worse, in the view of the
Task Force, since competitors had been discouraged from expansion
because of DuPont's "announced ,and well-publicized intentions."
(eX 118A) DuPont would gain "an image of having forestalled
competitive expansions on a false premise," and would thereafter
be the least favored supplier. Id.
Such Task-Force speculation about the preemptive nature of the
announcements about' DeLisle, as contrasted with the expansion
itself, did not go beyond the Pigments Department. While the
Task Force observed, in the draft of its presentation, that
its well-publicized expansion plans had made competitors hesitant to
expand, (CX ll3F) there was nothing explicit about preemption of
competitive expansions in the written discussion before the Executive
Committee.
(CX l16H) Nevertheless, it is reasonable to infer from
the overall presentation that the Executive Committee clearly understood the full effects of such a large expansion. The Committee was
told that the pricing structure had reportedly kept competitors
. from expanding; and it was also made aware of DuPont's scale aQvantages,
customer expectations, the pricing structure, the political and
environmental value of a new chloride production site and the
differential in projected prices between the alternative strategies.
After the presentation, the Executive Committee decided to continue
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as planned with construction of the 150 MT DeLisle plant, to commence
operation in 1979~ !I
This decision was believed to have
signalled DuPont's intention to compete strongly
for the increased needs of domestic industry
into the early eighties. Customers, concerned
about future shortages, and most competitors,
aware of t,he many problems they face, appear
to have accepted this. (eX 140H, ex l20U)
Even so, throughout the rest of the period, the Task Force remained
concerned that, due to unanticipated slum~6·in demand, the strategy,
which it continued to follow, would not yield sufficient revenues
for DeLisle. In fact, however, between 1972 and 1977, DuPont's
profit objectives were almost met, by its own account, by keeping
its prices high, causing the Task Force to recommend a program of
lower prices to encourage consumption of Ti02. (eX l82F)
As originally conceived, the growth strategy did not call for
DuPont to take market share or existing sales away from competitors;
rather, the plan was to capture the forecast growth in demand.
.
As it turned out, over the course of the strategy, DuPont did take
some market share from its competitors. Despite DuPont's early
forecasts and expectations, between 1972 and 1977 there was no net
increase in total demand for Ti02 and competitors' sulfate plants did
not close. While it fell well short of its earlier market share
goals, DuPont nevertheless increased its sales over the period by
80 MT, at the expense of competitors.
By late 1977, no competitive expansion was foreseen. The final
injection of funds for the start-up of DeLisle was being fine-tuned
to coincide wit~ the anticipated economic recovery at which the
output was aimed·. (eX 196H, ex 159B)

9/
In examining the role of the Task Force, we have reviewed
respondent's arguments that it should not be held accountable
for the .brainstorming of lower-level management. It is clear,
however, that the Task Force constituted much more than a "think
tank" operation. It was specifically set up to develop a longrange plan for the Pigments Department and its basic recommendations
were consistently followed by the Exec~tive Committee. Moreover,
the Task Force's periodic reassessment of the 1972 strategy, and
its revisions, leave little doubt as to senior management's
endorsement of the basic elements of the growth strategy. (eX 178,
"180,182).
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summary of Facts
We have here a remarkably clear blueprint of DuPont's plan to
capture all or most of the increased demand for Ti02 after 1972.
Although DuPont has fallen somewhat short of its 1972 market share
goals -- 51.8% planned vs. 43% actual for 1978 -- it nevertheless
has continued to follow the early strategy. The principa.l setbacks
resulted from a slowdown in demand growth and the continued operation
of sulfate plants that DuPont thought would be closed due to pollution
problems. These circrimstances also forced DuPont to cancel (or at
least indefinitely postpone) a second line at DeLisle. As to much
of the evidence there is little dispute about the precise events
that occurred or the sequence of these even.1i.,~ '!. ___ Where the parties
diverge sharply is over the inferences to be· drawn from DuPont's
conduct and, more specifically, over the justifications offered
in defense of the expansion and pricing decisions.
As for the expansion program, the record is quite clear that
DuPont's plans left little room for competitors, with the possible
exception of Kerr-~1cGee, to expand by 1980. At the same time, it is _ .
also clear that DuPont did not seek to drive competitors out of the
market, although the effect of capturing all growth would inevitably
be to reduce the market share of other competitors and, arguably, the
value of that share. There is no evidence to indicate that DuPont's
1972 estimate of 1980 demand was unreasonable or exaggerated; indeed,
a Ti02 shortage existed in 1972 and the economic downturn of the
mid-70's had not yet materialized. Had DuPont expanded only its
existing facilities to their "desired practical limits" (Edge Moor
from 55 to 167, New Johnsonville from 141 to 252, and Antioch from
28 to 50), its addition of capacity would have fallen short of the
projected 1980 increase in demand by about the amount of the projected
capacity of DeLisle's first production line. 10/
Complaint" counsel do not contend that DuPont overbuilt its
capacity relative to anticipated demand; rather they argue that
respondent met its growth objectives only by preempting competitive
expansion through strategic annpuncement and start-up of the
DeLisle plant as well as pricing to deter competitive growth.
As examples of strategic timing, complaint counsel cite DuPont's
1974 announcement of its plan to build DeLisle, which occurred
before funds were actually appropriated, and the 1975 recommendation
to the Executive Committee urging that start-up of DeLisle not be
delayed for two years (despite a market slump) because of competitive
ramifications.

10/ That takes into account the 1972 projection that there would be
a-net loss of roughly 60 MT due to shutdown of sulfate plants.
Because those shutdowns never occurred and demand growth slowed, the
DeLisle plant was brought on stream later than originally anticipated.
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On the other hand, as the law judge noted and complaint counsel
recognize, there were legitimate business reasons for DuPont
to provide as much notice as possible of its expansion plans.
(ID 21, 41, CAB 36) DuPont had encountered strong environmentally
related resistance in its attempts to locate what eventually became
the DeLisle plant, and, in fact, the firm abandoned its first choice
of sites in Georgia. Thus, early notice and clearance of a site was
~ogical, and the period required for licensing such a facility appeared
substantial. In addition, as the record indicates, there were
customer-related reas~s for providing adequate advance notice about
capacity.expansion and for not'abandoning publicly announced expansion
plans. In short, although DuPont systematically took account of the
impact of its decisions on competitors, we cannot find that respondent
timed the announcement and start-up of its UeLisle plant in a way
that was unrelated to market growth, lead time and other legitimate
business considerations.
It should also be emphasized that the significant scale economies
achieved by DuPont in its ilmenite chloride process made it feasible
for respondent to try and capture growth left unmet after expansion
of its existing plants through construction of a large, efficient-size
plant. Other than Kerr-McGee, with its contemplated 50 MT addition,
~uPont appeared to be the firm most interested and
capable of .
significant expansion before 1980. As market conditions changed
throughout the period, DuPont revised both the size of the DeLisle
plant and its start-up date to take account of the adjusted
estimates of demand. While DuPont's original pl.ans for its new
plant site included a second line of 220 MT capacity, and while
the press release announcing the first appropriation for DeLisle
stated that the single-line plant was planned with expansion in
mind, the second line at DeLisle was never formally announced to
the industry and, indeed, quickly disappeared from the Ti02
strategy.
.
As DeLisle "neared completion, and after $142 million had been
spent on the project, DuPont considered whether to delay or to
accelerate its start-up. The final infusion of capital was to be
timed so that comple~ion coincided with the anticipated resurgence
of demand. The costs already sunk as well as customer expectations
were legitimate business reasons for DuPont to proceed with
completion as urged by the Pigments Department in late 1977, even
if it meant that the plant might lie dormant for a year.
On the pricing side, two interrelated issues are involved:
DuPont's influence over price and the rationale for both the
firm's individual pricinq decisions and its overall pricing
s.trategy. Central to complaint counsel's case is the allegation
that DuPont deliberately souqht to deter competitive expansion,
and simultaneously effect its own expansion plans, by using
its cost advantage to price at a level that would make it
unattractive for competitors to enlarge their capacity.
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In support of their position, complaint counsel rely on Task Force
statements as well as four instances where DuPont forced a rollback
in competi t'ors t price hikes by refus ing to go along. ' Respondent
obviously disputes these contentions, claiming that independent
market forces influenced its specific pricing decisions and that
the Executive Committee did not adopt the Task Force pricing
recommendations.
The evidence of DuPont's cost 'advantage and its pr~c~ng behavior
clearly indicates that it exercised some degree of price leadership
in the industry. For example, internal company documents reveal
DuPont~s own belief in 1975 that if price increases were to occur it
would have to lead the way.
(CX 99A) Moreo~z; r·-DuPont' s ability to
force a rollback of price hikes in early 1975, to initiate successfully a lesser price increase several months later, and to force
further rollbacks in 1976 and 1977, points strongly to the
conclusion that respondent had a measure of power over price.
It is true, of course, as respondent contends, that other
factors influenced industry pricing between 1972 and 1978, factors
which suggest that DuPont did not have unfettered control over
prices. Because of a shortage, DuPont was unable to roll back prices
in 1972, thereby creating a two-tiered pricipg structure. DuPont's
actions in forcing price rollbacks in later years can be explained,
as respondent contends, by independent market forces such as excess
capacity, customer reaction and the threat of imports. Customers,
for example, could reduce their consumption··of Ti02 to some extent
through the use of extenders. And, as long as excess capacity
existed, competitors had an incentive to increase sales by discounting in order to reduce fixed costs. By DuPont's own account,
it gained market share early in the slump through aggressive pricing
but suffered a slippage later when prices were kept too high.
(CX IS2C) Thus, .there were some constraints on DuPont' s pricing
decisions, but that does not detract from the fact that respondent
enjoyed significantly greater freedom than its rivals to influence
industry pricing.
As for the Task Force recommendations concerning deterrent or
limit pricing, it is hard to reach any conclusion other than that
such an objective was part and parcel of the overall growth strategy.
To be sure, the 1972 plan presented to the Executive Committee did
not expressly refer to a limit pricing policy. Nevertheless, that
objective was viewed by the Task Force in 1975 as an element of
the plan and later Task Force reports reiterated this feature.
(CX 91H, 76D) Had the Executive Committee rejected such an
approach, it seems highly unlikely that it would have surfaced in
later reports. But, having found that such a pricing strategy
existed, it is quite another thing to ascertain how it affected
specific pricing decisions. In fact, in light of the other market
factors affecting DuPont's specific pricing decisions, it is
impossible to discern from the record the degree to which DuPont
looked to competitors' expansion plans in making those decisions.
There is no evidence, however, that DuPont priced below its costs
and complaint counsel do not attempt to make such a showing.

In view of the pr~c~ng evidence, it is quite probable that
complaint counsel's and respondent's seemingly con . . . radictory positi~ns
are, in fact, not inconsistent. As noted earlier,~ DuPont 'had
performed several calculations of pricing parameters, including the
limit price above which competitors could be expected to bring in
new capacity. But, because general economic forces kept demand
below anticipated levels and put downward pressure on Ti02 prices
during the period in question, DuPont and its competitors may well
have been pricing in an area below the limit price, i.e., the price
that, in the growing . market of 1972, would suffice to deter competitive
-expansion. In such a situation, DuPont apparently would be less
concerned about the critical eXpansion-inducing price and more concer~ed with short-term market share gain or loss, especially as it
affected the efficient utilization of exiitting·capacity. This is
not to suggest, of course, that DuPont's pricing responses in
1975-77 had no impact on competitors' expansion plans. To the
extent rivals were denied price hikes by DuPont, their profits
undoubtedly suffered, thereby making it even less likely that new
expansion would be contemplated. What the evidence does suggest,
however, is that the pricing decisions of DuPont during this period
may well have reflected short-term market conditions more than long-'
term strategic considerations. 11/ Nevertheless, while DuPont did
not have absolute control over price and was constrained by market
forces beyond its control, there is persuasive evidence that it was
able to exert its influence over the prices of competitors and that
it sought to do so for the dual purpose of generating sufficient
funds for its own expansion and depriving competitors of sufficient
funds to expand. This pricing behavior is analyzed below in light
of current standards of predation and exclusionary conduct.
Finally, as with the expansion-deterring price issue,
respondent also attempts to insulate its Executive Committee from
association with the long-run 'welfare considerations developed by
the Task Force.in 1975 for the purpose of comparing the "growth"
and "maintain tt strategies. While the Executive Committee did not
set prices, it was certainly awa,re of the basis for the Pigments
Department pricing decisions. It also seems clear from the
presentations'to the Executive Committee that it knew that under
the prevailing price structure competitors had not come forward
with expansions. Finally, in connection with its decision in 1975

11/ In addition, because of DuPont's cost advantage, it is quite
IOgical to assume that the cost pressures inducing respondent's
competitors to raise prices did not affect DuPont as severely.
In the oligopolistic Ti02 market, DuPont's competitors might have
hoped and expected that other firms would go along with price
hikes, even in the face of slumping demand, and such action might
appear rational. But, in view of DuPont's lower costs, its
refusal to go along with the price increases seems consistent with
explanations that' are not based solely on deterrence considerations.
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not to delay DeLisle, the record demonstrates that the Committee
received information showing a price differential between the two
alternative strategies (eX 116M), and it was aware that the long-run
superior profitability of the DeLisle alternative became apparent
only after the third year of projection. However, it appears that
the projected superiority of the DeLisle alternative was based, to
a considerable degree, on the higher sales volume and the avoidance
of excess industry capacity associated with that alternative. The
presentation to the ~xecutive Committee did indicate that a higher
market share had "value," but that term had several meanings (Tr. 1455,
1468), and it is not clear what DuPont personnel concluded about such·
value. From the welfare analysis we can tell that if DeLisle
were delayed, uncoordinated competitive e~ansions might drive
the price of Ti02 down for a period of time, perhaps at some temporary
social cost because of inefficient capacity utilization, whereas if _
DeLisle were built DuPont would probably enjoy an even greater
degree of price leadership. But the predictions of the Task Force
do not reveal the extent to which DuPont would attempt to exercise
its market power in the future.

'",J

In sum, the facts show rather unequivocally that DuPont, with
a 30% market share in 1972 and a substantial cost advantage over its
rivals~ sought to exploit this opportunity'by embarking on a longterm expansion project to capture the demand growth anticipated.
over the following decade. In pursuing this objective, DuPont
foresaw that this plan would significantly enhance its market share,
possibly giving the firm a 65% share by 1985. In addition, DuPont
took into account the impact of its actions on expansion by
competitors, with particular emphasis on the effects of its pricing
decisions and the competitive consequences of delaying DeLisle when
the market turned downward in the mid-1970s. At the same time,
DuPont's pricing and construct1on decisions were also influenced
by intervening market factors. Lastly, DuPont refused to license
its techno1ogy·~ preferring instead to reap the rewards of its low
cost technology by direct "application rather than by sharing it
with competito~s.
" Whether this conduct violates the antitrust laws is the critical
issue to which we turn next.
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Legal Discussion

.'

Complaint counsel argue that DuPont's output expansion, its
timing of that expansion, its pricing policies and its refusal to
license technology were carried out with the objective of attaining
a monopoly share of the Ti02 market, and that the plan, if not
already successful, is close to the mark. In urging a finding of
liability, complaint counsel rely principally· on traditional attempted
monopoly analysis, and they contend that DuPont's conduct was unreasonably exclusionary,{using a rule-of-reason approach.
It is alleged that this expansion program is unlawful only if
taken in its entirety. Complaint counsel admit that no one element
of the aforementioned conduct in DuPont's strategy is sufficiently
unreasonable to be unlawful if taken indepehdefttly. Rather, their
theory is that the elements combine to create an unreasonably
exclusionary effect, thereby constituting an attempt to monopolize
and an unfair method of competition under Section 5 of the FTC Act. 12/
Complaint counsel stress that DuPont's expansion plan "made no sense-unless it results in a monopoly" (Tr.OA 17), and that its conduct
foregoes short-run profits and is profit-maximizing in the long run
"only if competition is stifled and monopoly can be achieved."
(eRB 36) (emphasis in original)
This case raises fundamental questions about the extent to· which
dominant firms may aggressively pursue competitive opportunities,
especially where they enjoy some form of cost or technological
advantage over their rivals. More specifically, the crucial issue
facing us is not whether such firms may legitimately compete or
capitalize on their advantages, but whether those opportunities are
exploited in an unreasonable fashion. In other words, how much
latitude should be afforded a major, well-established firm when it
seizes a competitive edge and attempts to enhance significantly its
market position? In the context of this case the question is not
so much whethe·r· .DuPont had the right to expand but whether it did
so by measures that went beyond what were justified by its cost
advantage.
.
a)

Section 2 Standards

We begin our discussion by focusing on Section 2 of the
Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. 52, which makes it unlawful for any
person to monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, any part of

12/ Complaint counsel also contend that 55 can reach practices not
. covered by 52 of the Sherman Act.
(CAB 41-42) However, the case
was tried principally under a 52 theory and we shall approach
the issues from that perspective.
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the trade or commerce among the several states. 13/ Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act empowers the:Federal Trade
Commission to prohibit certain unfair methods of competition,
and that section has been construed to cover conduct that
violates either the prohibitions of the Clayton Act and the
Sherman Act or conduct that could lead to unreasonable
restraints on .competition if not prohibited. FTC v Brown Shoe,
384 U.S. 316, 321 (1966)1 FTC v Cement Institute; 333 U.S. 683
(1948).
is

The classic definition of the offense of attempt to monopolize
forth in Swift & Co. v United States, 196 u.S. 375, 396 (1905):

~et

Where acts are not sufficient i;·th~mselves
to produce a result which the law seeks to
prevent - for instance, the monopoly - but
require further acts in addition to the mere
forces of nature to bring that result to pass,
an intent to bring it to pass is necessary ion
order to produce a dangerous probability that
it will happen.
As the Supreme Court later indicated, an ,attempt requires more than

intent to do acts that tend toward monopoly; the intent spoken of
in Swift is a specific intent to destroy competition or achieve
monopoly. Times-Picayune Publishing Co. v United States, 345
u.s. 594, 626 (1953): see also L. Sullivan, Handbook of the Law
of Antitrust 135 :(1977}.14/

......

13/ There is no dispute as t·o the relevant product or geographic
markets in this case.
(IDF 5) The parties are also in agreement
that product "market shares for purposes of this case are to be
determined by domestic shipments of Ti02. (10 9)
14/ Complaint counsel do not allege that DuPont's conduct is
aesigned to destroy its rivals1 rather, they urge that destruction
of rivals is unnecessary to the success of predatory strategy,
Complaint Counsel Appeal Brief, 50, when merely preventing rivals
from competing in the short run enables a predator to attain
long-run monopoly power. See o. Williamson, Williamson on
Predatory Pricing II, 88 Yale L. J. 1183, 1185 (1979). We agree
with this position as a general proposition. As the Court observed
in United States v Griffith, et al., 334 U.S. 100, 107 (1948),
"[t]he antitrust laws are as much violated by the prevention of
. competition as by its destruction. ,.
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As further refined by the courts, the attempt offense includes
three principal elements: (1) specific intent to control prices or '
destroy competition, (2) exclusionary or anticompetitive, conduct,
and (3) a dangerous probability of success. ~,California Computer
Products, Inc. v. IBM Corp~, 613 F.2d 727, 736 (9th cir. 1979);
PacIfic En lneerin "Production Co. of Nev. v Kerr-McGee core., 551
F.
,
t C1r.
~ Centra
S. , L. Ass'n of Char~ton,
Iowa v Federal Home Loan Bank Board, 422 F.2d 504, 50,8 (8th eire 1970);
Merrt Motors, Inc. v Chr*sier Corp.,' 417 F. Supp. 263, 269-270 (D.D.C.
1976), aff'd., 569 F.2d66 (D.C. Cir. 1977). These criteria, however,
are not mutually exclusive but rather are interrelated to the extent
that evidence of conduct may shed light on intent and the probability
of success~ conversely, evidence of a respondent's purpose may reveal
the extent to which there are legitimate bU$~ness justifications
underpinning the respondent's conduct. See Janich Bros., Inc. v
America Distillin~co., 570 F.2d 848, 853(9th eire 1978), cert.
denied 439 u.s. 8 9 (1978)~ Transamerica comtuter Co., Inc.-v--IBM Corp., 481 F. Supp. 965, 989 (N.D. Cal. 979).
With respect to the "dangerous probability" issue, there is. ,
conflict in the law as to what aegree of market power, or proximity
to monopoly status, need be shown before a finding of liability can
be made. Compare Greyhound com,uter Corp., Inc. v IBM Corp., 559 ,
F.2d 488, 496, 504 (9th cir. 19 7), 15/ and kearne~ , Trecker Corp.
v Giddings & Lewis, Inc., 452 F.2d 519, 598 (7th C1r. 1971), cert.
denied 4 5 u.s. 1066 (1972), with United States v Empire Gas C07;
~37 F.2d 296, 305 (8th eire 1976), £!!!. denied 429 u.S. 1122

...

~~

'"
• '~:':";..f.:
.~ /.'.~.

15/ In fact, the Ninth Circuit has essentially dispensed with the
aangerous probability requirement as an independent element of the
attempt offense, saying instead that the probability of success is
important only ~s' evidence of specific intent. That appears,
however, to be a minority view among the circuits, and for purposes
of our discussion we assume' that.some showing of a dangerous
probabili ty of s,uccess is required.
'
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(1977). 16/ Suffice it to say, the evidence here of DuPont's leading
position-rn 1972, its substantial cost advantage, its price leadership,
and the existence of substantial scale economies indicates that
respondent was on the verge of achieving monopoly power and that even
the more stringent "dangerous probability" test appears to have been
met. That is also the view of the ALJ.
(ID 44)
We turn next to the issue of ."specific intent," an elusive
aspect of the attempt offense. In this connection, i t seems
important to bear in mind what the attempt doctrine does not
proscribe. As Areeda & Turner put it:
':"."';'<~'.::fr.~
.'-

.

,"'

"specific intent" clearly cannot include
the mere intention to prevail over one's rivals.
To declare that intention unlewfu~ would defeat
the antitrust goal of encouraging competition
on the merits, which is heavily motivated by
such an intent. P. Areeda & D. Turner,
Antitrust Law ,822a at 314 (1977) (footnote
omitted)
Similarly, Professor Cooper observes that:
Plainly, then, the "specific intent" required
in attempt cases is not simply a subjective
intent to prevail in the market. Instead, it
is the intent to indulge in means that are in
some sense untoward. Cooper, Attempts and

'~~y
:.r'.:.' ,

16/ The recent report of the National Commission for the Review
of Antitrus~ Laws and Procedures expresses concern about construing
the "dangerous probability" ~tandard too stringently, so that
liability attaches only if the respondent or defendant has a nearmonopoly share of the market. 'Instead, the Commission, citing the
. Kearney decision, urged.a balancing approach that gives less weight
to market power considerations where the challenged conduct is
clearly anticompetitive. National Commission for the Review of
Antitrust Laws and Procedures, Report to the President and the
Attorney General 145-49 (January 22,1979). We share some of these
concerns and note that if market share is the governing factor,
DuPont had only about a 30% market share in 1972 wh~n it embarked
on its expansion program. Yet, the evidence clearly reveals
DuPont's capability and desire to increase its market share to
levels that, at least, approach monopoly proportions. While
we ultimately cannot find DuPont's conduct to be unreasonable,
'our disposition of this matter should not depend upon a showing
that DuPont's market position exceeded some magic market power
(as measured by market share) criterion.
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-:1,

MonoKolization: A Mildl~ Expansionary Answer
to t e Pro h lactic Rid Ie of Section Two,
M1C • L. Rev.
5
ootnote ~
omitted) 17/
We highlight the intent issue because complaint counsel in their
appeal and reply briefs make much of the documentary evidence concerningDuPont's 1972 goal of capturing a 56% market share by 1980 (and
possibly 65% by 1985) and other statements indicating DuPont's
awareness of the potential effects on competitors of its expansion
plan.
(CAB 44-45: CRB 22) It is argued that these documents
demonstrate a "specific intent" to exclude competition and gain
a monopoly. In fact, complaint counsel contend that this evidence
of intent (together with a dangerous probabil~-ty-'-of success) is
sufficient to establish liability even without looking to conduct.
But intent is a barren issue without consideration of the means
contemplated for acquiring monopoly power. It is simply unrealistic
to divorce conduct from intent. Even the broad' language of Alcoa, 18/
which complaint counsel quote (CAB 43), focuses primarily on Alcoa'Sconduct and its effect on competition. And, of course, that was
a monopolization case, which involves the less demanding general
intent test.
As a general matter, it seems unwise to find that a firm has
the requisite specific intent for anticipating the exclusionary
consequences of successful competitive behavior which leads, or may
lead, to a monopoly, so long as that behavior is reasonable.
To suggest otherwise would be to proscribe all acts in which firms

17/ Even Professor Sullivan, who ,rejects an overly restrictive
Interpretation of Section 2, has this to say about specific
intent:
It also seems clear that an intent to
monopolize could not.be inferred merely
from conduct_ consistent with efficient
competitive responses, such as merely
expanding to meet new opportunities.
Even though such conduct would, on the
most sweeping view of the law, suffice
for the offense of monopolization if
monopoly power were in fact achieved,
such conduct does not warrant an
inference of specific intent to
monopolize. L. Sullivan, Handbook
of the Law of Antitrust', 136 (1977)
(hereinafter cited as Sullivan).
18/ United States v Aluminum Company of America, 148 F.2d 416
Ti'd eire 1945).
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conjure up some thoughts of achieving monopoly irrespective of the
actual character of the means employed to gain that end. Perhaps
the relationship between intent and conduct is best characterizedby the court in Transamerica:
Mpre than an intent to win every sale, even
if that would result i'n the demise of a
competitor, is required "before it can be
concluded a defendant has the type of
exclusionary intent condemned by the
antitrust law. Intent and conduct are
closely ~elated; and there must be some
element of unfairness in the conduct
before an anticompetitive intent ~a.n be
found, as distinguished from the" benign
intent to beat the opposition. (citations
omitted) 481 F. Supp. at 1010.
There is no doubt that intent can shed light on questionable conduct
and the justifications for the conduct. 19/ But the crucial issue
is whether DuPont's conduct represents legitimate competitive
-behavior or an unreasonable effort to propel the firm into a
dominant position in the Ti02 market. That is the issue to which
we address the bulk of our discussion.
We come now to the critical element of an attempt to monopolize
for purposes of this case: the reasonableness of DuPont's conduct
in formulating-and executing its expansion strategy. Few antitrust
issues of late have sparked more interest and debate than has the
subject of predation and strategic deterrent behavior. At stake
is the extent to which dominant firms should be permitted to
compete aggressively, and the standards by which conduct should
be deemed predatory (and therefore unreasonable). These issues

19/ As Judge Friendly observed in Buffalo Courier-Express, Inc.,
V-Buffalo Evening News, Inc., 601 F.2d 48, 54 (2d Cir. 1979), in
discussing th~ relationship between intent and conduct:

The intent alone is not sufficient, although,
of course, it may give color to the acts.
Similarly, acts alone are insufficient,
although they may evidence intent.
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have received extensive discussion in recent court decisions and
economic literature, 20/ and complaint counsel's case draws heavily,
from this debate.
".
Central to complaint counsel's definition of predation is the
notion that a firm in trying to discipline or destroy competition
will sacrifice short-term gain for long-term competitive advantage.
Professor Sullivan provides 8 good" summary of this point in the
following excerpt from his treatise:
the predator seeks not to win the field by
greater efficiency, better service, or lower
prices reflective of cost savings or modest
profits. The predatory firm trieWt~"inhibit
others in ways independent of the predator's
own ability to ~erform effectively in the
market. Its pr~ce reduction or predatory
expenditure is calculated to impose losses
on other firms, not to garner gains for
itself; indeed~ the predation is "likely
to involve present losses to the predator,
or at all events to foreclose profits which
could currently be earned, detriments which
are accepted by the predator as the cost of
freeing itself for the future from the competition it now faces. Sullivan at Ill.
(footnotes omitted) (emphasis added)

20/ Areeda & Turner, Predatory Pricing And Related Practices Under
Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 697 (1975); Scherer,
Predatory Pricing and the Sherma"n Act: A Comment, 89 Harv. L. Rev.
868 (1976); Areeda & Turner, Scherer on Predatory Pricing: A Rep1y,
89 Harv. L. Rev; 891 (1976); Scherer, Some Last Words On Predatory
Pricing, 89 Harv. L. Rev. 901 (1976); Williamson, Predatory Pricing:
A Strategic And Welfare Analysis, 87 Yale L. J. 284 (1977); Spence,
Entry, Capacity~ Investment and Oligopolistic Pricing, 8 Bell J. of
Econ. 534 (1977): Williamson, Williamson On Predatory Pricing II,
88 Yale "L. J. 1183 (1979): Schmalensee, On the Use 9£ Economic
Models In Antitrust: The ReaLemon Case, 127 Pa. L. Rev. 994 (1979);
Baumol, Quasi-Permanence of Price Reductions: A Policy for Prevention of Predatory Pricing, 89 Yale L. J. 1 (1979); Joskow &
Klevorick, A Framework for Analyzing Predatory Pricing Policy,
89 Yale L. J. 213 (1979).
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This description seems sound, but the short-term/long-term dichotomy
can only be carried so far, for otherwise, any action by a monopolist
to compete by ways that are not profit-maximizing in the ,short-ru~
would be suspect. 21/
~
It is within this context that we review the relevant judicial
precedent and economic literature.. Although no case has dealt
directly with the unique combination of activities present here,
several decisions have touched on various aspects. of the conduct
engaged in by DuPont. These involve. cases of alleged monopolization
as well as attempt£d monopolization. It is, of course, axiomatic
that the duty imposed on a monopolist may not be incumbent on a
lesser firm, even a substantial industry leader. Nevertheless,
a review of the principles governing conqugt._by monopolists is
desirable for two reasons. First, tne standards for judging
attempts to monopolize are derived in part from the standards
applicable to the completed offense. Second, the courts have
historically been suspicious of excessive market power in the
hands of private firms and have interpreted the offense of
monopolization to include conduct by companies whose market
shares fall far short of 100 percent control. As such, the range - .
of permissible behavior for monopolists and non-monopolists
cannot always be sharply differentiated, especially at the
margin. In view of these factors and DuPont's close proximity
to monopoly status, an examination of some of the relevant
monopoly decisions seems particularly pertinent.
It should be noted at the outset that we are not dealing here
with conduct that amounts to an unlawful restraint under Section 1
and, as such, an· attempt to monopolize under Section 2. See United
states v Columbia Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495, 525 (1948); UnIted
states v Griffith, 334 u.s. 100, 106 (1948); United States v United
Shoe Machinery Cor~., 110 F •. Supp. 295, 342 (D. Mass. 1953). Rather,
we are concerned w~th single-firm conduct, the lawfulness of which
is more ambi~uous and depends on a variety of factors including the
market position of the respondent, the structure of the industry,
the nature of the conduct (and alternatives to such conduct), and
the effect of the conduct on competition. Thus, we agree with
complaint counsel that it is appropriate to employ a rule of
reason-type approach for judging the lawfulness of DUPont's
behavior.

21/ Sullivan, in distinguishing between legitimate and unlawful
. Eehavior, further suggests that predatory conduct is likely to
seem "odd," "jarring" or "unnatural." "It will not strike the
informed observer as normal business conduct, as honestly
industrial." Sullivan at 111-12.
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Such an approach is reflected even in the far-reaching, ~and
mark decision in United States v Aluminum Comeany of America, 148
F.2d 416 (2d eire 1945) ("Alcoa"), the progen1tor of the cases on
exclusionary expansion, as well as complaint counsel's theory
here. In that case Alcoa, with its 90 percent market share,
confronted rivals with repeated increases in capacity in anticipation of demand, thereby excluding competitors from profitable
opportunities to grow. In condemning this action and finding that
Alcoa was not the "passive beneficiary of a monopoly, Judge Hand
nonetheless concluded that not all monopolies were proscribed by
Section 2. In "addition to natural monopolies and those created
by "force of accident," he cited the situation where "[a] single.
producer may be the survivor· out of a,group of active competitors
merely by virtue of his superior skill, foresight and industry."
Id. at 430. Thus, Judge Hand felt that some evaluation of the
jUstifications for the monopolist's behavior and the resulting
market structure was called for, although, as applied to Alcoa,
he believed that its capacity expansions were not "inevitable"
and that they did not reflect the actions of firms "who do not.
seek, but cannot avoid, the control of a market." Id. at 431.
II

~~,

::)' :~

In United Shoe Machinery, Judge Wyzanski pointed out that
Section 2 clearly covered common law restraints of trade and
clearly did not cover market control captured solely through
superior skill and intelligence. As to the intermediate case,
he observed that the legislative history was silent as to the
legal consequences of monopolies which reflect neither of the
above causes but stem rather from "some practice which without
being predatorYi abusive, or coercive was in economic effect
exclusionary." 110 F. Supp. at 341.
"Relying heavily on the legal tests set forth in Alcoa and
Griffith, Judge Wyzanski found that United Shoe's practices were
eXClusionary and not economically inevitable. In so doing he
elaborated on the exception to liability for monopolization
formulated by Judge Hand:
the defendant may escape statutory liability
if it bears the burden of proving that it
owes its monopoly solely to superior skill,
superior products, natural advantages,
(including accessibility to raw materials·
or markets), economic or technological
efficiency, (including scientific research),
low margins of profit maintained permanently
and without discrimination, or licenses
conferred by, and used within, the limits
of law, (including patents on one's own
inventions, or franchises granted directly
to the enterprise by a public authority).
Id. at 342.

I·

I·

II
I
I
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Applying this to United Shoe's leasing practices, Judge Wyzanski
determined that:

~I

they are not prac~ices which can be properly
described as the inevitable consequences of
ability, natural forces, or law. They
represent something more than the use of
accessible resources, the· process of
invention and innovation, and the employment of thos2 techniques of employment,
financing, production, and distribution,
which a competitive society must foster.
The~ are contracts, arrangements, and
pol1cies which, instead of encour~i~
competition based on pure merit, further
the dominance of a particular firm. In
this sense, the~ are unnatural barriers:
~; unnecessar11y exclude actual and
otential com etition: the restrict a
free market. Id. at 3 4emphas1s
added)
Turning briefly to Griffith, there is language in that case.
.
that could be construed to proscribe virtua'lly any monopoly, however
acquired or maintained. 22/ Yet, the Court went on to emphasize that
'it is the "exercise" or "'Use" of monopoly power to foreclose competition or gain a competitive advantage that is unlawful, thereby
suggesting that for. a violation to exist there must be something
more than the exercise of inherent competitive advantages, such as
technological advantages. The facts of that case required little
analysis of competitive trade-offs as the practices at issue
there -- concerted efforts by film exhibitors to utilize monopoly
power in some markets to gain exclusive distribution rights in
other markets -~ revealed significant competitive harm with little
or no offsetting justifications., Indeed, the court called these
practices a "misuse of monopoly power" and found violations of both
Sections land- 2 of the Sherman Act. 334 U.S. at 108.
Finally, in the most rec~nt Supreme Court monopoly decision,
United States v Grinnell, 384 U.S. 563 (1966), the Court restated
the test for monopolization as one which, in part, proscribes the
"willful acquisition or maintenance of that power as distinguished
from growth or development as a consequence of a superior product,
business acumen, or historic accident." Id. at 570-71. However,

22/ As put by the Court, "monopoly power, whether lawfully or
unlawfully acquired, may itself constitute an evil and stand
condemned under §2 even though it remains unexercised. For 52 of
the Act is aimed, inter alia, at the acquisition or retention of
effective market control:--5ee United States v Aluminum Co. of
America, 2 Cir., 148 F.2d 416, 428, 429." United States v Griffith,
334 U.S. 100, 107 (1948) (footnote omitted). In citing Alcoa, it is
not clear whether the Court was endorsing Judge Hand's test or
embracing a somewhat different formulation.
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as in Griffith, the Court was not called upon to draw any subtle
distinctions between permissible a·nd impermissible monopoly conduct,
since the tactics employed there to attain market control, primarily
a series of acquisitions, constituted a rather clear case of unjustified behavior, which might have given rise to a separate violation
under Section 7 of the Clayton Act.
Thus, these decisions reflect at least a general judicial willingness to weigh the r~lative competitive virtues and evils of
dominant firm behavior'even in the monopoly context. With the exception of Alcoa, however, the facts of the other cases and the broad
principles set forth therein provide only the most general sort
of guidance in analyzing the lawfulness of DUPont's activities.
As noted above, Grinnell and Griffith involved factual situations
where there was little doubt about the anticompetitive nature of
the challenged behavior. United Shoe raised more difficult issues,
but as the court noted there, the leasing system in question, while
not an unusual marketing tool, heightened entry barriers substantially
and introduced no significant competitive efficiencies or other
-.
benefits.
As for Alcoa, it superficially at least provides a much closer
analogy to tne-iacts of this case. But there are differences, not
the least of which is the fact that Alcoa was a monopolist that had
maintained its hold over the m~rket through repeated additions to
capacity over a long period of time. 23/ Moreover, the circumstances
and justifications surrounding those mcreases in output are not
detailed. In light o{ more recent precedents and literature on
exclusionary conduct, discussed below, Alcoa leaves unanswered a
number of important questions that are especially relevant in the
context of the at,tempt case now before us. 24/
For example, Alcoa reveals nothing about the scale economies
inherent in Alcoa~. expansions, nor does the decision specifically
address whether Alcoa's additional output conformed to demand

23/ Areeda & Turner in their treatise suggest that a better rationale
fOr the holding in Alcoa would have been to construe Section 2 to
outlaw persistent monopolies, subject to certain efficiency defenses
such as economies of scale or superior skill. P. Areeda & D. Turner,
Antitrust Law at 1,623b. Whether Section 2 of the Sherman Act or
Section 5 of the FTC Act reach that far is an issue we need not
decide here.
24/ For a general critique of the Alcoa decision, see P. Areeda &
is:" Turner, Antitrust Law at '1608 i Sullivan at 95-97.
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estimates or resulted in excess capacity. Furthermore, wh~le the
court condemned Alcoa's repeated additions to capacity as preemptive
and preservative of monopoly, it gave unclear signals about other
aggressive conduct engaged in by the firm, some of which it found
to be reasonable and justified by legitimate business reasons. 25/
Whatever may have been the proper result under the facts in Alcoa,
we believe these issues need to be explored in greater depth in
the context of an attempt to monopolize, such as we have here.
The attempt cases encompass a wide variety of challenged conduct
and the courts have employed various approaches in assessing the
reasonableness of defendants' actions. See generally Hawk, Attemets
to Monopolize -- Specific Intent as Anti trtiS"t-'s Ghost in the l-1ach1ne,'
58 Cornell L. Rev. 1121 (1973). For example, where the conduct at
issue reveals a clear purpose to destroy competition, with no
countervailing business justifications, the Supreme Court has had
little difficulty in declaring such behavior predatory. Thus, in
Lorain Journal Co. v United States, 342 U.S. 143, 153 (1951), the
sole newspaper in the market incurred liability for attempting to
monopolize by its refusal to ~ccept advertising orders from merchants
who patronized a competing radio station. By contrast, in TimesPicayune Publishing Co. v United States, 345 U.S. 594, 627 (1953),
the Court found no attempt to monopolize in conduct that was
"predominantly motivated by legitimate business aims." The
defendant, a newspaper publisher with a monopoly morning paper
and an evening paper facing competition, adopted a unit pricing
plan requiring advertisers to purchase advertising in both its
papers, a practice which allegedly foreclosed the competing

25/ It is instructive to note that the Government sought to show
that many of Alcoa's transactions, "neutral on their face, were
not in fact necessary to the development of Alcoa's busineSs, and
had no motive except to exclude others and perpetuate its hold
upon the ingot. market." Specifically, the Government attempted
to prove that Alcoa bought up bauxite deposits a'nd water-power
sites "not for the purpose of securing an adequate future supply,
but only in order to seize upon any available supply and so assure
its monopoly." The court viewed the charge as depending entirely
upon Alcoa's intent, "for if the purchases provided for the future
needs of the business, or for what Alcoa honestly believed were
its future needs, they were innocent." 148 F.2d at 432-33. The
district court believed the lengthy testimony of Alcoa officials
that Alcoa had not purchased the bauxite and water-power sites
in order to exclude others, and the reviewing court upheld that
belief, even though Alcoa "did buy a number of such sites which
it did not fully use." Id. at 434. This determination reflects
the tension that exists In distinguishing exclusionary behavior
from conduct that is undertaken for legitimate, non-predatory
business purposes but which may have incidental exclusionary
effects.
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evening paper from a share of the advertising market. While resting
its decision on the absence of specific intent, the"Court appeared to
draw upon its earlier Section 1 analysis of the advertising plan in
finding a proper business purpose. Under that analysis, the Court
found the plan reasonable, noting that many other publishers had
adopted similar plans and that unit rates substantially reduced
overhead costs. Id. at 633. On balance, however, the decision
provides only limIted guidance as to the role and weight to be
accorded conduct evidence in evaluating intent, especially where
the conduct falls short of a Section 1 violation.
In a case involving allegations of preemptive expansion, American
Football League v National Football League; . . .·3·23-· F. 2d 124 (4th Cir.
.
1963), the court determined that the NFL's plans to offer franchises
in two new cities in 1960, the same year that the AFL started up, did.
not constitute an attempt to monopolize. Focusing heavily on the
issue of intent, the court found that the NFL had independent business
reasons for expanding and had planned to do so even prior to the
formation of the AFL. The two-city expansion, according to the court,
was simply the implementation ~f those earlier plans and the NFL would
have been "greatly embarrassed" if it had not followed through. Id.
at 132.
-A different result, however, was reached in Philade1 hia World
HOCk)Y Club v Philadelphia Hockey Club, 351 F. Supp. 462E.D. Pa.
1972 , a monopolization case, in which the National Hockey League's
expansion efforts' were cited as evidence of a wrongful intent to
monopolize the market for major league professional hockey players.
While relying on Alcoa, the court nevertheless recognized that the
creation of the WHL and theNHL's expansion drive were "both
responses to an increased market for those entering as well as
those already in the field." Id. at 512. In finding liability
the court indicated that it dia-not rely solely on expansion but
took account of" other conduct, such as the reserve clause, and
statements by the NHL President expressing a clear determination
to preserve the NHL as the exclusive major professional hockey
league in the United States and Canada. Id. at 512-13. Thus,
in view of this analysis, it is not entiriry clear what the court
would have done had it been faced with the kind of growth plan
encountered here: expansion that is consistent with demand projections
and can be accomplished only through large, efficient-scale operations
which have the inevitable tendency of restricting competitors' efforts
to expand at scale. 26/

1

:'

26/ In addition to Alcoa and Philadelphia Hockey Club, complaint
counsel also cite Scfiine Chain Theatres, Inc. v United States,
334 U.S. 110, 119 (1948), as supporting generally their position.
But in Schine, the Supreme Court affirmed findings that Schine
threatened to open new theatres in towns. where competitors refused
to sellout or where new entry was planned. It appears that the
essence of the activity under scrutiny there -- disciplining rivals
rather than responding to long-run market opportunities -- is substantially different in nature from the conduct at issue here.
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In Ber~jans Farms Dair Co. v sanitar~ Milk Producers, 241
F. SUppa 47 (E.D. Mo. 1965 , aff'd 3G8'F. d 679~(8th Cir. 1966),
the court found an attempt to monopolize from an overall course of
conduct that included expansion by acquisition coupled with other
restrictive conduct. There, a dairy cooperative that produced
55-60 percent of the raw milk in a market sought to increase the
percentage of its milk purchased as higher-priced "Class I" milk
by processors and concurrently to exclude other producers from such
sales. To accompl.ish its goal, the cooperative employed price cuts,
false pricing announcements, secret discounts, acquisition of a
processor and predatory price cuts on processed milk. As an integrated
firm, it forced other processors to buy Class I milk from its members,
employing such tactics as below-cost sales i'-price discrimination
and subsidization, and price-fixing with retail stores. It is notclear, however, how much weight the court gave to each of the
practices, and the conduct, including the nature of the expansion,
differs considerably from the behavior of DuPont.

r
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By contrast, internal expansion, without more did not constitute
an attempt to monopolize in Hiland Dairy, Inc. v Kroger Co., 402_!'.2d
968 (8th Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 395 u.s. 961 (1969).
In that case,
l' he plaintiff sought to enjoin Kroger from building a dairy processing
plant with the capacity to supply more,than 20 percent of total
demand, claiming that building the plant constituted an attempt-to
monopolize and that the expansion would give Kroger power to impose
unreasonable restraints on competition. No conduct involving
unreasonable restraints was at issue, nor was Kroger a dominant
firm in the market. The court distinguished Alcoa, citing the
"unique" factors present in that case -- a 90 percent market share
and repeated increase in demand -- and concluded that the mere act
of building a plant is not, by itself unfair or predatory •

,

In two other recent attempt cases, the practices accompanying
internal expansions were not deemed to be sufficiently unreasonable
to make out violations of Section 2. In one, the conduct involved
unfair claims to advertisers and a promotional giveaway which
apparently incurred no losses. Buffalo Courier Ex~ress, Inc. v
Buffalo Evenin~ News, Inc., 601 F.2d 48 (2d Cir. 1 79).
And, in another, low pricing to increase demand did not render
illegal a firm's doubling of its capacity, since the new capacity
was installed in anticipation of its future need and was not to
be carried at a loss. Structure Probe, Inc. v Franklin Institute,
450 F. SUppa 1272, 1288 (E.D. Pa. 1978), aff'd mem. 595 F.2d
1214 (3d Cir. 1979).
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These cases, like the monopolization cases discu~sed above,
unfortunately are of limited usefulness to the task here. They
provide no clear explication of the factors to be considered in
assessing the reasonableness of conduct by firms with market power
approaching monopoly proportions. For the most part, the courts
have couched their decisions in terms of such general considerations
as the defendants' conformity with prevailing business'norms or the
existence of independent economic justifications to support the
challenged conduct. Inspfar as the expansion cases are concerned,
about the most that can be said is that the courts appear to be
cautious about condemning expansion by non-monopolists, especially
where the expansion is not accompanied by othe,f .c_o.nduct that is
anticompeti ti ve.
. •
In addition to these cases, however, several decisions of late,
cited by respondent, address the reasonableness of dominant firm
behavior in greater depth. Although these decisions do not involve
the kind of output expansion activity present here, they do shed
further light on the conduct standards applicable to both monopolization and attempted monopolization cases.
Of particular interest is a series of cases involving the
ill.lrketing practices of IBM. California Computer Products v IBM Corp.
("Cal Comp"), 613 F.2d 727 (9th Cire. 1979); Greyhound Computer ·Corp.
v IBM Corp., 559 F.2d 488 (9th Cir. 1977); ILC Peripherals v IBM Corp.
{"Memorex"}, 555 F.2d 1379 (9th Cir. 1977): Telex Corp. v IBM Corp.,
510 F.2d 894 (10th Cir. 1975); Transamerica Computer Co. v IBM Corp.,
481 F. Supp. 965 (N.D. Cal. 1979). Among the various charges of
exclusionary conduct were allegations that IBM lowered prices
to drive competitors from the market and preserve its market share,
altered its leasing policies in order to frustrate and exclude
competitors, and implemented superfluous design changes in
equipment to foresta~l competition.
In finding IBM's actions to be reasonable, the court in Cal Comp
concluded that IBM's dominant position in computers resulted initially
from technological superiority, and that the firm was entitled to.
maintain that position through "shrewdness in profitable price
competition," which the court characterized as business acumen.
613 F.2d at 742. In addition to finding IBM's price reductions
"highly profitable," 27/ the court also found the design changes

27/ While adhering to the Areeda-Turner marginal cost rule as the
oasic test for predatory pricing, the court nevertheless indicated
·that under the right circumstances limit pricing might be proscribed,
and that pricing above marginal or average variable costs might be
condemned when viewed in light of other aspects of the monopolist's
conduct. 613 F.2d at 743.
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to be cost-saving technical improvements which justified lower prices.
According to the court, IBM, even as a monopolist, had 'the right to
redesign products to reduce cost or improve performance, and the firm
was under no obligation,to predisclose its new technology to competitors.
Id. at 744.

:r',

Addressing somewhat different. leasing and pr~cl.ng policies in
Greyhound, the Ninth Circuit upheld IBM's fixed term leasing plan as
a reasonable response to competition, but reversed a directed verdict
for the firm on the pricing issues, saying that the evidence showed
IBM's actions to be ~rima facie anticompetitive without legitimate business purpose. 5 9 F.2d at 505. In reaching this result the
eourt started with the premise that IBM-, 'a-s- a monopolist, "would be precluded from employing otherwise lawful practices that unnecessarily excluded competition from the [market]." Id. at 498 •.
Applying this standard, the court determined that changes in the
technological discount offered by IBM would not be economically
justified except as a means 'of inhibiting leasing company competitors.
Similarly, the court found that IBM's action in boosting mainten~~ce
rates on its new generation of equipment, despite lower maintenance
costs, was not competitively justified and had the primary effect of
restricting competitors' access to such equipment by stretching out
the period required to recoup investment.
In Telex, IBM's redesigned peripheral equipment and accompanying
price reauct~ons were judged by a two-fold test: (1) whether the acts
were business practices typical of those used in a competitive market,
and (2) whether the conduct involved the use of monopoly power.
510 F.2d at 925-26. In finding IBM's conduct to be reasonable,
ordinary business behavior, the court felt that a firm such as IBM
should be siven sufficient latitude to respond to erosion of its
lawfully acquired market share. As the court observed:
It' would seem that technical attainments
were not intended to 'be inhibited or
penalized by a construction of Section 2
of the Sherman Act to prohibit the adoption
of legal and ordinary marketing methods
already used by others in the market, or to
prohibit price changes which are within the
"reasonable" range, up or down. Id. at 927.
Two additional district court opinions involving IBM are worth
noting. These cases also deal with conduct that is similar or
identical to the practices at issue in the aforementioned cases,
and both decisions devote considerable discussion to the question
'of predatory pricing standards. In Memorex, the court concluded
that a two-part test should be applied to allegations of exclusionary
pricing. If entry barriers are low, the Areeda-Turner marginal or
average variable cost standard should hold. If entry barriers are
high, the proper measure would be to determine whether prices are
below short-run profit maximizing levels -- in other words, the
inquiry would focus on whether the defendant is sacrificing current
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profits to gain even higher profits in the future. 28/· In addition,
the court felt that pricing to meet competition was p~rmissible
without regard to costs, thus allowing the dominant firm to match
any competitive price offerings irrespective of the entry hurdles
facing the would-be challenger. According to the court, IBM's
pricing met these tests. 458 F. Supp. at 433.
As for the non-pricing conduct, the Memorex court found that
IBM's new product offer~ngs were significant innovations and that
its product announcements were not false or misleading.
In Transamerica, after an exhaustive review of the precedents,
the court determined that an average cost priG-in(j·· test was the
most defensible from an economic and public policy perspective. 29/
As for design changes, the court looked to see if the changes were
"unreasonably restrictive of competition," taking into account the
effects on competitors and consumers, technological advantages and
intent. 481 F. Supp. at 1003. In finding IBM's conduct generally
reasonable, the court had this to say about the general standard for
judljing the behavior of a monopolist:
Where a monopolist chooses an alternative that
does not unreasonably restrict competition, the
law is not offended. It is the choice of an
unreasonable alternative, not the failure to
choose the least restrictive alternative, that
leads to liability. Id. at 1022.

28/ In arriving. at this position, the court relied on two Ninth
CTrcuit appellate cases involving· allegations of attempted
monopolization and. a Fifth Circuit case dealing with price discrimination under- the Robinson-Patman Act. ILC Peripherals v
IBM Corp., 458 F. Supp. at 431-32, citing Janich Bros., Inc. v
American Distilling Co., 570 F.2d 848, 857 (9th Cir. 1977);
Hanson v Shell Oil Co., 541 F.2d 1352, 1358-59 (9th Cir. 1976),
cert. denied, 429 u.s. 1074 (1977); and International AirIndustrles, Inc. v American Excelsior Co., 517 F.2d 714, 723-24
(5th eire 1975). These decisions, while largely endorsing the
Areeda-Turner test, nonetheless suggest that pricing above
average variable or total costs might be deemed to be predatory
in situations where new entry is difficult.
29/ In attempt cases, however, the court, citing Janich and
Ranson, n. 28 su~ra, noted that an average variable cost test
might be approprlate where independent evidence of specific
intent or dangerous probability is lacking. 481 F. Supp. at
989.
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One further case deserves consideration. Berkey Photo, Inc.
v Eastman Kodak Co., 603 F.2d 263 (2nd eire 1979), cert. denied,
100 s. Ct. 1061 (1980). Briefly, the Berkey cou~t found 'no attempt
to monopolize in Kodak's introduction of the "110" camera and no
general duty of a monopolist to predisclose its innovations to
competitors. Reminiscent of the charges of exaggerated and premature
expansion announcements by DuPont were Berkey's allegations that
Kodak made false and exaggerated ·claims about its new film for the
110 camera: the court disagreed, finding the film to be a superior
product for which there was a market.
In reaching its decision, the court emphasized that, in the
context of a monopolization case, a violation can be found only by
showing the use of monopoly power. Accordin(j-· to the court,
a use of monopoly power is an action that
a firm would have found substantially less
effective, or even counterproductive, if
it lacked market control. Id. at 291.
While reaffirming the well-established principle that actions proper
for a non-monopolist may be improper if engaged in by a monopolist,
the court went on to note that:
if an action that gains a firm a competitive
advantage is effective because of the company's
efficiency, prestige, and innovativeness, and
not because of its control over the market,
the action is not a use of power. Id. at 291
n. 50. !Q./

30/ As examples of actions that may be permissible for firms with
market power, .the Berkey court had this to say:
a firm that has lawfully acquired a monopoly
position is not barred from taking advantage
of scale economies by constructing, for example,
a large and efficient factory. These benefits
are a consequence of size and not an exercise
of power over the market. Nevertheless, many
anticompetitive actions are possible or
effective only if taken by a firm that
dominates its smaller rivals. (citations
omitted) Id. at 274-75.
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These decisions reflect some of the most extensive efforts by
the courts in recent years to devise tests for det~rmining' whethe+'
conduct by monopolists or near-monopolists is unreasonably exclusionary
or constitutes legitimate competitive behavior. In so doing, the
courts have fashioned a variety of criteria such as a) whether the
behavior amounted to ordinary marketing practices, b) whether it was
profitable or economically rational, c) whether it resulted in improved
product performance or d) whether it would have been effective for a
firm without market power. In addition, several of the decisions
emphasize' that the lawfulness of the practices depends on the market
setting (~., nature of entry barriers) and the anticompetitive
potential~ the challenged practices.
In particular, the decisions
in such cases as Greyhound and Transameric~.suggest the importance
'
of weighing the efficiencies and competit~ve virtues of the practices
under scrutiny against their exclusionary characteristics and effects,
There is little doubt that many of these considerations can be of
help in judging the lawfulness of single-firm conduct. Actions
that promote innovation or improve efficiency, for instance, should
generally be encouraged, not inhibited. But we believe it would be
unwise policy, especially in the face of actual or threatened
munopoly, to focus solely on the benefit side of the equation while
j 'jnUr inC] the adverse effects of dominant f ix:m behavior.
For example,
flrm's conduct might consist largely of ordinary business practices,
.',-t be highly exclusionary because of the i"ndustry structure and
tli~ firm's market power.
So too, the actions of the would-be
n~nopolist may enhance efficiency or product performance, albeit
m.-'1r'Jinally, although the overall competitive effect is decidedly
n~gative.
In a similar vein, there are shortcomings in a test
which relies exclusively on determining whether the conduct
would have been rational for a smaller firm. On the one hand, it
might be logical and necessary for a new or recent entrant to engage
in below cost pricing as a means of achieving market penetration.
On the other hand, size and efficiency may coalesce so that it is
difficult, if not impossible, to .ascertain precisely whether an
effective marketing tactic owes its success to greater efficiency
or the naked exercise of market power. Moreover, behavior that is
rational for a firm with little or no market power may nevertheless
produce substantial and unnecessary anticompetitive effects when
wielded by a firm with considerable market clout.
:~reat

1

In the present case, DuPont's conduct appears to be justified
by respondent's cost superiority over its rivals, demand forecasts
and scale economies. There is no evidence that DuPont's pricing
or capacity strategies were unprofitable (regardless of the cost
test employed) and, as discussed later, the plant announcements
do not appear to be misleading. Yet, that is not the end of our'
inquiry. As we have suggested, the proper test for measuring
the reasonableness of DuPont's conduct takes account of overall
competitive effects -- pro and con -- within the relevant market
setting. To further explore the factors that should guide our
analysis, we turn to the new literature on predatory business
strategies.
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b)

Economic Literature

Complaint counsel draw on recent economic literature in urging
that DuPont's conduct should be condemned under a rule-of-reason
approach to predation. In the process, they reject the so-called
per se marginal cost pricing tests of Areeda and Turner and even
the special per se rules advanced by Professor Williamson.
Instead, complaint counsel support. the approach suggested by
Professor Scherer of. looking at all relevant market factors
affecting long-run welfare in determining whether dominant firm
conduct is unreasonable.

.,
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Much of the current economic debate ~tems from the aforementioned
ef'fort by Professors Areeda and Turner to develop a set of objective,
efficiency-based predatory pricing rules which will serve to deter
the most likely abuses of market power and which courts can workably
apply. Areeda & Turner, Predatory Pricing and Related Practices
Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 697 (1975).
Under their proposal, only pricing below marginal or average
\-ar iable costs would 'be deeme·d predatory, except where marginal
costs exceed average costs; in the latter case, pricing above
aV~lage costs would be legal. 31/
The principal criticisms of
Llii~ approach, in the view of a-number of commentators, see
11. 20 ~upra, are
(l) that it focuses only on eliminating equally.
(~f ficient firms and ignores the social loss from elimination of
less efficient firms on the ground that any other standard would
chill desirable p.ricing behavior by firms with substantial market
shares: and (2) that it fails to take account of market-place
dynamics, especially the ability of dominant firms to prevent even
equally efficient firms from entering the market ona viable scale.
Although each of these commentators offers a somewhat different
solution to the problem, they share the common objective of
developing legal criteria that will adequately address the long-run
welfare effects of conduct by firms having substantial market power.
Professbrs Scherer and Wil'liamson, in particular, are both
concerned wIth output decisions by dominant firms which, though
not necessarily violating the Areeda-Turner cost-based rules,
nevertheless serve to deter effective new .entry or expansion by
existing firms. Scherer, for example, criticizes Areeda and Turi1~r
for overstating the significance of predation in situations where
a dominant firm maintains excess capacity and for understating

31/ A significant feature of the Areeda-Turner test is the assumption that predation is most likely to occur in situations where the
monopolist has excess capacity, i.e., where marginal cost is less
than average cost. It should also be noted that these commentators
would establish no rule governing possible predatory investment
in new capacity, since they believe that monopolists are unlikely
to build costly excess capacity simply to deter new entry and that
it would be too difficult to determine whether the excess capacity
was attributable to strategic reasons or innocent factors, such as
unanticipated changes in demand. Areeda & Turner, Predatory
Pricing And Related Practices Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act,
88 Harv. L. Rev. 697, 719 (1975).
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the entry-deterring effects of output expansions beyond optimal levels,
in the range where price falls below marginal cost~yet exceeds average
cost. Scherer, Predatory Pricing and the Sherman Act: A Comment,
89 Harv~ L. Rev. 869 (1976). Scherer's concern is that output and
pricing in this range might be used to deter new entry by equally
efficient firms when minimum efficient scale is large because
residual demand cannot accommodate the additional output required
for viable entry_ For such a strategy to be effective, of course,
the prospective entrant must percei.ve that the dominant firm is
unlikely to make roomlby reducing its output. Even though actual
entry by the new firm would drive prices below the Areeda-Turner
levels if the monopolist refused to back off, Scherer believes that
the entrant might be unwilling to take the· ~i·sJf" that enforcement
of the antitrust laws would provide it adequate protection.
Scherer at 872. 32/

~7l

The scenario sketched by Scherer bears a superficial resemblance
to the DuPont situation, inasmuch as it is alleged that DuPont's
pricing and growth strategy purposefully served to deter existing
firms from developing low-cost ilmenite technology by precluding
them from learning to operate at large, efficient scale. On closer
examination, however, the similarity evaporates. Scherer's model
a~sumes-,that the dominant firm's output is e~panded into the range
wh~re its average costs are rising and its prices are below marginal
cost. But such conduct is not evident here. DuPont does not appear
to be operating, or planning to operate, on the upward segment of its
average cost curve, either by building a less-than-efficient size
plant or by otherwis~ expanding output beyond optimum levels. Thus,
we are unable to find in this part of Scherer's analysis any ~ause
to deem DuPont's expansion and pricing strategy unreasonable.
Of perhaps 'greater relevance' is Scherer's further recommendation
that cost-based tests be replaced by a rule-of-reason analysis for
gauging the long~run welfare effects of dominant firm behavior.
Under such an approach, Scherer suggests that there may be cases
where pricing above marginal cost levels should be deemed predatory
because of ensuing long-run welt'are losses. Of great significance
to us, though, is that even here Scherer recognizes the welfare
benefits of expansion consistent with optimal scale economies, a
situation characteristic of DuPont's expansion program. To
Scherer, the proper way to analyze non-traditional forms of
dominant firm predation, such as preemptive output expansion, is
by an assessment of such variables as
the relative cost positions of the monopolist
and fringe firms, the scale of entry required

32/ In their reply to Professor Scherer, Professors Areeda and
Turner express a willingness to modify their standard slightly
so that predation could be established if the dominant firm's
prices fell substantially below marginal cost, though still
above average cost. Areeda & Turner, Scherer on Predatory
Pricing: A Reply, 89 Harv. L. Rev. 868, 894 (1976).
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to secure m~n~murn costs, whether fringe firms
are driven out entirely or merely suppressed,
whether the monopolist expands its output to
replace the output of excluded rivals or
restricts supp'ly again when the rivals withdraw, and whether any long-run compensatory
expansion by the monopolist entails investment
in scale economy-embodyi~g new plant. Scherer,
at 890.
Since DuPont, the low-cost producer, is not seeking to displace
existing output, 33/ or to increase output temporarily to head
off competitive expansion, it seems diffj..c;ul_t_ to condemn its
expansion efforts, which are directed at capturing future growth
in demand. Of course, it can be argued that other Ti02 producers
would eventually achieve cost parity with DuPont (estimated ten
years) if they were encouraged to expand to large scale operations.But it seems anomalous to preclude DuPont from competing for this
increased demand on grounds that it could do so most efficiently
only at a level of capacity and output that inevitably tends to
exclude other competitors. .

.::",:. ~-'-

Professor Williamson also emphasizes the strategic aspects of
!Jredatory pricing, but he focuses on a somewhat different problem.
Williamson, Predatory Pricing: A Strategic and Welfare~alysis,
87 Yale L. J. 284 (1977). Specifically, Williamson assumes that
dominant firms will respond to cost-based predatory pricing rules,
such as the Areeda-Turner test, by deliberately choosing a preentry plant scale that enabaes them to meet new entry by expanding
output to ~evels that remain profitable for them'but not for their
putative rivals. In short, by building in excess capacity, the
established firm can turn back new entry without violating the
applicable ~bst-based pricing standard. Under this scenario,
potential entrants are presumed to have access to the same
cost-saving technology as the dominant firm, although cost
parity may.be achieved only with operational experience.
The cornerstone of Williamson's solution to this problem is
his output restraint rule, which precludes dominant firms (60%
market share) from disproportionately expanding output (above
their historical shares of demand) 'in response to new entry.

~~::~y.;:~
.::;: ~~ ~ ., ;-.~

33/ DuPont's plan, if successful, will, of course, reduce the
market share of rivals over time, but that is still considerably.
different from a program designed simply to sUbstitute DuPont's
output for that of its competitors. It should also be repeated
that DuPont's increase in market share since 1972 has come
largely at the expense of competitors, including imports, due
to two factors -- increased capacity provided by expansion of
DuPont's existing facilities and a leveling off of demand after
1972. These market share inroads, of course, are attributable
to unexpected changes in market conditions.
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Such a rule, presumably,' would force large firms anticipating entry"
to set their pre-entry output at higher levels, thereby leading to
a more efficient utilization of resources. 34/
On its face, the kind of preemptive expansion addressed by
Williamson differs from the DuPont facts. Williamson's concern
seems to be with short-term strategic responses by dpminant firms
that are designed primarily to discipline the behavior of
rivals rather than to take advantage of efficiencies in serving
long~term demand grow~h.
By contrast, in this matter, we cannot
find that DuPont's plan was designed simply or even primarily for
the purpose of blocking expansion moves of competitors (although
that certainly may have been an effect). M9~eO-v-er, with respect
to Williamson's additional rule for pricing by established firms,
which is keyed to full cost recovery, it appears evident that
DuPont's pricing also met this standard, there being no suggestion
by complaint counsel that DuPont's prices either in the short run
or the long run failed to cover costs plus a reasonable return on
investment.
Complaint counsel also refer us to an article by Professor
Spence for the proposition that investment in new capacity may be
a more effective entry-deterring device' than price cutting.
Spence, Entry Capacity, Investment and Oligopolistic Pricing,
8 Bell J. of Econ. 534 (1977). Spence contends that capacity
expansion may be used strategically to deter entry, but his
concern,is with practices quite different from those in the
present case.
The principle of this [Spence] model is quite
simple. It is that existing firms choose
capacity in a strategic ~ay designed to discourage entry. This strategic purpose is
realized by holding excess capacity in the
preentry.~eriod.
Thi~ excess capacity permits
ex~st~ng
irms to expand output and reduce
price when entry is threatened, thereby
reducing.the prospective profits of the new
entrant who operates on the residual demand
curve to zero.
(emphasis added). Id. at
534-35.

34/ This approach has been criticized by Professor Schmalensee for
Eeing difficult to apply and for not adequately addressing all forms
.of predation. Schmalensee generally prefers the Scherer approach,
although he suggests that an average cost test may be a more workable
standard for judicial application in predatory pricing cases.
Schmalensee, On the Use of Economic Models in Antitrust: The
ReaLemon Case, 127 Pa. L. Rev. 994, 1029 (l979).
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While Spence's model really addresses excess capacity carr~ed by an .
entire industry, rather than a single firm, we recognize its potential
applicability to single-firm behavior; even so, we distinguish the
conduct of DuPont. It cannot be said that DuPont built excess
capacity to hold in reserve as a means of disciplining existing
rivals or deterring new entry. DuPont's original plan conformed to
demand estimates, and there is no persuasive evidence that DuPont
unreasonably refused to delay or c~ncel DeLisle in'the face of
.declining demand simply as a way to keep competitors in check.
Also, the fact that there is capability for a second new line at
DeLisle does not lead us to conclude that DuPont artificially or
unreasonably attempted to head off compe~kt~~~ expansion in the
context of the Spence model.
In a more recent article, Professors Joskow and Klevorick pull
together some of the theories and concepts previously discussed
and advance a two-tiered approach to dealing with predatory
pricing. Joskow & Klevorick, A Framework for Analyzing Predatory
Pricing Policy, 89 Yale L. J. 213 (1979). They propose that structural
conditions determine whether. the market is conducive to predation;-if
it is, a set of behavioral 'rules would be applied to gauge the legality
of the dominant firm's pricing practices. Under their approach,
monopoly pricing that fails to cover average total costs would be
presumed to be predatory, except in limited circumstances, for example,
where excess capacity is attributable to a declining industry. 35/

._- .. .1 .....,

As for pricing above average costs, Joskow and Klevorick believe
that in certain circumstances temporary price cuts by dominant firms
to levels· above average cost may also be predatory. They propose the
following rule:
A price decrease to a point above average total
cast would be presumed to be legal unless the
price cuts were reversed either fully or to a
significant extent w~thin a reasonable period
of time -- for example, two years. Id. at 255.
Under this rule, any reversal in price would have to be justified
by changes in demand or costs, and the predatory pricing would
have to "run its course" before relief would be available. 36/

35/ Professor Posner also advocates an average cost test as the
proper basis for assessing the legality of monopoly pricing.
R. Posner, Antitrust Law: An Economic Perspective 184-96 (1976).
36/ Another commentator, Professor Baumol, advocates a predatory
pricing rule that precludes monopolists from rescinding price cuts
made in response to the threat of entry for a reasonable period
of time. Baumol, n. 20 supra.
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Comparing DuPont's strategy with the Joskow & Klevorick approach . .
reveals some obvious distinctions. For one thing, it is not clear'
whether DuPont, in 1972 or even today, enjoys the kind of entrenched
monopoly power that Joskow & Klevorick view as a critical prerequisite
to the application of their behavioral standards, although there is
evidence that DuPont has some degree of market power. More important1y, as noted elsewhere, there is ,no allegation of below-cost
pricing here, whether the standard is average variable or average
total costs. To be sure, these authors offer a separate non-cost
standard that looks tO,temporary price deviations and the circumstances surrounding those deviations, but implicit in their model
is a concern for short-run responses to competitive inroads that
are divorced from such market factors as new~rowth opportunities
or superior techno109Y. 37/ When coupled with the demand projections
and cost advantages extant here, the DuPont strategy reveals longterm considerations that are of a character considerably different
from the short-run price cutting addressed by Joskow & Klevorick.
To summarize, the focus of much of the literature centers on
strategic responses to new entry, or, as characterized by Williamson,
responses "of a gaming v~riety --, now it's there, now it isn't,
depending on whether an entrant has appeared or perished •••• "
Williamson, 87 Yale L. J. at 339. Such behavior hardly typifies
DuPont's expansion plan, which contemplated a permanent increase.
in plant capacity and output. Even as to respondent's pricing
objectives -- generating funds for its own expansion while

While the authors downplay the significance of evidence concernsubjective intent, they believe it may be of some value where the
evidence clearly indicates (1) that the monopolist plans to increase
prices after driving competition from the market, and (2) the price
cuts are being used,"to increase artificially the difficulty of
entering the market." What they mean by this is evidence of longrange plans by a·rnonopolist to preserve its market power through
erection of entry barriers or outright elimination of competing
firms. In this connection, the authors observe that allegations
of predatory pricing are often accompanied by charges that firms
have engaged in other non-price forms of predation, such as
"'targeted' advertising expenditures, 'false' product announcements
and product 'manipulations.'" Joskow & Klevorick, A Framework
For Analyzing Predatory Pricing Policy, 89 Yale L. J. 213"
259, n. 92 (1979). But they acknowledge that the issues may not
be resolved easily because of the difficulty of distinguishing
artificial exclusionary behavior from legitimate responses to
competition. Similar issues are involved here inasmuch as
DuPont is charged with having developed a predatory scheme that
involves interrelated pricing, expansion and announcement
practices.
~/
~ng
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discouraging similar efforts by competitors -- those objeqtives were
consistent with DuPont's cost advantage and undertaken in conjunction
with the firm's long-term growth in response to demand projectionsl
they were not undertaken simply as a device to retard entry without
regard to independent market forces.
To be sure, the recent literature does not fully address all
forms of exclusionary conduct, especially where the actions are
of a longer-term nature. To the extent that it does we can find
no persuasive basis'for declaring DuPont's behavior unlawful.
The conduct at issue here, for example, does not appear to be
the kind of artificial, entry-barrier raising behavior cited
by Professors Joskow & Klevorick. See n .. '--'37 -"supra. DuPont's
actions may make future competitive expansion more difficult,
but that effect is not the product of artificially induced
conduct that is unrelated to market conditions, cost differences
or scale economies.
Thus, although the literature to date on the subject of predation is not exhaustive, nor has it produced a consensus among the - .
co~ncntators, it does provide a valuable framework for looking at
the merits of this case. As such, we find no compelling basis in
til~ various analyses for judging DuPont's behavior to be unreasonable.
c)

Conclusions

Having reviewed the legal precedents and economic literature on
the subject of predation, we believe that the conduct under question
should be assessed generally in light of the respondent's market power,
the nature of its conduct and prevailing market conditions. As the
firm's market power approaches monopoly proportions, the standard
for measuring the legality of the firm's behavior would more closely
approximate :the standard applicable to monopolists.
We recognize, of course, the importance of providing as much
guidance to business as possibloe, so that desirable competitive
behavior is not chilled, even by a firm with considerable market
power. Nevertheless, some uncertainty in dealing with dynamic
market factors is probably unavoidable. No one simple test seems
adequate. We suspect, however, that in many instances the challenged
conduct can be fairly categorized as clearly legitimate competitive
behavior, on the one hand, or as behavior which clearly has little
or no redeeming justification, on the other hand. For the gray
areas in between, we believe there is no substitute for a careful,
considered look at the overall competitive effects of the practices
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under scrutiny. 38/ In the absence of a stronger consensus among the
courts and commentators as to the lawful parameters of monopoly or
dominant firm behavior, we believe that a balancing approach, which
takes due account of rational, efficiency related conduct, is best
suited to the task at hand. 39/
Recalling Judge Wyzanski's comments in United Shoe Machinery,
he observed that the practices at issue there involved
contracts, arr.angements, and policies which
instead of encouraging competition based on
pure merit, further the dominance of a
particular firm. In this sense, they are
unnatural barriers; they unnecessarll'i -"-.
exclude actual and po~ential competit~on;
they restrict a free market. 110 F. Supp.
at 344-45 (emphasis added).

38/

At a more specific level, some of the factors that appear
pertinent to a proper rule-of-reason type analysis
jnclude: (1) the extent to which the conduct enhances efficiency
(lr
innovation, including profitability considerations; (2) the
(!xtent to which the conduct is a reaction to competitive behavior,
demand shifts, new technology or other market conditions;
(3) the permanence or reversibility of the challenged actions;
(4) the alternatives available to the firm; and (5) the effect of
the conduct on entry barriers and rival firm behavior. As we have
noted, however, resort to such benchmarks as whether the practices
constituted "ordinary" or "typical" business behavior may be of
some value, but th~y can hardly be expected to serve as reliable
indicators of competitive effects, especially where market power
is substantial and entry barriers high. Even behavior that improves
efficiency or techno1ogy may still be unreasonable, since the
benefits may be only incidental in relation to the adverse effects
(e.g., improvements instituted merely as a temporary measure for the
purpose of driving competitors out of the market). As we have seen,
increases in output, a normal and usually legitimate form of
competitive behavior, may be used primarily as an exclusionary
tactic.
~ii)ecially

39/ Professor Cooper also provides some helpful considerations for
aetermining the reasonableness of behavior in attempt cases, Cooper,
Attempts and Monopolization: A nildly Expansionary Answer to the
Prophylactic Riddle of Section Two, 72 Mich. L. Rev. 373, 449 (1974)
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This characterization, though addressing monopoly behavior, effectively
swnmarizes the kind of approach that remains relevant today for dealing
with market power-related conduct. Similar considerations are reflected
in the decisions in Greyhound, 559 F.2d at 498 (whether practices
"unnecessarily excluded competition") and Transamerica, 481 F. Supp.
at 1022 (conduct proscribed which "unreasonably restrict[s]
competition").

"- ..

';'

In applying these principles to the facts of this case, it is
useful to restate complaint counsel's fundamental objection to DuPont's
growth plan. In essence, complaint counsel contend that it was· logical
for DuPont to do what it did only if monopoly power could be attained
in t6e future. It is argued that DuPont'&~onstruction/pricing/non~ .
licensing policy involved a current foregoing of available profits,
that DuPont recognized that it could recoup those profits down the
road through high volume and higher prices, and that DuPont's policy'
only made sense if those excess profits would become available at a
later date.

•

Put

differently, DuPont presumably would not have tried to cap-cure

l l ] future demand growth, and thereby risked the costs of operating
,I
~]ant the size of DeLisle at less than capacity, unless it was
i _.~~onaDly
assured that other competitors could not expand. DuPont

"Lr ....:il1(.:d

this assurance, it is claimed, not through normal market.
but rather through its own efforts, as evidenced by the
~~l)ml.Ji nd t ion of expansion, announcement, pricing and licensing
l··olicies. A~ further proof of the overall strategy, complaint
cou~s~l cite to DuPont's pricing forecasts, which it is argued
clearly reveal respondent's plan to sacrifice short-term profits
for long-term monopoly gains.
j'orce~,

We simply cannot accept this analysis. The rationality of
DuPont's progra~ hardly seems dependent on its ability to extract
monopoly profits in the future. DuPont had a highly efficient
process, indeed the most efficient in the industry, and it
anticipated expanding market demand. To serve that demand, DuPont
enlarged its existing facilities to optimal levels and built a new
plant of efficient 'scale (but not above efficient levels and no
larger than necessary to satisfy predicted demand) to serve the
market it expected would develop. Given respondent's level of
efficiency, expansion of the magnitude undertaken would make
sense, regardless of whether the firm would eventually be able to
raise prices above competitive levels. Moreover, DuPont's pricing
policies were entirely consistent with its cost advantage and
apparently (for there is no suggestion that it engaged in predatory
pricing) were profitable, even during the '70s when respondent was
~rguably foregoing additional profits.
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Even if DuPont could earn future profits equal to those it was
passing up in the mid-1970s only if existing competitors were dissuaded from expanding, it does not necessarily follow that actions
leading to that result sh~uld constitute an illegal attempt to
monopolize. As we have observed, DuPont's ability to pursue its
strategy derived from substantial economic efficiencies; it did
not stem from below cost pricing, false plant announcements,
construction of excess capacity or other plainly anticompetitive
conduct. Complaint counsel contend, however, that notwithstanding
these efficiencies and DuPont's conceded right.to expand, there
were less restrictive alternatives available that would have less
adverse competitive consequences. In particular, they cite DuPont's
own more moderate expansion program -- a program discarded in favor
of the more aggressive growth plan in 1972 --·which contemplated
only expansion of existing plants. More generally, complaint
counsel and their expert witness, Professor Shepherd, urged that
DuPont should have pursued any less aggressive strategy than the
one it did. In other words, respondent should not have. attempted
to capture all the growth in the market, thereby making it more
difficult for competitors to expand to the scale justified by
DuPont's technology.
While it is proper and desirable to consider alternative courses

,)! conduct open to DuPont , we firmly believe the course chosen was

not unreasonable. When DuPont conceived its strategy in 1972, its
~stimates of demand growth and supply shortfall seemed reasonable,
and there has been no suggestion to the contrary. In competing
for this growth, DuPont realized that even expansion of its
existing plants to theLr practical limits could not satisfy all of
the additional demand expected through the early 1980s. A new
plant would be required. To build such a plant at efficient scale,
afforded by DuPont·' s developed technology, meant that there would
be little, if any, room left for expansion by competitors. Yet,
to deny DuPont the o.pportunity to compete for all of the projected
demand growth unduty penalizes its technological success. To
require respondent to build a 'smaller, less efficient plant, or
no plant, under these circumstances would be an unjustified
restraint on compet'itive incentives and an unjustified denial
of ,the benefits of competition to consumers.
To be sure, DuPont had another alternative. It could have
licensed its technology to competitors, as suggested by complaint
counsel, thereby enabling respondent's rivals to close the
technological gap more quickly. But, in the context of this case,
we can find no basis for concluding that DuPont's refusal to license
its technology, whether taken separately or together with the other
conduct, was unjustified. There is no evidence, for example, that
respondent used unreasonable means to acquire its know-how, or that
it joined with others in preventing access by competitors. Complaint
counsel cite no authority for the proposition that DuPont should have
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licensed its technology, and we are aware of none. 40/ Whatever may
be the proper result in other factual settings, we are not persuaded
that the refusal to license in this situation provides a basis for
liability; in fact, imposition of a duty to license might serve to
chill the very kind of innovative process that led to DuPont's
cost advantage.
Turning to the pricing options available to respondent, there
is, of course, no evidence that DuPont priced below its costs, since
the case was not tried on such a theory. As for the issue of limit
pricing, the literature discussed previously suggests that predation
may occur even in circumstances where prices are above the dominant
firm's costs (whether measured by average var~ab-le or average total
cost). In this respect, it seems clear that respondent sought to
price in a fashion that took account of the propensities and abilities
of competitors to expand, although the firm's pricing decisions were
affected .at least in part by independent economic forces, such as
demand conditions. Given this situation, it can be argued that these
pricing policies went too far, that they transformed an otherwise
legitimate method of expansion into an unlawful course of conduct.
We do not agree.

DuPont's pricing strategy stemmed from its
cost advantage over competitors and ocourred in conjunction
with its long-term plan to capture future market growth, a plan. which
we have pointed out before was consistent with foreseeable demand and
scale economies. Thus, this is not a case where DuPont was attempting
solely to preserve its market power through selective, temporary price
cuts to deter new ent·ry or expansion by existing competitors. Even
complaint counsel do not attack respondent's pricing as an independent
violation; rather they argue that it is unlawful as part of a broader
pattern of behavior. For our part, even, if DuPont's pricing can be
characterized as a form of limit pricing, we do not find it to be
unreasonable, absent at least some evidence of below-c=st p=icing,
cl~.1r

r

40/ To the contrary, the recent Berke and IBM cases suggest that
rTrms (monopolists and non-monopol~sts that-nive achieved success
through superior products and business acumen, and not unlawful
anticompetitive conduct,are under no duty to license or disclose
their technology to their rivals. Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman
Kodak Co., 603 F.2d 263 (2d Cir. 1979); California Comput·er
Products, Inc. v. IBM Corp., 613 F.2d 727 (9th Cir. 1979);
Transamerica Computer Co. v. IBM Corp., 481 F. SUppa 965 (N.D.
Cal. 1979); ILC Peripherals Leasing Corp. v. IBM Corp., 458
F. Supp. 423 (N.D. Cal. 1978). Here, DuPont's refusal to
.license its technology is not a factor that would make otherwise
reasonable behavior unreasonably anticompetitive. And, if the
other conduct were itself unreasonable, the refusal to license
would add little to the case, except, of course, as a possible
basis for remedial action. See also SCM Corp. v. Xerox Corp.,
463 F. Supp. 983 (D. Conn. 1978).
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in view of the firm's cost advantage, ~ts market position and its
legitimate expansion efforts. While there may be circumstances where
above cost pricing is unjustifiably exclusionary, those circumstances"
clearly are not present here.
We also do not find that DuPont's announcements of its early plans
to build an unidentified additional facility or its later announcements
identifying the DeLisle plant were unfairly exaggerated or misleading
threats or signals in the strategic sense suggested by the commentators.
Because of the lead time required for obtaining environmental permits
and for completing construction, DuPont's early disclosure of its
plans appears logical. The documents also reflect DuPont's strong
belief·that unfavorable customer reaction could be expected if it
cancelled or postponed DeLisle for any signi"f1caIit length of time,
so that there were disincentives to making false or exaggerated
announcements. Had these announcements been false or grossly
disproportionate, under circumstances suggesting they served little
purpose except to mislead and discourage competition, there might
have been a basis for liability. Cf. Bergjans Farms Dairy Co.
But that is not the case before us. Moreover, DuPonttsdec~sions
to scale back the size of DeLisle and delay its start-up are
~ttributable, in large measure, to unforeseen changes in supply
~nd demand and therefore do not render the otherwise justified
dnU)UnCements unreasonable.
As an additional argument, complaint counsel contend that
DuPont's cost advantage is largely fortuitous, owing to technology
developed many years before. Without expressly suggesting that the
result should be different had DuPont developed the ilmenite process
in 1972, complaint counsel nevertheless argue that DuPont's allegedly
superior skills and business acumen should be given little weight.
More specifically, they contend ~hat DuPont had demonstrated no
contemporaneous technological superiority because it has not
"~egentll d~stinguishe~ itsel~ as an organizational innovator,"
c~t~ng W~ll~amson, Dom~nant F~rms and the Monopoly Problem:
.
Market Failure Considerations, 85 Harv. L. Rev. 1512, 1527 (1972)
·(emphas~s ~n or~g~nal).
But the point of Williamson's discussion
is whether an established monopolist should be able to defend
against a charge of monopolization on traditional grounds of
business acumen or historic accident, where such causes bear
little relationship to the reasons for the firm's continuing
dominance. The issues here are considerably different.
We believe it would be anomalous to downgrade the significance
of DuPont's technological superiority simply because the fruits
were not reaped simultaneously with the discovery of the process.
It may well be that DuPont anticipated possible future shortages
of rutile and other ores back in the '40s and '50s, even though
it could not have anticipated precisely the events that occurred
in the late '60s.
In any event, DuPont's development of an
alternative supply source reflects the kind of skill and foresight
that should be encouraged, whether the benefits materialize
immediately or at some later date.
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with the possible exception of Alcoa, which involved repeated
increases in output by a monopolist, there is nothing"in the case
precedents to suggest that DuPont's expansion program unnecessarily
heightened entry barriers or otherwise unreasonably excluded
competition. Nor does the conduct appear to be sufficiently
similar to the preemptive kinds of expansion described by .
Professors Scherer and Williamson to warrant condemnation.
To the extent that the effects of DuPont's expansion bear any
resemblance to those models, a review of factors such as those
suggested by Scherer's ~ule-of-reason approach would still call
for a finding of reasonableness. !!I
It may be that DuPont ultimately will ae11i"eve a monopoly share
of the market. As its share increases, other firms may find it
harder to capture the efficiencies enjoyed by DuPont due to the scale
economies aE"sociated with the ilmenite process. Those effects should
be weighed carefully, and we have done so. Antitrust policy wisely
disfavors monopoly, but it also seeks to promote vigorous competitive
behavior.
Indeed, the essence of the competitive process is to induce_ .
firms to become more efficient and to pass the benefits of the effi-'
ciency along to consumers. That process would be ill-served by using
antitrust to block hard, aggressive competition that is solidly based
on efficiencies and growth opportunities, even if monopoly is a
~oti~ible result.
Such a view, we believe, is entirely consistent
with the "superior skill, foresight and industry" exception in
Alcoa and subsequent cases, for those decisions clearly indicate
Eha~monopolies may be lawfully created by superior competitive
ability. i~/
As we have previously indicated, DuPont engaged in conduct
consistent with 'its own technological capacity and market opportunities.
It did not attempt to build excess capacity or to expand
temporarily as a means of deterring entry. Nor did respondent engage
in other conduct "that might tip the scales in the direction of
liability, such as pricing below cost, making false announcements
about future expansion plans, or attempting to lock up customers
in requirements contracts to assure the success of its growth
plans.
In short, we find DuPont's conduct to be reasonable.
Accordingly, we affirm the ALJ's dismissal of the complaint.
October 20, 1geO

41/

See discussion of Scherer's criteria at pp. 40-41, supra.

42/ If a monopoly results that proves impervious to competitive
Inroads and is unjustified by scale economies or other efficiencies,
antitrust action in this or some other forum may be warranted, even
in the absence of abusive conduct. See note 23 supra; see also
Statement of the Federal Trade Commission to the National Commission
for the Review of Antitrust Laws and Procedures (Nov. 17, 1978),
Report to the Prp.sident and the Attorney General, 407. That,
however, is an issue entirely different from the one before us.
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